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Foreword

ne present volume contains 58 papers, presented on the thirteenth
Symposium of AER, held in Dresden, Germany, 22 - 26 September
2003. 7ze papers are presented in their original form, i.e. no
corrections or modifications were carried out. 7ze content of this
volume is divided into thematic groups: Core Monitoring Surveillance
and Testing, Safety Issues, Spectral and Core Calculation Methods,
Core Operation and Fuel Management, Neutron Kinteics and Reactor
Dynamics, Spent Fuel Transmutations and Decommissioning, Poster
Session - according to the presentation sequence on the Symposium.

Budapest, November 2003
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Spectral and Core Caluculations, Reactor Physics Experiments



In this section several papers are presented, Te two deals with problems connected
with spectral odes calculation and their testing (Svarny, Stammler, Mikolas), other two with
power distribution in the vicinity of the coupler (Mikus, Hegyi) and Monte Carlo calculations
(Chrapciak) and last three with preparation data for nodal methods (Petkov, Mittag). Section
is divided into two subsections:

Section I (A) (Chairman P.Petkov)

J.Svarny spoke about AER Working Group A activities in 2003. The work of WG
continues in approaches and methods for testing spectral codes on VVER-440 test vAth U-Gd
fuel rods and preparation of the nuclear data librarries. Future activity of the group should be
aimed to upgrade VVER-440 libraries for Gd-I and Gd-2 fel.

The paper of R.J.Stammler explore the impact of Zr resonance-shielding data in
lattice calculation by the code HELIOS. This analysis was induced by the fact that some
lattice codes can not treat resonance apture in the clad and shroud (e.g. of VVER). The paper
shows for some lattice types the effect of resonance shielding by Zr and presents detailed
analysis for SVEA and VVER-440 FA in bumup process. Because resonance shielding
reduces neutron capture it increases re-activity. This effect is studied in detail and is not so
great, but it should be taken into account for precise calculations and comparisons.

The task or WGA - testing behavior of VVER-440 FA with U-Gd fuel rods
(benchmark defined on the 10th Symposium) - is summarized by P.Mikolas. Results received
from six organizations enables to compare different spectral codes HELIOS, TVS, VqMS,
CASMO and NESSELA) calculations f K-inf, pin power distribution inside FA and
development actinides and Gd isotopes at FA depletion. Good agreement is observed, but
some exemptions should be explained.

V.Chrapciak and D.F.Hillenbach present basic analysis of convergence of Monte
Carlo code KENO VI in pin-wise criticality calculations. The first analyses carried out for
simplest model of infinite array of VVER440 fuel rods is reviewed and some
recommendation for optimal convergence of Monte Carlo is provided.

The results of power peak LR-0 measurements in the vicinity of coupler of VVER-440
control FA presents J.Mikus.. Experimental model of LR-0 consists symmetrical arrangement
of 12 FAs with central control FA. Control FA model, experimental onditions and
measurement preparation including methods of measurement are described in detail.
Experimental values of key pin power distribution are presented and can be used for code
validation.

Gy.Hegyi et al. present MCNP calculation of local power peaking in the vicinity of
VVER-440 ontrol FA with Hf plates. Calculation model presents continuation of former
MCNP benchmark without Hf plates formulated on 9 Symposium in Demenovska Dolina.
According presented MCNP calculations applying of Hf plates in critical region sufficiently
decreases local pin power peaking (namely for low concentrations of boron in water). A
comparison of D Monte Carlo power distribution alculations with results obtained using
KARATE-440 code system (with modified diagonal albedos) is shown.



Section I 13): (Chairman J.Svarny)

P.T.Petkov and S.Mittag present I I hot zero full-core heterogeneous transport theory
benchmarks for VVER-1000 reactor core prepared from 23 group transport calculations by
the Marico code. The asymptotic FA-averaged and cell-averagcd two-group diffusion
parameters, including group albedos on the radial reflector boundary are calculated by
Marico code and are used for analysis of nodal diffusion codes SPPS-1.6 and DYN313 and
pin-wise diffusion code HEX2DA.

Updated application of discontinuity factors (DF) for non-multiplying hexagonal
nodes in VVER-440 cores is explored by S.Mittag et. al. The former "symmetrical' DF are
replaced by surface dependent DF on non-multiplying regions boundaries. It is shown by,
suitable benchmarks (defined on the basis of Marico transport code by P.Petkov) calculations
that application of this new DFs in the two-group nodal diffusion code DYN31) clearly
improves the results of assembly powers and effective multiplication factor.

Detailed information about a new DYN31) library preparation and kinetics parameters
by HELIOS-1.5 code for the VVER-1000 reactors is given in paper of P.Petkov et. al. The
effective diffusion parameters and discontinuity factors for radial and axial reflectors are
prepared by transport code Marico. Calculations performed by BIPR-7 for Kozloduy NPP are
used for complex validation of DYN3D codeMth the new library.

Conclusion.
Preparation libraries for cores ith a new FAs needs systematic attention. Section I

also shows that validation and corrections of diffusion core calculations by transport codes
and specific experiments is on the present agenda of reactor physics



Core Calculations, Reactor Operation and Monitoring



Session2(A) CORECALUULAIIUN6,HF-AUIUROPEHATIUNANUM(.)NI[Ur�lNkD

Chairman P Darilek

Five presentations were given in the session.

P. DaNlek VUJE) reviewed AER Working Group Meeting held at Hrotovice, Czech Republic on May

4+7, 2003 tgether with Working Group A.

J. Baigi presented first experience with first generation of VVER-440 fuel with gadolinium (Gd-I fuel) at

NPP Dukovany. Main physical parameters of fuel cycles calculated by BIPR and MOBY DICK codes were

given in omparison with measurements. Future reloads of four units and loading oplimisation with code

OPTIMAL were characterised.

Xenon power fluctuations of reactor VVER-1000 at axial and radial direction were studied at SSTCN&RS

Kyiv, Ukraine by V. Khalimonchuk and A. Kuchin (presenter). Good agreement of numerical and analytical

solutions was shown and necessity to use rods for Xe-oscillalrons dumping at any ore configuration was

pointed out.

Two presentations from tKODA JS Plzei were devoted to VVER-1000 in-core fuel management

optinnisation vAth burnable absorbers.

Maximisation of EOC Kq for a given fuel cyde length by optimisation code OPAL-B as a part of code

system OPAL was described by J. tvam�. Basic algorithm with automatic enrichment and burnable

poison (BP) placement searching was presented. Applicability on discrete enrichment sr-ale was

demonstrated on NPP Temelin.

Simple method for minimisation of necessary number of BP fuel assemblies (FA's) was demonstrated by

P. Miko[A& Method is based on direct searching in each bum-up step providing, that power in all fresh

FA's is not higher than maximal from Haling or EOB power distribution. Method is developed for Temelin

NPP and co-operates with MOBY DICK code but replacement with Westinghouse code ANC. is in

progress.



Summary of Section 2 B)
Core alculations, Reactor Operation and Monitoring
C hair. 1. P6s

'Me sction consisted of six presentations aout different problems of reactor operations.
A part of presentations gave comprehensive iformation of code dvelopments. New code versions can

calculate the core parameters more acurately and have advanced options for in-core fuel management and
prediction of the results ro-d drop measurx:rnents. 'De basic need for assistance of reactor operation and
determination of reactor critical parameters during trznsients are also satisfied by nw developments.

On the basis of in-core measurements some verification and validation mthods were presented. The
possibility of use or ast and high capacity computers allow to apply big data bases. Using huge amount of
gathered nuclear data the code V&V process is more reliable.
In his sction information was also given about an unexpected rload because of crud on the surface of f�cl
assemblies.



Section 2 C) : Core Calculationq, Reactor Oeration and Momtonng
Chairman: V. Khalinionchuk
I'lierc %%crc four Presentations ad a the session as ollows.

The inforniation %as presented as to using th nw code system SPPSHB at Kozloduy NPP as lo
calculating ssembly-wise bumup distributions, assembly-wis pwer distributions, pin-mse power
distributions and ncar power distributions. The obtained rsults arc compared with those obtained
%with the use of the Russia code system KASKAD.

I'lic methodology performance and results of neutron flux measurements systems alidation at
Boliunice NPP uni Ls are reviewed-

The Scientific Supervisory Group (SSG) as the supervisor over nuclear safety assurance and over
scientific-technical level of the preparation and realization of the NPP Temelin commissioning
concludes that ver all commissioning process the principles of nuclear sakry were kept 14ithout any
exception. Also. SSG confirms h high professional level of h unit operafional staff and tests
personnel. SSG declares atat both uits of Temelin NPP fulfilled he requirements of Czech legislative
and fulfilled he requirements of large test program.

71 iforniadon was pesented as to conmaing a nw high-flux rsearch reactor, the FRM-11. This
new reactor %vill replace the 'Forschungsrractor Munchen "' which has been operated
successfully for about 43 yars. nc FM-11 Mll provide possibilities for irradiation experiments or
isotope produc6on. For tills reason, the reactor was designed in a way Ovi a high and spectrally pure
thermal neutron flux is available in a large column outside of the reactor core, where it is accessible for
experimental use. At present cold start-up of the technical facilities of the RM-11 has been
completed and the ractor is ready for the nuclea sW-up.



Neutron Kinetics, Reactor Dynamics and Transient Analysis



AND TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
Section 3(A)

Chairman: A. Keresztfiri

Three presentations -vere given in this session.

P. Sillanen reports on the AER Working group D meeting on VER reactor safety analysis
held 12"" at Saclay during the periodl4-15 May 2003. The meeting followed the First Work-
shop on the OECD/DOE/CEA VVER I 00 Coolant Transient Benchmark (V I 000-CT 1) held
at the same location 12-13 May. In addition to general information exchange on recent activi-
ties in the participant organizations, the topics of the meeting included:

• Review of the solutions of h and 6 AER dynamic benchmark

• Code development and improvements for reactor dynamics applications

• Safety analysis methodology and results

• Participation in the OECD/DOE/CEA VVER I 000 coolant transient benchmark
• Future activities

GN Alekhin et al. present the code development aiming at the correct description of the D
neutronic and thermal hydraulic processes in the core and the mixing effects in the reactor
vessel The DKM code consisting from three sub-programs was developed for this purpose

• DYNAMCA for system thermal hydraulics

• KANMRA for thermal hydraulics in the vessel including coolant mixing

• MAZ-3 for 3D neutron kinetics
The applicability of the code was demonstrated by calculating the trip of two main circulating
pumps measured on Unit 6 of the Kozloduy NPP. The calculated results show satisfactory
agreement with the measured data.

C. Stremensky and P. Dafilek report on the alculation of a Control Rod Ejection transient
calculated by the coupled DY14ML code comprising the DYN31) 3D dynamics and the
REALAP5 system thermal hydraulic codes. The results were compared to those obtained
from the DYN3D/M3 and DYN3D/HI calculations. Good agreement was observed. The nec-
essary further developments of the thermal hydraulic modelling were determined, too.



NEUTRON KINETICS, REACTOR DYNAMICS
AND TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

Sectio 3 13)
Chairman: 1'. Sillarien

Seven presentations were given in this session. An additional paper on the VVER-1000
Coolant Transient benchmark is included only in writing.

The paper by S. Kiem gives an overview of the latest updated solutions to the sixth AER dy-
namic benchmark, an asymmetric main steam line break in a VVER-440 power plant- Five
solutions from five different organizations are compared. Two solutions have been updated in
2003- Improvements in the modelling of the transient have led partly to a better agreement or
the results, while partly increased deviations are observed. The main origin of these differ-
ences lies in the modelling of the sewndary circuit. The second power increase is very sensi-
tive to the thermal-hydraulic behaviour on the secondary side.

A. Hamalainen and R. Kyrki-Rajamaki report on the updated calculation of the sixth AER
dynamic benchmark with the coupled codes HEXTRAN-SMABRE. Two extra sensitivity
calculations have also been performed, concerning the carry-over of water from the upper part
of the steam generator to the break, and enhanced vertical mixing in the upper plenum under
the reactor pressure vessel head.

J. Hadek and P. Kral report on their final results in calculating the sixth AER dynamic
benchmark. The ode DYN3D is used for steady-state and burnup calculations as well as
tuning of the initial state The system code RELAP5-3D is used for the transient analysis
The 3-dimensional neutron kinetic model is based on the NESTLE code. The thermal-
hydraulic model of the core has 37 channels. The reactor vessel is now nodalized into six
sectors and all six loops are explicitly modelled.

Gy. Hegyi et al. present results of a nodalization study for the sixth AER dynamic benchmark
performed with the coupled odes KK03D/ATHLET. The two cases considered differ only
in the nodalization of the reactor upper plenum. First, a detailed nodalization in six sectors is
used. nn, the nodes of the upper regions of the upper plenum are unified causing full mix-
ing of the coolant at the outlet of the reactor vessel. The results show differences during the
return to power, which is smaller in the latter case In spite of the fact that the overall cooling
ofthe primary circuit is enhanced by the mixing

Danilin et al. present validation results of comparing experimental data with calculations per-
formed by two ode packages, ATHLETiBFPR8 and TIGR-I. The transient in a VER-1000
plant has two parts: first, one MCP is switched off and the reactor power is automatically re-
duced to 67 %; after more than one hour another MCP is switched off and the reactor power is
further reduced to 50 % level. All systems of the plant work- in normal operation mode. Both
calculations show good agreement with the experimental data. Mixing effects play an im-

portant role in such transients.

U. Gundmann and S. Mittag compare rsults obtained %vith the code DYN31D to experiments
per-formed on the VVER-1000 full scale zero power critical facility V-1000 at the Kurchatov
Institute. Calculations have been performed sing three different libraries of two-group con-



....... 5..... .. �u witit m OOeS HLLIU'S, I- ASMO, and WIMS The experimental data i-

clude easurements ofsteady-state power dstributions ad easurements of kinetic rod drop

experiments Extensive comparisons of' calculations with easurements demonstrate good

stationary and kinetic performance of DYN31) Son dfferences btwee te data libraries

are observed. As can be expected for reactor scram, the signals from ex-core detectors po-

du�e reactivity readings that differ significantly from calculations of both static and dynamic

reactivity in such inhomogeneous and large negative reactivity canges

1. Tinka discusses a procedure for selecting conservative axial power distributions to be used

in hot channels analyses for safety analysis purposes. Different colant flow rates, different

critical heat flux correlations with their respective limits, and the time in cycle (BOC, EOQ

are considered. The applied selection criterion is the minimum of the ratio

DNBR-,IDNBF,4;.. This ratio is calculated for each potential axial distribution using various

correlations, each having Its own limiting value DNBRi.. As a rule, the same axial distribu-

tLons tend to be limiting regardless of the applied correlation.

The paper by B. vanov et a). gives an overview and current status of the OECD/DOF_/CEA

VVER-1000 Coolant Transient (VIOOOCT) international benchmark, A summary of the

benchmark definition is given for Phase 1, which is a main coolant pump switching on. This

phase includes three separate exercises. Some results are also given from supporting studies

performed by the benchmark team with the coupled code TRAC-PFUNEM (by PSU) and

with the code ELA_P5/Mod3.2 (by WRNE). In spite of the rather weak 3-dimensional ef-

fects in the core, this first ransient was chosen because ofthe available plant data. More ex-

treme scenarios including control rod ejection and ain stearn line break will follow



Criticality Safety, Spent Fuel, Deconuydssioning
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Criticality Safety, Spent Fuel, Decommissioning
and AER Working Group 'T'

The main activity of the group was on the fifth regular session, held 
Modra-Harmonia, Slovakia in April 22-25. 2003. There were 28 presentation
(concerning all aspects of the close nuclear fuel cycle) and 31 participants.

Materials presented on the WG 'T' (sent to the coordinator) session ar
reachable via ftp://mosar.u*v.cz . Most of the activities are common with the El
5th framework program MOST.

Serious works concerning transient analyses of molten salt breedZ
reactors were done in FZ Rossendorf and presented on symposium. It is now 
the process of application to the molten salt burner,

Slovakian works present strategy of the partial closed fuel cycle directly i
the VVERs. There is a tendency to turn the activity to molten salt burner and full
closed fuel cycle.

Spent fuel composition is calculated using various libraries and codes ti
reach more credible results now. It should be noted that there are influences c
power output and surroundings and too small experience with real dat;
concerning higher actinides in the spent fuel. Problem is topical but the method
for future will be probably different and there is a recommendation to form data
basis including history of power processing to be able to form credible input fo
future.

Bulgarian safety analyses of cooling time and characteristics enabled tf
use partially burned assemblies from the stopped blocks in the working units.

Contemporary studies of the future nuclear industry mainly are taking intt
account massive development of hydrogen industry, supported by highe
temperature reactors using solid fuel and either helium or molten salt cooling an(
transport of heating into the chemical part. Closed nuclear fuel cycle an(
hydrogen production could be reached also by the MS bumers, supposed tha
higher temperature output is possible. Czech specialists will try to include thi!
development into the common strategy.



In this section were 3 papers about transmutation presented. Mr. Lelck has presented AER
Working Group F and some comments to closed nuclear fuel cycle by using MSR. Mr.
Datilek has compared from point of mass of nuclides 3 cycles VVER-440 - open, with MO
fuel and partially closed (transmutation pins).

Chairman: Vladimir Chrapliak



Safety Related Thermal Hydraulics and Computational Flui

Dynamics
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SAFETY RELATED THERMAL HYDRAULICS AND
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

section 5 (11)

Chairman: U. 11olide

Six presentations were given in (his session.

The presentation 53 of A. Kotsarev and S. Nikonov was shifted from session SA to 5B.
Kotsarev presented a methodology of detailed thermo-hydraulic modelling of a horizo
steam generator of a VVER-100 reactor plant by the help of the wde ATHLET. Primar-y
with tube bundles, hot and cold collectors as well as secondary side with water pool, sti
dome and steam lines were represented by ATHLET thermo-fluid objects. Primary side

secondary side are connected via heat conduction objects. Cross flow effects are modelle(
cross connections between the ID ATHLET objects taking into account flow resistan
Therefore, a quasi-3D approach has been developed using a several thousands of ATII[
objects. In first test calculations on steam generator start-up and a steam line break scen�
yielding physically plausible results, the fasibility of the approach was shown. In the dis(
sion it was outlined, that the approach provides for engineering calculations an interesting.

temative to CD calculations with detailed turbulence modelling.

A series of four papers on CFD applications related to nuclear technology was presentee
authors from Budapest University of Technology and Economics. A paper of B. Yarnaji
Csom and A. Aszodi presented by B. Yamaji was devoted to the application of tile CFD c
CFX-5.5 to the analysis of flow In liquid fuel, molten salt reactors (NISR). Velocity field
pool type, forced and natural convection MSKs wre alculated The studies aimed at tile
timisation of the now felds with respect to homogeneity of temperature distributions 
analysis was performed for the MSR experimental reactor operated in the USA in the sN

of last century t was obtained, that due to the geornerry of the inlet flow distributors for
reactor construction, non-homogeneous flow in the core region would be expected, even
flow direction reversal in some core channels. 116wever, due to the limited nformation t
the MSRE, these results cannot be verified-

A paper of G. Legradi and A Aszodi dealt wth detailed CFD analysis of coolant mixin
VVER-440 fuel assembly (FA) heads performed with the code CFX-5.5. The very conil
geometrical structure of the FA heads was modelled in detail. The model includes the inac
part of the fuel pins, the flow domain above them, the end of the cntral tube, the mxing 
the bore of the bottom plate of the reactor upper plenum and the thermocouple positions
it Calculations ere performed for hree types of FA different in fuel enrichment (prof
and non-profilcd) and fuel pin spacing. The calculations yield, that the temperatur at
thermocouple position differs sgnificantly (up to about 4 degrees) from the FA average 
ant outlet temperature. In the discussion it was emphasised, that the results agree qualitall,
with similar investigations performed at VUJE Trnava. The analyses are of great importi
for the optimisation of core instrumentation.

G. Legradi reported about CFD analyses of natural circulation in the RPV, the transfer
cooling ponds and the rfuelling pit of -ER-440 type reactors in incidental condition.-,
CFX-4.3 code has been applied to nstigate whether he natural convection is capab]

cooling te whole system in the a�c h natural circulation in the reactor primarv loor



I DS IOCCaLlSe it Was UnU 111M 111C CkK)1111�� S�'SLCIU U l uumig puric n re sianuaro con-

figuration is not capable to remove the esidual eat foils tire system, modifications of Elie

cooling syster wre roposed based n the CFD analysis

1. Boros presented a paper of the authors Boros ad Aszod o te CFD analysis of coolant

mixing in te RI1V of VVER-440 type reactors. A very detailed geometrical odel of (lie

RPV including all iportan iternal structural lements ofthe RPV as elaborated Sensitly-

ity studies on the effect of tese elernents were carried out Steady-state calculations were per-

formed to obtain so-called ixing atrices describing the weight of contribution of each

primary circuit loop to te temperature and!or boron concentration distribution at te core i-

let. The mxing atrices were compared to measurement data from the Paks NPP. Transient

calculations were performed for the accidental start-up of the High Pressure Injection System

and a boron dilution scenario. The resulting time-dependent temperature ad boron concen-

tration distributions are relevant for estimating the thermal stresses in the RV and reactivity

consequences ofboron dilution

E. Krepper reported about wo-phase applications ofCFD related to reactor safety problems.

While one-phase CFD is going to be ore and ore established as an advanced standard

method, two-phase applications are still more on the level of fundamental research. In the pa-

per, te boiling odel implemented in CFX-4 as applied to analyse experiments from te

literature on sub-cooled boiling in heated tubes The odel ields good agreement %Ruth rneas-

urernent data on void Fraction in many cases. Deficiencies are still existing i the low-pressure

region. Based on the analysis of separate pysical penomena (heat transfer ear the odel,

bubble detachment, condensation in the liquid bulk), te models implemented in CFX are

critically reviewed. Needs for improvements are derived.



Spectral and Core Caluculations, Reactor Physics Experiments



INFORMATION OF AER WOR_KrNG GROUP A ON IMPROVEMENT EXTENSION
AND VALfl)ATION OF PARAMETRIZED FEW-GROP LIBR_ARIES FOR VVER-440

AND VVER I 000

J.Svamy
Skoda JS a.s. Orlik 266, 31606 Plzen

Czech Republic

Joint A-ER Working Group A on improvement extension and validation of

parameterized few-group libraries for VVER-440 and VVER I OOOVVER and AER Working

Group on core design held their twelfth meeting in "Hrotovice hotel" near NPP Dukovany

during the period - 6 May 2003. There were altogether 15 participants from 6 member

organizations and with I I presentations. List of participants and List of papers can be seen in

attachment.

Original objectives of the meeting WG A:

1. Continuation in benchmark comparison

2. Extension of libraries (new libraries with Gd burnable absorber)

Presented papers:

P. Mikolas presented Sununary of Benchmark for VVER440 with Gd-U pins burnup

comparison defined on Symposium of A-ER in Moscow. Results received from six

organizations enables to compare HELIOS, TVS, WRvfS, CASMO and NESSEIA results

like k-inf, pin power distribution inside FA and development of actinides and Gd isotopes

at FA depletion. Good agreement was observed, but some exceptions should be

explained. Nevertheless it should be remarked that the results of calculations are more

sensitive to options used in calculations, like time step at burnup, number of energy

groups, geometrical subdivision of fuel and moderator. Summary will be issued on the

present Symposium.



-,,. iiaraczy presented MULTICELL code calculations of Benchmark for VVER440

with Gd-U pins burnup and compared the results with other codes like in the paper of

P.Mikolas. He hase got practically the same results like P.Mikolas in his Summary.

Future activities

I 

High priority task:

Problems with implementation of new fuels. In the last years the development and

upgrade of new WWER440 library for Gd-1 and Gd-2 fuel is on the agenda, 'niis

comprises the following important changes which will have impact also on development

of microcodes:

different fuel pin pitch

increased height of fuel pellet stack

2.
Continuation in benchmark validation A benchmark with Gd bumuble ansorbers)

ffh�is activity is import-ant namely for new fuels which impact on core power distribution

is not experimentally supported)

3.

Extension of libraries (new (updatet) fuel and libraries)

(Updating fuel VVER-440) is in implementation of Gd burnuble absorbers, radial and

axial fuel profiling, new construction of control FAs, wider pitch of fuel pins, kinetics

parameters, SPND interpretations,

4.

Historical effects in the libraries and library representation in macrocode.
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HELIOS: RSONANCE CAITURE IN ZIRCONIUM

Rudi J J Stamm'lcr
Studsvik Scandpower AS

Norway

ABSTRACT

Recently, natural Z with resonance-shielding data has been added as a new nuclide to the nu-
clear-data library of the lattice cde ELIOS [1). This has made it possible to study the im-
portance of resonance shielding by Zr in lattice calculations. Usually, resonance shielding by
Zr is neglected because it is a weak absorber. Many lattice cdes cannot ven treat resonance
capture in the clad and even less so in the shroud of a VVER, the channel of a BWR, the pres-
sure and calandria tubes of a CANDU, or the pressure tube of an RBMK. This paper shows
for some lattice types the effect of resonance shielding by Zr and presents a detailed analysis
for SVEA and VVER-440 fuel. Because sonance shielding reduces neutron capture, it in-
creases reactivity. In Zr it occurs mainly in the Zr-91 resonances at 293 and 681 eV, and in the
Zr-96 resonance at 301 V, with peaks of 250 b, 140 b, and 1050 b. Its effect increases when
the spectrum hardens, e.g. for SVEA fuel the reactivity increase depends on the void and on
whether the control blades are inserted or not-for uncontrolled fuel at 40% steam void it var-
ies from 160 to 190 pm btween and 50 MWd/kg. For VVER fuel with 525 ppm it varies
from 10 to 260 pm. In CANDU fuel, which has a soft spectrum but contains much Zr, the
reactivity increase is about 230 pm. For RBMK fuel it is about 340 pm, and for an old un-
controlled 8x8 BWR assembly it is aout 200 and 380 pm at and 70% steam void.

INTRODUCTION

It is not customary in lattice calculations to treat zirconium as a resonance absorber. he rca-
sons for this are twofold. Fst, one does not expect resonance capture to e of importance for
such a weak absorber as zirconium-its 2200m./s absorption cross section (XS) is 56% of that
of hydrogen. Yet, Table shows that its resonance integral at infinite dilution, RI,,,, is more
than five times as large as its a220(, so some resonance shielding may be expected. Second,
many lattice codes can only treat resonance capture in solid fuel pins, but not in the clad and
even less in the shroud of a VVER, the channel of a BWR, or the calandria and pressure tubes
of a CANDU. Since HELIOS does not suffer of this drawback, it has been used to investigate
the effect of resonance shielding in Zr in a number of lattices.
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Table 1: Composition and XSs of natural r

Isotope at% a,,,o lb] R/Abarril

Zr-90 51.46 0.011 0.179

Zr-91 11.23 1.188 4.918

Zr-92 t 17.11 0.221 0.655

Zr-94 t 17.40 0.049 0.311

Zr-96 2.80 0.023 5.629

Zr-natural 100.00 0.186 j 0.965

t Not present in he HELIOS nuclear database

The results presented in this paper were obtained with the 190-group library, to which natural

Zr with resonance data has been added as a new eement. The reason for ang natural Zr is

that the nuclear database from which HELIOS XS libraries are poduced contains only data

for natural Zr and for those Z isotopes that were intended o be treated as fission products.

Table 2 shows some of the important Zr resonances with the pncipal contributors to the reso-

nance shieUng by Zr in boldface. In particular two of the five natural-Zr isotopes, Z-91 and

Zr-96, are responsible for about 74% of its RI,,. The latter, though oly 28 at% of natural Z,

contributes 16% to its RI., due to a large resonance of 105 brn at 301 eV. Fig. I shows all

the resonances of natural Zr in the resonance range of HLIOS, as well as the library groups

where hey are located. Below 100 eV there are no resonances and the XS behaves as ilv. cne
resonance range ends at 186 eV and includes the important Pu-242 resonance a 265 V so

that the library is also suitable for MOX calculations.)

Table 2 Important resonances of some isotopes* of natural Zr

Isotope (at%) groupt energy rane peak [barrij

Zr-90 51.46) 65 8047-7102 20
70 4307-3801 25

64-74 9119-2306 many <-50>

76 2037-1796 60 0

78 1585-1398 65

Zr-91 11.23) 82 961 848 50
94 749-661 140

91 312-275 250

93 243-214 20

95 189-167 110

67 6267-5531 20

Zr-96 2.8) 70 4307-3801 2x2O
82 961 848 8

91 312-275 1,050

70 4307-2801 a few. I2

78 1585- 1398 7

Zr-natural 84 749-661 16

91 312-275 200

I 1 95 1 189- 167 i2
Data taken from the QA documentation of he HELIOS nuclear dtabase 12)

Resonance groups in the 190-group library: 64- 32 9.12 V- .86 V)
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The next section describes the lattice types that hav ben studied. Each lattice was calculate
twice, using Zr without and with sonance data. For most lattices, only differences of k al
compared. However, for two lattices, SVEA OPTIMA-2 and VVER-440, more detailed con
parisons ave been made.
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Fig. 1: Capture cross section of natural Zr (below 100 eV it behaves as IN)
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DESCRInION OF LATTICES

Eight lattices have been studied. Most of them have been depleted at constant power level to

70 MWd/kg, except for the CANDU and the RBMK lattices which were depleted to 20 and

50 MWdfkg, respectively. For six of them, only a summary of the resonance effect of Zr oil

k. is presented. Pictures of those lattices among them that are not represented by simple pin

cells are shown in Fig. 2 The two lattices for which more detailed results are given are shown

in Figs 3 and 4 A brief description of the lattices follows below.

BWR This is an old 8x8 design. The assembly pitch is 15.24 cm, including four half-gaps

(Fig. 2 of 069 cm on the outside of the 03 cm thick flow box. Inside the ox arc 62 U02

pins and two water rods; the latter are located centrally on a diagcFnal. The pin pitch

is 162 cm. 'he inner and outer clad radii are 053 and 061 cm (the fuel is smeared

into the fuel-clad gap), while the inner and outer radii of the water tubes are 067

and 075 cm.

The average fuel enrichment is 231 wt%; the individual enrichment varies from 13

to 30 wL%. Four pins of 17 wt% enrichment contain wt% Gd2O3 admixed as

burnable absorber. The flow box and clad are of Zircaloy-2 with a density of 652

g/CM3. Three coolant densities are used, corresponding to 0, 40 and 70% steam void

contents. The temperatures of the fuel and of the other materials are 885 and 559K.

CANDU The assembly pitch is 28.58 cm. There are 37 fuel pins: one in the centre, around
(Fig. 2 which the others are arranged with heir centres on rings of six, twelve and eighteen

pins. The ring radii are 149 288 and 433 cm. The clad inner and outer radii are

0.61 and 066 cm. The pressure tube's inner radius and thickness are 517 and 043
cm, respectively. It is separated by a gap from he calandria tube whose inner radius

and thickness are 645 and 0 14 cm, respectively.

'Me fuel is natural U02 with a density of 10.39 gm3. The clad and the calandria

tube consist of Zr, while he pressure tube consists of Zr with a trace of niobium.

Their densities are 575 644 and 657 gcm3. The coolant inside the pressure tube

and the moderator are both D20 with a trace of H20; their densities are 0.81 and

1.09 gm3. The temperature of the fuel is 96OK; hat of clad, coolant and pressure

tube is 561 K; the rest is at 342 K.

MOX The circularized PWR cell of an OECD benchmark for Pu recycling 3 is used.

The pitch of the originally square cell is 13133 cm. It contains a fuel pin clad in Zr,

with fuel and clad radii of 04095 and 04750 cm, respectively. There is no gap be-

tween fuel and clad.

The fuel's U-235 enrichment is 025 wt%, while its PL heavy-metal content is 562

wt% with the wt% vector

( INN-239, 59[Pu-239, 23/Pu-240, 12.2/Pu-241, 4/Pu-242

The fuel, clad and coolant densities are 10.29 655 and 071 g/cm3. The coolant

water contains in both cases 500 ppm B. The temperatures of the fuel and of the

other materials are 933 and 579K, respenvely.

I 8
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Fig.2: Three of the lattices for which the resonance capture of Zr is investigated

PWR This squar, PWR pin cell was suggested as a bumup-credit benchmark by Bradey
[4]. Although probably useless as an isotopics benchmark 5], it was chosen since it
represents a typical PWR cell. The square pitch is 15586 cm, the radius of the fuel
is 047815 cm, and he inner and outer clad radii are 0493 and 0559 cm.

The water density is 076 g/cm3 at 558 K and contains 200 porn B. The Zircaloy-2
clad density is 655 glcm3 at 620K. The U02 density and temperature are 10.04
g/cM3 and 841 K, respectively. The heavy-metal wt% vector of the fuel is

(0.027[U-234, 3.038fU-235, 0.014[U-236, 96.921[U-238 ).

RBMK The assembly pitch is 25 cm. There are 18 fuel pins, positioned inside the pressure
(Fig. 2 tube, with their centres on two rings of six and twelve pins, around a central in-

strumentation tube. The ring radii are 16 and 32 cm. he radius of the fuel pellets
is 0576 cm, they have a cntral hole with an 0.1 cm radius, while the clad inner and
outer radii are 0.585 and 0680 cm (the fuel is smeared into the fuel-clad gap). he
instrumentation tube used in the calculations is a central core with a radius of 0350
cm, surrounded by a tube whose inner and outer radii are 0475 and 075 cm; the
gap between tube and core is empty. The inner and outer radii of the pressure tube
are 40 and 44 cm. It is placed in a central hole in columns of stacked graphite
blocks. Vertically, each second of the innermost blocks supports the pressure tube,
thus creating two vertically heterogeneous spacer zones. These zones are described
as two rings with half the density of the graphite. The inner and outer radii of the
spacer zones are 44 and 455 cm, and 5.55 and 570 cm, respectively.

The fuel is 20 wt eiched U02 with a density of g3. Clad, pressure tube,
and the core and wall of the instrumentation tube consist of Zr with a density of 65
gjcm3' which contains a trace of niobium-lwc% for the clad and 25 wt% for the
pressure tube. The H20 coolant in the pressure tube has a density of 052 g/cm3.
The graphite moderator contains many impurities, among them natural boron, and
has a density of 17 gcm3. The temperature of the entire system is 555K.

SVEA This is the OPTIMA-2 design, with a water cross and a cntral canal that divide the

(Fig. 3 area inside the flow box in four sub-assemblies of 5x5-1 pins each (one pin position

is lost to the central canal). The lattice pitch is 15.25 cm, the box inner dimension

and thickness are 13.58 and 014 cm. Some dimensions of the ater cross are: 0.08

9



cm wall tickness 024 cm water gaps in the wings, and 274 cm inner dimension

of the central ater canaf Tere are hree pin-to-pin distances: 119 126 and 130

cm, for corner, side and internal pins, respectively, The fuel radius is 0424 cm,

while [he inner and outer clad radii are 0432 and 0492 cm (the gap is smeared with

the fuel). The stainless-steel control blade, if present, has a half width of 0352 cm,

an active length of 920 cm, and contains 13 134C Pins with a radius of 0253 c.

The average fuel enrichment is 465 w1%; the individual enrichment varies from 33

to 495 w1%. Fourteen pins of 46 wt% enrichment contain 45 wt% GcI203 admixed

as bumable absorber. Flow box and clad are of Zircaloy-2 with a &nsity of 655

g/CM3. Three coolant densities are used, corresponding to 0, 40 and 70% seam void

contents. The temperatures of fuel, clad and the other matefials are 758 and 610 and

559K. Burnup is done with each of the coolant densities. Branch offs are made with

inserted control blades and also to 293 K, both uncontrolled and controlled.

Fig. 3 Diagonal half of the SVEA OPTRVIA-2 assembly

VVER-440 Assembly pitch, outer and inner shroud dimensions are 14.7, 14.4 arid 14.1

(Fi g 4 cm, respectively. Inside the box (shroud) are 126 fuel pins and a guide tube in a

hexagonal lattice with a pin pitch of 122 c. Each fuel pin has a hole of 0075 cm

radius, the outer fuel radius is 038 cm, while inner and outer radii of the clad are

0.386 and 0457 cm. The guide tube is filled with water-, its inner and outer radii are
0.44 ad 0.5 16 c.
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The fuel is 36 wt% nriched U02 with a dcn�ity of IO. I g/cm3. Clad and shroud

consist of Zr alloys that contain I nd 255 %vt% Nb, respectively; both also contain

a trace of non-dcpletable Hf 0.03 t%) and both have a density of 655 gm3. The

burnup to 70 MWd/kg is done with 525 ppm boron in the water whose boron-free

density is 076 m3. The emperatures dring bmup are 973K for fuel and 533K

for the other materials. Branch-off calculations are done, both hot and cold (293K),

for the four boron concentrations of 525, 1050 and 2 00 ppm B.

Fig. 4 One-twelfth of a VVER-440 assembly

VVERIpin This hexagonal pin cell was suggested as a burnup benchmark by Markova

(6]. The gometric data are: 122 cm pitch; 038 cm fuel radius; and 0455 cm clad

radius (the clad is smeared into the fuel-clad gap).

The fuel is 356 wt% enriched U2 with a density of 10.27 g/c 3 ne clad is a Z-

Nb (I wt%) alloy with a trace of Hf 0.03 wt%), at a density of 6088 gm3. The

boron-free water has a density of 07 gm3 'De temperatures of the fuel and of the

other materials arc 888 and 555 K.

SUMMARY OF THE REACTIVITY EFFECT FOR ALL LATTICES

For all eight lattices, and for the BWR lattices for all three void contents, the reactivity gain

due to treating Zr as a resonance absorber has been registered at each bumup evel. Expressed

in pcm, it is dfined as

Ak = 00,000 x (I k(no - I k_(yes)],

where 'no' and 'yes' refer to the use of Zr without and with resonance treatment, respectively.

The results are collected in Table 3 They show the maximum, minimum and average Ak,,, as

well as the standard variation over the bumup range. The latter is the variance about the aver-

aged difference, dfine as
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Table 3 Summary of reactivity gain due to the resonance treatment of Zr

Lattice Nr of Max Ak,�. Min Ako Avg Ak. S(d var
bumups [pcm] Ipcm] [pcm] Ipcm]

BWRIO% 36 259 184 204 26
BWR/40% 36 347 254 278 31
BWR/70% 36 464 350 380 37
CANDU 30 270 189 226 28
MOX 28 131 94 107 1 1
PWR 28 113 68 84 15
RBMK 24 455 288 343 61
SVEA/0% 60 163 107 118 12
SVEA.140% 60 214 149 163 14
SVEA/70% 60 284 206 223 16
VVER-440 28 282 181 217 31

1 VVER/pin 1 28 1 228 1 163 1 190 1 20

N
Std var = -'Z(Ak-j- <Ak_ >Ag),

�N =1

where N is the number of burnup points.

Ile magnitude of the reactivity gain depends on the amount of Zr present in the lattice and on
the thickness of the Zr-containing regions, i.e. clad, flow channel, pressure tube and calandria
tube. But, being a resonance effect, it also depends on the hardness of the nutron spectrum.
In Table 4 the lattice-averaged spectra of the investigated lattices at zero bumup and Xe 35
in equilibrium ar aanged according to increasing hardness. The apparent softness of the
CANDU and RBMK spectra is somewhat misleading, because their averages includes large
moderator areas, and it is rather he fuel spectra that matter.

Table 4 Fluxes in four nergy ranges at zero burnup, normalized to 1000

Lattice Energy nge [eV]
2E7 - 5E5 5E5 - 9E3 9E3 - 186 1.86 : IE-4

CANDU 45 79 147 728
RBMK 101 155 255 489
BWR/0% 285 20-0 222 293
BWRI40% 299 223 237 242
PWR 330 230 242 198
BWRnO% 308 247 248 197
SVEA/0% 330 228 246 195
SVEA/40% 339 246 255 160
VVER-440 333 250 253 157
SVEAt7O% 344 266 260 130
VVER/pin 345 267 260 128

1 MOX 1 380 267 1 280 74
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The largest gain is found for RBMK, BWR and CANDU All three have a hick Z r-containing
box (pressure tube or flow box) around the fuel. Moreover, (he RI3MK clad is at 0095 cm the
thickest clad of all lattices, but its spectrum is quite a bit softer than that of the BWR at 70%
void, which has [he largest reactivity gain in Table 4 In spite of its extremely soft spectrum
and its thinnest clad (0.05 cm), CANDUs reactivity gain is among the largest because of its
thick pssure tube and the additional calandria tube. Also, its total Zr absorption is 39 of
the total absorption, which is lager than that in any of the other lattices. Tlic smallest gain is
for the PWR pin cell, whose relatively thin clad 0.066 cm) is the only Zr present. he gain of
the MOX pin cell-which has the hardest spectrum-is smaller than that of the VVER pin
cell due to the strong absorption by the Pu isotopes. Only 0.8% of the absorptions take place
in Zr, compared to 14% in the VVER pin cell.

Since the hardness of the spectrum is of importance for the resonance shielding of Zr, the re-
activity gain will in general increase with bumup. Indeed, the minimum k,. is for most lat-
tices at zero bumup., after which it grows steadily though slowly. ne exceptions are the
BWR lattices, where the depiction of Gd counterbalances the spectrum hardening. This is in
particular the case for the SVEA lattices where almost 15% of the fuel pins contain Gd2O3

which is depleted after between 12.5 and 14 MWdlkg. Before that, Ak. is almost constant,
which explains the rather small standard variation.

A DTA1LED LOOK AT SVEA F11MA-2 AND VVER-440

A more detailed analysis of two of the lattices is reported here to illustrate the effect of reso-
nance shielding by Zr. The other lattices behave in essence in the smeway. The results for
the SHA lattice are collected in Table and Fig. 5. In both table and figure, V and V stand
for k,,� (without resonance treatment of Zr) and Ak,,,,. Further, hfp' and zp' mean hot full
power and cold zero power, while CR'means that the control blade is inserted. 'Me hfp'col-
umns represent the burnup calculations. bc other columns represent branch-off calculations,
both at hot full power with the control blade inserted and at cold zero power with and Mthout
control blade. The spectrum hardening ffect is clearly visible, ,, increases with the void
content and with the insertion of the control blade. It is smallest at cold zero power, where it
depends weakly on the void-at higher void, the harder spectrum causes a larger Pu produc-
tion due to increased resonance capture by U-238. Fig. shows how the counterbalancing ef-
fect of Gd depletion on spectrum hardening causes an initial decrease of Ak.. as the spectrum
softens due to the consumption of Gd.

Table 6 and Fig. 6 show results for the VVER-440 lattice. Burnup was done at a constant bo-
ron concentration of 525 ppm in the coolant. ne other columns contain the results of both
hot and cold (room temperature) branch-offs at various oron contents in the coolant.. Be-
cause there is no burnable absorber present, 6k. increases directly with bumup because of the
spectrum hardening. Observe also that the spectrum-hardening effect of boron is not very
strong.
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Table 5: Effect of resonance shielding by Zr in SVEA at three different bumup voids

Burnu at % void and three series of branch-offs

MWdfkg k(hfp) d(hfp) k(hfpCR) d(hfpCR) k(czp) d(czp) k(czpCR) d(czpCR)

0 1.10202 118 0.92398 135 1.15249 90 0.99635 101

5 1.13279 116 0.95159 133 1.18023 89 1.02250 100

to 1.22136 109 1.02160 125 1.25598 85 1.08782 95

15 1.23707 107 1.03204 124 1.28487 83 1.11212 93

20 1.19238 III 0.99300 129 1.23908 86 1.07122 96

30 1.10132 119 0.91297 138 1.13858 92 0.98164 104

40 1.00876 129 0.83170 150 1.03131 101 0.88665 114

50 0.91659 140 0.75136 164 0.92077 113 0.78953 127

60 0.83228 153 0.67862 179 0.81758 126 0.69945 142

70 0.76613 163 0.62212 192 0.73621 138 0.62887 156

Burnu at 40% void and three series of branch-offs

MWd/kg k(hfp) d(hfp) k(hfpCR) d(hfpCR) k(czp) d(czp) k(czpCR) d(czpCR)

0 1.09054 162 0.88353 193 1.15252 90 0.99633 101

5 1.11160 160 0.90969 190 1.17804 89 1.02099 100

10 1.18444 152 0.96337 181 1.24399 85 1.07825 96

15 1.20393 149 0.97552 179 1.28283 83 1.11170 93

20 1,16552 154 0.94305 184 1.24618 85 1.07931 96

30 1.08464 164 0.87427 197 1.15756 91 1.00070 103

40 1.00695 175 0,80798 212 1.06721 99 0.92088 112

50 0.93317 188 0.74526 228 0.97769 109 0.84213 123

60 0.86644 202 0.68894 246 0.89443 120 0.76917 137

70 0.81082 214 0.64238 261 0.82409 132 0.70769 151

Bumu at 0% void and three series of branch-offs

MWdfkg k(hfp) d(hfp) k(hfpCR) d(hfpCR) k(czp) d(czp) kLzpCR) d czpCR)

0 1.05940 223 0.84607 274 1.15252 90 0.99634 101

5 1.08817 219 0.96899 270 1.17522 90 1.01897 101

10 1.14579 210 0.90836 259 1.23155 86 1.06836 96

is 1.16607 206 0.91981 256 1.27574 83 1.10674 93

20 1.1350.4 212 0.89429 264 1.25156 85 1.08585 95

30 1.06232 225 0.83484 281 1.17390 91 1.01742 103

40 0.99518 239 0.77956 300 1.09728 99 0.94999 III

50 0.93410 254 0.72926 320 1.02441 108 0.88601 122

60 0.88027 269 0.68513 340 0.95816 118 0.82796 134

70 0.83502 284 0.64828 358 0.90148 129 0.77834 147

See text for an explanation of the colunin headings
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Fig. 5: kinf and d(kinf) vs bumup at hot full power in a SVEA lattice
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Table 6 Zr resonance shielding in VVER-440 at 525 ppm burnup and various branch-offs

Hot: urnup at 525 pp B; the other columns are branch-offs at different PM 

MWdfkg k(O) d(O) k(525) d(525) k(1050) d(1050) k(2100) d(2100)

0 1.33663 175 1.27672 181 1.22253 188 1.12837 200
5 1.22849 188 1.17880 194 1.13358 200 1.05430 212

10 1.17244 195 1.12618 202 1.08407 208 1.01018 221
15 1.12439 202 1.08041 209 1.04038 216 0.97019 229
20 1.08208 209 1.03973 217 1.00122 224 0.93379 237
30 1.00789 223 0.96782 231 0.93149 239 0.86812 254
40 0.94399 237 0.90557 246 0.87088 254 0.81063 270

50 0.89006 250 0.85304 260 0.81973 269 0.76211 286
60 0.84675 262 0.81097 272 0.77886 282 0.72350 300

70 0.81375 271 0.77908 282 0.74800 291 0.69456 310

Cold: all columns are branch-offs from burnup at 525 rn B

MWd/kg. k(O) d(O) . _k(525�. d(525) k(1050) d(1050) k(2100) d(2100)

0 1.40346 137 1.31780 144 1.24315 151 1.11919 164
5 1.33725 143 1.258DO 150 1,18895 157 1.07435 170

10 1.28105 148 1.20542 155 1.13969 163 1.03090 177
15 1.23090 153 1.15783 161 1.09453 169 0.99011 184

20 1.18501 158 1.11395 167 1.05258 175 0.95174 191
30 1.10079 170 1.03297 179 0.97481 188 0.88003 206
40 1.02533 181 0.96037 192 0.90504 203 0.81562 222
50 0.96022 194 0.89799 206 0.84530 217 0.76076 237
60 0.90754 205 0.84786 218 0.79756 229 0.71727 251

70 0.86769 213 0.81026 227 0.76199 239 1 0.68520 262
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Fig. 6 kinf and d(kinf) in VVER-440 at hot full power
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Finally, Figs 7 and show resonance shielding factors in the different &-containing regions
of the SVEA and VVER-440 lattices. They are defined as the ratio of shielded to unshielded
XSs and are shown for the library groups that correspond to the resonance range in Fig. 1. The
shielding is stronger (smaller shielding factors) in the non-clad regions box&cross and shroud
than in the clad, because these regions are thicker. It is strongest in the shroud of the VVER.

cladFig. 7 SVEA resonance shielding factors per group In 
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Fig. 8: VVER-440 rsonance shielding factors per group M clad
ID shroud
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In conclusion it can be said that although the effect of resonance shielding in Zr is not all that
important, it should not always be neglected either.
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SUMMARY OF BENCHMARK FOR VVER440 WITH Gd7,03+UOI

PINS BURNUP COMPARISON

P. Mikolg
�KODA IS a.s., Orlik 266, 316 06 Plzefi

ABSTRACT

Benchmark for VER440 with d2O3 + U02 pins burnup comparison was

defined on the Symposium of AER in Moscow. The aim of this benchmark was to

compare results of different codes used at AER organizations for FA with d burnable

absorber.

This paper describes results like k-inf, pin power distributions in selected pins at

burnup and concentrations of some actinides and Gd isotopes from solutions obtained.

Results obtained to date were presented on the Symposium last year. New results

have become available, wich have been added into comparison. (One other result has

not been included, because it is obviously not good.)

Results are presented in form of histograms of deviations of results of particular

codes to the averages values.

Some features are pointed out in the end of presentation.

1 INTRODUCTION

As it is well known, fuel assembly with Gd burnable poison has some features, wich

differ from standard FA. nerefore a special attention must be paid to the spectral

calculations ofsuch FA.

Therefore a benchmark was proposed for comparison of results of calculations of

basic values, like k-inf, pin powers distribution inside FA and development of actinides and

Gd isotopes at FA depletion. The results were presented on the Symposium last year 3]. One

new result is available, which has been added into comparison. (One other result has not been

included, because it is obviously not good.)
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2 INPUT DATA

Important input data are repeated here for those, who are not familiar with this
benchmark. For details see 12].

Fuel assembly pitch 14.7 cm
Gap between assemblies 0.3 cm
Shell thickness O.I cm
Fuel pin material U02, CO2 with 3.35w% Gd2O3)

FP enrichments see Fig. A
Lattice pitch 1.22 cm

Fuel rod

Cladding outer radius 0.455 cm
Cladding inner radius 0.386 cm

Pellet

Outer radius 0.38 cm
Inner radius 0.07 cm

(not explicitly modeled, U02 dens. is reduced)

Instrumentation tube

Outer radius 0. 1 cm
Inner radius 0.44 cm

Materials

Fuel U02 (UO2+CTd2O3)

Mass of U02 per fuel stack 1080 g
Fuel stack height (HFP) 246 cm

Cladding (Zr aloy Z 1 1 0)

p = 652 g/CM3

Wt% Zr 98.97; Nb 1.0; Hf 003

Instrumentadontube(ZralloyZI10)

Spacer grids (Zr alloy Z IO)

9 grids per FA fuel stack height, 92 g each

FA shell (Zr alloy Z 25)

p = 652 g/cm3
Wt% Zr 97.47; Nb 25; Hf 003

Fuel assembly with Gd pins is shown in Fig. A, enumeration is shown in Fig. B.
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3. RESULTS RECEIVED

Results (in lectronic form) have been rceived from seven organizations using
different spectral codes, namely:

Kurchatov Institute, Moscow (code TVS 4 Energoprojekt, Prague (code
HELIOS 5]), SKODA JS n.s., Pilsen (code WMS 6 VtJE, Tmava (code HELIOS
[7]), TTV Energle Consult, Munich (code CASMO [8]), SSTC Ukraine, Kiev (code
NESSEL4 9]) and KFKI, Budapest (code MULTICELL 10]). Not all requested results
have been received in all cases, therefore some recalculations of results had to be performed.
These recalculations have not important influence on codes performance.

4. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

Results are presented in form of graphs. Abbreviations are used for codes as follows:
W-WIMS, HI-HELIOS (Energoprojekt), H2-HELIOS VfJJE), T-TVS, C-CASMO4, M-
MULTICELL (and N-NESSEL4). Not all results are presented, because some values do not
seem to be important. Full statistical evaluation of results has not been yet performed, because
only six sets of results are available. From this point of view, it is probably better to show
differences from average value of all codes from which their potential is seen. According to
the benchmark specification, the following results are compared:

K-inf (ig.1)

Relatively good agreement between co-des is seen, differences are not quite small
especially for partially depleted Gd and also for high fuel bumup. Differences for almost fresh
fuel can be caused by different Xe and Sm concentration determination (see later) and by
different Gd isotopes depletion. For high burnup, this difference is given by different actinides
and maybe fission products concentrations. (Here it was evident, that results of NESSEIA
were far from the other results and therefore results for this code arc not included in
comparison.)

For details see Fig. .

Actinide Concentration (Figs 21-2.10)

Agreement is relatively good. AqMS overestimates Pu 239 concentrations for high
bumup, TVS overestimates Pu 240 and pU242 for high burnup, HELIOS overestimates AM242m

for high burnup. Theire are some differences btween HELIOS results. Unfortunately, different
interpretation of input data caused different concentrations of isotopes in case Of U235 and Gd
isotopes (see later).
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Important are differences in Xe'35 concentrations. Although shape of curves is very
similar, the absolute values differ significantly. This is a serious circumstance and (only
partially) possible explanation could lie in different power (absolute flux) at burnup, Similar
behaviour is seen for Sm 149 concentrations, wit te exception for TVS in the beginning of
bumup, because Xe 135 and SM149 are ,saturated" in TVS code.

For detai Is see Figs 21-2. 1 0.

Gd Isotopes Concentration (Figs 31-3.5)

Differences are observed for bumup approx. 75 MWdlkgU for GP' and Gd' 17. This

is one of the reasons why k-inf values differ at this burnup. Then the agreement is very good.
Interesting are concentrations for ,non burnable" it means even Gd isotopes. (Note:
Concentration of isotopes are not the samejorfresh fuel, they were calculated,,by codes"
on the basis ofgeometrical and material characteristics of FA (see input data). But, in most
cases, this is not a reason for differences observed.)

For details see Figs 31-3.5.

Pin Power Distribution (Figs 41-4.5)

The agreement in pin power distribution is quite good (excluding pin with Gd (CK);
it is different for different pin taking into account FA symmetry. Not all pins 5 different
pins) are shown, but only some typical ones (at central tube, in the asymptotic region", then
in the comer of FA and in the centre of pin's row near FA shroud). Calculated power peak is
often similar, with some exceptions. Especially for pin in the FA "comer" the results of TVS
co-de are different.

For details see Figs 41-4.5.

5. CONCLUSION

Comparison of basic characteristics of FA with Gd dpletion has been provided. Good
agreement was observed for most cases. Unfortunately, benchmark definition in terms of
engineering data is not optimal. Some exceptions should be explained. From the other studies,
performed at different organizations can be concluded that the results of calculations for A
with Gd burnable absorbers are more sensitive to options used at calculations, like time step at
bumup, number of energy groups, geometrical subdivision of fuel and moderator, explicit
modeling of fuel central hole (studies performed by HELIOS code (in EGP and WJE) and
CASMO code (in TV Energie Consult) show not negligible influence of this detail) etc.

Therefore the results could be slightly different if optimal values of the above amed
parameters would by found and compositions Of aterials would be given as

concentrations ofindividual isotopes.
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Fig. I Differences In K-inf values
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Fig. 21 Differences in U235 concentrations
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Fig. 22 Differences In Pu239 concentrations
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Fig. 23 Differences in Pu240 concentrations
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Fig. 24 Differences In Pu241 concentrations
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Fig. 25 Differences in Pu242 concentrations
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Fig. 26 Differences In Am241 concentrations
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Fig. 27 Differences In Am242m concentrations
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Fig. 28 Differences In 243 concentrations
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Fig. 29 Differences in Xel35 concentrations
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Fig. 210 Differences in SmU9 concentrations
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Fig. 31 Differences In Gdl54 concentrations,
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Fig. 32 Differences in Gdl55 concentrations
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Fig. 33 Differences in Gdl 56 concentrations
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Fig. 34 Differences In GdI57 concentrations
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Fig. 35 Differences in GdI58 concentrations
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Fig. 41 Differences In relative pin power distribution; pin
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Fig. 42 Differences in relative pin power distribution; pin No.:
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Fig. 43 Differences In relative pin power distribution; pin No.:
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Fig. 44 Differences In relative pin power distribution; pin No.:
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Fig. 45 Differences In relative pin power distribution; pin No.:
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Fig. 5 Average differences over bumup
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Fig.A Gd FA pins enr. w%]; [Gdru421]
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Convergence in the KEN041 module

Vladimf r ChrapZiak, VUJE Trnava, Slovakia
Daniel F. Hollenbach, ORNL, USA

ABSTRACT

KENO-VI, a functional module in the SCALE system, is a three-dimensional multigroup
Monte Carlo criticality program used to calculate the Keff of a system 1]. Due to the nature
of the Monte Carlo algorithm the program results consists of a result Keff) and an
uncertainty associated with the result (0). The uncertainty is the standard deviation of the
generation Keffs used to calculate the overall system Keff. The standard dviation (4))
depends on the total number of neutrons (n), which is the product of the number of particles
per generation and the number of generafions, used to alculate the overall system Keff.

n = GEN-NSKIP)INPG

where: GEN = number of generation to be nin
NSKIP = number of generations to be omitted when collecting results
NPG = number of neutrons per generation

As the total number of particles (n) approaches infinity the standard deviation ) should
approach zero with the 02 proportional to /h. The objective of this article is to verify that the
standard deviation does decrease as the total number of particles increases and that the system
Keff converges to a result that is statistically within the uncertainty. This is done by
examining the results from multiple cases involving a simplified model (an infinitive an-ay of
fuel pins VVER-440) with n varying between 300 00 and 6 000 000.

GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL

This study uses an infinite array of infinitely long VVER-440 fuel pins with zirconium
cladding and a water moderator. The U02 fuel consists of 36 wt% ... U and 96.4 wt% ... U at
a density of 10.269 grpJcc. 'Me cladding consists of 98.97 wt% zirconium, I wt% niobium,

and 003 wt% haffiium at a density of 60881 gm/cc. The moderator consists of water at

0.9982 gm/cc. T'he temperature of all the components is 300 K.

All problems were executed using the CSAS26 sequence, the 44groupndf5 cross-section

library, and the latticecell cross-section processing option. Both the unit cell data and

geometry data were set up as triangular pitched lattices having a pitch 122 cm, a fuel
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diameter of 076 c ad a cladding diameter of 091 cm. In the boundary data all surfaces
%%ere set as reflected. Tis results i the equivalent of an infinite geometric array wit no
leak-age.

All the problems were identical with the exception of three parameters in the parameter data
block:

npg = the number of particles per generation
gen = the total number of generation run for the problem
risk = the minimum number of generations used before collecting Keff data used to

calculate the system Keff.

NSK is first set to eitherIO, 100, or 500. For each value of NSK, NG is set to eithei-1000,
2000, or 3000. For each set of NSK and NPG the value of GEN is set so that the total number
of particles in each problem sum to3OO 000, 500 000 I 000 000 3 000 000, or 6 000 000.
This results in a total of 45 cases of the same material and geometry but different numbers of
particles used to calculate the overall system Keff.

SCALE5

All the analyses were done using the most current version of the SCALE5 code that is still
under development but scheduled for release the end of 2003 2). All problems utilized the
CSAS26 sequence which creates each called funct.ional module input and then xecutes the
functional modules BONAMI, NITAWL-HI, and KENO-VI in order.

The problem input setup in SCALE5 is slightly different than that for previous versions of
SCALE. However, as long as none of the nw features of SCALE5 are utilized i.e. multiple
ur�t cells, CENTRM/PMC resolved resonance processor) the old SCALE format may be
used.

The algorithm used to calculate the standard deviation has been changed. In SCALE 4.4a the
Keff used to calculate the overall system standard deviation were batched several different
ways and the largest standard deviation from the different atchings was reported as the
overall system standard deviation. In SCALE5 the standard deviation is calculated based on
work by Ueki 3]. Mis algorithm takes into account the serial correlation between successive
generations thus producing a more realistic standard deviation.

RESULTS

The total number of neutrons n is:

n = GEN-NSKIP)*NPG

where: GEN = number of generation to be run
NSKIP = number of generations to be omitted when collecting results
NPG = number of neutrons per generation
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We have changed NSKIP (10, 100, 00) and NPG 1000, 2000,3000) to obtain n = 300 000,
500 000,1 000 000,3 000 000 6 000 000 (total 3 x 3 x 5 = 45).

In Tab. I and Fig. I is dependence Keff on n shown. In Tab. 2 and Fig. 2 is dependence on
n shown. In Fig. 3 is dependence Kcff+1-2cr on n shown. In Tab. 3 is dependence a on NSK
and NPG.

CONCLUSION

'De results for n=1 000 000 are vry good. The decreasing of a by increasing n from
3 0 000 to 6 000 000 is not significant. The standard deviation a decreases as the number of
particles per generation increases. 'Me number of skipped generation has small impact on
standard deviation c.

'Me recommended parameters are NSK=100, NPG=3000 and GEN=1100 for very good
results (n=3 000 000) and GEN=433 for "fast" results =l 000 000).

'Me first analyses were carried out for the simplest case - infinitive array from fuel pins. TIC
next step will be analyses for full cask with fuel assemblies.
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Tab. I Dependence Keff on number of neutrons by different NSK and NG

n NSK=10 NSK=100 NSK=500

(mill NPG=1000 NPG=2000 NPG=3000 NPG=1000 NPG=2000 NPG=3000 NPG=1000 NPG=2000 NPG=3000

0.3 1.38970 1.38920 1.38860 1.38880 1.38807 1.38894 1.38740 1.38830 1.38780
0.5 1.38926 1.38886 1.38904 1.38867 1.38919 1.38839 1.38856 1.38819 1.38813

1 1.38917 1.38947 1.38854 1.38889 1.38921 1.38800 1.38862 1.38781 1.38800
3 1.38852 1.38892 1.38804 1.38836 1.38875 1.38790 1.38824 1.38852 1.38796
6 1.38845 1.38857 1.38814 1.38837 1.38851 1.38804 1.38824 1.38833 1.38814

Tab.2 Dependencea-E5onnumberofneutronsbydifferentNSKandNPG

n NSK�10 NSK=100 NSK=500

[mill NPG=1000 NPG=2000 NPG=3000 NPG=1000 NPG=2000 NPG=3000 NPG=1000 NPG=2000 NPG=3000

0.3 110 100 100 100 91 99 140 100 100
0.5 85 80 77 83 76 76 97 77 80

1 66 5.4 53 63 S3 52 60 52 53
3 34 30 30 34 30 30 33 34 30
6 23 22 21 22 21 21 22 22 21

Tab. 3 Dependence *E5 n NSK and NPG

n=300 000 n=6 000 000 n=300 000 n=6 000 000
NSK NPG=1000 NPG=3000 NPG=1000 NPG=3000 NPG NSK=10 NSK=500 NSK=10 NSK=500

10 110 100 23 21 1000 110 140 23 22
111DO 99 22 21 2000 100 100 22 22
500 100 22 21 3000 100 100 21 21



Fig.1 Dependence Keff on number of neutrons
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Fig.2 Dependence a on number of neutrons
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Fig.3 Dependence Keff+- 2cr on number of neutrons
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POWER PEAK IN VICINITY OF WWER-440 CONTROL ROD AT END OF FUEL CYCLE

Jan Mikus, Nuclear Research Institute Rez p1c, 250 68 Rez 130, Czech Republic
E-mail: rnik(�uiv.cz, Phone: 420 266 172 395, Fax Phone: 420 266 172 398

ABSTRACT

This paper- presents some results of the axial power distribution measurements carried out
in a WWER-440 type core on the light-water, zero-power reactor LR-0 in the vicinity of the
WWER-440 control rod (CR) model at zero boron concentration in moderator. Further
presented information concern the description of the CR model, R-0 core aangement,
specification of the fuel assemblies and measurement conditions. The aim of performed
experiment is enlargement of the available "power peaking database" to enable the calculation
codes validation also by means of data that correspond to the end of WVVER-440 fuel cycle.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that WWER-440 CR has a significant influence on the space power (fission
density) distribution and can ause power peaks in adjacent fuel assemblies. This is a
consequence of the butt joint design of the absorbing adapter (part) to the CR fuel part [I),
that is, presence of the water cavity, the beginning of which is the upper level of steel inserts
in fuel assembly A) and the end - in FA cap; presence of the given cavity results in a flash-
up of then-nal neutrons in periphery fuel pins (rods) of the adjacent operating assemblies.

Problems concerning the CR were discussed in the frame of the Tchnical Meeting on
"WWER-440 Local Power Peaking Induced by Control Rods" organized by Nuclear
Research Institute (NRI) Rez pIc in co-operation with the International Atomic Energy
Agency, held in Rez, 11 - 13 March 2002. Altogether 33 participants have represented the
WArER-440 NP?s as well as the co-operating research institutes and other relevant
organisations from Armenia, Bulgaria, Hungary, Finland, LkEA, Russian Federation,
Slovakia, Switzerland, Ukraine and the host country - Czech Republic. Based on the
presentations and discussions, the "Conclusions" from two Working Groups on computational
and experimental aspects were presented to a final plenary meeting for consensus. For
simplicity, a part of this consensus consists in the following 2]:

The power peaking phenomenon is safety related and the criteria affected are maximum
linear heat generation rate, as well as plet cladding interaction through high power
ramps for fuel surrounding the control rods. Both criteria become significant in the
future if plants move to high bum-up, load following operation or power up rating.
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Proper experimental verification is however nceded since safety margins monitoring
relies on adequate codes methods for pre-calculation. No direct monitoring is possible.
Th iformation presented in meeting is qualitatively consistent, though there are some
small quantitative differences, which can be explained with varying experimental
conditions. The design modification including a Hafinium plate will reduce the power
peaking effect significantly, of the order of 60%.

• New measurements at low boron concentration are desirable as suggested during the
meeting for future LR-0 experiments at NI Rez.

• An extension of the Rez database is considered necessary, in particular for experiments
with boric acid to compare the results against the Russian data.

From the point of view of boron acid concentration in moderator, the power peaking effect
was investigated e.g. in two cases:

• First one with zero boron concentration, corresponding to the end of fuel cycle, by
means of calculations presented by Russian specialists in 1999 [1] and

• Second one with boron acid concentrations about g/1 by means of-
1. Experiment on LR-0 reactor at NRI Rez in 1994 with concentration 48 g/l in the

fi-ame of a contract with Hungarian NPP Paks 3] and
2. Experiment at concentration 5.15 g/l and calculation studies carried out at RRC

"Kurchatow Institute" published in 2000 4).

Because of complicated geometry and material composition of the CR, the detailed
calculations of power distribution are complicated too. Since the case corresponding the end
of fuel cycle mentioned above was only investigated by calculations, it was suggested to add
needed experimental information by means of measurements to be performed on the R-0
reactor in appropriate WWER-440 type core at zero boron concentration and containing a
WWER-440 CR model 5], to have in this important case both the calculation and
experimental data. This suggestion is in accordance with "Conclusions" of the Technical
Meeting mentioned above 2 In such way desirable calculation and experimental
information could be available for both zero and higher boron acid concentrations to validate
computation codes. It is to be noted that detailed experimental space power distribution data
cannot be obtained in the NPPs.

It can also be noted, to suppress neutron flash-up the plates of metallic Hafnium are arranged

on the inner surface of the jacketed tube in the region of butt joint of the innovated CR; the

performed physical calculations showed that in case of arrangement of Hafnium plates the

neutron flash-up is prevented completely 1). According to our information, some of NPPs are

equipped with this "Hafnium innovation" (e.g., in the Russian Federation), another ones will

be innovated in the near fume; some of NPPs ae operated with inserted CR, other ones not

(e.g, Finnish NPP Loviisa).

We can stated, they are two situations concerning the code validation that ought to be taken

into account: the first one corresponding to the end of fuel cycle, i.e. with zero-boron acid

concentration in moderator, and the second one - at the start of fuel cycle, i.e. with this

concentration being practically highest (at the conditions on the LR-0 reactor, i.e. the room

temperature, atmospheric pressure, this concentration can be about 65 g/1). Of course, the

investigation of these situations should also include both two variants - without and with

Hafnium plates in CR, ifpossible.
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2 AM OF EXPERIMENT

The aim of presented experiment is nlargement of (he available "power peaking database" to
enable calculation codes validation also by means of measurement results obtained at zero
boron concentration that correspond to the end of WWER-440 fuel cycle.

3 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND CONDITIONS

It is to b noted that CR model on the LR-0 reactor is an "authentic" model, because it is
made of original parts of a real CR, but in omparison with the original CR, the sequence of
its height aangement (the fuel, butt joint and absorbing parts) is reverse. It consists of three
parts. The lower one contains 2 absorbing sgments from the original WWER-440 CR:
hexagonal rings with outer diameter of 136 mm, thickness - 6 mm and height - 102 mm with
6 perforations, I in the centre of each of their 6 sides (diameter 10 mm). These absorbing
segments, made of borated steel 2.0 wt. %), are placed in a stainless steel hexagonal tube
(thickness 2 mm). Inside of these 2 absorbing segments a stainless steel tube (outer diameter
- 114.5 mm, thickness - mm) is situated which has the following perforations:
6 apertures 60' symmetry) having diameter 10 mm being arranged in the rws with 100 mm
distance between them. The upper part of the CR model is a 24 enriched FA, placed in
a hexagonal tube (thickness 1.5 mm) made of zirconium alloyed with niobium 2.5 wt.%).
Between those two parts there is a butt joint that contains original parts of the PVER-440
CR, too. In Fig. I the main parts of the complicated VPWER-440 CR model are demonstrated
with their positions in this model (identified by corresponding numbers) 6). The loading of
the CR model into R-0 core is shown in Fig. 2.

A shortened WWER-440 type fuel pins were used having a 1250 mm active fuel (uranium
pellets) length with lower end situated 38 mm from the fuel pin end, excepting the 24%
enriched pins of the CR model with their active length (uranium pellets) of 1073.6 mm and
containing Zr tubes at their lower part (diameter 76/6.0 mm, length 56.7 mm, lower end 38
mm from the fuel pin end), continuing with stainless steel cylinder (diameter 75 mm, length -
II 97 mm) and finally continuing with active fuel pin part (uranium pellets). The hexagonal
tubes of all FAs (excepting the 24 enriched one of CR model mentioned above) are made of
aluminium (thickness 2 m). In all FAs the standard type stainless steel spacing grids (height
10 mm) defining the hexagonal attice of the fuel pins in CR model (denoted by SG-CR) and
in 12 FAs of the core (denoted by SG-Co) were used (see Figs. 6 - 9 at positions with axial
(vertical) coordinates having step of 240 mm. he coordinates of their centres (below the
moderator critical height level) in 12 FAs were 148 nun, 388 mm, 628 m and 868 mm and
in CR model - 543 mm and 783 m from the lower end of the active fuel part (uranium
pellets) of 12 FAs. The axial coordinates of the ore aangement:

- 38.0 mm - Lower end of the fuel pins of 12 FAs
0.0 mm - Lower end of the active fuel part uranium pellets) of 12 FAs
5.5 mm - Bottom of absorber segments at CR model

209.5 mm - Top of absorber segments at CR model
465.0 mm - Bottom of fuel pins at CR model
503.0 mm - Bottom of Zr tubes at fuel pins of CR model
559.7 rrun - Top of Zr tubes and bottom of stainless steel cylinders at fuel pins

of CR model
679.4 mm - Top of stainless steel cylinders and bottom of fuel active part (uranium

pellets) of CR model
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0 882.4 0.2 mm - Critical height in case of 600 - 900 keV gamma quanta
measurements - the mean of 6 critical height values - see belo%;
moderator temperature 16.0 I- 1.0 'C

0 882.9 0.3 mm - Critical height in case of La peak - 1596.5 keV gamma
quanta measurements; moderator temperature 15.7 +/- 09 C

To start the experiment preparation, some needed calculations were performed to determine
core having suitable properties. By means of these calculations 7], following core has bet
determined: it consist of the CR model placed in the core cenLre, around it - a ring of 6 FY
with fuel pins having 36% erichment except their periphery rows where three pins in l
comers have enrichment of 30 and finally next 6 periphery FAs of the same composite(
around those ones mentioned above. Schematic arrangement of the FAs in the LR-0 core
presented in Fig. 3 with FAs numbering in which the measurements were performed. TI
arrangement of the fuel pins in FAs in LR-0 core with WWER-440 CR model in its centre
shown in Fig. 4 Finally the fuel pins numbering (needed below) in the FA (No 2 in Fig. 3)
presented in Fig. (it is the same as in [1)).

The critical height of this core is sufficient to investigate power peaking effect in the vicini
of the CR model butt joint (see below). Such core epresents a compromise between son
NPPs conditions/needs (e.g. profiled enrichment of the fuel ssemblies), LR-0 react,
possibilities (disposable fuel pinslassemblies) and suitable conditions for calculation
(e.g. 60' symmetry).

4. MEASUREMENT METHODS

The measurements of axial power (fission density) distributions have been performed I
means of two masurement methods, i.e. by gamma activity determination (gamma scannir
method) of the irradiated fuel pins (selected parts), detecting garrana. quanta:

1. In the energy range of 600 - 900 keV and
2. In La peak area - 1596.5 keV

In both cases two Na(TI) scintillator crystals (one of them - monitor) with diameter of 40 mi
were used, each of them in Pb shielding tMckness 150 mm). The measurement process w;
performed automatically by means of PC connected with stepping motor and CAMA
modules. he fuel pin rotated around its own axis during the gamma scanning.

In case of 600 - 900 keV gamma quanta detection, the activities of 10 nun fuel pin sectioi
were determined by means of a rectangular collimator (dimensions lxl0 nun). 
measurements were carried out by means of 6 irradiations using he fuel pins irradiate
stepwise in 6 FAs No 1..,6 (Fig. 3, namely (see Fig. 5):

In 6 equivalent (with respect to CR model) fuel pin positions Pi (i = 1..,6) in tt
centres of the periphery fuel pin rows adjacent to the WWER-440 CR model; in cw
of FA No 2 - the fuel pin position No I 9
In 6 equivalent fuel pin positions Mi (i = 1..,6) situated in the middle part of FAs
in the centre of the fifth rows from WWER-440 CR model; in case of FA No 2 - th
fuel No 17.
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It eans, that by one irradiation, one pair of axial power dstributions in position Pi and M in
FA No i (i = ],...,6) was determined using a uel pin monitor irradiated simultaneously in
middle position between Mi and Pi (in case of FA No 2 - in fuel pin position No 56). The
measurements were realized in the axial coordinates range of 50 - 950 mm with variable step
(10, 25 or 50 mm - see Tab. 1) in dependence on the supposed distribution shape and the
importance of the separate distribution parts from the point of view of experiment aim. The
fuel pins were measured one time (without repetition).

In case of the "La peak method" only one (intensive) irradiation was ralized. The fuel pin
sections of 20 mm length were measured using a rectangular collimator having dimensions
20xIO mm. The measurements were carried out by means of fuel pins irradiated in 6 FAs
No 1..,6 (Fig. 3 in the same positions Pi and Mi as in case above and further also (Fig. 5):

In 6 equivalent fuel pin positions Cij of the 3 FAs No j (i = 1 2 j = 2 4 6 fuel pin
positions situated in oth (i = 1 2 to the CR adjacent comers of the FAs No j
0 = 2 4 6 in case of FA No 2 - C12 and C22 are the fuel pin positions No 116 and
122 respectively.

The measurements were realized in the axial coordinates range of 50 - 950 mm with 1 mm
step. 

It mans, that by one irradiation the axial power distributions in all positions Pi, Mi and Cj
menfioned aove were determined using one fuel pin monitor irradiated simultaneously in FA
No I in fuel pin position equivalent to No 56 of FA No 2 Each fuel pin was measured two
times - in "both axial coordinates order", i.e., 50,...,950 mm and 950,...,50 mm, to suppress
eventual small non stabilities.

By means of 6 axial power distributions measured in each position Pi, Mi and C, the
weighted mean values and corresponding errors of the axial power distributions in (fictive)
fuel pin positions P, M and C were determined for both measurement methods mentioned
above (in case of FA No 2 these fuel pin positions are equivalent to the positions No 119 17
as well as 116 and 122, respectively).

5.RESULTS

For simplicity the relative axial power (fission density) distribution values obtained by means
of 600 - 900 keV gamma quanta measurement method" in fuel pin positions and M are
presented only in Tab. I and demonstrated in Fig. 6 Further the peaking factor of the power
distribution in fuel pin position P regarding to the power distribution in position M was
deten-nined by means of the ratio of the power distribution values in position P and in position
M, i.e. "PIM" distribution values in all measured axial coordinates (Fig. 7.

In case of measurements performed by means of "La peak method", the obtained results of
power distributions in fuel pin positions P, C and M are demonstrated in Fig. 8. The peaking
factors of the power distributions in fuel pin positions P and C regarding to the power
distribution in position M (i.e. "P"/-M" and "C/M" values) are shown in Fig. 9.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The obtained experimental results enlarge the available "power peaking database" by values
measured at zro boron concentration corresponding to the end of WWER-440 fuel cycle that
enable validation of the codes also in this important case. This validation can improve the
reliability of the calculation results of the power distribution in WWER-440 cores, rloading
schemes etc. More information about the power peaking phenomenon can be found in 2).
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Tab. 1. Relative axial power (fission density) distributions in fuel pin positions P and M
Energy of detected gamma quanta: 600 - 900 keV
Normalization: (non wighted) average of 92 presented values in fuel pin positions
P and M - I

Relative power fission density) Relative power fission density)
Axial Position P Position M Axial Position P Position M
coord. Value Error Value Error coord. Value Error Value Error

[MM] 1%] 1%] [MM] 1%] 1%]
50 0.2270 1.02 530 1.8733 0.23 1.1104 0.62
100 0.2504 2.00 0.3086 0.89 540 1.8201 0.27 1.1150 0.85
150 0.3228 2.30 0.3829 0.77 550 1.7499 0.62 1.1109 0.62
200 0.4462 1.72 0.5001 0.60 560 1.6989 0.44 1.1268 0.54
225 0.5705 1.31 0.5571 0.41 570 1.6596 0.74 1.1311 0.80
250 0.6914 1.11 0.6212 0.96 580 1.6448 0.45 1.1342 0.71
275 0.8140 0.58 0.6661 0.64 590 1.6000 0.86 1.1193 0.83
300 0.7944 0.70 0.7176 0.71 600 1.5841 0.65 1.1291 0.53
325 0.7899 0.83 0.7619 0.56 625 1.5573 0.69 1.1030 0.67
350 0.8304 0.97 0.7979 0.19 650 1.5406 1.14 1.0822 0.56
375 0.8977 1.57 0.8350 0.97 675 1.5323 1.28 1.1091 0.85
400 0.9684 1.43 0.8361 0.68 700 1.4638 0.60 1.1002 0.57
410 1.0381 1.51 0.8632 0.87 725 1.4171 1.26 1.0585 1.08
420 1.1050 1.08 0.9025 0.76 750 1.3314 1.38 0.9988 1.16
430 1.1875 1.08 0.9412 0.73 775 1.2343 1.28 0.9381 0.79
440 1.3199 0.93 0.9678 0.94 8DO 1.1222 1.15 0.8475 0.86
450 1.4586 0.45 0.9872 0.82 825 0.9798 1.04 0.7320 0.79
460 1.5974 0.33 1.0164 0.58 850 0.7666 1.68 0.5701 1.32
470 1.6936 0.38 1.0358 0.83 875 0.4612 0.92 0.3497 1.65......... .................... ....................
480 1.7741 0.63 1.0481 0.74 90-0 0.1786 1.43 0.1382 1.19
490 1.8076 0.53 1.0680 0.59 925 0.1032 2.61 0.0854 1.75
500 1.8603 0.35 1.0711 0.76 950 0.0744 2.97 0.0580 1.67
510 1.8893 0.41 1.0821 0.68 Mean
520 1.8851 0.57 1.1050 0.87 value 1.1646 1.05 0.8358LIL3j
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Fig. 2 WWER-440 CR model loading into R-O reactor core
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Fig. 3 Schematic arrangement of the LR-0 reactor core with WWER-440 CR model in its
centre and the FAs numbering in which the measurements were performed
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Fig. 4 Arrangement of the fuel pins in FAs in he LR-O reactor core with WWER-440 CR
model in its centre
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ABSTRACT

'Me original coupler design of the VVER-440 assemblies had the following well known
deficiency: ne elafively large amount of water in the coupler between the absorber and fuel
part of the control assembly can cause undesirably sharp power peaking in the fuel rods next
to the coupler. ne power peaking can be especially high after control rod withdrawal when
the coupler reached low bumup level region of the adjacent assembly. The modernized
coupler design overcomes the ofiginal problem by applying a thin Hf plate in the critical
region. The vry complicated sucture of the coupler requires the verification of the core
design methods by high precision 3D Monte Carlo calculations. The paper presents an MCNP
reference calculation on the control rod coupler benchmark with Hf absorber plates. The
benchmark solution with the KARATE-440 cde system is.also presented. 'Me need for
treating the f bumout in the reflector region is investigated.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BENCHMARK

In the 9 Symposium a benchmark problem was formulated to study the power distribution of
VVER-440 fuel assemblies near to a control assembly [1]. The investigated system of the
benchmark is an infinite core made up from VVER-440 assemblies with enrichment zoning. The
geometry of the benchmark consists of a cntral control assembly and the surrounding fuel
assemblies. The geometry has 60-degree symmetry; a 60-degree sector can be seen in Figure .
This sector is the basic unit in the MCNP 2 calculations. The control assemblies in the
positions corresponding to the 6th group (of the standard VVER-440 loading scheme) are
partially inserted. 'De control assemblies are inserted such a way that he 244 cm high core
contains 49.7 cm of the boron steel part of the assembly. On the top, bottom and radial
boundaries mirror boundary conditions are applied. The spacer grids are neglected. The average
enrichment of the fuel assemblies is 382%. In the active height the follower assemblies are
considered as identical with the "regular" assemblies. The bron steel part of the follower is
unbumt. The distributions of the assembly-wise bumup, fuel and moderator tmperatures are
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homogeneous. 'Me oron concentration is O., the fe] and moderator emperature is 260 Celsius
degree. The relatively large amount of water in tile coupler between the absorber and fuel part
of the control assembly can cause undesirably sharp power peaking in tile fuel rods next to
the old coupler [1]. The modernized coupler design overcomes the original problem by
applying a thin Hf plate in the critical region (see Figure 2.

According to the new design to study the effect of the modernized coupler the original
benchmark was modified i the following way:

• From the upper grid towards the steel rods in the fuel elements 006 cm hick and
15.04 cm long Hf plates were fitted to the inner surface of the assembly shroud.

• The lattice pitch of the fuel rods was increased from 122 cm to 123 cm.
• The radially averaged bumup of the fuel assemblies and the fuel parl of the follower wac

set to 21296 MWd1tU.

To study the influence of the material changes in the control assembly along the axial direction
the following calculafions are proposed:
* kk pin-wise 2-D peaking factor averaged over rows of fuel pins in the assembly next to the
control assembly.
* k. assembly-wise 3-D peaking factor for the 7 assemblies involved in the basic unit.

'Me isotope concentrafions for the MCNP were determined by MULTICELL 3) calculation:
using reflective boundary conditions. In the calculations 18 actinides and 35 fission product,
were taken into account. The cross sections of actinides for 260 C temperature were deterrence
by the NJOY code 4]. The missing fission products were rplaced with their oron equivalents
The MCNP calculations were performed dividing the pins into 40 parts with equal heights. Th,
in-going and out-going currents on the boundary of the different coupler regions wer.
determined during MCNP runs.

1n the KARATE [5] nodal and fine-mesh benchmark calculations the number of he axis
mesh points were 40. The coupler pan in the diffusion calculations of the KARATE cd
system is excluded by using precalculated albedo matrices.

2

J., = Z airs, J 9'
8' I

ID multigroup COLA transport calculations of the different coupler regions and neighbc
assemblies were carried out and subsequently the two-group albedo matrices wer
determined and parametrized in the form

for regions not containing either boron steel or Hf

C�e =Cl�(CBieeGPnj)
for regions containing boron steel

Cl� =:C��(FiifGA)

for regions containing Hf.
In the bumup calculations the 174 Hf, 176 Hf, 77 Hf, 78Hf. 179Hf and '80Hf isotopes are reate(
The burriout of the Hf isotopes is characterized by the time integral of the incoming parti;
current at the proper surface of the control assembly.
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On thc bsis of MCNP 3D results correction fctors were determined:

J A-fCNP '�:: D aC(P,)Jf,,P

Where JMCNP is the partial current calculated by MCNP with given po parameters

o,(p.) is he albedo matrix with given po parameters calculated with the COLA code
D is the diagonal correction matrix for each albedo type.

The benchmark problem of the new coupler design has een solved by the KARATE code
system and the results were compared to those of the MCNP. The two k, peaking factor
curves of fuel assembly next to the absorber calculated by MCNP with and without Hf show
minor difference near the critical axial position (see Figure 3 The results of the GLOBUS
module of the KARATE code system are fairly close to the reference solution (see Figure 4.
Fgures 57 show the kk crves averaged over the I". 2 d and 3d rows calculated by MCNP
with and without Hf. The Hf plate applied in the new design effectively removes the power
peak. The SADR ne mesh calculations of KARATE give quite similar row averaged peaking
factors to the rference MCNP solution (See Figures 8- 1 0).

METHODICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF HF BURNOUT

The applied Hf plates of the follower assemblies that Wong to not the regula6ng group stay
mainly in the top reflector region near the core, which has relatively high thermal neutron flux.
To a= the need to take into account the Hf burnout outside the core the original benchmark
problem with reflecbve boundary condifions was mdified. The top and bottom boundary
conditions at the core were replaced by explicit material compositions of the reflector regions.
Two MCNP calculations were carried out. In the first case the control assemblies were inserted
into the core, the position was the same as in the benchmark. In the second ease the control
assemblies were fully removed. Figure 11 shows the position of the plate in case of
withdrawn rods. The total absorption rate in the Hf plate in case I was five fimes higher than in
case 2 The power flattening effect during burnup changes this ratio considerably. The top
reflector was modeled in a COLA ID transport calculation. Figure 12 shows the flux
distribution in the top reflector at nominal moderator conditions. The active part of working
fuel assemblies ends at Z=O. The Hf plate was inserted into the reflector region and bumup
calculations were made for 3 and 4-year irradiation. In the EOC (CB--O.) conditions the 2-
group albedos were evaluated for the unburrit, for the 3 and 4-year irradiated Hf and for the
original coupler section without Hf. Using the calculated albedos and applying a
representative partial current into the coupler section, the partial hermal neutron current back
to the fuel assemblies was evaluated to demonstrate the effect of Hf composition. Table I
shows the arbitrarily normalized thermal current for the different cases.

Case Fresh Hf 3 cycle burnt Hf 4 cycle burnt Hf Without Hf
1.00 1.15 1.19 1.77

Table I
The arbitrarily normalized thermal neutron partial current to the fuel region

for the different cases.

The above nutron current, which is responsible for the power peaking near the coupler,
shows not negligible change from cycle to cycle, so the treatment of Hf burnout in the
reflector is recommended.
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SUMMA11Y AND CONCLUSIONS

The very complicated structure of the VVER-440 coupler requires the verification of the core
design methods by high precision 3D Monte Carlo calculations. The paper presents an MCNP
reference calculation for the control rod coupler enchmark with Hf absorber plates. The
calculation methods of the KARATE-440 code system wer vified by solving the
benchmark problem. The treatment of the Hf burnout in (he reflector region is recommended.
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FIGUIMS

Figure I
The seven assembly positions in the benchmark

Figure 2
Location of the Hf plate in he modcrnized coupler
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Figure II
The locafion of the Hf plate in the top reflector in case of withdrawn absorbers.
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Figure 12
Flux distribution in the top reflector from COLA ID calculation.

The active part of working fuel assemblies ends at Z=O.
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ABSTRACT

The Mariko code, based on the method of characteristics, has been used to calculate several
two-dimensional full core heterogeneous 2-group transport theory solutions for hot zero power
states of the WWER-1000 reactor. The initial loading for the three-year fuel cycle is onsidered.
Helios-1.5 has been used to prepare 23-group cross-section data. The benchmarks differ by the
positions (up or down) of the control rods groups. The asymptotic assembly-averaged and cell-
averaged two-group diffusion parameters for a assembly types, the group-to-group albedos
on the radial reflector boundary, and the effective diffusion parameters, including reference
discontinuity factors, for the radial reflector ndes are all calculated by Mariko. The accuracy
of the SPPS-1.6 and DYN3D nodal diffusion codes and the HEX2DA pin-by-pin diffusion code
have been tested. The benchmark with all control rods down poses a great problem for the nodal
diffusion codes, the maximum error in the relative assembly-wise power distribution reaching
18% for SPPS-1.6. The pin-by-pin code performs well in all cases.
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Introduction

The two-dimensional full-core heterogeneous ransport theory benchmark for a cold zero power
state of he WWER-1000 core, presented in Ref. [1], showed tat te accuracy of the nodal
method in the SPPS-1.6 code[21 is questionable for this reactor type, the aximum error in te
assembly-wise power distribution being about 8%. Practically the same results were obtained
by the HEXNEMI method in DYN3DI31, while te more elaborate HEXNEM2 method[41
performed much better with maximum error in the assembly-wise power distribution of 2.5%.
Therefore, additional benchmarks are needed to check the accuracy of the diffusion codes.

In the urrent paper new benchmarks for hot zero power states of the WWER-1000 reactor
are presented. They are all for the standard initial loading[5) with three year fuel assemblies
at moderator temperature 3020C nd boric acid concentration 60 g/kg. The real assemblies
and the real radial reflector (except for the ribbed area) of the WWER-1000 reactor have been
modeled. These benchmarks can be used also to test any code with is own WWER-1000
library of diffusion parameters. The effect of the ribbed area on ke is very small, the only
significant effect being the decrease of the relative powers.of assemblies 13/28 (60-degree sector
numbering) by about 1.5%.

Six assembly types are involved in the benchmarks:

A assembly with enrichment 160%;

B assembly With enrichment 160% and control rods;

C assembly with enrichment 300%;

D assembly with erichment 300% and control rods-,

G assembly with erichment 423% and burnable absorbers;

J assembly with enrichment 440 ad burnable absorbers.

The benchmarks differ only by the positions of the control groups. In fact 11 benchmarks
have been calculated:

B1 All groups out;

B2 Group 10 in (group 10 is in assembly 4;

B3 Groups 10-9 in (group 9 is in assembly 21);

B4 Groups 10-8 in (group is in assembly 11);

B5 Groups 10-7 in (group 7 is in assembly 23);

B6 Groups 10-6 in (group 6 is in assembly 8);

B7 Groups 10-5 in (group is in assemblies and 15);

B8 Groups 10-4 in (group is in assembly 2),

B9 Groups 10-3 in (group 3 is in assembly 26),

BA Groups 1-2 in (group 2 is in assembly 1),

BB Groups 10-1 in (group I is in assembly 20).
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Thecalculational procedure is the same as described in Ref I I lios-1.5[61 with its I Wgroup
library is used to repare 23-group transport cross sections and Mariko(71 is used for the full-
core calculations and for preparation of asymptotic Lwo-group diffusion parameters both for
the nodal and pin-by-pin diffusion calculations. Both albedo boundary conditions on he core-
reflector boundary and effective diffusion parameters for the radial reflector nodes, including
reference dscontinuity factors[8), are available.

Assembly-wise power distribution

The main results of the comparison are presented in Table 1. For each diffusion code the
deviation in kr, the mean square root error, Er, and the maximum relative error, C.., of the
relative assembly-wise power distribution are presented.

Table 1: Comparison of kr and the assembly-wise power distributions

SPPS-1.6 DYN3D/HEXNEM2 HEX2DA
Ben. Reff. Ak�ff j Akff co" A kefr I-0 % %

kor pcM % % pcm % Pcm
B 1 1.05358 4 7 0.8 1.6 -64 1.0 2.0 4 0.8 1.5
B 2 1.04720 67 1.3 4.1 -57 0.8 1.6 -10 0.6 1.6
B 3 1.03666 53 1.4 4.0 -56 0.7 1.5 -22 0.6 1.4
B 4 1.03000 53 2.0 4.4 -64 0.7 1.6 -43 0.7 1.4
B 5 1.02391 4 9 2.2 4.3 -57 1.0 1.8
B 6 1.01308 121 3.6 8.4 -71 0.7 1.6
B 7 1.00712 160 4.7 12.9 -66 0.8 1.6
B8 0.99308 164 5.4 14.1 -72 1.2 2.1
B9 0.97707 99 5.7 13.5 -107 0.9 1.7

BA 0.97001 144 6.9 15.7 -114 1.1 2.0
B B 0.96398 185 8.3 18.2 -56 4.5 11.6 -117 1.3 2.3

For SPPS-1-6 a increases gradually from 0.8% to 83% and increases from 16 to
18.2%. The detailed comparisons for the first and ast benchmarks are presented on Figures 
and 2 All these results show that SPPS-1.6 is inadequate for calculation of the assernbly-wise
power distribution for rodded WWER-1000 assemblies.

The HEXNEM2 method in DYN3D models the radial flux distribution within each node
by 12 eigenfunctions both for the fundamental and transient modes, while the flux model-
ing in SPPS-1.6 corresponds to 6 igenfunctions per mode. The more elaborate modeling by
HEXNEM2 results in mch smaller errors in the assembly-wise power distribution for the first
4 benchmarks. The errors for benchmark I are greater than those for benchmarks 24 because
of error compensation. The dominating errors for benchmark (Fig. 3 are due to spectrum
effects from the radial reflector on the peripheral assemblies, which are not accounted for in
the asymptotic two-group diffusion parameters. The errors for the last benchmark (Fig. 4)
with all groups in are not small. Both nodal methods underestimate the power of the central
assemblies.

The two-dimensional pin-by-pin code HEX2DA[91, based on the finite-difference approxima-
tion, predicts the assembly-wise power distribution wth reasonable accuracy for all benchmarks.
The errors for benchmark BI (Fig. 5) are similar to those by DYN3D/HEXNEM2. A similar
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error compensation is served for the ex 3 benchmarks. The errors for the last bunchmarl�
(Fig. ) Show that HEX2DA overestimates the owers of te rodded asemblies.

It must be noted that the two-group diffusion arameters for the central cell ad the guidinj
tube cells are corrected, by calculating cell discontinuity factors, wich are then hiddej) in Lhl
diffusion parameters. The effect on te assembly-wise power distribution, however, s ot ig.

Pin-wise power distribution

The relative pin-wise power distribution by HEX2DA for benchmark BI and for assembly 10 i
presented on Fig. 7 The maximum errors are less than 2 and this is typical for all assemblie
in the core interior. The errors for aembly 17 (Fig. 8), which Ls a 423% asembly wid
burnable absorbers, are somewhat greater, but still acceptable. The magnitude of the error
for assemblies on the core periphery is demonstrated for assembly 13 on Fig. 9 The maximun
errors are about 35% near the core-reflector boundary, but since the power of his assembl-
is underestimated by 14%, the net error in the pin powers near the core-reflector boundar 1
about 5%.

The maximum errors for the unrodded assemblies are on the assembly periphery, due 
neutron spectrum effects. For the rodded assemblies the maximum errors are around the contrc
rods, as demonstrated on Fig. 10 for benchmark BB and assembly 8. The pin powers around th
control rods are overestimated by about 3%. If the conventional flux-volume weighted diffusioi
parameters are used for the absorber cells, then these errors increase oly by 1%.

Conclusions

Eleven hot zero power full-core heterogeneous transport theory benchmarks have been presente,
for the WWER-1000 reactor. The nodal diffusion code SPPS-1.6 is inadequate to describe th
assembly-wise power distribution in case of rodded assemblies. The more elaborate HEXNENI
method in DYN3D performs much better, but the maximum error in case of all control rod
in is not small. The pin-by-pin diffusion code predicts adequately both the assembly-wise an
pin-wise power distributions.
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ABSTRACT

On the basis of methods developed recently for square-fuel-assembly reactor cores,
discontinuity factors for hexagonal control absorbers (VVER-440) and reflector nodes have
been derived. Partial currents from heterogeneous multi-group transport calculations are used
for the determination of the discontinuity factors. As shown by suitable benchmark
calculations, the application of these quantities in the two-group nodal diffusion code DYN3D
clearly improves the results of assembly powers and effective multiplication factors. The
advantage of reflector diffusion parameters, including discontinuity factors, over conventional
albedos has been demonstrated.

1 INTRODUCTION

Two-group neutron-diffusion parameters for nodal reactor-core calculations are generated by
using multi-group cell codes based on tmsport theory. he multi-group neutron-reaction
cross sections are condensed into two-group parameters. Spatial homogenisation is applied for
fuel assemblies or reflector regions. le information of the core and reflector fine structure
(heterogeneity) is mostly lost in this procedure. Nevertheless, nodal diffusion codes applying
homogenized two-group parameters (Lawrence, 1986) perform nicely, despite all he

approximations and the large (assembly-size) meshes used.0

In order to further improve the accuracy of nodal diffusion codes, applied for the prediction of
assembly powers, "heterogeneity factors" and modified diffusion coefficients have been
proposed by Koebke 1981). Smith 1986) introduced the very effective "discontinuity
factors". The basic idea of both approaches is to transfer heterogeneity information from
heterogeneous transport or diffusion calculations to the much faster nodal diffusion codes
using homogeneous cross sections. In his wy, the nodal diffusion approximation is made

to the more exact heterogeneous treatment (equivalence theory).
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Applying eqUivalence theory to radier hetcjo�eneous poblem,, sch as BWR cores, has beel
very Sccessful. BWR�, are quipped with inter-asNembly control bades leading to siron�
neutron bsorption er the edges of e respeciiv fl assemblies. There is 110rc
discontinuity caused by void rions i BWRs Tus, introducing equivalence factors ha:
significantly improved assembly-power prediction for BWRs by nodal codes Smith, 1986)
Equivalence theory has also been widely used for square-geometry PWR cores, especially fo
baffle/renector regions, cf. e.g. Heizelt and Winter 1999, Tahara et al., 2000, Tahara an(
Sekimoto 2002.

The present paper describes the calculation and application of discontinuity factors for non
multiplying hexagonal nodes, in order io improve the accuracy of nodal diffusion codes, sucl
as DYN31) (Grundmann and Hollsiein, 1999), which is capable of modelling cores consisting
of either rectangular or hexagonal fuel assemblies. DYN31) has originally been desig ned foi
safety analyses of Russian pressurized water reactors of the VVER type. The VVER-440 is l
special interest, ecause it is equipped Wh peculiar control absorbers that are different frorr
Western PWR control rods. These absorbers have the same hexagonal shape and dimensions
as the fuel assemblies. The flux gradients observed at the edges of fuel assemblies, next tc
these control absorbers, strongly suggest he application of discontinuity factors.

Alternatively to two-group diffusion parameters including discontinuity factors for non.

multiplying nodes, albedos can be used at the respective node surfaces. These albedos ar(
based on partial cur-rents calculated by transport cdes. If the heterogeneous transport
calculation has been performed for the very same core loading, for which e power is ther
modelled by the nodal code, the derived albedos will perform very well. However, he albedo.
turn out to be dependent on the special core loading in the heterogeneous calculation
Conventional albedos that are derived from partial currents for reentrant surfaces to non.
multiplying regions must be sensitive to he enrichment and bumup of the adjacent fe
assemblies. For square-geometry cores in Westem light water reactors, it has beer

demonstrated that two-group diffusion parameters, including discontinuity (heterogeneity '
factors or special reflector-response prameters, are practically insensitive to the core loadini
(cf. .g. Htzelt and Winter 1999, Tahara et al., 2000). This should also be true for hexagona.
VVER cores. Tahara et al. 2000) introduced a method that allows to calculate discontinuit,
factors in two-dimensional square georne". In the present paper, the approach has ee�
applied for two-dimensional hexagonal geometry.

Another possibility is the use of face-group to face-group albedos, which take into account th(
neutron transfer between outer node faces through the radial reflector (Petkov, 2000). 'De,
are less sensitive to the fuel loading compared to he conventional group to group at>edos, bu
it is very difficult to calculate full albedos, accounting for h three-dimensional neutror
Lransfcr in he reflector. Moreover, such albedos are not included in the nodal diffusion codes
Using diffusion reflector nodes with discontinuity factors on the radial faces prmits takinj
into account the neutron transfer also in the axial direction, although in diffusion
approximation.
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2 METHOD

Discontinuity factors have been defined by Sith 1986) for ech neutron group g at a node

surface s:

fit, 0.

where """ is the flux calculated by a transport or diffusion code in detailed heterogeneous01
geometry and averaged over the nde surface s. "' denotes the flux averaged over the

same surface, but calculated within the node by diffusion theory, where two-group diffusion
parameters are used. Te latter quantities, for their part. are the result of condensing and
homogenizing the multi-group cross sections that have been used in the transport calculation.

The factors f are intended to reproduce the "reference" heterogeneous solution. For this

reason, Smith has called them reference discontinuity factors (RDFs). He also defined
assembly discontinuity factors (ADFs) that can be considered as a good approximation for the
fuel-assembly-node RDFs 'Me ADFs are simply ratios of the node-surface-averaged fluxes to
the assembly-avcraged fluxes in the heterogeneous assembly calculation with zero-net-current
boundary conditions. Thus, ADFs have been applied for several years in the nodal two-group
diffusion code DYN3D. Additionally, RDFs are now calculated and used for non-multiplying
nodes in this reactor dynamics code. In order to carry out comparative diffusion calculations
without considering heterogeneity, unity discontinuity factors (UDF: RDF-I) can be inserted
(all three abbreviations dfined by Smith, 1986).

For a transport-equivalent modelling (by a hxagonal nodal diffusion code) of a VVER-440
control absorber or reflector region, a =sport solution, calculated for the detailed two-
dimensional heterogeneous configuration, is needed. From the angular flux of the transport

solution, side-averaged incoming and outgoing partial currents j,,., j = 2 can beZ.-W
derived for the edges (sides) of the non-multiplying nodes. The "heterogeneous" fluxes on the
hexagon sides s are then calculated by (cf. Tahara and Sekimoto, 2002)

lwj �j YJ0, = 2(j,, + j,.) (2)

The transport net currents through side s are the differences of the partial currents:

(j-- (3)

'17hese side-averaged currents J" can be used as oundary conditions for the calculation of

flux distributions within homogenized non-multiplying nodes (standard notation):

- D, V'O. + , 0 = 0, (4)

E, =E., E2,

9 1



- , Vio2+Y.202 =E.201.

It is easy to show that a general flux expansion in the x-y-plane

0, (.V, = 0(X' ) + C:-e-"("

D,

k, =cosO.,

k, =sin O.,

0. = 2r(n - ) / N,

satisfies the Helmholtz quation 4) for the fast flux, where k.., and k..,. are the x- and

components of a unit vector specifying the direction 0. in the flux expansion (fig. ).

The same way the solution of homogeneous equation of (5)

v2o - v2o = ,

V2= E. 2 D2-

can be approximated by

0�(X'Y) (C"e V(k_-k_y� + C'-e

Inserting he functions

O, 0.� 1

02 ao + ,

into (5), using 6) and (8), yields the factor a Thus he thermal flux is described by

02 ao, + ,

a E, /E.2 D2 'U2).

The expansion coefficients C."" and C" can be determined by using the node boundz

conditions. On the oundaries ether the flux, or its normal derivative, or a linear combinati.
of the two must e specified (e.g. Lamarsh, 1966). In fuel pin-power recovery calculatio
("dehomooenization"), face-avcra-ed fluxes are usually applied as boundary conditions B�
and Finnernann, 1992, H6dek and Gundniann, 1997). However, for the calculation of RDF
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defined in I the norinal derivative of the lux. i.e. te neutron net Crrent, veraged over the
node faces his o e used. Te Crrents for goups I nd 2 re defined in diffusion teory
according to Fick's lw:

j, -DVo,., I

j, -D, (aVo, + V0,.). (12)

Integrating the current (I 1) over the side s of the hexagonal node, identified by normal vector
(fig. I), yields he average fast net current through this side:

D, '3 f
J; dl' -'O (X, A 4.jr F i + 0, (X. )j (13)d ax ay

where d is the distance between parallel sides of the rgular hexagon, d I r3 is the length of
a hexaoon side.

The integration path along a exagon side s is defined by

y' (x = mx + d / r3; tan O - r 2 for < < ,

or (14)

y' (x = mx - d / N3; m' tan(O - T 2 for ; < O' < 2,

which leads to

dl = d4 + dx I+ (m)' (15)
dx

For the "cast" side (s = , O = 0) of the hexagon in fig. I

j, is parallel to i., therefore i, F = ; i, = .

Thus equation (I 3 for the side No. I can be written as

J11 D, ,r3 d 2F3 -a6a.1r P . t (16)
f dy( (X, Y)

d -d 2/3

where x has to be replaced by d 2 after the partial differentiation by x. The result of the
integration is
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J,' D'�'3 k" JC.O'(e""""'

-I'.// 2 ... k... 'F3 2xk. -A.. rX, D 1 [3
C (e J .I.

d

For it=]: kg., 0 the limit

I 2k,..
lim
-. 0 

yields the first summand (n-1) in 17), using k,., 1.

J -D,,u(C e*12 - Ce"111).

Applying the same procedure for the thermal net current 12) leads to the followii
expression for the average thermal current through the sid I of the hexagon:

J 2 = J _ 2

Di

where the terms j .2 are the same functions as those defined in (I 7, replacing 'U by v...2

In view of the symmetry properties of the components k.., and k,,.,, the range of the angle 

in 6) can be restricted to 0 S 0. <,T. Choosing N = 3 requires six coefficients C and s

coefficients Cy to be determined. One of the six equations necessary for calculating he fas

flux and thermal-flux expansion coefficients is given by 17) and 19), respectivel
Subsequently, analogue equations have to be derived from 13) for the side-averaged n
currents through the remaining five hexagon sides s, which are characterized by their norm

vectors i,, related to the angle O' (fig. 1). The result for the fast neutrons is

J D -3 J) =_ 1 v� J.U.'
d

J l = _"' C. (e
k:.,

+ C.' (e-' e

k:., = cos(O - '), (2(

V =sin(O 0'),..Y

0, = T(n - ) 3 i = 2 3;

O' = 2; (s - ) 6 s = 2 6;
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and for he themial neutrons:

aD2 J D 2 [3
D, d

J:., k:, �C (e 2 X ".5 (.1! X ... f, ,63, (21)

k

+ (e -,A) - e

The equations 20) and 21) show the same appearance as 17) and 19), respectively. J; is

the net current passing through the hexagon side number which is characterized by the

angle O' =0. J; is determined by the special set of expansion functions for this angle

belonging to the "east" side 1. It is the same set of functions that determines the net current
J; through any other sides s. However, this set has now to be calculated for a different

angular position. which is rotated by the angle O' in a clock-wise direction, xpressed by the

difference 0. -O'.

Having determined the twelve coefficients C1, C' by solving the linou equation systems

(20) and 21), the side-averaged homogeneous" fluxes at the six hexagon sides can be
calculated by insertion of the expanded fluxes 6), (8) into 9), (10) and integration over the
side s:

0'r fdl' 0, (X, Y) - (22)
d

The result is

C

e
du k,.,

(23)
C C Aj 12 X k.,... I.'

k:.,

C
ao h, , + 2 A.,_ .5 (vd 2 X k... -k.., f3

du k:., (24)

C �2 N k. .k, ,r3) � 2 k., -k.,
e

V

Insening these "homogeneous" fluxes 23), 24) and the "heterogeneous" fluxes 2) into )
allows to calculate the reference discontinuity factors (RDF) for both groups at the six
hexaeon sides.
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3. It FN C I I I A it K CA LC U LATI ONS

Mathematical benchmarks ave been used to test the accuracy of DYN3D nodal ("co;
mesh") diffusion calculations for VVER cores (Grundmann and Hollstein, 1999). R
benchmarks have ben defined by fine-mesh finite-difference diffusion calculations (hat ar
the same assembly-hornogenized two-group diffusion parameters.

Other tests or benchmarks are needed, however, to quantify the additional implications
both homogenisation effects and the diffusion approximation iself on the accuracy
calculated power distributions and ultiplication factors.

The four VVER-440 benchmarks used in this study have been defined by Perkov 20(
They are two-dimensional full-core heterogeneous 23-group ransport theory solutic
calculated by the MARIKO code (Petk-ov, 2000a). The same ransport code and the spme
group cross sections are used to prepare the asymptotic two-group diffusion parameters
ADFs for all assembly types. The conventional group to group albedos on the core-reflc(
boundary, the two-group diffusion parameters for the reflector and absorber nodes, as weY
the partial currents, required for (he determination of RDFs. are calculated for the respect
benchmark problem by MARIKO, too. The 23-group cross-sections for all matefials in
fuel assemblies, radial reflector and control absorber are prepared by HELIOS (Casal, 19,
using its 90-group library.

Benchmarks I and 2 have been defined according to the beginning ant end of the frst VVE
440 cycle; benchmarks 3 and 4 represent the eginning of the next cycles wiLh the cont
group 6 fully driven out and fully inserted, respectively. Benchmark la differs from I only
changing the U-235 enrichment in some assemblies at the core periphery. Fig. 2 depicts
VVER-440 core loadings applied in the benchmarks 1 2 and la. n the benchmarks 3 and
the original enrichment is 36% in each fuel assembly, with typical eels of depletion fr(
and depleted to about 10 and 20 MWd/k-gU).

For he DYN3D calculations, the reactor core has been surrounded by hexagonal reflec
nodes, having the same dimensions as he fuel assemblies (Fig. 3 large hexagons). Albe(
derived from MARIKO-estimated partial currents are introduced for the outer faces of 
reflector nodes.

In Fig. 4 the effective multiplication factor and he node-averaged relative power densiti
calculated by the transport code MARMO (reference solution) for benchmark arc provid
together with the relative deviations of DYN3D results. The agreement is poor when applyi
only the MARIKO-generated homogenized two-group diffusion parameters for fuel a
reflector nodes and unity discontinuity factors (UDFs: ADF I or RDF- ) evcr)'%vhere, due
heterogeneity and transport effects not taken into account. The fuel-assembly discontinu
factors (ADFs), calculated by MARIKO, bring the DYN3D power distribution somewl
nearer to the reference solution. These ADFs have been applied in all of the followi
DYN3D calculations. For the fast flux, he ADFs are about 0980 for all three fuel types; t
thermal ADFs aount to 213, 165 ad 127 for the U-235 enrichments of 36% 24'
and 16%, respectively.

The lowesL-row values in the Fio. 5 hexacons have been calculated by DYN3D using
reflector nodes, but conventional albedos that were produced directly for the radial cot
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reflector boundary. Tese albedos are derived from the hexagon-side-averagcd MARIKO
partial crrents, calculated for te very same 60-degree-symmetry configuration is used in
DYN3D (Fig. 2 upper-row enrichment distribution). Te DYN3D-HEXNEM I nodal mthod
by Grundmann and Hollstein 1999). which is applied in all the calculations of he present
paper, couples the nodes also via hexagon-side-averaged partial currents. Therefore, this type

of albedos fully matches the requirements of DYN3D at the core periphery, i. e. for this
special loading, the respective side-averaged albcdos represent the most accurate reflector
response to be reached within the DYN3D (HEXNEM 1) model.

As an alternative, the method described in the previous section has ben introduced.
Reference discontinuity factors (RDFs) have been calculated for the reflector hexagons by
inserting MARIKO-gencratcd partial currents into equations 2) and 3). Although RDFs have
been derived and used for all six hexagon sides, only the RDFs at the sides adjacent to core
(fuel) nodes are really relevant in the DYN3D diffusion calculation. Table I shows the RDFs,
as an example, for these core-boundary sides (benchmark 1). The consideration of the RDFs
for the reflector hexagons produces results (upper deviations in Fig. 5) that are only a little bit
worse compared to those produced by applying conventional albedos. However, the albedos
have some disadvantages, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 contains the results for benchmark la (Fig. 2 lower-row material distribution). The
significantly lower enrichment in the nodes 4 and 56 reduces the node-averaged power there,

cf. Fig. 5. In the first DYN3D calculation, the above-mentioned core-reflector albeclos from
benchmark I have been used. Due to the replacement of 36% assemblies by .6% assemblies
in the no-des 41 and 56, these albeclos perform worse than in benchmark where they
originally belong to. The lowest-row values in Fig. 6 are related to a second DYN3D
calculation, in which the reflector two-group diffusion parameters and RDFs of benchmark I
have been applied. These results suggest that the reflector group constants including RDFs are
less snsitive to the core loading than conventional albedos. The accuracy reached with these
RDFs is practically the same as that achieved by albedos especially calculated for the peculiar
loading I a (not shown in the figure).

In Fig. 7,0the results for benchmark 2 are given. The RDF method performs also well in this
case. It makes no sense to apply the reflector parameters from benchmark I (beginning of
cycle) in benchmark 2 (end of cycle), because of the huge difference in boron concentrations.
It has been observed that changes in boron concentration are clearly reflected in the wo-
group diffusion parameters, namely the thermal absorption cross section, whereas the
dependence of RDFs on boron concentration is rather smal L

Benchmark 3 has been established for a typical beginning-of-cycle case with the same high
b6n concentration as defined in benchmark 1. The difference between the two is in the
loading and burnup distribution. In the DYN3D calculation (Fig. 8), the RDF method was
applied, using the reflector data earlier calculated for benchmark 

Benchmark 4 differs from benchmark 3 only by the control roup 6 fully inserted, i.e. the fuel
in nodes I and 7 is replaced by the non-multiplying control-assembly absorber material.
Partial currents have been calculated by MARIKO for the sides of the central control
absorber. Due to the symmetry, the currents and the derived RDFs are the same for all six
hexagon sides. Tus, for the central control absorber, the fast and thermal RDFs are 1002 and
0.323, respectively. The small value of the thermal RDF is de to the high thermal absorption
cross section which is caused by the boron contained in the steel near to the control-absorber
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surface. li akes the ral lx rl tile srface learly smaller ihan [Ile theima) flux calcidated

by diffusion teory using coiiii-ol-iibsorber-lioniogeiiized prameters. As seen in Fig. 9 (lie
application of RDFs or tile control absorber improves the accuracy of te DYN3D power
prediction significantly, too. It sould be noted tat te RDFs calculated for tile central
control absorber (No. 1) are also used in node No. 7 Although the enrichment of half of the
fuel assemblies surrounding this node is different, the RDFs perform ivell ere, too.

Together with the iprovement of power distributions by using te RDF method, the
effective multiplication factors k,( improve as well, as seen in the captions of Figs. 49. The
difference in kc between benchmark 3 and benchmark 4 represents the aximum efficiency
of control group 6 Thus, the rror in the control group efficiency is reduced from about 20
pcm to less than 10 pm by applying RDFs for the control absorber.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The results demonstrate hat DYN3D (HEXNEM 1), using homogenized wo-group diffusions
parameters and "two-dimensional" RDFs for reflector and control-absorber nodes, performs
well in VVER-440 power predictions. The maximum deviation from the reference fine-mesh
multi-group transport solution is about 25%, which is quite sufficient, having in mind the
well-known uncertainties in the basic nuclear cross-section data.

Neverthele4s, the described approach can be refined in a way that hexagon-comer RDFs are
calculated additionally to he side-averaged discontinuity factors. Te comer RDFs will e
needed in nodal codes that are designed for arger assembly sizes. such as DYN3D-
HEXNEM2 (Grundmann and Hollstein, 999), which uses comer partial currents additionally
in node coupling.

As the VVER-440 control assemblies contain steel pellets and an intermediate boron-free
zone in the region between the absorber and he so-called fuel follower, RDFs should also be
calculated for these zones. Furthermore, "one-dimensional" RDFs may be derived for the
bottom aW top reflectors of reactor cores. The method should also be applied in the
rectangular-Seometry opfion of DYN3D.

As shown byTabva et al i (2000) and Tahara and Sekimoto 2002), the information contained
in RDFs cotdd'be introduced directly into the respective two-group diffusion parameters,

dividing th= by the (averaged) RDFs. nis approach will allow to apply the RDF
informationaboinnodialcodes thatcannotdirectly process discontinuity factors.
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Im- ; I � E --- -- I I
Fast 0.984 0995 0856 0960 0949 1033 1033 1043 0891 0875 0.85 066
RDFs
Thermal 0.561 0605 1.180 0614 0625 0519 0474 0535 1009 0987 1104 0984
RDFs

Table 1: Renchmark-I RDFs for the reflector hexagon sides that coincide with the core
boundary, cf. Fig. 3.

W3 �2

Y

j4 ex
-6
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d

Fig. 1: Hexagon in he x-y plane showing ypical angles und unit vectors.
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41 Fuel assembly number
3.6 Enrichment P in benchmarks and 2
1.6 Enrichment in benchmark la

3.6
3.6

3. 3.6
3.6 1.6

1.6 2.4 1 3.6
1.6 2.4 1 3.6

43
2.4 2 4 4
2.4 2 4 4

3
1.6 1 2.4 4 3.6 6

6 .4 6
34

6 3.6
3.6

1.6 2.4 3.6 3.6
1.6 3.6 3.6

1 1
4 2.4 2.4 .6
4 2.4 .6

1 1
2.4 2.4 2.4 1.6
2 4 1 4 1.6

Fi- 2 Core loading applied in VVER-440 benchmarks.
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Fig. 3 VVER-440 radial reflector (30-degree sector). The shaded regions are
the core shroud, basket, and shaft - all three made of steel. The nu mbcrs I 12
denote the core-reflector-boundary sides. The small hexagons represent the
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I Fuel assembly number
1.167 Relative assembly power by MARIKO
-11.4 Deviation �%� of DYN3D using UDFs in all nodes
-9.9 Deviation of DYN30 using ADFs for fuel, UDFs for reflector nodes
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-7
0. 4 1.1 1
-8.4 -6.1 - 0 .5 10.8

9

Fig. 4 Benchmark : MARMO reference solution (kff - 099865); DYN3D with UDFs in
all nodes: kfr rror- 322 pcm, power RMS error: 8.25%-, DYN3D with ADFs in fuel
nodes: kff rror- 230 pm, power RMS eTor 646%.
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I Fuel assembly number
1.167 Relative assembly power by MARIKO

0.0 Deviation (%) of D N3D using AOFs for fuel, RDFs for reflector nodes
-0.0 Deviation of DYN3D using ADFs for fuel, albedos at radial core edge
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0.0 0.2 0.7 -0. 0 -

Fig. 5: Benchmark 1: MARIKO reference solution (kf - 099865): DYN3D with ADFs
and RDFs: kff error- 9 pm, power RMS erron 083%: DYN3D with ADFs and albedos:
k�ff eror- -8 pm, power RMS error: 0.80%.
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1 Fuel assembly number
1.267 Relative assembl� power by MARIKO
-0.4 Deviation of I YN30 using albedos from benchmark 
-0.2 Deviation of DYN3D using reflector data (RDFs) from benchmark 
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0.5 -0.3 6.5 -O. -0.0

0
304 1 1273 1 214 0. 1.
.3 .2 3

1
-0.2 -0.2 0.6

0 -0.

Fig. 6 Benchmark I a: MARIKO reference solution (kr - 099696); DYN3D with albedos
from ben. 1: krr error.+2 pcm, power RMS error 083%. DYN3D with refl. RDFs from
ben. 1: ff error 2 pm, power RMS error- 063%.
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1 Fuel assembly number
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Fig. 7 Benchmark 2 MARIKO reference solution (kf - 102385);
DYN31D with respective refl. RDFs: kf error: 4 pcm, power RMS error 0.85%.
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1 Fuel assembly number
1.287 Relative assembly power by MARIKO
1.290 Power by DYN3D using reflector parameters of benchmark 
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Fig. 8: Benchmark3: MARIKOreferencesolution (kff- 101258);
DYN3D with refl. RDFs from ben. 1: kfrerror: 2 pcm, power RMS error: 0.88%.
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1 Fuel assembly number
0.000 Relative assembly power by MARIKO

0.0 Deviation of DYN3D: fuel ADFs reflector RDFs, control ass. UDFs
0.0 Deviation of YN3D: fuel ADFs, reflector RDFs, control ass. RDFs
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Fig. 9 Benchmark 4 MARIKO reference solution (kff - 09935 1);
DYN3D with UDFs in CR nodes: k( error: 191 pcm pwer RMS error: 282%; DYN3D
with RDFs in CR ndes: kff error: 2 pcm, power RMS error: 076%.
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ABSTRACT

A new library of two-group diffusion and kinetics parameters has been generated for the neutron
kinetics code DYN3D, intended for analysis of reactivity initiated accidents for the WWER-
1000 reactors. AU assembly types for the 3-year fuel cycle are included. The Helios-1.5 code and
its 190-group library have been used at the stage of the lattice calculations. The approximation
methodology is based on a combination between interpolation over the moderator temperature
and density, and approximation over the rest of te independent state parameters. High accu-
racy is achieved by applying square interpolation over the moderator temperature and cubical
interpolation over the moderator density. The axial/radial reflectors are described by effec-
tive diffusion parameters, including reference discontinuity factors, calculated on the base of
one/two-dimensional heterogeneous 23-group transport theory solutions by Mariko. DYN31)
has been modified in order to use the new library. Results by BIPR-7, used for operational
neutronics calculations of the WWER-1000 reactors at the Kozloduy NPP, have been used to
validate the new library.
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Introduction

A new library of two-group diffusion and kinetics parameters has been generated for te neutron
kinetics code DYN3DJI 2 31, intended for analysis of reactivity initiated accidents for the
WWER-1000 reactors. It includes all 3-year fuel assembly types:

1/A 312xl.6% WH) assembly with enrichment 160%;

2/13 (312xl.6% CR) assembly with enrichment 160% and control rods;

3/C (3120.0% WH) assembly with enrichment 300%;

4/D (312x3.0% CR) assembly with enrichment 300% and control rods;

5/E (246x4.4%+660.6% WH) assembly with enrichment 423%;

G/F (246x4.4%+66x3.6% CR) assembly with enrichment 423% and control rods-,

7/G (246x4.4%+66x3.6% BA) assembly with enfichment 423% and burnable absorbers;

8/H (312x4.4% WH) assembly with enrichment 4407c;

9/1 312x4.4% CR) assembly with enrichment 440% and control rods;

10/3 312x4.4% BA) assembly with enrichment 440% nd burnable absorbers.

The Helios-1.5[4] code and its adjusted 19G-g-roup library have been used at the stage of
the lattice calculations. A generalized code for preparation of Hehos input for both types of
WWER reactors has been developed, so that the library generation is highly automated.

The kinetics parameters are calculated by a figorous practical procedure, similar to the
one applied for calculation of whole core kinetics parametersJ51. It is based on the ENDF/B-VI
delayed neutron data, which are converted to 190 group data according to the group structure of
the'Helios library. Using the real fission rates by Hehos, the kinetics parameters are calculated
by bilineax condensation.

Parameterization of the diffusion and kinetics parameters

The new DYN3D library contains all two-group diffusion parameters, including the assembly
discontinuity factors, the fission yields of 13, Xe'35, Prn"', and the two-group microscopic
absorption cross sections of Xe'33 and Sm"'. All kinetics parameters (the two-group neutron
velocities, the two-group effective fractions of the sx delayed neutron groups, and the six group
decay constants) are also present in the library, as well as the asymptotic relative pin-wise power
distributions. All relevant diffusion and kinetics parameters for the radial and axial reflectors,

including reference discontinuity factors, are included too.

The parameterization methodology is based on the study, described in Ref. 16). It combines

interpolation over the moderator temperature and density and approximation over the rest

of the independent parameters. Instead of square interpolation over the moderator density,

cubical interpolation is applied, thus ensuring continuity of the approximated variables and

greater accuracy. The approximation coefficients are calculated at 18 reference points, 3 over

the temperature range by 6 over the density range.



Since the accuracy requirements for DYN3D are not as igh as for te steady-state calcu-
lations, te approximation formula at the reference points has been additionally simplified

= E' A Xi, B bX2 X 2 c 3APXP + AfXf + Bfi i

where

Xi. C� - C�"

XI = cx�'

XI = Ift-I - f-;,

C� and C' are the actual and reference volume concentrations (densities) of boron, Cx, is the
Xe' 35 number density, and f f and t; are the actual and reference fuel temperatures in [K].

In DYN3D the macroscopic absorption cross sections of Xe 13S and Sm 149 are added to the

corresponding assembly macroscopic absorption cross sections. Since the microscopic cross

sections of Xe 135 and Sm 149 are approximated as all other cross sections, the Xe 135 effect can be

approximated by a linear term only, and there is no need to use explicit independent parameter

for the Sm 149 effect.

The WIMSD4 code[71 has been used to test the accuracy of the approximations. Three

reference points over the moderator temperature [IC] 350, 225, and 100) and six reference

points over the moderator density fg/cc] 0.95, 0.80, 065, 0.50 035, and 020), 18 reference

points in total, are sed for the WWER-440 ssemblies (Table 1). The reference value of

the boric acid concentration is 6 g/kg, and of the fuel temperature is 600'C. Two additional

states with boric acid concentrations of 0.01 g/kg and 12.0 g/kg are used to calculate the two

approximation coefficients for the boron effect. The three approximation coefficients for the

fuel temperature effect are determined by three additional states with fuel temperatures in C

of 100, 1100, and 1600. For te Xe 135 effect one additional state is calculated with (almost)

zero xenon number density, wh.ile all other states are calculated with the equilibrium xenon

from the depletion calculation (at rated power density).

The approximation accuracy is tested at points in the moderator temperature-density plane,

denoted by T on Table 1, which are far from the reference points. The maximum errors in k.

are less than 50 pcm.

For the WWER-1000 assemblies the reference points over the moderator temperature (IC]

are 370, 235, and 100, while the six reference points over the moderator density [g/ccj are the

same as for the WWER-440 assembly 0.95, 0.80 065, 0.50 035, and 020).

Effective diffusion parameters for the reflectors

The conventional procedure for calculation of diffusion prameters for the reflectors leads to

crude errors in the nodal diffusion calculations, mainly because the reflectors have complicated

heterogeneous structure and in the nodal calculations they are treated as homogeneous. More-

over, the diffusion approximation in not valid around the core-reflector boundary and inside

the reflectors, because the angular neutron flux distribution is strongly anisotropic. Therefor, a

procedure for calculation of diffusion parameters and the so called reference flux discontinuity

factors had to be developedliol.

The transport theory code Mariko[91 has been used for calculation of the effective diffusion

parameters for the radial reflector. The transport equation is solved in 23 groups for a 30-degree

sector of the core and radial reflector with the PI-scattering accounted for. The real heteroge-

neous structure of the core and radial reflector is accounted for. The WWER-1000 assembl%



is symmetrized by exchanging te positions of some of the guiding tubes with neighbor fuel
elements, which results i cange of t termal eutron flux distributio iside the assembly,
but it can hardly affect te neutron sectrum at te core-reflector boundary. The WWER-1000
radial reflector is modeled exactly by Mariko.

The procedure for calculation of diffusion parameters for the axial reflectors is analogous to
the one for the radial reflector, but one-dimensional plane geometry is used. For both reflectors
a 17.75 cm layer, next to the core, is selected. Since te axial flux discontinuity factors cannot
be explicitly accounted for by DYN3D, they are hidden in the diffusion parameters.

The effective diffusion and kinetics parameters for the reflectors are approximated in the
same way as those for the fuel assemblies, but for the reflectors there is no dependence on the
fuel temperature, the xenon number density, and burnup. The same reference values of the
moderator temperature (375'C, 235'C, and 100'C) are used, but for the moderator density
only the first four reference values (0.95g/cc, 0.80g/cc, 0.65g/cc, and 0.50g/cc) are used, as-
suming that volume boiling in the reflectors is impossible and the moderator density cannot be
lower than 0.50 g/cc. At each one of the 12 reference temperature-density points the effective
parameters are calculated for three values of the boric acid concentration g/kg, 6g/kg, and
12g/kg).

Validation of the new library

The new DYN3D library cannot be tested by comparison with experimental data, because it
includes only fuel assemblies for the 3-year cycle. The library is to be used for analysis of
reactivity initiated accidents for the design equilibrium fuel cycle of the WWER-1000 reaaCors
at Kozloduy NPP, represented by the design cycle 18 of unit 6 The neutronics characteristics of
this fuel cycle have been calculated by the old Kurchatov Institute code package and consistency
with the BIPR-7 results[8] had to be proved.

All DYN3D calculations have been performed by the HEXNEM2 method[31, which uses 12
eigenfunctions per mode in modeling the radial spatial distribution within each node.

Corrections
In calculating the fuel assemblies by Helios the current coupling option has been used. It
introduces errors in the infinite multiplication factor, illustrated in Table 2 in the column
entitled 'Niariko-TC', where the results by Mariko with the same cross sections, but for the
exact solution of the transport equation are presented. These errors are relatively small and
are partially compensated by errors in the resonance self-shielding and by the fuel depletion.

The effect of the PI-scattering is demonstrated in the column entitled 'Mariko-Pl'. If the
control rods are in, the errors due to the PI-scattering are about 500 pcm. They are corrected
by multiplying the average number of neutrons from fission by a factor of about 0995 for the
respective assembly types.

The Helios code and its adjusted 190-group library have been used for generation of a cross
section library for WWER-440 for the nodal code SPPS- 1.6[l 1. Comparison with WWER-440
experimental data showed systematic overestimation of the reactivity by about 300 pcm. After
the first comparison with the BIPR-7 results it turned out that an additional correction factor
for the number of neutrons from fission of 09965 must be applied for all assembly types. The
final correction factors by assembly types are as follows

0.9965 for assembly with enrichment 1.60%;
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0.9930 for assembly with enrichment 160% and coiiLrol rds;

0.9965 for assembly with enrichment 300%;

0.9925 for assembly with enrichment 300% and control rods;

0.9965 for mbly with enrichment 423%;

0.9920 for assembly with enrichment 423% and control rods;

0.9965 for assembly with enrichment 423% and burnable absorbers;

0.9965 for assembly with enrichment 440%;

0.9920 for as9mbly with enrichment 440% and control rods;

0.9965 for assembly with enrichment 440% and burnable absorbers.

The integral power effect from to nominal power has been adjusted to the BPR-7 value
at the beginning of the equilibrium fuel cycle by varying the gas gap conductivity coefficient,
the final value 2.5 kW/m'/K) being very close to the recommended one by the authors of
DYN3D. Ile average fuel temperature in te core at rated power as calculated by DYN3 is
743'C, which seems quite normal. In Ref. 121 the average fuel temperature at hot full power,
used for the benchmark calculations of WWER-1000, is 727C and 830'C, the latter used by
the Kurchatov Institute.

Assembly-wise power distribution

The fuel cycle calculations start from the beginning of cycle 15, using the final bumup, Sm"9
and Pm 14g distributions from the end of cycle 14 by BIPR-7. The BIPR-7 lengths of cycles 1-18
have been used in the DYN31) calculation 'The relative assembly-wise power distributions by
the two codes are compared on Figs and 2 at BOC and EOC. In te captions the value of kfr
ty DYN3D, calculated for the critical boric acid concentration by BIPR-7, is included. At the
end of the cycle the value of kM is 100003, which is due to the base correction factors 0-9965)
for the number of neutrons from fission chosen. The burnup dependence of the reactivity is
very close and the assembly powers by DYN31) and BIPR-7 are relatively close.

Recently the design equilibrium cycle has been calculated by BIPR-7A, which is a part of
the new Kurchatov Institute code package[131. The DYN31) results are compared to those by
BIPR-7A on Figs 3 and 4 It is observed, that the assembly-wise power distributions by DYN31)
and BIPR-7A are very close, especially at BOC. Compared to DYN3D, BIPR-7 underestimates
the powers of the 4th year assemblies during the whole cycle, but BIPR-7A predicts nearly the
same powers for these assemblies.

No global radial tilt of the deviations is observed, which means that the effect of the radial
reflector is the same for both codes.

Reactivity effects and coefficients

The main reactivity effects at the BOC and EOC are compared in Table 3 In the last column
the kff values by DYN31) for the initial state critical boric acid concentration by BIPR-7 are
presented.

The reactivity coefficients are presented in Table 4 The BIPR-7 results are denoted by in
the last column, and those by DYN31) aye denoted by D. The BIPR-7 reactivity coefficients are
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calculated by th prturbation theory the (P-module) wile Like DYN31) VidUCS re obtained

by clculating steady states, varying the corresponding arameter Tus the DYN3D reactivity

coefficients are consistent wit te reactivity effects.

The effect of equilibrium xnon poisoning differs by 8% at te 130C wile a the EOC the

values are nearly the same. Te reason for the 8% deviation at BOC is not known.

The power effect from to 100/ a the BOC is the same, because te gas gap thermal

conductivity as been cosen so. At the EOC, however, there is a small deviation of about 4.

At BOC the temperature reactivity coefficients by te two codes are very close at zero power,

and at power states the the BIPR-7 alues are more negative. According to the temperature

reactivity effects, however, the temperature reactivity coefficient by DYN31) is more negative,

especially for the interval 279-3021C. At EOC the BIPR-7 temperature reactivity coefficient is

more negative for temperature 279'C and above, but according to the temperature reactivity

effect the DYN31) temperature reactivity coefficient is more negative.

Comparing the reactivity effects and the kff values it can be estimated, that the boron

efficiency by DYN3D is at most by 2 less than the BPR-7 one, but the boric acid reactivity

coefficients differ more.

The power reactivity coefficients also defer significantly, but there is close agreement of the

integral power reactivity effect. According to DYN31) this reactivity coefficient is practically

the same from 25% to 100%.

Re-criticality temperature

In the DYN31) calculations the same cluster 14-33), as for the BIPR-7 calculation, remains in 

upper position, because the task is to compare the two code packages, but the most efficient

cluster by DYN3D can be another one. The results in Table show, that the re-criticality

temperature by DYN31) is 195.1'C, while by BIPR-7 it is 186.20C. At 2790C the reactivity

by DYN31) and BIPR-7 differs only by 0084%, but at 200'C the difference is 0264%. The

difference in the temperature effect in the interval 279-200'C is the main reason for the 9C

difference in the re-criticality temperature by the two codes.

Control rod's efficiency

The differential nd integral control rods efficiencies at BOC and EOC are presented in Table 6.

The integral efficiency by DYN31) is greater by 36% at BOC and by 14% at EOC. The

differential efficiency by DYN3D is smaller at the top end of the core and greater at the bottom

end.

The integral and differential efficiencies of control group 1 a the BOC and EOC are

presented in Table 7 The integral efficiency of group 10 by DYN3D is 68% greater at BOC

and 04% smaller at EOC. The differential efficiency is again essentially different, the reason

for which is still to be found.

In Table a comparison for start-up states at the BOC with consecutive withdrawing of

groups 9 and 10 at 279'C is presented. These results are another comparison of the integral

and differential efficiencies of these two groups. The kfF values are again obtained by DYN31)

at critical by BIPR-7 boric acid concentration. The difference in k,ff between the first and last

states is only 26 pcm, which is about 2 of the total efficiency of the two groups. The close

agreement between the temperature reactivity coefficients by the two codes is impressing.
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Conclusions

A new DYN31) library of diffusion and kinetics parameters for the 3-year WWER-1000 fuel
assemblies has been generated by the advanced lattice code Helios. Effective diffusion param-
eters, including reference discontinuity factors, have been calculated for the radial and axial
reflector by Helios and Mariko. Compared to BH`R-7 the results by DYN3D/HEXNEM2 with
the new library are quite reasonable without fitting.
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Table 1: Reference (R) points for calculation of the approximation coefficients nd test (T)
points for testing the approximation accuracy

loci
jo- [g/cc] 350 287 225 162 100

0.950 R R R
0.875 T T
0,800 R R R
0.725 T T
0.650 R R R
0.575 T T
0.500 R R R
0.425 T T
0.350 R R R
0.275 T T
0.200 R R R
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Table 2 Comparison of k_ by Helios and Mariko

Ca = C1 = 

Ass. type Helios Mariko-TC Mariko-P1 Helios Mariko-TC Mariko-PI

1.60%+WH 0.90871 0.90770-101 0.90749-122 1.06783 1.06647-136 1.06615-168

1.60%+CR 0.67631 0.67447-184 0.67145-486 0.76768 0.76498-270 0.76146-622

3.00%+WH 1.11627 1.11481-146 1.11456-171 1.24607 1.24422-185 1.24382-225

3.00%+CR 0.86447 0.86233-214 0.8594&-592 0.94601 0.94320-281 0.93879-722

4.23%+WH 1.21171 1.21003-168 1.20976-195 1.32203 1.31996-207 1.31950-253

4.23%+CR 0.95952 0.95740-212 0.95335-617 1.03255 1.02982-273 1.02524-731

4.23%+BA 1.12798 1.12665-133 1.12634-164 1.21873 1.21700-173 1.21652-221

4.40%+WH 1.22252 1.22079-179 1.22052-206 1.33019 1.32808-211 1.32761-258

4.40%+CR 0.97118 0.96870-248 0.8W3-665 1.04197 1.03917-280 1.03444-753

4.40%+BA 1.13953 1.13815-138 1.13780-173 1.22779 1.22602-177 1.2255G-229
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Table 3 Reactivity effects

N I T. NXe CBA Ap-BIPR-7 Ap-DYN3D I kil
% C g/kg I % %

BOC
0 120-200 0 9.35 1 +0.236 +0.156 0.99940

0 200-279 0 9.51 +0.063 -0.067 0.99750

0 279-302 0 9.55 -0.009 -0.185 0.99630

0-50 279 0 9.55 -0.844 -0,890 0.99630

0-100 279 0 9.55 -1.647 -1.681 0.99630

100 287 O-Xe 8.08 -2.916 -2,683 0.99742

EOC
100 287 Xe*-O 0.00 +2.841 +2.875 1.00003

100-0 287 Xe' 0.00 +2.656 +2.540 1.00003
100-50 287 Xe* 0.00 +1.097 +1.191 1.00003

0 302-279 Xe* 1.32 +0.861 +0.904

0 279-200 Xe* 1.90 +1.427 +1.703

0 1200-120 Xe* 1 2.74 , +0.661 +0.810
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Table 4 ]reactivity coeffiCicuLs

N T- XC KIN &IN k�ff 'gPlas OplaT -9PIOCBA
'C cm g/kg pcm/MW pcin/'C %/(g/kg)

BOC
100 287.0 284 Xe' 5.86 1.33/17 1.56/17 0.99918 -0.417 -27.88 -1.487 

1.34/19 156/19 -0.591 -24.73 -1.277 D
75 284.9 284 Xe' 6.36 1.35/17- 156fl7 0.99973 -0.452 -22.89 -1.463 

1.34/19 1.59/19 -0.576 -19.77 -1.299 D
50 282.8 284 Xe' 7.00 1.36/17 1.61/17 0.99928 -0.538 -18.98 -1.434 B

1.34/19 1.64/19 -0.569 -15.06 -1.316 D
25 280.6 294 Xe' 7.95 1.39/17 1.72/17 0.99718 -0.718 -12.65 -1.381 B

1.35/17 1.70/19 -0.574 -10.24 -1-326 D
0 279.0 294 0 9.55 1.45/17 2.30/17 0.99630 -5.36 -1.417 B

1.38/17 2.08/17 -0.662 -5.19 -1.341 D
0 200.0 284 0 9.51 1.58/17 2.67/17 0.99750 +1.54 -1-616 

1.49/17 2.42/17 -0.650 +1.75 -1.532 D
0 120.0 284 0 9.35 1.70/17 3.05/17 0.99840 +2.16 -1.770 B

1.58/17 2.73/17 -0.722 +1.75 -1.670 D
EOC

100 287.0 284 Xe' 0.00 1.31/24 1.46/17 1.00003 1 -0.580 -56-62 -1.671 B
1.29/17 1.45/ -0.806 -53.45 -1.464 D

75 284.9 284 Xe* 0.53 1.33/24 1.54/24 1.00125 -0.622 49.86 -1.647 
1.31/17 1.49/17 -0.770 -46.22 -1.490 D

50 282.8 284 Xe* 1.16 1.36/24 1.76/24 1.00169 -0-619 -43.07 -1.61 B
1.34/17 1.69/17 -0.750 -39.58 -1.508 D

25 280.6 284 Xe' 2.05 1.40/24 2.03/24 1.00075 -0.894 -36.25 -1.572 B
1.38/17 1.94/17 -0.758 -33.20 -1.516 D

0 279.0 284 0 3.78 1.48/24 3.37/17 0.99976 -30.08 -1.612 B
1.46/17 3.10/17 -1.086 -27.38 -1.516 D

0 200.0 284 0 4.48 1.62/24 4.10/17 1.00215 -10.42 -1.854 B
1.59/17 3.95/17 -1-158 -10.91 -1.727 D

0 120.0 284 0 4.73 1.73/24 4.71/17 1.65359 -4.66 -2.044 B
1.69/17 4.60/17 -1.311 -5.67 -1.884 D

Table 5: P-critir-ality temperature

N T_ k�ff p-D P-B
% oc % %

100 287.0 1.00003 +0.003 0.0
0 279.0 0.96742 -1368 -3.284
0 200.0 0.99852 -0.148 -0.412
0 195.0 1.00005 +0.005
0 195.1 1.00002 +0.002
0 1 186.2 11.00263 1+0.26� 0 0(l)
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Table 6 Control rod's efficiency at T = 279'C, cluster 14-33 in top position

BlPR-7 DYN31)
HI-9 HIO P aplaH p Ap I aplaH

-CM cm % pcm/cm % % pcm/cm
BOC

355.0 142.0 0.000 -0.413 0.000
319.5 106.5 -0.329 9.30 -0.674 -0.261 7.35
294.0 71.0 -0.563 6.58 -0.902 -0.489 6.42
248.5 35.5 -0.780 6.08 -1.119 -0.706 6.11
213.0 0.0 -1-001 6.18 -1.334 -0.921 6.06
177.5 0.0 -1.249 6.91 -1.575 -1.162 6.79
142.0 0.0 -1.610 10.06 -1.932 -1.519 10.06
106.5 0.0 -2.224 17.02 -2.545 -2.132 17.27
71.0 0.0 -3.480 34.60 -3.815 -3.402 35.77
35.5 0.0 -5.796 63.04 -6.351 -5.938 71.44
0.0 0.0 -5.964 4.47 -6.590 -6.177 6.73

EOC
355.0 142.0 O.DDO -0.059 0.000
319.5 106.5 -0.826 23.62 -0.724 -0.665 18.73
284.0 71.0 -1.136 8.68 -0.983 -0.924 7.30
248.5 35.5 -1.357 6.14 -1.187 -1.128 5.75
213.0 0.0 -1.565 5.79 -1.376 -1.317 5.32
177.5 0.0 -1.755 5.25 -1.548 -1.489 4.85
142.0 0.0 -2.021 7.36 -1.800 -1.741 7.10
106.5 0.0 -2.480 12.6,8 -2.245 -2.186 12.54
71.0 0.0 -3.496 27.92 -3.233 -3.174 27.83
35.5 0.0 -5.794 62.57 -5.697 -5.638 69.41
0.0 0.0 -5.873 2.09 -6.013 -5.954 8.90
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Table 7 IacgFal and differential efficiencies of group 10 at ominal core parameters

BIPR-7 DYN31)

_F1 P (9POH k.fr p I Ap (9pli9H

-cm % pCM/cm % % pcM/cM

BOC

355.0 0.696 2.21 1.00064 0.064 0.743 1.75

319.5 0.617 2.91 1.00002 0.002 0.682 2.73

284.0 0.514 2.63 0.99905 -0.095 0.584 2.68

248.5 0.421 2.38 0.99811 -0.190 0.489 2.48

213.0 0.336 2.18 0.99723 -0.278 0.401 2.34

177.5 0.259 1.99 0.99641 -0.361 0-318 2.20

142.0 0.188 1.80 0.99563 -0.439 0.240 2.08

106.5 0.124 1.62 0.99490 -0.513 0.166 2.00

71.0 0.066 1.28 0.99419 -0.584 0.095 1.83

35.5 0.020 0.56 0.99355 -0.649 0.030 0.85

0.0 0.000 0.99326 -0.679 0.000

EOC

355.0 0.754 4.26 1.00252 0.251 0.751 3.24

319.5 0.603 4.32 1.00136 0.136 0.636 3.75

284.0 0.449 2.94 1.00003 0.003 0.503 2.73

248.5 0.345 2.18 0.99906 -0.094 0.406 2.17

213.0 0.267 1.78 0.99829 -0.171 0.329 1.89

177.5 0.204 1.53 0.99762 -0.238 0.262 1.72

142.0 0.149 1.34 0.99702 -0.299 0.201 1.61

106.5 0.101 1.23 0.99645 -0.356 0.144 1.58

71.0 0.058 1.06 0.99510 -0.412 0.088 1.58

35.5 0.020 0.56 0.99534 -0.468 0.032 0.91

0.0 0.000 0.99502 -0.500 0.000

Table 8: Start-up critical concentrations and temperature reactivity coefficients during the

withdrawal of groups 9 and 0

H9 H10 CBA k.ff 49p/0T-BIPR-7 aploT-DYN3D

cm cm g/cc DYN3D Pcm/.C pcm/'C

355.0 355.0 9.72 0.99592 -4-61 -4.47

355.0 284.0 9.56 0-99617 -5-16 -5.35

355.0 142.0 9.33 0.99588 -7-25 -7.86

284.0 0.0 9.12 0.99591 -8.27 -8.82

142.0 0.0 8.78 0.99594 -9.72 -10.43

0.0 0.0 8.70 0.99566 -10.41 -11 05
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Abstract:

In the framework of omparing the codes NESSEL and CASMO, this presentation outlines
the results obtained during fuel assembly bumup calculations for VVER440 reactor types with
(3d fuel pins. The calculations follow the proposal of a benchmark specified by Mikolas at the
I Oh AER-Symposium. Ile data required by the benchmark specification are presented.
To clarify some deviations of the pin power distribution obtained by the code CASMO
comparison with data calculated with the help of MCNP carried out. The results show that
especially for unirradiated fuel the treatment of the pin power distribution by the code
CASMO differs from that used by other codes. The reasons should be investigated.

The work was performed in the fi-amework
of orders BMU SR 233 land BMU SR 2441
The report describes the opinion and view of the contractor -
TCrV ENERGIE CONSULT - and does not necessarily
represent the opinion of the ordering party - Gesellschaf Mr
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the framework of applying the reactor physics codes NESSELJPYTHIA and DYN313 for
assessments and evaluations of core fuel loadings with fuel assemblies with pins consisting of
a mixture of Uranium fuel and Gadolinum (Gd) as burnable absorber for Ukrainian eactors of
the VVER-1000 type, the participants - the Ukrainian State Scientific and Technical Center
for Nuclear and Radiation Safety (SSTC) and the erman TOV ENERGIE CONSULT
(TCJVEC - discovered during calculations of safety relevant core parameters and
characteristics that there must exist some uncertainties in the calculation of the bumup of
nuclear fuel containing Gadolinum.
To find out the reasons for these uncertainties, we decided to carry out more fuel bumup
calculations for fuel assemblies of both VVER440 and VVER1000 types and to compare the
results obtained by different codes due to the lack of experimental or other data f iopic

density changes during fuel assembly burnup. These results were presented at the proceedings
of the I Ith AER-Symposiurn (see /l/) and discussed further.
The main conclusions were the followings:

• improvment of the modeling of fuel pins consting of Gd as burnable absorber in the
NESSEL code is necessary

• modernisation of the multigroup cross sections for Gd isotopes in the NESSEL
multigroup cross section library is necessary.

The next step was the calculation of benchmarks and the comparison of calculated results with
reference solutions. Over the last years, such calculations have been carried out with the help
of the fuel assembly burnup codes NESSEL 2/ and CASMO 3/. First results were presented
during a workshop held in Garching during the period 03-07.12.2001. New data for Gd cross
sections have been implemented by the authors of the NESSEL code 4/
After some corrections of the input data flms, the calculation results were made available to
Mr. Mikolas, the c oordinator o f t he A ER b enchmark / 5/, 6. T he f ull s cope o f r esults a re
presented in the corresponding paper by Mikolas at the 12. Symposium of the ARnl.
In this paper, we present the results we obtained, carrying out several comparisons and
discussing possibilities for ftirther improvement of the modelling of fuel assembly bumup
including bumable absorbers like Gadolinum.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATIONS
PERFORMED WITH NESSEL AND CASNIO

The detailed description of the benchmark input data and the fuel lattice configuration is
published in the proceedings of the 10'h A.ER-Symposium where Mkolas presented the
proposal for definition of the benchmark for fiiel assemblies of VVER-440 type re-actors with
fuel containing Gd as burnable absorber for thennal neutrons /5/.
According to this description, the input for calculations using codes NESSEL and CASMO
was prepared within the scope of analysis for code improvements as mentioned above.
In the context of prforming these calculations, the model used for describing the fuel pins is
of interest. In the presented calculations, the fuel pc1let model does not take into account the
central hole of the fuel pellets typical for VVER fuel pellets. This was duc to uresolved
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issues that arose during the comparison of the pin powcr distribution as calculated by the code
CASMO, which we will discuss later.
Another dviation from the benchmark suggested by Mikolas of th psented rsults that
were obtained by the code NESSEL was caused by he code itself. The code NESSEL cannot
calculate the real two dimensional fuel pin lattice configuration. As you may remember, the
code NESSEL models the real fuel pin lattice using a number of macro cells obtained by the
stepwise homogenization of elementary and micro cells. Therefore it is not possible to present
in this paper pin power distribution as calculated by the code NESSEL.
To calculate the 2D pin power disribution in the fuel assembly the code DER-AB is used. Such
calculations will b performed in the near future.

3. RESULTS OF THE AER VVER440 GD BENCHMARK CALCULATIONS

The following tables and figures present the results calculated with the codes NESSEL and
CASMO. The presented results cover the requirements of the benchmark specification by
Mikolas formulated as described in reference 151 and described in fuller detail in 6/. The
results for every case are presented along with the deviations from the reference solutions. In
the present paper, we chose the results obtained by the VMVIS code as the reference solutions
for comparison with our calculations.
Unfortunately, as our tables and figures below indicate, the results we obtained using the
NESSEL code do not give data on some fuel isotopes.
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Fig. 1: Fuel assembly averaged isotopic concentrations vs. fuel assembly bumup for the
uranium isotopes 231U and ... U calculated with the codes NESSEL and CASMO and
compared with the reference WIMS
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Fig. 2 hifinite multiplication factor k. vs. fuel assembly averaged bumup calculated with the
codes NESSEL and CASMO and compared with the reference WIMS
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Gadolinurn isotopes 54Gd, 153Td, 156 Gd, 157 Gd and 158Gd calculated with the codes
NESSEL and CASMO and compared with the reference VVIMS
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Fig. 3 Fuel assembly averaged isotopic concentrations vs. fuel assembly bumup for the

isotopes of fission product poisons "'Xe and "9Sm calculated with the codes
NESSEL and CASMO and compared with the reference WIMS
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Fig. 4 Fuel assembly averaged isotopic concentrations vs. fuel assembly bumup for the
Ncptunium and Plutonium isotopes 23NP and 239pU calculated by the codes NESSEL
and CASMO and compared with the reference WIMS
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CASMO and compared with the reference WIMS
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NESSEL CASMO
Bumup KW Burnup k-
(MWd/kg) (MWdlkg)
0.00 1. 146444E+00 .000 1.17465
0.20 1 I 16763E+00 .200 1.14246
1.00 1.120324E+00 1.000 1.14217
2.00 1.129362E+00 2.000 1.14768
3.00 1.137897E+00 3.000 1.15390
4.00 1.145887E+00 4.000 1.16063
5.00 1. 1 5321 E+00 5.000 1.16784
7.50 1.158188E+00 7.500 1.17667
10.00 1.146449E+00 10.000 1.16143
12.00 1. 131153E+00 12.500 1.13906
15.00 1.106915E+00 15.000 1.11733
17.00 1.091285E+00 17.500 1.09664
20.00 1.068861E+00 20.000 1.07695
22.00 1.054517E+00 22.500 1.05808
25.00 1.033798E+-00 25.000 1.03987
27.00 1.020458E+00 27.500 1.02224
30.00 1.001091E+00 30.000 1.00514
32.00 9.885704E-01 32.500 .98845
35.00 9.703315E-01 35.000 .97225
37.00 9.585130E-01 37.500 .95651
40.00 9.412766E-01 40.000 .94121
42.00 9.3010IOE-01 42.500 .92638
45.00 9.138089E-01 45.000 .91202
47.00 9.032583E-01 47.500 .89817
50.00 8.878945E-01 50.0(0 .88485
52.00 8.779740E-01 52.50-0 .87207
55.00 8.635759E-01 55.Ow .85997
57.00 8.543132E-01 57.500 .84825
60.00 8.409156E-01 60.000 .83724

Tab. I Infinite multiplication factor k. vs. fuel assembly averaged burnup calculated with the
codes CASMO and NESSEL
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Burnup U235 U238 Np239 Pu239 Pu240 N241
(MVd/k8Uj Pu242 Am241 Arn242m Am243 XeI35 Sm 149

.000 9.31152E+20 2.09122E+22 O.OOOGOE+00 0.00000E+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.ODDOOE+00 0.00WE-00 0.00000E+00 0.000-OOE+00

1.000 9.049O.4E+20 2.08983E+22 1.38154E+18 1.05509E+19 1.62971 E 7 7.69442E I 
3.89999E 3 7.19495E 2 9.9986.4E+09 1.50406E+ I 1.02122E+16 8.14584E+16

2.000 8.79537F+20 2.09944E+22 1.38000E+18 2.14274E+19 6.65214E+17 6.47736E 6
6.86521E+14 1.26502E+ 14 3.41190E+ I I 5.52833E+12 1.02736E+16 9.26697E 16

3.000 8.54972E+20 2.08704E+22 1.37756E+18 3.13152E+19 1.42325E+ 18 2.07345E 7
3.38446E+15 6.21747E+14 2.40589E+12 4.19078E+13 1.03024E+16 9.65602E 6

4.000 8.31132E+20 2.08565E+22 1.37479E+ 1 8 4.03169E+19 2.37144E+18 4.53248E 7
1.00770E+16 1. 4277E+ 1 5 9.06154E+12 1.69389E+14 1.03048E+16 9.8725 E 16

5.000 8.07956E+20 2.08427E+22 1.37176E I 4.95204E+19 3.46186E+18 8.07442E+ 7
2,28798E 6 4.15954E+15 2.43470E+13 4.87675E+14 1,02847E+16 1.00131E+17

7.500 7.52596E+20 2.08081E+22 1.37 t 30E I 6.60572E+19 6.60001 E+ 1 8 2.13 D9E 1 8
9.49518E+16 1. 692 67 E 6 1.31861E+14 3.12322E+15 1.02007F+16 1.03521E+17

10.000 7.00525E+20 2.07732E+22 1.39126E+18 9.03179E+19 1.00942E+19 4.01262E+18
2.46449E+17 4.2 794 5 E 6 3.99056E+14 1 I 184 E+ 16 1.0 1461 E+ 16 1.0732]E+17

15.000 6.05122E+20 2.07014E+22 1.43259E+18 1.01993E+20 1.74632E+19 8.90572E+18
8.70119E 7 1.41571 E 7 1.63952E+ 1 5 6.20662E+16 1.00517E+16 1 I 3486E 1 7

20.DOO 5.20059E+20 2.06268E+22 1.48963E+18 1. 16994E+20 2.49746E+19 1.45213E+19
1.99903E+18 3.01766E+ 7 3.9424 E+ 1 5 1.9774 9E+ 7 9.86196E+15 1.16583E+17

25-000 4.4422]E+20 2.05494E+22 1.5473 E I 1.27214E+20 3.19923 E+ 19 2.01748E 19
3.65597E+18 5.08153E+17 7.14416E+15 4.64835E 7 9.61912E+15 1. 17363E 17

30.000 3.76787E+20 2.0-4690E+22 1.60592E+18 1.33 93 E+20 3.86234E+ 19 2.54682E+19
5.81344E+18 7.39159E 7 1.08829E+16 9.02798E+17 9.34070E I 1.16412E+17

35.000 3.17116E+20 2.03857E+22 1.66589E+18 1.38076E+20 4.46543E+19 3.0184 E 19
8.41647E+18 9.73302E+17 1.47555E 6 1.53865E+18 9.04021E+15 1.14241E+17

40.000 2.64669E+20 2.02994E+22 1.72667E+18 1.40349E+20 5.00239E+19 3.42240E+19
1.13956E+19 1.19261E+18 1.841 OE+1 6 2.38457E+18 8.72905E+15 1.1 253E+17

45.000 2.18960E+20 2.02 1 01 E+22 1.78781E+18 1.41280E+20 5.47085E+19 3.75680E 9
1.46753E+19 1.3 9417E 8 2.15959E+16 3.43773E I 8.41675E+15 1.07783 E 7

50.000 1.79520E+20 2.01178E+22 1.84834E+18 1.41288E+20 5.87139E+19 4.024 70E 9
1.81785E+19 1.54052 E I 2.41661E+16 4.68186E+18 8.11254E+15 1.04097E+ 7

55.0(0 1.45861E+20 2.00226E+22 1.90706E+18 1.40693E+20 6.20690E+19 4.23240E 19
2.18302E+19 1.65925E+18 2.60776E+16 6.08943E+18 7.82417E 5 1.00403E 7

60. 000 1 174 75 E +20 1.99246E+22 1.9627 9E I 1.39742E+20 6.48223E+ 19 4.38796E 9
2.55600E+19 I 1.74201E+18 I 2.736-48E+16 I 7.62501E+18 I 7.55727E+1 5 1 9.68523E 16

Tab. 2 Fuel assembly averaged isoto .c concentrations vs. fuel assembly burmip for the
235 238 2?1 239pU, 41pU, 24IpU 141pUactinide isotopes U, U, 9,NP, and and fission product

poisons "'Xe and 49SM calculated with the code CASMO
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BURNUP U-235 U-238 Np-239 N-239 Pu-240 Pu-241
MWd/kg Pu-242 Am-241 Arn-242 Am-243 Xc-135 Sm-149

0,0 1.35 1.31 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

1,0 1,34 1,32 -1,73 -1,71 -7,30 -10,42
-11,49 -12,29 -4,87 -11,10 3,80 10,76

2,0 1,33 1,32 -1,58 -1,66 -4,00 -5,98
-5 9 -6,65 2,68 -3,95 3,99 13,06

3,0 1,�3 1,32 -1,50 -1,66 -2,78 -4,34
-3,68 4,65 5,55 -1,22 4,21 13,67

4,0 1.31 1,32 -1,41 -1,68 -2,12 -3,40
-2,49 -3,56 7,18 0,34 4,40 13,88

5,0 1,30 1,33 -1,33 -1,71 -1,71 -2,73
-1 69 -2,83 8L31 1,43 4 58 13,88

'�7 1,33 -1
7.5 1, 32 -1,84 -1,18 -1,66

-0,37 -1170 10,08 3,18 4181 13,45
10,0 1,23 1,33 -1,38 -2,04 -1,02 -1,03

0144 -1,014 1 109 4,21 4,97 13,16
15,0 1,13 1,34 -2% -2,46 -0,73 -1,28

0,88 -0,92 11,65 5,13 5,41 12,70
20,0 1,00 1,35 -2,24 -2,89 -1,08 -0,82

1,34 -0,83 11,91 5,63 5,75 12,33
25,0 0,83 1,36 -2,11 -3,31 -1,63 -0,56

1186 -0,74 12 16 6,03 5,97 11,80
30,0 0,62 1,37 -2,�O -3,71 -2,27 -0,51

2,34 -0,79 12,25 6,22 6110
35,0 0,36 1,38 -1,87 4,07 -2,94

2,79 -0-199 12.12 6,21 6,13 10
40,0 0,03 1,39 -1,74 4,41 -1,62 1

3,23 -1,36 11,78 6,0-0 6,07 9,30
45,0 -0,36 1,40 -1,58 4,74 -4,29 -1,24

3,69 -1,86 11,23 5,61
50,0 -0,83 1,41 -1,43 -5,04 4,94 -1,67

4,20 -2,50 10,50 5,08 5,68 6,96
55,0 -1,37 1,41 -1,27 -5,33 -5,57 -2,16

4, -3,24 9,63 4,43 5,37 5,63
60,0 -2,00 1,42 -1,10 -5,61 -6,18 -2,69

5,42 -4,07 8,62 3,70 4,99 4121

Tab. 3 Fuel assembly averaged isotopic concentrations calculated with the code CASMO

relative to the reference values
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Burnup Gd-154 Gd-155 Gd-156 Gd-157 Gd-158
[MWd
/kgU]

.0 2.34239E+19 1.60801 E+20 2.23525E+20 1.71114E+20 2.71570E+20

.2 2.33979E+19 1.57247E+20 2.27030E+20 1.58689E+20 2.84015E+20
1.0 I 2.32913E+ 9 1.40879E+20 2.43189E+20 1.14376E+20 3.28398E+20
2.0 2.31531E+19 1. 16749E+20 2.67032E+20 7.10767E+19 3.71778E+20
3.0 2.30094E+19 9.10044E+19 2.92459E+20 3.95330E+19 4.03406E+20
4.0 2.28597E+19 6.58357E+19 3.17282E+20 1.83016E+19 4.24731E+20
5.0 2.27036E+19 4.30841E+19 3.39666E+20 6.05081E+18 4.37089E+20
7.5 2.22871E+19 7.54677E+18 3.74213E+20 1.53589E+17 4.43312E+20
10.0 2.18498E+19 7.31242E 7 3.79983E+20 1.25252E+17 4.4371 E+20
12.5 2.14086E+19 1.87468E+17 3.79448E+20 1.23910E+17 4.44093E+20
15.0 2.09669E+19 1.49942E+17 3.78374E+20 1.23434E+17 4.44478E+20
17.5 2.05251E+19 1.44360E+17 3.77236E+20 1.22883E+17 4.44868E+20
20.0 2.00831E+19 1.40505E+17 3.76065E+20 1.22063E+17 4.45262E+20
22.5 1.96412E+19 1.36618E+17 3.74863E+20 1.20985E+17 4.45659E+20
25.0 1.91993E+19 1.32646E+17 3.73631E+20 1.19697E+17 4.46059E+20
27.5 1.87577E+19 1.28620E+17 3.72367E+20 1 I 8244E+ 7 4.46462E+20
30.0 1.83165E+19 1.24579E+17 3.71074E+20 1.16678E+17 4.46867E+20
32.5 1.78759E+19 1.20549E+17 3.69749E+20 1.15032E+17 4.47274E+20
35.0 1.74362E+19 1.16540E+17 3.68393E+20 1.13312E+17 4.47681E+20
37.5 1.69975E+19 1.12583E+17 3.67007E+20 1 I 5 64E+l 7 4.48090E+20
40.0 1.65603E+19 1.08694E+17 3.65590E+20 1.09815E+17 4.48499E+20
42.5 1.61248E+19 1.04877E+17 3.64142E+20 1.08066E+17 4.48907E+20
45.0 1.56914E+19 1.01 147E+17 3.62663E+20 1.06344E+17 4.4931SE+20
47.5 1.52606E+19 9,751 OE+I 6 3.61152E+20 1.04658E+17 4.49723E+20
50.0 1.48327E+19 9.39710E+16 3.5961]E+20 1.03016E+17 4.50129E+20
52.5 1.44082E 9 9.05348E+16 3.58040E+20 1.01430E+17 4.50533E+20
55.0 1.39877E+19 8.72055E+16 3.56438E+20 9.99104E+16 4.50934E+20
57.5 1.35716E+19 8.39846E+16 3.54807E+20 9.84594E+16 4.51333E+20
60.0 1.31604E+19 8.08722E+16 3.53146E+20 9.70801 E+ 6 4.51729E+20

Tab. 4 Fuel assembly averaged isotopic concentrations vs. fuel assembly burnup, for the
Gadolinum isotopes alculated with the code CASMO
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Burnup Gd-154 Gd-155 Gd-156 Gd-157 Gd-158
0,00 -1,11 0,85 1,36 1,49 i,48
0,20 -1,11 0,91 1,32 1,76 1,33
1,00 -1,12 1,18 1,16 3,39 0,82
2,00 -1,18 -0,28 1,85 0,49 1,65
3,00 -1,19 0,32 1,5 1 2,76 1,33
4,00 -1,20 1,33 1,25 7,18 1,21
5,00 -1,21 3,12 1,09 16,08 1,25
7,50 -1,24 11,61 1,27 -20,88 1,38

10,00 -1,26 16,22 1,59 -25,40 1,32
12,50 -1,21 8,09 1,79 -25,88 1,24
15,00 -1,23 2,48 1,95 -25,82 1,18
17,50 -1,26 1,93 2,12 -25 68 1,11
20,00 -1,30 1,80 2,29 -25.52 1,05
22,50 -1,34 1,68 2,46 -25,38 0,99
25,00 -1,38 1,56 2164 -25,25 0,92
27,50 -1,42 1,42 2,82 -25,13 0,86
30,00 -1,46 1,28 3,01 -25,01 0,80
32,50 -1,50 1,13 3,19 -24,90 0,75
35,00 -1,55 0,97 3,39 -24,80 0,69
37,50 -1,61 0,80 3,58 -24,71 0,64
40,00 -1,66 0,62 3,79 -24,62 0 58
42,50 -1,73 0,44 3,98 -24,54 0,53
45,00 -1,79 0,24 4,18 -24,47 0,48
47,50 -1,86 0,05 4,39 -24 40 0,44
50,00 -1,93 -0,17 4,59 -24:34 0,39
52,50 -2,01 -0,39 4181 -24,27 0,35
55,00 -2,09 -0,62 5,02 -24,22 0,31
57,50 -2,19 -0,86 5,24 -24,17 0,27
60,00 -2,28 -1,11 5,46 1 -24,11 0,24

Tab. Fuel assembly averaged Gadolinum concentrations calculated with the code CASMO
relative to reference values
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Bur-nup Relative in power distribution pins I - I
(NIW'd/kgU)

.000 1.048 1.006 1.010 .996 1.002 1.002 .973 1 -010 I 1.019 1.010

.449 1.022 1.066 1.066 1.022 1.033 .997 L094 1.102 1.094 .987
1.0.0 1.037 .996 .999 .988 .993 .993 .974 1.004 1.011 1.004
.514 1.023 1.059 1.059 1.023 1.044 .996 1.094 1.099 1.094 .996
2.00 1.027 .988 .990 .983 .985 .985 .976 .999 1.004 .999
.580 1.025 1.054 1.054 1.025 1.049 1.001 1.091 1.095 1.091 1.001
3.00 1.017 .979 .981 .977 .977 .977 .978 .994 .997 .994
.652 1.026 , 1.048 1.048 1.026 1.054 1.006 1.097 1.099 1.087 1.006
4.00 1.006 .970 .971 .970 .969 .969 .981 .989 .991 .989
.728 1.028 1.042 1.042 1.028 1.058 1.010 1.083 1.083 1.083 1.010
5.(O .995 .960 .961 .964 .961 .961 .985 .984 .983 .984
.807 1.031 1.035 1.035 1.031 1.062 1.014 1.078 1.076 1.078 1.014
7.500 .973 .943 .942 .952 .945 .945 .992 .974 .970 .974
.966 1.036 1.023 1.023 1.036 1.068 1.021 1.067 1.061 1.067 1.021

10.(O .968 .939 .938 .950 .943 .943 .994 .972 .967 �972
1.011 1.036 1.019 1.019 1.036 1.067 1.023 1.063 1.056 1.063 1.023
15.00 .970 .943 .942 .954 .946 .946 .995 .975 .970 .975
1.012 1.033 1.017 1.017 1.033 1.061 1.022 1.058 1.051 1.058 1.022
20.00 .973 .948 .947 .958 .951 .951 .997 .978 .973 .978
1.009 1.030 1.016 1.016 1.030 1.054 1.020 1.052 1.047 1.052 1.020
25.00 .976 .953 .952 .963 .957 .957 .998 .981 .977 .981
1.006 1.027 1.014 1.014 1.027 1.047 1.017 1.047 1.0-43 1.047 1.017
30.00 .979 .959 .957 .969 .962 .962 1.000 .984 .981 .984
1.002 1.024 1.013 1.013 1.024 1.040 1.014 1.041 1.038 1.041 1.014
35.00 .983 .965 .962 .972 .967 .967 1.001 .987 .984 .987
.9198 1.021 1.011 1.011 1.021 1.034 1.012 1.036 1.034 1.036 1.012
40.00 .987 .970 .967 .976 .972 .972 1.001 .990 .987 .990
."3 1.017 1.009 1.009 1.017 1.030 1.010 1.031 1.030 1.031 1.010

45.00 .990 .975 .972 .980 .977 .977 1.001 .992 .990 .992
.989 1.013 1.006 1.006 1.013 1.027 1.009 1.028 1.027 1.028 1.009
50.00 .993 .979 .976 .983 .980 .980 1.000 .993 .991 .993
.985 1.009 1.004 1.004 1.009 1.027 1.010 1.025 1.025 1.025 1.010

55.DO .996 .982 .979 .984 .983 .983 .999 .993 .992 .993
.981 1.006 1.001 1.001 1.006 1.028 1.011 1.024 1.024 1.024 1.011
60.00 .997 .984 .981 .985 .984 .984 .997 .992 .992 .992
.978 1.002 .998 .998 1.002 1.032 1.014 1.024 1.024 1.024 1.014

Tab. 6 Relative fuel pin power distribution vs. fuel assembly bumup calculated with he code
CASMO
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Urnup ative differences of the pin power distribution [(CASMO-Reference)[Referencel, (%), pins
(MWd/kgU) I - 21

.000 -0.78 -0.78 1 -0.87 -0.77 -0.82 -0.82 -0.31 -0.57 -0.68 -0.57
10.16 -0.01 -0.38 -0.38 -0.01 1.22 1.11 0.07 0.01 0.07 1.11
1.00 -0.65 -0.62 -0.76 -0.71 -0.66 -0.66 -0.23 0.14 -0.55 0.14
7.73 0.01 -0.37 -0.37 0.01 1.05 0.91 0.03 -0.08 0.03 0.91
2.00 -OA8 -0.41 -0.61 -0.50 -0.57 -0.57 -0.17 -0.37 -0.47 -0.37
5.14 0.09 -0.21 -0.21 0.09 0.91 0.68 -0.02 -0.03 -0.02 0.68
3.00 -0.27 -0.27 -0.41 -0.37 -0.44 -0.44 -0.18 -0.27 -0.36 -0.27
3.24 0.02 -0.12 -0.12 0.02 0.64 0.52 -0.09 -0.07 -0.09 0.52
4.00 -0.09 -0.08 -0.27 -0.31 -0.28 -0.28 -0.15 -0.17 -0.12 -0.17
1.62 -0.01 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 0.42 0.30 -0.10 -0.04 -0.10 0.30
5.00 0.12 0.03 -0.09 -0.14 -0.09 -0-09 -0.07 -0.06 -0.08 -0.06
0.33 0.02 -0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.25 0.12 -0.15 -0.05 -0.15 0.12
7.500 0.28 0.32 0.09 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.03 0.04 0.17 0.04
-0.47 0.08 0.14 0.14 0.08 -0.01 -0.15 -0.31 -0.19 -0.31 -- 0.15
10.00 0.28 0.28 0.08 0.08 0.20 0.20 0.11 0.07 0.18 0.07
-0.06 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.14 -0.17 -0.27 -0.39 -0.30 -0.39 -0.27
15.00 0.35 0.40 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.24 0.32 0.24
-0.03 0.21 0 I 0.21 , 0.21 -0.37 -0.52 -0.59 -0.59 -0.59 -0.52
20.00 0.43 0.51 0.33 0.27 0.31 0.31 0.34 0.31 0.35 0.31
-0.01 0-25 0.28 0.28 0.25 -0.48 -0.67 -0.82 -0.72 -0.82 -0.67
25.00 0.46 0.55 0.39 0.36 0.46 0.46 0.35 0.35 0.45 0.35
0.03 0.27 0.23 0.23 0.27 -0.53 -0.83 -0.90 -0.80 -0.90 -0.83
30.00 0.47 0.68 0.43 0.43 0.49 0.49 0.46 0.39 0.55 0.3
0.00 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.29 -0.59 -0.95 -1.07 1 -0.95 -1.07 -0.95 1
35.00 0-58 0.81 0.47 0.42 0.52 0.52 0.49 0.45 0.56 0.45
0.00 0.32 0.26 0.26 0.32 -0.63 -1-00 -1.16 -1.02 -1.16 -1.00
40.00 0.69 0.85 0.52 0.43 0.59 0.59 0.46 0.55 0.61 0.55
-0.10 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.26 -0.60 -1.09 -1.30 -1.13 -1.30 -1.09
45.00 0.72 0.93 0.62 0.51 0.71 0.71 0.48 0.60 0.72 0.60
-0.10 0.22 0.16 0.16 0.22 -0.63 -1.16 -1.32 -1.20 -1.32 -1.16
50.00 0.78 0.99 0.67 0.56 0.70 0.70 0.45 0.61 0.68 0.61
-0.13 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.17 -0.54 -1.12 -1.43 -1.25 -1.43 -1.12
55.00 0.89 1.02 0.71 0.49 0.78 0.78 0.47 0.59 0.73 0.59
-0.20 0-21 0.14 0.14 0.21 -0.53 -1.19 -1.44 -1.29 -1.44 _-1.19
60.00 0.86 1.05 0.74 0.52 0.75 0.75 0.43 0.54 0.74 0.54
-0.23 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.1 -0.39 -1.17 -1.45 -1.32 -1.45 -1.17

Tab. 7 Deviation of the pin power distribution calculated by CASMO compared with
reference data calculated by VINS 7/
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A, U235 U238 Pu239 Pu240 Pu24I Pu242 Am24I XCI35 Sm I 49
MWd
/kg

0 9.180E-04 2.06213-02 0.0013+00 O.DOE+00 0.0013+00 0.0013+00 0.0013+00 0.0013+00 0.0013+00
0.2 9.12?E-04 2.062E-02 2.456E-06 9.6WE-09 9.796F I I 1.01 SE-13 2.113E-14 9.640E-09 3.395E-08
0.5 9.04SE-04 2.06213-02 6.08813-06 3.274E-08 1.35613-09 3.9346-12 8,386E- 3 9.67213-09 5.68SE-08

I 8.919E-041 2.061 M2 1 191 E051 2.01913-07 1.036E-08 6.043 E I II 1.28013 I 9.703 E-09 6.863E-08,
2 8.66SE-04 2.060E-02 2.27313-051 7.387E-07 7.488E-08 8.820E-10 1.84513-10 9.745 E-09 7.285E-08
3 9.424E-04 2.05SE-02 3.25513-05 1.52213-06 2.261 E07 4.04613-09 8.35313-10 9.74 E09 7.32SE-081
4 &197E-04 2.057E-02 4.14913-05 2.490E-06 4.783E-07 1.157E-08 2.361 E09 9.7188-09 7.285E-08
5 7.957E-04 2.05513-02 4.96413-05 3.598E-06 8.339E-07 2.55913-08 S. 161 E09 9.67615-09 7.230E-08

7.5 7.407E-04 2.052E-02 6.709E-03 6.781 E06 2.141 E-M 1.021 E07 1.999E-08 9.55013-09 7.153E-08
I 0 6.889E-04 2.04BE-02 3.12SE-05 1.033E-05 3.949E-06 2.59013-07 4.925E-08 9." E09 7.105E-08
2 6.497E-04 2.046E-02 9.08 E-05 1.329E-05 5.692E-06 4.5 73 13,07 8.487F,08 9.35813-09, 7.063E-08

1 5 5.940E-04 2-04 E-02 1.02713-041 1.78SE-05 8.630E-06 8.946E-071 1.59813,07 9.220E-091 6.970E-08
7 "99E-04 2.03912,02 1.09213-04 2.09013-03 1.07313-05 1.28713-061 2.23615-07 9.11913-09 6.89213-08

20 3.09213-04 2.03411-02 1.173E.04 2.54 E-05 1.39813-03 2.03 E-06 3.382E-07 8.95 E-09 6.757E-08
22 4.778E-04 2-03 1 12,02 1.21713-04 2.836E-05 1.61613-05 2.63313-06 4.253E-07 3.831 E09 6.656E-08
25 4-33.4E-04 2.027E-02 1.271 B-04 3.263E-05 1.93SE-05 3.693E-06 5.686E-07 8.64013-09 6.492E-08
27 4.05515-04 2.023E-02 1.29913-04 3.537E-05 2.147E-05 4.499E-06 6.703E-07 9,508E-09 6.37713-08
30 3.660E-04 2.019E-02 1.33 E-0-4 3.928E-05 2."5E-05 5.853E-06 9.28013-071 8.302E-09 6.19713-08
32 3.412E-04 2.01511-02 1.34713-04, 4.174E-05 2.633E-05 6.846E-06 9.343F,07 S. 61 E09 6.073E-08
3 5 3.063 E-04 2.01 E-02 1.36313-04 4.522E-05 2.89613-05, 8.459E-06 1.09213-06 _7.947E-09 5.894E-08
3 7 2.944E-04 2.007E-02 1.37013-04 4.739E-05 3.05713-051 9.609E-06 1 194 E-06 7.802E-09 5.756E-08
40 2-53811-04 2.002M2 1.37SE-04 5.0-40E-05 3.27613-05 1-14413-05 1.339E-06 7.593E-09 5.365E-08
42 LUM-04 1.9"F,02 1.37SE-04 5.225E-05 3.40713-05 1.271 E05 1.429E-06 7.43613-09 5.438E-08
45 2.080E-04 1.99413,02 1.371E-04 5.479E-05 3 182F,05 1.47013-05 1.553E-06 7.21BE-09 5.249E-08
47 1.91415-04 1.99013-02 1.366E-04 5.63313-05 3.694E-05 1.60613-05 1.62613-06 7.073 E-09 5.12411-08
50 1.694E-04 1.995E-02 1.35513-04, 5.94013-05 3.81413-05 1.81613-05 1.72 E-06 6.859E-09 4.942E,08

1.98 1 F,02 I JWB-04 5.963E-05 3.88813-05 1.95813-05 1.775F-06 6.71913-09 4.823B-O
55 1.347E-04 1.97515-02 1.33 B-0-4 6.12513-051 3.99313-051 2.194E-05 I 43E-W 6.497E.-09 4.638E-08
57 1.227E-041 1.97213-02 1 '42 E-04 6.219E-051 4.03013-051 2.33713-05 1.876E-06 636413-09 4.52BE-08
60 1.063E-041 1.96613,02 1.30313-04 6340E-05 I 4.07513-051 2.49013-051 I.907&06 6.21513-09 4.402E-08

100124 Aonis per cem of fuel rube volurne ava2SM value for FA)

Tab. 8 Fuel assembly averaged isotopic concentrations vs. fuel assembly burnup for the
actinide isotopes 2351j, 238U, 239NP, 239pU, 241PU, 242pU and 243Pu and fission product

poisons 131XC and 149SM calculated with the code NESSEL
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BUR-NUP U-235 U-238 Np�239 Pu-239 Pu-240 llu-241
MWdfkg Pu-242 Am-241 Am-242 Am-243 Xe-135 Sm-149

0,00 -0,08 -0,10 -100,(O -100,00 -100,00
-100,00 0,00 -100,00 -100,00

1,00 -0,11 -0,08 10,95 14,85 20,62
37,15 56,04 -1,37 -6,68

2,00 -0.13 -0,06 4,32 6,60 8,69
-1,36 -11,12

3,00 -0,16 -0,09 2,22 3,96 4,31
-1,47

4,00 -0,20 -0,07 1,18 2,77 1,94
11,96 23,57 -1,54 -15,96

5,00 -0,23 -0,10 0,56 2,15 0,46
9,96 2 56 -1,61 -17,77

7,50 -0,33 -0,07 -0,31 1,53 -1,52
7,13 16,09 -1,87 -21,61

10,00 -0,45 -0,10 -0,87 1,39 -2,60
5,55 13,88 -2,32 -25,09

15,00 -0,73 -0,08 -1,78 1,47 -4,34
3,72 11,83 -3,32 -30,78

20,00 -1,11 -0,06 -2,64 1,05 4,51
2,96 11,14 4,02 -34,90

25,00 -1,62 -0,01 -3,40 0,33 4,48
2,89 11,06 4,81 -38,16

30,00 -2,26 -0,01 -4,31 -0,61 4,48
3,03 11,14 -5,70 40,85

35,00 -3,07 0,01 -5,31 -1,71 4,66
3,31 11,08 -6,71 -43,20

40,00 4,08 0,00 -6,35 -2,90 -5,12
3,63 10,75 -7,86 45,33

45,00 -5,35 0,04 -7,56 4,14 -5,83
3,86 10,11 -9,17 -47,31

50,00 -6,98 0,06 -8,93 -5,45 -6,81
4,10 8,92 -10,65 49,22

55,00 -8,92 0,03 -10,44 -6,82 -7,92
5,30 7,48 -12,50 -51,21

60,00 -11,32 0,07 -1 199 -8,24 -9,6 '
2,70 5,02 -13,65 -52, 3

Tab. 9 Fuel assembly averaged isotopic concentrations calculated with the code NESSEL
relative to reference values
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Bumup GD154 GD 55 --- G6T�q G D I 7 GD158
MWd/kg

0 2.337E-05 1.588E-04 2,192E-04 1.668E--04 2.63E-04
0.2 2.33E-05 1.5613-04 2.22E-04 1-53E-04 2.7 7 E -04
0.5 2.33E-05 1.5 E-04 2.27E-04 1.33E-04 2.97E-04
I 2.32E-05 1.42E-04 2.36E-04 1.03E-04 3.27E-04_
2 2.3 E-05 1.2 E-04 2.56E-04 6.OSE-05 3.70E-04
3 2.30E-05 9.76E-05 2.79E-04 3.18E-05 3.98E-04
4 2.28E-05 7.41E-05 3.02E-04 1.36E-05 4.17E-04
5 2.27F-05 5.2 E-05 3.2 3 E-04 4.18E-06 4.27E-04

7.5 2.23E-05 1.42E-05 3,60E-04 2.33E-07 4.3 E-04
I 0 2.18E-05 2.44E-06 3.70E-04 1.93E-07 4.32E-04
1 2 2.15E-05 6.23E-07 3.70E-04 1.87E-07 4.33E-04
1 5 2.IOE-05 2.17E-07 3.69E-04 1.83E-07 4.34E-04
7 2.07E-05 1.87E-07 3.67E-04 1. I E-07 4.35E-04

2 0 2.02E-05 1.75E-07 3.64E-04 1.78E-07 4.36E-04
2 2 1.98E-05 1.71E-07 3.63E-04 1.75E-07 4.36E-04
2 5 1.93E-05 1.65E-07 3.60E-04 1.72E-07 4.37E-04
2 7 ISOE-05 1.60E-07 3.59E-04 1.69E-07 4.38E-04
3 0 1.85E-05 1.54E-07 3.56E-04 1.65E-07 4.39E-04
3 2 1.8 1 E-05 1.49E-07 3.54E-04 1.62E-07 4.40E-04-
3 5 1.76E-05 1.43E-07 3.52E-04 1.58E-07 4.4 E-04
3 7 1.73E-05 1.39E-07 3.50E-04 1.55E-07 4.42E-04
40 1.68E-05 1.33E-07 3.48F-04 1.50E-07 4.43E-04
42 1.64E-05 1.29E-07 3.46E-04 1.47E-07 4.43E-04
45 1.59E-05 1.23E-07 3.43E-04 1.43E-07 4.44E-04
47 1.56E-05 1,19E-07 3.41E-04 1.40E-07 4.45E-04
5 0 1.51E-05 1 I 3E-07 3.38E-04 1.352E-07 4.46E-04
52 1.48E-05 I.IOE-,07 3.37E-04 1.32F-07 4.47E-04
55 1.43E-05 1.04E-07 3.34E-04 1.28E-07 4.48E-04
5 7 1.39E-05 1.01E-07 3.32E.04 1.25E-07 4.4 8 E -04
60 1,35E-05 9.61 E08 3.29E-04 1.22E-07 4.49E-04-

101124 Atoms per ccm of fuel tube volume averaged value for FA)j

Tab. 9 Fuel assembly averaged isotopic concentrations vs. fuel assembly bumup for the
Gadolinu,m isotopes calculated with the code MSSEL
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Burnup Gd-154 Gd-155 Gd-156 Gd-157 Gd-158
OPOO -1,33 -0,41 -0,60 -1,07 - 72
0,20 -1,52 0,11 --0,93 -1189 -1:17
1,00- -1,50 1,99 -1,83 -6 90 0,39
2 -1,41 3,35 -2,36 -14,46 1,17
3,00 1 -1,23 7,59 -3,16 -17,34 -0,03
4P00 -1,46 14,05 -3,63 -20,36 -0,63
5,00 -1,23 24,70 -3,87 -19,81 -1,09
7,50 -1,18 110,01 -2,58 20,03 -1,44
10,00 -1,48 287,80 -1,08 14,95 -1,36
12,50 -1,25 187,15 -0,88 11,26 4,29
I 5,0-0 -1,08 48,32 -0,94 9,98 .1,21
17,50 -0,82 30,62 -0,79 9,17 -1,09
20,00 -0,73 26,79 -0,99 8,61 -1,05
22,50 -0,96 26,53 -0,92 7,63 -1,17
25,00 -0,86 26,33 -1,10 7,41 -1,13
27,50 -0,58 25,37 -1,01 6,5 9 -- 1,0 
30,00 -0,47 25,20 -1,18 6,05 -0,97
32,50 -0,73 24,16 -1,30 5,33 -0,85
35,00 -0,63 23,90 -1,22 4,85 -0,81
37,50 -0,34 23.56 -1,32 4,04 -0,69
40,00 -0,24 23,13 -1,22 2,96 -- 0,65
42�50 -0,56 22,58 -1,35 2,18 -0,75
45,00 -0,48 21,90 -1,47 1,57 -0,70
47,50 -0,21 21,07 -1,58 0,56 -0,58
50,00 -0,17 20,04 -1,69 -0,70 -0,53
52,50 0,09 19,93 -1,50 -1,9!; -0140
55,00 0,09 18,51 -1,59 -2,9 -0,34
57 -0,30 18,26 -1,67 4,1 -0,43
60,00 0,25 _ 17,51 4 75 4,64 -0,37

Tab. IO Fuel assembly averaged Gd isotopic concentrations calculated with the code NESSEL

relative to reference values
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Fig. 12: Fuel assembly averaged Gd isotopic concentrations calculated with the code NESSEL

relative to reference values
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4. COMPARISON OF THE DATA CALCULATED BY NESSEL AND CASMO
WIT TE REFERENCE

As mentioned above the results obtained with the help of the code WIMs nl are chooscn for
the comparison as rference data. The results of the comparison are presented in the tables 3 -
IO and in the figures 7 - 12.
The values of the multiplication factor k. calculated by CASMO agree very good in
comparison with the reference. But the k. obtained by the calculations with the code NESSEL
differs from the reference especially in the region of the greatest reactivity - the moment of the
Gd burnuot. That should be taken in to consideration when calculations for safety assesments
are required.
It can be outlined that most of the presented results of the isotopic concentrations of actinides,
fission products Xe and 149SM as well as of the Gd isotope concentrations averaged for the
fuel assembly are in good agreement with the reference. But it should be noted that some
major deviations arc obtained.
The considerable difference of the 238U isotopic concentration obtained by CASMO to that
one of the reference is inexplicable. In this case it is assumed that the input or the
homogenization should be checked.
Some bigger deviations obtained for the Pu istopes in the range of higher burnup. Also the
burnup dependent change of the fission products "'Xe and 14ISM obtained by the NESSEL
code differs remarkable from the results calculated by WIMS and CASMO. The reason for
that result should be tried to tace in the cross section library of NESSEL, which has to be
modernized in the next future.
Remarkable dfference obtained in the pin power of the Gd pin calculated by CASMO for the
fresh fuel. The difference is greater than 10 %. With increasingly burnup the difference
becomes lower Aer the Gd burn out the maximum dviation can be observed in the pin 8
and 20 which are ocated at the outer boundary of the fuel assembly.
The general md of the pin power dviations to change from minus to plus and vice versa in
the region of the Gd bum out during the fuel assembly bumup is clearly expressed (see the
figures 9 and 10). It can b connected ith the mathematical solution of the 2 dimensional
macrogroup flux distribution equations used in CASMO and should be discussed with the
authors of the code.

5. COMPARISON OF THE CALCULATED PIN POWER DISTRIBUTION
WITH RESULTS OF MCNP CALCULATIONS

To get a more clear picture of the deviation of the Gd pin power calculated by CASMO in
comparison with other fuel assembly burnup codes the AER VVER440 Gd benchmark was
modelled with the hlp of the Monte Carlo Code MCNP V4C2 /8/
Calculations of pin power distributions for a fuel assembly consisting of Gd bumable absorber
require a very accurate model to describe the fission process and the burnup in the mixed U-
Gd fuel taking into account the self shielding of the Gd and decribing the Gd burnup starting
from the outer parts of the fuel pin and moving during burnup in to the inner rcgons of the pin.
Pin power distribution and the infinite multiplaction factor for the VVER440 fuel assembly
were calculated and compared with the results obtained by CASMO-4.
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Fig. 13 Multilication factor k. calculated by MCNP and CASM04

Since the code MCNP can not calculate bumup dependent isotopic concentrations, the values
of the isotopic concentrations for different time steps are taken from the CASM04
caculations. The figure shows the values of the multiplication factor vs. the fuel assembly
bumup. 'Me "lower lying" koo values obtained by calculations for a correct modeled fuel
assembly with a height of 246 cm (calculation of keff) A second MCNP-calculation modeled
the fuel assembly analogous to the CASMO model as axial infinite. There fore the values of
the multiplication ko are gireater.
The comparison shows a sufficient agreement of the results up to the Gd bum out. After that
the MCNP calculations supply excessive values due to the assumptions made for the fission
products in the CASMO-4 code. Some fission products are sununerized in to so called lumped
fission products which have a share of about 10 of the absorption. That share could not be
taken into account in the MCNP calculation.

The figures 14, 15 and 15 show the relative pin power distribution by MCNP related to the pin
power distribution calculated by CASMO-4 for several bumup steps. Considering the
statistical error of the MCNP calculation of about ±1 - % (Icy-error), one can notice a
good agreement. The Gd fuel pin constitutes an exception up to the moment of the Gd burnout
at an averaged fuel assembly bumup of about 10 MWdlkg. Such great differences between pin
power values of Gd fuel pins calculated by MCNP and CASMO-4 obtained also in other
calculations for different fuel assembly types. The reason for that results has to be investigated
in more detail.
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1 0.12
2 0.48 0.37
3 -1.72 1.34 1.56

4 -2.30 0.55 -1.18 0.77

5 -1.03 -1.87 -1.91 -1.62 0.60

6 -2.89 -1.72 0.56 -1.42 25.63 -0.24

Fig. 4 Pin power distribution calculated by MCNP relative to the values obtained by

CASMO-4 (MCNP/CASMO- I)x I 00) for the undepleted fuel assembly

1 0.69
2 -0.03 3.32
3 -1.12 0.78 1.60
4 -2.47 -1.01 0.33 0.50

5 -0.72 -2.26 -1.28 0.70 0.66

6 -2.43 -1.83 -0.67 -0.54 3.32 2.06

Fig. 15 Pin power distribution calculated by MCNP relative to the values obtained by

CASMO-4 (MCNP/CASMO-I)x I 0) for the averaged fuel assembly burnup 7

MWdlkg

1 3.79

2 1.60 2.17

3 1.16 0.66 1.04
4 0.80 -1.60 -1.62 -0.29
5 -1.02 -2.04 -2.47 -0.06 -0.04
6 -2.56 -0.39 -2.75 -0.57 1.06 2.74

Fig. 16 Pin power distribution calculated by MCNP relative to the values obtained by

CASMO-4 (MCNP/CASMO I)x I 0) for the averaged fuel assembly bumup I 0

MWd/kg

After the Gd bum out the maximum deviation of the relative p in p ower c alculated b y t he

codes MCNP and CASM04 shifted to an other fuel pin without Gd A good aggreement of
the calculated relative pin power distributions can be stated.

6. CONCLUSION

The comparison shows that generally the code CASMO compared to the code NESSEL
calculates the isotopic density changes during fuel assembly bumup more adequate. Especially
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the reactivity change vs. uel assembly burnup calculated with the code NESSEL deviates
significant from the CASMO result and the reference (see fig. 2.
From the point of view of criticality safety this deviation is not neglectible onsidering the
maximum deviation of about 2 in the range of the reactivity peak.
The reason for these deviations should be searched in the differences of the calculated isotopic
density changes during bumup and the multigroup cross sections for the Gd isotopes.
In safety related assessments these results should e taken into account to avoid not adequate
conclusions.
Another remarkable result is the different behaviour of the fission product poisons 13SXe and
149Sm. calculated with the help of the codes NESSEL and CASMO To find out possible
improvment further discussion with the authors of the codes is necessary.

That underlines an other time the nessity of a carfull selected modell for calculational,
description of parameters and characteristicts of fuel assemblies constisting of mixed U-Gd
fuel for sefatey assessments and approvals.
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AER Working Group Activities in 2003

Petr Dai'llek

VUJE Trnava Inc., Slovakia

Darifek�vuje.sk

ABSTRACT

Review of AER Working Group Meeting in Czech Republic, Hrollovice is given.

Regular meeting of Core Design Group was organized by NPP Dukovany and held at Hrotovice (near

Dukovany N PP), Czech Republic, May 47, 2003, together with Working Group A.

Main topics of the meeting were as follows:

In-core fuel management

Description of loading pattern optimisation code OPAL-B for reactors VVER-1000 with burnable

absorbers was given by SKODA Plzei 3 General objective function was used for maximisation of

EOC reactivity and discharge burnup and minimisation of fresh fuel and BP inventory. Results of NPP

Temelin core optimisation was shown.

Genetic algorithms were used for loading pattern optimisafion also in KODA 4]. Selection, crossover

and mutation operators were used for generation of loading populations. Tournament selection and

elitist strategy were used for selection of next generation loadings. Method functionality was

demonstrated on Temelin VVER-1000 core.

Problem with minimisation of necessary BP number in Temelin VVER-1000 core loading was solved

again in 8KODA [5]. Direct searching of BP number was applied with restriction, that power peak at

fresh FA will not exceed maximum of Haling power distribution (or of EOB distribution). Method was

incorporated into system OPAL_B, exploited MOBY-DICK cde and was applied on NPP Temelin core

loading in comparison with 'manual' optimisation.
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Fuel cycle analyses

Study about possible application of 18-month reactor cycles at NPP Dukovany was refreshed wh
detailed analysis of neutron-physical characteristics, economical effect and applicability in real
conditions 6). Transition cycles were stressed as main problem.

NPP Dukovany presented also its planned ransition to 5-year fuel cycles with 1-st generation Gd-fuel
and Hf plates at control rod (CR) followers. Transition cycle was designed and controlled
simultaneously by codes BIPR and MOBY-DICK. MOBY-DICK and optimisation code OPTIMAL will
be used further.

Development of kinetic modules

Set of MOBY-DICK-SK calculations for NPP Dukovany, Unit 3 Cycle 17 was presented by SKODA
Plzer) [1]. Planned experiments with low core power and small rod and boron disturbances were
evaluated and compared with analytical solution.

First results of improved CPORCA code was demonstrated by NPP Paks 2 'Improved Oasi-
stationer Method' and delayed neutron representation in nodes were applied. Recalculation of scram
measurements at NPP Paks and consequent interpretation of calculated and measured detector
signals showed correct calculation of neutron flux spectral distribution with little discrepancy at
react-ivity shape.

Future activities

• Dukovany NPP Fuel Cycle Benchmark - another partial solutions and benchmark development

• Recent improvements of VER fuel management

List of papers:

[1) V. Kr�sl. J. Svarn� Analysis of Small Reactivity Perturbations in Reactimeler Readings

[2] 1. P6s, T. Park6 Simulation of nitial Rod Drop Experiments with the CPORCA Code

[3) J. varn� OPAL-B - The In-Core Fuel Management System Development

141 J. S6stelk Genetic Algorithms in Nuclear Fuel Management Optimization

15] P. Mikol6t One Method for BP's Assignment

[61 D. Burket Analyse of 18-month Cycles for Dukovany NPP

[7] J. BajgI Fuel Cycles with Gd-I Fuel in Dukovany NPP
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SK03ST154

UTILISATION OF GD-1 FUEL EN DUKOVANY NPP

Josef Bajgl, CEZ a.s., Dukovany NPP

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the first experience with Gd-I fuel which was firstly introduced in
Dukovany NPP (DNPP) in 2003. Main physical parameters of realised and planned cycles are
presented. Sequence of future reloads with Gd-I fuel assemblies as a result of optimisation
procedure is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Decision to mprove the fuel cycle strategy of DNPP was made in 1999, approximately one
and half year after beginning of 4-years fuel cycle with profiled fuel 382%. Next step was to
prepare introduction of 5-years fuel cycle. The option of valid Contra ct was used and the
Amendment of the Fuel Delivery Contract was signed in year 2000. Indeed, proposed fuel for
this kind of operation should contain burnable absorber. The lice'nse pocess was finished by
Czech State Office for Nuclear Safety (SONS) in April this year. First Gd-I fuel assemblies
were loaded into the core of Unit-2 at the beginning of June, one month after obtaining of
SONS permission. Following effort to improve fuel assembly with BA led to the poposal of
second generation fuel for 5-years cycle, so called Gd-H. This kind of fuel has been licensed
until the beginning of year 2005. License process of Gd-H fuel is combined with the I&C
System modemisation on Uit-3. Implementation of Gd-Il fuel cycle is fully coordinated with
the I&C System modernisation on other Units too.

Implementation of Gd-I fuel invoked substantial effort to modify software for fuel cycle
calculation. Code MOBY-DICK was odified primarily (11 including its thermal-hydraulic
subroutines. New procedures ith modified optimisation algorithms 2] were implemented
into the code OPTDAAL simultaneously. Upgrade of the core monitoring system SCORPIO-
VVER ensured the ability of correct core behaviour valuation.
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2. HISTORY AND BOUNDARY CONDITION DESCRIPTION

Original fuel cycle strategy in DNPP was the same like in other VVER-440 NPP's, it was
3-years cycle. This strategy was changed in 1998-2000 to the 4-years one (Table 1) with
profiled fuel with enrichment 382% U-235. There were made two substantial changes during
this fuel utilisation from the fuel design point of view:
- introduction of profiled CFA in 4-years cycle
- modification of upper part of CFA design (Hf plates).
It is possible to characterise this cycle by the cycle lengths between 300 and 340 FPD's, which
are given by changes in our outages and operation planning procedures. Co-ordination of
outages planning with Temelln NPP has been influence cycle lengths now and in next two
years (Fig. 1).

The quality of 4-years fuel cycle introduction is possible to measure by mean discharged fuel
bum-up comparison with ideal one (ave-Bu(n)), calculated by formula:

ave_ Bu(n = n I _ * T(n) / mu

where
n - number of years of FA utilisation 3 for 3-years cycle etc.)
N�,, . - nominal power ( 3 75 MWh)

T(n) - ninning average of lengths of last n cycles [FPD]

MU - average mass of U in the core 41 764.8 kg)

Results of our effort are given on Fig. 2.

3. FUEL CYCLES WITH GD-I FUEL

The operation of core loading is the next step after licence process of each ind of fuel. The
Fuel Delivery Contract defined as last duty of Supplier the preparation of loading pattern and
calculation its basic neutron-physical parameters. Core loading optimisation process was
finished in the October 2002 for Unit 2 Chosen loading pattern (Fig. 3 was recalculated by
BIPR-7 (tool of Supplier) and by MOBY-DICK (tool of Purchaser). There were found some
differences between these two results. Then the start-up was expected with some suspension.
Results of start-ups experiments are given in Table 2 and main results of first 80 FPD's of
operation Unit 2 CycleI8 are given in Figures 3 and 4.

Composition of loading pattern (Unit 1, Cycle 19) and behaviour of main neutron-physical
parameters for Unit 1, Cycles 19 - 22 is shown on Figures 5a-c.
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4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

a) First transient loading patterns for Units 2 were checked by many calculations 2 codes:
BIPR, MOBYDICK; modes: coarse- & fine-mesh).

b) Results from MOBYDICK and B[PR are differen - we have to investigate operational data
carefully.

c) First results of comparison experimental and calculated data are promising.
d) Boron concentration and power distribution behave another way for loading patterns with

Gd then without one.
e) Code OPTIMAL is applicable for loading patterns with Gd-fuel optimisation.
f) Optimisation and analysis of Gd fuel cycles will continue.

5 RFERENCES

(Ij V.Kr�sl, P.MikoW, J.NarriffVER440 Few Group Data Library Preparation and its
application in MOBY-DICK Modular System, Proceedings of the 12-th Symposium of
AER, 22-28 September 2002, Sunny Beach, Bulgaria

[2] J.Bajgl, M.Lehmann: New Code for VVER-440 Loading Pattern Design, Proceedings of
the 9-th Symposium of AER 48 October 1999, Dem1novski Dolina
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Tables and Figures:

Table 1: Detail history of 382% FA's utilisation

Unit Di D2 D3 D4

Year

1998 78 12* 78 12*

1999 78 12* 78 12 78 12

2000 72 12 72 12 78 12 72 6

2001 78 12 78 12 78 6 78 12

2002 84 6 72 6 72 12 84 6

2003 78 6 78 12'

2004 66 

Comment: CFAs 24% Structure: 78+12 VYTAs+CFAs
X - supposed amount of assemblies

Dn- Dukovany NPP, Unit n

Table 2 Start-up critical boron concentration

Parameter T h6 CB-MD CBEXP

Unit IOCI [cm) [glkgl fg/kgl

2 220 158 7,82 7.85

I 1 1 216,5 1 158,5 1 8,06 1 7,95

preliminary results (could be specify)
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Fig. 1: Outages co-ordination between DNPP and Teniclin NPP planned scenario)
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Fig. 2a) Number and average bum-up of discharged FA's (DNPP - nit )
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Fig. 2b) Number and average bum-up of discharged FA's (DNPP - Unit 2)
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Fig. 3 Unit-2, Cycle 1 S core composition
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Fig. 5a) Ui I - boron concentration
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Fig. 5c): Unit I - maxK,
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Fig. 5e): Unit IniaxK,,,
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XENON FLUCTUATIONS OF POWER IN VVER-1000

V.Khalimonchuk, A.Kuchin

State Scientific and Technical Centre on Nuclear and Radiation Safety (SSTC N&RS)
Radgospna st. 35-37, 03142 Kyiv, Ukraine

ABSTRACT

Based on the mthod of neutron flux xpansion by proper orthogonal functions for a homogenous
stationary task, conditions of the VVER-1000 stability in radial-azimuthal and axial xenon power
fluctuations have been studied in this work. It is shown that ven under the gat negative power
reactivity coefficient, the increase in neutron flux at the end of the fuel cycle destabilizes the
VVER-1000 core in xenon transients, and the reactor can be stabilized and xenon fluctuations can
be suppressed only by the control rods movement. Results of VVER-1000 stability analytical
assessment based upon the methods of mathematical physics absolutely comply ith results of the
straightforward numerical simulation of xenon transients with the three-dimensional dynamic
computer code DYN3 D 12].

INTRODUCTION

In thermal reactor with high level of the neutron flux there exists the possibility of appearing ocal
fluctuations of power caused by periodical spatial-tcmporal redistribution of xenon concentration
due to local disturbing of neutron flux. Tbe period of such power fluctuations is close to that of
I-135 half-life. If these fluctuations will be of damping, or continuous, nature depends upon the
value of neutron flux inside reactor, magnitude and sign of the power reactivity coefficient, as well
as upon a number of other factors.

1. Linearizing equations
Since xenon fluctuations occur inside the large thermal reactors, then one can accept that the one-
group diffusion approximation is sufficient enough for describing transfer of neutrons. Also, we
will assume that yield of Xe-35 is induced by - decay of I- 35 (it means, direct output of xenon

due to fission of the fissile isotopes will be neglected) and, since xenon transients are slow ones, we
will consider that prompt and delayed neutrons are emitted after fission simultaneously. To start
with, let us consider the reactor with zero power reactivity coefficient.
'Men, the system of equations describing the spafial-temporal behaviour of the neutron flux taking

the feedback of Xe-135 into accoun� can be written as:

7i a(D M I +(K'()-l D +(5 K.V,00_.V at L1141

ax I A X X (D ,,I) (1)
dt

al A, I , Y I, (1 01
dt
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,5K.(F,')=a,(X (r,')-X (rO)) (1)

Here: 1- = T. - neutrons life time, a aw while the rest of designations are the
1. V K. ax

conventional one.
After presenting the value of each function in its deviation from the relevant stationary condition as:

(D (F, 1) - (D (?,O + + (2)

X (.')= X.+ x
I (F, 1 -J. ,6j .

the system of equations (1) can be written in the linearized form as follows:

49 Y) = M A Y (K I r - I (5 (P, ) + K diat
dX (3)
di
dT .-
dt
JK. X

Here: X '5 (, I) ='YVIO where and 7 average

values of neutron flux, xenon and iodine concentrations (invariant as to the coordinates);

I y.;
K. ax

r = AX CX(D () A + CAjo - time constant by xenon;

(Y = ax �F. -

While deriving the linearized equations 3) the following correlations were used:

M AO . + (K ' . (r - . ( - Ar Io Ax X a X Xo(D (F) = 

-A, I. +,Y, Ef (1). V, = 
M.,6 = and Ox-SX .,5( = arethevaluesofthe2ndorderofinfinitesimal.
Later on, the sign -" is xcluded from the designation of variables: r , )r in equations 3).

2. Study of stability against xenon fluctuations in radial-azimuth geometry.

To study the system of equations 3) as to stability, we will search for solution of the task:
In 
- _. = L ( as the series:at

(D (rt)= (4)
where (D' (r) are the eigen-functions of the homogeneous stationary task:

2 )(r + B(D(r = (5)
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Thcn, D (rip) can be presented in cylindrical eometry( r ( )s the following series:

I 1 (6)A ., J �-- -r C . os m 4p + S sin m p
R r

where r the I' kind Bessel function of the order M and -th root of this
R.

function, R,, is the extrapolated boundary of the core at which the function J. X ) shall

become zero.

Then, we will search for the solution of this spatial-temporal task as follows:
(7)

(1) r -P t J r T -1(0-cos m o + T -1(t)-sin m 4p
R �,

Since iodine and xnon concentrations are governed by the neutron flux, then their values can be
searched of the similar manner, namely:

I (r q 4 -. 1 r I "(0-Cos m ip I I).sin m J
R v

X (r 4 -f 4 - " -r ) i X T () -Cos m 4P + X (t) si n m 4p (7)
R exfr

2.1 Let us address the First equation of the system 3).

We will substitute expansion 7 into this equation, multiply each its term by:

�1- r 'COS and integrate across the surface of the core cross-section.
R

2.1.1 Then, the first term of this equation can be presented as follows:

a T" (1) (8)
-COS r& dq = r r.

where: it. rdr

R R,.,
Doing so, the following properties of the adjoint functions were used:

Rf J.( �n'/ -r ) J.( 4"'n -r ) r - if n
Rcw RC&

0 if m* (9)

Ilos m �o os op -d4p

if =l

'jsinm�o-cosipd4p=O always
0
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2.1.2 The second term of the first equation of the system 3 after completing the similar

procedure can be presented, if we replace ith - 2 using the
V 41) ) _ BM

M'I

wave equation (5):

R j. 2. 2 (I )
JM 'cosp rdrdip= -T M BIj-TC"(I)-Jkc

R exlr

2.13 Let us consider the third term of the first equation in the system 3).
On substituting expansion for the flux 7), after integration taking into account the correlations 9)

and B K I for the stationary task, we will obtain:

Cos p rdrd = TM 2 2jT"(I)JII
R extr

2.1.4 Let us address the 4 term of the I equation in the system 3 Following the similar
procedure on integration with substituting xpansion of 7 for the flux, the next expression is
obtained:

�j,5 K.(rt) (Do Ji r 'COW rdr*=;r &.,YXY(I)Rj"d)oJj( �41. r ) I( rdr (12)
RI' I 0 Ra R,�

Here, depends upon the coordinates, and can e removed from the integral in the

case of its weak dependence. Under th�is assumption, the expression (I 2 can be written as follows:

(13)
1.5 K. O',/) 0 J cos ; drd X

R

Finally, after the transformation the I st equation of the system 3) can be written as follows:

aT I'l (t) (14)Crn- -_ = M"T'C"(I)'(B'Oi-Bl'i)+tr,,-T).X"
at

2.2 Let us consider the 2 d and 3 equations of the system (3). After completing the similar
procedure as described in Section 2 1, one can obtain the following euations:

LIaXC (t)
- 9 X V - X' T" (t)at

CI`
= A I (T "Iat C C

2.3 The system of equations 14) and (15) allows to obtain the solution for the amplitude
factor of neutron flux density as to te first radial-azimuth harmonic.
The solutions will be searched as follows:

T1'1(t)=T1'1e(d; X1'](I)=X1'1ecd; Ic"'(0=11"ead-

After substituting them into the systems 14), (15), and per-forming simple transformations, the
following characteristic equation can be obtained to find :

M'(Bl', - Bo'.d = -, r I U, T'X Al d�x (0 + (16)
+ -rr) -(W +
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Taking the accepted designations (see quation 3 into account, the equation (16) can be
eventually written as follows:

(17)
M '(B.., - B...) T I a.

It can be shown that after substituting expansion 7) into the equations of system 3), multiplying

them by: - �11 , and performing integration across the surface of the
J1,1-cOS1P=J,( -'r 'COS 7

R eit,
core cross section, in the event of weak dependence of (D, r) from r the characteristic equation

for dtermining 0) of each radial-azimuth harmonic will be of the same type as (I 7. In general,

the characteristic equation from which one can determine Co for the different radial-azimuth

harmonicss; can be written as follows:

(18)Cr a).
MI _(�01'),] . (D. (w+r,).(,v+,I,) (W+,-,)

R R

3. Studying stability to xenon oscillations of power in axial geometr-y
If to write the equations of system 3) for flat reactor of hight H, use expansion of the functions:

0(ht), 1(ht) and X(hl) by the eigen-functions sin m 7h of the uniform one-dimensional
H

steady task: om , B'(D (h - ' and use the formalism described in Section 2 namely:
ah'

nA
multiplying the equations of system 3) by sin H , and integrating along the height of core from

0 up to the H, taking the orthogonal property of eigen-functions into account such as follows:
0 if m*n

H rh . n xh
sin dh

H

- if m=n,
2

then the characteristic equation to determine w for different axial harmonics can be written
similarly to (I 8):

2 2 (19)
MI Mir )r 4) ,(h) __ It, It, A �ia,(D- C'(Do

( H H (D. r i + ,) (W + ( + r') (W + (W + r,)

Equations(18),(19)arecubicconceming o),andtheydetermineboththeperiodofxenonpower
oscillations and their nature, namely: damped or undamped mode.
Characteristic equafions 18) and 19) can be substantially simplified, if to neglect the temporal
derivative in the one-group diffusion quation (1), that is conventional in the studying xnon
processes due to their slow progressing. In this case, (I 8) and (I 9 can be represented as follows:

2
(D V 0 A, A. A ic (D. (20)

MI
R R

for radial-azimuth geometry, and

(21)

H H A)
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for aial geometry.
If we consider the main harmonic, then the left parts of equations 20 ad 2 1) are equal to zero. In
this case, for both radial-azimuth geometry and for axial one, are determined by the following
expression:

(22)

Deriving expressions 20) and 21) we don't Lake into account feedback caused by negative power
reactivity coefficient and direct yield of xnon due to fission. In this case, is positive value for

the main harmonic, and oscillations have the undamped nature.

4. Considering direct yield of Xe-135 due to fission.

If to write down the equation for xenon in the system 3) taking the direct yield of this isotope due
to ffission into account as:

tax A I E CD .t A X - X (D ( 0 (23)at
then, with the use of the system 2), the system 3), after linearizing, can e presented as follows:

M AO + (K. I). a) c,,X(D, = 

ax- = A, I+ YYf -A, X - 7,(I).X -(T. X.") (24)at
ai-=YF
at
Herr-, D X, 1, designate the deviations of the relevant values from their steady magnitudes, and, in

conn-ary to 3 these are not normalized by their average values across the volume of core. Using

the expansions for , X, I by the eigen-functions, one can obtain the following characteristic

equation to determine co :

2 2 A ly El Y F f a, X (25)
MI (� " - � ") ] - a,

R R

in radial-azimuth geometry

M�[ ;r 2 Jr 2 .1V.1Tfa X. (26)
H H

in axial geometry.
From 25) and 26), w for the main harmonic is determined by the following expression:

I AW O" + Y)= i i (27)

(7 (D, Yi 7, A,
It is seen from 27) that, in contrary to (22), if the magnitude of flux (Do 32* 1 01 1 , then w is

negative, and perturbation by the main harmonic is of the undamped nature. If the flux magnitude

Oc, 1015 , then w though, is positive, however, it becomes less than 1.8* 10,7.
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S. Considering power reactivity coefficient.

In this case, the characteristic equations 25) and 26) become of the ollowing type:
2 2

+ + X. 71 a* oo (28)M',

R R
for radW-azimuth geometry, and

Mir Yr Ary.' Y Z-a X. (29)
All - ) -(- I =a.O.(h)1 - + -X. ..... .. !-I- I a.(D.

11H H ( + Tx) -(W + ( + Tx)

for axial one.

Here, = I M . aP and P is thermal reactor power.
K. aP &D

2If to designate .2, Mir 2 X 2 or 2 �0.1)2 as p , then the equations
MI

H H R R

(28) and 29) can b written as follows: W'+B t) +C =0, where

B =A+,L+u,(D6- a(A(U.XO-YX);and C=,t[,L+,7,(U+ aX.,L 2 

The threshold for oscillations of the mm harmonic of the neutrons flux density is being determined
from the condition that w has purely imaginary values, i.e. if = Then, this condition can be
written as follows:

P = a.(D. (30)

If < then the real component of is positive, and the oscillations will be of undamped nature.
Imaginary part of w detemiines the period of xenon oscilaltions that for the threshold of
oscillations is being determined as 2ir �C--
If to take into account that a. a, or, then 30) can e writ-ten as follows:

a. X. , (31)
1+ ,+ A.

For the main harmonic (m=l in axial geometry),U. 0, and the oscillations threshold is reached,

when:
a X r (32)

+ ,+-).,
a'(D.
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It is evident from (32), that under y = 0003, = 3 5 . o cm2, Y = 0056 and

2 I IO S" , the oscillations threshold under 0 is reached, if
2

a) 3 2 10 nJcm S (see Fig. 1). All points on Fig. lying to the left from the threshold curve

correspond to the unstable state for the fundamental solution of homogenous stationary reactor. It
should be noted that the curve in Fig. was obWned under the assumption that the higher hannonics
were not "linked" and the expression 32) was obtained due to a number of simplifications of
mathematical model of real system. Therefore, there is better to use this curve for the qualitative
analysis of stability against xenon oscillations, while the credible estimates for the certain type of
reactor shall be obtained from the numerical calculations %vith the use of the relevant computer

codes. As Fig.1 shows, under small values of the neutron flux, and flux >1013 n/cm2s, the reactor is
stable as to xenon power oscillations. There is the area of instability for the fundamental solution of

1 011�1014the one-dimensional homogenous reactor under the fluxes of n/cm's, and stability inside
this range can be assured due to large negative power reactivity coefficient. For example, for

VVER-1000, this coefficient (a? I aK is ranged between -4.&I W and -9.7-1 '

K_ aP

I1MW, that corresponds [taking into account that ap 2.6-10" MW/(n/cm's)] to -

o'(D

a. = -1 - 2.5. 10-" I/( n/cm2s). Fig.1 shows that under large neutron fluxes achievable in VVER-

1000, the relevant power reactivity coefficient is not capable to provide the stability against axial
xenon power oscillations.

stability threshold as to xenon power oscillations for main harmonic of
homogenous stationary reactor
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stability threshold as to xenon oscillations for axial harmonic (m=3 of
homogenuos stationary reactor
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Fig. 2

Fig.2 shows that the highest harmonics are being perturbed under the nutron luxes of very hig

magnitude. But even in this case, they can be stabilized under the power reactivity coefficient 

the small negative value. Perturbation ofthese harmonics in VVER I 00 looks ipossible.

6. Numerical modeling or xenon power oscillations.

Before to consider the results of numerical modeling of the xenon axial power oscillations i

VVER- 1000, let us address the results of testing of computer code DYN3D ( ,2] used for xeno

spatial kinetics calculation. For this purpose, the transient connected with reactor power increasin

during start up experiment at the beginning of 14 fuel cycle of Rovno-3 was calculated. Fig.3 an

Fig.4 show position of 10-th control rod group and thermal reactor power change during transien

These values were taken as input data into DN3D. At the beginning of the transient xeno

concentration is equal zero. Fig.4 shows the comparison of calculated and experimental vlues 

boric acid concentration, as wl. One can note the satisfactory coincidence of the relevai

calculated and experimental values. For the end of this transient, 69 hrs 43 min.), the calculatic

was performed ith the seady concentrations ofxenon corresponding to reactor power level a tf

end of the transient 2320 MW). It is clear that in this case the calculated concentration of boric aci

is subsmtially different from its experimental value (Fig.4). Figs. and 6 show the comparison

calculated and measured values of axial power distribution for FAs numbered as 92 and 12

respectively, in the synunetry sector of 3600, while Fig. 7 - the integral relative FAs pow,

distribution at the position of SPND at the end of the transient. By this moment, the state %vil

equilibrium concentrations of xenon and sarnarium was not achieved yet.

Thus, the presented information allows to state that the DYN3D code simulates xenon transien

quite adequately.
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Fig.7. Relative power distribution of FAs at the end of ransient

Let us consider the results of calculations to study VVER I 000 stability against axial xenon power
oscillations.
Figs.8 and 9 present the free oscillations of axial offset (difference between the ower from he
tower and upper halves of reactor core, normalized by the total reactor ower). These data were
calculated by DYN3D code for different states of reactor core. Each state is described by different
level of reactor power and different burnup of fuel (beginning and end of the 14'h fuel cycle of
Rivne-3). It was assumed in each calculation, that in steady state of reactor core the pertubation is
introduced by withdrawal of working group of control rods. This reactivity as well as the reactivity
induced by spatial-temporal changing of xenon concentration was compensated only by changing
of oric acid concentration in coolant. As these figures show, if reactor power (neutron flux) is ow,
offset oscillations have the damped behaviour both for the beginning and the end of fuel cycle. In
case of low neutron flux reactor is at the stable state. At the beginning of fuel cycle there is
observed offset oscillations at nominal reactor power, however, they are damped. VER-1000
instability against axial xenon oscillations of power can be observed only at the end of fuel cycle
with high core burnup (Fig.9). In this case, to achieve the rated reactor power level one should
increase the neutron flux. Fig.9 shows that at power level of 2200 MW axial xenon oscillations of
power have undamped nature. If reactor power is greater than 2200 MW he power oscilations

become unstable. It should be noted that at the end of fuel cycle, reactor power reactivity coefficient

is more negative than at the beginning of cycle. However, this can nt compensate the destabilizing

role induced by increasing ofthermal neutron flux.

The data presented here are completely consistent with he qualitative results concerning estimation

ofstability presented in Section 
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OPAL-B - THE IN CORE FUEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

J.�vam�
9KODA JS a.s., Plzefi, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT

The general objective functions of the optimization system OPAL is the
maximization of EOC reactivity, (the maximization of discharge burnup), the
minimization of fresh fuel inventory lor the minimization of feed enrichment, the
minimization of the BP inventory. There are also safety related constraints, in which the
minimization of power peaking plays a dominant role. nis paper deals with one of
program core parts of the system OPAL: OPAL-B, which requires meeting the major
objective: maximizing the EOC Kefffor a given fuel cycle length. here are presented
basic algorithm of the program 0PAL-B` and some calculation results of NPP Tenielin
core optimization. 7hese algorithm uses within searching economicalfeasible fuel cycle
loading also automating searching fuel enrichment and the placement of burnuble
poisons in the PWRs.

1. NTRODUCTION

Development of the algorithm of the Skoda JS a.s. optimization system OPAL is
aimed to the maximization of EOC eactivity, the maximization of discharge bumup, the
minimization of fi-esh fuel inventory /or the minimization of feed enrichment, the
minimization of the burnup poison (BP) inventory. There are also safety related
constraints, in which the minimization of power peaking plays a dominant role. The first
application of this system is planned for NPP Temelin with VVANTAGE 6 fuel.

Description of the system was provided on Symposium paper [1), the other
detailed information about the algorithm development was given on WG A(B meting
held in Hotovice this year 2,3,4,5]. Within OPAL system is under development couple
of algorithm like genetic algorithm (GenA code 2]), randomized tabu search algorithm
(ATHENA cod 3 and directive method based on the binary FA shuffling for FA
loading pattern optimization (OPAL-B code). Beside this are tested specific algorithm for
finding enrichment (so called E-split) and algorithm for Bumuble Poisson (BP)
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assignment (in our paper is also called BP-split). Some attention is devoted to the
economy criterions. This paper describes in detail one of the methodology of E-split, BP-
split and economy algorithm which are parts of the OPAL-B code with short review
about the first experience with their application.

'Me philosophy of the OPAL system is based on the splitting loading pattern
.Optimization and BP assignment. The theoretical background of this splitting is so called
Haling Principle 1). 17he main issue of the Haling principle is the constant normalized
power distribution during the depletion. This constant power distribution during the
depletion is called the Haling Power Distribution (HPD) and is unique for this loading.
Character of the HPD distribution remembers power distribution close to he nd of fuel
cycle and fom this stems idea to avoid calculation of HPD and replace it by ower
distribution from the end of fuel cycle. This idea was tested and positive results were
presented in the paper 6] (Chapter.,Chock-up of HPD replacement").

In general objective function of the optimization process should reflect economy
and safety criteria of the fuel on multiobjective level. 'Me general form of the ojective
formula for OPAL core optimization cycle was presented in [1,5] and at present the
choice criteria of the optimal loading pattern comprises maximization of boron
concentration at EOC (CBEoc) with constraints on power peaking factor (it is equivalent
to maximization of Keff at EOC).

'Me first choice of the loading pattern is provided with no BPs and for assessed
enrichment and defined (demanded) cycle length.

After finding the loading with maximized CB_oc the algorithm of the OPAL
system is searching enrichment to meet CBEO-C close to zero. 17his process is realized with
more refinement of enrichment splitting (E-split). Algorithm of the E-split is in one
option of code OPAL and is based on the lineu Simplex. Algorithm (SA) which
objective function minimizes average enrichment with constraints on power peaking and
boron concentration (e.g. non zero values).

The BP assignment is now provided by two algorithm: special code BPASS 4,6]
and one option of OPAL -B code which is presented in this paper. 'Me algorithm of the
OPAL-B code based on the SA procedures which minimizes consumption of BP with
penalization on power peaking and possible constraints from temperature coefficient of
reactivity. Consumption of the BP is important economy characteristics and depends on
the target power peaking limit.

2 A NEW ALGORITHM OF THE OPAL-B CODE

Interaction with optimization system OPAL -B and macrocode, archivc organization
and flow of data are based on standard evolutionary flow of data, i.e. on generations
(populations). Interaction with macrocode ANC-H is under development and presented
results are from interaction with MOBY-DICK macrocode.

Present version of OPAL -B code is working in 30' and 60' rotational symmetry.
Optimization process is realized according input pattern into macrocode (file VZOR) and
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fitness is calculated by separate subroulinc (Fit.0 which define whether the optimization
is going on (he level of Haling Power Distribution (HPD) (see [1]) or on the level of
direct bumup calculations.

Algorithm presented in next chapters are not dependent on the choice of
optimization lvel (HPD or not).'Mey can work in 30' and 60' rotational symmetry and
the macrocode can work on 2D and 3D coarsc-mesh and pin-wise level. Presented results
were provided on 2D 60' rotational symmetry level with macrocode MOBY-DICK.

2.1 Composite m ultiobiective function

Composite objective funct.ion of the system OPAL - B is based on objective
function and penalty terms defined in general form in [1).

2.2Enrichment search and enrichment split (SA EWQ

Enrichment search and split optimization process is provided by application of the
Simplex Algorithm (SA - LPPRIM [8] Dinition of linear algorithm in our task is as
follows:

Nfin (L EVI)

Where L is summation over all optimizedenrichments E which has volume Vi

Constraints I for FAj radial power peaking Kj (in the case of no HPD from EOQ:

KQj KQmax for j = I ... max. number of FA

where

KQJ = KQj + L (a KQj/aEl)(El - ElN

Constraints 2 for boron concentration et EOC (CBE00:

CBeoc CBEOCO L (XBE0C/aEl)(El-E,)I L-CBmin

Constraints 3 for enrichment scale

Ei:5 Eimax
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Ei .2:Eimin

Where

KQmax is limiting value of radial power peaking

CBmin is minimum permissible for boron concentration for preventing

from positive MTC

Eimax, Eimin - arc onstraints which prevent from oscillation of SA E-split
process

Ei0 - is FA i enrichment of non-perturbed state

For real application of this algorithm we should suppose that w have calculated
FA library with different fuel enrichments with no BPs in advance. In our application by
macrocode MOBY-DICK was simulated library with stop 0.05% (STEP) in enrichment.
Our experience has shown that results arc burdened by error approximately equal to the
value of STEP i.e. by + 0.05% nrichment values (it means in boron concentration
approximately + 0.1 gB/kgH2O]). Application of this algorithm in the flow of
optimization process is as follows:

Step I
The first optimization of FA loading is prepared for assessed average one

enrichment of the fresh FAs.

Step 2

For this loading is applied procedure E-split for searching split into number of
enrichments equivalent to number of fresh As (in given symmetry) and to preserve
margin of boron concentration CBrnin (approximately 001 gB/kgH2OD for given cycle
length.

Step 3
To provide condensation of fuel nrichment into maximally 3 enrichments and

start a new E-split (like in Step 2 for this lower number of enrichments.

Step 4
For this new smaller number enrichments provide fine sarch analysis by direct

calculations of all variants supposing that each enrichment an change by STEP. For 3
enrichment it represent 27 calculat.ions. It is rcommended in the case that library of FAs
is prepared with coarse enrichment STEP.
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Step 
Provide nw optimization of fuel loading

Step 6
Return to Step 4 or Step 2

The above process of E-split is scheduled in general forrn (with no xpert rules
and with one enrichment on the beginning) according th dmand of NPP.

The ollowing Examples I and 2 are based on fresh FA library (without lFBA)
prepared "in advance".

Example I of the enrichment search and split (SA E-split) for fixed cycle lenjZth
(Teff = 306.05 FPD)

In this example is presented standard optimization process based on the D (in
principle this can functioning also for non HPD optimization - enrichment search can be
provided for KQ at EOC from real cycle burnup).

step 1 standard optimization (on the HD)

During the Step I was optimized of core loadings by randomized tabu sarch algorithm
(ATHENA code) and directive mcthod based on the binary FA shuffling for A loading
pattern optimization (OPAI.,_B code). This loading pattem was very precisely optimized
and process was finished after 30 000 shufflings. The boron concentration at EOC and
defined initial erichment average 335%) was relatively high for Teff = 306.05 FPD.
Initial splitting of enrichment of 9 As into two groups 6 FA with 3.01/o and 3 FA with
4.051/o) was provided by expert rules. During the optimization process was maximized
CBEOc with penaliza6on on radial radial power pealcing KQ = 135 for defined cycle
length Teff = 306.05 PD.

optimized loading according HPD for Teff 306.05 FPO. cBE - 0894
(no IFBA), aver. enrichment 3.3S%

2 23 6 22 21 9 1

15 4 24 18 1 13

5 27 16 19 12

14 2 20 

17 29 26

10 8

3

Enrichment of FA (average enrich. 335%
3.0 enrich. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26
4.05% enrich. 27, 28 and 29
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Power distribution

0.539 1144 1184 1346 1329 1171 0935

0.290 0.827 1.291 1 2 3 31.142 1.219

0.476 1282 1271 1204 1.151

0.576 1327 1175 1335

0.555 1235 1270

0.427 0746

0.26S

step 2 and 3 and 5: enrichment search and E-sp7ir (on the
HPD,) and new optimization by oAL-s (on the HPD,)

In Step2wasstartedoptimizationsearchofcnrichmentbysAE-split algorithm (with
constraints KQmax = 135, CBmin = .0) and after 40 calculations was found minimal
enrichment (average 2955%) with CBE( - 0016 and the same radial power peaking as
in optimized loading from Step I KQ 1346). Finally program OPAL-B automatically
started optimization of core loading with this new enrichment and after 3000 calculations
was found final loading with higher CBEoc = 0139. In principle this process could
continue decreasing nrichment (due to the surplus of CBEoC in a new loading) and
starting new optimization. In this process we skipped over Step 4.

Ffna7 optimization (on he HD)

Final optimal loading Hpo for Teff - 306.05 FPD, cBE - 0139
(no iFaA), aver. enrich. 2955%

8 63 41 16 41 6 1

15 12 42 18 1 13
5 63 41 19 20

14 63 41 9

17 4 41

10 2

3

Enrichment of FA (average enrich. 2955 
2.6% enrich. 41
2.65% enrich. 42
3.65% enrich. 63
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Power distribution

0.568 1312 1.349 1299 1240 1060 0862

0.312 075 1.326 1307 1153 1189

0.495 1278 1347 1264 1.166

0.576 1279 1292 1278

0.509 0907 1237

0.385 0749

0.269

You see that final loading has not only lower enrichment, but also new loading.

From the economy point of view the number of enrichments in fresh FAs is

limited (maximally 3 enrichments arc feasible). This small number of enrichment enables

application of simple direct enrichment search algorithm. Problem is grouping of the

fresh FAs into defined enrichment groups. In the next Example 2 is shown that SA E-

split algorithm is good tol for solving this problem.

Example 2 of the enrichment search and split (SA -split) with condensin2

enrichments forrixedcyclelenLth(Teff=306.05FPD)andboroncencentration.

This Example 2 also shows functionality of SA E-split algorithm. We will start

withverygoodloading preparedduring teSteplofExamplel.Whenwepreserve

CBEO = 0894, cycle length Tff=306.05 PD and radial power peaking KQ = .346 of

optimized fuel loading we should reach by SA E-split algorithm with constraints

KQmax = 1346 and CBmi = .0) for any initial enrichment the same enrichment as was

used in optimization process in the Step 1. In Fig. I is depicted development of FA

enrichment during iterations of SA E-split search process. ach iteration neds 0

calculations (number of enrichments 1). Development of the integral characteristics is

depicted in the Table 1. Instability of the process is given by discrete values of

enrichment (differences between enrichments were minimally 0.05%) and linearization

of this problem for application SA.
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Table I Iteration process during SA E-split search 9 enrichments)

FA radial power Boron concentration Aver-age nrichment.
Iterations peaking KQ at OC (CBEoc) 1%]
Iteration I (initial enr.) 1.439 0.998 3.350
Iteration 2 1.351 0.914 3.328

Iteration 3 1.346 0.826 3.289

Iteration 4 1.353 1.130 3.433

Iteration 1.342 0.834 3.324

Iteration 6 1.339 0.878 3.322

Iteration 7 1.344 0.934 3.356

Iteration 1.341 0.825 3.306

According Fig.1 the enrichment should be divided into two values like in original
optimization process, but assignment of these FA differ by one FA (nom. 23) which in
original loading has lower enrichment. Results of Table I and Fig. I belong to the Step 2.
In next Step3 was provided grouping of enrichment in the following three manners:

3E(5/113) - three enrichments in I>ositions (according Example 1, Step I loading)-
1. enrichment 21, 22, 24, 25 and 26
2. enrichment 23
3. enrichment 27 28 29

2E(5/4) - two enrichments in positions (according Example 1, Step I loading):
1. enrichment 21, 22, 24, 25 and 26
2. enrichment 23, 27, 28 and 29

2E(6/3) - two enrichments in positions (according Example 1, Stepl loading):
3. enrichment 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26
4. enrichment 27, 28 and 29

Example of the iteration process during SA E-split with 3 enrichments is given in Table 2
and final enrichment distributions for all discussed SA E-split algorithm are presented in
Fig. 2.
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Table 2 Iteration process during SA E-split search 3 enrichments 3E(5/l/3))

FA radial power Boron concentration Average enrichment.

Iterations peaking KQ at EOC (CBEOC) 1%]

Iteration I (initial en.) 1.410 0.224 3,000
Iteration 2 1.338 0.012 2.922

Iteration 3 1.349 0.385 3.094
Iteratio 4 . 1 0.691 3.239

Iteration 1.346 10.927 3356

23 BP search and split (SA BP-split)

BP search and split optimization process is provided by application of the
Simplex Algorithm (SA - LPPRIM (8]. Definition of linear algorithm of our task is as
follows:

nn (L BPi)

where L is summation over all optimized fresh FA with BPj

Constraints I for FA j radial power peaking Kj (for time step with maximum KQ of

non perturbed state from the whole cycle length):

KQj KQmax forj=l ... max. number of FA

where

KQj - KQjO + FA [(a KQJ/aBPI)(BP - BP1O)j

Constraints 2

BP ;O

Constraints 3 for Bmin limitation which avoids positive moderator temperature

coefficients (MTQ

L BPi BPmin
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BP10 is number of BPs in FA i.

where

KQmax - is limiting value of radial power peaking

BPmin - is minimum permissible number of BPs for preventing positive MTC

BP10 is number of BPs in FA i.

The following Examples 3 and 4 are based on fresh FA library prepared "in
advance" (it was simulated in the parameterized library of macrocode MOBY-DICK)
with defined number of IFBA: 0 6 12, 18, 24, 32, 40, 48, 54 (with minimum STEP 6
EFBA).

Example 3 of BP search and slit (SA BP-split) for 9 fresh FAs

In this example is supposed that enrichment is fixed and core loading was found
by OPAL -B on the basis of HPD. Main purpose of this example is find minimum BP
(EFBA).

A BP assignment for 9 fresh FAs should be provided for real cycle loading (no
HPD). As initial was used uniform BP loading 12 EFBA in each fresh FA). After 4
iterations 40 calculations) of SA BP-split (with constraints BPmin = 0.0 and Kmax
voluntary) was initial number 10 EBA don-eased to 48 IFBA (or aternatively to 42
IFBA) with value of KQ lover then 130. In this case new loading optimization was not
started. Initial loading and final loading of SA BP-slit process (optimal BP loading) is
given below.
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Initial BP loadin (108 IFBA� for Q 1308, B -0.006

40 2 6 32 11 4 1

15 40 18 13 9 32

14 32 16 19 12

5 32 20 8

17 32 32

1 40

3

Number of IFOA in fresh FAS (total 108 IFBA):
3.0 X enrich. 32 - 12 rFBA,
4.05% enrich. 40 - 12 IFBA

Power distribution of initial loading

1.OS1 1067 1129 1308 11-27 1023 0797

0.371 1280 1238 1258 1237 1282

0.475 1134 1263 1171 1090

0.454 1.081 1098 1.000

0.443 1102 1285

0.432 1.27S

0.358

Optimal BP 48 FBA ) loading and split for Kq 1.298. CBEoc 0.004

38 2 6 31 11 4 1

15 40 13 9 31

14 30 16 19 12

5 30 20 8

17 30 32

1 40

3

Number of IFBA in fresh FAS (total 48 IFBA):
3.0 % enrich. 30 - IFBA, 31 - 6 IFBA 32 - 12 IFBA,
4.OS% enrich. 38 - 0 IFBA. 40 - 12 IFBA
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Power distribution of optimal sp loading

1.098 1061 1098 1.28S 1091 077 0758

0.381 1293 1219 1211 1.185 1253

0.491 1201 1252 1128 1046

0.482 1165 1.101 0973

0.473 1179 1291

0.451 1298

0.370

Example 4 of BP search and split (SA BP-split) for fresh FAs

Initial loading is same as in Example 3 only fresh FAs (bold print) were filled

by IFBA (decreasing number of fresh FA filled by BPs from 9 to was decided

artificially to show functionality and convergence of the algorithm in different

conditions). 17he SA BP-split pocess was realized with constraints: BPmin 0.0 and

KQmax voluntary.

Initial BP loading 96 ITRK) tor IQ 1.360, CBSW -0.006

40 2 6 32 11 4 1

15 40 18 13 9 32

14 32 16 19 12

5 32 20 9

17 32 32

1 29

3

Number of MA in fresh FAS Ctotal 108 IFSA):
3.0 % enrich. 32 - 12 IFBA.
4.05% enrich. 40 - 12 IFBA

Results of SA BP-split depends on the value of constraint Kmax In Fig. 3 is

depicted typical dependence of minimum BP on value of Kmax Value K(I)

corresponds to the minimum IFBA and value KQ(2) to minimum K during SA BP-split

process. It is seen with increasing number of IFBA decreases radial FA power peaking

up to some minimum value which is reached for 30 - 40 IFBA and KQ = 132. Increasing
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the number of IFBA over 40 will not bring lower power peaking. For lower number of
IFBA than 40 is KQ(l = KQ(2).

2.4 Economic criteria

Presented methodology is derived from general OECD documentation 7] which
basic parameters are listed in Table 3.

Table 3 Parameter notation for fuel cycle cost calculations

Parameter Symbol

Discount rate R

Time t

Base date of monetary unit tb

Date of fuel loading tc

Fuel residence time Tr

Mass of uranium feed (kg) Mr

Mass of uranium charged in reactor (kg) MP

Mass of uranium in the tails (kg) M,

Fraction of ... U in the uranium feed Xf 0.71 )

Fraction of ... U charged in reactor XP

Fraction of "'U in the tails X,

Fraction of235 U discharged Xd

Total component cost Fi

Unit cost Pi

Escalation ratio Si

Material losses li

Total loss factor fi

Lead or lag time ti

Where i denotes fuel cycle process as follows

i=1 symbolizes uranium purchase (U308 in yellow cake),
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i=2 symbolizes conversion process (U308 to UF6),

i=3 symbolizes enrichment process,

i=4 symbolizes fabrication process pellet and FA),

i=5 symbolizes spent fuel storage process

And monetary units for each fuel cycle process are given as:

PI = monetary units per kg U30S, (yellow cake)

Pz=monetary units pr kg U,

P3=monetary units per SWU,

P4=monetary units per kg U fabricated (in one FA),

Ps=monetary units per assembly

(at present paper are monetary units in )

P4 also includes:
- cost of BA (IFBA) used in FA
- cost of tramport of FA
- insurance cost of FA
- custom cost of FA
- (and additional ten items per FA)

Calculation of each process costs

For each componen% process costs for a given equilibrium fuel cycle can be written as:

(a) Cost of Uranium

F = Mf x a x x P, x (I + s,)'-"

where

fl= 1+12) 1+4), Mi-[(xp-x,)/(xrx,) MP

Date of front-end components: :t,-tj

(b) Cost of Conversion
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F = Mf x f, x P, (I s,)'-"

where

f2= 1+14)

(c) Cost of Enrichment

F = S x f, x P, x (I s,)"I

where

S=Separafive Work Units = MpVp + MtVt - MVr

M,=Mr-mp. V=(2x.-I)Infx./(I-x.)]andaissubscriptforfport.

f3= 14)

(d) Cost of Fabrication

F4 MP X f. X PI X (1 + 4)'-"

where

f4 I 

(e) Cost of Spent Fuel Storage

= Batchsize x P, x (I s,)"I

Date of back-crid components t-- t+T,+4,

where: �-=O is assumed for spent fuel storage

Assuming zero loss factor for reactor fuel during irradiation period.

In OPAL-B is used simplified formula for calculation of cost per unit electricity

(C) in which th = t, and for an equilibrium cycle energy production will be assumed that

midpoint of fuel cycle tnid is equal to midpoint time of the core operation, tc
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= F x 0 + , x (I + , x 0 + , x (I + , x (I 

E x (I r)(' -- '

where E is total electricity produced during cycle length.

During single cycle optimization is usually changed length of the cycle,

enrichment of the fuel, number of fresh FA, number of BP. Impact of these changes on

the cost per unit electricity C can be assessed by the above fon-nula. In partial

optimization for defined length of cycle the change of boron concentration on the EOC

(CBEOC) can be transformed into change of average enrichment ant this via cost

enrichment (factor F3 into the change of C.

Example 4 of the economic analysis

In our example we have used fuel cycle data from Table 2:

Table 4 Fuel Cycle Data

Monetary base time year 2003

Lead time of uranium purchase 2 years

Lead time for onversion 1.5 years

Lead time for nrichment I year

Lead time for fabrication 0.5 year

Lag time for spent fuel storage 40 years

Loss factor for conversion 0.5 w/o

Loss factor for fabrication 0.0 w/o

Tail Assays ratio 0.2 w/o

Pi 50, 8, 110, 275, 230 per kg

Si 0.012 0012, .012 0012 0012.

li 0.0, 0.005, 0.0, 0.01, 0.0

ti 2.0, 1.5, 1.0, 0.5, 40.0 years

A two variants with the same average enrichment calculated by one OPAL B

subroutine present impact of enrichment split on C value. It is seen that enrichment split
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has small impact on cost of electricity if he length of cycle (or CBro ) and batch will
not change. Due to the lack of information about BP cost the impact of th BP
assignment on cost of electricity was not studied.

NEW VARIANT two enrichments)

DISCOUNT RATE (DISCO) : 5.0000001E-02
NUMBER OF FA TYPES NTYP: 2
NKAZ(X7YP) 2S 29
ENRICWENT(NTYP): 2.9999999E-02 4.86206DOE-02
BP (NTYP) 12
TEFF 300.0000
** TOTAL COMPONENTS (PROCESS i) COST CHARACTERISTICS
ESCALATION RATIO Si
0.0120 00120 0.01.20 00120 00120

MATERIAL LOSSES li
0.0000 0.0050 0.0000 0.0100 0.0000

LEAD OR LAG TIME ti
2.ODO0 1.50DO 1.0000 0.5000 40.0000

UNIT COST Pi [S/kg or SW] OF PROCESS i
SO.0 8.0 110.0 275.0 230.0

TOTAL COST COMPENENTS Fi(in relative units):
F1 F2 F3 F4

FS
0.1253 0.0194 0.1521 0.0696 0.633S

TOTAL COST OMPONENTS Fi (in [S/Kwhel):
0.000155 0000024 0000189 0000086 0000786

TOTAL COST C (in [S/Kwhel):
0.001240

NEW VARIANT (one enrichment)

DISCOUNT RATE (DISCO) : 5.0000-OOIE-02
NUMBER OF FA TYPES NTYP:
NKAZ(NTYP) 54
ENRICHMENT(NTYP): 3.9999999E-02
BP(NTYP) 12
TEFF 300.0000
* TOTAL COMPONENTS (PROCESS i) COST CHARACTERISTICS

ESCALATION RATIO Si
0.0120 O.OM 0.0120 00120 00120

MATERIAL LOSSES li
0.0000 0.0050 0.0000 0.0100 0.0000

LEAD OR LAG TIME ti
2.DDOO 1.5000 1.0000 0.5000 40.0000

UNIT COST Pi CS/kg or SWU] OF PRGCESS i
50.0 8.0 110.0 275.0 230.0

TOTAL COST comPENENTS FiCin relative units):
F1 F2 F3 F4

FS
0.12S4 0.0195 0.1514 0.0698 0.6340

TOTAL COST ComPONEP(TS Fi (in CS/Kwhel):
0.000155 0000024 0.000188 0000087 0000786

TOTAL COST C (in [/Kwhe))-
0.001239
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ICONCLUSIONS

General definition of the objective function of OPAL -B code is suitable for
solving optimization core loading with wide variety of constraints.

Optimization of modem NPP 1000 MWe type core loading includes also problem
of searching of individual FA enrichment and optimization (minimization) BP
consumption. The OPAL -B code offers to solve these problems separately from the core
loading optimization. This new functions are solved on the level of linear op6mization
procedures. The results have shown that this algorithm is in some extent applicable also
for discrete scale of FA enrichments.

Changes of erichment number of fresh FAs, number of BP per FA will have
impact on economy of fuel cycle. Presented OECD algorithm is suitable calculational tool
which can be included into real optimization core loading procedure.
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Fig. I SA E-split process (fresh FA nrichment dependence on position In core).

constraints VAm ax 1.346, Cbm In 0.894
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Fig. 2 Results of three SA E-split processes with dfferent number of enrichments.
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A SIMPLE METHOD FOR BP's ASSIGMENT IN THE IN-CORE FUEL
MANAGEMENT

P. MikoW
�KODA JS a.s., Orl[k 266, 316 06 PIze5

ABSTRACT

Process of assignment of necessary number of burnable absorbers (BP's) In fresh
fuel assemblies (FA's) in WER-1000 (ETE) loading, primarily based on Haling power
distribution (HPD), which should be preserved during cycle depletion, is described nd
11 nalysed In this paper. Fnding of optimal number of BP's, In our case for VWER-1000
reactor (now of IFBA type), is one from the important steps in the In-core fuel management
optimisation process.

Original process based on PSDPI (Power Shape Driven Progressive Iteration IMethod))
has been changed by process of direct searching of requested number of BP's in each burn-
up step. This process has been modified In this sense, that HPD Is not requested In all fresh
FA's, only Is requested, that power In all fresh FA's will not be higher than 1112Ximal from
HPD (or possibly from te end of cycle (EOB)).

This method his been applied in connection with MOBY-DICK code. Results of
calculation or the cycle are presented In orm of tables and graphs. They show, that
mostly low number of BP's and longer fuel cycle length has been found (in some cases
absolute minimum In number of BP's nd maximum in the fuel cycle length), but the best
solution can not be guaranteed. Method can be applied also without HPD principle and (in
this case) with different code system that has been used at §KODA (application with ANC
code on ETE site is In progress).

Some issues are addressed In the end of the paper.

1 INTRODUCTION

Burnable poisons (BP's) are used in fresh (firstly in core) FA's for control of their power
peak and for reducing of moderator temperature reactivity coefficient. Especially, for loading
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strategy now used, application of BP's seems to be quite necessary. Finding of optimal number of
BP's, in our case for WWER-1000 reactor of lFBA type, is one from the important steps in the
whole optimisation process. In the next chapters is described one method, which is simple and
relatively easily applicable. This process should lead to loading pattern with appropriate number
of BP's, which is mostly low, preserving limit on power peak thus allowing long fuel ccle.
Process described below has its history.

First, the PSU SDPI LPower hape Driven Progressive Iteration Mod)) I])
methodology of BP's assignment in WWER has been adopted in SKODA JS a.s. 2. Process in
this method is divided into two steps, where in the first step so alled equivalent thermal
absorption is found in the fresh fuel assemblies to reach Haling power in these assemblies. In the
second step this equivalent thermal absorption is transferred into number of BP's using pre-
calculated library of these relations in dependence on enrichment, bum-up and number of BP's
using four point Lagrange interpolation. This process has been applied, but it is not quite orrect
(the lation is based only on thermal absorption and the other effects were neglected).

2. POCESS OF DIRECT BPIS ASSIGNMENT

Therefore, a modified process has been applied, which consists in direct searching of
necessary number of BP's. This process can be described by the following forinulae:

dBP(Ikj)=dPOW(iki)/SE (1)

NBP(ikj)-NBP(Ikj-l)+dBP(ikj)*cL (2)

where:

dBP(ikl) -change of number of BP's in FA lk in iteration step I
dPOW(iW) -difference i relative power in FA ik in iteration step I between real

distribution and HPD
SE -sensitivity coefficient (change in relative power caused by change of one

BP)
NBP(ikt) -number of BP's in FA ik in iteration step 
a -relaxation parameter for under-relaxation of iteration process

Iteration process is terminated aer convergence is reached. (It means that number of BP's
found in each FA is the same in the subsequent iteration step.) Process is rpeated for discrete
number of bum-up steps during depletion process, because requested numbers of BP's can differ
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with fuel and BP's depletion. As the last step is selected this lowest number of BP's which meets
limit on power peak.

The power peak in the HPD calculation must be lower about 4 %) than the power
peaking criteria in order one to be able to prform practical assignment of BP's, which preserves
power distribution during normal depletion within the operational limits. However, further
lowering HPD peak can cause shortening of cycle lifetime; in any case, real cycle length is shorter
that calculated by Haling principle. Practical examples of BP's assignment are given in chapter .

3. PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD

Method is based on the assumption, that by change of number of BP's in fresh FA's (only
addition) it is possible to reach such a change in rlative power distribution in each fresh Ws,
that:

NP(fFA - NP" (fFA - 0.0 (3)

Change (addition) of absorption of FA caused by BP's is almost directly proportional to
their number, whe, this number is given by a sensitivity coefficient' and could be expressed
by equation (1).

Direct use of formulae 2 can lead to oscillations in iteration process. Therefore, a
parameter x is used in equation 2), which equals 04. Sensitivity coefficient is 0.005, which is
approximately an average value. In reality, this value depends on fuel enrichment and also on
number of BP's and position of FA in core.

4. METHOD APPLICATION

Above described method was applied with modular system MOBY-DICK [5], which has
been mdified (HPD calculation, interpolation in fuel enrichment and number of BP's, inputs and
outputs).

Process is directed by script in UNIX HP language.

Different number of BP's are found in described process, corresponding to different burn-
up steps. Last step is decision, which solution is the best.
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Some problem may occur in this process. First, it is ardly to optimise number of BP's in
a fresh FA's, if power maximum is not in a fresh FA. This can happen, if in previous cycle was
used FA with high enrichment in short cycle, or in low power, and in cycle investigated fresh
FA's with lower enrichment are used. Second, mthod is based on FA criterion K., not on local
criterion Fab. Ibis will be solved by checking on 3D pin-to-pin solution or D coarse mesh with
pin power rconstruction.

S. CALCULATIONS AND ANALYSES PERFORMED

5.1 Analyses with MOBY-DICK code

Processes described in previous chapters have been checked up on examples of finding of
acceptable number of BP's for selected loading received by multi-cycle coarse-mesh mode on the
level of fuel cycle 4 of NPP Temelin with system OPAL-B 3).

Starting solution (initial loading) was taken from human optimised fuel loading of cycle
NPP Temelin (Levine 41). This loading was relatively well optimised only by manual shuffling:
burned fuel assemblies were calculated by regular bum-up process from the first cycle to third
cycle and erichments of 9 fresh FA's loaded were split into 3 FA's with 405 % and 6 FA's with
3.0 %. Coarse mesh HD peak was 1267 with zero boron concentration for 306.05 PD. With
the code OPAL were generated some loadings on the level of 2D MOBY-DICK calculations
and some typic;1 are provided (variants 1-5") for subsequent processing in BP's assignment
module and results are summa-rised in Table 1. Composite functional used in OPAL -B was very
simple: maximisation of EOC boron concentration wiLh penalization on radial power peak.
Variant ,I' rpresents short cycle but longer by PD with very low radial H11D peak in
comparison to iaitial loading. This variant is in some sense theore6cal" because real limitation
of power peak of present NPP Temelin cores is given by radial pin-wise power peak F&H = 157.
For this reason next four variants (narnely variants 2-5") were opdmised for higher radial
peaking factor and have character of low-leakage loading with longer ycle length. Variant O'
has uniform enrichment of fed FA's 3.35 %) and variant ,4" opposite enrichment splitting 3.6%
/ 285%) then variant 2" 3.0% 405%). From these results it is sen that we can reach
relatively good FA loadings with no enrichment splitting of fed FA's. Variant ,5" is variant with
very low leakage, but with only 60' rotational symmetry.

In this chapter are presented results of calculations (of selected loading) shortly described
from the point of basic parameters which are testing functionality of the Haling principle for
WWER_

For xamples given below, the following numerating of FA's is used (in one 60'
symmetry sector):
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22 23 24 25 26 27 28

16 17 18 19 2 21

11 12 13 14 15

7 8 9 10

4 S 6

2 3

1

Next, positions of fresh fuel assemblies into 4h cycle with their initial enrichment and
found number of BP's in the fresh FA's are given for all five variants (variant is this initial
human optimised loading scheme, means non-fresh FA's):

Variant 0 �-

4.05 3.00
6 24
0 12

4.05 3.00
24 24
is 12
3 . 00 3 0

12 24
0 12

3.00
12
0

3.00
12

0
405

24

Variant,]'�-

4.05 300
12 18
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0 12
4. 05 3.00

24 18
24 6
3.00 3 0

12 18
0

3. 00
12

0
3.00

12
0

4.05
24
24

Varlanl,,2":

405 3.00
24 18
18 0

3.00 3. 00
36 48
24 30

4 5
24
12
3.00 3.00

24 48
0 30

4.05 300
24 36
12 24

Variant 3":

3.35 335
36 48
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0 36
3 35 3 35

0 36
0 12

3.35 3.35
is 35

0 12
3.35

24
0

3 35
is
a

3.35
0
D

60 265
12 .18
24 30

2.85 3. 0
is 12
24 .24

3. 60 3.60
0 12
0 24

3.60
la
30
3.60 25

0 18
0 24

30
24
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3.00 3.00
30 36

6 18
4.05 300 3.00

12 36 30
0 is 6

4.05 300
24 36

6 IS
3.00

0
0

Variants J" and .1" differ only by different assortment of non-fresh Ws, nevertheless
longer cycle length and lower power peak has been reached. Other three variants show much
longer fuel cycle, although power peak is much higher. he overview of results is given in Table
1, where HPD(maxAs) means maximal power peak according Haling principle and FA number,
in which this maximum occurs; Length(HAL) is Haling theoretical cycle length, M(maxM)
is real maximal power distribution in FA found, Length(real) is real cycle length with assigned

BP's in the fresh fuel assemblies and in the last column is number of BP's in one 600 symmetry

segment of core (Nurn. of BP's).

Table I Base characteristics of analysed variants

Variant HPD(maxAs) Length(HA4 RPD(maxAs) Length(real) Num. of BP's

1.263 15,20) 308.80 1.296 15,20) 304.49 162

I" 1.254 3,17) 315.20 1.292 24) 310.66 150

2" 1.348 (IO 334.70 1.390 23) 328.72 282

3" 1.366 24) 331.00 1.399 24) 326.09 216

,4" 11.342 L15,20) 333.45 1414 23" 326.82 1108
'S" 11.350 23) 337.15 11.38S 23) 1331.66 1234

From this table can be seen that for variants with longer cycle length (very low leakage) is

difficult to ensure sufficiently low power peak. For variant 4" the number of BP's is relatively

low, but power peak is very high and moreover on position 14" in non-fresh FA. Such power
peak is practically impossible to reduce by BP's, because these are applicable only in fresh FA's.

Data in Table I also show limitations of Haling principle for multi-cycle optimization, because
length of cycle is in reality shorter than predicted by Haling principle. (This would be possible to
evade, but in any case it would be an approximation.)
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Method is based on assumption, that Haling power distribution is the best power
distribution during cycle. But, it is impossible to preserve it during cycle. Moreover, this method
does not Include request on minimal number of BP's. Therefore, number of BP's found by this
method is not minimal fulfilling limit on power peak.

But, this principle can be modified in this sense, that the aim will not be to preserve
HPD In all fresh fuel ssemblies, but only In this FA, in which this Is the highest over all
fresh Ws. In all other fresh FA's, BP's are assigned only in this case, that power would be
higher than in this FA with highest power according HPD, otherwise the number of BP's is not
changed. The calculation process is pactically identical with this described above, only in
equation (1) dPOW(iki) means difference in relative, power in FA ik in iteration step between
real power and power In FA with the highest power according HPD.

Mostly very low numbers of BP's and longer fuel cycle length have been found by
application of this process, but power maximum need not to be lower. Results for variants -"
are summarised in Table 2:

Table 2 Base caracteristics of analysed variants modified method)

Variant HPD(maxAs) Length(HAL) RPD(maxAs) Length (real) Nurn. of BP's
" O" 1.263 15,20) 308.80 1.301 15,20) 305.27 72
'I" 1.254 3,17) 315.20 1.285 24) 311.25 72
,2" 1.348 10,19) 334.70 1.394 (5,1D 328.92 150
,2o' 1.339 15,20) 334.34 1.393 15,29) 328.58 84
,3" 1.366 24) 331.00 1.403 24) 326.75 60
,4" 1.342 15,20) 1333.45 11.405 5,12) 1326.73 1180
,5" 1.350 23) 1337.15 11.391 23) 1331.86 96

Comparing values in Tables and 2 it becomes clear, that for all evaluated variants
markedly lower numbers of BP's and longer cycle length have been found, whereas for variants
,J" and 4" also lower peak has been found. For variants 0' and 1"solution is found for given
relative power with the longest cycle length and minimum BP's, which was verified by
calculations, where all possible variations of BP's assignments are evaluated. It is supposed
(in this case correctly), that in fresh FA can be 0,6,12,18 or 24) BP's and there are 6 different
types of fresh FA's (there are together nine fresh FA's, but due to symmetry, only six different
possiibilities in number of BP's xists). Therefore the number of possible variations of rd, class
(r--6=number of fresh FA's types) from n components (n=5=different numbers of BP's) with
repetition is e=15625. All these variants were recalculated and interesting (selected) results are
shown in Tab.AO and Tab.A1, where: jp - sequential number of variant; indap - bumup step, in
which maximum power is reached; powcap - power maximum; Lengthap - cycle length in
(FPD]; (,I", 2", 3"? 4", "511, 6", 71, "8", 9" - number of BP's in FA's (1-9"), whereas
order is given by input data and depends on variant esulting numbers according numerating
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accepted aove are shown ,in script" in , Variants -S'j and nbpsop) - total number of BP's in
1/6 of the core. For variants ,2" and 3" this verification is not so easy, because round numbers
of BP's are higher and recalculation of all possible variations would be very time consuming.
(For possible numbers of BP's 0,6,12,18,24,30,36,42,48), number of variations with repetition
would be 96-53144 1) Therefore for variant ,2" he possible numbers of BP's were 0,6,12,18,24
and 30), which are sufficient (number of variations is 46656) and list of interesting solutions is
given in Tab. A2; among them also solution of variant 2" from Table 2 and this solution is the
best. For verifying variant O" set of numbers of BP's was different in different FA's, because it
has been found, that in FA's 1,,,2 A 3p,,4.& ' the number of BA's is low, in FA's 7' and
j & 9,,average' and in FA,,6' high, therefore the following numbers of BP's are supposed in
Ws types: 06,12), 06,12), 06,12), 06,12,18,24,30,36,42,48), 06,12,18,24) and
(0,6,12,18,24), so, there are only 6075 possibilities. Interesting variants are listed in Tab. 3
including variant ,3" from Table 2 Variant 4" has different (eversing") nrichment and
according Table I number of found BP's is low indeed, but power maximum is high. Nwly has
been found nmber of BP's (see Table 2 which is higher (and cycle length shorter), but power
maximum is lower (but still high). For verification of this variant a set of 0,6,12,18,24,30) BP's
was selected, it means 66 = 46656 possibilities. Interesting solutions are in Tab. A4. (In Tabs. AO-
A4 are by v erifications; checked up also states without bum-up, therefore value in Tab. A4 do not
correspond for variant 41 statement in Table 2 where only states with non zero bum-up arc
analysed (first state as burn-up orresponding to 404 FPD].)) nis variant is not the best from
possible variants, although other variants are not much better. (Verification for variant ,5" has
not been performed due to extremely high number of possible variants - for 0, 6,12,IV4) BP's
it means 59=1953125 variations.)

The above de-scribed process is based on HPD. Also process has been tested, in which
HPD is not used, and criterion is power distribution from one from the last steps in direct core
bum-up calculation step-by-step, but not necessarily from the last step. Agreement in results
depends on agreement of real power distribution and HPD. Mostly power distribution from the
EOB does not have to be the best. Results received by this process are summarised in Table 3,
from which it is notable that results are identical with results based on HPD (excluding variant
,,4"), but power distribution was chosen from such a bum-up time step, where this PD is closest
to the HPD. Details ofsolutions are shown in FA's maps in the end of thispaper.

TWO BasectLaracteristiesofanalysedvariants(modiriedmethodwithoutHPD)

Variant HD(maxAs) Length(HAQ RPD(maxAs) Length(real) Num. of BP's
"O" 1.301 15,20) 305.27 72
"I" 1.285 24) 311.25 72
4" 1. 328.92 ISO
,,2o" 1.393 15,20) 328.58 84
,3" 1.403 24) 326.75 60

1,14" 1 1 11.403 14) I 326.65 1150
"S" 11.391 23) 1331.86 96
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5.2 Analyses with ANC code

Very similar process is in progress in connection with ANC code 6] on Temelin site. Ile
main difference is that ANC produces directly pin power factors (by 3D nodal solution and pin
power reconstruction), which enables to perform this ssignment based on pin power. which is
a decisive safety limit for given core. On the other side, such 3D nodal calculations with pin
power rconstruction are ore time consuming, therefore it is practically impossible to perform
many (teas or thousand) calculations. Also direct bum-up calculation step-by-step was employed,
because ANC has not been adapted to HPD calculation.

As an example is presented searching of burnable poisons assignment for loading or
second cycle orTemelin Unit L Loading was designed by Tcmelin staff (approved by WEQ. The
aim of this was to demonstrate the functionality of this process and possibly to show that lower
number orBps is attainable by preserving (or better lowering) maximal pin power.

Results are shortly summarised in Tabl 4 where on the irst line are values from the
original design and the next three lines fom our BP's search. CBREST means residual boron
concentration (in ppm) for fxed cycle length, RELPOW is maximal pin power during cycle
(hem including also zero burnup, but results would be qualitafivcly similar if first burnup step is
omitted) and Num. or BP's is total number of BP's in 16 of the core.

Table4 CharacteristicsofcyclellwithANCcodesystem

Res.No.: CBREST RELPOW NumofBP's
0 3 i.542 198
1 - 1496 246
2 -6 1531 192
3 :i TS41 174

From results shown in Table 4 can be concluded, that in relation to original design
(Res.No.: 0), number of BP's can be reduced (Res.No. 2 and 3 although residual boron is lower
and therefore cycle length will be slightly shorter). On the other hand, higher number of BP's
allows to reach much lower maximal pin power, if this is meaningful (Res.No.: 1).

Some other issues have to be addressed. First, second cycle has not real 30' symmetry, but
only pseudo-symmetry". This leads to odds number of assigned BP's. Second, pin power does
not have to be directly Cinearly) proportional to the number of BP's in a A.
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6 CONCLUSION

Described is process of searching of small number of BP's in fresh FA's (WWER-1000)
in fuel cycle optimisation process primarily based on HPD preserving FA's power. Nevertheless,
the original method requiring HPD in all fresh FA's leads to relatively high number of BP's, and
therefore this method has been modified, that power according HPD is requested only in FA with
the highest power and in all other fresh fuel assemblies is only checked, if this value has not been
exceeded. Results shown, that mostly lower number of BP's and longer fuel cycle has been found
(in some cases absolute minimum in number of BP's and maximum in fuel cycle length), but the
best solution can not be guaranteed.

The method can be applied without HPD principle and (in this case) also with another
code system that has been used at KODA; this application (with ANC cde system on Temelin
site) is in progress and first analyses give promising results.

7. LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

BP's -Burnable Poisons
ETE -Temclin Nuclear Power Plant
RPD -Haling Power Distribution
IFBA -Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber
PSDP1 -Power Shape Driven Progressive Iteration Method
dBP(iki) -Change of number of BP's in FA ik in iteration step 
dPOW(iW) -Difference in relative power in FA ik in iteration step between real

distribution and HPD
SE -Sensitivity coefficient (change in relative power caused by change of one

BP)
NBP(ikl) -Number of BP's in FA ik in iteration step i
a -Relaxation parameter for under-relaxation of iteration process
FA's -Fuel Assemblies
NP(fFA) -Relative Power (in fresh Fuel Assembly)
NPH(fFA) -Haling Power (in fresh Fuel Assembly)
HP -Hewlett Packard
Kq -(Integral) relative FA power
FAH -(Integral) relative fuel pin power
HPD(maxAs)-Maximal power peaking according Haling principle
LengthCHLAL)-Haling theoretical cycle length
RPD(maxAs -Real maximal power distribution in FA found
Length(real) -Real cycle length with assigned BP's in the fresh fuel assemblies
Num of BP's -Number of BP's in one 60' symmetry segment of core.
I'D -Power Distribution
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2D -Two-dimensional
3D -Three-dimensional
FPD -Full power day
CBREST -Residual boron concentration (in ppm) for fixed cycle length
RELPOW -Maximal pin power during cycle
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Tab.AO Variants with K -- 1302, length ;- 304.49 and number of BP's (in 16 of core) 162
(Only limited numbers of such variants listed)

Jp Indop) powcap) Lengthop) I' -2- -3- -4- I-5 16' 17' 'a' 9 nbpsop)
388 7 1301 305.27 0 0 0 181 181 Of 12 121 121 72
393 6 1302 305.26 0 0 0 18 18 01 la 121 12 78
439 2 1300 304.94 0 0 0 18 18 121 12 18 18
514 8 1298 304.99 0 0 0 24 24 Of 12 18 18 9�
'539 1 1300 30443 0 0 0 24 24 6 12 18 18 102

10391 2 1302 1305.00 Of 61 6 18 IS 6 12 18 18 102
1064 3 i.299 304.84 0 6 6 18 18 12 12 18 18 108
1069 7 1299 304.83 0 6 6 18 18 12 18 18 18 114
1074 7 1299 304.8i 0 6 6 18 18 12 24 18 18 120
1089 3 1301 304.67 0 6 6 18 18 18. 12 18 18 114
1094 7 1300 304.66 0 6 6 18 18 18 IS 18 18 120-

099 6 i.301 -30-4.64 0. 6. 6 18 18 181 24 18 18 126
1139 3 1299 1304.88 0 6 6 24 24 01 12 IS 18 108
1140 3 1302 130-4.87 0 6 6 24 T4 0 12 24 24 120
1144 7 1298 1304.87 0 6 6 24 24 0 18 18 18 114
1149 7 1299 1304.86 0 6 6 24 24 0 24 18 18 120
116.4 3 1.30i 3G4.72 0 6 6 24. 24 6 12 18 181 114
1169- 6 1300 304.71 0 6 6 24 24 6 "' I' 18 120
1174 6 1301 3G4.70 0 6 6 24 24 6 24 18 126
11941 6 .302 304. 24 241 12 18 18 126
16691 6 1299 30-4. 18 18 120

Tab. Al Variants with 1C,: 1292, length 310.66 and number of BP's (in 16 of core) <150
(Only limited numbers of such variants listed)

Jp Indop) powcap) Lengthap) "' 12' '3- W -5' 16 17' 'S' 19' lnbpsop)
437 41.291 311.19 01 0 0 18 181 121 12 61 61 72
442 41.292 311.18 01 0 0 18 181 121 18 6 61 78
462 41.287 311.03 01 0 0 16 181 181 12 6 6 7B
467 4 1287 311.02 0 0 0 18 181 181 18 6 6 84
472 11.289 .311.01 0 0 0 is 18 181 24 6 6 90
4871 41.289 310.86 0 01 0 18 i8 241U 6 6 84
4921 11.286 310.85 0 0 0 18 18 241 18 6 6 90
497 11.292 3154 0 0 0 1 IS 241 24 6 6 §�
512 4 1285 311.25 0 0 0 24 24 01 12 6 6 72
517 41.281 311.24 0 0 0 24 24 01 18 6 6 78
522 11.283 311.23 0 0 0 24 24 0 24 6 6 841
537 4 1287 1311.10 0 0 0 24 24 6 12 6 6 78
542 11.280 1311.09 01 01 0 24 24 6 18 6 6 84
5471 11.286 311.07 0 0 0 24 24 6 24 6 6 90
562 41.289 310.94 0 0 0 24 24 12 121 6 61 84
567 21.287 310.93 0 01 0 24 24 U 181 6 61 90
572 2 1291 310.92 0 01 01 241 24F-I-2j 241 61 61 96.
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587 211.292 1310.77 1 01 01 01 241 241 181 121 61 61 90
1062 4 1290 311.11 0 6 6 18 18 12 12 6 6 84

-1067 211.291 1311.10 1 01 61 61 181 181 121 181 61 61 901
1118 111.290 1310.76 1 01 61 61 181 181 241 181 121 121 1141

Tab. A2 Variants with K. - .404, length �:328.36 and number or BP's (in 16 of core) 282
(Only limited numbers of such variants listed)

Jp Indap) powcop) Lengthap) I' J'2 13' W '5' 1-6- 1-7- -8' '9' nbpsop)
4849 5 1403 328.69 01 181 24 12 121 241 18 24 01 132

4 1404 328.81 01 181 30 12 121 241 IS 30 01 I;a
5071 4 1401 328.72 01 181 30 12 121 301 18 30 01 150
5101 4 1403 328.62 0 18 30 18 181 24 18 30 01 156
5107 4 1401 328.53 0 18 30 18 181 30 18 30 01 162
5137 4 1403 328.42 0 18 30 24 241 24 18 30 01 i68
6139 5 1402 328.80 0 24 24 12 121 18 24 24 01 138
6140 1403 328.77 0 24 24 12 12 18 24 24 61 144
6145 1404 328.71 0 24 24 12 12 24 24 24 01 144
6355 6 1394 328.92 0 24 30 12 12 181 24 30 0 I go-
6361 6 1395 1328.83 0 24 30 12 1 2 24 24 30 o 156
6367 6 i.397 328.74 0 24 30 12 12 30 24 30 0 i62
6391 6 1397 328.73 0 24 30 18 18 18 24 30 0 162
6392 6 1398 328.70 0 24 30 18 18 18 24 30 6 i68
6393 6 1399 328.67 0 24 30 18 18 18 24 30 12 174
6394 4.1.404 328.64 0j 24i 30. 18 18 IS 24 30 18 ISO
6397 611.398 .328.64 01 241 30 18 181 241 24 30 0 168
6398 6 1399 328.62 a 30 18 18 24 24 30 .6 W4
6399 6 1400 328.59 18 181 241 24 30 12 180
6400 6 1401 328.56 18 181 241 24 30 18 I F*
6403 6 1399 328.55 18 83OT24 30 0 174

Tab. A3 Variants with Kq: 1403, length > 326.09 and number of BP's Cn 16 of core) --MO
(Only limited numbers of such variants I isted)

Jp Indop) powcap) Lengthap) -I' 1-2 13- '4- 1-5' 1-6- 1-7- '8 19' Inbpsap)
153 6 1403 326.75 0 0 0 01 0 361 0121 12 66
164 7 1403 326.78 0 0 0 0 0 36 12 18 18 84
169 6 1403 326.76 0 0 0 0 0 36 18 18 18 90
174 7 1402 326.75 0 0 0 0 0 36 24 18 18 9�
WS 6 1403 326.75 0 0 0 0 0 42 012 12 R
184 1397 326.80 0 0 0 0 0 42 618 18 841
i89 1397 326.79 0 0 0 0 0 42 121 18 18 90
19.4 1 1400 326.77 0 0 0 0 0 421 18 18 18 96
209 1 1397 326.81 481 618 18 95
214 1402 326.80 0 0 * 00 00 481 12 18 18 96

0 6- T24 18 108
399 7 1403 326.47 0 0 6 36
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404 I i.402 326.54 01 01 0 6 61 421 0 181 181 90
409 8 i.398 326.53 0 01 0 6 61 421 6 181 181 96
414 6 i.399 326.51 0 01 0 6 61 421 12 18 181 10�
429 6 1398 326.55 0 01 0 6 61 481 0 18 181 96
434 1400 326.54 0 01 0 6 61 481 6 18 18 102
629 6 1400 326.26 0 01 0 12 121 421 0 18 18 102
634 6 i.402 326.2 0 0 12 121 421 6 8 18

i.403 326.23 0 12
1.40i 326.27 0 12
1.398 326.66

Tab. A4 Variants with Kq: 1412, length 326.73 and number of BP's (in 16 of core) 180

JP Indop) . powcap) Lengthap) I' '2' '3- '4' 1-5" "V 1-7- -8 9 nbpsup)
23889 1409 326.78 18 0 0 12 121 181 i8 i2l 121 102
23895 2 1411 326.76 18 0 0 12 121 181 24 12 12 i68
31701 2 1412 326.75 24 0 0 12 121 241 18 12 12 IU
31738 4 1.408 326.82 24 0 0 12 121 301 18 18 18 132
31744 2 1408 .326.79 24 0 0 12 121 30 24 18 18 138
31918 4 1403 1326.74 241 Oj 0 18 181 24 18 18 18 138
31954 2 1.408 326.83 24 01 0 18 18 30 IS 18 18 144
32098 5 .409 326.73 24 0 0 24 24 18 181 IS 18 144
32134 2 1406 326.75 24 0 0 24 24 24 18 18 18 150
32314 1 1412 326.89 24 0 0 30 30 IS 18 i8 18 156
32344 4 1410 326.93 24 0 0 30 30 241 U 18 18 156
39514 4 1410 326.76 30 0 0 12 12 301 18 18 18 138
39520 4 1408 326.74 30 0 0 12 121 30 24 18 181 144
39730 5 1403 326.77 30 0 0 18. 181 30 IS 181 181 150
39731 4 i.412 326.74 30 0 0 181 181 30 18 24 24 162
39736 1410 326.75 30 0 0 181 i8l 30 24 18 18 156
3994� 1 1406 326.76 30 0 0 24 24 30 18 24 24 174
39953 1 1407 326.73 30 0 0 24 24 30 24 24 24 180
40097 511.411 1326.78 30 0 0 30 301 181 24 24 24 180
4012 111.404 1326.82

In the next maps, meaning of numbers is as follows:

a b -numeration according ANC; type of FA; years in core
5001 -internal MOBY-DICK FA number
0.406 -relative FA integral) power

32846 -FA burnup [MWd/tU]
0.96400 -FA kinr

SH366800 -FA name (includes FA average enrichment and number of BP's)
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FA's maps (for modified process)

Variant 01
POWER D BURN-UP DISTRIBUTION N CORE STlCO401/ 6

CORE LrFE-TIME 207.840D DAYS
CORE IN PROCESS OF BURN-UP - EFFECTIVE TIME 107.8400 DAYS

CB (G H3BO3 KG) - S.056 KEFF - 0999980 TOTAL POWER (KW) 3000.0

22 9 23 3 24 9 25 6 4 26 9 3 27 3 28 3 4
93 2 2 8105 93 24 6004 9121 8112 3029

1.098 1.037 1.283 0.958 0.973 0.785 0.633
4459 32976 S132 36922 321SO 31779 21920

1.22730 0.96502 1.12974 0.92858 0.97887 0.97710 0.95141
SH405000 SH386500 SH300012 SH366800 SH398500 SH386500 SH251100

16 4 1 9 18 9 3 19 9 2 20 9 21 9 2
5016 9317 9103 9205 932D 9222

0.40S 1.274 1.118 1.166 1.301 1.108
32849 sisi 27379 19252 5148 16083

0.96398 1.19795 1.01061 1.05066 1.12931 1.07903
SH366800 SH405018 SH398500 SH366848 SH300012 SH366812

11 3 12 9 23 9 2 14 9 2 is 9 
8119 9312 9215 9224 9315

0.535 1.200 1.076 1.096 1.301
32167 4893 18335 18968 5145

0.97841 1.14443 1.01238 1.00?51 1.12935
SH386500 SH300000 SH301118 SH301142 SH300012

7 9 2 9 9 9 2 1 9 2
9203 9308 9220 9212

0.678 1.212 1.076 1.168
16707 4959 18363 19262

1.07972 2.14339 1.01216 1.05056
SH366830 SE300000 SH301218 SH366848

4 9 2 9 9 3
9217 9305 9117

0.678 1.200 1.119
16709 4896 27338

1.07970 1.14439 1.01088
SH366830 SH300000 SH398500

2 3 3 9 
silo 9303

0.535 1.275
32197 5156

0.97820 1.19788
SH386500 SH405018

1 4
5001

0.406
32846

0.96400
SM66800

FA.9 according to power:

20 1 15 1 24 1 3 117 1 a 1 5 112 1 10 2 19 2
1.301 1.301 1.283 1.275 1.274 1.212 1.200 1.200 1.168 1.166

6 3 18 3 21 2 22 114 2 9 2 13 223 3 26 3 2S 4
1.119 2.118 1.108 1.098 1.096 1.076 1.076 1.037 0.973 0.958
27 3 4 2 7 2 28 4 2 3 1 3 4 16 4
0.785 0.6?8 0.678 0.633 0.535 0.535 0.406 0.405
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Variant .1'
POWER AND BURN-UP DISTRIBUTION IN CORE TIC0401/ 4

CORE LIFE-TIME 53.9200 DAYS
CORE IN PROCESS OF URN-UP - EFFECTIVE TIME 53.9200 DAYS

CB H3BO3 KG) - 6.659 YLEFF - 0999901 TOTAL POWER (14W) . 3000.0

22 9 23 3 24 9 2 6 4 26 9 2 27 9 3 2 3 4
9322 6212 9324 6004 9224 9121 3019

2.101 1.055 1.265 0.919 0.998 0.795 0.618
2194 30888 2558 34978 16588 29924 20763

1.23035 0.96031 1.12693 0 .922 9 1.00558 0.97810 0.93758
SH405000 SR386500 SH300012 SH366800 SH301142 SH390500 SH251100

16 4 1 9 18 9 2 9 9 3 20 9 21 9 2
5016 9311 9205 9103 9320 9222

0,390 1.279 1.217 1.083 1.2,11 1.112
32022 2541 17034 25041 2539 13965

0.94991 1.18727 1.04638 1.00922 1.13621 1.07562
SH366800 SH405024 SH366848 SH398500 SH300006 SH366812

1 a 12 9 13 9 2 14 3 is 9 
8119 9312 9203 slos 9315

0.512 1.236 1.201 1.002 1.270
31066 2487 1643S 30810 2538

0.96694 2.14624 1.05219 0.96161 1.13623
SH386500 SH300000 SH366030 SH386500 SH300006

7 9 2 a 9 9 9 2 1 9 3
9215 9306 9217 9117

0.587 1.247 1.201 1.084
IS160 2519 16436 24995

1.02279 1.14571 1.05219 1.00953
SH301118 SH300000 SH366830 SH398500

4 9 2 9 9 2
9220 9305 9212

0.581 1.235 1.216
15186 2485 17035

1.02258 1.14626 1.04638
SH301119 SH300000 SH366646

2 3 3 I
silo 9303

0.511 1.276
31094 2538

0.96675 1.18730
SH386500 SH405024

I 4
5001

0.389
32018

0.94994
SH366800

FAs according to power:

24 1 17 1 3 1 20 1 25 I 8 1 12 1 5 1 18 2 6 2
1.285 1.279 1.278 1.271 1.270 1.247 1 23 6 1 2 3 5 1.217 1.216
13 2 9 2 21 2 22 1 10 3 19 3 23 314 3 26 2 25 4
1.201 1.201 1.112 1.101 1.084 1.083 1.055 1.002 0.998 0.919
27 3 36 4 7 2 4 2 11 3 2 3 16 4 1 4
0.795 0.618 0,587 0.587 0.512 0.511 0.390 0 38 9
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Variant 31
POWER AND BURN-UP DISTRIBL)TION IN CORE STIC0401/2

CORE LIFE-TIME - 40440 DAYS
CORE IN PROCESS OF BURN-UP - EFFECTIVE TIME 40440 DAYS

CB IG H3BO3 KG) 8126 KEFF 0999907 TOTAL POWER IM - 3000.0

22 4 23 9 24 9 3 25 9 2 26 9 21 3 2 3 4
6004 9323 9121 9222 9326 8105 3019

0.442 1.356 1.166 1.339 1.243 0.707 0.532
33211 203 2BS23 11939 186 28906 19628

0.92429 1.15522 0.96646 1.07100 1.14296 0.96236 0.92713
SH366800 SH405018 SH398500 SH366812 SH300000 SH386500 SH251100

16 4 17 9 2 1 9 19 9 20 9 2 21 3
5016 9215 9318 9319 9205 8112

0.223 0.801 1.342 1.340 1.216 0.894
31290 14110 201 201 14771 28915

0.94014 1,00865 1.08289 1.06985 1.04536 0.95970
SH366800 SH301118 SH300024 SH300030 SH366848 SH386SOO

11 3 12 9 13 9 2 14 9 2 1 9 2
8119 9312 9203 9224 .9212

0.428 1.394 1.363 1.175 1.216
30118 209 14211 14771 14773

0.95796 1.19808 1.04920 0.99811 1.04535
SH386500 SH40SO12 SH366830 SH301142 SH366848

7 9 3 9 9 9 2 20 
9103 9308 9217 9320

0.602 1.341 1.362 1.339
22958 201 14212 201

1.01495 1.14171 1.04929 1.06986
SH398500 SH300000 SH366830 SH300030

4 9 3 1 6 9 
9117 9305 9306

0.603 1.394 1.341
22909 209 201

1.01531 1.29809 1.08291
SH398500 SH405012 SR300024

2 3 3 9 2
silo 9220

0.427 0.801
30148 14137

0.95777 1.00843
SH386500 SH301118

1 4
5001

0.223
31287

0.94016
SH366800

FAs according to powert

12 1 5 1 13 2 9 2 23 le 8 1 6 1 19 I 10 1
1.394 1.394 1.363 1.362 1.356 2.342 1.341 1.341 1.340 1339
25 2 26 2 2 20 214 2 24 3 21 3 17 2 3 2 27 3
1.339 1.243 1.216 1.216 1.175 1.166 0.894 0.801 0.801 0707

4 3 7 3 28 4 22 41 3 2 3 4 16 4
0.603 0.602 0.532 0.442 0.428 0.427 0.223 0.223
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Variant 31
POWER AND URN-UP DISTRIBUTION IN CORE TlCO401/ 6

CORE LIFE-TIME 107.8400 DAYS
CORE IN PROCESS OF BURN-UP - EFFECrIVE TIME 107.8400 DAYS

CB (G H3BO3 G) 5.906 EFF 0999976 TOTAL POWER fKW) 3000.0

22 6 23 9 24 9 25 3 26 9 3 27 3 2 3 4
6004 9323 9324 8105 9121 9112 3019

0.561 1.354 1.403 1.068 0.991 0.762 0.602
35362 5531 5513 33005 32216 31671 21776

0.93422 1.14883 1.12030 0.95448 0.96820 0.96798 0.94091
SH366600 SH335000 SH335036 SH386500 SH398500 SH396500 SH251100

16 4 17 9 18 9 3 19 9 20 9 21 9 2
5016 9327 9103 9205 9320 9222

0.298 1.202 1.166 1.219 1.402 1.122
32413 4465 27519 19453 SS76 16090

0.95777 1.1660S 0.99830 1.03735 1.13825 1.06740
SH366800 SH335000 SH390500 SH366848 SH335012 SH366812

1 3 22 9 13 9 2 14 9 2 is 9 
8119 9312 9203 9224 9315

0.476 1.234 1.214 1.141 1.401
31928 5052 18937 19158 5569

0.970SI 1.15657 1.04180 0.99384 1.13835
SK386500 SH335000 SH366830 SH301142 SH335012

7 9 2 a 9 9 9 2 1 9 2
9215 9308 9217 9212

0.584 1.278 1.214 1.220
16308 5256 18940 19458

1.02412 1.15337 1.04177 1.03730
SH301118 SH325000 SH366630 SH366848

4 9 2 9 6 9 3
9220 9305 9117

0.584 1.234 1.167
2633S 5054 27535

1.02390 1.15653 0.99659
SH301118 SH33S000 SH398500

2 a 3 9 
8120 9303

0.477 1.103
31959 4470

0.97030 1.1659S
SH386500 SH335000

I 
5001

0.299
32413

0.95775
SH366800,

FAs according to power.

24 1 20 1 1 23 8 1 5 1 12 1 1 2 19 2 9 2
1.403 1.402 1.401 1.354 1.278 1.234 1.234 1.220 1.219 1.214
13 2 6 3 1 3 14 2 21 2 3 27 25 3 26 3 27 3
1.214 1.167 1.166 1.141 1.112 1.103 1.102 1.068 0.991 0.762
28 4 2 4 2 22 4 2 3 1 3 1 16 4
0.602 0.584 0.584 0.561 0.477 0.476 0.299 0.298
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Variant 4'
POWER AND BURN-UP DISTRIBUTION IN CORE TlC040I/ 2

CORE LIFE-TIME - 40440 DAYS

CORE IN PROCESS OF BURN-UP - EFFECTIVE TIME - 40440 DAYS

CB (G H3BO3 KG) 908 KEFF 0999904 TOTAL POWER (KW) 3000.0

22 3 23 9 24 9 25 9 2 6 6 4 27 9 3 28 3 

8105 9323 9324 92 24 6 004 9121 3019

0.524 1.330 1.307 1.098 0.765 0.559 0.428

28879 199 196 14760 33260 28432 19613

0.96750 1.14258 52 1.00196 0.92208 0.97796 0.93134

SH386500 SH360024 SH285030 SH301142 SH366800 SH398500 SH251100

16 4 17 9 2 1 9 19 9 3 20 9 21 3

5016 9205 9318 9103 9320 8112

0.252 0.915 1.337 1.243 1.357 0.759

31295 14725 200 23054 203 28895

0.94214 1.05264 2.06809 1.00739 2.14221 0.96411

SH366800 SH366848 SH285024 SH398500 SH360024 SH386500

11 3 12 9 13 9 2 14 9 2 25 9 

8119 9312 9203 9222 9315

0.455 1.405 1.403 1.401 1.357

30122 211 14217 11948 203

0.95995 1.19711 1.05129 1.07285 1.14222

SK386500 SH360000 SH366830 SH366812 SH360024

7 9 2 a 9 9 9 2 1 9 3

9215 9308 9217 9117

0.615 1.400 1.400 1.240

14082 210 14218 23005

1.01416 2.12910 1.05132 1.00780

SH301118 SH360030 SH366830 SH398500

4 9 2 S 9 2 9 

9220 9305 9306

0.615 1.404 1.336

14 1 9 211 20 

1.01395 1.19713 1.06610

SH301118 SH360000 SH285024

2 3 3 9 2

silo 9212

0.454 0.915

30152 14728

0.95976 1.05263

SH386500 SH366848

I 4

5001

0.252

31291

0.94216

SH366800

FAs according to power:

12 5 1 13 2 14 2 9 2 8 20 15 1 IS 6 1

1.405 2.404 1.403 1.401 1.400 1.4DD 2.357 1.357 1.337 2.336

23 24 1 19 3 1 3 25 2 17 2 3 2 26 21 3 7 2

1.330 1.307 1.243 1.240 1.098 0.915 0.915 0.765 0.759 0.615

4 2 27 3223 11 3 2 3 28 4 1 4 16 4

0.615 0.559 0.524 0.455 0.454 0.428 0.252 0.252
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Variant .51
POWER AND BURN-UP DISTRIBUTION IN CORE TIC0401/ 4

CORE LrFE-TIME 53.92DO DAYS
CORE IN CESS OF BURN-UP - EFFECTIVE TIME 53.9200 DAYS

CB (G H3BO3 KG) 533 KEFF 0999960 TOTAL POWER (MWj 3000.0

22 23 9 24 9 2 25 9 3 26 9 2 27 9 2 2 3 4
5001 9123 9224 9121 9215 9217 3019

0.490 1.391 1.123 1.018 1.126 1.192 0.890
32213 2757 16946 30395 16250 16396 21326

0.93721 1.17192 0.99049 0.96206 0.99497 1.04163 0.91863
SIL366800 SH405024 SH301142 SH398500 SH301119 SH366830 SH251100

16 4 17 3 9 19 9 2 20 9 2 21 9 
S016 8105 9318 9205 9212 9321

0.215 0.727 1.371 1.226 1.212 1.346
31675 30240 2744 17059 17034 2676

0.94441 0.95955 1.11867 1.03524 1.03562 1.10287
SH366800 SH386SOO SH300006 SH366848 SH366848 SH300018

1 3 12 9 13 9 2 14 9 2 is 9 
8119 9312 9313 9203 9315

0.379 1.277 1.385 1.264 1.352
30800 2571 2763 16562 2716

0.96063 1.21037 1.10181 1.03931 1.11921
SH386500 SH405000 SH300018 SH366830 SH300006

7 3 8 9 2 9 9 2 1 9 
B112 9220 9222 9103

0.452 0.960 1.306 1.143
2967S 15942 14376 25169

0.96727 0.99954 I.OS794 0.99740
SH386500 SH301118 SH366822 SH398500

4 9 3 9 6 9 
9117 9305 9306

0.518 2.354 1.388
23845 2723 2754

1.01625 1.19875 1.10185
SH398500 SH405DO6 SH300028

2 3 3 9 
silo 9303

0.461 1.074
30993 2132

0.95817 1.13754
SH366500 SH300000

6 4
6004

0.271
33673

0.93013
SH366800

FA9 according to power:

23 1 6 1131 181 5 1 1 2 211 9 2 22 1 14 2
1.391 1.388 1.385 1.311 1.354 1.352 1.346 1.306 1.277 1.264
19 2 20 2272 103 26 2 24 2 3 1 25 3 8 2 28 4
1.226 1.212 1.192 1.143 1.126 1.123 1.074 1.018 0.960 0.890
17 3 4 322 4 23 3 11 3 4 16 4
0.727 0.518 0.490 0.461 0.452 0.379 0.271 0.215
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CRMCAL PARAMETERS PREDICTION FOR BOHUNICE NPP

EEKO M., T6TH :.
Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute Tmava Inc.

ABSTRACT

In the ase of unexpected or planned reactor trip or reactor power change it is important
for operating staff to know when a desired reactor power can be achieved. To minimize the
boron acid and pure condensate consumption, an optimal strategy of power hange needs to
be designed. Due to a non-stationary xenon poisoning, manual calculations are quite
approximate and time consuming and an appropriate computer tool designed for this purpose
can be very useful. The tool formally used for prediction of critical parameters at Bobunice
NPP was originally designed for MS DOS. Due to its limitations (it did not work during the
end of cycle operation) and not friendly user interface it was used very rarely. Decision to
create a completely new module named ICKITPAR, which would Ufil the requirements of
reactor physicists and operating staff was made.

E1UTPAR

KRITPAR is a software tool for prediction of reactor critical parameters during the
power transients. It can run on any standard PC with MS Windows operating system No
technological signals are required. On the other hand, the disadvantage of this approach is that
calculation must always start in a stable state with constant Xe"- and 113 itope

concentration. Initial parameters, power changes and the way of reactivity compensation are
entered by the user. The module calculates time dependencies of reactor power, boron acid
concentration, control rods position and main steam header pressure. During the calculation
module checks the limits of control rods position, which depends on actual reactor power and
on the fact whether eactor is in a stable state or transient is in progress. Module also checks if
it is possible to complete required change of boron acid concentration in given time interval.
If it is not possible to keep reactor critical the module marks the sub critical area (n the case
of reactor trip), suggests the power calculation mode or aborts the calculation. It works also
during the end of cycle operation. Every step of alculation is added into the table of steps.
User can see the results in graphical or numerical form immediately after the calculation.
Anytime he can return one step back, create and print the protocol, load/save the calculation.
Zooming and cursor dragging is possible in a graph window.
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Physics

Point model of reactor (no spatial distributions) and single group approximation for
cross-sections and neutron flux are used. Calculation of critical parameters is based on
balance equation of overall reactivity:

APQ) = 41 () + APM () + AOw (1) + APX (1)

Where:
4JO) is contribution of the change of primary circuit average temperature,
Ad'(I) is contribution of the change of reactor power,
Ap�'N is contribution of fuel burn-up,
Apif() is contribution of the change of Xe 135 isotope concentration.

Premise of the calculation is that reactor is critical and it operates in a stable state Xel 35

concentration is constant)

if
NR o is initial reactor power
Ho is initial position of control rods
Co is initial concentration of boron acid
To is initial average temperature of primary circuit
pupro is initial pressure in main stearn header
Tef is number of effective days of operation

and in time to - there is an instant change of power to Np,,, we can express the elements of
balance equation:

1. Contributiondpr()ofthechangeofaveragetemperatureinprimarycircuit(proportionaI
to the change of reactor power) is time independent:

AP T t = 13P .[T _ T. (2)
n

2. Contributiondpm(I)ofthechangeofreactorpoweristimeindependent:

AP'V (1) [N.,.. N... (3)
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3. Contributiondpy(t)ofruelburn-upislinear:

A.'r 0 = aIr -NI.. (4)

4. Contribution (1) of the change of Xe"' isotope concentration is time dependent. It is
calculated by solving the system of well-known differential equations for I"' a Xe"'
isotopes concentration. There is an exact solution of equations for the instant change of
power.

After that we can solve the balance equation (1) for the case of instant change of reactor
power. Continuous change of power is pproximated as a sequence of small instant power
changes. Values of reactivity coefficients, worth of ontrol rods, Xenon poisoning curves are
configurable and are taken from valid physics data calculated for recent fuel cycle. Other
physics constants and operafional parameters (decay constants, cross-sections, flow rates,
limits etc.) are configurable as well.

From calculated overall reactivity (1) the time dependencies of critical parameters
are evaluated. The model considers three independent critical parameters:

o Position of control rods
c, Boron acid concentration
o Main steam header pressure

In power cakulation mode, reactor power can also be calculated as an independent
critical parameter. This mode can not be slected by user, it is suggested automatically if there
is no other way to keep reactor critical on required reactor power. In tis'mode the maximum
possible power is calculated while other critical parameters are kept constant.

Module design

Design of the mdule started in March 2002. All calculations were programmed using
C++ programming language. User interface was created in National Instruments Labview
environment. Important stages of the design process are listed in Tab. .

Tablel limescheduleofthedesign

March 2002 _ Preparation work started
June 2002 Module specification Physics, Algorithm
July 2002 Software project
September 2002 Version 1.0 finished, Factory aceptance test
November 2002 Installation of the module and site acceptance test

I January 2003 Version LI finished and tested
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Module configuration

Configuration of the module must be updated after refuelling. It can be done completely
from the graphic user interface. Copy and paste functions for cells. columns and tables are
supported. The most of the parameters are password protected and can be changed only by
reactor physicist. User is only allowed to change some operational parameters before the
calculation. Configuration of the module includes-.

• Xe13-1 J11 and fuel constants (decay constants, cross section etc.)

• Control rds position limits (reactor power dependencies for stable state and transient)

• Reactivity coefficients (boron efficient, temperature coefficient, power coefficient)

• Xenon poisoning curves

• Integral worth ofcontrol rods (for beginning, middle and the end ofthe cycle)

• Limits and operational parameters (maximum flow rates etc.)

Figurel Configuration:lntegralworthofcontrolrodsandreactivitycoefricients

POWER TABLE OF STEPS GRAPH ONDOW
WMLSTATE CHANGE

ADDMONAL

FUNCTlONS

Croft probDw

Figure2 Orderofstepsduringthecalculationprocess
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Initial state

Before the beginning of calculation olowing initial parameters (always in a stable
state) must be entered: initial time and date, initial reactor power, unit number, fuel cycle
number, initial position of control ds, initial boron acid concentration, effective time of
operation and main steam pipe pressure. Values entered by user are checked. If any entered
value is out of allowed range a warning message is displayed and calculation is not processed.

Power canges

CONSTANT POWER The holding time in hours must be specified. The power remains
constant. Bum-up and xenon effects are taken into account.

STANDARD TREND Desired reactor power must be entered. Reactor power change with
trend 0.5 /6/rninute (for 20 minutes) is followed by 10 minutes of
holding time.

USER TREND Desired reactor power, trend and holding time can be entered.

REACTOR TRIP Reactor power changes instantly to zero. Only the time of
calculation after the trip can be specified. Minimum citical position
of control rods is increased by 1% of reactivity. Unreal changes of
boron concentration are allowed in this case. The time interval in
which reactor can't be critical is marked.

INSTANT CHANGE Contrary to reactor trip, in this case reactor remains critical. Desired
power and time of alculation can be specified. Minimum critical
position of control rods is not increased by 1% of reactivity.

RECOWENSATION Reactor power remains constant. Desired position of ontrol rods
can be entered. Appropriate boron oncentration change is
calculated. Ile maximum flow rates of condensate boron
concentrate specified in onfiguration file are used for calculation.

Reactivity compensation

AUTOMATIC The priority is set to: control rods, boron acid concentration, main
steam header pressure and reactor power.

CONTROL RODS Reactivity is compensated by control rods position change. If the
limit position is reached alculation stops.

BORON ACED CONC. Reactivity is compensated by boron acid concentration change.
Maximum flow rate of boron acid concentrate pure condensate is
used for calculation. If it is not possible to keep the reactor critical,
calculation is aborted.

STEAM HEADER Can be applied only during the end of cycle operation (boron acid
PRESSURE concentration < I g1kg)
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Limit checking

Every value entered by user during the configuration and calculation is checked. If the
value is out of allowed range the warning message is displayed and calculation is not
processed. In every step of alculation module chocks the values of calculated parameters. If
the limit value is reached, module action can vary depending on selected power change, the
way of reactivity compensation and many other onditions.

Special mode

If the automatic compensation of reactivity is selected and the control rods have reached
the limit position, module operates in a special mode. It stops the power change for ten
minutes and changes the boron acid concentration after that it continues in desired power
change until it reaches the limit position and so on. If it is not possible to change the
concentradon (boron acid concentration close to zero) the module stops the power transient
and waits for 10 minutes. After that, if there is some positive reactivity freed by xenon it can
continue in desired power change until it reaches limit position and so on.

Reactor power calculation mode

If the automatic compensation of reactivity is selected and there is no other way to keep
reactor critical, module suggests the power calculation mde. Xenon and burn-up effects are
compensated by the change of reactor power. Time of calculation can be specified. This mode
can not be selected manually by the user.

Graph

Time dependencies of calculated critical parameters are immediately displayed in a
separate graph window. Zooming and cursor dragging is possible. Values of critical
parameters in the position of cursor are displayed. It is possible to print the copy of the screen.

Other features

By pressing the Back button user qan return one step of calculafion back and repeat the
step with different settings. It is possible to erase, save and load the calculation. The protocol
in text form can be generated and printed. A brief help is also built-in.

Test results

Factory aceptance tests and site acceptance tests of KRITPAR module were performed
successfully. During the tests results calculated by the module were compared with
theoretically calculated values. User interface and configuration of the module were tested as
well.
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Figum3 PowertransientatBohuniceNPPUnit4

Moreover after the reactor trip, which occurred at Bohunice NPP in June tis year, we
had a opportunity to compare the results of the module with real transient. RrrPAR
module was configured according to theoretical data for bycle 19 of Unit 4 and transient
shown in Fig. 3 was simulate& Comparison of main parameters in state 3 and is shown in
Table 2 Ile difference in boron acid concentration after criticality (state 5) is 0.05 g/kg,
which is in a range of measurement precision.

Table 2 Comparison of states

State Value FRIIAR NPP
Reactor power r/*] 91 91,5

3 Boron acid concentration [gIkRI 5,2 2
Control rods position [cm] 167 197

Effective time of operation [days] 17,6 17,6
Reactor power 11/01 I 0 0 1

5 Boron acid conoentrafion fglkgl 5,65 5,60
Control rods position fcm] 222 222
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FUTURE PLANS

o Upgrade and extension of current MS Windows version based on experience if required

o Installation of KRITPAR, module at unit 3 and unit 4 of Bohunice NPP

0. Unix version of the module will be implemented in TOPRE-X system

o KRITPAR-ONLINE module for continuous calculation of I35 and Xe"' isotope
concentration and reactor state detection will be designed to support the KRrI`PAR
module in TOPRE-X system

LIST OF NOMENCIATURE,

DOS Disk operating system

KRITPAR Software module for prediction of critical parameters

MS Microsoft

NPP Nuclear power plant

PC Personal computer

TOPRE-X Reactor core monitoring system for Bohunice NPP
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Figure 5 Main screen of KRUPAR module (Windows version)

Figure 6 Preliminary design of KRITPAR module screen (Unix version)
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RELOAD CORE SAFETY VERIFICATION

SVETLIK M., MINARCI M.
VOJE Trnava Inc.

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a bef look at the process of reload core safety evaluation and
verification in Sovak Republic. It gives an overview of experimental verification of selected
nuclear parameters in the course of physics tsting during reactor start-up. The comparison of
IAEA recommendation!? and testing procedures at Slovak and European nuclear power plants
of similar design is included. An introduction of two level cteria for evaluation of tests
represents an effort to formulate the rclation between safety evaluation and measured values.

1. INTRODUCTION

Safety verification of core design serves to prove that safety limits imposed in Safety
Report are mt. Safety verification in practice is a comparison between the calculations
(predicted values) and the values given in reference Safety Report. The final evaluation of the
new core and its nuclear properties is published in the final report on physics and power start-
up of the nuclear unit.

2. NUCLEAR CORE DESIGN

Safe operation of nuclear power plant unit during the fuel cycle can be split into several
phases:

a) Nuclear core design:
• Selection of fuel type, optimisation of fuel placement in the core and definition

of core reload pattern,
• Comparison of new core's nuclear safety parameters and their reference

values, safety verification of new core design,
• Registration of required documentation for approval by regulatory authority,
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b) Experimental verification of slected pysics parameters:
• Reload srt-up pysics tests at zero power ad a levaied power,
• Cri(erion-based evaluation of measurenienis,

c) Monitoring of important parameters in the course of the wole cycle:
• Measurements using in-core system,
• Following the operating instructions and limits and conditions for safe

operation.

The aim of nuclear core design is to propose such an arrangement offuel assemblies in the
core that will fulfil requirements of the NPP operator for�

• Electricity production, unit manoeuvrability (changes in power level) during the cycle,
• Length of the cycle considering the operation at reduced power (EOC),
• Range of fuel and control rod assemblies that are available for the new core,
• Optimisation of core's reload (e. g. to load as few fresh fuel assemblies as possible

etc.).

A preliminary core design is drafted at the first stage and has to conform to these basic
criteria for: power distribution factors, reactivity coefficients (especially the moderator
temperature coefficient) and shutdown margin. The second stage of calculations as a part of
safety evaluation can start when the preliminary core design satisfies these criteria.

The safety evaluation shall determine and demonstrate that all key nuclear safety
parameters lay within the range of reference values used in safety analyses of reference Safety
Report. If one or more parameters are out of the reference range the nuclear core designer
must justify the influence of such parameter on nuclear safety. 17he operator then selects the
core design that fulfils his requirements and safety criteria and this design is submitted for
regulatory approval.

Key nuclear safety parameters were selected as a minimal set of parameters that describes
the behaviour of nuclear core during transients and accidents assumed in safety analyses of
reference Safety Report.

Comparison of selected parameters against reference values seems to be a suitable method
of safety verification and is widely used in various countries including Slovak Republic.

REFERENCE KEY NUCLEAR SAFETY PARAMETERS

The set of key nuclear safety parameters includes:

• Reactivity coefficients and kinetic parameters: moderator temperature coefficient,
moderator density reactivity coefficient and boron reactivity coefficient,.kine(ic
parameters 13,fr, A),

• Control rod worth - shutdown margin, immediate reactivity after scram, reactivity
insertion rate,

• Core power distribution - power distribution factors, hot channel factors and their
uncertainties,

• Parameters for specific events.
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These parameters were chosen from the Westinghouse ethodology 2 rnsformed to
nice[ the needs of VVER type NPPs in the following documents 13 4. Full list ofkey nuclear
safety parameters recommended by Nuclear Regulatory Authority of Slovak Republic is
given in I I.

THERMO-HYDRAULIC DESIGN

Thermo-hydraulic design of reactor and in-core parts has to meet the following criteria:

• Sufficient heat transfer from the surface of fuel pins must be ensured during all
postulated operating modes to prevent damage of the fuel cladding that serves as first
protection layer,

• Maximum pressure values, relationship etween pressure and temperature
fluctuations, maximum pressure and temperature fluctuations are limited by primary
circuit equipment construction conditions according to LaC,

• Volume boiling of coolant in reactor core must be avoided because it could change or
prevent coolant flow through the core,

• Coolant flow rate and coolant pulses are limited for the purpose of maintaining
integrity, limiting mechanical strain and achieving anticipated life-time of primary
circuit components.

Except for the above-mcntioned criteria thermo-hydraulic dsign has to follow these
limitations [1) for:

• Fuel assembly inlet and outlet coolant temperature,
• Maximum pin-wise and asscmbly-wise power distribution factors,
• Linear heat generation rate and maximum fuel and fuel cladding temperature,
• Minimum DNBR value,
• Coolant heat-up from fuel assembly and coolant flow through fuel assembly.

REFERENCE KEY NUCLEAR SAFETY PARAMETERS

If the new fuel design's therino-hydraulic properties remain unchanged then the safety
verification that used rference values from chapter "Reference Key Nuclear Safety
Parameters" proves fulfilmcnt of the thermo-hydraulic criteria, to.

3. SAFETY VERIFICATION OF BOHUNICE AND MOCHOVCE CORES

CORE DESIGN

VUJE Tmava, Inc. is preparing core designs for VVER-440 reactors operated in Sovak
Republic 15). Reliability of neutron and physics calculations made by VUJE Trnava, Inc. is
periodically checked by NRA-SR. Last review took place in 1997.

Core design for a particular unit of EBO, EMO is based on operator's requirements. These
include infon-nation about preceding cycle, requirements for the nxt cycle and data about fuel
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types available or composing the core. All ctions ofNI'I' operator regarding core desig ad
its selection comply wid iternal ality regulations ad slandards of each N1111. Nuclear
calculations ad related activities carried ou b V[JJE Trnava, Inc fllow company's iternal
QA istructions and recommendation of NRA-SR as well.

The comparison with boundary values iven in Safety eport is published in the
document "Reactor Core Design". Relevant chapter of that document contains six tables that
include parameter checks based o previous and actual requirements of NA-SR. Actual
legislation is established by NA-SR's safety guide BNS 111.4.3/2000 "Requirements on
assessment of fuel loading for VVER-440 reactors" f I I I tat outlines te contents of
documentation that has to be submitted by the NPP operator during the process of core design
approval.

Properties of new fuel design have to be documented in revised chapters ch 4 ch. 5, ch.
16) of Safety Report as required by safety guide BNS 111.4.1/2000 "Requirements on NRA-
SR permit issue for fuel use in VVER-440 reactors" 0]. Comparison of physics parameters
with boundary values given in Safety Report takes into account these revised chapters.

EVALUATION OF CRE DESIGN FN EGARD TO REACTOR SAFETY

Reactor safety in the stage of core design is analysed by comparing the values of selected
physics parameters and values from Safety Report. If calculated parameter values satisfy the
criteria of Safety Report then the future reactor operation is declared as acceptable in regard to
safety. The same conclusion is stated een if a certain parameter is out of the reference criteria
range but the boundary value wasn't assumed in any of the safety analyses. Violation of a
boundary value doesn't automatically reduce reactor safety. In this case it's necessary to
assess the impact of criterion violation on plant's operational safety.

4. RELOAD START-UP PHYSICS TESTS

Process of physics start-up after core reload went through historical development. Initial
commissioning test programme was adopted from the one of the reactor technology supplier.
Later at repeated reload start-ups the testing procedure was simplified and identical tests
carried out at different temperature levels or using different methodologies were dropped.
Basic ist of tests always conformed to the requirements of the ANSI/ANS- 96.1 standard 61
of 1985. Integral and differential reactivity worth measurement of 4th, 5h and 6th group of
control rod assemblies was reduced to the measurement of the 6th group due to safety
reasons. Additional tests (stuck and ejected rod worth measurements) are employed for
further validation of calculation codes in case of new fuel design's introduction into the
reactor core.

Calculated parameters important to nuclear safety are experimentally verified during
reactor start-up and power ascension from zero to full power. This procedure takes place after
core reload according to approved core design and musin't interfere wh planned plant start-
up.

Recommended start-up tests and practices are published in various documents published
by IAEA 5-9]. These contain extensive lists of tests for various areas: inspection of nuclear
fuel, reactor, safety and other s\stems- Recommended mininiurn list of reload physics tests is
given in ANSI/ANS 19.6.1 standard 61.
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Activities in the process of unit start-up and power asccrision do ofien repeat themselves
and terefore are standardized. Te set of physics tests is cosen to ceck conformity of
neutron-physics caracteristics of reactor core with calculated values of tile core design and to
prove that reactor can be operated according to this design.

Standard reload physics testing procedure at Bohunice and Mochovce NPPs is nearly
identical. Differences in some methodologies are caused by differences in NPPs' technology
or by organizational measures at particular NPP.

Table [1] shows start-up testing procedures at various NPPs. The procedures at EMO,
EBO, EDU and Paks NPP represent "standard" testing procedures.

PROPOSAL OF TESTING PROCEDURE FOR MOCHOVCE NPP

Majority of the parameters is vrified at hot zero power < 2 of rated power). In order
to clearly define and to streamline physics testing procedure the tests were assigned into
groups. 17he process of selection was mainly based on:

Requirements of NRA-SR safety guide BNS 12.4/1996 12]) and Mochovce NPP,
ExperiencefromcommissioningofVVIER-44ONPPsinS]ovakRepublic,
Recommendations of ANSI/ANS-I 96.1-1997, chapter 42 6).
Start-up procedures at foreign NPPs.

With reference to these information reload start-up tests were assigned into two groups:
physics tests and technology tests. Furthennore the tests are separated as standard tests
(minimum set) and additional tests. All tests shall be carried out during plant start-up (130C)
either at HZP < 2 of rated power) or in Reactor Operating Mode I (Mode , BOC, non-
zero power).

Standard physics tests:

I Approach to criticality (Mode 32 - Dtermination of critical boron concentration
forms a part of this test.

2. Measurement of total moderator temperature coefficient (Mode 2.
3. Reactivity worth of all control rod groups measured using rod drop method (Mode 2-

3).
4. Reactivity worth of working control rd group (6h group) and differential boron worth

(Mode 2.
5. Core symmetry measurement:

a. Using method of control rod worth symmetry (rod swap, Mode 2,
b. Using method of heat-up measurement (Mode 1).

It's sufficient to measure core symmetry either in Mode 2 or Mode .
6. Power distribution measurement.

Additional physics tests:

1. Shutdown margin measurement (Mode 2.
2. Reactivity worth of single control rod ejected from the core ode 2.
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Siandard (chnology ests:

1. Check for coupling of control rod assemblies wth their drives (Mode 2.
2, Reactivity computer and neutron flux easurement system check (Mode 2.
3. Isothermal state easurement (Mode 2.
4. Neutron flux measurement system calibration (Mode 1).

Additional technology tests:

1. Measurement of primary circuit hydraulic properties (Mode 2 Mode 1).
2. Scope of additional technology tests depends on what equipment (system) needs to be

tested.

Standard tests should be performed at the beginning of every new cycle. Additional tests
should e performed in the following cases:

• Introduction of new fuel design into the core:
• Changeinfuel'sproperties(higherenrichment,profiledfuel,additionof

burnable poisons, shielding (dummy) assemblies etc.).
• Change in fuel assembly construction (material type, assembly casing

thickness, pin cladding thickness, spacer grids etc.).
• Modernization, reconstruction, replacement of neutron flux measurement system.
• Change of primary circuit hydraulic properties.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

Statistical processing of deviations between experimental and calculated values became a
reason for major modification of test evaluation criteria in 1993. More modifications took
place in 1996 and 1999 13, 14]. These criteria served to establish relationship etween
measured physics parameters and core design (calculated/predicted values).

Latest trend leans towards the so-called two-level criteria as defined in Appendix I of
ANSI/ANS-19.6.1-1997 standard 6]. However it must be noted that this appendix is not part
of the standards it is only meant as a guide or recommendation. 'Me definition of two level
criteria:
Test (design) criteri - in fact these are the test criteria used at present. Criteria are based on a
difference etween calculated (predicted) value and measured value. This difference is then
compared to criterion value. A criterion value may be represented as a relative value (in % or
as an absolute difference.
Acceptance (safety) criteria - are the criteria with direct relationship to plant's operating
safety and have quantitative representation. The criteria are often one sided and are rlated to
safety analyses. Not fulfilling these critefia shouldn't prevent further testing at the current
power level for providing additional information. Failure of these criteria should prevent
power ascension until the issue is resolved.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CRITERIA AND TEST EVALUATION

Test criteria. The test (experiment) is considered successful if difference between
measured (or value derived from measurement) and calculated value (ails inside the criteria
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(design criteria). he difference inuit be compensated if the conditions dring the
measurement were significantl different 1roni the nes assumed i the prediction.

A test criterion as to be an open vue %viih enough tolerance or measurement ad

calculation uncertainties.
It' a difference between measured and predicted alue of Elie physics parameter falls

outside the cterion the measurement or even the predicted alue have to be reviewed. Every
test instruction includes a chapter describing actions after the test fails the criteria. If a
measurement is repeated it shall use the same method or, if a different method is used, it shall
be as accurate as the original one. If these measures can't resolve the inconsistency then the
impact on plant's safety shall be assessed and, if necessary, appropriate operating restrictions
shall be applied.

The test cfiteria are flexible and develop with more experience gained. They must be
applied along vAth previous experience (previous cycles. similar plants, etc.). The meeting of,
or failure to meet, a test critefion doesn't establish definitively whether the core has some
deficiencies in certain area. A serious problem will often cause criterion failure of more than
one parameter.

'Me results of start-up tests shall be treated as an entity considering experience from
previous cycles and similar NPPs. Conclusions from start-up process then serve as
recommendations for plant operation during the fuel cycle.

Acceptance critefia. The criterion is met if the measured value lies within the range of a

criterion. If the cterion is not met further rules are applied. Not meeting these criteria is
directly connected with safe plant operation and is quantified in safety analyses. Failure of
these critefia should prevent power ascension until the problem is resolved.

Solution to such problem can be either a proof that exceeding of a given criterion won't
violate safe plant operation or establishment of strict limits of safe plant operation during the
cycle.

5. CONCLUSION

Core safety verification is based on confrontation of core design and nuclear pararneters
important to safety. After the suitable core has been selected the next stage of safety
vefification occurs during plant start-up. Some of the physics parameters are checked
experimentally and are assessed in regard to criteria. These criteria establish conformity of
measured and predicted (design) values only. The reconunended list of tsts is split into
physics and technology tests. The scope of standard tests is valid for cores that don't
introduce new fuel designs or no new safety system is installed.

'Be criteria for test evaluation used at present do not indicate relation between measured
value and absolute criterion. This absolute criterion is represented by acceptance criterion hat
links tests %ith safety analyses.

LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

ANS American Nuclear Socieiv
ANSI American National Standards nstitute

VT Effective delaved neutron fraction

BNS Safety Guide Series' Label of NRA-SR
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BOC Beginning of Cycle
DNBR Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio
EBO Boliunice NPP
EDU Dukovany NPP (Czech Republic)
EMO Mochovce NPP
EOC End of Cycle
HZP Hot Zero Power
JAEA International Atomic Energy Agency
A Mean prompt neutron generation lime
LaC Limits and Condition
Mode Reactor Operating Mode
NPP Nuclear Power Plant
NRA-SR Nuclear Regulatory Authority of Slovak Republic
VVER Water cooled and water moderated energetic reactor
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STATISTICAL AND LIMITING METHODS OF ASSESMANT OF MECHANICAL
MARGIN COEFFICIENTS

V. Dementiev, V. Plyashkevich, V. Sidorenko, S. Tsyganov, D. Shishkov, L. Shishkov
RRC "Kurchatov Institute ", nstitute of Nuclear Reactors,

Yu. Kukushkin JSC "TVEL"

Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT

The paper discusses statistical and limiting methods of assessment of mechanical margin
coefficient (mechanical uncertainfies factor) that need to be taken into account for
calculations of power and burnup distribution in the VVER. Methods of accounting for
technological factors deviations that influence the macro- and micro- distribution of observed
functionals re of special interest

The paper describes the method for assessment of mechanical margin coefficient used in
designing and operafion of VVER reactors. It consists of two independent parts: in the first
part the conservative method for assessment of mechanical margin coefficient currently used
in Russia in VVER designing is discussed; the scond part is dedicated to the consideration of
statistical modeling of deviations using the fanction of neutron "importance".

1. Assessment of mechanical margin coefficient

ne method for assessment of mechanical and engineering margin coefficients for the
reactor parameters has not received the status of a "low", and often is varied by physicists
depending on the design requirements and their computer aids. Of course, in the foundation of
calculations of the above coefficients a definite onservative approach was always laid, which
was justified taking into account large rserves. However the reserves available arlier are
now gadually reducing because of development of advanced fuel cycles, and the problem of
finding a more correct approach to assessment of margin coefficients arises. Fortunately, this
time coincided with a significant growth of aids. implementation of advanced computer codes
and powerfii) fi&st-acting computers.

We will presently briefly discuss the input data and possible methods for assessment of
mechanical margin coefficients.

Let us call the technological caracteristics of reactor fuel compositions (dimensions,
densities, isotope composition) as factors and note that usually the actual factor values
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characterizing the core always somewhat differ froin (lie ominal values and are equal to
some random values within the field of olerance For ach factor. As te deviations of factors
from the nominal values depend on a ery large nmber of idependent causes, and it is

difficult to identified the predominant one, then, according to Lyapunov' central limiting
theorem, the random deviations of the ain factors, characterizing the reactor fuel
compositions upon manufacturing, will be distributed by a law close co the normal one.

The fuel manufacturer establishes (unfortunately, ofien without consulting with
physicists) the boundaries of admissible deviations (tolerance field), and a part of components
or elements are rejected. As a result the fuel to be supplied to the reactor is characterized by
the factors distributed by the reduced normal distribution, the normal curve being truncated

(as a rule) at distances longer than 3a (a - the mean square deviation) from the center of
grouping while the displacement of the center from (lie iddle of the tolerance field is
insignificant. Under these conditions it can be supposed that factors "p" charactefizing the
fuel assemblies are distributed by the normal (not truncated) law with the mean square

deviation p)

Let any reactor pararrieter F) characterizing the safe reactor operation is limited "from
the top" by the design limit Fd,,. This means that during the fuel assembly performance the
condition

F 5: Fd,

should be fulfilled.

In this case it is assumed (usually tacitly) that in addition to condition (1) an admissible
probability of violation of this condition is set. In the reactor physics this probability is

usually determined equal to 03% (one-side restriction corresponding to 3a). Nobody knows

why it is 3a and why for all the reactor parameters this value should be the same [1]. Simply
everybody have been got used to and agree with it because of relatively safe situation in
nuclear power. Despite the existence of this agreement it would be desirable to legalize this or
similar approach at the level of the IAEA recommendations.

Now let us consider how inequality (1) can be ralized in practice with the present
degree of probability of its violation.

It is known from the mathematical statistics 2) that the above condition will be fulfilled

when the calculation value Fpn.�) is smaller than Fd, by A(F = ctcy(F),

i.e.. Fpor, + AF) < Fd or

F(p.0m) (I A) ) d, . For the probability 03% cc = 3,
F(pnom

here (I+ A(F) ) 5 des = Kmech F - mechanical margin coefficient.

F(Pnom)

Thus, the urgent problem is to assess the mean-square deviation Y(F), resulting from the

deviations of fuel-characterizing factors. It is possible to use several methods for assessment

of a(F) or )
F

1. Direct modeling of random deviations of factors, calculation of parameter F for each set

of random deviations and direct calculation of dispersio F.
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11. Direct modeling of random deviation of factors, calculation ofcoefficients of parameter
F sensitivity to the deviation of each fctor and employment of these coefficients for the
assessment ofcollective effect of deviations (lincar approximation).

III. Use of the interconnection of dispersion front the random quantities (factors) and
dispersion of these factors 31

2 L aF 2 2 L L N aF
C ()=Y(- a (pl)+2y_ Y -)(- )c;(P0(T(PI-)P(PI'PI-)' (2)

M 0P] 1=111=1+ O apt,
here Y(pl) is the dispersion of pi factor,

p(plpi.) is the correlation coefficient of p and p factors.,

aF _ is the coefficient of functional E sensitivity to the deviation of factor pi which
O I

is calculated by the formula

aF I
= -(F(p,,P2,---,Pl + API,---PL - Fp,,P2,---- PI, --PL)),

.0p, Apt

here Apt characterizes the deviation of p factor during the core loading at the initial

moment of the fuel cycle, and F(pj, P2, PL) functionals are determined for the

desired core life moment or the maximum value of aF for all the core life is
'9 I

conservatively chosen.

IV. Use of the limiting method of mathematical stafistics. In this case the significant factors,
determ-ining the F parameter deviation from its nominal value, are divided into "L"
group factors in such a way that the deviations of the factors pertaining to different
groups would not correlate with each other. Inside each "1:' group each factor is
specified (within the tolerance limits) so that it should ensure the maximum deviation of
the parameter to the %mfavourable" side. Let us designate the vector, made up of
"unfavourable" deviations of each of "L" group factors, as APL. Assume that

cYL(F = I[F� + APL) - F)], (3)
3

and the total dispersion due to the deviation of all the factor groups is assessed by:

CF 2 ) cr ()L
L

This raises the question which of the above methods can be reasonably used in
designing and operation of the VVER reactors.

Let us consider this on example of linear heat generation rate in the fuel rod, restricted
by the design limit - a curve as a function of burnup.

The problem can possibly be solved by varicing the composition and dimensions of
individual fuel rds when calculating the microfields during burnout of the whole core.
However this approach would require too big computer expenditures and is not practically
employed anywhere.
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For the assessments of argin coefficients the same approach is used as for all the
neuronic calculations, when the power distribution field is synthesized of the "macro" and
"micro" fields:

q = 1 K, Kk, -Kk,., (4)

where 4, is the average linear heat generation rate over the reactor;

K, is the relative power density of the section of the fuel assembly containing the

considered section of the fuel rod;

Kk, is the relative power density of fuel rod;

Kk, is the axial peaking factor within the fuel assembly section (the calculated

section of the fuel assembly, characteristic of the K, detennination).

Assume that

((,(q,,)' =(,,(Kk.,))' +(c,(Kk.1)' (c,(Kvl)' (5)

q, Kk, Kk, Kv

Equation (5) has been obtained under the conservative, for the assessment of K.h,
assumption that the correlation between functionalsK, Kk, and Kk, could be neglected or,

in other words, the correlation between the factors characterizing an individual fuel rod and
the whole fuel assembly could be neglected.

Indeed, the maximum increase in Kk, will occur if the enrichment of one fuel rod in the
fuel assembly increases while that of the nearby fuel rods decreases (within the tolerance
limits). At the same time K, will increase if the enfichment of most fuel rods of this fuel
assembly increases. These qualitative considerations allow the correlation of deviations of
micro" and "macro" factors b conservatively neglected.

Another important question is how to calculate the margin coefficients: for each
particular fuel loading (as probably, Fromatom) or to assess this functional onservatively for
all the possible loadings of the fuel cycle considered. And again, in Russia the second method
had been used so far because of economy of computer time xpenditures. All the fuel
assembly types are considered and the most conservative results are chosen.

For the assessment of Kkr) two methods of solution can be suggested: traditional
Kk,

conservative - IV and less onservative methods 11 or III. Which method of margin
coefficient determination shall be chosen, depends to the significant degree on the actual
statistics of deviations in the fuel deliveries to the NPP.

Thus, if method IV is used, GKkr) is assessed for an individual fuel assembly
Kk,

assuming that the latter is surrounded by similar fuel assemblies. In this case the calculations
can be made using the calculation code of TVS-M type. For iustration, here and below we
will present the calculation results obtained for the VVER-440 five-year fuel cycle (Table 1).
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Table 1. Constituents of te mechanical argin coefficients by local fuel loading

3cr(Kk,) ) for the fuel assemblies used in the VVER-440 five-year fuel cycle.
Kk,

Factor (<I)> Burnup intervals,
MW.day/kgU

- is 35 35 60
Fuel enrichment 0.018 0.014 0.010
Fuel density 0.024 0.025 0.026
Outer diameter of fuel cladding 0.013 0.012 0.011
Pitch of fuel assembly array 0.017 0.013 0.006

General relative deviation 3a(Kk,) 0.037 0.034 0.03
K1,

The axial power peaking oefficient of fuel assembly within the array pitch step of Kk,
should b taken into account only at the core edges and for the transition section of the
controlling fuel assembly.

Thus, in the region, where the maximum value of power distribution is formed, Kk is

practically equal to unity. At the same time a(Kkz) can be different from zero because of
Kk,

possible existence of axial gap between the fuel pellets. The estimations show that the
existence of axial gap of 2 nun between the fuel pellets leads to power burst of about 6.
Nevertheless it should be pointed out that in the analysis of many reactor operation conditions
the linear heat generation rate itself is not determining. Of more importance (for a number of
operation conditions) is the assessment of the heat flux from the fuel rod surface to the
coolant. It should be noted that the hat flux burst arising because of the gap will be lower
than the lnear heat generation rate because the heat tansfer in the axial direction is realized.

The acount for heat leakages allows 3a(Kkz) to be reduced to the value as low as
Kk,

0.02.

Now let us consider the constituent cF(Kv) . As during the power unit operation K, in
K,

contrast to Yq�, andKk,, can be corrected by measurements, it is reasonable to approach the
assessment of this relation less conservatively, i.e. just accept the random-character of
deviations of the factors characterizing the whole fuel assembly and use method M. When

assessing aKY) it is so possible to consider every particular loading and its history or the
K,

design sequence of fuel loadings in the stationary fuel reloading regimes. Usually the latter
case is chosen. As an example characterizing the order of obtaining the values, Table 2 gives

(he constituents of functional Kv) for the deviations of the significant factors of the same
Kv

five-year fuel cycle as for the assessment of 3a(Kk,) was considered. It is assumed in these
Kk,
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calculations that statistical deviations in the fuel composition ad dimensions (within the
tolerance limits) are realized i ach fuel loading.

Table 2 Constituents of the mechanical margin coefficient by the local fuel loading

(22� for the deviations of the significant factors characterizing the VVER-440 fuel
K,

assembly in the five-year fuel cycle.

Relative
Factor Fuel cycle moment deviationLE�L

K,

Fuel enrichment Beginning 0.0132
Middle 0.0-091
End 0.0064
Beginning 0.0111

Fuel density Middle 0.0075
End 0.0059
Beginning 0.0104

Gd2O3 content Middle 0.013
End 0.007

Outer diameter of the Beginning 0.0207
fuel cladding Middle 0.0163

End 0.0128
Conservative assessment of the total relative
deviation 0.0299

Surrunarizing the above results of assessment of-T(Kkl) 2`(KkZ) and c(K") the
Kk, Kk, KV

conservative estimate can be obtained independently of the fuel cycle moment: K,-,h(ql)

1.052.

The similar method is used in the calculations of mechanical margin coefficients for
other reactor parameters

2. Statistical calculation of two-dimensional power distribution in the fuel assembly

2.1. Algorithm of statistical calculation

As known, for accelerated calculating the variations of a certain functional, when
different characteristics (factors) of the calculating system are varied, the importance
functions are commonly used. Blow the algorithm of obtaining the importance functions
relative to power distribution in the cross section of individual fuel assembly realized in the
TVS-M code, and the algorithm of the statistical calculation of variations of this distribution
with variations of different factors in the fuel assembly which uses the importance functions.
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In te TVS-M code istead of ricutron flux P,, (i is (lie umber of calculation cell, g is

the number of power group) function is calculated, wich is connected with function

(Di. in the following way:

Wis � -"g O is (6)

Function V. satisfies the standard diffusion equation, which can be written in the

general form as

DV A + B'DW = SW + KW (7)Z

Here DFt is the operator of radial diffusion; A is the operator of absorption, slowing
down and thermalization from the goup; Dz is the operator of axial diffusion; is the
operator of slowing down and thermialization; K is the operator of neutron generation in

fission. In Eq. 7) the cigenvaluc is either the buckling of axial leakage or the criticalityZ
factor X=I/Kiy. The value cis is calculated in the code and allows the spatial distribution of
flux and current in an individual cell to be accounted for more accurately comparing with the
standard diffusion scheme.

Let us consider now the relative power in cell i containing uranium fuel rod (tvel or
uran-gadoliriium rod (tvcg) and denote this quantity as (i.e. the average fuel assembly
power is normalized to 1). The general expression for the arbitrary functional U on flux 
can be written as a scalar product

U < U, 4 > YE (D kg = < , > (8)

U
where Ukg = (9)

EAV

k is the cell number, g is the group number.

Then

< >q; k (10)

<Vif)' V, > /V,

where E is the eective (with allowance for y- and radiation) fission energy; Vf is the

total relative area of all the fuel rods of the fuel assembly-, symbol shows that in the

summarizing over the cells only cell i is used. The value d-') is named below as the power

yield cross-section.

Now let us consider a somehow perturbed system. Then the power perturbation i
arising in this case an be written with an accuracy up to the first order by Ay as

� = qj + qj

(,5qi J. (El (EY q, / Vf (12)

(5V < Etf )'g' > Vf <(df)"' V > V/

It is evident that
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,1q.
(05VIV = 0 (13)

It is seen from 12) that the power qj perturbation consists of two components: the
contribution of direct perturbation of power yield cross section with unperturbed and the
contribution of perturbation y. For the calculation of the latter let us consider the quation for

value function V,' relative to j

V,'D' + VA' + BV'D = 'S' + AV'K' + 5 (14)R Z i i i .5v

Here index 'Y' denotes the adjoint operators to 7); when the Operators 7) are written in the
matrix form the adjoint operators are simply transposed relative to the starting ones. By virtue
of the condition of orthogonality of 13) Eq. 14) has the solution. Let us denote the solution
of homogeneous adjoint equation as This solution also exists. Now multiplying the

perturbed equation for by V and the unperturbed equation 14 - by y with accuracy up

to the first order of magnitude by ay, we obtain for the case when the eigenvalue is B'Z

,5q, AV Z Z (15)('5V -(V:,(,&D, + AA BADZ AS-AAK+AB'D�)VI)

(&D. + AA B2A.D' AS _tAK)V)
AB2 Z

Z V',DzV (16)
0

Thus in the first order of theory of perturbations the formulas for the calculation of
power perturbation in each fuel rod of the i-th fuel assembly. These formulas are commonly
known and earlier were widely used. Some feature of this approach is the use of function 
instead of neutron flux 0. It should be noted that the normalization of value functionsy is

not arbib-ary, but is connected with the normalization of function y through normalizing the
medium power of the fel assembly to 1. The normalization of function is arbitrary.

In the TVS-M code special modules were created, which make it possible to calculate
the importance functions for each fuel rod in the calculation synuneLry sector of the fuel
assembly from 30' to 360'. However due to the FA symmetry these Iixictions can be only
calculated from the fuel rods in symmetry sector 300 or 60'. The importance functions
relative to the fuel rod power in the syrnmetry Sectors T.e 1200, 1800, 2400, 300' are connected
with those for the corresponding symmetric fuel rod in the symmetry sector 600 by the
rotational traruformation; if the calculation was made in the symmetry sector 300 VVER-
440), the importance functions in the fuel rods of sector 300 are connected with the fuel rods
in the synunetry sector 600 by the inversion transformation.

In the calculations of Knh the cause of perturbation of the operators of Eq. 7 is
random deviations of different factors in different fuel rods from their nominal values..

Assume that in the calculations for each fuel rod k the deviation from the nominal for Jk
factors is taken into account, in addition, the deviations for J factors common for the whole
FA (e.g. the FA size) are also taken into account. The change in the component (kg) of any 
operator of Eq. 7) in the deviation from the Xk factor nominal by

AXjk = Xik -. x,,- (17)
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in the first order by the deviation can be written as

ao
A,. O" &jA Arik (I )

and then, i n accordance with ( 2, (15), 16) the iota I change i n the power qj in the fuel rod i
resulting from the change in factors Jk and J can be written as

Aq, c1q, -Ax,,+ aq, . 6_�" (I 9)

&JA axi
The xplicit xpression for the derivatives of Eq. (I 9 are not given here; they consist of

the operator derivatives (Af) eighted ith function according to (10) and the derivative

operators of Eq.(7) weighted with functions y, V and y/,, according 15) or 16). Formula

(19) is similar to the formulas for he assessment of power dispersion, used in the previous
section, however it is applied for direct statistical calculation of perturbed power in the
perturbation of different factors.

2.2. Calculation results

For the statistical calculation of Kn,,,h, in addition to the module for the calculation of
value farictions a special module of TVS-M code was developed. This module generates the
derivatives of operators of Eq. 7) in 48 groups of the code, for all the types of fuel rods and
for the main material and geometrical factors of the fuel rod or the whole fuel assembly. Also,
a special code was created; it generates random values of the set of factors, chosen by the
user, at the specified values of tolerances for these factors in accordance with the uniform or
reduced Gaussian distribution of each factor, onsidering all the factors to be uncorrelated.
Using these factors from formulas (12), (15), 16) the co-de performs the calculation of j
values for all the fuel ods of the fuel assembly.

Below the results of statistical calculations for the working state of the fresh graded fuel
assembly with 427% average enrichment are presented. Table 3 lists the main nominal
parameters (factors) of the fuel assembly and tolerances for the factors whose deviations are
considered in the calculations; Fig. presents the fuel assembly pattern in the 360' symmetry
sector with the cell numbering system adopted in the TVS-M code. It should be pointed out
that some calculation parameters differ from their actual values (e.g., the cladding thickness
and FA wall thickness due to the contribution of the spacer grids as well as because of the
calculation model used (e.g., stirring the fuel pellet over the whole area inside the cladding).
In the figure numbers 12,3 correspond to the numbers of fuel rod types given in Table3,
number 13 corresponds to the cell with guiding tube of rRC sensor; number 14 - to the flat
part of the gap between the fuel assemblies; number 15 corresponds to the comer part of the
gap between the fuel assemblies.

For the correct.assessment of the calculation results its is necessary to test first the
calculation algorithm with the use of value functions described in section 21 (for brevity it
will be named below as alculation 1). For this purpose the calculations of power distribution
perturbation resulting from the perturbation of different factors were carried out for the above
fuel assembly directly by the TVS-M code (reference calculation narned below as calculation
0) and calculation 1. Table 4 shows the comparison of the two calculation mthods for the
relative power value in the fuel rod with maxinial power (Fig. , Kk Cll 19) for the variation
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of different factors by the value given i te able. As seen large relativ dviations of
calculatio I fom calculatio a place only at very sall perturbations of Kk and are
partly due lo round-off errors. On the whole it can be concluded that the calculation of
perturbed power distribution using the value functions is sufficiently accurate.

The calculations presented in this work were made for samplings from the distribution
of factors with volume 3000, te swripling containing all the factors specified in the
calculation. Table shows the nominal values qj, deviations of qj average over the sampling
from them and ean square deviations cr (MSD) for the calculations with sampling of 3000
volume for the fuel rods in the 30' symmetry sctor. The values cri characterize the dispersion
of statistical distribution of qj values while the deviation of the given for the calculation
with volume N sampling is characterized by cir�NW. As are an important characteristic of
distribution, for the determination of the accuracy of their calculation the values cli for the
1000 volume sampling are also given. As seen from the table 3000 volume smpling gives a
rather small statistical error of the calculation for qj and cr .

The statistical calculation for each set of factors makes it possible to obtain both the
maximum power value q., and the number i, of the fuel rod where this value is reached.
In the calculation the value qr,,,x aver-age over the sampling of the given volume (let us denote
it as < q�. > the MSD for this value (denote it as ;-, ); distribution of q. over the
sampling, distribution of i., over the sampling, are determined. All this information allows
the distribution function q_, to be determined and confidence probabilities for it to be
assessed.

In Fig.2 the histogram of the calculation and normal distribution q." is presented. Also
the values <q.,>, cr. denoted as S.) are given. As seen he calculation distribution ci�x
differs from the normal distribution. But falling of q. into the rgion close to the largest
value over the whole sampling (equal to 11216) with theprobability 000135 amounts to 34

i.e. is close to the value of normal distribution.

For the different sets of factors the value q., can be realized in different fuel rods, i.e.
in fact, the distribution q,,, is not the distribution of the value of power for a particular fuel
rod. As illustration, Table 6 gives the distribution q., over the fuel rods, i.e. the fraction of
realization of q . in the corresponding fuel rod. In addition to the fuel rod number the table
also gives the number of the fuel rod corresponding to the given ftiel rod in 30' symmetry
sector. The maximum is realized with about similar probability in twelve symmetric fuel rods,
where the maximum of nominal power also takes place. For checking the importance of the
consideration of distribution of q. over different fuel rods in accordance with the same
procedure the suitability of normal distribution for the description of statistical power
distribution in fuel rod 19 with the maximum nominal power was checked. Unlike the
distribution q. he statistical distribution in the fuel rods wh the maximum nominal power
is consistent with the normal distribution.

It is interesting lo compare the statistical characteristics of power distribution for 3600
symmetry sector (full sector) with the minimum possible 300 synuneLry sector commonly
used in the calculations. Table 7 gives this comparison: for the total and minimum possible
30' symmetry sector the table presents the value < q.> and MSD for the distribution of
maximum power value q,, as well as the average < Pin- > and SKVO for the power
distribution Pinr,,,,� in the fuel rod with the maximum nominal power value. The values for the
minimum possible symmetry sector were also obtained for the sampling with 3000 volume.
As seen from the table the value < �� > in the full symmetry sector are larger than ill tile
minimum possible symmetry sector, the difference reaches 0.0108 and seems to be
significant. Te values < Pin., > for the total and minimum possible symmetry sectors
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actually coincide. This i's he confirms that the difference in < m� > in the two symmetry
sectors is the consequence of realization of the maximum in different fuel pins for the full
symmetry sector. On the whole it can be concluded that for the more rliable calculation of
the statistical characteristics of power distribution it is desirable to perform this a calculation
in the full symmetry sector.

2.3. Discussion of results

By its meaning the value Kr.,b is for the maximum peaking factor of power in fuel
assembly Kk determined by the value of maximum power q.,, which, in conformity with the
prescribed probability, will not be exceeded in any random combinations of technological
factors of the fuel assembly (denote it as (qr,,.x).dd). Since in the safety assessment the
calculation value of maximum relative power of fuel assembly Kk is usually used at the
nominal values of factors (denote it as Yk)r,.,O, the expression for Kn,,h can be written in the
following forria

K.wh=(q.).dW(K." (20)

The expression for (q..,).dd can be written as

(qrnu)add� <qmjx>+3affax (21)

if the confidence probability is taken equal to 3cr.

In part I in the calculation ofKr,,,h the assumption is essentially used.

However in the preceding part on example ofthe particular VVER-440 fuel assembly it was

demonstrated that <q,.>/(K.)r,��1.0108 i.e. essentially exceeds 1. This value cannot be

determined using the above described procedure but requires a statistical calculation. In

addition, the distribution characteristics q., when calculated in the 300 or 60) symmetry

sector differs noticeably from the characterisfics ofcalculation in the 360 symmetry sector.

'Merefore for obtaining a more reliable determination ofK,,,.h it is desirable to carry out the

verification calculations using the statistical calculation.
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Appendix

Tables and figures

Fig. . Pattem of the profi led VVER-440 fuel assembly with the average fuel enrichment 42 %

64 number of the cell

23 Type of the cell

155 140 125 110 95 BO 65 so

is 14 14 14 14 14 14 is
156 141 126 ill 96 81 66 51 37

14 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 14
157 142 127 112 97 82 67 52 30 26

14 3 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 14
158 143 128 113 98 83 68 53 39 27 17

14 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 24
159 144 129 114 99 84 69 54 40 28 18 10

14 3 2 1 2 I 1 1 2 1 3 14
160 145 130 115 100 95 70 55 41 29 19 11 5

14 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 14
161 146 131 116 101 86 71 56 42 30 20 12 6 2

14 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 24
169 154 139 124 109 94 79 64 49 36 25 16 9 4 1
is 3 2 1 1 1 1 13 1 2 2 1 2 3 15

168 153 138 123 108 93 78 63 48 35 24 1S a 3
14 3 I I I I I I I I I 2 3 14
167 152 137 122 107 92 77 62 47 34 23 14 7

14 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 14
166 151 136 121 106 91 76 61 46 33 22 13

14 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 14
165 150 135 120 105 90 75 60 45 32 21
24 3 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 14
164 149 134 119 104 89 74 59 44 31

14 .3 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 24
163 148 133 118 103 as 73 58 43
14311121 324

162 147 132 117 102 87 72 57
1.5 14 14 14 14 14 14 25
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Table 3 Nominal parameters and their tolerances for Elie profiled VVER-440 fuel assembly
with te average enrichment 427%

Name (dimension)) Nominal value Tolerance

Pitch of FA array mm) 147 0.6

FA width across flats (mm) 144.7 -

FA wall thickness 1.58 0.15

Pith between fuel rods (mm) 12.2 -

Diameter of central hole in the 1.55
pellet (mm)

Outer diameter of the pellet 7.55

(mm)

Inner diameter of the fuel 7.76 0.06
cladding (mm)

Fuel cladding thickness (mm) 0.6825 0.05

Material composition of fuel rods

Type I fuel rod 124 pieces)

Enrichment %) 4.6 0.05

U02 density glcrn) 10.47 0.21

Type 2 fuel rod (tyeg) (6
pieces)

Enrichment %) 4.0 0.05

U02 density (g/cm) 10.37 0.21

Content of Gd.203 ( % Wt 3.35 0.15
relative t U02)

Typ 3 fuel rods 36 pieces))

Enrichment %) 3.6 0.05

U02 density(g/cm) 10.47 0.21
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Table 4 Comparison of direct calculation of K ad te calculations with the value functions
(Kk nominal =1.0972

Factor Factor Deviation SKk 0)= SK, 1)= (SKk I

Factor name value of the Ki, (calculation Kk (calculation byk(o)-I). %
number factor 0)-Kk (nom.) I)-Kk (nom.)

from the
nominal

value
I Enrichment of 4.6 0.05 0.0028 0.0033 17.86

type fuel rod

M
2 Enrichment of 4.0 0.05 0.0056 O.OG65 16.07

type 2 fuel rod

I M
3 Enrichment of 3.6 0.05 -0-0003 -0.0003 0.00

type 3 fuel rod

N
4 Content of 3.35 0.15 0,0002 0.0-002 0.00

Gd2O3 ( % Wt)

5 U02 density 10.47 0.21 -0.0003 -0.0003 0.00
type I Lcrrl 3)

6 U0 dnsity 10.37 0.21 -0-0038 -0.0036 -5.26
-type 2 &cm 3)

7 U02 density 10.47 0.21 -0.0058 -0.0056 -3.45
type 3 (g/cm)

8 Inner diameter 7.76 0.06 -0.0002 -0.0003 50.00
of type I fuel

rod (nun)
9 Thickness of 0.6825 0.05 -0.0004 -0.0005 25.00

type I fuel rod
cladding (mm)

I 0 Inner diameter 7.76 0.06 0.0000 0.0000 -
of type 2 fuel

rod (nun)
I I Thickness of 0.6825 0.05 0.0001 0.0001 0.00

type 2 fuel rod
cladding (mm)

12 Inner diameter 7.76 0.06 0.0000 0.0000 -
of type 3 fuel

rod (mm)
13 Thickness of 0.6825 0.05 0.0000 0.0001 -

type 3 fuel rod
cladding (mm))

14 Pitch of FA 147 0.6 0.0005 0.0004 -20.00
array (mm)

hickness of FA 1.58 0.15 -0.0004 -0.0004 0.00
wall (mm)
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Table 5. Nominal power distribution, deviations front it for 3000 volume sampling and MSD
values in the 300 symmetry sctor

Fuel rod 4 6 9 1 1 12 16 1 8 19 20
number

qNom 1.0277 09863 03975 1.0093 1.0577 1.0039 1.0174 1.0972 1.0309

q(3000) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 00002 -0.0001 00002

-qNOM

cr(3000) 0.0079 00078 0.0105 0.0074 0.0070 0.0058 00067 00069 00069

a(I 000) 0.0078 0.0080 00107 0073 00070 00062 0070 00069 00069

Fuel rod 25 29 30 36 42
number

qNom 1.0146 1.0395 1.0179 1.0188 1.0234

q(3000) 0.00-01 0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0001 0.0001

-qNOM

a(3000) 0.0062 00063 0.0070 0.0064 0.0066

0(1000) 0.0062 00063 0.0070 0.0065 0.0064
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Fig. 2 Distribution of q... Cor 3000 volume sampling

<qmax>=1.1081, Smax=0.0037

0.1200

0.0900

0.06DO I ING- I

0.03M

0.0000

val�
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Table 6 distribution of qr,.� by the fuel rod nu nibers

Fuel rod 19 23 28 33 82 89 97 104 129
number

K2 in 300 19 19 9 19 19 9 19 19 19

Fraction 0.0917 00750 00730 00937 00947 0.0737 00757 0.090 0.0920
7

Fuel d 130 136 137
number

K2 in 300 19 19 19

Fraction ! 0.0757 00730 00913

Table 7 Comparison of statistical characteristics of power distribution for 3600 and 300
symmetry sectors.

Fraction 30" 360'

<qrn > 1.0973 1.1081

MSD q.,, 0.005 0.0037

<Pin,,. > 1.0973 1.0974

MSD 0.0059 0.0069
Pin.,
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ABSTRACT

The program and data system EDUDBase for validation of reactor computing codes was de-
vcloped at NRI. It is designed for validation and evaluation of the precision of different corn-
putcr codes used for VVER core analyses. The main goal of this database is to provide data for
comparison with calculation results of tested codes and tools for statistical analysis of differ-
ences between the calculation results and the test data.

The benchmark data sets are based on in-core measurements performed on VVER-440 reactors
of Dukovany NPP. The initial data from NPP are verified, errors and inaccuracies are elimi-
nated and data are tansferred to a form, which is suitable for comparison with results of calcu-
lations. A special reduced operating history data set is created for each operating cycle
("Benchmark Operation History") to be used as an input data for calculation. It contains values
of some integral quantities for each time point: effective time, integral thermal power, boron
concentration, position of working group control assemblies (group 6 and inlet coolant
temperature. At present, sets are available for all completed cycles up to: (unit/cycle) 17,
2/16 315 41 .

Power distribution is described for approx. 40 time steps during each operating cycle. 2D-
power distributions are transferred into 60-degree core symmetry sector of reactor core. Al
present, such data sets are available only for later cycles startin wh: (unit/cycle) 17 26 35,
4/5 (in other words last I I cycles for each unit).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Milaimse EDUDBASE 4/ povides slected core Operation aw from Dukovany NPP used to
� ahdil[C neutron codes foi VVEIZ-440 core analysis, mainly the two of te core basic caracter-
Istics:

• Critical boron concentration (H3BO3) throughout the various states of operating cycles (bo-
ron letdown Crve). Measured values of CB -exp(t) were determined from various ethods
of cemical aalysis of primary coolant-measurements at te plant and then averaged to
daily ean value. Tese data were archived o magnetic inedia from the vry beginning of
Dukovany NPP operation. Further data reduction and averaging over the longer operating
periods was perfornied as a part of validation data case preparation.

• Radial power distribution in VVER-440 core in various operating states at or close to the
nominal power level. Reference measured data are represented by FA integral power
Pw_exp(k) (as determined by VK3 CMS) in the FA positions instrumented by core exit
temperature measurement thermocouple averaged over a symmetrical locations (converted
into 60' RC symmetry FA average relative power). These data are available on magnetic
media beginning from Cycle of Unit 3 (since 991).

Sources of easured data are described in 2/. This reference also descfibes in detail methods
used for an independent verification of the data prior to their input into the database. Ehanced
methods used for reference case power distribution preparation are described in /. Current
status, data content, of the EDUDBASE database is documented in 4/.

Thorough analysis of validation case results is an important part of the data verification feed-
back process. Such analysis allows to identify individual measurement anomalies in the ex-
perimental data as well as systematic bias in some core characteristics behavior, which could
be caused by improper function of some database input data preparation sequence (starting
from data acquisition on NPP units through their further processing manual or by 3 sys-
tem). MOBY-DICK computer code is used for data analysis as a standard tool.

This paper presents excerpts of 6/ results for EDU Unit I obtained from validation case
evaluation. The reference document also contains links to other reports documenting several
data verification cycles during the 1992 to 2001 period.

2. VALIDATION CASE

All computer codes officially used in CR for neutron analysis of the reactor core characteristics
have to pass through the code licensing procedure - evaluation by SONS expert group. The

review process is controlled by SONS regulation and the topical report on code prediction ac-
curacy ealuated on validation case composed from Czech plant operating data (for WWER-
440 - EDU) is required as a part of te procedure.

2.1 EDUDBASE database

Based on the contract with SONS NRI had in cooperation with Dukovany NPP prepared vall-
dation case for MOBY-DICK ad BIPR code standardization. This case is based on plant core
operation data from EDUDBASE database 1,2,3,4/. The goal was to establish one of the basic
operation benchmarks for VVER-440 core analysis codes to be used in the icensing process of
these COMPLIter codes.

Database contains follmviri- files kk - cycle number, b - unit number) with test case input
da ta
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1. 0 A 1) lCk k. 1) U 1 - core loading description.
Lomling paticrii,
FA operating istory location of FA i previous cycles).

COIIISCk-k.DUI - Description of core operating istory dring te cycles.

Effective tinic Teff 90 to 1 50 values),
Critical boron concentration 13BO3 CB, (used as a reference - not as a input),
CFA control group position (CFA6 and CFAO),
Reactor core hermal powcr N,
Coolant inlet temperature tin.

Critical boron concentration (See CHIS) and fuel assembly power values from the data arc
used as a reference. Tese are archived for time points corresponding to and identified in
COHIS file in which the core operation was sufficiently stable and equilibrium. Tile reference
values are archived in the ollowing files:

INDEXCkk.DUb list of time points 20 to 40) of the iven cycle for which FA power
and additional RC characteristics are archived.

P2S36Ckk.DUb 2-D relative FA power distribution in the core.

2.2 Core Analysis Results

Computer code calculation results of cycle history segments for Teff, N, CFA6, (CFAO if
separated) and (in are requested for validation case evaluation. Each cycle is divided into 90 to
150 time intervals (including reactor shutdown periods with zero power). Maximum time in-
terval duration is 7 calendar days, minimum I day (cycle history is reconstructed/condensed
based on daily average values and data reduction is allowed for stable core operation periods).
Xenon ad Samarium are considered to be in equilibrium (except for zero power cases),

Results of CB and Nv(k) arc then compared to measured data in EDLTDBASE.

Note 2 1: As demonstrated earlier, 60' RC symmetry can be used for calculation. All
analysis results presented in this paper are for 60' RC symmetry segment and
it should b so understand whenever RC is mentioned in this paper.

MS Access based tools are used for data evaluation. They provide useful queries, forms, graphs
and reports allowing to analyze the data according to specific needs of the user and to prepare
Suitable graphical presentation of the analysis results (tables, graphs).

2.3 Validation Case/Benchmark Scope

Validation case was calculated for all units of Dukovany NPP and all cycles finished by the
end of the year 2001. Prediction accuracy analysis was performed for the following parameters,
units and cycles:

Unit I Cycle Parameter

I I to 16

2 1 to 15
-�� Critical boron concentration at power H3BO3

3 1 to 14

4 1 to 14

1 7 to 16

2 6 to 15 FA radial power distribution Paw(k) and Kq
3 5 to 4
4 1 5 to 14
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This mper presents Only CXcel [Its ol'/6/ resulls om validation case evaluation. Particular ex-
amples of EDU Uni I re presented to illustrate possibilities of te database analysis tools ad
analysis rSLIIIS.

3. DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS AND STATISTICS EVALUATED FOR

THE VALIDATION CASE

Definition of the validation case isl documented in Ref. 12,3/. Only partial information
important for understanding of te results presented in this paper is given here. Detailed

information can be found in the references above.

3.1 General rules used in parameter and its statistic notation

X selected parameter (CB, PNv, Kq)

X_exp(i) i-th measured value of the given parameter X (out of n values)
X-eval(i) i-th calculated value of the given parameter X (out of n values)

Av-(X) average value ofX

Avg(X) X(i)

Index i abbrev. for several independent indexes (see 32)

Note 3 1: When comparing the measured and calculated values of power distribution

they are normalized over all instrumented FAs (CFA are excluded) such that

the average value is equal to 1. Then:

I
Avg(Pw exp = Y Pw exp(i) = Avg(Pw eval) PW eval(i = ,

52 52 -

Where sum is only over instrumented 52 FAs positions (see Figure 9.

Note 32: Trivial consequence of the definition above is that average of the differences

equals zro.

dX(i) measured vs. calculated difference

dX(i = X _ exp(i - X _ eval(i)

Avg(dX) average value ofdX(i)

I
Av&X = YdX(i)

IdX(i)l absolute value of the difference dX(i)

Avg(IdXl) avg. of ]dX(i)l

Max(dX) maximum positive difference

Min dX) maximum negative difference

SD(dX) standard statistical deviation between easured and predicted value

SD(dX) (dX(i)-Avg(dX))'
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3.2 Idexes

3. / Data nde-ves

EDU unit number (I 4)
C cycl nmber

time point idex in [lie given cycle (I through n)
FA index in the 60'core segment (either I to 59 or only I to 52, see Fig-
Lire 9)

Note 33: Two different sets of time point values it are mentioned in the analysis:

• For boron concentration CB is the t set given by points in COHIS.... file which is 90 to 150
points depending on cycle power history complexity.

• For radial power distribution Pw(k) and Kq is the it set given by number of points in
INDEX.... file, which consists typically of 20 to 40 points. This set is a sub-set of the above.

Throughout the paper text simple term of set t is used, but it has to be distinguished accord-
inaly depending on context.

For te purpose of this paper the indexes b, e were merged into one named in the graphs and
tables as "Unit-Cycle". This allows more convenient presentation of statistic evaluation results
(see 33). A name EDU is used for all four units. Index Unit-Cycle can have the following
values:

Unit-Cycle EDU, 1 2 3 4 and one of the two following alternatives:
a) For CB analysis: 1-01 to 116 201 to 215 301 to 314 401 to 414.
b) For Pw and Kq analysis: 107 to 116, 206 to 215, 305 to 314,
4-05 to 414.

3. Z 2 Indexing of sub-sets

Statistical analysis of the data sub-sets (summaries) can provide the influence of different parts
of the cycle or core locations on statistical behavior. For this purpose additional indexes are
introduced t, k.

Note 34: Following index values arc used in tables and graphs presented in this paper:

Cycle all t or values belong to the given cycle,
Unit all t or values belong to the all cycles of given unit,
EDU a] I t or k values belong to the all cycles and units of Dukovany NPP analyzed.

Following subsets were defined for this paper:
1. Index t is divided into three sub-sets for Teff-

BOC = beginning of cycle (Teff - 100 FPD),
MOC = middle of cycle (100 FPD < Tcff < 200 FPD),
EOC = end of cycle (Teff >= 200 FPD).
This auxiliary index is denoted as POC = part of cycle).
POC possible values are:
POC = EDU, Unit, Cycle, BOC, MOC, EOC.

2. Index k is divided into subsets according to FA location in the core into three subsets as
well:
I = FA srrounding CFA6 (total 7 FA),
2 = other (inner) FA (total 35 FA),
3 = Core periphery FA (total IO FA).
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Ass I grinient/posi ions or FA 11or dirrerci I gioups is vert inFigu re 9.
This auxiliary ncs Is dlloled as 110Z (= position).
110Z ossible VaILICS ae:

PO = EDU, Unit, Cycle 1 2, 3, 4.

3.3 Presented statistics

Large sts of data are statistically compared ad evaluated depending o different indexes (see
3.2) Satistic caracteristics (Min, Max, Avg, S[Dev caracterize different data subset. Defini-
tions are presented above i 32.2. Following statistics are provided:

3.3.1 Cb difference aalysis

Difference dCB depends on index: Unil-Cycle, t (independent on k). POC index is to analyze
different parts of the cycle (see 32). Following statistics are then calculated:

1. Pcsfalislics: Fixed Unit-Cycle over in POC.
2. Cycle satistics: Fixed Unit-Cycle (except EDU, 1 2 3 4 over .
3. 'Unit statistics: Fixed Unit-Cycle 1 2 3 4 over t.
4. EDUsiaiistics: Fixed Unit-Cycle FDU) over all t.

3.3.2 Kil difference aalysis

dKq difference is the only single value for each time point over indexes Unit-Cycle, t. Same
statistics as in 33.1 can be used, however, difference in eaning of t has to be recognized (see
Note 33).

3.3.3 FA power Piv difference aalysis

dPw difference depends on Unit-Cycle, t, and k indexes. Summary over t or over k was de-
termined first for practicality and then processed in a standard way. Following sunu-nary char-
acteristics were finally determined:

1. Pcsfalislic: Fixed Unit-Cycle over t in POC and ovewr all k.
2. Cycle statisti Fixed Unit-Cycle (except EDU, 1 2 3 4 over all corresponding t

and a k.

3. 'Und statistic: Fixed Unit-Cycle 1 2 3 4 over all corresponding it and all k-.
4. ED U statistic: Fixed Unit-Cycle EDU) over all corresponding t and k.
5. FA location (POZ) statisti Fixed Unit-Cycle over k in POZ and all 
6. Statistic is also determined for index values (Cycle, Unit, EDU. For similarity in defini-

tions they are not presented here explicitly.

Note 35: As follows from Note 32 the average over FAs is tivial Avg(dPv(k) = and
therefore it is not presented. Instead Avg(jdl`w�) statistics are used in Table 3
and 4.

4. CRITERIA FOR ACCURACY EVALUATION

As it follows from 1,2,3/ accuracy evaluation is based o statistical evaluation of time average
difference values of parameters in question. This approach is chosen to avoid significant im-
pact of sin-le point disagreement on overall evaluation.

Sonic criteria used n 1,2,3/ appear to be suitable also for this presentation. The values are
used as discrimination levels for data evaluation. Tis allows to identify existing trends in
MOBY-DICK computer code predictions.

Three SLIC11 criteria same as In 1,2,3/ are used 1r) tells chapter i
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• Ag(dC'B)=0.2OgHIB03/kgatl)over

• I'vlax(dPw = 007, Min(dPw = 0.07
• Max(dKq = 0.05, Min(dKq = 0.05

In addition, Following critical values used for evaluation i Chapter 6 have been identified
based o xisting experience from the work with the database:

• SiDev(dCB = 0 IS
• Min(dCB) Avg - 3S(Dcv
• Max(dCB) Avg 3*StDev

Avg(IdPwl) Avg(dPw = 0024
StDc%,(dPw = 0032
Avg(dKq) 0.030
StDcv(Kq) 0.030

Values outside the criteria boundary are marked with x in Tables.

5. REFERENCE CODE

All calculations were performed using MOBY-DICK, code version mob6O8 with
W1E72G4G cross-section library using two different methods. Results of evaluation for both
methods are presented here.

Calculation method:
Coarse mesh: 24 nodes pr FA x-section (triangles), 40 nodes pr core height.
Pin-wise: Mesh of regular 126 hexagons per FA corresponding to fuel pin cells,

40 nodes for assembly shroud and gap and 40 nodes per core hight.

Reactor core (RQ: height = 244 cm, axial node height = 61 cm = 40 nodes), Fuel stack
height in CFA = 231.8 cm = 38 nodes)

X-section library: WIE72G4G: 2 goups thermal group energy boundary 0.625eV) pre-
pared by WIMS 8a.
Diffusion data pararricterized using APRO code.

Boundary conditions. - matrices prepared by HECON cde and corrected against MCNP
results were used for radial and axial reflector as well as for absorber
region of CFA.

Details are documented in 7/. Validation case calculation results were provided for evaluation
on edia through /8/.

6. EVALUATION OF VALIDATION CASE RESULTS

Note 6 1: As it can b seen from presented tables and figures, the differences between
coarse-mesh and pin-wise calculations are very small and therefore in most
cases they are not distinguished in this chapter.

6.1 H31303 critical boron concentration at power

Table 1: Unit 1, N>1000 MWt

AvQ(dCB) exceeds criterion only for the beginning of first cycle up to 200 FPD, which
could be explained by very non-equilibrium operation of the core during this
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period 1,6111c and palit commissioning. Criteila is me wth significani niar-
gill 1,01. The rest 1,111C CYCICS

N I I NI ax isolated vAties otside the crim-K) can be identified i different cycles, how-
ever, Lis cn be seen rom Figure I, frequency ol'such cases is very o.

SiDev behaves similarly Lis Avg.

Tible 2: Unit 1, N>O Yl NV(

A%,g(dCB) Behaves similarly Lis in case for N> 1000 MWt, criterion is et in most
cases.

i a Max Increase of high difference frequency and thus SDev can be clearly identi-

fi ed.

Figure 1: Unit 1, N>1000 NINN't

Frequency distribution shows well difference behavior. Maximum frequency for unit I corre-
sponds to - 0.05. Contribution of different cycle periods can be seen from the picture as well.

Figure 2 All 4 units, N>1000 MNVt

Shows contribution of different cycle periods to the overall statistics for all 59 cycles included

in evaluation.

Figure 3 All 4 units, N>O NINVt

Shows contribution of different cycle periods to he overall statistics for all 59 cycles included
in evaluation. It can be seen that Uni 4 exhibits negative bias. Higher negative differences
were identified when low power cases are included into evaluation, however their frequency is
very low.

Conclusion on critical boron concentration prediction evaluation:

I dCB differences do meet criteria in the wide range of analyzed values.
2. Isolated larger differences were identified, however, they are of low statistical signifi-

cance.
3. Insignificant differences between used methods were noted but in general both methods

predict almost identical values.

6.2 Radial power distributions

6.2. 1 dP)v summary over FAs in ime period subsets

Table 3 Unit 1 istrumented FAs (CFA excluded)

Avg(jdPwj) absolute value is used for comparison since Avg(dPw = (see Note 32).

All statistics rneet criteria used for all time points and cycles.

Table 4 Unit , all FAs (including CFA)

Avg(IdPwl) slightly increased values compare to Table 3 but criterion met.
Min a Max significant change, criteria not met for most of the cycles.
StDev similar as for Avg.

Conclusion I for power difference analysis:

These results confirm the appropriateness of excluding CFAs from evaluation. While the
aureement on instrumented FAs is excellent (Table 3, prediction for CFA powers exhibit sig-
nificant differences, wich is pmarily believed to be aributable to VK3 system algorithms
used TO Calculate "meaSUred" CFA pox% er.
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Figure 4 Unit 1, instrumented FAs (CFA excluded)

This gaph illustrates ineeting the criteria with maximum difference fi-equcncy at - or -0.005
depending o he method. Contribution of different cycle periods cn also be seen. No practical

dependence sen.

Figure 5: All 4 units, instrumented FAs (CFA excluded)

This graph illustrates eeting te criteria with maximum difference frequency at - 0.005 or 
depending on [lie ethod. Contribution of different cycle periods can also be seen. No practical
dependence seen.

Conclusion 2 for power difference analysis:

Figures and show that difference distribution is independent on time point in the cycle. All

criteria are met.

6.2.2 Summary of dPw over tinsepointsfor different FA groups

Table 5: Unit 1, over all measured FAs (CFA excluded)

All statistics meet given cteria for the whole range of time points and cycles.

Figure 6 Unit 1. over all measured FAs (CFA excluded)

Illuslates well that criterion is met, maximum frequency is at - -0.005. Both methods behave in
a similar way. FA location is also analysed in this figure.

Figure 7 All units over all me2Sured FAs (CFA excluded)

Illustates well that cterion is met, maximum frequency is at - -0.005 or depending on the
method. FA location influence is also analysed in this figure.

Conclusion on FA groups power distribution:

Figures 6 through show behavior of assembly power prediction accuracy depending on FA
core location. FAs next to CFA6 have difference distribution shifted to negative values, Pe-
ripheral FAs to positive values and the rest has normal distribution around zero.

6.Z3 Summary of dKq over cycles

Table 6 Unit 1, summary over all cycles and unit

Avg(dKq) none of IO values does not exceed cterion.
Min a Max none of 20 values does not exceed criterion.
SiDev(dKq) none of IO values does not exceed criterion.

Figure 8: all 4 Units

Difference distribution for both methods is insignificant. Maximum frequency corresponds to
- -0.005. However differences > 0.05 exist.

Conclusion on Kg difference analysis over time intervals:

dKq differences and their statistics meet corresponding criteria very wll.

7. CONCLUSIONS FRom MOBY-DICK CODE EVALUATION

7.1 H31303 Critical boron concentration at power

I Di fferencc dCB eet criteria in the wide rnge of analyzed \ allies.
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1 I ere re sill g IC (II Illere IC es ex Ceci I g ci It crio, hu staks I Ica II y I ey arc o significant.

3 Dit'I'evences between tv,-o differew mediods (to exist, however they are marginal and both
methods predict practically tile sanic Values.

7.2 Radial power distribution ad Kq

I All statistics inect the criteri i Cycle SUb-intervals.

2. FigUre 3 ad 4 demonstrate practical idependence of power distribution accuracy on the
time i the cycle.

3. Figure 7 and show difference behavior depending on FA location in the core. FA next

to CFA6 have the maximum differences in negative direction. Peripheral FAs have
maximum differences i positive direction. Differences for the rest of te core have nor-

mal distribution around zero.

4. dKq difference and its statistics eet the criteria very well.

7.3 Conclusion notes

Database content is significantly arger han presented in this paper. It also contains data of
thermocouple measurements, SPND signals, spatial power distributions, data from BOC criti-
cality etc. Evaluated computer code ad Lo be capable to provide required characteristics.

When perfon-ning some comparisons between code calculations and SPND measurement it was
discovered that conversion of SPND currents to power needs to be clarified. Therefore the
evaluation results for this parameter were not published yet. However, there is still influence of
SPND data on "measured" 3D power distribution through their relative axial profile.

Difficulties of codes were identified also for predictions of the hot zero power critical CB after
shutdown and outage periods. More thorough analysis of differences in measured and predicted
data still remains to be performed to identify cause and propose some solution.

Temperature measurement analysis as documented in 151 was very successful and confirmed
possibility to perform comparison of FA power based on FA exit temperature rather than based
on temperature rise measurements.

Database is regularly maintained and updated by new operation data and their verification.
Work o similar database for Teinelin NPP data ETEDBASE was already commenced.

8. UST OF NOMENCLATURE

Physical quantities

Teff Effective time [FPD)
N Reactor themial power MWt]
CB Boron concentration (H31303) [g/kg]
tin Inlet coolant temperature 0c)
Pw(k) Relative fuel assembly power
Kq Fuel assembly peaking factor

niax(Pw(k))
Kq= 

Avg(Pw)

Other ,abbreviations

C F.A control fuel assembiv
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CFA 6 position ol'working FA roup Group 6 ciii]
C FA 0 posilion of'central CFA i case it is separated rom Group 6 cnij

FA rue[ assembly
RC reactor core
rDU Dukovanv NPI1
ETF Ternelin NPP
SONS State Office for Nclear Safety
NIK3 original Russian design core srveillance system of EDU

CR Czech Republic

Additional abbreviations sed in validation cases are defined in Article 31.
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1-:11fl I Statistical amilysis of' H3BO3 concenuallon (lifferencies (measuremew - calcula-
tion) Im h . unil EDU at me points wilh theinial power >1000 MWt.

mirks Vahtes out of criteria (see xt).

U 0 Coarse mesh ACB (g H3BO3/kg) Pin-wise ACB (g H3BO3/kg)>1 E
U Mz S E0 >

W 0 CX z-6
Max StDev Min StDev

Min Avg AvI 9 Ma.l Teff-100 428 -0.399 -0.027;_ x --0.159 x -0.404 -0.006 0.663 x 0.153 X
1 100<Teff<200 463 -0.388 x 0.027� 0.559 x 0.125 -0.377 x 0.028 0.561 x0.122
1 200-Teff 467 -0.2 2 -0. 4 0 285 -i 3 0.103 -0.273 -O.G48 0.263 x0.100
1 Unit history 1358 -0.399 -0.011, 0.655 x 0.133 -0.404 x -0.009 0.663 x 0.130

EDU Teff<=100 1662 -0.677 x -0 073i 0.655 x 0.162 x -0.641 x -0.053 0.663 x0-157 x
EDU 100<Teff<200 1655 -0.693 x -0�00_7i 0.690 x,-0.139 -0.676 x -0.004 0.695 x 0.135
EDU 200-Te 1.

ff 1815 -0.486 x -0.074 0472 x 0137 -0.464! -0.088 0.458 i x 0.135
EDU EDU history 5132 -0.693 x -0.052:1 0.690i x 0.149� -0.676! x -0.049 0.695ix. 0146:
1-01 Teft-100 25 0.059 0.4�2] xl_0.655 0.170 x 0.070�. 0.410�, xi 0.663. 0.168 x
1-01 100<Teff<200 28 0.218 0.344 x� 0559 0.070 0.2G4 0.341 x 0561 x 0073
1-01 200-Teff 35 0.002 0.159 0.285 0.073 -0.023 0.13.4 0.263, 0.077
1-01 Cycle history 88 0.002 0.287� XI 0.655 0.152 x -0.023 0.278. x 0.663 0.163 x

1-16 Teff- 100 28 -0.180 -0.0161 1 0.494 x 0. 1 23 -0.136; 0.015. i 0.5-43-x 0.122
1-16 100<Teff<200 30 0-.625' _'.071110.168___. 0037 0.031 0.082 0.170� 0035
1-16 200<=Tetf 37 -0.164 .0.011i 0.102 0.071 -0 163 -0.0 9 0.098! 0.074
1-16 Cycle history 95 -0.180. 0.013i 0.494 0.091, -0.163s 6.023-1. 6.543 x 0093

Table 2 Statistical analysis of H3BO3 concentration differences (measurement - calcula-
tion) for the 1. unit EDU at time points with hermal power >0 MWt.
x marks values out of cHteria (see text).

2
C
O_ Coarse mesh ACB (g H3803/kg) Pin-wise 6CB (g H3BO3/kg)

E >
C E

D z
0 Min I Avg IMax IStDev Min Avg Max StDev

1 Unit history 11577 -0.9691xl -0.010i [ 1.3671x 0.10 xi -0.95OIx 0006 1.360 x 0.179IX
EDU EDU history 15883 1533 x 0054 1.903 x 0195 x -1.522lx -0.050 1.904jx I 0.192Ix
1-01 -0.21 71 0.2891 x 1 1.367 x 10-232 -0.237 0.284 0.236Ix

- Cycle history 95 -0.180 1 00131 0.4941x 00911 -0-163 0.023 0.5431x I O.M7
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Tame 3 Statistical analysis of pwer differenccs (nicasurcmen - CalCLIkItiOll) or easured
fuel ssemblies oly (i.e. without CFA) of th I nil EDU.
x mark vlues out of criteria see text).

Coarse mesh APw (Relative unit) Pin-wise APw (Relative unit)
0

E >
'E cnE Avg Avg
D 0 Min Max StDev Min Max StDev

0 flAPwD IIAPWI)

1 Teff-100 4680 -0.064 0.014 0.050 'O.017 -0.067 0.014 0.053 0.018
1 100<Tetf<200 5512 -0.049 0.013 0.050 0.016 -0.052 O�013 .0.0.46 0.016.
1 200-Teff 5668 -0.049'_ 0.013!-' O.044 'O.015 -0.0-49 0.012 0.046 0.015

Unit history 15ilbd 10.01§41 01013i 61 so i 'O.016 -O.D67 0.013
i 0.053 0.016

EDU Teff-100 18772 -0.069 0.016i .091!x 0.020 -0.077 xI 0.018 0.102 x 0.022'
EDU 100<Teff<200 21-060 -0-06� T -6 . ��i 0.077 x 0 01 6 wO.M I 015 0.091;x 0.018
EDU 260-Teff 21632 -0.063 -6.061' 14 0.084 x 0.018
EDU EDU history 464 0.0151 l� 0091, i.T 1 6 0.102ix 0.019�
1-07 Telf-100 468 -0.05 7 i 0.0 1 5 50. ' 0 8 -0.061 0.017 0.051: 0020

-1 --O.O, j ra1-07 106<Teff_<200__ 7-8_0 _-d� . -67- _d jq-.-I- -LO.D46, 0.014 0.043 0.017
1-07 266 =Te# M -0. 0.012 ! 6.644" �dbii"_ ---O'.037, 0.012 0.046 0.01
1-07 Cycle hisiory--- 167_6 :6-. 3 _7 00�__ EF 14 0 51

1-16 Teff-100 364 -0.047 0.0121 0.042 10.0161 -0.044: i 0.013 0.049 0.0171
1-16 1166;�Tett<266_ Ya _-C�04 7 0.0131 O]O39j 10.017, 0.013 0.039_ -6:6-17
1-16 200--=Terf :6

_< IOX 0.038i _'_O.O1_7
16,0171 -0.0481 1 0.01 0.049 0.017

1-16 Cycle history 6.W : j

Table 4 Statistical analysis of power differences (measurement - calculation) for all fuel
assemblies (i.e. with CFA) of the 1. unit EDU.
xmarks values out of criteria (see text).

2 C Coarse mesh APw (Relative unit) Pin-wise APW (Relative unit)
U Z 

E E >
, 2

= AvgD Max StDev Min IIAPWD Max StDev

I j Unit history 17995 -0.659lx 1 0017 0.242 x 0028 -0.6,42 x 0.0171 0.259IX 0028
EOU EDU history 69738 -0.659lx 1 0.0'9 0.242 x 0028 -0.642 x 0.020 0.259 x 0029
1-07 Cycle history 2242 091xi-TO-18- I x 0025 -0.140 x 0.0191 10. 1 20 x 0026

1-�6 Cycle history 1239 x 1 0.0161 1 0. 0 4 9� -- k-076213
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Tahlc S Siatisilcal analysis of'power cliI';`eI-C1ICeS (1COSLIM 11011 c�ilcukitloiq I'M nicasured
kicl asseniblics oilly i.c. without CFA) offli I ml FIX holl) [lie point of' ve"
of Fucl assembly position in the core.
x marks V111,ICS OLIL of citeria (sec texi).

'A

.2 !2 Coarse mesh APW (Relative unit) Pin-wise APW (Relative unit)

VI 0

.E M CL 3
(n < z

D ILL Min Avg Max StDev Min Avg Max StDev

1 inner FAs 10675 -0.064 0.000 0.050 ;0.016 -0.067 0.001 0.053 0.016
1 Periphery FAs 3050 -0.0�15 aon 0.050 _O.b17 -0.048 0.001 0.04 7 0.0 7
1 FAs near CFA6 2135 -0.059 -0.065 0.033 '0.013 -0.060 -0.005 0.051 0.014
I All FAs 15860 .0.064 0.000 0.050 10.016 -0.067 0.000 0.053 0.016

EDU Inner FAs 4`1370 -0.064 0.000 0.085 x �0.018 -0.067 0.001 0.102�x 0.019
EDU Periphery IFAs 11820 -0.0�3, 0.008- 0.075 -8 -0.063 0.006 0.076 x 0.019
EDU FAs near CFA6 8274 -0.069 -0.011 0.091 x �0.016 -0.077 x -0-011 0.074 x O.O 7

_EDU All FAs 614154 -0.069 0.000 0.091 x 0.019 -0.077 x 0.000 0.102 x 0.019
1-07 Inner FAs 1330 -0.057 -0.002 0.030 0.013 -0.061 -0.002 0.037 0.015
1-07 Periphery FAs 380 -0.041 1 0.006 omo 'b.622 -b.040 0.003 0.047 0.022
1-07 FAs near CFA6 266 -0.042 0.003 0.031 0.013 -0.043 0.006 0.051 0.018
1-07 All FAs 1976 -0.057 0.000 0.050 0.016 -0.061 0.000 0.051 0.017

1-16 Inner FAS 735 -O.G47 0.005 0.042 0.017 -0.045 0.006 0.0,49 0.016
1-`16 _Periph,;ry_�As _210 0'01-2- 0 007 i0.014 -0.048 -0.014 0.006 0.01414 7 5�__ 12 0.011 -0.040 -0.009.1-16 FAs near CFA6 -0.04( lj-. �C�7 0.011 0.010
1_167 AII-Foi�_ _1092 --O. 7 0.000 0.04-2 70-. b- 7 i -_6�6�8 oboo 0.049 0.017

Table 6 Statistical analysis of peaking factor Kq differences (measurement - calculation)
for the 1. unit EDU.
x arks values out of criteria (see text).

4C
z 'a � ' Coarse mesh AKq I Pin-wise AKq

CL Z
E

C V:3E z=> Z
0 Min Avg Max StDev Min Avg Max StDev

1 Teff-100 90 1-0.028 -0.002 0.028 0.018 -0.027 1-0.001 0.026 10.0171 
1 100<TeH<M 106 -0.0171 -0.001 0.024 0.010 -0.015 1 0.000 0.021 0.009
1 200<=Teff 109 -0.030 -0.005 0.021 0.011 -0.027 --F-.0005 0.017 0.009
1 Unit history 305 -0.030 -0.003 0.028 0.013 -0.027 _F-0 002 _(T0 2 6 0.012

EDU Teff<=100 361 -0.035 0003 0.094 x0.026 -0.039 0.001 0.094 x 0.026

EDU 100<Teff<200 405 -0.039 -0.001 0.084 x0.017 -0.034 -0.001 0.087 x 0.017

EDU 200-Teff 416 -0.056 x -0.006 0.064 x0 018 -0.063 x -0.006 0.069 x 0.011 �_

EDU EDU history 1182 -0.056 1-5-00-1 0.094 x 1 0�021 -0.063 x 10.002 0.094 x 0.021

1-07 Cycle history 1 38 -0 017 1-0 09� 10.006 0.005: -0.009 0.001 0.016 0.006

1-16 Cycle history 21 _0.6_0�7 0.008 ;0.019 0.006 1 0.009 0.006 0.019 0 008
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Figure A EDU 1. unit, conrs msh.

Frequency distribution of H3BO3 concentration differencles at time
points with power > GWI for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle
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Figure L EDU 1. unit, pin-wise.

Frequency distribution of 1-131303 concentration differences at tme
points with power > I GWt for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle

Soo I
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Figure 2.A All our units DU lo�;cthcr carse niesh.

Frequency distribution of H3BO3 concentration differencies at time
points with power > GWt for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle
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Fi-ure 23 All four units DU ooether, pin-Nvise.D

Frequency distribution of H1303 concentration differencies at time

points with power > I GWt for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle
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Figure 3-\ All our units EDL; ogether , coarse inesh.

Frequency distribution of 1-1313103 concentration differencles at time

points with power > MWI for 4 reactor units and all units together
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Figure 3.13 All four units EDU together, pin-wise.

Frequency distribution of 1-131303 concentration differencies at time

points with power > MVVt for 4 reactor units and all units together
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Figuic 4.A ED I unil, -1-se ["call

Frequency distribution of fuel assembly (without CFA) power

differencies (measur.-calc.) for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle
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Fi-ure 4.B EDU 1. unit, pin-wise.

Frequency distribution of fuel assembly (without CFA) power

differencies (measur.-caic.) for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle
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Figure 5.A All rour uniis EDU ogcllier , coars msh.

Frequency distribution of fuel assembly (without CFA) power
differencies (measur.-calc.) for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle
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Figure S.B All four units EDU together pin-%vise.

Frequency distribution of fuel assembly (without CFA) power
differencies (measur.-calc.) for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle
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Figure 6.A EDU 1. unit, oarse mesh.

Frequency distribution of fuel assembly (without CFA) power
differencles (measur.-calc.) for 3 regions of core and whole core
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Figure 6.B EDU 1. unit, pin-wise.

Frequency distribution of fuel assembly (without CFA) power

differencies (measur.-caic.) for 3 regions of core and whole core 
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Figuic TA All our unils EDU logedier , coarse inesh.

Frequency distribution of fuel assembly (without CFA) power

differences (measur.-calc.) for 3 regions of core and whole core
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Figure 7.13 All four units EDU together, pin-wise.

Frequency distribution of fuel assembly (without CFA) power

differencies (measur.-calc.) for 3 regions of core and whole core
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Fivuie S.A All or uits FDU (ogethe crs msh.

Frequency distribution of peaking factor Kq differencies (measur.-cale.)

for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle
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Figure 8.B All four units EDU together, pin-wise.

Frequency distribution of peaking factor Kq differencies (measur.-calc.)

for 3 subintervals of cycle and whole cycle
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i. region: As near CFAG Figure 

Scheme of core sector 60
degree symmetry). Three

3. region: periphery FAs regions used for statistical
analysis of position dependence

of power differencies are

marked out.

2. region: innerl'As Region Position I Count
1 FAs near CFA6 I
2 Inner FAs
3 Periphery EAs I 

Sum 52

CFAi to CIFAS Comment: All 6 groups of CFA

(7 assemblies in sector 60')

are not used in statistical

r"3 6) 3 40 analyses of power differences
because they are not

CFAG measured.
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ABSTRACT

The SPPS in-core fuel-management code-package for the ArWER-440 reactors is based on the
lattice codes WIMSD4 and Hehos, supplemented by the transport code Mariko. used for calcu-
lation of boundary conditions. The code package consists of the two-group three-dimensional
nodal diffusion code SPPS2, an improved version of SPPS-1.6, and SPPSHB. an integrated
code system combining SPPS2 and the few-group two-dimensional pin-by-pin diffusion code
HEX2DB, used to calculate pin-wise distributions of the power density and burnup separately
for each horizontal layer. Both the nodal and pin-by-pin codes are equipped wth new libraries
of two-group diffusion parameters and oundary conditions, generated by Helios and Nariko.
The predicted fuel cycle lengths, criticality and assembly-wise power distributions are with ac-
ceptable accuracy practically without fitting. A new feature of the code package is the option
for calculation of point kinetics parameters, which bring the experimental results evaluated by
the inverse point kinetics method close to the calculated ones. Due to a detailed description
of the WWER-440 control assembly coupler, the differential efficiency of control group 6 is
essentially improved and the power peaks around the water zone are clearly observed.
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Introduction

The two-group three-climensional odal diffusion code PPS- .6[ 1 nd its cross section library
%'5[2], generated by WMSD413 ad ANISN14], have been used for neuLronies calculations of
the \VWER-440 reactors a Kozloduy NPP since 1996. Te pin-wise power distribution has
been analysed by te few-group wo-dimensional pin-by-pin code HEXAI32Dl3[5] since 1986.
Now these codes are to be replaced by the SPPS in-core fuel anagement code-package, which
is based o the lattice codes MSD4 and Helios[61, supplemented by the transport code
Mariko[71, used for calculation of boundary conditions on the core-reflector and corf-absorber
t>oundaries[81- The code package consists of the two-group three-dimensional nodal diffusion
code SPPS2, an iproved ersion of SPPS-1.6, and the code system SPPSHB. which includes
both SPPS2 and the few-group two-dimensional pin-by-pin diffusion code HEX2DB[9], used to
calculate pin-wise power and burnup distributions separately for each horizontal layer of nodes.
Both the nodal and pin-by-pin codes ae equipped with new libraries of two-group diffusion
parameters and boundary conditions, generated by Helios and Mariko. The SPPS2 code is
capable of calculating whole core kinetics parameters for the WWER-440 reactors[IO].

The athematical model in SPPS2 is the same as in SPPS-1.6, but now the third degree
polynomial option is used for approximation of the fundamental mode. Compared to the second
degree polynomial, this option agrees better with the pin-by-pin diffusion and the heterogeneous
transport theory solutionsf1l]. The 0.5 correction of the transient ode amplitudes has been
removed.

The libraries of diffusion parameters include all WWER-440 assembly types, used at te
Kozloduy NPP. They have been generated by Helios with a half-adjusted 190-group library.
The number of neutrons per fission is corrected by a factor of 0999 only for the asembly types
"ith stainless steel spacer grids. In addition, the enrichment in natural boron is increased
Eo 20.0a%, instead of the standard 19.9a%.

The albedo type boundary conditions on the core-reflector and core-absorber boundaries
are generated by Helios and Mariko. No fitting is applied for the full core (unit 4, but for the
radial reflector of the reduced core the I to I group albeclos are corrected by a factor of 095.

The control assembly coupler is divided axially into 3 sections. The lowest one is 11.75 cm
thick and describes the section with the steel inserts above the fuel. The second section, also
11.75 cm thick. consists mainly of coolant, and the third section, 23.5 cm thick, describes the
bottom section of the absorber below the boron steel inserts.

Comparison of SPPS2 and SPPS-1.6

In tis section the results by SPPS2 and SPPS-1.6 are compared to each other and to experi-
mental data for the WWER-440 reactors at Kozloduy NPP[12].

Both in SPPS2 and SPPS-1.6 the diffusion parameters axe approximated in different ays
for hot power states and for cold zero power states. A single set of approximation coefficients
Ls used for all hot power states. while for cold states there are different sets of approximation
coefficients at several reference moderator temperature points C] 280, 250, 220, 180, 140,
100, 60, and 20 for SPPS2). Cubical interpolation over p.IVt (p� and t are the moderator
density and temperature) is used in SPPS2, while in SPPS-1.6 square interpolation is applied
The temperature reactivity coefficient, calculated by SPPS2 and SPPS-1.6, are pesented oil
Fig. 1. IL is observed that the SPPS2 curve is almost smooth Te errors in ktf are very sinall
for both codes.

The absolute alue of the boron reactivity coefficient by SPPS2 is about smaller than
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bY SPPS 16, ut Li c star t- it p critical boric rici d concent i ii Iww' h N? SPPS2 a not greatei than
tho:ic y SPPS-1.6 Table. I).

The tmperature reactivity coefficients y SPPS2 wid SPPS-1.6 for srt-up AM(-, fire
compared in Table 2 The deviations are very sall.

The power reactivity coefficients for start-tip states re compared in Table 3 T deviations
are also very small.

The integral control group efficiencies by te two-codes are very close, but the differential
efficiency of control group 6 at the EOC differ significantly (Fig. 2. The maximum value by
SPPS2 is about 20% smaller than the SPPS-1.6 one, bt ery close to te HEXBU3D value[131.
The reason for these significant deviations in the differential efficiency of group 6 at EOC are
because of differences in the description of te control assembly coupler. In the SPPS2 library
the coupler is 47 cm long and divided into 3 different zones (see above), while in the SPPS-1.6
library it is 39 cm long and divided into 2 zones. the water zone issing, The results on Fig. 3
are obtained by SPPS2 ith the same Helios cross section librATy bt with the new boundary
conditions, corresponding to 47 cm coupler, the old boundary conditions, corresponding to 39
cm coupler, and with modified boundary conditions, corresponding to 12 cm coupler. It is
observed that the differential efficiency of group 6 at EOC depends strongly on the description
of the coupler. Since the description of the coupler in the SPPS2 library is close to the real
one. the SPPS2 results should be more acurate.

The cfitical boron concentrations by SPPS2 and SPPS-1.6 are very close during the fuel
cycles Figures 4 and 5). At the beginning of the cycles the SPPS2 values are a bit smaller, but
at the end of the cycles the results by the two codes are practically the same. The predicted
fuel cycle lengths by the two-codes are very close too.

The assembly-wise power distributions by SPPS2 and SPPS-1.6 are also very close. An
example is shown in Tables 4 and .

Kinetics parameters

The comparison of,6eff by SPPS2 with a WINISD4 library and by HEXBU/CASMO[14 (a
completely independent code package), presented in Table 6 shows remarkable agreement.

If the whole core kinetics parameters by SPPS2 are used to calculate the experimental
reactivities by the inverse point kinetics method, the agreement between the calculated and
e.xperimental control rod worths and reactivity coefficients is acceptable. The scram worths
are compared in Table 7 the worth of group 6 is compared in Table 8, and the isothermal
temperature reactivity coefficient is compared in Table .

SPPSHB

The accuracy of the two-group two-dimensional pin-by-pin diffusion code HEX2DB, which
is integrated with SPPS2 in SPPSHB, has been tested by comparison with heterogeneous
transport theory benchmarks[9]. The assembly-wise power distributions by HEX2DB agree
uithin 12% with the SPPS2 results for a horizontal ayers of nodes. Only for the top, 1 cm
thick layer the deviations are a bit greater.

Because of the detailed description of the control assembly coupler, SPPSHB predicts about
70% increase of the linear power density around the water zone of the coupler after the end of
the boron cycle. More results are presented in Ref. 1151.
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Conclusions

Compared to the SPPS 16 code ad its WIMSD4 ibi ary, he SPPS2 cde with te new Helios
library of diffusion parameters agree very well with respect to almost ll neutronics charac-
teristics of the WWER-440 cores. The only essential deviations in the differential efficiency
of the control group are due to the ore detailed descripLion of he control assembly coupler.
Practically, there is no fitting nther in te code, nor in the library.
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Figure 1: Dependence of i9p^, on the moderator temperature for the BC16 of unit 4 CBA
8.5 g/kg
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Figure 2: Differential efficiency of group 6 at zero power at EOC for the Paks-2 benchmark
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Figure 3 Differential efficiency of group 6 at zero power at EOC for te Paks-2 benchmark

with different descriptions of the coupler
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Table 1: Compai ison of start-up critical] boric cid concentratiolls

Unit/ HI II, t co SPPS 16 SPPS2G B
Cycle cm cru 'C g/kg CIIA 6 CBA 6
1/18 217 215 259.4 7.93 8.14 +0.21 8.15 +0.22
1/19 178 180 251.0 9.00 9.33 +0.33 9.26 +0.26
1/20 215 215 260.0 8.30 8.67 +0.37 8.61 +0.31
1/21 2DO 1203 258.0 8.18 8.57 +0.39 8.51 +0.33
1/22 203 260.0 8.98 8.91
2/18 213 215 256.0 8.50 8.68 +0.18 8.69 +0.19
2/19 203 203 261.2 8.80 9.14 +0-34 9.08 +0.28
2/20 193 191 262.8 8.76 9.25 +0.49 9.17 +0.41
2/21 199 203 258.3 8.25 8.64 +0.39 8.55 +0.30
2/22 184 180 259.3 8.49, 8.93 +0.44 8.87 +0.38
3/13 193 191 259.7 9.04 9.14 +0.10 9.15 +0.11
3/14 203 203 260.0 9.42 9.62 +0-20 9.58 +0.16
3/15 192 191 261.5 8.43 8 89 +0.46 8.83 +0.40
3/16 184 180 258.8 8.43 8.94 +0.49 8.87 +0.44
3/17 195 191 259.0 9.17 9.24 +0.07 9.18 +0.01
T1 1 2 200 203 259 9.30 9.56 +0-26 9.56 +0.26
4/13 180 180 261.0 9.05 9.27 +0.22 9.23 +0.18
4/14 200 203 260.7 8.49 8.58 +0.09 8.53 +0.04
4/15 183 180 260.7 8.92 9.20 +0-28 9.10 +0.18
4/16 ,206 203 257.0 8.67 8.95 +0.28 . 8.86 . +0.19

Table 2 Comparison of the temperature reactivity coefficients i9plati,, jcM/'Cj

Unit/ 11,� t CB SPPS-1.6 SPPS2
Cycle cm -C g/kg
1/1§- 203 257.0 1.48 -7.10 -7.44
1/20 215 260.0 1.45 -8.14 -8.46
1/21 203 258.0 1.43 -8-17 -8.42
2/20 191 262.8 1.53 -8.06 -8-36
2/21 203 258.3 1.44 -8.05 -8.4D
2/22 180 259.3 1.48 -7.69 -7.92
3/14 215 261.0 1.63 -7.02 -7.35
3/15 191 261.5 1.47 -9.84 -10.14
3/16 180 258.8 1.47 -8.63 -8.92
4/15 180 260.7 1.56 -6.56 -6.84
4/16 ,203 259.8 1.48 -7.97 . -7.98
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Table 3 Comparison of the power reactivity coefficient oplaN pcm/NIWI

Unit/ HC t C, SPPS-1.6 SPPS2

Cycle Cm 'C g/kg
1/19 203 257.0 1.48 -1.12 -1.10
1/20 215 260.0 1.45 -1.13 -1.12
1/21 203 258.0 1.43 -1.13 -1.12
2/20 191 262.8 1.53 -1.12 -1.11
2/21 203 258.3 1.44 -1.12 -1.12
2/22 180 259.3 1.48 -1.12 -iA
3/14 215 261.0 1.63 -1.11 -1.10
3/15 191 261.5 1.47 -1.14 -1.14
3/16 180 258 1.47 -1.14 -1.13
4/15 180 1 260.7 1 6 -1.03 -1.03

1.48 -1.05 -1.03

Table 4 SPPS2: Comparison of the assembly-wise power distribution for unit 4 cycle 17

.i[FPD 1 5 17 59 74 96
90 95 100 100 53 52

k�fr 1.0004 1.0024 1.0011 0.9992 0.9993 0.9986
2.7 3.0 2.4 2.3 3.1 2.3

+5.1 +4.7 +3.8 +4.4 +7.2 +4.3
-5.4 -6.4 1 -4.5 -3.3 -8.5 -4.6

ke, 1.326 1.310 1.318 1.315 1.332 1.309
k��, 1.332 1.329 1.327 1.325 1.327 1.325
?(llE3) -1.2 -1.2 -1.7 -0.6 -1.6 -0.9
1(84GI) +1.5 +1.5 +0.8 +0.9 +0.2 +0.5
F(84G2) +0.9 +1.9 +1.5 +0.6 +0.6 +0.8
W30) -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.6 +1.0 +0.2
F(5IG4) -3.8 -5.0 -3.1 -2.0 -2.8 -2.3

61-13) +3.0 -0.4 -0.5 +3.2 -0.3 -1.1
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Table 5: SPPS-1.6: Comparison of the assembly-wise power distribution for uit 4 cycle 17

Tfr[FPD) 1 5 17 59 74 96
90 95 100 100 53 52

k�g 1.0029 1.0045 1.0033 1.0013 1.0010 1.0000
2.7 2.8 2�2 2.4 3.0 2.5

+7.0 +6.0 +5.4 +5.8 +5.9 +5.3
-4 -4.9 -3.5 -4.2 -7.4 -3.7

k.6. 1.331 1.315 1.321 1.316 1.331 1.308
k,, 1.340 1,336 1.332 1.328 1.330 1.326
!(lIE3) -1.1 -1.2 -1.7 -0.8 -1.7 - 1.0
1(84GI) +2.8 +3.0 +2.2 19 13 +1.6
1(84G2) -0.5 +0.4 +0 1 -0.4 -0.4 -0.1
FM= -0.9 -0.9 -0.9 - .1 +0.5 -0.4
Z(5IG4) -2.7 -3.8 -2.0 - .1 -1.9 -1.5
E( 6H3) , +2.6, -0.9 -1.1 , +2.4 -1.1 I -1.9

Table 6 Values of ff during the 3rd fuel cycle of Loviisa, I

Yeff CB H6 Power T� 3,ff (10-1 Off 0 I
FPD pprn cm % 'C HEXBU/CASMO SPPS/WIMS

0 1150 215 92 264 6.114 6.138
103 742 215 92 264 5.774 5.777
196 415 215 92 264 5.554 5.558

L 353 , 16 , 250 1 76 256 5.288 5.301

Table 7 Measured and predicted scram worth values for hot zero power start-up tests

Unit/cycl�� P.[%)
1/19 -11.55 -9.22 25.34
1/20 -12.69 -9.75 30.20
1/21 -9.96 -9.44 5.51
2/20 -11.72 -9.92 18.11
2/21 -9.87 -9-56 3.20
2/22 -10.14 -9.48 6.98
3/14 -12.16 -10.38 17.12
3/ 15 -11.14 -10.41 7.05

4/15 -1 -10.11 3.23
r age 12.97
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Table 8: Measured and predicted values of the worth of the 6-th roup of control assemblies
for hot zero power start-up tests

unit/cycle P� I V.] Unit/Cycle p,

-8.97 3/14 1.31 2.87
1/19 1.29 -11.65 3/15 1.42 -15.22
1/20 1.51 -7.29 3/16 1.48 -12.18
1/21 1.53 -12.36 3/17 1.08 -7.88
2/18 1.48 -9.33 4/12 1 1.15 1.92
2/19 1.35 0.47 4/13 1.30 -2.51
2/20 1.15 -11.05 4/14 1.29 -13.64
2/21 1.56 -8.48 4/15 1.18 -9.48
2/22 1.41 -6.60 4/16 1.21 -5.92
3/13 1.22 1.33 average -7.16

Table 9 Measured and predicted values of the isothermal temperature reactivity coefficient
Ipcm/'C] for hot zero power start-up tests

Unit/Cycle (A) Unit/CycleVrI, W _ (50� ( If 11 -IdI If),
1/19 -6.69 1.21 3/15 -9.20 -0.59
1/20 -7.41 -0.59 3/16 -7.08 -0.22
1/21 -7.94 -0.22 3/17 -7.53 -2.01
2/18 -6.61 -2.01 4/12 -6.10 -0.91
2/19 -5.79 1 -0.911 4/13 -6.25 0.45
2/20 -6.21 0.45 4/14 -7.67 0.39
2/21 -7.80 0.39 4/15 -7.01 -0.16
2/22 -6.84 -0.16 4/16 -7.69 -0.17
3/13 -6.57 -0.17 average -0.23
3/14 -6.16 1.21
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Influence of mapmetite deposit on operational result
Exposition of fuel loading at 3rd unit in the 18th cycle
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Abstract

Nowadays the magnetite deposit on the sufface of pins causes lot of problem in the NPP of
Paks. In this paper there are presented the influence of magnetite deposit on safety and
production at a profit. Wit an example will be illustrated that what could be caused by the
magnetite dcposiL
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In trod tiction

The agnetite deposit on the surface of pins causes lot of problem in tile NPP of flak's. Tile
deposit causes a great expense to the NPP. In addition the safety of the reactors was fallen off.
The NPP tried to use cleaning technology for the removal of te deposit. Te using of this
technology caused the damage of fuel assemblies in the 2 Unit. -ere is no time for
development of other cleaning technology. We have to find different way for the deposit
removal. It seemed as though the device could be simple if it would be exchanged the
assemblies with deposit for assemblies that are free from deposit, this manner of deposit
removal is an expensive and complicated task. In this paper there are presented the influence
of magnetite deposit on safety and production at a profit. With an example will be illustrated
that what the magnetite deposit could cause, and how the reactor was cleaned from the
magnetite deposit.

What could the mal!netite deposit cause?

-17he magnetite deposit inner the assembly reduces the flow rate. Therefore cooling of the
assemblies became worse. The outlet temperature vAll be higher. Besides the magnetite
deposit on the pins sur-face impedes the heat transfer between the pin and coolant so the pin
temperature will be higher then in a case of clean assembly.
If we do not want to violate the reactor physical safety parameters than because of the above-
mentioned things it have to be decreased the reactor power or in several cases it have to be
stopped the reactor.

For example

In he cycle 17 of unit 3 the decreasing of flow rate vas so high than the reactor have to be
stopped.

Pressure change in the reactor and flow through the core

. . ..... ........ .
..... .... ...... ... ........ ... . .. ....

IL .k- 4P
.......... .. . ....

. . .. .. ...... . ....

.... ....... ... .. ...........

. .. .................... . . . ..... ... . .... .. . .............. .

.5 ..... .. . . ........ .... ..
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After a reactor scram e have lo continuous]%- decrease the reactor power because of the flow

rate decreasing.

Power of the reactor during the cycle

ea tor scr 

IM . .611 Z. I. I .Ao I I M In 111. I "V A .10 .1.11 6119 Q"

Why have been chan?ed the assemblies flow rate so unexpected?

During the reactor wansient the assembly resistance grow quickly. Reason of suddenly change
is that the magnetite deposit peels from the pin surface off. Than the peeled off magnetite get
caught on the spacer. For example at the beginning of cycle the assemblies resistance became
higher then the end of previous cycle.

Change o(asseritty resistanoe during If* relftxAng

0,6

0.4C VRA I76 U.3

0.2
B MW
VE 0.1 It

0 .M3
0,3 0,32 0.34 Q35 0.38 0,4 0,42 0,44 0.46

Pssent,ly resistance before the refuelling
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We have represented te distribution of the assemblies according to the relative flow rate.

Relative flow rate distribution all measured assemblies at
3rd unit 17th cycle

It can be separated two peak. Either belong to the dirty assemblies another belong to he clean
ones. With the progress of time the two peeks move away from one another. Let us study he

assemblies resistant in more detailed. We experience the following:

At the start of the 17th cycle the assemblies at the border of the core had a relative low flow

rate 4 years old assemblies). After that at the end of cycle the assemblies in the ccntrc of the

core had a relative low flow rate 2 years old assemblies). The radial distribution of assembly

flow rates changed drastically and unfavourably. At the end of the cycle we reached the

values given in the safety analysis (min. flow rate: 086) and we had to stop the reactor.

It was planed 320 effective day cycle ength and 3500 GWh electricity poduct. On the other

hand the cycle length was 119 effective day and the electricity product was 1325 GW`h. This

caused considerable cost.

What can be done?

We had no chance for assemblies cleaning. We had to change all assemblies in the core

because of the magnetite deposit. We had to put together a ,clean zone". We have collected

almost all burned-up assemblies from the other units.

Finally the loading consist of the following assemblies:

& II fresh FAs

0 36 one-year-old FAs

0 36 two-years-old FAs

0 162 three-years-old Fas

Such a configuration is unusual so we do not know what is the reactor physically codes

accuracy like and our software is not planned to deal with such problems. In our core there are

8 different types ofFas.

There was made calculation for the reactor physically safety parameters. On the basis of

calculations two parameters injured:

• Boric acid worth at EOC

• Maximal pin power
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We limited te power of reactor not to injure the limit in maximal pin power. By an additional
safety-analysis it was shoved that violate of boric acid worth limit at EOC do not reduce the
safety of reactor.

Calculation and measured comparison

After the start of reactor the results of CPORCA and other in-core fuel management codes
were compared.

Temperature coefficient

Integral worth (of one assembly)

a a SO n 100 M "a rM XG M "D
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I Differential worth (of the 6t �10,`�)
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Calculated and measured boric acid values at BOC

Calculation Measurement

h6(cm) 200,0 186,9

TM(OC) 190,0 192,8

CB(g/kg) 6,06 5,56

From the figures it can be seen the measured and calculated values were in good agreement
except of critical boric acid concentration.
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Conclusion

The measured and calculated values were in good agreement except of critical boric acid
concentration. The difference between the two values is greater than the accuracy of
calculation. The reason of difference that the nutron spectrum differ from an ordinary case
therefore the oric acid worth is not good. So the iitial boric acid concentration is
inaccurately calculated, but the ccle length is correct.
The boric acid worth at EOC has not a vry important role. We limited the power of reactor
not to injure the limit in maximal pin power.
The cleaning technology does not work properly therefor from the other units the deposit have
to be removed in the like manner.
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Abstract

The interpretation of results of rod drop measurement has been problematic at the NPP
Paks for many years. The explanation and exact evaluation of results of this kind of start-up
measurement has been also continuously disputed in the frame of AER since late nineties.
From all of the information, which was gathered in this topic during this period we try to
come to conclusion and determine how it would be possible to interpret and explain the
results of this measurement. In this paper a possible way of interpretation of rod drop
measurements is described with several comparisons between measured and calculated results
at NPP Paks.

1. Introduction

From those disputes, which have been done at the AER meetings for several years we try
to obtain some conclusions and recommendations concerning the elaboration of results of rod
drop measurements. As the syntheses of that information we found 12,4,6]:

- The reactor sub-criticality has to be calculated by static codes and the recommended limits
concerning the sub-criticality have to be satisfied by those results.

- The rsult of a rod drop measurement is comparable only with the result of a 3D kinetics
calculation, where the signals of IC-s are predicted by this alculation applying a detector
signal transformation function.

- During this comparison the measured and calculated IC signals are transformed to
reactivity by inverse kinetics formula using the same point kinetics parameters.

- The result of this comparison can be only used to qualify the accuracy of the kinetics
calculation or code and neither the measured, nor the alculated reactivity ran not be
comparable to the static one. However, if the kinetics code is based on a static one it will
be possible to check the useUness and accuracy of the static reactivity alculated by the
related static code.

In agreement with the previously mentioned facts the decision was done to develop a D
kinetics model based on the CPORCA code. Furthermore, transfer ffinctions would be
calculated fr prediction of IC signals from the calculated fission neutron source istribution
Nowadays these task are almost Uly finished.
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2. Basic idcas of [lie 3D kinetics odule i GPORCA code

The new kinetics calculation, whish has been developed 'in CPORCA relay on the QS
method[3][5][7). The basic static model has been completed wit a module, which is capable
to determine node-wise delayed precursor concentrations as function of time. Otherwise all
part of mathematics and the node-wise cross sections were rmained. As it Is well known in
the QS method the flux is divided into two parts one of them depends only on time and
describes fast changes during the time the other depends both on time and space and changes
slowly during the time. This kind of separation in the QS approximation gives possibility to
use the same models and methods in the kinetics calculations to solve the spatial flux
distribution as those are used in a static code. There is only one difference between these,
namely, in the kinetics model the node-wise delayed and prompt neutron sources are handled
separately.

3. Calculation of signals of ex-core ionisation cambers

The Monte-Carlo MCNP code was used to produce a ernel function to determine the

number of reactions 3He(np)3H [8]. The obtained kernel function was fitted in both radial

and axial directions. So the calculation of the probability of detection of an arbitrary released
fission neutron everywhere in the ore can be easily done. In the Tal alculation the time and
space dependent fission neutron source is produced by CPORCA and the prediction of IC
signals comes from the combination of the kernel with the source distribution.

4. Comparisons of results

Using the CPORCA 3D kinetics module several start-up scram measurements of the
Paks NPP (unit.2,3 and 4 have been simulated. The calculated and measured detector signaJs
were compared using the inverse point kinetics transformation. The applied point kinetics
parameters were calculated by CPORCA as well. The results of the performed comparisons
can be seen in the attached tables. For describe the time dependency of calculated and
measured reactivity examples are shown at figure 1. and 2.

5. Conclusions and further plans

The results indicate that the calculation can describe correctly the spatial distribution
of the neutron flux although there is a little discrepancy in the shape of reactivity function
between the calculated and the measured one. The fact that the calculated and the measured
reactivities are in good agreement can be used to validate the static reactivity calculated with
the same code. The modernization of he reactivity measuring system at the NPP Paks will be
finished this year. The evaluation of the results of rod drop measurements will be done by the
above described way in the frame of this new system.
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Calculated reactivities and relative deviations from measurements

Unit/Cycle/ Stuck rod Group H6 Reaktivity($): Relative
lonisation (sector I (cm): Measured Calculated with deviation
chamber: pos.): C-PORCA (%):

4109/1 -11.695 -11.529 1.41%
4109/2 5/50 218 -7.454 -7.143 4.18%
4109/3 -11.895 -11.536 3.02%
4110/1 -12.091 -12.076 0.12%
4/10/2 5/50 222 -7.739 -7.495 3.15%
4/10/3 -12.231 -12.081 1.23%
4/11/1 -11.728 -12.014 -2.44%
4/11/2 5/50 214 -7.699 -7.404 3.83%
4/11/3 -12.072 -12.020 0.43%
4/1211 -12.265 -11.792 3.85%
4/1212 5/50 203 -8.437 -7.997 5.21%
4/1213 -12.350 -11.796 4.48%
4113/1 -8.172 -8.306 -1.64%
4113/2 1133 184 -14.094 -14.811 -5.09%
4/13/3 -15.005 -14.819 1.24%
4/1411 -8.834 -8.965 -1.48%
4/14/2 1150 212 -15,437 -15.970 -3.45%
4/14/3 -15,620 -15.977 -2.29%
4/1511 -17.201 -15.816 8.05%
4115/2 5150 192 -17.300 -15.823 8.54%
4/1513 1 -8.958 -8.284 7.52%
411611 -15,534 -16.914 -8.88%
4/16/2 5150 202 -9.462 -9.595 -1.40%

L-4/16/3 16.923 1
Table .
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Unit/Cycle/ tuck rod Group H6 Reaktivity($): - Relative

lonisation (sector I (cm): Measured Calculated with deviation
chamber: pos.): C-PORCA

2/14/1 -11.779 -13.486 A4.50%
2114/2 5133 204 -7.131 -7.798 -9.35%
2114/3 ... -13.493 ...

211511 -13.129 -11.747 10.52%
2/15/2 5/33 205 -7.393 -6.701 9.35%
2/1513 -12.773 -11.742 8.07%
2/17/1 -8.701 -8.452 2.86%
2/17/2 1150 209 -15.410 -15.607 -1.28%
2/17/3 -15.601
211811 -18.426 -16.355
2/18/2 5/50 216 -10.099 -9.628 4.66

211813 -18.128 -16.344

Table 2.

Unit/Cycle/ Stuck rod Group H6 Reaktivity($): Relative

lonisation (sector (cm): Measured Calculated with deviation
chamber: pos.): C-PORCA (%):

311011 -13.609 -12.631 7.19%
311012 5/50 215 -8.152 -7.471 8.36%
3/10/3 -13.635 -12.637 7.32%
311111 -14.857 -13.643 8.17%
3/1112 5/50 220 -14.104 -13.636 3. 3 rle

3/1113 -8.491 -7.684 9.5011/6

3112/1 -16.152 -14.630 9.43%
3/12/2 5/33 220 -8.897 -8.361 6.03%
3112J3 -15.027 -14.623 Z69%
3/13/1 -16.915 -15.741 6.94%
3/13/2 5133 209 -9.604 -9.056 5.70%
3/13/3 -16.672 -15.732 5.64%
3/14/1 -16.159 -15.318 5.21%
3/14/2 5/33 217 -15.425 -15.311 0.74%

311413 1 -9.400 1 -8.515 9.42%
3/16/1 -18.288 -18.013 1.50%
311612 5150 209 -20.846 .- 18.023 13.54%
3/16/3 -10.801 -10.187 2 5.69%

Table 3.
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A.BSTRACT

The SPPSHB computer code system is used for development of the fuel loading
pattern of Units 34 at Kozloduy NPP with low burned assemblies from Units 12. Some of
the main esults concerning asscmbly-wise power peaking factors, pin-wise power peaking
factors and iriear power dnsity are presented and discussed in this paper. The results,
obtained by tk new code system SPPSHB, are compared with the results obtained by the old
code "cm SPPS-1.6 - HEXAB2DB and with the results obtained by the Russian ode
system KASKAD.

The well known WWER-440 local power peaking problem induced by the control
assembles is discussed, too.

1. ]?VTRODUCnON

The subject of this paper is to present one of the design variants of the fuel loading
pattern of Units 3 at Kozloduy NPPArith low burned assembles from Unit I and to compare
the assembly-wise power peaking factors, pin-wise power peaking factors and leu power
density obtained by the code systems SPPSHB, SPPS 16 - HEXAB2DB and KASKAD.

SPPSHB 1,2] is a new code systern, which calculates the pin-wise power and bumup
distributions of the W)WER-W core. It consists of the three-dimensional nodal diffusion code
SPPS2 and the two-dimensional pin-by-pin diffusion code HEX2DB. Te SPPSHB libraries of
two-group diffusion parameters and boundary conditions are generated by the lattice code
HELIOS-1.5 3) and the b-ansport code NLARIKO 4 1. The old code system, SPPS-1.6 -
HEXAB2DB, has been used for steady-state neutron-physics calculations of the WWER-440
reactors at Kozloduy NPP since 1996. The Russian code system KASKAD 7,81 has been used
for neutmn-physics calculations of the WWER-440 reactors at Koz1oduy NPP since 2002 In
the ode system KASKAD are included the three-dimensional nodal diffusion code BIPR-7A
[7] and the two-dirriensional pin-by-pin dffiasion code PERMAK-A 191.
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At the end of 2002 Units I and 2 of Koz1oduy NPP were shutdown before their design
lifetime wich left a number of assembles ye( with a significant energy resources. A decision to
load those assemblies into the cores of Units 3 and 4 during the nxt 4 cycles has been taken.
In 20-03, 42 assemblies from Ut I and 54 assemblies from U 2 rdiated for one year, are
loaded in the cores of Units 3 and 4 respectively.

An example of core loading for the 19"' fuel cycle of Unit 3 313 fuel ass. 36 dummy
ass.) using 42 low burned fuel assembles from Unit I is presented in Figure .

2.RESULTS

The following abbreviations are used in the presented results and comparisons:
Bu - assembly average burnup [MWd/kgU`];
Kq - assembly power peaking factor-,
KY - nodal power peaking factor-,
Kr - pin-wise power peaking factor;
Ko - total power peaking factor;
Q - linear power density [W/cm].
AU results are for hot full power conditions of the 19t' design cycle of Unit 3.

2.1. ASSEMBLY AVERAGE BURNLJP - Bu

The assembly-wise burnup distributions at 130C and EOC are presented in Figures 2
and 3 respectively. The relative deviations of the mbly-wise burnup, calculated by
SPPSHB and SPPS-1.6, are in the range of ±1.5%. The relative deviations between SPPSHB
and KASKAD are less than 4. Te relative deviations for the control assembly follow= are
between 4+ 8%, which is mainly due to different definition of these values - in SPPSHB it is
the average value over the actual fuel height 235 cm) in the ontrol assembly followers, while
in KASKAD it is the average value over the total core height 244 cm).

2.2. ASSEMBLY POWER PEAKING FACTOR - Kq

The relative assembly-wise power distributions at 130C and at EO-C are presented in
Figures 4 and 5. le absolute deviations between the results by SPPSHB and SPPS-1.6 are in
the range of ±1.5%. 'Me absolute deviations between SPPSHB and KASKAD are in the range
of ±5%, but up to about 8% at 130C in the central part of the core. The maximum assembly
power peaking factors for the presented core design of cycle 19, predicted by all three code
packages, are less than 129 wich satisfies the sakty criteria-

2.3. NODAL POWER PEAKING FACTOR - KY
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The rative node-wise power distributions at BOC are psented in Figure 6 The
results are calculated by SPPSHB at axial ]eve 9 by SPPS-1.6 at axial level 9 and by
KASKAD at axial level IO. The number of axial layers for the first two codes is 21 and 25 for
KASKAD. Te relative node-wisc power distributions at EOC are presented in Figure 7 The
results are calculated by SPPSHB at axial level 17, by SPPS-1.6 at axial level 17 and by
KASKAD at axial level 21. The absolute dviation between SPPSHB and SPPS-1.6 at BOC is
in the range of ±2%. It increases up to 5% at EOC. he explanation is in the more acurate
boundary conditions used in the new code system SPPSHB 2,5,6]. The absolute deviations
between SPPSHB and KASKAD are up to 12%. The aximum values obtained by aH three
code systems do not exceed the limiting value of 1.81 and the safety criterion, concerning
nodal power peaking factor, is satisfied.

2.4. PIN PWER PEAKING FACTOR - Kr

The pin-wisc power peaking factor Kr is dscribed by the following formula:

Kr, I 'I Ko.., Hz.
H

where:
Nz - axial level number, Nz - number of axial levels;
Nass - assembly number, Nass - number of the assemblies in

the core;
1 I__ Npin - pin number, Npin - number of the pins in the assembly;
H - core height [cm);
Hz - axial level thickness [cm];
Ko'. = Kv_ * k..d total power peaking factor,

Kv - nodal (volume) power peaking factor,
la - pin-wisc power peaking factor, normalized within each assembly

and each axial level.

The maximum values of the pin-wise power peaking factor, Kr,,, for each asembly n at
BOC and at EOC are presented in Figures and 9 The absolute deviations between SPPSHB
and KASKAD are up to 13%. It is observed, that the new code package SPPSHB predicts
higher maximum values than KASKAD. AU pin-wise power peaking factors in the assembEes,
obtained by the code systems SPPSHB and KASKAD, do not exceed the limiting value of
1.48.

2.5. TOTAL POWER PEAKING FACTOR - Ko

'De nodal maximum values of the total power peaking factor, Ko, at BOC are
presented in Figure 10. The results are calculated by SPPSHB at axial level 9 by HEXAB2DB
at axial level 9 and by KASKAD at axial level 10. Te nodal mwdmum values of the total
power peaking factor at EOC are presented in Figure I The results are calculated by
SPPSHB at axial level 17, by HEXAB2DB at axial level 17, and by KASKAD at axial level 21.
At BOC the absolute deviations between SPPSHB and HEXAB2DB, are up to I 1%.
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Moreover, SPPSHB predicts higher aximum values than HEXA1321)[3. At EOC the absolute
deviations decrease to about 5%. The differences between SPPS1113 and KASKAD are bigger
- up to 16%. AD nodal maximum values of the total power peaking factor, obtained by the
code systems SPPSHB, HEXA-1321313, and KASKAD, do not exceed the limiting value of 193.
Therefore, the safety criterion is observed.

2.6. LINEAR POWER DENSITY - QI W/cml

The linear power density of the fuel eements in the reactor core is determined as
follows:

Q = Q1 - Ko 1. 15

where:

Q1 is the average power density in the core, Q = 142.9W /cm for Unit

3 at Kozloduy NPP;
Ko is the total power peaking factor in the core;
1. 15 accounts the iaccuracy of the calculations.

The linear power density data are calculated by SPPSHB. The results for BOC are
presented in Figure 12. Thie calculations were carried out at full power and 6 group at
position 200crrL The results for EOC are presented in Figure 13. The calculations were carried
out at fiffl power and with 6 group at uppermost position (250cm) 'Me safety requirements
are met in both cases.

3. LOCAL POWER PEAKING PROBLEM

It is well known that WWER-440 control assembly has a significant influence on the
power distribution in the adjacent fuel asemblies. This is because of water cavity in the
intennediate part of the control assembly.

The possibility to evaluate the local power peaking in the assemblies next to the
absorber is an advantage of the new code system SPPSHB over the old one as well as the
Russian code system KASKAD. In the SPPSHB fibrary, the ntermediate part of the control
assembly is subdivided into 3 axial regions. he first one, about l2cm, includes the steel iserts
above the fel. Te second one, about l2cn-4 consists mainly of water. The List one, about
24crn, consists of stainless steel and water.

lb At Kozloduy NPP the operational practice for the WV�ER-440 reactors is to keep the
6 group position between 175cm and 205cm in the steady state M power conditions during
the ftiel cycles. Furthermore, this is a requirement of the technical and sfety reports at
Kozloduy NPP. After the end of the boron cycle at 6th group position about 215cin, the
calculated value of the total power peaking factor Ko in the adjacent fuel assembUes is about
70% bigger than expected. It is presented in Figure 14. The linear power density calculated by
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SPPSHB, at the same operational conditions, is presented in Figure 15. It m be observed that
for 2-year and 3year assemblies next to the absorber the limiting values of QI are exceeded It
should be mentioned, the considerable local power peak in the peripheral fuel pins located next
to the water avity, exists during the ntire design fuel cycle as is presented in Figure 16. But
the single differenoce is, that before reaching the boron cycle end the limiting values of linear
power density are not xceeded.

During te last cycles, at Kozloduy NPP Units 34, arc observed 69 aking
assemblies. Seven of them are located nxt to the regulating control assembly. Tis is
statistically insignificant number, in order to do any general conclusions.

Them are two ways to avoid the local power peaking problern- The first one, is to use
control assemblies with Hafnium plates in their ntermediate part. lie second one, is to keep
the control assemblies at 225cm during the entire boron cycle. In this case, the withdrawal of
the 61h group up to 250cm after the boron cycle end will not lead to inadmissible values of the
linear power density. he inear power calculated by SPPSHB at the end of the boron cycle
with 6h group at 225cm is presented in Figure 17. In this mode of operation the linear power
density does not exceed the limiting values.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The new code system SPPSHB is succemfiffly used for safety asscssment of the fuel
reloading of low depleted assemblies from the cores of Units I2 to the core of Units 34 at
Koz1oduy NPP.

In general It could be pointed out that the results, oncerning assembly-wisc burnup
disthlutions, assembly-wise power distributions, pin-wise power distributions and ear power
distributions, calculated by the new code system SPPSHB are in ageement with the results
obtained by the old code system SPPS-1.6 - HEXAB2DB and with the results obtained by the
Russian code system KASKAD in the ndes away from the intermediate part of the control
assemblies.
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Fig. 1. Core loading pattern for te 19" fuel cycle of Unit 3 (EXAMPLE)

FA - E type - 24%, wall thickness 1.5mrn, St. steel spacer grids

FA - 0 qW - 36%, wall thickness 1.5mm, Zr spacer grids

CA - J type - 36%, wan thickness 2.Omrn, Zr spacer grids

CA - K type - 24%, wall thickness 2.Omm, Zr spacer grids
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Fig. 12. Linear power density, Q1 [W/cm), for the 19'h fuel cycle of Unit 3 (BOC)

Yv

Fig. 13. Linear power density, Ql [W/cm], for the 19" fuel cycle of Unit 3 (EOQ
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NEUTRON FLUX COMROL SYSTEMS VALUDATION

HA�til R.
VWE Tnava, Inc.

ABSTRACT

In nuclear installations main requirement is to obtain corresponding nuclear safety in
all operation conditions. From the nuclear safety point of view is commissioning and start-up
after reactor refuelling appropriate period for safety systems verification. In this paper,
methodology, performance and results of neutron flux measurements systems validation is
presented. Standard neutron flux measuring chains incorporated into the reactor protection
and control system are used. Standard neutron flux measuring chain contains dtector,
preamplifier, wiring to data acquisition unit, data acquisition unit, wiring to display at control
room and display at control room. During reactor outage only data acquisition unit and wiring
and displaying at reactor control room is verified. It is impossible to verify detector,
preamplifier and -ring to data acquisition recording unit during reactor refuelling according
to low power. Adjustment and accurate functionality of these chains is confirmed by start-up
rate (SUR) measurement during start-up tests after refuelling of the reactors. Th�is
measurement has direct impact to nuclear safety and increase operational nuclear safety level.
Briefly description of each measuring system is given. Results are illustrated on
measurements performed at Bohunice NPP during reactor start-up tests. Main failures and
their elimination are described.

1. INTRODUCT70N

In Slovakia main electricity grid supply two Nuclear Power Plants. One of them is
Bohunice NPP and other one Mochovce NPP, both situated in southwest part of country.
Bohunice NPP includes two plants, each having two units of VVER 440. In the older plant V-
I, commissioned in 1979 and 1980 respectively, reactors of V-230 type are used [I). In the
newer plant V-2, commissioned in 1984 and 1985 respectively, reactors of V213 type are
used. During the years 1991 - 1992 so called "Small reconstruction" was done and from 1996
to June 2000 "Gradual upgrading' of NPP urdts V-1 has been performed. The aim of these
reconstructions was to increase the operational nuclear safety. The part of Gradual upgrading
was replacement of the initial neutron flux control system INEJ with the new one
TELEPERM-XS. The new system has been in operation since April 1999 at Ur�t 2 and since
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June 2000 at Unit 1. Special measurements were carried out at the beginning of TELEPERM-
XS system operation. The aim of these measurements was to compare the characteristics of
both systems (INEJ and TELEPERM-XS), to judge the correctness of adjusting and
calibration accuracy of the new system.

Based on the above listed facts the Bohunice NPP operator has ordered verification
and validation of the new neutron flux control system from Nuclear Power Plants Research
Institute Ic Therefore a nw test based on nutron flux measuring chain verification by
asymptotic reactor period measurement was designed. Nutron flux measuring chain consists
of detector instrumentation located in reactor biological shielding (ex-core detectors) and
additional cabling, amplifier and converter that convert detector output signal to physics
value. After successful realisations of these measurements at two units of plant V-1 we
expanded t1tis measurement to ne)ct two units of plant V-2 and at present we realise the same
measurement also in Mochovce NPP. The paper presents results of the asymptotic reactor
period measurements from Bohunice NPP units.

2. NEUTRON FLUX CONTROL SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION

2.1 TELEPERM-XS DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the system TELEPERM-XS is to monitor the neutron flux within
complete range of operation from cold status up to nominal reactor power 1). The signals are
provided for:

• Monitoring of neutron flux density for all operational states
• Control room personnel, indication of reactor power and reactor period
• Reactor protection system
• ROM and ARM
• Control room alarm system
• PAMS
• PIS

Wide-range measuring channel operates in source range in count rate mode with
logarithmic displaying of reactor power and period. In the intermediate and power range as
well the channel operates with alternating cur-rent and linear logarithmic displaying of
parameters. Pre-amplified impulse signals passing the amplifier that processes the amplitudes.
All impulses, wEch are exceeding adjustable threshold of discriminator, are led to the input
of TELEPERM-XS reader unit. Adjustable threshold of discriminator an suppress the
background noise of cables, electronics and gamma-radiation as well. To reach the high
reading frequencies and to avoid the count losses due to detector dead time, the frequency
divider is used in fi�igher frequency area, which requires the correction during numerical
calculations. The alternating current signal from pre-amplifier is processed in adjustable
amplifier and lead to processing computer in order to create vide-range signal. Electric
change impulses generated in the lower measurement range of fission chamber are
summarised in upper range of measurement into the fluctuating direct current. The
fluctuations added to direct current are qualified as alternating current signal. According to
Campbell's theorem 2] on general statistic,
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r.Q

r

where a, 20 isdetectorcurrentrootmeansquare
r - events rate

Q - the charge produced for each event in the dtector
r - detector effective measurement time.

Average quadratic alternating current added to direct current is exactly expressing neutron
flux density. Aternating current signal is a linear signal divided into several automatically
changing sub-ranges. The impulse and alternating current enters processing computer, which
creates logarithmic wide-range signal. The transition from impulse signal to alternating signal
is fluent without impact. Parallel ourse of both signals allows ratio calculation. If the ratio is
close to the number "I", the overlapping is performed. If the ratio is not equal to the number
"I", overlapping is not performed and channel transmits failure announcement. Wide-range
signal is filtered by filtering algorithm vrith time constant dependent on signal. Double-
filtered wide-range signal is processed for gradient of neutron flux density, which exactly
corresponds to the reverse value of reactor period. Nutron flux monitoring system is one unit
consisting of 6 wide-range measuring channels divided into 2 redundancies. AW of them have
the sme construction and existing measuring ranges SR, IR, PR are integrated into one wide-
range. Each wide-range channel consists of detector, represented by fission ionisation
charriber PHILIPS CFUL08 protected by shock absorbing springs to avoid shocks from
seismic activities and one-way short circuits in leading pipes around reactor. Their positions
are rope fixed. Output from detectors is led into analogue unit Hartman Braun located in
annular channel, which converts the signal into the level approp 'riate for computer
TELEPERM-XS. Computerised data processing system consists of individual plug-in to the
electric modules, creating processing unit in te layer. Te layers are build-in to the electronic
racks allocated for individual redundancies I and 2 The neutron flux ndicators are located in
desk 3P in control room.

2.2 SUGAN DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the system SUGAN is to monitor the neutron flux in reactor within the
range 10-1 - 120 of nominal power 3]. The instrumentation converts the neutron flux, into
electrical signal, wMch is proportional to the neutron flux and reactor period. The output
signals are provided for:
• Reactor protection system
• ROM and ARM
• Iformation- computing system
• Reactor operator control desk
• Reactivity computer

The system SUGAN consists of measuring channels and associated instrumentation.
Each channel processes signal from one detector. The output is analogue eectrical signal
proportional to the neutron flux and the discrete signal on exceeding of protection set points
of power, reactor period and the beginning of measuring range. Associated instrumentation
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processes output signals, which are provided for indication and registration in operator control
desk. The system monitors neutron flux within the range 10- - 1.2xlO" n,/cm2s (in the
position of detector). The whole range is divided into three sub-ranges:
• Source range (10- - 10' n/cm's)
• Intermediate range (10, - 101, rjcmls)
• Power range I O - 1. 2 I " n/cm's)
For each range different detectors with different sensitivity are used. Standard start-up
irmiriumentation consists of source range detectors. It provides re-actor power and period
control and protection during reactor start-up from cold zero power. Intermediate range
detectors insure control and protection from neutron flux ad re-actor period overrun during
reactor power increase from hot zero power. The power range channels ensure the reactor
protection withiin operation at 1�gher power levels (app. from 3 - I 100/ of nominal power).
SUGAN consists of 20 measuring channels. Individual channel includes following detectors:
KNK15 for source range, KNK4 for intermediate range and X24K3 for power range, pre-
amplifier and measuring urtit. Detectors are located in the pipes inserted in the external
biological shield of reactor vessel. The signal generated in detector passes pre-amplifier
located in annual channel around the reactor cover in reactor all and enters instruments
located in Reactor Protection system room. The measuring channels belong to reactor
protection system.

2-3 AXNT-07 DESCRIPTION

The purpose of the ANT-07 neutron flux control system is to monitor the relative physical
power, reactor penod and reactivity alculation according to thermal neutron flux wthin the

"0range I - 120 of nominal power 4 The instrumentation converts the neutron flux
density into the current signal, wch is proportional to the neutron flux and reactor period.
The signals are provided for:
• ALOS
• ROM and ARM
• SVRK
• Control room signalisation -BELT
• Refueffing mach�ine during fuel reloading
• mergency control room
• Displaying and recording equipment

Neutron flux control system AKNT-07 is a pan of reactor protection and ontrol
system. Instrumentation is divided into:
•Basic system that provide reactor control from old state to nominal power. Basic system

provides outputs signals to reactor protection system, reactor power control unit, for
re-actor control room and information-computing system.

•Control system during fuel reloading is used for neutron flux control during fuel rloading.
Output signals are provided for refuelling machine desk.

•Control system for emergency control room is used for neutron flux control by three SR
(start-up range) measuring channels (detectors are located in the pipes inserted in the
external biological shield of reactor vessel). Output signals are displayed on emergency
control room desk and are also provided for recorder.
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• Reactivity computer AKR-02R is designated for reactivity calculation and displaying. Input
signals are impulse signals proportional to neutron flux from the basic system and control
system during fuel reloading.

• Neutron and technological parameters displaying instrumentation is used for information
output about reactor power, reactor period, reactor power and period boundaries and
technological parameters.

Basic system measuring range is divided into two sub-ranges:
• Start-tip range (SR)
• Working range (PR) is divided into two sub-ranges:* Logarithmic range (PRIog)

e Linear range (PFJin)

Start-up and working range-measuring channels have their own detectors. SR channels
generate standard start-up equipment. SR channels control and protect reactor from neutron
power and reactor period boundary overrun by reactor start-up. Logarithmic range channels
control and protect reactor from neutron power and reactor period boundary overrun from
reactor s=-up to 1% of nominal power. Linear range channel controls and protects reactor
from neutron power and reactor period boundary overnin from 1% to 1201/6 of nominal
power. Reactor operator is able to check reactor period on control desk in reactor control
room ith delay following the power change. It is due to reactor period calculation method
used in neutron flux control system AKNT-07.

3. TEST METHODO GY

The test methodology is as follows:
The reactor is in stable critical state. It means that 9 relevant reactor parameters are constant.
At time t after reactivity insertion the neutron flux follows the equation:

n(r = n exp(t / T) t > T (2)

where n(l) is neutron flux at time I
no- neutron flux on the start ofmeasurement
I time [SI
T - reactor period I

In accordance with operating manuals w apply T > S After this time the exponential
section of neutron flux corresponding to a selected section of reactor asymptotic period is
chosen and using the regression analysis evaluation is on the base of Eq. 2) estimated Th,,,,.
Inverse reactor period value, usually named start-up rate, can be estimated from

R I I dn(t) (3)
T n(l di
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Measurement of neutron flux is characterised by its fluctuations. Terefore the
instantaneous start-up rate can change dynamically due to neutron flux derivation. Therefore
start-up rate calculation method in Siemens reactor control system TELEPERM-XS uses filter
of exponential type. Values of neutron flux and start-up rate are recorded with I s period.
Relative deviation between experimental and theoretical value of reactor asymptotic period is
defined as:

T, - T111-
100% (4)

T.

where T�p is the mean value from selected time interval of the reactor period measured
by the portable measurement system from reactor protection and power control system
SUGAN or TELEPERM-XS
T,),,, - the mean value of the reactor asymptotic period is defined as a slope of the
neutron flux measured by the portable measurement system fom reactor protection
and power control system SUGAN or TELEPERM-XS in the same time interval as

4 TEST PERFORMANCE

The sequence of test instruction as follows: The reactor is in a critical state. It means
that a reactor parameters are constant and should preserve the following values [5]:
• The reactor power is in the range 10,2 % of nominal power, if not, it is necessary to adjust

the reactor power to this range using the 6-h group of emergency, regulation and
compensation rods (in abbreviation 6 control rod group).

• The reactivity change ± 14 pcn-L/hour is accepted for neutron flux changes.
• The concentration of boron acid is equal in primary circuit, pressurizer and deaerator. Equal

means that the concentration difference is less than 0 I gfkg.
• Average temperature of primary coolant is 260 ± 'C.
• Pressure is equal to pressure at the water saturation limit in the pressurizer. It is about 12.6

Nga.
• F' to 5 control rod groups are fully ithdrawn 6 control rod group is on the working

position between 150 and 200 cm.

ARer verifying and recording the parameters of in=itial state listed above we start recording
the following signals:

• Reactor power in source range-
• Reactor period in source range
• Reactor power in wide range
• Reactor period in wide range

from all ionisation chambers of source range ad wide range.
• Neutron flux
• Reactivity from reactivity computer
• Temperature in hot and cold legs of primary circuit
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- Reactor average pressure
e 6hcontrol rd group position from non-standard measuring system.

Than we insert the 6-h control rod group in one-step, about 12 cm, in to the core. After the
reactor power decrease to the range 10"i % of nominal power, we stabilize reactor power in
critical state by withdrawing the 6 control rod group in I to 3 steps. On this power level
stabilization about 10 minutes is included and the position of the 6 control rod group is
recorded.

Withdrawing the 6 control rod group in two steps about cm with delay of 3 s between
steps set up the stabilized reactor period between 100 and 90 s and books the position of the
64 control rod group. After achieving a required value of reactor period it is strongly
recommended not to change the position of 6' control rod group and follow the re-actor
period to the range 0.5 to I of nominal power. On this power level we stabi.lize reactor in
critical state with inserting of 6 control rod group and bok the position of the 6i' control
rod group.

5.RESULTS

The time behaviour of start-up rate and reactor power from measurements performed
at Unit 4 and Unit 2 Bohunice NPP last year is shown in Figures I and 2.

-suit Is sit

-P..., 07 sit
!*.es

PP:::: ": aptt

0.041Z

Z - - Z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ti.. .1

Figure 1: Measurement %vith reactivity worth 0098 S for first train SR (Unit 4 Bohunice
NPP - reactor power and start-up rate during power increasing
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Figure 2: Measurement with reactivity worth 0.06 S for WR (Unit 2, Bohunice NPP) - reactor
power and start-up rate during power increasing

6. CONCLUSION

The following acceptance criteria have been assumed:
• First criterion - calculation of inverse reactor period (start-up rate) is correct, (ie-
sZlO % rel. for TELEPERM-XS system and e<. 30 % rel. for SUGAN system
according to Eq. 4)
• Second criterion - reactor period (start-up rate) time behaviour of individual channels
do not include anomalies (unreasonable peaks, deviation of time behaviour of one
channel from others)

. The measurement results presented in this paper show that not all tested systems at
Bohunice NPP units worked properly in the range specified for acceptance criteria. After
successfully errors detection and localisation were these eliminated and systems were ready
for reliable operation. Due to listed facts and increased safety, measurements at all NPP units
in Slovakia were expanded. These measurements are able to find detector signal faults or
anomalies in reactor period calculations and localize it. This measurement can also shorten
the process of reload start-up process because the experimental sequence and recorded data
can be used for another evaluations, e.g. power feedback and the reactivity computer checking
and adjusting needed for start-up tests performed at our NPP units.
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LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

AKNT
ALOS
ARM
INEJ
IR
KNK
NPP
pern
PAMS
PIS
R
PR
ROM
SR
SUGAN
SUR
SVRK

TthMf

W E R

- neutron flux control system
- Reactor protection system
- Reactor power control system
- initial neutron flux control system at V-l units in Bohunice NPP
- intermediate range
- ionization chamber
- Nuclear Power Plant
- percent milli-rho, unit of reactivity (1/1000 of % reactivity)
- Post-accident monitoring system
- Process information system
- inverse period (usually named Start-up rate)
- power range
- Reactor power limitation system
- source range
- neutron flux control system at V-2 units in Bohunice NPP
- Start-up rate
- In core monitoring system
- measured reactor period
- calculated reactor period
- water-cooled and water-moderated energetic reactor
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COMMISSIONING OF TEMELN NPP

AS SEEN BY SCIENTIFIC SUPERVISORY GROUP

'Nn6k Svoboda, Nuclear Research Institute Ad PIC.

ABSTRACT

Scientific Supervisory Group (SSG) worked during the Temelin NPP commissioning process

as an independent supervisor Ile main tasks and main results of its activity are described in

this contribution. The characteristic common features of commissioning process and most

important events from the SSG point of view are presented.

In April 1999 the Czech Power Utility (I�EZ a.s.) ith the objective to ach�ieve

maximum level of nuclear safety and quality ithin the NPP Temelin commissioning

procedures has established a special ody - Scientific Supervisory Group (SSG) and

requested Nuclear Research Institute Ad PIC to perform the required function

The SSG proceeds in accordance with its Statute and provides an independent

specialised professional and expert work focused on nuclear safety assurance, assessment of

the slected documentation related to plant commissioning and operation, assessment of the

plant preparedness for the individual commissioning stages, and, of course, on assessment of

the commissioning tests results. While performing its function the SSG is guided by the

Atomic Act and the relevant Directives of State Office for Nuclear Safety (SONS); its

activities are in compliance ith the applicable IAEA recommendations.
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The SSG rumis (he following ain tasks:

• reviews the licensing and operation documentation as to its completeness and scientific-

technical state-of-the art - from the nuclear safety assurance standpoint

• assesses and recommends for approval the nuclear safety related documentation, and

especially the low-power start-up and power ascension programmes

• within preparation and realisation of the tests programme it exarnines the unit

preparedness and compliance with the approved programmes, also examines how the

partial programmes were fulfilled

• checks on the fijlfilment of the nuclear safety principles and rules, on the observance of

Technical Specifications for Safe Operation during activities within the start-up tests.

Inunediately notifies the Operator's shift personnel on the cases when nuclear safety could

have been or was violated

• evaluates and recommends for approval the low-power and power ascension tests results

as to their completeness, quality of performance and observance of the tests acceptance

criteria

• recommends for approval the summary reports on the ompletion of the individual

conur�issioning stages and their parts

An important parts of the SSG activity were preparafion and presentation of independent

evaluations of the commissioning tests (on each prescribed power level) for the SONS. These

evaluations and expert opinions were transmitted to the SONS as parts of the package of the

required by law licensing documentation submitted by the NPP Operator. SSG activities were

however not limited to "surveillance" over nuclear safety during individual conunissioning

procedures and to evaluation of the results, in the majority of cases the SSG specialists also

performed their own parallel evaluations using the primary input data. SSG recommendations

to the Operator to continue the commissioning process were conditional on the positive

results of such evaluations.

The milestones of comrnissioning history are given at table 1. below. Comparison between

comrniss�ioriing of Unit I and Un=it 2 is given at fig. 1. Detail information about the power and

effective power days history throughout the power ascending tests pefiod are given at fig. a

and 2b.
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Tab. I

Urlit I Unit 2

End of the hot functional tests May 2000 November 2001

first loading July 2000 March 2002

first criticality October 2000 May 2002

first generator synchronizafion December 2000 December 2002
to electric grid

start of tial operation June 2002 April 20-03

1 001/6 power afler May 2003
first reloading

600 570

500 

400 -

12 MUM 
300 MUM2

200 -
113102 M.7

100 cm
38 26 11

0 Mm -

HFT 1st loading low power power asc. EFPD
tests Tests

Fig. I Comparison of Unit I and Unit 2 (EFPD - effective powcr days)

Ile main features of commissioning process from the point of view or Scientific

Supervisory Group are following:

- The fundamental break-point of the commissioning process was the start of the hot

funcfional tests on the Unit 1. The preparedness for this stage was not optimal and

some of these tests had to e repeated after first loading in the framework of beating
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up of the primary circuit. Nevertheless the sart of the hot uctional tests launched the

testing of the systenns cooperation after priod f isolation systems test and therefore

SSG evaluates this decision as a ositive one. The preparedness for the HFr period on

the Unit 2 was better and only very limited number of tests had to be repeated.

The so called physics start-up tests periods including the first cticality on both units

were performed without any troubles and ihout any actuation of the reactor

protection system or reactor lrn�itation system.

The main problems, which had to solved at the Unit I power ascending tests

period, were the vibrations of steam supply pipeline and the turbine vibration mainly.

The first generator synchronization to electric grid was perfon-ned December, 21,2000

at power level 30% of Nnom, but the any longer operation of turbine-generator was

impossible. The turbine run-back tim aer the turbine working period finished April

21,2001 was remarkable shorter (see enclosed figure). After opening the I' low-

pressure turbine part it was quite clear that there was a ntact between stator and

rotor as both mentioned parts were dwriaged. The test programme was interrupted

from May 3 to August 10. Several design changes and a large number of

measurements were realized at this time. The turbine run was started again August 23.

The above-mentioned work was successful-, the turbine was working without

vibrations or any other problems.

- The second most serious problem at the Unit I power ascension test was rim1fianction

of feed water tank heat-up control valves (ARGUS valves). This problem occur-red

firstly at the power level stage up to 75% and culminated at the power level stage up

to I 0% Nnom. ARGUS valves were replaced with ADAMS valves finally. After th�is

replacement the stage of power ascension test at level of 100% Nnom was

successfully completed including all dynamic tests.

- Because of application the design changes, according the experiences from Unit 1, the

problems of steam supply pipelines and turbine vibrations and problems of

malfunction of feed water tank heat-up control valves did not occurred at Unit I The

experiences obtained during the dynamic tests on Unit I were applied also in Unit 2.

Because of this fact, only one dynamic test was not successful and had to be repeated.

As is seen from the fig. 1, the power ascending tests period at Unit 2 was thanks to

these facts remarkable shorter.

- The quite unexpected problem was short-circuiting on the both generator rotors of

Unit 2 The power ascending tests programme was revised as a consequence of this
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problem. The tests, needed the generator in operation, planned at ower level 30%

Nnom, were realized on the next power level 55% Nnom and the first generator

synchronization to electric grid was performed December 29, 2002.

- As a some characteristic feature of commissioning is possible to give number of non-

scheduled reactor scram and limitation system LS(d) actuations (in both cases all

regulation clusters are dropped in the core)- Reactor scram were actuated 6 times and

limitation system LS(d 6 times also throughout the Unit I tests. The causes of action

in 7 cases were inaccurate controllers parameter setting or non optimal cooperation of

partial systems controllers, in 2 cases malfunction of ARGUS valves. In course of

Unit 2 tests the number of non-scheduled reactor scram and limitation system LS(d)

actuations were adequately reduced. There were 2 actuation of reactor scram and I

actuation of LS(d).

- During all mentioned non-scheduled actuations of reactor scram and reactor limitation

system LS(d) the correct funcfion of the safety systems were proved. The number of

registered non-scheduled actuations of reactor scram and LS(d) does not exceed the

average number experienced on other reactor power ascension tests.

Main conclusion:

> SSG s the supervisor over nuclear saft:� ssurance and over scientific-technical level

of the preparation and realisation of the nuclear power plant conunissioning declares

that over all commissioning process the principles of nuclear safety were kept without

any exception.

> SSG also confirms the high professional level of the unit operational staff and tests

personnel.

> SSG declares, that both unit of Ternelin NPP fulfilled the requirements of Czech

legislative and fulfilled the requirements of large and pretentious test programme.

> Based on the results of test programme, Czech Regulatory Body licensed the both

units to continue the commissioning by trial operational period.
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Effective days and reactor power in the course of power ascension tests of the Unit 1, NPP Temelin

Time plot from October 31, 2000 to May 23, 2002
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Reactor power and effective days during power ascension tests of the Unit 2 NPP Temelin
From 31/5/2002, 00:00:00h to 7/2003, 24:00:00h
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THE NEW GERMAN NEUTRON SOURCE FRM-11

Matthias Nuding
TCJV ENERGIE CONSULT/TOV Saddeutschland Bau und Bctrieb GmbH

Westendstrafle 199
80868 Mflnchen

ABSTRACT

The Technische UiversitAt Mdnchcn (TUM) has built a new high-flux research reactor, the
FRM-11. This new reactor will replace the "Forschungsrea-tor Mdrichen" (RM) which has
been operated very successfully for about 43 years.
The RM-11 has been developed with first priority for beam-tube experiments, but it will also
provide possibilities for irradiation experiments or isotope production. The reactor was
designed to obtain a high and spectrally pure thermal neutron flux is available in a large
volurric outside of the core, where it is acmible for experimental use. In addition to beam-
tubes which will end in the thermal neutron field there will be beam-tubes that will
provide - with the help of "spectra shifters - cold�- �6t and fast neutrons.
Even though the thermal power of the RM-11 was limited to 20 MW an unperturbed
maximum thermal neutron flux Of aout 8 X I 14 CM-2S-1 will be reached. Because of its
..Compact-core-concept" the RM-17 will have the best flux-to-power-ratio worldwide:
The fuel element and its highly enriched U3Si2-Al-fuel were tested during the licensing
procedure of the FRM-H. Within the scope of this "hydraulic test" the stability and the
vibration behavior of the fuel plates as well as t he long-term behavior o f the fuel c lement
were investigated.
The fel was developed and intensively tested and so could be considered as qualified up to
uranium densities of 48 gU/cm 3. The TUM irradiated a test-plate containing fuel with
1. g/cm 3 up to very high fission densities. Post Irradiation Examinations (PIE) were
performed in order to obtain information about the fine structure of the U3Si2-grains.
At present the cold start-up of the technical facilities of the RM-11 has been completed and
the reactor is ready for the nuclear start-up. With the operational license granted in May 2003
the start of the routine operation and utilization of the FRM-11 for scientific research and

technical and medical applications is expected for spring 2004.

During the design and the construction phase as well as during the cold and the nuclear start-

up all tasks have been and will be followed very closely by the T0V. We have checked and

approved allvaluesrelatedtothesafetyofthe RM-11 aswellasthetestprogramofthe

hydraulic t est and t he i rradiation t ests. 0 ur expert a sessments w ere t he b asis o f t he t hree

partial licenses that have been granted by the Bavarian State Ministry for Regional

Development and Environmental Affairs.
Copyright notice:
Alidiagrants,picfuesandrmlrsgiwninthisdoc-umentarecopyrightedbytheTechnische
Uni-ersirdtAfanchen.ZIVEFRAI-Ilandaeusedbyeourtesy.
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introduction

The Technische UniversitAt MUnchen (TUM) as finished te construction of a new high-flux
research reactor, the FRM-11. This new reactor will replace the "Forschungsrcaktor Mnchen"
(FRM) which has been operated for about 43 years.
The FRM-II has been optimized with first priority for beam-tube experiments, but it will also
provide possibilities for irradiation experiments or isotope production.
This paper at first presents the main applications of the FM-11 and its core and plant design.
After that a description of the tests performed during the licensing procedure is given. At the
end some political topics are discussed.
Up-to-date information can also be found on the FM-11-honiepage: w-ww.f-ni2.turn.de

The utilization of the FRM-11

As mentioned above the FRM-11 has been designed with highest priority for bearn-tube
experiments. In the field of basic research the investigation of the atomic structure of fluids
and solids and the dynamics (vibrations) of their atoms and molecules is most important.
Because o f the m agnetic moment f t he n eutron i t i s possible to examine the m icroscopic
origin of the magnetism. One of the instruments will be optimized for experiments in
biophysics. In addition the FRM-11 will be equipped with an intense positron source and an
accelerator for fission products which will be used for research with super-heavy elements.
Besides fundamental research the RM-11 will also be used for applied research, in particular
for non-destructive material tests using radiography and tomography. Last but not least there
will be a dedicated facility (the so-called converter facility) to produce fission neutrons for
tumor therapy.
Another field of utilization of the RM-11 is isotope production. e isotopes will be used as
tracers e. g. in chemistry or in att3ition measurements. Even more important is the poduction
of i sotopes t hat a re r equired t o p roduce r adio-phannaceuticals. T he F RM-11 w ill a Iso h ave
irradiation facilities that allow to per-form neutron activation analysis on samples taken e. g.
from foods or from the environment as well as "neutron transmutation doping" of silicon
semiconductors.
In general the TUM plans to use about 30 % of the experimental facilities and installations for
industrial and commercial applications (including medicine) and about 70 for fundamental
and applied research.

The concept of the RM-11 compact core.

The RM-11 was designed in a way that a high and spectrally pure thermal neutron flux is
available in a large volume outside of the reactor core, where it is accessible for experimental
use. In addition t o b cam-tubes w hich will b egin i n he t hermal n eutron f ield t here w ill b e
beam-tubes that will provide - with the help of spectrum shifters - cold, hot and fast
neutrons.
The characteristics of the FRM-1I - such as a high maximum thermal neutron flux, a high
spectral purity of the energy distribution of the nutrons and a big "usable volume" outside of
the reactor core - are obtained due to a small core cooled with light water (H20) that is placed
in the center of a large heavy water (D20) filled moderator tank. Because of the fact that the
thermal p ower s hould b e I imited t 2 MW t he r eactor core w as d esigned a s a "compact-
core". It consists of only one cylindrical fuel element that contains the U3Si2-Al-dispersion
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fuel in combination with high-enriched uranium (HEU, with about 93 ... U), The fuel
contains about 8.1 kg uranium and is placed in 113 involutelly curved fuel plates. Because of
this involute shape the coolant channels between the plates have a constant width of 22 mm.
Tlic plates themselves have a thickness of 136 mm (fuel 060 mm, cladding 038 mm each).
The outer diameter of the active zone of the fuel element is 224 mm (tube 243 mm) and its
height is 700 mm. lc total height of the fuel element is aout 1300 mm. In figure I a
horizontal cut through fuel element in the region of the active zone is shown.

243 mm 
118mmO

Figure 1: Cross section of the fuel element of the FRM-II in the region of the fuel plates.
Each of the 13 fuel plates is 136 mm thick and is fabricated by the so-called "picture frame
technique". The fuel clement contains aout 8.1 kg high-enriched uranium. The plates are
involutely curved so that the coolant channels between them have a constant width of 22 mm.
The reactor core of the FRM-II consists of one such fuel element only.

Since the reactor core is very small the leakage of fast neutrons out of the core is very high
(more than 50 %) and neutrons which have been thennalized in the D20 and diffuse back into
the ore give a large contribution to the nuclear chain reaction. However, they would cause a
big peak in the distribution of the power density at the outer edge of the core. This peak is
reduced in the RM-11 by using the concept of fuel grading: the uranium density in the fuel
me-at is 30 gU/cm3 in the inner part of the fuel clement and 1.5 gU/CM3 in the outer part. The
analogous peak at the lower end of the active zone is caused by the reflector-maximum of the
thermal neutron flux in the H20 of the primary circuit and is reduced by a boron-ring in the
outer tube of the fuel element (burnable poison). The power density at the upper end of the
core i s c onsiderably I ower, b ecause o f the c lose p roximity o f t he h afnium absorber f t he
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central control rod. his control rod has a "Beryll1uni-follower" at its lower end in order to
replace the light water of the primary cooling circuit by a high-quality moderator.
Even though the thermal power of the FIRM-11 was limited to 20 MW an unperturbed
maximum neutron flux of about x 1014 CM,2S4 will b reached. That means that the FR-M-11
will have the highest flux-to-power-ratio worldwide. This is advantageous with regard to te
background radiation at the experimental facilities, reactor safety, nuclear waste and cosLs.

The inherent safety features

As m entioned a bove t he t hermal n eutrons d iffusing b ack f rom t he m oderator t ank p lay a n
important role in the reactivity balance of the reactor. As a consequence th FM-11 has some
essential inherent safety features. For example, the reactor would become subcr�itical if the
D20 in the mderator tank would be replaced by H20 or if a substantial fraction of H20

would be mixed into the D20- If the H20 in the fuel clement would be replaced by D20 - his

would lead to a less effective slowing down of the neutrons in the core - and of course if the
H20 would be totally removed from the core the reactor would become subcritical An
essen6al safety feature concerning the handling of the fuel clement is that the fuel clement is
highly subcritical in pure H20 without any additional absorber.

The plant design of the FRNI-11

Figure 2 shows a schematic vertical cross section through the reactor pool that has a depth of
about 14 m and a nearly circular sape in its lower part. On the left upper side one can see the
rectangular storage pool Abselzbecken"), that contains i. a. 50 positions for the interim
storage of spent fuel elements. Both pools are made from heavy oncrete and are covered on
the inside by a watertight stainless steel liner. ne thickness of the walls of the pool is more
tha 15 m.
In the center of figure 2 one can see the D20 moderator tank with the fuel clement that is
fixed in the central channel Zenlralkanar). The fuel element is cooled (as already
mentioned) by fight water with a flow rate of about 300 kgs-1. he water velocity in the fuel
region is about 17 ms". he pressure at the inlet of the fuel element is about I bar and the
water temperature rises from about 37 C to 52 'C.
At shutdown of the reactor three redundant pwnps are started to remove the decay heat. Those
pumps suck pool water and pump it through three rdundant lines ("Notki7h1leitung") into the
primary circuit after the corresponding flaps have opened due to the clegreasing pressure of
the primary pumps. The water flows back to the reactor pool through the sieve ("Sieb') at the
bottom of the moderator tank. Aer 3 hours the pumps can be switched off and - aer the
pressure is sufficiently low and therefore the two redundant flaps Vaiurumlaujklappen")
opened just by gravity - the direction of the coolant flow hanges from "downward" to
"upward" and the residual decay heat is removed by natural convection.
In figure 2 one can also s ee the central control rod ("Regelstab") which i s driven from i ts
upper end ("Regelstab-Antrieb'j and is coupled by a magnetic clutch which can be released if
necessary. For this reason the central rod serves as a first fast shutdown system. 'Me second
fast shutdown system consists of five shutdown rods that are totally withdrawn during the
non-nal operation of the reactor. Four of the five rods would be sufficient to shutdown the
reactor even if the central rod were totally withdrawn, i. . the Be-follower would be in the
core. In figure 2 only one shutdown rod is plotted. The Cold Neutron Source and the beam
tubes that a-re shown schematically in figure 2 too, Nvill be explained later.
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Figure 2 Vertical cross section through the reactor pool. One can see the D20-modcrator
tank, th cntral channel Zentralkanar), the fuel element ("Brennelement'�, the central
control rod ("Regelslab") and parts of the primary circuit ("Primdr-KilihIleitung"). The five
shutdown rods ("Abschaltstab' - for clarity only one is shown - are fully withdrawn during
routine operation. Besides these installations some xperimental facilities arc shown vy

schematically: the Cold Neutron Source ("Kalte Quelle" ad two horizontal bearn-tubes

("Horizontal-Strahlrohr").
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The safety concept of the FM-111 is based o the possibility to shutdown (he reactor under all
circumstances and - in addition - on the prevention of fission product releases by means of
three barriers: fuel matrix and cladding, pool water and reactor building 1]. The pol water is
kept under all accident conditions - even in the case of an earthquake or an airplane crash (the
latter would be a beyond design basis accident). This aim is met by building the pool out of
watertight concrete with an additional steel liner (see above) and by making the walls of the
building out of reinforced concrete with a thickness of 1.8 in. Moreover, the ceilings of the
0 in- and 11.7 m-floors of the reactor building are connected to the pol structure with
flexible joints in order to keep shockwaves away from it. The beam tubes have two outside
barriers for avoiding the loss of pool water. n addition the primary circuit and the primary
cell that contains the pumps and the heat exchangers are designed in a way that a complete
loss of the pool water is impossible even if there would be. a leak in the primary cooling
circuit.
The safety concept of the FRM-II guarantees that even in the case of a beyond design basis
accident - as e. g. a total meltdown of the fuel element - there would be no need for
evacuations. Since the pool water does not retain a of the fission products (even though a
very high fraction of most elements is retained) the ventilation system of the reactor hall
(confinement) is designed to filter and control the very low flow rate of leakage air released
through the stack 1].

Building and user facilities

Figure 3 shows a horizontal cut through the reactor pool in the region of the fuel element that
is located in the center of the moderator tank (diameter 25 in). Ten big horizontal beam-tubes
are guiding the neutrons through the wall of the pool into the "experimental hall" or - in case
of S R I n t he I eft h and s ide - into t he neutron g uide h all". A 1 b eam-tubes a re arranged
tangentially to the core in order to suppress the primary radiation (fast neutrons and
Radiation) a s in uch a s p ossible. T hree b eam-tubes b egin a t t he C old N eutron S ource t hat
contains about 25 kg of liquid D2 and is cooled down to about 25 K_ Another beam-tube
begins at the Hot Neutron Source - an insulated graphite block with a mass of aout 14 kg
and a temperature of about 2400 'C. In order to produce high-energetic fission neutrons for
medical and technical applications an urardurn, converter facility was installed which allows to
move t wo f uel p lates i n f ront o f a b earn-tube. esides t hose i nstal lations; o ne an a lso s ee
some vertical irradiation channels and - in the direct vicin=ity of the fuel element - the
shutdown position of the five shutdown rods.
A horizontal cross section through the whole plant (at about the core Midplane level) is given
in figure 4 In its lower part the ractor building has the cross section of a s uare ith a length
of about 42 m. Here the "experimental hall" with an area of about 1000 in is located. In the
upper part the building has the shape of an octagon and contains the "reactor hall"; from there
the pool is accessible e. g. for operation maintenance and for handling swnples that were
irradiated in the vertical channels.
The neutron guides and the scientific instruments are shown in figure 4 too. In the center one
can see the neutron guide hall that is about I I m high, 60 in long and about 45 in wide. Ms
hall shall later be extended into the old FRM which has been permanently shut down in July
2000.
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Figure 3 Horizontal cross section through the reactor pool. One can see the cylindrical
reactor ore in the center of the moderator tank surrounded by the five shutdown rods shown
in their shutdown position. Three of the ten horizontal beam tubes begin at the Cold Neutron
Source, one at the Hot Neutron Source and one at the converter facility. The heavy water tank
of 25 rn diameter is located in the reactor pool made of heavy concrete and filled with light
water.
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Figure 4: Ground plan of the whole plant with the experimental hall of the FRM-II reactor (on the right), the neutron guide hall (in the center)
and the reactor hall of the old FM (on the left). The entrance building with the main entrance is located at the north-west comer of the FRM-11.
The neutron guides and the scientific nstruments are indicated i the different areas.



Tests during the licensing procedure

The fuel element and the U3Si2-Al-fuel were tested during te licensing procedure of the
FRM-11 in order to confirm calculations or data taken from the literature.
Dummies of the fuel lement with depleted uranium wre tested in experimental facilities
which very closely represented the entral part of the primary coling circuit of the FM-11.
Within the scope of these "hydraulic tests" the stability and the vibration behavior of the fuel
plates were investigated. he long-term behavior of the fuel element was tested for 60 days
(the designed cycle length of a fuel element of the FRM-11 is about 52 days) with an enhanced
flow rate. The test showed that there is no deviafion from the expected vibration behavior.
The measured values of the thickness of the cooling channels were as before and also the US-
inspection of the welds did not yield any indication of defects. Following these inspections
artificial dfects at some welding points were produced and a part of the flow test was
repeated. As expected there was no change in the vibration behavior of the fuel plates.
The U3Si2-AJ dispersion fuel that will be used in the FR.M-II was developed and intensively
tested by the R.ERTR-program and so can e considered as qualified up to uranium densities
of 48 gU/CM3 in the fel mat. For the FRM-II, the swelling behavior and the increase of the
thickness of the fuel zone was deduced from the data given in the literature 2). According to
this the thickness increase due to swelling at the maximum fission densities in the fuel
particles is about 10 in the 30 gU/cm3_zone and about 9 % in the 1.5 g/CM3-zone. The
calculated maximum fission densities in the fuel parficles at the end of the cycle (i. e. after 2
full power days) are 78 x 1021 f/CM3 and 12.2 x 1021 f/CM3 for the 30 g/CM3-zone and for
the 1.5 gU/cm'-zone, respectively. The occurrence of these high fission densities is limited to
some few nun2 of the fuel plate which has a total active area of about 43000 MM2. As one can
see from these data the fuel particles in the 1.5 gU/cm3_zone are stressed more than the ones
in the 30 gU/cm3-zonc. For this reason the IJM has decided to irradiate a test-plate
containing fuel w ith 1 .5 gU/cm3 at the ILOE-reactor of the CEA-Grenoble, France. A fter
each of ten irradiation cycles the thickness of the fuel plate was measured allowing a detailed
analysis of the swelling behavior. As expected the increase of the plate-thickness was small
and continuous (see figure 5). In contrast to that a sudden strong increase of the swelling rate
would have ben indicative of breakaway-swelling" and of a failure of the plate. So the data
used in dsigning the fuel element and the cooling systems were confirmed by the hydraulic
tests and the irradiation experiment.
Following this iradiation experiment Post hTadiation Examinations (PIE) were performed in
the Hot Cells LAMA of the CEA-Grenoble in order to obtain information about the fine
structure of the U3Si2-grains and the thickness of the U-AI interdiffusionlayer that is formed at
the grain-boundaries. The microscopic pictures (one of them is shown in figure 6)
demonstrate that the morphology of the fission gas bubbles is as expected. One substantial
aim ofthe 3PIE was to confirm also the qualification of the fuel with an ranium density of
3.0 gUlcm �i the mat for the use in the FRM-H. The essential condition for this is that there
is enough free" aluminum' left at the end of the irradiation. In 3) a conservative value of
15 vol.% for the minimum Al-content has been established for stable fuel swelling. In order to
calculate the A I-content in the fuel with 30 gU/cm3 at a fission density in the particles of
about x 121 f/CM3 out of the data obtained from the test-plate with 1.5 gU/cm3 a relation
was fon-nulated 4 'Me applicability of this relation was tested by means of a quantitative
analysis of the microstructure. he knowledge of the thickness of the interdiffusionlayer is
necessary for determining the loss of "free" A; it was calculated with the help of correlations
taken from the literature [51 6 and tested against the results of the microscopic

The term 'free" means that the aluminum in the U-AI interdiffusionlayer is not aken into account.
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examinations Te analysis showed that at a fission density in the particles of 02, f/C IIII

the fuel with a uranium density of 30 gU/cm 3 still contains between 50 vol.% ad 68 vol. of
"free" aluminum - this value is far above the required 15 vol.% Terefore, both fuels are
quakfied for the use in the FRM-11.
In addition to these tests the TUM established the "OSIRIS test program" in 1999 in order to
gain additional information concerning the irradiation behavior of high-enriched high-density
UJISi2-Al-fuel. Within the scope of this program it was planned to irradiate two plates until
fission densities comparable to or somewhat higher than those at the end of a cycle of the
FFM-11 2 were reached. One of the two plates -the so called "Homogeneous Plate" -

Fcontained fuel with an uranium density of 30 U/CM3 and was iradiated until a maximum
fission density of aout x 1021 f/CM3 was obtained in the fuel-particles. The second plate -
the so called "Mixed Plate" -contained fuel in two zones with different uranium densities

and was irradiated until maximum fission densities of about 10.4 x 1021 f/CM3 in the
3.0 gU/cm 3_zone and of about 14.3 x 1021 f/CM3 in the 1.5 gU/CM3 -zone were obtained [8].
The irradiation of the Homogeneous Plate 3.0 gU/cm 3) was finished in November 2000 and
the results are given in figure 7 where the evolution of the thickness of the plate is shown [8].
As one can see the increase of the thickness is a roughly linear function of the fission density.
The results of this part of the OSIRIS program onfirm the statement made after the PIE see
section above): U3Si2-Al-fuel exhibits a stable swelling behavior up to fission densities of at
least x IO 21 f/CM3 As we will see later this is even true for much higher fission densities.

Increase of the thickness of the test-plate
SLOE..p.,t-0 Ukk- t th. -id.L" -k.UW.nd,.bvid

1 20

T

Figure 5: Increase of the thickness of the test-plate with an uranium density of .5 gU/cm 3 as
a function of the fission density in the fuel-particles. The thickness of the oxidelayer has been
subtracted. The error bars for the thickness measurement represent the statistical error
obtained from taking the mean value in a small area of the test-plate; the error bars for the
fission density are related to the inaccuracy of the y-scanning-measurements 7 The
exceptional point at about 34 x 102 V=3 was caused by problems with the electronic
equipment which have been solved in the course of the irradiation test, and therefore is not
due to irradiation effects.
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Figure 6 Picture of a U3Si2 particle in the Al matrix, taken in the rgion of the test-plate Witt.
a fission dnsity of 12 x 1021 f/CM3 in the fuel particles. The morphology of the fission ga-,
bubbles in the particle is as expected. Moreover, the thickness of the U-Al interdiff-asionlayei
(light-gray area at the grain-boundary) is of the order of 6 pm and in good accordance with
the theory 4].

Because of a slightly different irradiation schedule and because the fission densities amed at
were extended to higher values, the Mixed Plate was irradiated until March 2001. The
maximum fission density reached in the fuel-particles was 10.4 x IO" f/cm' in the
3.0 gU/cm3-zone and 14.3 x 10 21 f/cm3 in the 1.5 gu/cm 3_zone. Figure shows the volution
of the thickness of the Mixed Plate measured in the t=sversal" direction, i. . across the
border between the zones with the different uranium densities. The difference in the swelling
of the two zones is clearly visible and it can be stated that the density grading has no negative
impact on the swelling behavior of the fuel [8].

The discussion concerning a reduction of the enrichment

As explained in the first section of this paper the performance of the FRM-1I is to a large
extent related to the use of high-enriched uranium (HEU). lis enables the "compact core
concept" yielding a very high neutron flux in conjunction with a low thermal power of the
reactor. It goes without saying that the peaceful use of HEU is in agreement with all
international laws and in particular with the non-proliferation taty. International safeguards
experts of the LkEA and of Euratom rule out any realistic possibility of diversification or
undeclared use of the material.
Nevertheless, the Gennan Federal Government expressed the concern that using HEU in the
FRM-1I could initiate the danger of proliferation worldwide. In March 2001 the Federal
Cabinet fixed the standpoint for its negotiations with the Bavarian State Government it
agreed to put the FRM-11 into operation with HEU, but parallel to the routine use a new fuel
element with identical gometrical dimensions containing MEU Medium Enriched Uranium)
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should be developed. After designing, qualification ad licensing of this fuel eement, the
FRM-11 should be converted to MEU.
In general, such a conversion follows a scheme like this: The rduction of the 235 U_

enrichment can be compensated by a higher uranium density in the fuel meat so that the 235u-

mass remains at least the same.
In case of the FRM-II a conversion according to this scheme is not possible. Because of the
high density of the fuel 3.0 gU/cm3) the margin for an increase of the density is very small.
For this reason a conversion to LEU would only be possible with an increase of the core size
and would therefore lead to a reduction of the neutron flux by 25 or more. In addition it
would be necessary to re-design and to re-build the whole moderator tarik. These impacts on
the reactor and on the performance of the reactor are not acceptable. 'Me only compromise
would be to reduce the enrichment as far as possible without a change of the outer geometry
of the fuel element. In this case the reactor itself can remain unchanged and the penalty
concerning the neutron flux would be smaller. The practical values depend on the fuel which
can be used: with the qualified U3Si2-Al-ftiel (uranium density 48 gU/cm 3) a penalty of about
4 may be realistic. If one could use the new UW-Al-fuels (uranium density up to
8.5 gU/cm3) that are under development at present a somewhat lower enrichment could be
reached. The penalty concerning the neutron flux will then be of the order of %. In any case
an extensive development and test program would be necessary in order to qualify the fuel for
the use under FRM-U conditions.

Evolution of the thickness of the 'Homogeneous Plate'
O31Ft13.,P.h-.,
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Figure 7 Measurements after each reactor cycle of the tickness of the "Homogeneous Plate"
that contained fuel with an uranium density of 30 gU/CM3 in the fuel meat. It Is clearly visible
that the crves are nearly equidistant, i. e. that the plate is in the stable swelling stage [8].
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Evolution of the thickness of the test-plale
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Figure 8: Measurements after each reactor cycle of the thickness of the "Mixed Plate" in the
transversal direction, i. e. perpendicular to the border between the areas containing fuel with

3 3an uranium density of 1.5 gU/cm and 30 gU/cm respectively. The fission densities reached
are considerable high (see insert in the figure). Due to the fact that the different curves arc
nearly equidistant it can be stated that the plate is in a stable swelling stage and that the
grading of the uranium density has no impact on the swelling behavior of the fuel plate (8].

Status of the RM-11 project

The first design considerations of the Technische UiversiW Mflnchen (TUM) started bfore
the yr of 1980. The RM-H project team of the TUM was stablished in 1987, after the
project had gained the necessary support. After positive statements c. g. by the
"Wissenschaftsrat" (a German scientific advisory conu-nittee) the safety report was prepared
together with the general contractor Siemens/KNVU now Frarnatome ANP). In February 1993
TUM and Siemens applied for the nuclear license which in the case of the FRM-II was split
into three partial licenses. The first partial license wich also contained a provisional positive
assessment concerning the reactor was granted by the licensing authority (BStMLU in
April 1996, the second partial license (including the completion of the whole reactor facility
as well as the cold start-up) in October 1997.
In May 2003 the TUM obtained the third partial license (that includes the operational license).
hirlmediately after the granting of the license the nuclear start-up has started. The whole start-
up procedure that includes a test-run of about one reactor cycle will take about three quarters
of a year. Afterwards the routine use will start.

Pictures

Figure 9 shows a view of the experimental hall %%ith the structure of the reactor pool, figure I 
a view of the neutron guide hall. In figure I I one can see the reactor hall and the open surface
of the pool. In figure 12 a view of the pol and onto the top part of the moderator tank is
shown. Figure 13 shows an overall view of he plant. Finally, in figure 14 one can see the
reactor building with the ntrance building and the main entrance of the FRM-11.
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Figure 9: View of the experimental hall of the FRM-H. In the center one can see the react,
pool and - in the background - the storage pool.'Me picture was taken in September 2002.
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Figure 10: View of the neutron guide hall of the FRM-11. The picture was taken in September
2002.
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Figure 11: View of the reactor hall. One can see the re-actor pool in the center which is not
completely f illed w ith w ater. T he s torage p ool i s I ocated o n t he r ight and s eparated b y a n
aluminum door. The picture was taken in March 2001.
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Figure 12: Tis picture shows a view onto the .support-structure" at the top of the moderator
tank. This structure is located about 2 in above the tank itself. In the center of the picture one
can see a pan of the primary circuit tubes and of the control rod drive. The drives of the five
shutdown rods can be identified as well as some external tubes of the irradiation facilities.
'Me picture was taken in February 2001.
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Figure 13: Look at the FRM-11 facility. The reactor building (on the right) is 31 m high and has the cross-section of a square in the lower and of
an octagon in the upper part. The old, shut-down FM can be seen on the left hand side and the neutron guide hall in the middle. The picture was
takcn in March 2001.
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Figure 14-. Look at the reactor building and the entrance building of the FRM-11 facility. The picture was taken in May 2002.



AER Working Group C ac(ivity in 2003

lmre Ncmes
Paks NPP Ltd

Hungary

13 th annual meeting of AER Working Group C was organised in Budapest, Hungary 29-30 of
May 203. At the meeting participated 23 people from 8 organisations of 3 VVER operating
countries. In the 2 days of the program 12 papers were presented. The title of papers and the
list of participants are attached- At the meeting the following topics were discussed

1. Paks NPP operational problems

Starting from 2000 and 2001 hydraulic anomalies appeared in NP Paks Unitl 2 and 3 The
anomalies were caused by magnetite deposit in f assemblies and arisen from hard
decontamination of steam generators in 2000 and mainly in 2001. Aer the 2002 refuelling
strong differences in assembly flow rates were experienced. PaRs NPP expert informed the
working group about the measured parameter features and the way of operation of units in
2002-2003 cycles.

2. VVER 440 operational experiences

In the beginning of 2003 Paks Unit 3 was decided to stop because of decreased flow rate in
high power assemblies. The whole core was changed designing a non-standard reload using
firesh and burned assemblies from different spent fuel ponds. A paper at meeting presented
the planned features of non-standard cycle and it's measured characteristics.

Summary of experiences of 382 enriched fuel application at Dukova-ny NPP was
presented. The application of 382 enriched fuel sarted in 998 and several assemblies has
been operated for years in Dukovany units.

3. Incident in shaft I of Unit 2 Paks NPP

Because of the mentioned problems a chemical cleaning of crudded assemblies became
necessary. IO April 2003, Paks NPP experienced a loss of decay-heat removal to 30 irradiated
fuel assemblies undergoing a cleaning process in a cleaning container in shaft I of Unit 2.
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Following cemical cleaning ofth 4 batch of igh decay-heat uel a delay in removing the
cleaning vessel lid left the cleaning system in such oition tat did ot provide adequate
cooling to te fuel. The Under-cooling was not recognized by te operators. On 6 April,
videapictures of the inside of the cleaning vessel showed extensive fuel assembly and fuel
pin damage.

In the group C meeting the operation of cleaning ontainer was shown and the reasons of
incident was discussed. NPP Paks experts also informed group C about the actions made to
stabilize te state of damaged fuel and connecting shaft and pool.

At the meeting KKI reported criticality analyses made to establish safe subcriticality of
damaged fuel.

4. Advanced methods in in-core and reactivity easurements and systems

A new measuring system for the start-up measurements designed by KFKI and iplemented
in Paks NPP was shown, the services and operation was demonstrated.

Paper was presented about the SCOKPIO-VVER status as well as upgrades planned to handle
new fuel types in SCORPIO system. The KJTEX odule for the monitoring of reactor
criticality approach was implemented into SCORPIO system at Dukovany NPP.

5. Accuracy of parameters determined by 'in-core mnsurenients

A detailed investigation of accuracy of Kq deterinination has been arried out by NPP
Mohovce and VUJE T-nava staff. They used statistical methods as well as laboratory
measurements in order to quantify accuracy of Kq determination for VER 440 core using
in-core temperature measurements.

6. Other topics

Summary of fuel optimisation algorithm developed in SKODA was presented- The advanced
OPAL system is able to handle burnable poison and make a plan and optimisation of reloads
for VVER-1000 as well.



AER Working Group C meeting
Budapest, Hungary 29-30 of May 2003

List of presentations 

Nernes Irnre Present situation in Paks NPP

B6na CAbor Crud problem in the primary loop of NPP Paks units

Josef Bajgl Five year of the profiled fuel 382% utilisation

Jiri Svarny Summary of fuel optimisation algorithm developed in SKODA

Vigh JAnos Development, installation and testing of a new start-up reactivity
measurement system for NPP Paks.

Beliczai Botond Exposition of fuel !oading at 3rd unit in the 18th cycle
Jaroslav Kment SCORPIO-VVER status and future plans

J.Sustek Information about SCORPIO upgrades and new fuel

Marian Sedlacek Implementation of KRITEX Module into SCORPIO System at
Dukovany NPP

Juraj Simko, Mario Repa Assembly power peaking factor Kq - precision of the
measurement

Pavol Malatin Estimation of the cold junction influence on a FAs outlet temperature.

Hord6sy Gibor Subcriticality calculations for the damaged fuel in shaft of Unit 2 NPP
Paks
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AER Working Group C meting
SiTiolenice, Slovakia 68 of March 2002

List of participants

Josef Bajgl NPP Dukovany Czech Republic
Jaroslav Kment NPP Dukovany Czech Republic

J.Sustek SKODA, Plze6 Czech Republic
Jiri Svarny �KODA, Plzch Czech Republic

Juraj Simko NPP Mochovce Slovakia
Peter Urban NIPP Mochovce Slovakia
Eduard Durcek SE Bratislava Slovakia
Pavol Malatin NTP Buhunice Slovakia

Marian Sedlacek VOJE Trnava Slovakia
Mario Repa VOJE Trnava Slovakia
Peter Vanco VOIE Trnava Slovakia

Czib6k Tarnis KFKI AEKI, Budapest Hungary

Bara P6ter KFKI AEKI, Budapest Hungary
Kereszt6ri AndrAs KFKI AEKI, Budapest Hungary
Hord6sy G-Abor KFKI AEKI, Budapest Hungwy

Nemes In-Lre NPP Paks Hungary
Jivor Erika NPP Paks Hungary
B6na G-Abor NPP Paks Hungary
Beliczai Botond NPP Paks Hungary
Szicsinyi Zsolt NPP Paks Hungary
P6s istvdn NPP Paks Hungary
Park6 Tarn�s NPP Paks Hungary
Patai Szab Sndor TS Enercon Hungary
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AER WORKING GROUP D "VVER SAFETY ANALYSIS"
REPORT OF TE MEETING IN

SACLAY, FRANCE, 14-15 MAY 2003

Compiled by
P. Siltanen

Fortum Nuclear Services Ltd, Vantaa, Finland

SUMMARY

AER Working Group D on VVER reactor safety analysis held its 12'h meeting at the CEA
Centre d'Etudes de Saclay near Paris during the period 14-15 May 2003. The meeting
followed the First Workshop on the OECD/DOE/CEA VVER-1000 Coolant Transient
Benchmark (V1000-CTI) held at the same location 12-13 May. Altogether 26 participants
attended the Working Group D meeting, 15 from AER member organizations and I I guests
from non-member organizations. The coordinator for the working group, Mr. P. Siltanen
(FNS) served as chairman. In addition to general information exchange on recent activities in
the participating organizations, the topics of the meeting included:
• Review of solutions to the 5 and 6 h AER dynamic benchmarks.
• Code development and improvements for reactor dynamics applications.
• Safety analysis methodology and results.
• Participation in the OECD/DOE/CEA VVER I 00 coolant ransient benchmark.
• Future activities.
A list of participants and a list of handouts distributed at the meeting are attached to the
report.

1. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DYNAMIC BENCHMARKS

I.I. Reviewofsolutionstothe5"'and6"'AERdyn2micbenchmarks:
Symmetric and asymmetric steam line breaks

S. Kiem I presented an overview of the definition and available solutions for the 51h and 6h
dynamic benchmarks concerning steam line breaks in a VVER-440 plant. Conclusions from
comparison of five solutions to AER-DYN-005 include:
• All main thermal-hydraulic effects are predicted in the same qualitative manner.
• All codes predict recriticality, but at different times due to the influence of different

nuclear data.
• Remarkable differences appear in the maximum fuel temperature values.
Conclusions from comparison of five solutions to AER-DYN-006 include:
• Thisverycomplexbenchmarkwassticcessfullycalculatedbyaliparlicipants.
• Spreading of the results is higher that in (he 5h benchmark.
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• The ain origin of the differences lies i te odelling or the secondary side. Imporlant
aspects are critical two-phase flow ad liquid en(raininew fioni the sicam gnerator.

• The power icrease is very sensitive to te secondary side behaviour.

J. Hadek 2] reported on a new updated solution to th 6 benchmark by NRL Stationary and
burmjp calculations as well as tuning of the iitial sate wre performed we the code
DYN3D. Transient calculations were ade %vi(h te system code RELAP5-3D. The termal-
hydraulic odel of the core has 37 channels. Te reactor vessel is nodalized into six sectors
and all six loops are explicitly modelled. Only limited mixing in the lower and upper penum
was simulated. The new results appear to agree better with other solutions, particularly
concerning steam generator pressures and cold leg emperatures.

Gy. Hegyi 3] presented results of a riodalization study for the 6h bnchmark performed with
KIKO3D/ATHLET at AEKI. Two cases were Sudied, hich differ only in the nodalization
of the upper plenum. In Case A, a detailed nodalization in six sectors is used. In Case B, the
nodes of the upper regions of the upper plenum are unified. This causes full ixing of the
coolant at the outlet of the reactor vessel. The results show differences during the retur to
power, which is smaller in case B. This is due to the igher coolant temperature flowing into
the hot leg of the damaged steam generator (SG 1). Also the coolant temperature returning to
the vessel from the cold leg remains higher, although there is increased heat transfer in the
damaged SG I and the overall cooling of the primary circuit is enhanced.

1.2. DocumentationofdynamicbenchmarksintheAERBenchniarkBook(BB)

P. Siltanen reminded the participants to check the correctness of the files containing
benchmark specifications and solutions under the directory known as the AER Benchmark
Book. A new directory was created in July 2002 and has the following interact address:
ftp:Hftp.kfki.hu/pub/local/aerbenchJ. More information can be found in the file
README I st.doc under the same directory.

Action: All participants are requested to ensure that the final versions of their specifications
and solutions to benchmarks AER-DYN-001 to 005 are properly included and renamed in the
new directory and that any draft versions are deleted and replaced by final ones. Please check
the situation and report your findings to A. ereszturi. Send a copy also to P. Sillanen.

The following schedule was agreed for the completion ad documentation of benchmark
AER-DYN-006:
•The final results from NRI Rez will be available before the next Symposium. A separate

paper is planned for the next Symposium. Action: NRL
•A comparison of the updated solutions will be presented at the AER Syniposium in Sept.

2003. Action: FZR.
•The Specification Sheet for the AER BB, including a summary of available solutions, will

be prepared by the end of 2003. Action: FZR.
•Each final solution is documented on a Solution Sheet and included into the BB together

with (he ASCII solution file. The documentation is requested by April 2004. Action:
AEKI, FZR, K, NRI, and VTT.



1.3 Future AER dynamic benchmark activides

In the near future, ost participants ill concentrate on solving [lie imemational VVER- 1000
coolant transient benchmark. On-going EU projects also dmand aention and require
resources. Hence, there is no immediate need to initiate a new AER benchmark at the
moment.

Some potential exercises were suggested for te future:
• Turning on an MCP in saturated conditions.
• Search for new plant transients, e.g. in Ukrainian NPPs
• Stop of 3 MCPs in Dukovany.
• Plant transient data already exists from EU projects such as Phare 195 and VALCO.
An important aspect for AER bnchmarks is to combine core physics with thermal-hydraulics.

2. CODE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPROVEMENTS
FOR REACTOR DYNAMICS APPLICATIONS

P. Siltanen 4 summarised the xperience and understanding gained in 3-D simulation of
reactor scram experiments, including the dynamic behaviour of the fission neutron source in
(he core, the transport of neutrons to produce the signal of an ex-core ionization chamber, and
the performance of a reactivity meter. The predicted output of the reactivity meter is then
compared directly with the output observed during a reactor scram experiment. Predictions
have been compared wh experiments performed at the VVER-440 reactors in Loviisa and
Mochovce. Rather good agreement is obtained, hich is a validation of the models and data
used in the simulations, including the static reactivity worth of the dropped control rods.

Y. Kozmenkov 51 described the development and benchniarking of a coupled code system
based on the codes DYN31) and RELAP5. The work is performed under co-operation of FZR
and IPPE on "Application of coupled codes to VVER accident analyses". T'he tasks include
development of the coupling interface between the codes, code system verification and
validation, and accident simulations for VVER type reactors employing different types of fuel.
Internal coupling technique is used to integrate the codes. The testing and validation of
DYN3D/RELAP5 includes, among others, the AER 5h dynamic benchmark. Results have
been compared against those produced by DYN3D/ATHLET. Overall, the presented results
appear to agree rather well.

3. SAFETY ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

Gy. Hegyi 6 reported on results obtained with the codes GLOBUSKA, ATHLET-KIK03D,
and TRABCO in analysing the connection of an inactive loop containing a lower boron
concentration in a VVER-440. In the initial condition, both isolation valves in one loop are
closed, the boron concentration is zero in the loop and 370 ppm in the rest of the primary
circuit due to a xnon transient, and the reactor is at 79 power level. The coolant pump is
switched on before opening the isolation valves. A strong moderator fdback at EOC is
assumed. The results show a power excursion that is erminated by reactor scram, The
maximum linear heat rate reaches ca. 390 W/cm, bu a eocid DNB margin is maintained,
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partly bccause of tile colder coolant temperature in ilic al't'ccled loop. i acceplance criteria
for a aticipated operational occurrence are fulfilled

S. Danilin 7] presented a comparison of experimental data and calculations erformed by wo
code systems, ATHLET/BIPR8 and TIGR-I. The transient i a VVER-1000 plant has two
parts: first, one MCP is urned off and the reactor power is automatically reduced to 67 ;
after a delay of 5400 sec another MCP is urned off and the reactor power is further reduced to
50 level. Both code systems use 163 ther-mal-hydraulic cannels in the core and odel
incomplete mixing in the reactor vessel. All systems of the plant work in normal operation
mode. The calculations show good agreement with i experimental data. However, the
experimental data should be more carefully measured and documented. Newer data will be
available from the Kalinin and Rostov NPPs.

A. Shkarupa [8), from the International Nuclear Safety Center of Ukraine, described the
application of the RELAP5-3D code to VVER reactor safety analysis. The code has both
point kinetics and multi-dimensional nodal) neutron kinetics options available. Results were
given for a comparative analysis of the extreme scenario defined in the V100OCT-1
benchmark specification (VVER-1000 MCP switching-on plus a control rod ejection). For
the point kinetics calculation, reactivity feedback coefficients were adjusted to produce a total
power transient approximately similar to the nodal kinetics transient. However, big
differences remain in lcal power conditions between tile wo different core odels, due to
the strong lcal power peaking in the actual 3-D power distribution. Also, the operation of
protection signals from ex-core detectors can differ from in-core detector-S.

A. Keresztur 9 reviewed the results from investigating different hot channel calculation
methodologies. The investigated aspects concern:

approximations of heat conduction and transfer inside the fuel pin, considering the effects
of detailed bumup distribution and power distribution in the fuel pellet;
influence of intra-assembly power distribution and coolant mixing between subchannels.

%e reference transients are control rod ejection and control group withdrawal without scram
(ATWS). Detailed neutron transport calculations and heat conduction characteristics were
used to investigate heat transfer in the pin cell. For fast transients, (he results demonstrate
considerable non-conservative effects from simplifying assumptions, regarding pellet burnup
and power distribution, on the heat flux to colant and hence on min DNBR. Mixing between
subcharmels was studied with the COBRA code. Mul(i-channel alculations using different
pin power distributions indicate the following for min DNBR. The maximum outlet
temperature of the hot subchannel in the initial sate is not sufficient for determining a
conservative min DNBR. 'Me maximum pin power must also be taken into account. For a
given initial maximum pin power, the most conservative power distribution in the assembly is
a flat one. A single (closed) hot channel model is slightly non-conservative with respect to a
flat power distribution. This can be compensated wh a 2 reduction of the flow area.

4. VVER-1000 COOLANTTPANSIENT BENCHMARK

AER Working Group D has been invited to participate in an international benchmark called
the VVER- 1000 Coolant Transient Benchmark (V I 000-CT). This benchmark is the third one
in a series of international benchmarks intended for coupled hree-dimensional neutron
kinetics and system therTnal-hydraulics codes. The sponsors of the benchmark are the
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Commissariat a I'Energic Alornique (CEA) and [lie Nuclear Engineering Program of the
Pennsylvania State University PSU). Te Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant (KNPP) and tile
Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy (INRNE) in Bulgaria assist in providing
tile data and analysis of the benchmark.

The scope of (he VI OOOCT has now been expanded to include two phases:
• Phase I VIOOOCT-1) is a main coolant pump (MCP) switching-on transient wen three

other MCPs are in operation. It is led by PSU. The team leader is prof. Kostadin Ivanov.
• Phase 2 VIOOOCT-2) includes calculation of colant mixing experiments and a main

steam line break MSLB) analysis. It will be led by the French CEA.
Both PSU and CEA are working in co-operation with [NRNE and KNPP.

VIOOOCT-I is an actual plant transient during the commissioning phase of Kozioduy NPP
unit 6 Due to the experimental nature of the transient, measurements from the plant are
readily available. The second version of the final specification NEA/NSC/DOC(2002)6 was
published in January 2003 and was distributed to interested participants in paper copy as well
as published on the benchmark web-site:
http://www.nea.fr/himl/sciencdtransienWv]000ct.himI

The first workshop on the VIOOOCT was held on 213 May 2003 in Saclay, France. The
meeting was attended by 33 participants from I I countries, including 15 participants from
AER member organizations. The purpose of the workshop was to review the benchmark
activities ater the starter meeting last yar in Dresden:
• to discuss the participants' feedback and te modifications introduced in the Benchmark

Specification of Phase ;
• to present and to discuss modelling issues and preliminary results from Exercises 3 of

Phase 
• to discuss the modelling issues of Exercis I of Phase 2;
• to define work plan and schedule for the two benchmark phases.
Further details can be found in the 'Summary Record of the First Workshop", document
NEA/NSCfDOC(2003)18.

Ile following schedule was accepted for further major actions:
• Updated lectronic version of the specification for Phase I -- End-June 2003 (realised

Mid-August 2003)
• Draft of specifications for Phase 2 Exercise -- End-December 2003
• Deadline for submitting results for Exercises I and 2 of Phase I -- Mid-February 2004
• Second VIOOOCT bnchmark workshop and AER WG D meeting -- 5-8 April 2004 in

Bulgaria.

At the following Working Group D meeting, the plans of AER member organizations to
participate in Phase I exercises were reviewed with the following result:
• AEKI No
• FZR Yes for Exercise 3
• NRI Rez Yes, possibly with ATHLET-DYN3D.
• VTT Yes
• KI/Nikonov Yes for Exercise 
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KI/Danilin No for Pl,,Ise 1, but
Yes for MSLB of Pase 2 using own library for neutronics data

JNRNE Yes for Exercise 1, possibly Exercises 2 nd 3 jointly with Saclay
YUJE Not kown

5. FUTURE ACTIVITIES

The following topics are either in progress or are of potential interest in the future activities of
Working Group D�

• Solution and dcumentation of the 6 dynamic benchmark on an asymmetric main steam
line break.

• Solution of the international VVER I 000 Coolant Transient benchmark exercises of Phase
I (VIOOOCT-1).

• Clarification of the cause and significance of mesh refinement effects on solutions to
control rod ejection benchmarks.
Methodology for safety analyses.
Safety criteria for high bumup fuel.
Uncertainty analysis for safety analyses.
Hot pin and hot channel approximations in safety analyses.
Transient fuel behaviour models and approximations for use with 3D core models.
Wide range representation of two-group cross section data.
Validation of two-group neutron kinetics data.
Utilization of data from physical start-up experiments.
CFD calculations for coolant flow and mixing in fuel assemblies and in the ractor.

It was agreed to hold the next meeting of Working Group D in Bulgaria near Sofia in the first
half of Apffl 2004 together with the second workshop on the VI DO-CT benchmark. he
final decision will be made at the meeting of the Scientific Council in November 203.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

From AER member organizations:
0 1 P. Siltanen Forturn Nuclear Services Ltd, Finland (FNS)
02 S. Kliem Research Centre Rossendorf Inc., Germany (FZR)
03 Y. Kozmenkov
04 J. Hadek Nuclear Research Institute fte2 pIc, Czech Republic (NRI)
05 E. Tinkova -_ -_ I Division Energoprojeki
06 A. Kereszturi KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute, Hungary (AEKI)
07 Gy. Hegyi
08 A. Hdrnaldinen VTT Processes, Finland (VTT)
09 S. Danilin Russian Research Centre "Kurchalov Institute",

Institute of Nuclear Reactors, Russia (KI)
I 0 S. Nikonov -_ 1 -_
I I N. Kolev Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Bulgaria

(INRNE)
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12 Y. Dinkov Kozloduy Nuclear Pwer Mani Blgaria (KNPP)
13 G. Kolev
14 E. Lukanov
1 5 D. Popov

Guests:
16 C. Boumcl-Bosson CEA Centre d'Etudes de Saclay Fance
7 E. Royer

18 A. Ptruzzi Univer-sita dcgli Studi di Pisa, Italy
9 M. Azuma TEPCO Systems Corporation, Japan

20 A. Hotta
21 A. Shkarupa National University of Kyiv, Ukraine
22 J. Gehin Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
23. B. vanov The Pennsylvania State University, USA
24 K. Ivanov
25 J. Vedovi
26 T. Kozlowski Purdue University, USA

LIST OF HANDOUTS

The following handouts were distributed to the participants during the meeting:

[1] S. Kliem: Overview on the 5th and 6th dynamic AER benchmarks Definition,
solutions and comparison.

[2] J. Hadek J. Kral: Results of thesixth three-dimensional AER dynamic benchmark
problem calculation - Solution of problem with DYN31) and RELAP5-3D codes.

(3] GY, Heg�d, A. Keresnuri, 1. Trosvel: Mixing cffect in the solution of the AER6
benchmark problem by KIK03D / ATHLET code system.

[4] P. Siltanen E. Kaloinen, F. Wasastjerna: Simulation of reactor scram experiments in
the Loviisa and Mochovce VVER reactors.

[5] Y. Kozmenko , Y. Orekhov, U. Grundrnann, S. Kliem, S. Mittag, U. Rohde:
Benchmarking of the DYN3 D RELAP5 code system.

[6) Gy. Hg3j A. ereszturi, 1. Trosztel: ATHLET-KIK03 D calculation of connection of
one inactive loop with lower boron concentration.

[7] S. Danilin, S. Nikonov, S. Kryukov: Comparative analysis of consistent coast-down of
one of four and one of three working main circulation pump with ATHLET / BIPR8 and
TIGR-1 cdes.

[8) A. Shkarup : Applying the PELAP5-3D computer code to VVER reactor safety
analysis.

[9] A. ereszturi, 1. Panka, M. Telbisz: Investigation of different hot channel calculation
methodologies.
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMBINED COMPLEX DKM FOR CALCULATION OF
LOCAL PARAMETERS IN WWER CORE CONSIDERING 3-D KINETICS

G.V.Alekhin, Yu.V.Belyacv, S.I.Zaitsev, M.A.Bykov, Yu.N.Nadinsky, .V.Kudryavtsev
(Experimental &Design organization "Gidropress", Podolsk, Russian Federation)

ABSTRACT

The code package TRAP-97 certified in 1999 makes use of neutron kinetics point
model and one-dimensional mdel for calculation of the oolant parwnetcrs in the reactor
chambers. Problems of considerafion of spatial distribution of the coolant parameters within
the reactor vessel and power field tilt in the core are solved at OKB "Gidropress" by uing
two specialized modules - KAMERA and MAZ-3. Module KAMER.A is intended to simulate
coolant mixing processes in the reactor chambers, module MAZ-3 - to calculate oolant and
fuel parameters in the core using 3-D model of neutron kinetics. Presently, modules are used
in calculations together Nvith the computer code DINAMIKA-97. This paper dals with a bief
description of the developed ombined package DKM and its capabilities. Calculation rsults
of analysis of dynamic testing of power unit ith reactor VVER-1000 are given as the
examples of application of the dveloped code package.

U4TRODUCTION

The analysis of accidents with essential redistribution of power fld in the core
requires consideration of spatial effects. In using code package TRAP-97 [I]-[2] including
point model of kinetics and the model of ideal irittfloop coolant mixing in the reactor,
application of special methodical ways for assigning input data ensuring conservatism of the
results in respect to the acceptance criteria under checking are necessary.

Application of 3-D neutron kinetics models and incomplete mixing in the chambers
of reactor as a part of the package DKM nables adequately to take into account effects of
redistribution of the form of power field under unsteady-state processes. It provides more
exact determination of local parameters of the core and integrated parameters of the reactor
plant in tw-sients.

1. MA1N PROVISIONS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF PACKAGE
DKM

Code DINAMIKA - 97 involved in the structure of package DM is intended for
analysis of thermohydraulics situation in the pimary and secondary circuits of nuclear power
installations with water-cooled water-moderated power reactor under the conditions with
anticipated operational occurrences stipulated by failures of equipment and systems of
control, protections and interlockings.
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Procedure of code DINAMIKA - 97 contains description of mathematical models of
all basic elements of the equipment - reactor, steam generator, pressurizer, main circulation
pipelines, systems of control, protections and interlockings. Time history of the main pimary
and secondary parameters is determined which are necessary for analysis of reliability and
safe operation of the equipment, elaboration of the requirements and recommendations for
control systems, calculations of temperature fields and strength of the equipment.

Tle core model in code KANAL-97 21 included in structure of code DfNAMIKA -
97 is represented by the system of parallel channels which can differ in geometrical

parameters and power level. Maximum number of channels - S. The reactor power is
calculated using point model of nutron kinetics considering 6 groups of delayed neutrons.
T'hermohydraulics model of calculation of pararneters in pressure and collection chambers of
reactor - one-dimensional. In reactor chambers assumption on coolant ideal mixing is
accepted.

For elimination of these limitation, mixing models in reactor pressure and collection
chambers, model of neutron kinetics can e used in complex DKM. Thermohydraulics mdel
of the core is also represented by the system of parallel channels, however their number is
increased up to 400,

For modelling processes of interloop mixing in reactor chambers in program module
KAMERA which is involved in complex DKM, possibility of application of two
mathematical models is provided.

In the first model consideration of interloop mixing is provided due to application of
mixing coefficients deter-mined on the basis of experimental studies or by calculation using
other codes.

In the second model based on application of three-dimensional equation of energy,

the following basic provisions are used for reactor pressure chamber 31-[4]:
1) Constituent sections of reactor pressure chamber are down section and lifting

section. Down section consists of annular voluirie connected to lifting section. Down section
of reactor pressure chamber can be broken down into sectional calculated channels and ifting
section - into hexahedral calculated channeis. he number ofriodes is determined by necessity
of calculation of distribution of temperature and boron concentration at the core inlet in terms
of fuel assembly-by-assembly approximation. Complete equalizing of velocity field directly

under reactor inlet nozzles is assumed. The boundary conditions at the reactor inlet is
determined proceeding from number of coolant flows with the positive flowrate. Thus,
'width" of each flow is proportional to the flowrate of coolant coming from the loop. At
presence of coolant reversal flow in the loops, redistribution of flowrates onsidering coolant
overflows in loops with negative flowrates is taken into account in model of down section of
reactor pressure chamber. "Width" of coolant flow from the side of loops with positive
flowrates is detennined considering fractions of flowrate going into the loops rith negative
flowmtes.

2) Proceeding from the condition of minimization of energy consumption in terms of
motion of coolant flows with regard for preservations of material and power balances the
following parameters are determined:

- Value of displacement of flow centres at reactor inlet;
- Values of parameters (enthalpy and boron concentration) in the loops with

negative flowrates by the values of parameters in the loops with positive flowrates;
- Values of thermohydraulics parameters in lifting section of reactor pressure

chamber by values of parameters at the chamber down section outlet;
- Coefficients determining fractions of flowrate getting from the loops with positive

flowTates into the loops with negative fiowrates.
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3) For down section the equation of nergy is considered in two-dimensional
approximation in plane geometry, and for lifling section - in three-dimensional
approximation. In moving coolant in down and lifling sections under the core turbulent mass
heat tnsfer is considered. Turbulent heat transfer, of energy in the direction of coolant
motion and in the transverse direction are described with the help of coefficient turbulent heat
conduction;

Model of reactor collection chamber is constructed using similar assumptions. Thus,
in reactor ollection chamber the volumes are singled out as sectors, turbulent mass heat
tramfer takes place between them. Absence of coolant flowrate is assumed in the volumes
above outlet nozzles of the reactor.

The coefficient of turbulent heat conduction is assumed in the form of dependence on
the Reynold's number basing on the results of experimental studies of interloop mixing at
power units in operation or experimental rigs. Calculated studies of test results which were
carried out at NV NPP, Unit (mixing studies in case of operation of all RCPs) have shown
that satisfactory agreement of calculated and experimental temperature values of the coolant
at the core inlet and at the reactor outlet in case of asymmetric inlet temperature 31 ran be
obtained by oosing azimuth displacement of flows and the most optimum dependence of
coefficient of trbulent heat conduction.

Program module MAZ-3 4] also included in complex DKM is intended for research
of thermohydraWic situation in the core and WWER reactor under unsteady-state conditions
considering three-dimensional spatial kinetics in fuel assembly-by-assembly approximation.
Invariance of core geometry and absence of fuel melting are assumed. Input parameters of the
code can be ither parameters of the coolant at the core inlet and outlet or parameters of the
coolant in the reactor nozzles. In the latter case code MAZ-3 uses the above described
program module KAMERA.

Output parameters of code MAZ-3 are: three-dimensional fields of flows of neutrons
and heat decay, indicafion of ionizafion chambers; thermohydraulics parameters in the core,
including time history of temperature of fuel and cladding. The values of DNBRs and some
other parameters are aso calculated in the module.

SpatW kinetics of code MAZ-3 is represented the model in one and a half or two-
group approximation considering 6 groups of delayed neutrons. In the first case, a specific
set of neutronphysics constants applied in code BIPR-7 is used [5]. Calculation of spatial
field of decay beat can be performed according to standard IAEA MS ISO 10645-92. Bum-up
calculation in this case is performed together with alculation of decay heat in every
calculated node during bum-up and for traasient. Possibility of Contribution up to four fission
isotopes of fission poducts (U3', U3', P112" H pU241) into decay heat is taken into account as
well as contribution from actinides as a result of neutron capture. Thus, both der-ay heat level,
and error of its determination are calculated. Possibility of consideration of time history
variation of concentration of nuclei of xenon, samarium, iodine and promehium, determining
reactor poisoning during unsteady-state process.

After calculation of bum-up and reaching the expected steady-state, mathematical
model provides possibility of updating the library of neutronphysics constants and reactor
poisoning within the ranges of possible range of errors.

Code MAZ-3 includes thermohydraulics model similar to model of code KANAL-97
[2]. The basic differences of the model are the result of requirements of fuel assernbly-by-
assembly calculation of processes in the core and necessity of consideration of dependence
of fuel thermophysics characteristics on bum-up. The channels of various type are
considered, for example, the channel characterizing fuel assembly of the core, channel of
leaks on the core periphery, channel for calculation of the most powered fuel rods, channel for
calculation of state of the core by indications of ex-corc detectors etc. For consideration of
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change of properties and gometry of fuel and also of gas gap conduction in various fuel
assemblies depending on temperatures, bum-up, deviation fTorn stehiometry, fuel porosity,
degree of irradiation ec. a respective unit is added in module TVEL-2.

11 To provide a joint work with code DNAMIKA - 97 a series of subroutines
intended for data exchange and synchronization of integration step is developed that enables
to perform an xternal combining of codes. Interaction of codes DINAMIKA - 97, KAMERA
and NAZ-3 is provided by data exchange whereas the number of calculated channels in the
core does not exceed in cde DINAMIKA - 97.

Further, more stringent combining of co-des is provided. With this purpose code
KANAL-97 was updated wherein the number of channels is increased up to 500 to provide
possibility of fuel assembly-by-assembly calculation and 'oint usage with code MAZ-3 as a
part of the complex DKM.

2. CALCULATION RSULTS OF DYNAMIC TESTS

As an example of application of the updated complex DKM calculated analysis of
dynamic test with trip of two of four RCPs which has been erformed at "Kozioduy' NPP,
Unit 6 'Me test was carried out at 90 Nnom power by the moment of fuel cycle of 72
effective day for the first fuel cycle of the core of standard reactor V - 320 ith two-year fuel
cycle. Initial boric acid concentration in the primary circuit by the results of chemical
analysis is 279 g1kg.

Comparison with the results of experimental studies is one of the major ways of
testing and verification of code. The results of steady state before test of similar condition
with tfip of two out of four RCPs at the fuel cycle moment of 31 effective days at power 75 
Nnom and before test of condition with off-loading by closing TG stop valves at the fuel
cycle moment of 174 effective day are considered as additional points on bum-up. In the last
case reactor power amounted to 99 from nominal, and the I 0-th group of CPS CR was in
83 position from the core bottom.

The results of the dynamic tests carried out at "Kozloduy" NPP, Unit 6 within 1991-
1992 years are distinguished by good documenting of the results. The system of continuous
recording of parameters making possible to execute recording of a great n=ber of parameters
with step of 0.5 s. In the majority of dynamic tests are given the values of initial critical boron
concentration and distribu6on of power peaking between fuel assemblies and mean axial
power profile before the beginning of tests obtained as a result of processing by extemal
software ICIS.

An-angement of fuel grades and CPS CR groups for symmetry sector of 60 of
"Kozloduy" NPP, Unit 6 is given in fig. 

Description of parameters and designations of indicators used in obtaining
information in the mode of testing two out of four RCPs is given in Table .

The error of measurement of the main parameters for indicators used in processing
tests amounts to:

Power by NFME - 2;

Temperature in loops - 2,0'C;
Pressure above the core - I kgf/cm 2
SG and MSH pressure- ,0 kgf/cm 2
Level in PRZ - 50 u-n;
Level in SG by a large level gauge 75 mm;
Pressure differential in reactor - 01 kgf/cm2

2RCP pressure differential 02 kgf/cm
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In initial position before the beginning of tests the 10-th control group was in the
position of 78 % from the core bottom.

RCP of the first and second loop were tripped manually by the operator by the test
data at the initial moment.

Power governor began reactor off-loading in 0,5 s. AUO actuated in 15-2 s by the
factor of tripping two out of four RCPs at power higher than 75 Nnom and the first CPS
CR group dropped into the core.
Dropping of the I st group took place during, approximately, 2 s.
Further power off-loading up to the level of 44% of the nominal took place due to PG
operafion by nsertion of the 10-th control group.
At the 26-th s of the process turbine EHCS was changed over into the mode of pressure
maintaining by the factor of APC transition into the mode of maintaining the assigned
neutron flux. In primary pressure decreasing below 157 kgf/cm 2 all PRZ TEH actuated."
The resWts of calculation and tests of steady-state of the reactor and dynamic proem as well
as chronological sequence of events by the data of calculations and tests are given in Tables
2-3 and in fig. 163.

To provide convenience of comparison "ith the experimental data all dimensions of
calculated parameters are chosen according to test data.

Sensitivity analysis of the results to the degree of interloop coolant mixing in the
reactor (fig.52-53) and to the initial axial power peaking distribution has been performed.

Fig. 51 represents parameter variation for the case when initial axial profile of
power distribution is accepted according to the tests steady-state xnon poisoning is
assumed not to be reached before the test) and fig.54-61 for steady-state reactor poisoning
with xenon and samarium.

In performing calculated analysis all initial data on neutronphysics, geometrical and
thermohydraulics characteristics of the main components of the reactor plant and SG,
arrangement of instrumentation is assumed according to design documentation of the reactor
plant V-320 with two-year fuel loading. In calculating by complex DKM library of
ncutronphysics constants was used which was obtained at various tmperatures for code
BIPR-7.

To make calculation more simple using complex DKM, the following assumptions
are accepted which are based on the results of the obtained dynamic tests:

])Background of burnup (reactor power variation and position of the 9-th and the
10-th groups of CPS CR) is assumed on the basis of their values by the reports of dynamic
tests at power levels of 0, 70 and 90 -1 00% against nominal according to fig.2-3;

2)Variation of position of the I st and the 10-th groups of CPS CR in the course of
transient is accepted versus time;

3) Operation of regulator of feedwater supply into SG 14 is not directly considered
in calculation as it is necessary to know coefficients determining regulator operation and its
direct simulation in code DrNAMIKA-97), variation of feedwater flow rate is approximately
assumed with regard for test data versus time. For steam generators ith RCP-I,2 tripped
after termination of coastdown of RCP tripped, correction of feedwater flow rate is made
(increase by 25 kg/s) on the basis of level variation in SG 12 obtained by the results of
dynamic tests by a large level gauge (YB I L08-YB20LO8);

4) In complex DKM, steam flow to the turbine is determined proceeding from the
assumption that EHCS maintains current pressure value in the main steam header (MSM
determined by the data of dynamic tests;

5)calculation of spatial decay heat field is performed according to 1AEA standard
MS ISO 10645-92;
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6)Absence of azimuthal displacement of colant flows and the minimum - possible
coefficient of turbulent heat conductance is accepted as a result of that general coefficient of
interloop mixing in reactor 31 is determined only by the chosen nodalization;

11 7) Number of core axial sections in solving equations of kinetics is assumed equal to
10 and in solving equations of thermohydraulics involves also inlet and outlet sections,
channel of leaks is considered additionally. Number of breakdown sections in module
KAMERA for down section of the pressure chamber along the length is assumed equal to 
and for lifting section -5. In this case, down section is broken down into 20 sections in
azimuth and lifting section -into 163 hexahedral channels. 'Me remaining part of cross-
section is used in determining parameters in the channel of leaks at the core inlet. Collection
chamber is broken down into 20 sections and 7 sections along the length. Number of sections
along the length of hot pipelines of the loop is assumed equal to 2 and along the length of
steam generator and loop cold leg - ;

8)Two NFME sets are considered, 3 channels arranged uiformly in azimuth
according to the design documentation are considered in each of the set. ach of these
channels includes two detectors arranged symmetrically in respect to the core middle part.
Calculations of average power value by each of NFME sets involves consideration of time
constant of neutron flux measurement and averaging by three channels;

9)Calculation of variation of rotation frequency of RCP tripped using code
DINANUKA-97 is performed using the model determining its change versus time by the
factor of disappearance of voltage;

10) Average axial power profile of he core in ir:titial state is assumed by test
results and obtained by correction of effective core axial multiplication factor similar in
cross-section for all nodes);

11) Correction of the library of neutronphysics constants is not used as the most
probable dependences of these constants on the core state are accepted;

12) Variation of concentrations of xenon and samarium nuclei in trunsient is not
taken into account in calculation.

Precise values of time constant for thermocouples used at "KozIoduy" NPP, Ur�t 6
were not represented, therefore, for determination of ndications of coolant temperature in
cold and hot legs of the loops, variants of thermocouples with time constants of 15 and 20 s
were considered and - under absence of thermocouple sluggishness.

It is also necessary to note that time constant of thermocouples is not a constant value
under onsiderable variation of coolant flow rate in the loops. In particular, under changing a
direct coolant flow rate in the loop into the reversal one, its value can be onsiderably
increased and the given effect shall be simulated in code DINAMIKA-97.

Coolant flow rate was determined in the initial state within the range of error of

hydraulic characteristics of the primary coolant and RCP pressure head, with this coolant

heat-up at the assigned value of the reactor aver-age power corresponded to the average heat-

up in the reactor before tests for in code DINAMIKA-97 similar hydraulic and pressure head

characteristics of RCP are assigned for all the loops.

Comparison of calculated and experimental results on ower peaking distribution

between fuel assemblies in the initial steady-state according to calculation and test results at

the moments of fuel cycle (fig.5-19) shows hat difference in power peakings between codes

MAZ-3 and BPR-7 7 does not exceed 45% and 36% at -the moments of fuel cycle of 31 and

172 effective days. Differences between calculation results obtained by co-des BIPR-7 and

MAZ-3 and test data are mainly within the limits of 68%. In this case, code BIPR-7 gives

more close values of power peakings at the moment of 3 effective days than code MAZ-3.

At the moment of fuel cycle of 172 effective days code MAZ-3 gives more close values of

power peakings than code BIPR-7. At this moment of fuel cycle, higher values of power
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peakings for fuel assemblies with nrichment of 3% against nominal fig. 1,47) are obtained
as compared with test results. The possible cause of it is not quite a precise adjustment of
factors determining power for fuel assemblies ith various enrichment. Differences in power
peaking factors of maximum powered fuel assembly for fuel cycle moment of 31 effective
days between calculated and experimental values by code BIPR-7 and MAZ-3 amount,
respectively, to 24 and 42% and for fuel cycle moment of 172 effective days - 5,1 and 87%
( both codes give an increased values of power peaking factor). At fuel cycle moment of 174
effective days difference in maximum power peaking factor of fuel assemblies etween
code MAZ-3 and test is within the limits of 14% (Table 2 nus, unlike steady-state at the
fuel cycle of 172 effective days efore test ofthe mode - trip of two out of four RCPs, axial
core power profile by test data is in the core lower part and it is in a good agreement with
calculation results using code MAZ-3 (fig.20). So, this fact confirins assumption on
possibility of origination of non-equilibrium xenon poisoning before implementation of mode
with trip of two RCPs out of four in operation at the fuel cycle moment of 172 effective days
where initial axial power profile by test data differ considerably from that of calculation
under steady-state poisoning (fig.63). More precise knowing of bumup background may
specify conclusions on comparability of the results of calculation and tests related to power
peaking distribution.

Calculation results of the main parameters coolant temperature distribution, primary
pressure differential) for steady state after performance of corrections show a good agreement
of calculated and experimental values within the limits of measurement error.

Calculation results of the main parameters in transient show a satisfactory agreement
of the results of calculation and tests. There is a good agreement in respect to variation of
average power by ME within the limits of 3% (fig.21-22) - to variation of primary and
secondary pressure fig.23-26), pressure differential of RCP 14 and in reactor fig.28-29).

Variation orotafion frequency of RCP 12 tripped versus time is compared with the
results of oscillography during testing ith trip of two out of four RCP at 75% power against
nominal. This comparison shows a good agreement of the results (fig.44).

Calculation results of coolant temperature variation in cold and hot loop legs with
inoperable RCP (fig.33-40) show that minimum values of coolant temperature in loop cold
legs coincide in the closest as per the data of calculation and tests at the value of time constant
of thermocouples of 15-20s. On the contrary, in calculating variation of coolant temperature
in the loops with operating RCP, the value of time constant, at which there is a good
agreement of calculated and experimental values, is between 7 and 15 s that is seen from
consideration of fig.39-40. Variation of values of time constant shall vary with variations of
coolant flow rate in disconnected loop that is seen from consideration of the graphs given.
The greatest differences in initial and finite values of coolant temperature are pertained to
unequal hydraulic characteristics of the loops which are not considered in code DrNAMIKA-
97.

At the initial period of the process a significant difference takes place etween level
measured by indicator YPIOL05 and calculated level in PRZ (fig.31). The cause of a sharp
level lowering and its subsequent rise is not clear to the end and probably it is pertained to
incorrect indications of this indicator. In test report it was noted that a great difference took
place etween PRZ level indications of various indicators of level measurement. In
particular, according to indications of idicator YPIOL03 PZ level lowering from the initial
one did not exceed 140 cm that corresponds to calculated variation. It shall also be noted that
calculation of PRZ and SG level variation in code DINAMIKA-97 is performed without
consideration of geometrical and hydraulic characteristics of level gauges.

Variation of deviation of SGI-4 levels fom the initial ones shows to qualitatively
correct character of its variation in calculation (fig.41-42).
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Comparison of average values of relative nutron flux and that measured by NFME
obtained in calculation (fig. 43) show that variation of neutron flux by NFME after AUO
actuation is approximately by 3 higher that its actual value. After 26 s of the process PG
stopped motion of the 10-th conLrot group of CPS CR, however, neutron flux continued
decreasing that is pertained to going on decreasing in coolant flow rate fluough the reactor
(fig.46) and availability of negative feedbacks. Stabilization of neutron flux is achieved only
after termination of coastdown of tripped RCP and coolant flow rate stabilization.

Variation of maximum power peaking between fuel assemblies (fig.47) shows that after
AUO actuation increase in power peaking factor takes place approximately by 9/o. Increase
in power peaking factor is also obtained by pocessing results using external software ACIS
after test finalization. Finite value of peaking factor by test results approximately
corresponds to calculation results (Table 2.

Fig.48 represents comparison of initial and finite axial power profile. Fin=ite profile by
test data differ (though not considerably) from calculated profile that is probably pertained to
the fact that it is recorded in minutes aer test finalization according to the given tests.
Withdrawal of the 10-th group of CPS CR could take place during this period of time that
might bring about maximum power s10 into the core upper part.

Table 1. Description of parameters and designations of indicators used in obtaining
information in the mode of testing two out of four RCPs

Parameter Designation of indicator
I Pressure differential on reactor, kgf/cm' YC14PO3
2 Pressure differential on RCP14, kgf/cm 2 YA I OP 16, YA20P 6 YA30P 6,

YA4OPI6
3 Indications of neutron flux by NFME of the first and
the second set (PNFMEI and PNFmE2),%
4 Position of CPS CR group, %
5 NISH pressurekgf/cm 2 RCI IPOI

6 Turbine electric power,% GTOlQIO
7 Degree of opening of stop-control valves,% SEO I G02 and SE02GO2
8 Pressure above the core, kgf/cm 2 YC2OP22, YC3OP22
9 PRZ level, cm YPIOLO5, YPIOL03, YPIOL07
IO Primary average temperature, C
I I PRZ steam temperature, 'C YPIOTOI
12 PRZ water teml>erature, 'C YPIOT02
13 Coolant temperature in connecting pipeline of YP I T09
PRZ-the primary circui� 'C
14 Feedwater flow rate from the first and the second RL4I FO 1, R42FO2

turbine feed pump (TFP I and TFP2), t/h

15 TFP I and TFP`2 pressure head, kgf/cm 2 RL4 I P02, R42PO2

16 Flow rate from the first and the second auxiliary RL5 I FO 1, R52F I

turbine feed pump (AFVvTl and AFWP 2 A

17 Steam generators 14 (SG I SG4) by a large level YB I L08, YB2OLO8,

gauge, cm YB30LO8, YB40LO8

18 SG] 4 level by a small level gauge, cm YB I OL 9 YB20L 9,

YB30L 9 YB40L 9

19 Degree ofopening the valves in SG I in supply R-1-7 I S02 and 7 I S04

line from TFP, %
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Table I continued

Parameter Designation of indicator
20 Degree of opening the valves in SG 2 in supply RL72SO2 and R72SO4
line from UP, %
21 Dgree of opening the valves in SG 3 in supply RL73SO2 and P73SO4
line from TFP, %
22 Degree of opening the valves in SG 4 in supply RL74SO2 and P74SO4
line from TFP, %
23 Flowratc of feedwater into SG 14, A RL71FOI, RL72FOl, RL73FOl,

RL74FOI
24SGI-4pressurekgf/cm 2 YBIOPIO, YB20PIO, YB30PIO,

YB40PIO
25 Indications of thermocouples in cold legs, 'C YA I 2T-23, YA22T-23, YA32T23,

YA42T23
26 Indications of thermocouples in hot legs, 'C YA I I T23, YA21T-23, YA31T-23,

YA41T23

Table 2 Comparison of calculated and xperimental data by critical boron concentration in
steady state, maximum of power peaking between fuel assemblies Kqmax and relative
difference between the results of calculation and tests

Parameter Fuel cycle Fuel cyc e Fuel cycle Fuel cycle
moment, moment of moment of moment of
31 eff. days 172 cff. days 172 eff. days 174 cff. days

prior to test after test at power of
beginning finalization 99 % Nnom

Critical boron concentration 1.08 0.50 (data are nui
by the data of chemical given)
analysis before tests), gB/kg
Critical boron concentration 1.06(l.08) 0.48(0.52) 0.45 0.48)
by the data of calculation by
code BIPR-7 (MAZ-3),
gB/kg
Kg, max (test) 1.32 1.16 1.33 1.24
Kg, max (5, %) (BIPR-7) 1-289 (-2.4) 1.27 (+8.7) -
Kq, max (, %) (MAZ-3) for 1.264 ((-4.2) 1.23 5.7) 1.222 (-1.5)
steady-state poisoning
Kq, max (, %) (MA.Z-3) 1.22 5.1) 1.32 (-1.0)
with regard for correction of
axial profile

Comparison of calculation results of the considered dynamic condition under
assumptions on non-mixing and ideal mixing of the coolant in reactor shows to insignificant
influence on process progression because of absence of significant difference in temperatures
of coolant from various loops at the reactor inlet. Insignificant difference takes place only for
temperature of clad and power peaking factor between fuel assemblies (fig. 52-53).
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Calculation results of the considered dynamic condition at steady state xenon poisoning
(fig. 54-63), i.e. with disregard of updating axial power profile according to tests, show upon
the whole that calculation results of the main integral parameters are basically close to
calculation results in its updating.

Obviously, it is pertained to the main reactor power decreasing due to dropping of the I-
st group, insertion of the 10-th control group at the working velocity occurs only till the 26 s
of the process.

The basic difference takes place for local parameters of the core. In particular, essential
difference takes place for maximum power peaking factors in the core (fig. 47, 62).

Table 3 Chronological sequence of the basic events in the mode of tripping two of four RCPs

Time after Event taking place by the given tests Event taking place by calculation data
beginning
of the
processs
0 RP operates at power of 90% Nnom RP operates at power of 89 Nnorn.

by NFME (thermal power of 89% All RCP are in operation. Fuel cycle
Nnorn). All RCP are in operation. moment is 172 effdays. Calculated
Fuel cycle moment is 172 effidays. value of critical boron concentration
Critical boric acid (boron) =0.52 glkg. Trip of RCP-1,2 starts.
concentration by the data of chemical EHCS operates in the mode of
analysis ;z 279 (0.5) g/kg. RCP-1,2 maintaining turbine power
trip starts.
EHCS operates in the mode of
maintaining turbine power

0.5 PG eginning of motion of the I 0-th Beginning of motion of the 10-th
control group of CPS CR) actuates control group due to PG actuation
by the factor of trip of RCP 12

1.5-2.0 AUO actuation beginning of drop By the factor of AUO actuation, the
of the I st group of CPS CR into the first group of CPS CR begins to drop
core) into the core at 1,8 s.

4.5 Termination of dropping of the I-st Termination of dropping of the I-st
I Zroup of CPS CR group of C S CR

5.0 Beginning of a rapid level lowering Beginning of make-up supply into the
in PRZ by indications of YPIOL05 primary circuit with maximum
that brings aout necessity of capacity :�: 60 m 3/h (assumed on the
making up into the primary circuit. basis of the requirements for operation
Data on the eginning of operation of chemical and volume control
of chemical and volume control system on maintaining PRZ assigned
system are not recorded in the test level against average temperature of
report the pmary circuit)

5.5 Primary pressure below 158 kgf/cm'
is reached that requires connection of
the first and the second group of PRZ
TER Transition of EHCS into the
mode of secondary pressure
maintaining and beginning of off-
loading the unit
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Table 3 continued

Time after Event taking place by the given Event taking place by calculation data
beginning tests
of the
process's
9.0 Switch on of the first and the second

group of PRZ TEH under pnmary
pressure decrease below 158 kgf/cm 2

Time after Event taking place by the given Event taking place by calculation data
beginning tests
of the
process, 
11.7 PHmarX pressure below 157 Switch on of all groups of PRZ TEH

kgf/cm' is reached that requires under pmary pressure decrease below
connection of all groups of PRZ 157 kgf/cm'
TEH

26.0 Termination of PG operation Finalization of PG operation (cessation
(creation of motion of the 10-th of motion of the I 0-th control group)
control group)

90.0 Reduction of number of revolutions in
RCP 12 tripped up to zero

120.0 Restoration of the required level Finalization of operation of the primary
in PRZ corresponding to the make-up. Restoration of the required
current average temperature of the level in PRZ.

I pmary circuit
234.0 Trip of PRZ TEH of all groups xcept

for the fust and the second gf/CM2)

primary pressure aove 157 k
300.0 Yem-'u7n-ation of the test. The Finalization of calculation. Reactor

reactor power by NFMEE is power by NFME is maintained at the
maintained at the level of 35 level of 37.5% Nnom
Nnom.

3 CONCLUSION

Application of complex DKM with models of spatial kinetics and incomplete coolant
mixinginthereactorenables toextendeonsiderablyabilitiesofcodepackageTRAP-97.

Performed calculated analysis of dynamic testing with tripping two out of four RCP for
"Kozloduy' NPP, Unit 6 shows a satisfactory agreement of a majority of calculated and
experimental parameters of the reactor plant being mainly within the limits of measurement
error) that makes possible to speak on possibility and expediency of application of complex
DKM for calculated studies of transients.

With the aim of obtaining better agreement etween calculated and experimental results
it is reasonable to introduce additional capabilities into code DNAMIKA-97 that enables to
extend capabilities of the de for assigning boundary conditions, more precise simulation of
regulators and consideration of variation of time constants of thermocouples versus coolant
flowrate.
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To enhance representativeness of calculation results of dynamic tests it is necessary
to be confident in the right background of fuel bumup and assembly-by-assembly processing
of the measured power peaking distribution by in-core detectors using external software -
ICIS- It is also expedient to perform comparable calculations of the considered dynamic
modes using various thermohydraulics codes including the model of spatial kinetics.

LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

NFME - neutron flux monitoring equipment
NPP - nuclear power plant
WWER - water-cooled water-moderated power reactor
AFWP - auxiliary feed water pump
RCP - reactor coolant PUMP
MSH - main steam header
PRZ - pressurizer
NV NPP - Novovoronezh nuclear power plant
norn - nominal
CR - control rod
SG - steam generator
PG - power governor
PIP - reactor plant
CPS - control and protection system
TFP - turbine feedwater pump
TEH - tubular electric heater
ICIS - in-core inspection system
Auo - accelerated unit off-loading
EHCS - electrohydraulic control system of turbine
eff - effective
dH - level variation, cm
G - flow rate, kg/s)
Kq - power peaking factor of between fuel assemblies,

(rel.units)
Kv - core volume power peaking factor, (rel.units)
Kz - core axial ower peaking factor, (rel.units)
N - relative average neutron flux (reactor power), %
n - rotational speed, (1/m)
P - pressure, (kg/cm2)
Teff - fuel cycle moment of fuel loading, (eff. days)
T - temperature, C
T. - time constant of thermocouple, C
t - time of process s)
AP - pressure differential, (kg/cm 2)

- error, %
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Number of assembly
Number of fuel grade
Number of CPS CR group

2 8

2 627
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2 32 42 
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1 4 1 5 1 6 7 1 8
A I Al Al A I E I
- 5 2

8 9 10 I 1 2 1 3
Bi Al Al Bi Bi El
6 8 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Al Al Al III Al Al I'l
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Al--assembly ith 2 enrichment;
B I- assembly with 3 enrichment;
El- assembly with 33% enrichment;
Fl- assembly ith 33% enrichment (profiled)

Fig. - Arrangement of fuel grade and CPS CR groups in the core for 60' symmetry sector
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Fig 2 - Variation of reactor average I- position of the I 0-th control group
power in bum-up process 2 - position of he 9-th control group

Fig. 3 - Variation of CPS CR position
from the core bottom during burnup
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Number of assembly
Kq (MAZ-3)
Kq (BIPR-7).
(Kq(MAZ -3)-Kq(BIPR -7))/Kq(BIPR 7),%

ISO 0.;S9 160 161 162 1:30.692 05 0. 0. 0. 0.

0.672 0791 I.:'' .. :O" .190' 0.1672
3.00',.',0';0': 3.0

4 91 50 1 51 21 31 5 1 5 51 56 1 57

0.692 0.991 1.118 0.967 1.104 0.967 1.118 0.991 0.692

0.672 0.989 1.120 0.944 1.121 0.944 1.120 0.989 0.672

3.0 0.2 -0.2 2.4 -1.5 2.4 -0.2 0.2 3.0

139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148

0.805 1.118 1.044 1.196 1.002 1.002 1.196 1.044 1.118 0.805
0.798 1.120 1.022 1.222 0.996 0.996 1222 1.022 1120 0.798

0.9 -0.2 2.2 -2.1 0.6 0.6 -2.1 2.2 -0.2 0.9

12 2 9 130 131 1 32 133 1 3 4 3 136 137 3 

0.814 0.967 1196 1.046 1023 0989 1023 046 119 0967 0914

0.80 0944 1 .2 2 21.037 1.019 0.993 1.019 1.037 1.222 0.944 0.808
0.7 2 4 -2.1 0.9 0 4 -0.4 0.4 0.9 -2.1 2.4 0.7

116 117 lie 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127

0.814 1.104 1.002 1023 1.163 1.036 1036 1163 1023 1002 1104 0.814

0.808 1.121 0996 1019 1.204 1.035 1035 1204 1.029 0.996 1.121 0.808
0.7 -1.5 0.6 0.4 -3.4 0.1 0.1 -3.4 0.4 0.6 -1.5 0.7

1 3 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 ill 112 113 114 115

0.80 0967 1002 0909 1036 1067 1.228 1.067 1.036 0989 100 0967 0.805

0.798 0.944 0.996 0.993 1.035 1. 0 64 1.274 1.064 1.035 0.993 0.996 0.944 0.798
0.9 2.4 0.6 -0.4 0.1 0.3 -3.6 3 0.1 -0.4 0.6 2.4 0.9

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 56 97 98 99 100 101 102

0.692 1.118 1.196 1.023 1.036 1 22 1.060 1.060 1.228 1.036 1.023 1.196 1.118 0.692

0.672 1.120 1222 1.019 1.035 1 2 41.063 1.063 1.274 1.035 1.019 1.222 1.120 0.672

3.0 -0.2 -2.2 0.4 0.1 -3.6 -D.3 -0.3 -3.6 0.1 0.4 -2.1 -0.2 3.0

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 es es 67 88

0.991 1044 1.046 1163 1067 1060 1026 1060 1067 1163 1046 1044 0991

0.989 1.022 1.037 1.204 1.064 1.063 1.034 1.063 1.064 1.204 1.037 1.022 0989

0.2 2.2 0.9 -3.4 0.3 -0.3 -0.8 -0.3 0.3 -3.4 0.9 2.2 0.2

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75

0.692 1.118 1.196 1023 1036 1228 1060 1060 1228 1036 1023 1196 .1.11 0692

0.672 1.120 1.222 1019 1.035 1.274 1.063 1.063 1.274 1.035 1019 1.222 1.120 0.672

3.0 -0.2 -2.1 0.4 0.1 -3.6 -0.3 -0.3 -3.6 0.1 0.4 -2.1 -0.2 3.0
49 so 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61

0.80 0967 1002 0909 1036 1067 1220 1067 1036 0.9e9 1002 0967 .80S
0.798 0.944 0.996 0.993 1.035 1.064 1.274 1 .0 64 1.035 0.993 0.996 0.944 0.798

0.5 2.4 0.6 -0.4 0.1 0.3 -3.6 0.3 0.1 -0.4 D.6 2.4 0.9

37 39 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 49

0.814 1.304 1.002 3023 1163 1036 1036 1163 1023 1002 1104 0.814

0.809 1.121 0.996 1.019 1 204 1.035 1 . 3 1.204 1.019 0.996 1.121 0.808

0.7 -1.5 0.6 0.4 -3.4 0.1 0.1 -3.4 0.4 0.6 -1.5 0.7

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

0.814 0967 1.196 1046 1023 0989 1023 1046 1196 0967 0814

0.808 0 9 4 1 22 21.037 1.019 0.993 1019 1.037 1.222 0.944 0.808

0.7 2.4 -2.1 0.9 0.4 -0.4 0.4 0.9 -2.1 2.4 0.7

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

0.805 1.11 1044 1.196 1002 1002 1196 1044 1.110 0.805
0.798 1.120 1.022 1.222 0.996 0.996 1.222 1.022 1.120 0.798

0.9 -0.2 2.2 -2.1 0.6 0.6 -2.1 2.2 -0.2 0.9
7 9 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0.692 0991 1.118 0967 1104 0967 1.11 0991 0692

0.612 0.989 1.120 0.944 1.121 0.944 1.120 0.989 0.672

3.0 0.2 -0.2 2.4 -1.5 2.4 -0.2 0.2 3.0

1 2 3 4 5 6
0.692 0.80 0814 0814 0.80 0692

0.672 0.798 0.808 0.808 0.798 0.672

3.0 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.9 3.0

Fig. 4 - Comparison of calculated values by codes BPR-7 and MAZ-3
under steady state before bcginrling the mode with trip of two RCP
out of four operating. N-90%. Tff-- 72 days. Steady state
reactor poisoning
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(COUPLED CODE UTILIZATION ON ANALYSIS OF RIA-TRANSEENT)
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ABSTRACT

DYNREL is oupled code, comprising DYN3D and RELAP pograms. The coupled
code has been developed during four year& Now DYNREL is tested on selected RIA and
thermo-hydraulic ransient calculations. This material describes some results from selected
RIA transient calculation (initiated by control rod movement). DYNREL modelled the whole
nuclear reactor. The core is modeled as 313 or 349 independent thermo-hydraulic channels
with 10 or 20 aidal layers. Thermo-hydraWic part contains about 700 components that
covered the six loops' model of nuclear power plant in detail. The calculated results are
compared with DYN3D/?M. DYN3D/Hl I remilts.
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1. LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

NPP - nuclear power plant
EBO3 4 - Bohunice Unit 3A
EMO 1 2 - Mochovce Unit 12
V2-model - type reactor WWER 440/213
6sv2vl3-029 - acronym de for therrno-bydraulic V2-model
CR - control rd
DYNREL - acronym for coupled code DYN3D/H 1 I RELAPS/MOD3.2
DNBR - departure nucleate boiling ratio
AO I - AO-4 - automatic scram No. I - No. 4
N. - nominal power 1375 MW)
Wal - absolute pressure in Mpa
RELAP5 - thermo-hydraulic code version RELAPS/MOD3.2
HE11OS - Spectral code is used to prepare neutron-kinetic data
Hot channel - fuel or control assembly with the high value of linear power in

fuel pin during transient process.
T - reactor period

2. EYMODUCTION

The DYN31) code is used for calculation of b-ansient processes in the core with hexagonal
assemblies. It ues ndal expansion method for computation of 2-groups diffusion quation.
Thermo-hydraulic of the core is modeled by isolated hydraulic channels. The code uses two-
phase flow model describing coolant behaviour and fuel rod model too.

The code DYN31) version M2 has been used in our institute since 1993. In 1999 the code
DYN313 version HI. I was coupled to the thermo-hydraulic code RELAP5. This coupled code
(DYNREL) enlarges possibility of thenno-hydraulic code (RELAPS) on detailed view into
the ore and specifies realistic state under the core.

Nowadays, DYNREL is still underdeveloped. T coupled code is tested on selected RLk
transient processes. TMs material gives compa6son results of RIA process (Eject rod of group
No. 6 between DYN3DW and DYN3D/HI.I and DYNREL.

3. PROCESSDEFE'fMON:EJECTRODNO.181

The V2-model (for NPP EB03 4 and NPP EMOI 2 was selected. Spectral code HELIOS is
used to prepare neutron-kinetic data. Thermo-hydraulic V2-model (acronym code: 6sv2v]3-
029) contains about 700 components.
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Initial state:
Power = 1375 MW
Wet temperature = 270 C
Inlet boron concentration = 30 g/kg
Position CR No. 6 = 125 cm

Control rod No. 181 has een ejected as follows:

Table 1. Time schedule of eject rod No. I I

Position [cm) 1 175 200 225 250

Time [rns] 224 258 289

On the next Figure I is shown position of ejected rd and impacted nearby rods (hot
channels).

Figure 1. Position orejected rod No. 1 and hot channels.
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4. RESULTS

In next table 2 is list of selected prameters that are shown on graphs.

Table 2 Selected general parameters and prameters for hot hannel

PARAMETER DYN3D/M3 DYN3D/H1.1 DYNREL

Nuclear power + + +
Thermal ower + + +

Wet temperature on loops + + +
Outlet temperature the core + + +
Temperature in hot loops +

HOT CHANNELS
Ma)dmurn of fuel temperatur + + +
Minimum of DNBR 4) + + +
Inaccessible

+ Accessible

In next table 3 is list with all impacted nearby rods (hot channels) during transient process.
You can find their position in the ore on Figure .

Table 3 Impacted nearby rods (hot channels)

DYN3DIM3 125, 161, 163
DYN3D/H1.1 125,161,163,200,202
DYNREL 125, 161, 163, 200, 202

Hot channel No. 163 is shown on graphs 6 7 On the next table is shown transient process
scenario.

Table 4 Scenario of transient process

EVIENT DYN3D/M3 DYN3D/H1.1 DYNREL
Ism] Ism] [see.]

RELAPS initialization -200 
DYNREL coupled code 40
Eject rod No. 181 0. + 0289 0.0 - �289 40.0 40.299

(0.0 0289)
Activated signal AO-I(> I 101/oNnom) 0.090 0.150 40.103 0.103)
Activated signal O, I T < 10 sec.) 0.002 0.002 40.002 0.002)
Start of AO 1 2.65* 2.65- 42.65 2.65-)
Activated signal A-1 - - 52.018 12.018)
(last turbine tpped)
End of transient process 20,0 20.0 60.0 20.0)

2,651 - technical (2.0sec.) and calculation (0.65sec.) delay for downward motion of all control
rods
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The downward motion of all ontrol os was designated on base time dependent table
(DYN3D/Hl. 1; DYNREL) - like Table I - or special time dependent table for shift materials
(DYN3DIM3). The coupled code DYNREL contains all signal models AO-1 , AO-2, AO-3,
AGA). The next table gives the first signals for activation A-1. The table of signals for
activation contains about 18 initial events.

Table 5. List of first selected parameters for activation A-I

No. Parameter Setting Computational value

1. Reactor period < 0 sec < 10 sm
2. Nuclear power >1 10 % N� > 112 % N�

5. CONCLUSION

RIA-process was calculated by three codes. On all graphs is clearly shown good resemblance.
The couple ode has additionally possibilities to analyse the whole primary and secondary
circuits. The database of analysed RM-processes is necessary to enlarge for V2-models, for a
number of RIA-processes. Thermo-hydraulic V2-model is necessary to improve
(e.g. onnection between activated signals and control rods mofion).
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7. APPENDIX

Graph 1. Total nuclear power in the core during eject rod No. 181
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Grap 2 Total thermal power( in coolant) in the core during eject rod No. 181
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Graph 4 Outlet temperature in last axial layer or the core
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Graph 6 Mm fuel temperature in hot cannel No. 163
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COMPARISON OF THE UPDATED SOLUTIONS OF THE 6 T11

DYNAMIC AER BENCHMARK - MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK IN A
NPP WITH VVER-440

S. Kiem
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf

Institute of Safety Research
P.O.B. 51 01 19, D-0 1 314 Dresden, Germany

ABSTRACT

The 6h dynamic AER Benchmark is used for the systematic validation of coupled 31) neutron
kinetic/thermal hydraulic system codes. It was defined at the IOh AER-Symposium. In this
benchmark, a hypothetical double ended break of one main steam line at full power in a
VVER-440 plant is investigated. The main thermal hydraulic features are the consideration of
incomplete coolant mixing in the lower and upper plenum of the reactor pressure vessel and
an asymmetric operation of the fed water system. For the tuning of the different nuclear
cross section data used by the participants, an isothermal re-criticality temperature was
defined.

First solutions of the benchmark were compared during the I 1�'AER-Symposium. Due to the
considerable spreading of these first rsults, the participants continued the work on te
calculation of the benchmark. Updated solutions were received from VTT Processes Espoo
(HEXTRAN/SMABRE), Kurchatov Institute Moscow (BIPRVATHLET�, NRI Rez
(PELAP5-3D) and Forschungszentrum Rosscndorf (DYN3D/ATHLET). The solution of
KFKl AEKI Budapest (KIK03D/ATLET rmained unchanged.

The paper gives an overview on the behaviour of the main thermal hydraulic and neutron
kinetic parameters in the provided solutions. The differences in the udated solution in
comparison to the previous ones are described. Improvements in the modelling of the
transient led to a better agreement of a part of the results while for another part the deviations
rose up. The sensitivity of the core power behaviour on the secondary side modelling is
discussed in detail.
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INTRODUCTION

The fifth dynarnic AER benchmark was the firsi: benchmark for coupled 3D hexagonal
neutron kinetic core modeWthermohydraulic system codes. Definition and comparison of
solutions have been published in the proceedings of the 71h and 8h AER symposium (1, 21 In
that benchmark, considering a main steam header break at a sulacritical reactor, some
simplifications are made to reduce the complexity of the calculation.

The sixth dynamic AER benchmark 3 is the continuation of a systematic validation of
coupled 3D neutron kinetir-/thermohydrautic system codes. A number of features not
considered in the fifth dynamic benchmark are present in the current one. This concerns an
asymmetrical leak break of one main steam line) and the consideration of coolant mixing in
the upper and the lower plenum of the reactor pressure vessel. Funher, an asymmetrical feed
water behaviour is considered. The different nuclear data used by the participants are
normalized by defining a recriticality temperature.

Solutions were compared during the I I h AER-Symposium 4 A considerable spreading of
the results was observed. Further, not all participants followed fully the benchmark
specification. So, it was decided to continue the work on the calculation of the benchmark.

Improvements in single solutions were reported at the working group D meeting in 202. The
current paper presents the final comparison of the solutions of the enchmarks

Tab. I gives an overview on the participants in the calculations of the 6 Dynamic AER
Benchmark. The neutron kinetic core models and thermal hydraulic system codes used for the
calculations are included into the table. The last two columns show the date of the submission
of the first and the updated solution.

Tab. 1: Overview on the part ipants of the benchmark calculations

Organization Country 3D Neutron Thermohy- First update
kinetics core draulics, system solution
model code

Kurchatov Russia BIPR8 ATHLET May, 2001 May, 2002
Institute
VTT Processes Finland HEXTRAN SMABRE May, 2001 August, 2003
N RJ Rez Czech NESTLE R.ELAP5-3D May, 2001 September,

Republic 2003
KFK[ Hungary KIK03D ATHLET July, 2001 -
Budapest
FZ Rossenclorf Ger-many I YN31) IATHLET May,2001 I May, 2002
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2. COMPARISON OF THE KEY PARAMETERS

Tab. 2 gives on overview on the events in the different calculations.

Tab.2:Tab1eofcvcnts(tim ins)
Event FZR VTT AEKI NRI KI
Leak opening 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Start I' make-up pump 13.4 3.1 5.6 7.5

SCRAM value rached 19.5 11.1 13.9 14.2

PRZ Heater group I on 20.3 5.8 7.6
PRZ Heater group 2 on 24.5 7.3 13.9 9.0
PRZ Heater group 3 on 27.0 8.8 17.3 116.0 33.8
PRZ Heater group 4 on 31.5 14.0 22.4 22.5 47.6
PRZ Heater groups off 51.5 5.27 51.3 66.5
PRZ-Lcvcl 2.4 m 54.1 55.9 69.0 71.3
HPIS Signal 54.1 55.9 54.2 69.5 71.3
Start 2`4 make-up pump 53.6 45.6 47.5
Pressure in MSH <3.OMPa 189.0 1 55.9 1 64.4 199.5 198.7
Begin of HPIS supply 234.1 235.9 234.2 249.5 1251.3
Second power maximum 272.0 253.0 225.8 234.5 -1256.5
End of calculation 400.0 398.0 400.0 1000.0 1 400.0

Tab. 3 ontains the requested key parameters of the different calculations.

Tab. 3 Compari n of key param ters
Parameter FZR VTT AEJG NRI I)a
Total core TO.Os i351.0 1376.8 1374.4 1375.0 1375.0
power MWI ]St power 1521.4 1516.2 1503.5 1518.6 1532.3

maximum
i�� po`wer 43.5 58.3 130.3 209.8 87.1
maximum

Total fission T=O.Os 1265.0 1283.3 1278.5 1284.8 11278.5
power MWI I St power 1433.0 1421.2 1405.8 1426.9 1 1436.5

maximum
T3 power 10.3 18.5 98.7 163.1 48.7
maximum

3D power peak T=O.Os 1.5164 1.5302 1.639 - 1.534
factor (28;4) (36) (I 83;3) (28;3)
(FA;Layer) IS1 power 1.5680 1.5567 1.683 2.683

maximum (I 83;4) (183) (I 83;3) (I 83;3)
firepower 10.6746 12.1425 11.947 10.194

Maximum (222; 1 0) (222) (I 44;9) (144;9)

Isothermal MTC pcm/K -35.1 -29.3 -29.8 -30.1 41.3
CR worth before pcm 6583 5670 5397 5250 6612

tuning -r 3543
CR worth after pcm 4228 357 571 4 5
tuning
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3. COMPARISON DIFFERENTPHASES OFTHE TANSIENT

The transient can be divided io three parts. he opening of the leak causes a
depressurization of the secondary side and a resulting overcooking of the primary circuit. The
core power increases and activates the reactor scram. In (he second phase after reactor
scram), the feeding of the steam generators continues until the main steam header pressure
reaches the activation value for the closure of the main steam isolation valves and the closure
of the feed water supply. In h last phase, the overcooling continues until the steam
generator I is empty. The overcooling leads to a second power rise, which is stopped by the
injection of highly-borated water from the high pressure injection system.

3.1 FIRST PHASE (FROM LEAK OPENING UNTIL THE REACTOR SCRAM)

Fig. I and 2 show the time course of the total core pwer. After leak opening, the core power
increases in all solutions. The power level of I 0 %, necessary for the activation of the
reactor scram is reached at different time points in the various solutions (see Tab. ). First of
all, the scram value is reached in the VT-F-calcuiation, followed by the AEKI and the NRl-
calculations within less than 3 s. The scram value in the FZR-calculation is reached about s
after the NRI-calculation. More than 20 later. he scram value is reached in the KI-
calculation.

The power increase after leak opening is determined by two factors, by the amount of
overcooling and by the moderator temperature coefficient. The average core inlet temperature
is shown in Fig. 3 The decrease of his average temperature from leak opening until reaching
the scram value is in all calculations nearly the same. The different isothermal moderator
coefficients, determined for a Colant emperature of 2 'C and inserted control rods, seem
not to have a big influence onto the power behaviour until the reactor scram. hat means, that
the spreading of the time of reaching the scram value is caused by differences in the rate of
overcooling. It can be clearly concluded from Fig. 3 that the higher the over-cooling rate the
faster the scram value is reached. The time delav for reaching the scram value in the K-
calculation is connected with the fact, that shortly after leak opening, the ovcrcooling is
stopped for a certain time, the average core inlet temperature rises again. Only after some 20 s
the overcooling continues and the scram value is reached, what causes the reactor scram. The
reason for such a different from the other calculations behaviour is in the secondary circuit,
namely in the behaviour of the intact steam generators.

Fig. shows he heat transfer summarized over all six steam generators. The higher the heat
transfer from primary to secondary side, the higher is the overcooling. Three solutions show
more or less the same behaviour, the VTT-calculation yields a higher level of about 20 %.The
higher heat transfer in the VTT-caiculation corresponds with the temperature curve (Fig. 3)
and is also responsible for the fastest upper plenum pressure decrease (Fig. 4. In all
mentioned calculations, the heat transfer rises until the scram. In the KI-calculation, already at
t = 5s, th hat transfer starts to decrease.

The splitting of the heat transfer between the seam gnerator of the broken steam line and the
remaining intact reveals. that this deviation in [he summary heat transfer value in the K-
calculations comes from the behaviour of the intact steam generators (Figs. and 6 The
behaviour of the intact steam generator pressure in the single calculations (Fig. 21 and 22 is
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in agreement with the observations in [fie thne course of the heat transfer.

ne leak mass flow rate is shown in Figs. 9 - I . The explanation for a lower ass ow rate
in the VTT-calculation can be seen in Figs. 12 and 13, where the leak steam and liquid mass
flow rate are shown. 'Nearly no liquid is going through he leak in the VT-r-calculation, while
the other four calculations show a significant iquid mass flow rate through the leak until
t = 30 s A vry high amount of liquid is ejected in the K-calculation, what could be the
reason for the different pressure behaviour. The effect of different liquid critrainment is also
reflected in the inventory of the broken steam generator (Fig. 33). The VTT-calculation shows
the highest normalized inventory and K the lowest.

3.2 SECOND PHASE (FROM REACTOR SCRAM UNTIL ISOLATION OF THE
STEAM GENERATORS)

The reactor scram decreases the power generation in the core to the decay heat level. The heat
transfer in the steam gnerators reduces in all calculations, too. In the intact steam generator,
the heat transfer decreases to a level of about 100 MW during a time of 20 s after reactor
scram in all calculations.

The reactor scram stops the pressure decrease in the intact steam generators in all
calculations. After a short increase, the pressure drops until the isolation of the intact steam
generators. 'Me level in the intact steam generators (Fig. 24) remains nearly constant. That is
due to the working level control system in these steam generators. The reactor scram does not
influence the pressure ehaviour in the steam generator of the broken line in all calculations.
The decrease continues smoothly during the whole time interval (Fig. 20). The level in the
broken steam gnerator (Fig. 23) shows nearly the same behaviour in all calculations
(considering the "Riser"-value of the VTT-calculation). The overfeeding during a short time
interval before the steam generator isolation is reflected in a level increase during this time in
all calculations. This can be seen also in the normalized steam gnerator inventory, shown in
Fig. 33. After the reactor scram, the feed water injection in all alculations is higher than the
leak flow rate, what xpresses in a rising inventory.

When the main steam header pressure (Figs. 3 , 32 dcreases down to a value of 30 MPa,
the main steam isolation valves and the feed water valves arc closed. In such a way, five
steam generators will be fully isolated. Due to the leak position, the steam generator of the
stearn line with the leak cannot be isolated and this steam generator continues to loss its
inventory until fully depressurization. As can be seen from Figs. 31 and 32, the main steam
header pressure decreases during-the first phase of the transient in all calculations. After
scram, the pressure increases for a short time period, in the KI-calculation already before the
reactor scram. Later, the pressure decreases nearly with the same gradient in all calculations.
Due to the differences in the maximum value reached after scram, a considerable spreading in
the time of reaching the set point of steam generator isolation 30 MPa) is observed.
According to Tab. 2 this spreading is from I = 55.9 s (VTT) to t = 99.5 s (KI). ne isolation
of the steam generators stops the heat transfer in the intact steam generators (Fig. 6.
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3.3 TI-11111) 'YIASE (FROM ISOLATION OF 111E TEANIGENERATORS)

A!'te te isolation or the intact steam generators, the overcooling continues only in he steam
generator of the broken line. The further decrease of he cold leg temperature of he intact
loops is connected only with the coolant mixing in the lower and upper plenum. he
decreasing level and inventory of the broken steam generator lead to an aggravation of the
heat transfer conditions. At a certain level, the heat transfer tubes are no more covered by
water and the heat transfer is almost fully stopped. This is the case at about t = 80 in the
NRI- and AEKI-calculations. The others follow later.

During that time, the core power begins to rise in all calculations (Figs. I and 2 The power
increase in the AEKI- and the NRI-calculations starts earlier. In hese calculations maximum
values of more than 00 MW are reached 130.3 MW - AEK) and 209.8 MW - NRI). In the
remaining three calculations, he maximum values are lower (FZK - 43.5 MW, K - 87.1 MW
and VTT - 58.3 MW). The dynamic reactivity was provided from three calculations (Fig. 34).
In all three calculations, the increase of the reactivity after scram starts nearly from the same
value. The differences in the core inlet temperature of the sector connected to the loop with
the broken steam line (Fig. 25) are responsible for the differences in the reactivity behaviour.
The lower temperature in the AEKI-calculation leads to a faster compensation of the scram
reactivity and subsequently to a higher second power pak.

The maximum fuel temperature in the second power peak (Fig. 34) is the highest in the
AEKI-calculation, although the highest secondary power peak is observed in the NRI-
calculation. The reduced number of thermal hydraulic core channels, used in the NRI-
calculations is mainly responsible for smoothing the influence of this effect onto the
maximum fuel temperature.

4. COMPARISON OF PONVER DISTRIBUTIONS

The normalized axial power distribution (radially averaged) was requested for the time points
of frst end second power maximum, Fig. 37 shows this distribution at the moment of first
power maximum. All calculations show a typical full power distribution with a maximum in
the lower part of the core. The agreement btween the four provided solutions is good.

After the scram and during the overcooling a redistribution of the core power can be
observed in all calculations. he maximum of the core power in the moment of second power
maximum (Fig. 38) moves from the lower to the upper part of the core in all calculations. At
this time point, the differences between the single calculations aye higher. In the VTT-, FZR-
and AEKI-calculations, the maximum of the normalized power distribution is nearly or
higher. In th K-calculation, the power distribution is more flat, the maximum value is only
about 12.

The 3D power peaking factor for three time points (initial state and he two me points of
maximum core power) is provided in Tab. 3 In the initial state, the values of the single
calculations are similar. At the moment of first ower maximum, the value of the Kl-
calculation already deviates (probably due to the late time). At the moment of second power
maximum, the differences are small. The position of the aximum is (he neighbouring



assembly to te stuck rod K4 (VTT, AEKI) or neighbouring ssembly to Sck rod Q (FZR,
KI).

The normalized 2D power distribution at the moment of second power aximum is shown in
Figs. 39 - 42 for four calculation. The superposition of stuck control rods with the highest
overcooling at the core inlet is clearly to be seen in the distributions of all four calculations. It
seems, that in the Kl-rcsults the decay heat is included, therefore the normalized distribution
differs slightly from he remaining ones.

5. INFLUENCE OF THE SECONDARY CIRCUIT MODELLING ON THE
RESULTS

As the frst example, the influence of changes in the secondary side modelling on the
behaviour of the main results is shown in Figs. 43 - 46 for the FZR-calculations. The two
shown calculations differ only by the modelling of the connection between steam gnerator
outlet and main steam line inlet. In the frst calculation (FZR-old), the connection was
realized as one pipe. The cross section of this pipe corresponded to the value at the real plant.
Later, the modelling of this connection was improved, replacing this one pipe by rive pipes
with the original diameter. The flow area is equivalent between the two calculations. Te
reduced diameter in the new calculation is responsible for the lower leak liquid mass Dow rate
(Fig. 43), because the liquid critrainment is lower. Tis results in a smaller pressure decrease
(Fig. 44), what reduces the heat transfer to the secondary side (Fig. 45) and the corresponding
overcooling of the primary circuit. Due to that, the scram value is reached several seconds
later and the second power maximum reaches a lower value (Fig. 46).

During the work on the benchmark, in the Kurchatov Institute a completely new steam
generator model was developed and included into the ATHLET data set. The updated solution
was obtained with this new steam gnerator model. As described in [5], the new steam
generator model consists of different parts, allowing the modelling of an internal circulation.
The separator model was also improved. The influence of the new steam generator model on
the pressure behaviour is shown in Fig. 47. 'Me pressure ehaviour is responsible for the
decreased overcooling during the First part of the transient and the corresponding delay of the
reactor scram (Fig. 48).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the comparison of the updated solutions of the sixth dynamic AER benchmark is
presented. Five solutions from rive different organizations are included into this comparison.

A second power rise after the scram and the continuing overcoo)ing of the primary circuit is
observed in all calculations. Differences in the amount of overcooling result in a scattering of
the height of this second power rise. Differences in h behaviour of the thermal hydraulic
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parameters on the secondary side (especially i (lie pressure) are responsible for this
scattering. The tuning of te isothermal recriticality temperature to (he given value minimized
the influence of using different nuclear data.

The sixth AER benchmark contributes to verification of coupled 3D neutron
kinetic/thermal hydraulic system codes. The analysis of such a complex benchmark promotes
the understanding of (lie interaction processes between neutron kinetics and thermal
hydraulics. Different physical models and data can be compared.

The calculation of tis benchmark demonstrates the importance of he thermal hydraulic
modelling of the plant components and the influence of this modelling on the final results of
such calculations.
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (Ljpdate)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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6. Dynamic AER Benchmark (update)
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HEXTRAN-SMABRE CALCULATION OF THE 6 THAER BENCHMARK,
MAIN STEAM LINE BREAK IN A VVER440 NPP

Anitta 1-11ingl5inen'), Riitta Kyrki-Rajarndki')

1) M Processes, P.O.Box 1604, FIN-02044 VT, Finland,
2) Lappeenranta Univemity of Technology, LUT, P.O.Box 20 FN-53851 Lappeenranta, Finland

ABSTRACT

'Me sixth AR benchmark is the second AER benchmark for couplings of the termal
hydraulic codes and three dimensional neutron kinetic core models. It concerns a double end
break of one main steam line in a VVER 440 plant. The core is at the nd of its first cycle in
full power conditions. In VT IEEXTRAN2.9 is used for the core kinetics and dynamics and
SMABRE4.8 as a thermal ydraulic model for the primary and secondary loop. The plant
model for SMABRE consists mainly of two input models, Loviisa model and a standard
VVER.440/213 plant model. The primary loop includes six separate loops, the pessure vessel
is divided into six parallel channels in SNIABRE and the whole core calculation is performed in
the core with HEXTRAN Te horizontal steam generators are modelled with heat trarisfer tubes
in five levels and vertically with two parts, riser and downcorner. With this kind of detailed
modelling of steam generators there occurs srong flashing after break opening.

As a sequence of the main steam line break at nominal power level, the reactor trip is
followed quite soon. The liquid temperature continues to decrease in one core inlet sector
which may lead to recriticality and neutron power increase. The situation is very sensitive to
small changes in the steam generator and break flow modelling and therefore several
sensitivity calculations have been done. Also two stucked control rods have been assumed.
Due to boric acid concentration in the high pressure safety injection subcriticality is finally
guaranteed in the trarisient.

1. PLANT MODELS FOR CODES

The sixth AER dynamic benchmark is the second AER dynamic benchmark for couplings of
the thermal hydraulic codes and three-dimensional reactor dynamic core models. The previous
fifth AER benchmark (AER BM) /ref. II was a steam header break and now the sixth is the
Main Steam Line Break (MSLB), which leads to asymmetrical behaviour in the core and in
the circulation loops. In VTT, HEXTRAN /ref. 2 vrsion 29 is used for the core dynamics
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and SMABRE /refs. 3 41 version 48 as a thermal hydraulic model for te primary and
secondary circuits. Both codes need own input models because tey can also be used
separately.

All specifications of the benchmark /ref. 51 are not rpeated in the description of te input
models. They have been followed as strictly as possible, the minor exceptions are reported
here.

1 I SMABRE model

The plant model for SMABRE is based mainly on two input models, the model for the
Finnish Loviisa plant and the model of the standard VVER-440/213, which has ben used in
A-ER 5 BM /ref. 6 and in several EU-projects. The geometrical differences between these
plants consist mainly of three facts: reduction in the number of actual fuel assemblies in the
core in Loviisa; different loop geometry due to different suction direction of the main
circulation pumps; and different number and geometry of the pressurizer surge lines.

T'he Loviisa model without feed water and steam lines is the basis for SMABRE input for this
benchmark. The primary loop piping geometry and steam line geometry are modified
according to the benchmark specifications. Also, the core and core bypass flow area are
modified according to the standard plant vrsion.

The primary loop (Fig. 1) includes six separate loops. The pressure vessel is divided into six
parallel channels except the upper head. 'Me total number of nodes and junctions is 516 and 663,
respectively. By the nodalization and the turbulent mking model, 30 mixing is provided in
the pressure vessel before the core and 10 after the core. The mixing degree is check in a
artificial ftansient by stable boron content of I 0 g/kg in loop 1. After stabilization the content of
boron in the other loops are summarized in Table .

Table 1. Setup of mixing for A-ER 6h BM using flow with stable boron content in loop .

Loop/sector 1 2 and 6 3 and 6
Boron content in cold leg (g1kg) 100. 0.0 0.0 0.0
Boron content in core inlet (g(kg) 70.1 13.2 1.64 0.33
Boron content in hot leg (g/k�) 63.1 15.2 2.65 0.98

As the primary side related operational systems, the high pressure safety injection, pressurizer
heaters and make-up water as a volume control system are described.

Loviisa steam generator model, used in the analyses, is shown in Fig. 2 The steam generator
nodes are in five levels up to the upper level of tubes. 'Me edge zone is described as a separate
downcomer. The riser part includes the heat =sfer tubes. A detailed simulation of water level
measurements, narrow and large scale, are modelled. Feed water is described as a separate
injection into each steam generator. The injection point is on the fourth level of the secondary
side. Starting and stopping slopes of feed water are taken into account for intact steam
generators. 'Me regulating level is the narrow scale water level on the clowncomer side similarly
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as it is measured in a real plant. -r the broken steam generator, te time function is give fo
feed water mass flow. Just after the break, feed wter flow to broken sam generator 

increased to 300 kg/s until the steam generator isolation. During this time no level control i-
used.

4

b- I

Figure 1. Nodalization of VVER-4410 primary side for SNLkBRE code

rn I

Large scale
water level

0

Narrow scale
water level

F� hotleg To coldWeg

Figure 2 Nodalization of VVER440 steam generator for SMABRE code
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The steam lines are modelled up to the turbine valves (Fig. 3 In normal use positions of
turbine valves are controlled with PID controllers, but due to the specification of the 6h
benchmark possibility to model stable seam out through turbine valves was created. The
steam header is divided into eight nodes, about 10 meters each. The double ended break is
situated in steam line 1, diameter 0425 m, near the main steam isolation valve (MSIV)
depicted in Fig. 3.

'Me core has been divided into axial nodes in SMABRE, and into 20 nodes in HEXTRAN.
Below and above the core, there are quite short lower and upper plenum nodes. The core
bypass is described with one node.

Steam hcadei

ar

sicam

,bix6 generators

Figure 3 NodaUzation of WER-440 steam lines for SMABRE code

1.2 HEXTRAN core model

The input used for HEXTRAN is based mainly on the input of the fourth and fifth AER
benchmark, but now the whole core is described, each fuel assernbly with individual neutroaics;
and heat ftmisfer modelling as well as own thermal hydraulic channel divided into 20 axial
nodes.

In the initial state the core is at the end of its first cycle in M power conditions. The nuclear
data used in the calculations is based on the ENDF/B-1V library and it has been evaluated with
the CASMO-HEX /ref 7 code for the three different fuel enrichments: 16 24 and 36 .
The burnup state of the core was calculated with he HEXBU-3D /ef, code. 'Me burnup
calculation of the first cycle was carried out at nominal power, all control rods withdrawn. 20
axial no-des of equal height were used. The alculated critical boron concentration at BOC was
IO 1 1 ppm. and the calculated cycle length was 327.8 EFPD with 0 ppm at EOC.

For HEXTRAN calculations, the nuclear data developed similarly for wide temperaWre area
was available. Also the albedos for the control rods were available for the different
temperatures. The high isothermal re-criticality temperature of 210 'C, given in the
specification, was produced by tuning the reactivity worth of the reactor rip (all control rods
except the stuck rods) from 561 to 31 %. The exponential tuning model of HEXTRAN
(aij = (ajo"") was used for the albedos for the boron steel absorbers. The initial state of the
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reactivity worth calculation was at low power (I kW), with full power xenon, working control
rod group at height 175 m, core inlet emperature 260 'C and pressure 12.25 MPa. The
resulting isothermal temperature coefficient at 210 'C was 24.4 pcm/K wth all control rods
except the two stuck rods fully inserted.

The core and fuel geometry and the power release values given in the benchmark specification
are used. The fuel and cladding conductivity and capacity are modelled as temperature
dependent and best estimate values for the decay hat are used as well. However, accordin to
specification, constant value for gas gap heat transfer coefficient has been used, 3000 W/m K.

1.3 Initial state

The initial steady state conditions are listed in Table 2 The reactor is assumed to be at the end
of the first cycle (EOC, 327.8 D) in nominal state. All control rods are out of core, except
group 6 at position 175 cm. Xenon and samariurn are in equilibrium state and there is no
boron in water.

Critical flow in the breaks and valves in SMABRE is based on the separate break flow model
by Moody combined with contraction coefficients of the break geometry. 'Me best estimates
for tbc contraction coefficients have een recommended in the literature and different values
for subcooled liquid and two-phase mixture can be used in SMABRE. Normally in SMABRE
for steam line breaks, the contraction oefficient 07 for saturated flow is used. nis value was
increased to 072 in order to get exactly the requested initial break flow rate in AER 5h BM.
The same value was used here, too, and the traditionally used I s opening time for a break was
decreased to 02 s.

For this benchmark calculation, the application of the Moody model was finther developed.
This was done by creating the dependency of quality to contraction coefficients. With the new
model validated by comparisons with RELAP5, the break flow increases slightly.

Table 2 Initial state

PARAMETER SPECIE CALCULATED
Total core power (MW) 1375. 1377.
Upper plenum pressure (MPa) 12.25 12.33
Core ilet temperaWre (C) 267.4 267.2
Total core mass flow rate kg/s) 9300. 9292.
Core bypass (%) 3.00 2.95
Pressurizer collapsed leve (m) 5.97 5.92
Pressure at SG outlet Mpa) 4.63 4.63
SG collapsed level (m) 2.015 2.004
SG narrow sale level m) - 0.125
Break opening time S) 0.1 0.2
Contraction coefficient in Moody model for saturated flow, - 0.72
for subcooled flow 1.0
Feedwater starting/stopping level (m) 0.10 0.125 0225

narrow level
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2. CALCULATION RESULTS

The main events during the transient in the base case I are listed in Table 3 The break flows
from the secondary system during the transient are shown in Fig. 4 with CASE 1. In figures
results from the two extra variations (CASE 2 and 3 are also sen. 'Me break opens at 0.0 s
and the maximum total break flow is about 1357 kg/s during the first second. At first, after
some water pulses through the break, the flow stabilizes for a while before at turbine valve
closures at 11.6 s and total break flow increases due to the flow coining from the intact steam
generators. Finally the break flow collapses down at main isolation valve closures.

Table 3 Sequence of events in base case I

TIME EVENT CAUSE
-20.0 Steady state calculation with SMABRE
-2.0 Calculation with HEXTRAN-SMA-BRE
0.0 Double ended break opens

SG I feed water increases to 300 kg/s in 20 s
3.1 Makeup water to loop 2 Pressurizer level < 0 IO n
5.8 PRZ heater group I on Pressurizer pressure < 12.0 MPa
7.3 PRZ heater group 2 on Pressurizer pressure < 19 MPa
8.8 PRZ heater group 3 on Pressurizer pressure < 1 1.8 MPa

11.1 SCRAM signal Reactor power > I I %
11.6 Reactor trip, control rod speed 25.5 cm1s, 0.5 s delay after SCRAM signal

Turbine trip; turbine valve closure in 0.5 s,
Feed water temperature starts decreasing to
160 C in 50 s.

14.0 PRZ oup 4 on Pressurizer pressure < 1 1.5 MPa
42.9 First HPIS signal no valid Temperature in 2 hot legs no more >

255 C
43.2 Makeup water to loop 6 40 s after makeup iDjection to loop 2
52.7 PRZ heater groups I 4 off Pressurizer level < 256 n
55.9. Steam line MSIV 16 closure in 25 s, Steam header pressure < 30 MPa.

Feed water 16 off during 30 s
55.9 Second HPIS starting signal Pressurizer level < 241 rn and

temperature in 2 hot legs > 150 'C
235.9 HPIS flow starts into loops 3 and 180 see delay after signal
253.0 Second power maximum 58.3 MW
398.0 End of calculation

-17he lowering secondary pressure eads to a water temperature decrease in the primary side,
especially in the broken loop 1. At maximum the temperature difference between the broken
loop I and the loop 4 at the opposite site of the loop I in the pessure vessel, is 56 'C. At the
same time at the core inlet aer 30 mixing in the downcomer and lower plenum, the
temperature difference between corresponding sectors I and 4 is still 43 'C, shown in in Fig.
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5. Further, in spite of clearly higher power level in sector I and 10 % mixing in upper plenum,
the temperature difference between hot legs I and 4 is still 33 'C (Fig. 6.

HEXTRAN-SMABRE calculation of 6ih AER BM VVER440 MSLB
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Figure 4 Total break mass flow from the steam generator and the steam header
direction and total flow to turbines.
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Figure 5. Cold leg and core inlet temperature in the broken loop I and sector 
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HEXTRAN-SM AB RE calculation of 6th A R M.VVER44OMSLB
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HEXTRAN-SMABRE calculation of 6th AER BM, VVER440 MSLB
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Figure 7 Total core power and heat removed to secondary side

At the beginning, the colder water at the core inlet results the core power to increase up to the

SCRAM signal set point, I 0 of nominal power. Reactor trip srts half a second later at

11.6 s, shown in Fig. 7 In spite of the continues core inlet cooling in sector 1, two stuck

control rods in the corresponding sector, and the used high recriticality temperature, no actual
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recriticality after reactor trip was observed bt only mild power increase instead, M NV in

maximum at 253 s (Fig.7). The subcriticality is illustrated in Fig. with negative reactivity

values.

HEXTRAN-SMABRE calculation of 6th AER BM. VER440 MSLB
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Figure S. Reactivity

Two specified HPIS sipals are modelled. The first starting signal for HPIS, upper plenum

pressure lower than 93 a and the temperatures at least in two ot legs more than 255 'C is

not valid after 42.9 s due to too low temperatures in all the loops. 'Me second IPIS starting

set poin� pressurizer level less than 241 rn and temperature at least in two hot legs still above

150 'C, is falfilled at 55.9 s. The injection is started to loops 3 and after a delay of 180 s,
describing the water coming from all the pipelines without oron. Highly borated 40 g/kg)

water injection leads to a rapid power decrease. The maximum core power at that time is 58.3
MW. At the end of the calculation boric acid concentration in average in the primary op and

at the core inlet is aove 0.5 g/kg. As a non-conscrvative feature, the pressure vessel head as
well as the dead ends in the steam headers remain without boron when using one dimensional
thermal hydraulic code.

1 I Steam generator behaviour

'Me steam generator behaviour has a lot of meaning in transients with secondary breaks.
When the break opens, pressure in the steam generator and in the steam lines drops rapidly.

Due to flashing, there is water nearly to the top of the steam generators, shown in shortly
increased swell level in Fig. 9 Also, the collapsed water level in the downcomer and iser part

of the steam generator are shown in the figure. In SMABRE a void fraction of 0.8 is
considered to be the limit for swell level. This kind of definition for the level where no flow is

considered describes the swell level well in normal power situations, but in the case of zero
power it gives an upper limit for water droplets content. This is one reason why there is a

difference between the swell and collapsed levels in the end of the benchmark calculation
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when the power level is low and tere is no uc sam below [lie water level. Another
reason is that te collapsed level simulates (lie real water level measurement in the plant when
the characteristics of Elie measuring equipment in interpreting pressure difference into water [eye[ are
considered. In this kind of transients with large pressure canges it means taking care of density
differences in the masuring system.

The narrow scale water level is also modelled. This level is used to control feed water as it is
used in real plants. Narrow and large scale model is validated to plant measurements at
nominal state in Loviisa NPP.

The behaviour of heat removal to the secondary side, shown in Fig. 7 needs more attention;
especially when in these calculations the response of the secondary heat transfer was very fast
between the break opening and the turbine tp. When the break opens, a lot of energy is
removed suddenly from the secondary circuit and the secondary side cools down the primary
side. The heat removal to the secondary side follows practically the secondary pressure
behaviour and the pressure behaviour is the result of the total mass flow out. In the beginning,
the flow to the hAines is about half of the total steam outflow, (Fig.4). As a result of the
constant turbine flow specified in the benchmark specification, the heat removal to the
secondary side is about the same as the one calculated in 200 MSLB for Loviisa with real
turbine valve controls and response.

During flashing the whole water volume is boiling when the circulation in steam generators is
modelled also at the bottom of the steam generator. Feed water is injected to the fourth level
in the steam generators and practically there is no subcooling in the steam generator due to
circulation. This may partly explain the fast response in the results of secondary parameters to
the break opening.

HEXTRAN-SMABRE calculation of h AER BM, VV-ER440 MSLB
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Figure 9 Steam generator water level in broken loop
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2 CALCULATED VARlATIONS

As variations two further cases 2 and 3 were calculated, shown in table below.

Table 4 Calculated variations.

Case Description
I Base case: Moody model with dependency of quality in contraction coefficients
2 All water from steam generator upper part to break
3 Mixing junctions to establish vertical mixin� in upper head

Studies were carried out with the HEXTRAN-SMABRE on the capability of steam to carry
water from the steam generator to the break and its dramatic effect on the timing and
maximum values of the recriticality already in the calculation of the OCD MSLB benchmark
/ref. 8/. Generally this behavior is highly dependent on the geometry of the steam lines and the
steam generators A creation of detailed enough odel for the secondary side to calculate this
phenomenon may not be reasonable in coupled codes due to hundreds of meters of steam lines
and large secondary volumes, but some assumptions could be done. In the MSLB benchmark
the Once Through Steam Generator (OTSG) was involved and because of por internal
circulation in this kind of one dimensional steam generators, the water carry-over is more
significant. In horizontal steam generators of the VVER-440, internal circulation could be
expected. The open water level area is roughly 32 m x 11.6 m. In such a wide area, the
behaviour is not only one dimensional and the phase separation is more effective when the
circulation is properly modelled. A complex gometry in the steam generator outlet with five
separate vertical tubes connecting the steam lines to the steam generator is the possible point
for the flow to separate fili-ther. In order to find out the effects of the phase separation in case
2 homogeneous flow is used in the junctions starting from inside of the steam generator. is
means that all the water from the uppermost node in the steam generator is carried away with
the steam. The difference to the base case, case I is that drift flux phase separation model is
not used in the case 2 in two junctions in the steam generator shown in Fig.2 (marked with
circles).

Compared to the basic case the bigger amount of out-flowing water leads to faster decrease of
both te total mass content of the broken steam generator and the core inlet temperature (Fig.
5). In this kind of case in the MSLB calculation, the return to power was earlier and more
severe. On the other hand, in the VVER-440 horizontal steam generator, the faster decreasing
steam generator water level uncovers the upper steam generator tubes, and due to poor heat
transfer the decreasing of temperature in the cold leg stops. As a result this phenomenon
proves to be less severe in the VVER-440. The uncovering of the steam generator in cases I
and 2 may be seen as collapsed water level in risers in Fig 9.

As to the primary side related modifications, six artificial junctions from upper head of the
reactor pressure vessel to each hot leg were included. Also forced mixing was created to the
top of steam generator collectors. The aim of these junctions was to describe vertical mixing
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in these "dead ends" during the transient. When calculations are carried out with a one-
dimensional thermal hydraulic code, the temperature stays about the initial level due to poor
vertical mixing between nodes. Especially during the forced circulation it is obvious that
temperature in the upper ead drops near to the hot leg temperature. The major effect of these
mixingjunctions is that more realistic upper head temperature and pressurizer water levels are
achieved. Small effects may be seen in the pmary pressure and in he hot leg temperatures. In
this analysis the flow rates of 65 kg/s 4,6 %) are used in steady state through these mixing
junctions. Even smaller flow rates have the same effects. In Fig. 6 the effect of the mixing
junctions into the upper head temperature are shown. Without mixing in case 1, the
temperature in the uppermost node of the pressure vessel remains nearly constant during the
whole transient, shown in figure.

The result in minimum primary pressure is here 3 bar lower in the case 3 and don't produce
any dramatically different behaviour. The timing of HPIS injection is the same in all cases,
because the calculated pmary pressures don't deviate before the PIS signal has been
created at 55.9 s. When HPIS injection finally starts 180 s later, the flow rate is higher in
case 3 due to lower pressure but now part of the boron is mixed in the upper head and the
effect in the boron content of the core inlet is about he same.

4. CONCLUSION

The 6 AER benchmark is a double end break of one main steam line -in a VVER 440 plant-
The core is at the end of its first cycle in full power conditions. Several conservative
assumptions were added compared to normal safety analyses to get the benchmark more
interesting. The HEXTRAN code is used for the core kinetics and dynamics coupled to
thermal hydraulics of the SMABRE code for this problem.

When the break opens in one steam line between the steam generator and the isolation valve
MSIV, the pressure in the steam generators drops rapidly. le cooling of the core ilet water
may lead quite soon to return to power. The resulting power level is maximized by the
assumptions that the main circulating pumps are not stopped and the two control rods were
supposed to stuck in the coldest sector of the core. Also the isothermal recriticality
temperature was tuned to be very high-in the calculation, 210 'C. nerefore the alculated
cases here are nearly hypothetical and still only a mild power increase was seen, in maximum
58 MW at 253 s in the base case. 'hereafter the subcriticality is guaranteed with increasing
boric acid concentration in the core inlet, 0.5 gkg at the end of calculation.

The steam line break analyses made for Loviisa NPP have been a basis of the models used in
this benchmark problem. le results of the Loviisa analyses and the AER benchmark can not
been compared directly: besides of the different assumptions, in Loviisa NPP the low primary
pressure (10 MPa) causes the coast down of all main coolant pumps in this kind of double
ended steam line break 200 %). For the Loviisa NPP a age spectnim of calculations were
per-formed (50 to 400 break size) and as a result it was stated that the worst case may be
reached also with smaller break size /ref. 10/. In oviisa, the worst case was with 100 steam
line break.
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In the comparison of results in the OECD MSLB benchmark for TMI-I, it was noticed that tile
effectiveness of steam to carry water to the break is more svere fature in te TMI plant with
vertical once through steam generator. On the contrary, in VVER-440 this feature is clearly
less severe due to the steam generator tube uncovering. This was seen when comparing the
results of cases I and 2.
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ABSTRACT

The paper gives a brief survey of the 6th three-dimensional AER dynamic benchmark
calculation results received with the codes DYN313 and RELAP5-3Dc' at NRI lkei. This
benchmark was defined at the 101th AER Symposium. Its initiating event is a double ended
break in the steam line of steam generator No. I in a VVER-4401213 plant at the end of the
first fuel cycle and in hot full power conditions. Stationary and burnup calculations as well as
tuning of initial state before the transient were performed with the code DYN3D. Transient
calculations were made with the system code RELAP5-3D4. The KASSETA library was used
for the generation of reactor core neutronic parameters. The detailed six loops model of NPP
Dukovany was adopted for the 6dAER dynam& benchmark purposes. Te RELAP5-3Do full
core neutronic model was connected with 37 coolant channels thermal-hydraulic model of the
core. 6-sector nodalization of reactor downcomer, lower and upper plenum was used. Mixing
in lower and upper plenum was simulated. The first part of paper contains a bief
characteristic of RELAP5-3Dc'system de and a short description of NPP input deck and
reactor core model. The second part shows the time dependencies of important global and
local parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

The sixth three-dimensional hexagonal dynamic AER benchmark problem was defined as a
double ended break of the main steam line belonging to the steam generator No. I in. a
VVER-440/213 plant ). 'Me reactor core is in hot full power conditions at the end of its
first full cycle. he basic reactor core geometric and material parameters were given. No
nuclear cross section data as well as kinetic data were available in the benchmark definition.
It mans that owm best estimate neutronic data had to be used in the calculation. TIC
benchmark participants had to use also heir own input plant data decks developed according
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to the needs of their own NPP system codes. Only main geometric parameters of primary and
secondary circuit and main characteristics ol'contro ad safety systems were given in order to
bring into agreement the input data decks. The calculations of the sixth dynamic AER
benchmark problem were performed by using of codes DYN31) 2] and RELAP5-3DO 3 at
the Nuclear Research Institute (NRI, OJV) ftei.

The main sense of NJ Pei participation at AER benchmark project is the verification of
PELAP5-3D'o system code solution against the results received by other est estimate three-
dimensional neutronic codes coupled with NPP system codes - HEXTRAN/SM-ABR-E
(VTT Espoo, Finland), DYN3D/ATHLET (FZ Rossendorf, Germany), BIPR8/ATHLET
(KI Moscow, Russian Federation) and KK03D/ATHLET I Budapest, Hungary).

2. RELAP5-3D' SYSTEM CODE

RELAP5-3DO is the latest in the series of RELAP5 codes 3 The RELAP5 (Reactor
Excursion and Leak Analysis Program) series of codes has been developed at the Idaho
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory under the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, the U. S. Department of Energy, and a consortium of several countries and
domestic organizations sponsorship.

RELAPS - at NRI kei has been tested on data from experimental facilities - PMK-NVH
(Hungary), PACTEL (Finland), RVS-3 (NRJ lke - Czech Republic), and on experimental
data from Uansients and tests performed at NPP Dukovany. The process of RELAP5 testing
goes on permanently at NRI kel.

The PELAP5-3Do version contains several important enhancements over previous versions
of the code. The most important feature that distinguishes the RLAP5-3DO code from the
previous versions is the fully integrated, multidimensional therrnal-hydraulic and neutron
kinetic modelling capacity.

The multi-dimensional component in RLAP5-3Dcwas developed to allow the user to more
accurately model the multi-dimensional flow behaviour that can be exhibited in any
component or region of a LWR system. Typically this ill be the reactor downcomer, lower
plenum, core, upper plenum and upper head regions. However, the model is general, and is
not restricted to use in the reactor vessel. For example, it can be used for describing of steam
generator. le component defines a one, two, or three-dimensional array of volumes and the
internal junctions connecting them.

The geometry can be either Cartesian (x, y, z) or cylindrical (r, 0, z). The number of volurnes
in a three-dimensional component is limited to 999 volumes.

ne multi-dimensional neutron kinetic model. in R_ELAP5-3DQ is based on the NESTLE code
[3], 4] which solves the two or four group neutron diffusion equations in either Cartesian or
hexagonal geometry.

All thermal-hydraulics is removed from the NESTLE code in its RELAP5-3D0 version and
instead of it the RELAP5-3Dc' thennal-hydraulic model is used. It means that so called
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internal coupling between RELAP5-3D- thermal-hydraulics and NESTLE kinetic model
exists.

3. INPUT MODEL OF NPP WITH VVER440/213

RELAPS-313C was tested on the input deck of Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) Dukovany with
VVER-4401213 reactor (the I" uit).

The input model of NPP Dukovany used for the analyses is a detailed 6-loop model which
was modified according to the 6 AER dynamic benchmark specifications. The input deck
originates in an "international" 3-loops input deck of NPP Jaslovsk6 Bohunice prepared under
IAEA regional program "Safety Assessment of VVER440/213" 5]. This model has been
further nlarged and modified according to the specification of NPP Dukovany and neds for
more detailed analyses. he current version of the input model is characteristic with 6-loop
configurafion dtailed modelling of ECCS systems and detailed modelling of both main
steam system and feed water system on the secondary side 6].

'Me nodalization scheme of the input model is presented in Fig.I (reactor coolant system),
Fig. 2 (primary loops and steam generators) and Fig. 3 (main steam system).

3.1 Main caracteristics of input model

Main characteristics of nodalization:
- 6 modelled loops
- ore rgion can be modelled with multi-channel thermal-hydraulic representation
- reactor downcomer (DC, SR), lower plenum P, DSK) and upper plenum (UP, HSK)

ran be modelled in "multi-channel way"
- detailed steam generator (SG, PG) nodalization
- detailed description of steam lines (MSL) and main steam headers (MSH, HPK)
- dtailed description of feed water (FW, NV) system

Main modelled operational control systems:
- reactor power control system (ARM-5 S)
- reactor power limiting system (ROM)
- pressurizer (PRZ, KO) heaters and spraying
- pmary make-up ('IX) and let-down (TE)
- turbine control system (IVER)
- steam bypass valves to main condenser (BRU-C, PS K)

Main modelled safety systems:
- reactor trip signals AZ-l 2 3 4
- Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS) signals:

-Small Break"
"Intermediate Break"
"Large Break"
"MSH Rupture"
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Loss of Feedwater"
all Technological Protection ofSteam Generator (TPSG) signals:

"MSL Break"
"MSH Rupture"

all Local Protection of Steam Generator (LPSG) signals:
high SG level 75 mm"
high SG level 100 mm"
low SG level 140 mm"

safety valves at PRZ ad SGs
atmospheric dump valves (BRU-A, PSA)
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS, SAOZ)
High Pressure Injection System (HPIS, VTC)
Accumulators (ACCs, TH)
Low Pressure Injection System (LPIS, NTC)

3.2 Details to SG modelling

The nodalization of "basic" model of SG can be seen in Fig. 2 This model was used for all 6
SGs in the "preliminary calculations of the 6h AER dynamic enchmark" 7). n the "interim
calculations" [8] and now, this model as used for intact SGs. For the SG I with broken MSL,
a little bit more detailed model was used (see Fig. 1).

As for the "basic model" of SG, the nodalization of SG tube bundle is done in mu]6-layer
way. There are 6 layers oth on primary and secondary side of SG. On the secondary side,
one can see ig-2) three-channel nodalization - a tube bundle channel and two downcomer
channels. Despite of this q0e detailed nodalization, in the "preliminary results', one could
see considerable steps in primary temperature and other parameters during SGI level
decrease. The reason for these steps are sudden changes of "effective" SG tubing heat transfer
area at time of level drop across boundaries of secondary volurnes.

In the "detailed model" of SGI used in the "interim alculations" and now in the "final
calculations" this nodalization applied to SGI was drawn only in Fig. 1), we have tried to
reduce these artificial steps. We divided the tube bundle channel to 2 channels - the first
channel representing "hot" 13 of tube bundle and the second channel representing "cold" 23
of tube bundle. n the same manner we redivided the heat structures representing SG tubes
and we slightly modified the two SG downcomer channels to represent neighbouring volumes
of the tube bundle channels. The objective of this effort was to get higher swelling of the level
in "hot" region and consequently different time moments of level drop across volumes
boundaries in "hot" versus "cold" channel. This could lead instead of 6 big steps to 12 smaller
steps in pimary temperature, what is more acceptable, because it is closer to "smooth
reality".

3.3 Nodalization of VVER/440-213 core and reactor vessel

The reactor core test example configuration is shown in Fig. 4 he core was divided into 12
axial layers 2 layers for unheated over and upper part, 10 layers for heated core part with
total length of 244 cm). The both unheated parts were treated as axial reflectors. 'Me location
of control rod groups is shown in Fig. . The core was surrounded with a hypothetical radial
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band of reflector cassettes. 37 channels 31 for hated core part and 6 for reflector) model of
VVER-440/213 core was prepared Fig 6 6-sector reactor downcorner, lower and upper
plenum nodalization model was used. Mixing in lower and upper plenum was simulated.

3.4 Neutron cross sections model

R-ELAP5-3D0 USER option was selected for the calculations. In this option the user creates
his own external procedure which computes the set of cross sections for a single node given
by the material type in the node determined from the composition maps, the region average
properties in the node specified in the zone maps for node, and the control fractions and
insertion directions for any control rods associated with the node. The user may also specify
the value of up to four additional variables in each node that may affect the neutron cross
sections (fuel bumup, Xe and Sm concentration etc.). 17his subroutine is fin-ther linked %vith
the RELAP5-3Do code. Te exchange of parameters etween user pocedw-c (subroutine
userxs.f) and RELAP5-3DD reactor core model can be seen in Fig. 7.

3.5 Macroscopic cross sections library

The two-group macroscopic cross section library CSLIBR (see Fig. 7 for homogenized fuel
assemblies, control rods and reflectors as well as feedback coefficients and reactor kinetics
parameters can be generated from KASSETA or HELIOS neutronic libraries 9), 10] with
using of subprogram DYLIE [I I. The VVER-440 control rod model consists usually from
four parts - fuel follower 234 cm), steel pellets (10 cm), coupler 30 cm) and absorber part
(270 cm). In our R.ELA.P5-3D0 calculations the control rod model consisted only from fuel
follower and absorber part was considered. The volumetric portions of moderator and steel
in reflector and control rod assemblies were obtained from the technologic documentation in
order to generate orresponding neutronic cross sections from neutronic library.

4. THE SIXTH THREE-DIMENSIONAL AER DYNAMIC BENCHMARK PROBLEM

This benchmark was defined at the IOh AER Symposium on VVER Reactor Physics and
Reactor Safety in Moscow [I]. It concerns a double ended break of one main steam line in a
VVER-4401213 plant. Ile core is in full power conditions at the end of its first fuel cycle
(see Fig. 4. The control rods belonging to the 6h group of control rods are at position of 175
cm from bottom of the core. Other groups of control rods are fully withdrawn. The initial state
conditions of the core in the beginning of the transients wre given. The isothermal re-
crificality ternl>erature the core is dfined to b 210 'C. It should b achieved by tuning the
worth of all control rods. The main geometrical parameters of the plant system and the
characteristics of control and safety systems to e considered were given.

The initiating event is a double ended guillotine break in h main seam line of steam
generator No.1 (see Fig. 3 The asymmetric lak causes a different depressurization of all
steam generators with consequent decreasing of primary pressure and coolant temperature.
The reactor power scram is caused by power level signal "I IO of P,�" with given time
delay. All control rods fall down with exception to stuck rods belon2ing to the control rod
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group No. 3 and 4 (see Fig. 5) Te turbines are turned-off by closing the turbine isolation
valves in the scram time. The pressure and volume control system are in operation and
immediately are switched on to correct the system pressure and the pressurizer level. It was
postulated that all MCPs remain in operation. MSH pressure signal causes the closing of
steam isolation valves and isolation of all SG from the feed water. The culmination of
recritical reactor power can be observed as a consequence of pimary circuit overcooling . The
reactor power excursion is terminated by injection of highly borated water from HPIS.

5. PROGRAM TOOLS FOR BENCHMARK SOLUTION

According to the 6h AER Dynamic Benchmark definition 1] the solution consists from
initial stationary and burnup reactor core calculation, ming of initial neutronic conditions
before the beginning of the transient and finally from =sient calculation.

Stationary and burnup calculations as well as tuning of initial state before the transient were
performed with the code DYN313 2). Transient calculations were made with the system code
RELAP5-31)" 3].

6. STATIONARY AND BURNUP CALCULATIONS

'Me benchmark b-ansient was suggested for the end of the first fuel cycle, therefore the bumup
calculation for the fresh loading of the VVER-440 reactor core (Fig. 4 was necessary. This
calculation was performed at the non-Linal power level of 1375 MW with fully withdrawn and
unchanged positions of control rods. Te results of in�itial stationary and burnup calculations
are given in Table .
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Table I Results of initial stationary and burnup calculations

,Ttfr [FPD] -Cb' ' fgHjBO3/;kg'HiOl I kff7
0 5,70593 1,00000
343 0,0 0,999611

7. TUNING OF NITIAL NEUTRONIC CONDITION BEFORE THE
TRANSIENT

A correction of ncutronic input data was necessary in order to reach the isothermal re-
criticality temperawre of moderator T = 210 'C. A mdification of the efficiency of the
control rods by adopting of the cross section data for absorbing part of control rods (CRs) was
recommended in the benchmark specification. The best results of CRs efficiency tuning were
reach by simultaneously changing of E.,, E and Ea for absorber. The total worth of all CRs
except two CRs belonging to group No. 3 and 4 efore and after tuning at hot zero power (the
inlet core moderator temperature was 260 ' is given in Table 2 ne isothermal
temperature coefficient at 210 C and zero power after tuning is also given in this table. It
was calculated from reactivity differences for temperatures 205 'C and 215 'C.

Table 2 Tuning of the initial stationary conditions

4"M" M-INN=
before tuning 5249,53
after tuning 3543,26'W'-wd,

2
MT C1MeZrAit&WM

190,0 1,005673 564,10
195,0 1,004323 430,44
200,0 1,002925 291,65
205,0 1,001484 148,18
210,0 1,000000 0,0
215,0 0,998475 -152,73
220,0 0,996909 - 310,06
B0,0 0,993655 - 638,55

Iiitherm"alimo-di6to�itiino�iif�re a :i� ' 4JIF
-VCoe 1efit"arterztuxiin9",

30,09
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8. TRANSIENT CALCULATIONS

8.1 Overview of the last modification in he input deck

Compared to the input deck used for "interim calculations" we have made the following
major changes in the RELAP5-3130 input deck:

37 channels in core (instead of channels).

6-sector nodalization of reactor downcomer, lower plenum and upper plenum (instead of
I -channel nodalization of RV).

FW to SGs controlled according to wide range collapsed level 2015 m (instead of usage
of narrow-range level) resulting in higher SG initial secondary inventory 30,9 t -� 37,7 t).

Original detailed FW system replaced with simple boundary modules with flowrates more
exactly secified for AER conditions.

Break discharge coefficient reduced 1,2 4 0,8) to get our MSLB outflow closer to other
participants results.

Some modelled systems (LPIS, HAs, SG blowdown, PRT, detailed HPIS, detailed FWS
etc.) were deleted or simplified to enable running of the input deck vith more detailed
reactor vessel and core (input deck size problems).

For modelling of main steam line break (2xD425), the default RELAP5 crifical flow
model (Ransom and Trapp) was used. 'Me location of break and detailed nodalization of
upstream steamlines is shown in Fig. 3.

- The input deck version D25H-3D.63-3' was used in the "final calculations"

8.2 Results of transient calculations

'Me break in the MSLI at the time t = 0,0 s caused depressurization of SG I and decreasing
of pressure in all other steam generators with consequent decreasing of primary pressure and
coolant temperature. The pressurizer heaters and the first make-up pump were switched-on
inunediately in order to correct the decreasing of primary pressure and pressurizer water level.
The decreasing of reactor coolant inlet temperature started consecutive growth of initial
reactor power. The I 10 of the nominal reactor level was reached at the time t = 13,73 s.
The ractor SCRAM and closing of turbines fast acting valves AV) was realized with the
time delay of 0,5 s at the time t = 14,23 s. With the time delay of 40 s after start of the first
make-up pump the second make-up pump was started at the time t = 47,5 s. At the time
t = 66,5 s all PRZ heaters were switched-off because the pressurized water level was below
2,56 m. The HPIS signal was for-matted at the time = 69,0 s when pressurizer collapsed
water level was below 241 m. At the time t = 99,5 s all main steam line fast acting valves
were closed and all SG were isolated from the feed ater because the pressure in the main
steam header dropped below 30 MPa. Ile culmination of recritical reactor power can be
observed at the time 234,5 s when the reactor reached .26 /o ofits nominal power level.
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'Me HPIS pumps were started at the time I = 249,5 s - 180 s after formation of HPIS signal.
Injected high borated water aused trmination of power xcursion.

The initial thermohydraulics conditions, core powers and system events reached during the
transient are given in Tables 3 - 5. Figures 29 show behaviour of important time functions.

Table 3 Initial termohydraulic conditions - comparison of interim 161 and final results

-MER AWHM Winilmestilfs
RI ir

Ba-C-DaraifiRe -Spec Ications ;-r ("eetoi� �VSi 0 10.IM
Reactor power MWT 1375,0 1376,9 1375,01
Rated reactor power % N,,. I(O'O 100d 100,0
Primary pressure (UP) Wa 12,25 12,21 12,30
Coolant temp. at core nlet (avg.) cc 267,4 268,6 267,0
Temperature diff. at reactor (avg.) 'IC - 28,4 28,5
Max. clad temperature cc 316,9 309,8
Max. fuel temperature 0C - 900'] 786,6

Mass flow rate in reactor (LP) kg1s 9300,0 9303,4 9280,5
Fraction of core bypass flow % 3,0 3,00 3,00
MCP1 head MPa 0,49 0,48
Water level in pressurizer M 5,97 6,06 5,97
PRZ heaters power kW - 180 180

Secondary p in SGI MPa 4,63 4,79 4,67
Secondary pressure in SG2+SG6 MPa 4,63 4,79-4,84 4,67-4,72
Pressure in MSH MPa - 4,67 4,54
Steam flow from SGI kg1s 124,5 127,3 124,9
Steam flow from SG2+6 kg1s 124,5 123,-5-1260 123,3-124,3
Collapsed level in SG] M 2,015 1,69 2,015
Collapsed level in SG2 -SG6 M 2,015 1,90 2,015-2,016
Secondary coolant mass in SG I t - 30,9 37,8
Secondary lant mass in SG2�6 t - 35,2 37,4
FW temperature 0C 220 220 220
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Table 4 Core power - comparison of interim and final results

parameter value TimeJ s.]
interim final interim I final

Total core power MW]
- at the beginning of transient 1376,909 1375,01 0,0 0,0
- at the first power maximum 1520,678 1518,58 11,5 14,00
- at the second power maximum 119,357 209,820 229,0 234,5
- at 20 second after start HPIS 80,323 204,634 261,5 269,5
Total prompt fission power MW]

at the beginning of transient 1286,069 1284,78 0.0 0,0
at the first power maximum 1428,769 1426,91 11,5 14,00
at the second power maximum 79,206 163,078 229,0 235,0
at 20 second after start HPIS 41,841 158,404 , 261,5 269,5

Table 5 : Table of events - comparison of interim and final results

s -event
Interim final
1000 -1000 - begin of calculation

stabilization at required parameters
0 0 - double ended guillotine break of MSL I
O'l O'l - break is fully open
5 9 - activation of 2Dd group of PRZ heaters
8,5 7,5 - start of I st make-up pump
I 1 16 - activation of 3rd group of PRZ heaters
11,6 14,23 - reactor SCRAM ( from I I 0% power
11,6 14,23 - turbines FAV closing
1 9 22,5 - activation of 4th group of PRZ heaters
48,5 47,5 - start of 2nd make-up pump
59,5 66,5 - deactivation of all group of PRZ heaters
6 1 69 - low PRZ level 2,41 m
74,5 99,5 - low MSH pressure 3 MPa: ---� closing of all MSL

FAV,
-� isolation of FW lines to all SGs

229 234,5 - culmination of recritical reactor power
241,5 249,5 - start of HPSI 180 s delay after "low PRZ level",

working 2 HPIS trains, injection to loops-3,5)
532 553,5 - activation of all group of PRZ heaters
699 670,7 - deactivation of 4th group of PRZ heaters
723 692,9 - deactivation of 3rd group of PRZ heaters
751,5 719,2 - deactivation of 2nd group of PRZ heaters
786 747,5 - deactivationof IstgroupofPRZheaters
1000 1000 - end of analysis
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9. CONCLUSIONS

The final results of the sixth three-dimensional dynamic AER benchmark problem
calculations are presented in this paper. The stationary and burnup calculations as well as the
tuning of initial neutronic conditions before the transient were prformed xvith the code
DYN3DHI.IIM3. The transient calculations were made with the system code RELAP5-3D0.
The KASSETA library was used for the generation of best estimate ncutronic input data. 'Me
st.arxiard NFJ kel ELAP5-3130 input deck for VVER-440/213 was adopted according to the
benchmark poposal.

Several topics have arisen from the calculation of such complex AER dynamic benchmark
problem for th RLAP5-3130 temporary and future application:

Accurate tuning of initial steady state. The rlatively accurate estimate of initial distribution
of coolant temperature, energy releasing, heat structure temperamm and coolant mass flow
rate in coolant channels is necessary in order to reach the stabilization of steady-state before
the transient calculation.

The multi-channels reactor core representation 37 channels model) was prepared. Possible
influence of multi-channel geometry on the maximum fuel pellet centerline temperature
should e studied.

6-sector nodalization of reactor downcomer, lower plenum and upper plenum was pepared.
Mixing in lower and upper plenum was simulated. 'Me multidimensional thennal-hydraulic
model of the reactor vessel and core should be included into system input deck for VVER-
440/213 in the future.

10. NOMENCLATURE

ACC, TH accumulator
ARM-5S reactor power control system
AZ 1,2,3,4 reactor trip signals
BRLI-A, PSA atmospheric dump valves
BRU-C, PSK steam bypass valves to main condenser
cb boron acid concentration
CRs control rods
DC, SR downcomer
ECCS, SAOZ Emergency Core Cooling System
ESFAS Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
FAV fast acting valve
FPD full power day
FW, NV feed water
FWS Feedwater System
HA hydroaccumulator
HPIS, VT(� High Pressure Injection System
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k.,ff effective coefficient of multiplication
LP, DSK lower plenum
LPIS, NX Low Pressure Injection System
LPSG Local Protection of Steam Generator
MCP, HC(-"' main coolant pump
MSH, HPK main steam header
MSL main steam line
MSLB main steam line break
MSS Main Stearn System
NPP Nuclear Power Plant
NR OV Nuclear Research Institute (Ael)
PRZ, KO pressurizer
PRT pressurizer relief tank

P reactivity
ROM reactor power limiting system
RV reactor vessel
SCRAM Safety Control Rod Ax Man
E. macroscopic cross section for absorption in fast energy group
E.2, macroscopic cross section for absorption in thermal energy group
Y macroscopic cross section for scattering from fast to thennal energy group
SG, PG steam generator
TE let-down system
Tcff effective time
TK make-up system
TPSG Technological Protection of Steam Generator
T. moderator temperature
TVER turbine control system
UP, HSK upper plenum
USER option in RELAP5-3Do code
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Fig. 8 : Isaft of reactor power
(MSL1 break -UJV final rak;uwtion for AER. RELAPS-30r2.0. rez2, D25H-3D.63_3, slib3l.daL WO03)
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Fig. 9 Upper ponum pressure. nwasured at the hot log outlet elevation
(MSL1 beak -UN final calculation for AEP, RELAP--30/2.0. ez2, D2514-3D.63-3. shb3l.clat. SWD03)
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Fig. 10: Pressurizer colLapstd level measured rom the pressurize bttOM
(MSLI beak -UV final calculation for ^ER. RELAP5�3M.O. ez2.1025H-30.63_3. csfib3l.dat. WO03)
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Fig. 12 Pirnary circuit mass flow rate
(MSLI break -ON final calcutation for AER, RELAPS-3W.O, rez2.1025H-3D.63-3. sfib3l.dat. W2003)
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Fig. 13 Pressure In the main stsam header
(MSLI beak -OJV final calculation for AER, RELAPS-3M.O. ez2. ID25K-3D.63-3. sfib3l.dat, 9IW2003)
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Fig. 14 Cold log outlet coolant temperature of loop I -
(MSCI break -ON final quation for AER, RELAP5-3D/2.0. rW. ID25H-3D.63-3. eslib3l.dat. /912003)
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Fig. 16 Averaged core Inlet boron cid concentration of scto I -6
(MSLI break -OJV final calculation for AER. RELAP5-3DI2.0. rz2. ID25H-3D.63_3. cJit,3 .M. IW2003)
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F4 17: Full HPIS ma3s flow rate
(MSL1 break - LIV final alcutation, for ER, RELAP5-3Dn.0. mz2, D251-1-3D.63-3, skb3l.daL WO03)
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Fig. 1 : Look mass flow rate
(MSL beak - JJV&W a$c.Wtio. br AER. RELAP5-3DI2.0. rez2. ID25H-3D.63-3. mfib3l.dal. WO03)
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(L4SLI break -ON final cakitation for AER, RELAP5-3012.0, re22.1025H-3D.63-3. srib3l.dat 9WO03)
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Fig. 20 Leak liquid mass flow rate
(MSLi break -ON Mal calcullaton for AER. RELAP5-3012.0. rez2.102SH-3D.63_3. skb3i.dat. WO03)
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Fig. 21 Leak rL&ss flow rats from G-1 aid*
(IASLI break - J.JV final calculation for AER. RELAP5-14)&O, tea, 102514-3D.63-3. sJib3IAaL W2003)
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Fig. 22 Leak steam moss flow rte from SG-1 side
(MSLI brask -ON fhal cakLitation Om AER. RELAPS-3D/2.0, rez.2, ID25H-3D.63_3, eslib3l.dat. 9WD03)'
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(MSLl break - W thal cabAdon forAEP, RELAPS-313/2.0, ez2. ID25H-M.63_3, slib3ldat. WD03)
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Fig. 24 Leak "as flow rats from MSH side
(MSL1 break -OJV final calculation for AER. RELAPS-30/2.0. rez2. ID25H-3D.63-3, csjib3l.dat. WO03)
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Fig. 2 Pressure In $team generator I -
(MSLl break -ON final calWation for AER. RELAPS-3-M.O. rez.2,10251-1-313.63_1 rslib3l.dal 9912003)
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Fig. 2. Mass of liquid and steam Inventory In SG1
(MSL1 break -UJV final caloulatlDn for AER, RELAPS-30MG, ez2, ID25H-3D.63_3. sivOll-dal. OW003)
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ABSTRACT

The former result calculated with the coupled KIK03D/ATHLET code system for the sixth
dynamic benchmark problem is presented and compared with a new one. The only difference
between the two calculations is the slightly different nodalisation in the core vessel.

Though it is a physically plausible fact that the lack of mixing in the upper plenum causes a
considerable change in the results a rough nodalisation above the core is widely used as it
makes the calculation easier. 'Me effect of this simplification is investigated.

I INTRODUCTION

The 3D dynamic code KIK03D) coupled to the well-known thermo-hydraulic system code
(ATHLET) had been developed to analyse the characteristics of VVER-440. This new
software is used in safety analysis to perform more realistic analysis of accident conditions
with a strong coupling between neutronic and fluid-dynamic in the primary circuit. One way
to verify the performance of these computer codes is to develop plant transient benchmarks
for which coupled system code can be utilized.
A series of hexagonal three-dimensional dynamic benchmark problems have been defined
during the last decade in the international VVER cooperation forum Atomic Energy Research
(see I]-[3]). The 6h bnchmark concerns a double ended break of one main steam line
(asymmetrical MSLB) in a VVER plant 4]. The core is at the end of the first cycle in full
power conditions. The asymmetric leak causes different depressurisation of all steam
generators. Asymmetric operation of the feed water system and the consideration of the
incomplete coolant mixing in the reactor vessel increase the complexity of the problem.
During the transient scram was initiated with the conservative assumption that two of the
most reactive control assemblies in the highest overcooling sector are stuck at their upper
position. Several actions of safety-related system are taken into consideration in this
benchmark.
The solution of the problem obtained by code package KIK03D/ATHLET was presented [5].
Comparing two calculations, which differ only in the nodalization of the upper plenum, shows
the advantages of using suitably detailed description of the loops.
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2 METHOD OF ANALYSIS

2.i Code description

Recently AEKI as developed a code system for the aalysis of the whole VVER plant
behaviour under accident conditions. It is based on the thermo-hydratilic system code
ATHLET developed by th GS and the 3D reactor kinetic code KKO3D.
The ATHLET 1.2A code 61 offers the possibility of choosing between different models of
thermo-hydraulics. The two-phase flow is described either by a 5-equation odel or a full 6-
equation model for mass, energy and momentum of both phases including models for non-
condensable. The code structure is highly modular and allows an asy implementation of
different physical mdels, such as thermio-fluid dynamics, neutron kinetics, General Control
Simulation Module and numerical integration method. ATHLET provides a mdular network
approach for the representation of the thermal-hydraulic system.
The simulation of the 3D core behaviour is performed by the KK03D code 7] developed by
KFKI AEKI. It solves the two group diffusion equations in homogenized fuel assembly
geometry with a special advanced method, where generalized response matrices of the tirne
dependent problem are introduced. The unknowns are the scalar flux integrals on e
boundaries. The time dependent nodal equations are solved by using the Improved Quasi
Static factorisation method. Its thermo-hydraulic model calculates each fuel assembly as
separate axial hydraulic channel by using three conservation equations. The heat transfer
calculation with several radial meshes is done for an average fuel rod in each node. A our-
group decay heat model is built into the code.
The coupling approach for the neutronics model implemented in ATHLET has been
employed [8). It is based on a general interface, which separates data structures rom
neurotics and thermo-fluid dynamics code and performs the data exchange in both
directions. In case of internal coupling the fluid-dynamic equations for the primary circuit and
the flow channels in the reactor core region are completely modelled and numerically solved
by ATHLET methods. The time integration in the neutronic code KK03D is performed
separately. The time step size and the accuracy control are preferably done by the ATHLET
code. The coupling allows a flexible mapping defined by the ATHLET nput between fuel

assemblies of the core loading and the thermo-hydraulic channels. The axial meshes for the
two codes can be defined independently. To make the system code more flexible, another
approach of coupling (the so called parallel coupling) was developed. n this case the inlet
temperature, flow rate and outlet pressure of the assemblies are given by ATHLET and the
feedbacks are calculated by the thermo-hydraulic code of KIK03D, too. Even though both of
the codes calculate the thermal distributions the core dynamics is based on the KK03D
results.
'17he coupled codq has been validated against plant transients in the frame of different EU
projects [9],[ 1 0]).

2.2 3D Neutronic Core Model

The initial reactor state corresponds to the full power EOC conditions of the sandard first
core loading of a VVER-440 reactor 4]. The 3D bum up distribution was developed by the
KARATE-440 code. Our own best estimate nuclear library was used however the r-
criticality temperature was fixed at 210 'C, which was reached by uning the efficiency of
scram rods. The best estimate isothermal temperature coefficient was 29.8 pcnL/K and the
efficiency of scram rods was 3571 pcm 5397 pcm before cuning). Due to the ver�
as;3nTimetrJc control assembly perturbation postulated in the problem description, the full core
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(349 assemblies) was calculated. Te total lngth of the active core was divided nto 10 axi
layers. The first groups control bank are fully withdrawn and the 6 h one at positio f
175 cm from the bottom of the core. The critical boron concentration is 0.0 g/kg. DuHng if
transient calculation the reactor scram was initiated with the conservative assumption that m
of the most effective control assemblies in the sector going to be ovcrcooled are stuck at the
upper positions (Assembly No 125 and 240, see Fig I and Table 1). The control assemb
belonging to the ontrol bank No.3 and No.4 caused the highest perturbation, according to tl
stationary calculations. The scram is actuated by ower level signal "I IO of P� " with

0.5 see time delay.
In the alculation the internal coupling option was used and the fuel assemblies were groupc
into 20 ATHLET super channels (see Figure I and Table 1).

NameofTF0 Marker of Number of assemblies Number of hated
assemblies rods

I V-AV 1 --6 0 52 6552

2 V-FOLLOW6 0 6.1667 777

3 V-AVI-5 C 5 2 6552

4 V-FOLLOW5 0 6.1666 777

5 V-AVI-4 0 5 2 6552

6 V-FOLLOW4 0 6.1666 777

7 V-AVI-3 44 5544

8 V-FOLLOW3 0 6.1666 777

9 V-AVI-3 8 1008

1 0 V-FOLLOW2 0 4.1666 525

1 1 V-AV 1 2 2 stuck rods 252

1 2 V-AV7-2 I 0 1260

13 V-AV6-2 6 756

14 V-AV5-2 I 1386

1 5 V-AV4-2 0 1 2 52

16 V-AV3-2 0 9 1134

17 V-AV2-2 Q 4 504

1 8 V-AVI-1 8 1 008

1 9 V-AV2-I 0 44 5544

20 V-FOLLOW2 0 6.1666 777

Table I Core pattern with the 20 ATHLET super channels
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5

4

Figure I Nodalisation of the Core into ATHLET Super Channels

2.3 Thermohydraulic Plant Model

Because of the important differences between the western type PWR and the VVER-
440/213, special attention was made to develop and test the suitable input deck. In te first
application a smplified two loop model was used for the simulation of NPP 9].
Due to the fact that the six primary circuits are partly separated from each other a 6 loop input
model with six separate vessel segments was developed for the ATHLET code (see Fig. 23).
The input model is able to handle emergency core cooling (ECC) systems, control and
protection systems in accordance with the six loops and in addition the reactor vessel is
divided into six segments. The more detailed description is expected to reflect the
asymmetrical behaviour of the loops during the transient and to take into account safety
system (HPIS, LPIS and HAs) distributed loop by loop. Coolant mixing in the do'Amcomer is
modelled, Junctions (single junction pipe, see 7 are introduced among the node of the
downcomer and lower plenum to fit the cross fow, which are prescribed from former CFX
calculations. The assemblies of the segments of the core can be bounded into super charmers
specified in he input.
The bundle of the horizontal Steam Generator is divided into three parts 50/30/20 %) in the
primary side and five in secondary side. Three of the nodes contain the U tubes.
The primary and secondary circuits of the VVER type NPP are modelled by 12 fluid-dynamic
systems. 20 super channels were used in the core, in case of internal coupling calculation.
A usual simplification in the nodalization, that the top of the upper plenum is considered as
one segment (thermofluid object). It means (hat the coolant mixing is perfect at the outlet of
[he reactor vessel and one fluid dynamic system is enough to model the primary system.
The necessity of the detailed thermohydraulic nodalization is going to be shown by
comparing two solutions of the benchmark. In the first case the detailed nodalization was used
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(Case A), while in the second case the nodes of the upper segments of (lie upper plenum wre
unified (Case B).

3 RESULTS

Two calculations were per-formed. First the newly developed 6 detached loop model was used
(Case A). The calculation was repeated by using a modified ATHLET input model, where the
uppermost regions of the upper plenum of the six loops were unified (Case B). The core
model and reactor physics parameters wre the same in both case, FP steady state condition
wa.s set up before the transient. The perturbation due to prescribed events was strong enough,
so here is no significant difference at the first part of the transient. Later on as the effects of
the asymmetric cooling become more important the influence of the common upper plenum
node is characteristic.
Tle sequence of events and h core parameters in the characteristic time points are
summarized in Table 2 The time dependent behaviour of some main parameters calculated by
the different input sets are shown in Fig. 417.

3.1 Course of the transient

The double ended break in he second steam line causes depressurization of the second steam
generator (SG2) and decrease of pressure in all other steam generators. First mainly liquid,
then only steam of the SG2 flows through the break, the secondary pressure decreases and it
le-ads to the decrease of the pmary pressure and coolant temperature. Due to positive
reactivity insertion scram is initiated and the turbines are turned off. The main steam header
pressure drops below its set point 3.0 MPa) and the steam isolation valves are closed.
Consequently, mainly the damaged steam generator performs the primary side cooling during
the further part of the transient and an asynu-netric inlet temperature distribution is developed.
Due to the stuck control assemblies and the coolest irdet temperature the recriticality can be
observed in the damaged sector of the core and a second power maximum appears. The
initiation of the HPIS and consequently the injection of the highly brated water into the core
stops the power generation.

3.2 The effect of the modified nodalization

The common segment of the upper plenum causes a full mixing in the coolant at the outlet of
the vessel. It does not make large differences in the main characteristics of the two
calculations, but some key figures of the transient changed remarkable, such as the power of
the most loaded assembly and the time dependence of reactivity. The transient is slower and it
is stopped before the boration due to HPIS, in Case B. Afler the scram, when the asymmetric

core cooling forced by the broken secondary side causes some ractivity insertion the effect of
the nodalization appears after 50.0 s.

Because of the full mixing in the upper plenum (Case B), the hot leg temperature of the
damaged loop is higher (Fig. 4 The hot coolant could transfer more heat to the secondary
side through the SG (Fig. 5), while the pressure almost the same in the two calculations (Fig.
16) and it has the following results:
• the heat reduction is not enough to cool down the damaged loop (Fig. 67 and Fig. 89)

and keep it in close to the recriticality condition (Fig. 10),
• the second power maximum is much smaller in the second calculation (Fig. 11-13 and

Table 2 however the cooling down in the primary circuit is higher in the second case, as
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it can be read froin the preSSUrizer collapsed level and the ressure of tile upper penum

(Fig. 41 5),
• tile damaged SG becam epty in Case and it could not dlivery heat from the primary

system (Fig. 6 and Fig. 5). It is the reason that the temperature of the damaged loop
increases in Case (see Fig. 9,

• even the average cooling of the six loops is higher in h second case (see Fig. 45 and
Fig. 6-7) the core could not keep close to the recriticality, due to the higher inlet
temperature at the damaged loop. The second power maximum is smaller. in Case B.

Event Case A Case B

Begin of break opening 0.00 S 0.00 s
Total core power 1374.40 MW 1374.40 MW
Total fission power 1278.50 MW 1278.50 MW

Break is fully open 0.10 S 0.10 s
Start of I" make up pump 5.79 S 5.75 s

PRZ-Heater group I on 7.79 S 7.74 s

PRZ-Healer group 2 on 13.99 S 13.95 s

Scram value reached 13.90 S 13.90 s
Total core power 1503.50 MW 1503.50 MW
Total fission power 1405.80 MW 1405.80 MW

Reactor Trip 14.40 S 14.40 S

PRZ-Heater group 3 on 17.38 S 17.35 s,

PRZ-Heater group 4 on 22.42 S 22.37 s

Start of 2' make up pump 45.79 s 45.75 s

PRZ-Heater groups off 51.57 s 51.05 s
HPIS signal (from PZ level<2.41 m) 54.25 s 53.66 s
Pressure in MSH < 3.OMPa 64.44 s 60.83 s

Begins of HPIS supply (time delay: 180 s) 234.50 s 233.66 s

Second Power maximum 235.60 s 188.23 s
Total core power 130.30 MW 84.60 MW
The max. assembly power 2.18 MW 1.12 MW

End of calculation 400.00 S 400.00 s

Table 2 Chronology of events

4 CONCLUSIONS

An asymmetric VVER-440 specific MSLB transient defined as the AER6 benchmark was
simulated by the YK03D/ATHLET coupled system code. Meanwhil a very detailed input
deck of ATHLET comprising 6 loop nodalisation was successfully tested. Comparing two
calculations where in the second case the 6 upper plenum nodes of the segments of vessel
were unified proved the necessity of the new input deck.
Though it is physically plausible fact in this transient that the sallest percent of mixing gives
the lowest temperature in the sector with broken loop and maximum secondary power rise the
common upper plenum node is widely used as it makes the calculation easier. The effect of
this simplification is show-n.
The comparison reveals the necessity of the improvement of the modelling of different parts
of (he NPP and he necessity of perfon-ning variation clculations.
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Fig. 2 The primary side of six loop Input model of ATHLET
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Fig. 3 The secondary side of the six loop Input model of ATHLET
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the hot leg inlet coolant temperatures Cas A & B)
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the transferred power to secondary side in the SGs
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Fig. 6 Cold lcg outlet coolant temperature of the six loops (Case A)
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Fig. 13 Comparison of the nuclear power in the most loaded core segment (Case A & B)
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CALCULATION OF CONSISTENT COAST DOWN OF ONE OF FOUR AND ONE
OF THREE WORKING NAIN CRCULATION PUNIP WITH AT11LET/BIPR8 AND

TIGR-I CODES

S.Danilin, S. Nikonov, S. K-yukov

RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Institute of Nuclear Reactors, VVER department
1231 82 Kurchatov sq. 1, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT

The calculation of consistent coast down of one of four and one of three working main
circulation pump experiment with the :*de package ATHLET/BIPR8KN and TIGR-1 is
presented. A report contains the descriptions of the plant model, have been chosen for the
experiment calculation. Models and approximations in use at the problem solution are given.
All available experimental data are compared to the calculated one.

INTRODUCTION

Modern safety standard require a modeling of complex accident process with significant
interaction between thermal hydraulic system behavior and space dependent reactor kinetics.
To perform sch analysis of events, thermal hydraulic system codes have to be coupled ith
three-dimensional core kinetic. Such complicated code system need to be validated against
experimental data.

As a part of validation process, the consistent coast down of one of four and one of three
working main circulation pump experiment have been calculated at RRC Kurchatov Institute
with ATHLET[BrPR8 and TIGR-1 cod,!s.

The experiment is part of the ommissioning tests carried out at Kozloduy NPP, unit 6 in
1991-1992. The main feature of this experiment is asymmetric temperature distribution into
the core after he first MCP having been switched off and presence of the xenon process due
to the time delay before the second MCP turning off. Such complicated process, involving

primary and secondary side equipment into operation, is very interesting from the validation
point of view.

The report presents the calculation of consistent coast down of one of four and one of three
working main circulation pump experiment with ATHLET/BLPR8 and TGR-1 codes. The
brief characteristics of the codes, model and approximations in use, calculation scheme of the
plant are iven.

RRC
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE CODES IN USE

ATHLET/B I R8 is a result of the joint work of RRC KI and GRS bycombinailon of tile two
independent programs at the coupled code package. The three-dimensional two-group node
coarse esh program BIPR8, developed in RRC "Kurcliatov Institute", is intended for
neutron pysical calculations of ER type reactors core. It calculates the neutron physical
characteristics of the core taking into account the change of the re-actor operational parameters
(burn up, position of control rods, level of power. pressure and temperature of the coolant,
boron concentration, poison). The solution of the two-group diffusion equation of the neutron
balance is expanded in line by azimuthal harmonics in suggestion of the 60-degree symmetry
of the material properties distribution by the cross section of the cell Seven expansion
members are taken into account. Two-group spectrum structure is taking into considerations
by excretion of the asymptotical and transient solution component For the solution of such
balance equation system except the traditional cross sctions and diffusion coefficients some
additional cell functions are required. In homogeneous case these functions can be found
analytically thi-ough the cross sections. In heterogeneous case these function must be prepa-red
prior by the fine mesh program. The implicit description of the reflector has been used during
the calculation. In the case of complicated structure of reflector set of boundary conditions
can be applied. The neutron physical libraries obtained by spectral programs KASSETA,
K--kSSETA-TVEG and TVS-M can be used by BIPR8 code.

The thermal-hydraulic system code ATHLET (Analysis of Tlermal-hydrau)ics of LEaks
and Transients) is being developed by the Geselischaft ffir AnIagen- und Reaktorsicherhelt
(GRS) for the analysis of the whole spectrum of leaks and transients in PWRs and BV;Rs /I/.
The code is applicable for western reactor designs as well as for Russian VVER and R.BMK
reactors. The main code features are the advanced thermal-hydraulics, the modular code
architecture, especially the separation between physical models and numerical methods, the
pre- and post-processing tools, and the portability to the prevalent computer platforms.
ATFLLET is composed of several basic modules for the simulation of the different phenomena
involved in the operation of a light water reactor� thermo-fluiddynamics (TFD), heat transfer
a.nd heat conduction (HECU), neutron kinetics (NEUKIN), and control and balance-of-plant
(GCSM), together with the fully iplicit numerical time integration method FEBE. Other
independent modules (e.g. 3-D neutron kinetics or containment modules) can be coupled by
means of a general interface. The TFD module is based on a five-equation system (mixture
momentum equation with drift) as well as on a six-equation two-fluid model, enabling
additionally the simulation of several noncondensable gases, dissoked nitrogen, and of boron
transport. The reactoi oolant system is modeled just by connecting basic fluiddynamic
elements, called thermo-fluid objects, allowing for cross flov between parallel channels.

The code package TIGR I is intended for combined neutron physical and thermal hydraulic
calculation of the non- stationary regimes of the VVER type reactors. The field of application
ofTIGR-I is:

0 Normal operation regimes-,

D Breach of the normal operation regimes-,

171 Accidents of the reactivity and heat removal types'Calculailon of the heat technical
state ofthe core,

The code package consists of

RRCK=ci.to, RRC "KURCHATOV INSTITUTE", INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR
L� 5 ta t� to REACTORS, VVER DEPARTMENT
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0 Program RASNAR-2 thermal hydraulic calculation of the plant; calculation of the
heat technical reliability with sell model of the asseniblies� calculation of the neutron
kinetic with point kinetic model);

Q 3D neutron kinetic calculation program BIPR8KN13D neutron kinetic calculation
program BIPR7KN�

0 Program KREB (thermal hydraulic calculation of the secondary side of the plant at
normal operation modes);

0 Program of control system modeling - ASUI

0 Unit ELPOW (calculation of the electro-energy system and electro nets);

The follow equipment can be modeled by TlGR I code package:Reactor (primary side);

0 Turbine (secondary side);

El Electrical energy system;

0 Control system (on primary and econdary side),

COURSE OF THE EXPERIMENT

At the first stage of the experiment the main circulation pump number 3 was switched off. An
automatic power regulator was disconnected. A limitation power regulator was turried on and
unloading unit up to 671/6 from nominal power. Then the automatic power regulator was
connected and kept the power level in automatic mode (regime of the keeping the neutron
power level). All plant regulators were worked in automatic mode.

There was a time delay at approximately 5400 seconds at the second stage of the experiment.

At the third stage of the experiment the main circulation pump number I was switched off.
An automatic power regulator was disconnected. A limitation power regulator wa-s turned on
and unloading unit up to 501/6 firom nominal power. Then the automatic power regulator was
connected and kept the power level in automatic mode (regime of the keeping the neutron
power level). All plant regulators were worked in automatic mode.

CALCULATION SCHEME OF THE PLANT

In the ATHLET[BtPR8KN calculation the main features of the modeling were�

0 ATHLET input deck for VVER1000, 360-degree symmetry, dopted to the specific
transient-,

0 The reactor colant system is represented in the calculation by four circulation loops.
In each loop three macro sections are picked out: hot leg, steam generator tubes, cold
leg with MCP, each macro section is divided into calculated volumes. The places of
loops connection are: the upper coolant-mixing chamber above the core ad the upper
part of the coolant down comer at the reactor inlet The reactor pressure vessel is
divided into eight parallel sectors with inter connections between sectors. The mixing
occurs with the equal volumet6c exchange between the neighboring sectors. All
necessary system of the primary side were modeled and worked in normal operation
mode.

0 Over the secondary side in the calculation feed water pumps, heated volume of the
steam enerator with the level, main steam header, stearn bleeding to the urbine is
described. The scheme of the steam generator allows imitating the internal coolant

RRC
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Cil'CUlation, ad separation pocess wo levels measure system of the team generator
is realized in tis schem Te operation of Elie seam generator level control syste Is
based o the reading of this level. The s econd oe is a high range level. It has the base
by te all height of the steam generator. Feed water is described as a separate supply
into each steam generator.

• In the neutron-and-physical calculation one calculated node for each FA was used in
the radially-azimutlial direction and in the axial direction ach FA was divided into 
calculated nodes. Reflectors are included into the field of neutron-and-physical
calculation. Neutron-physical libraries were prepared by ode KASSETA-TVEG, the
reflector properties were calculated by code PERMAK In thermo hydraulic
calculation the core was considered as a system of parallel channels (one channel for
each FA) with the same axial nodalization as in neutron-and physical calculation. The
channel, through which the coolant bypassing flow passed, was singled ou(
additionally. Equations of heat onduction in the fuel rod were solved by choosing
five concentric calculated zones over the radius of the fuel pellet and two calculated
zones in the fuel rod cladding taking into account gas gap.

• Non stationary Xe and Sm distribution,

The main features of the TIGRA calculation scheme in comparison with
ATHLETIBIPR8KN one are

C3 TIGRI input deck for standard VVER1000, 360-degree symmetry, non-adopted to
the specific transient-,

• Initial thermal hydraulic parameters are applied the same for all loops,

• Incomplete mixing at the reactor inlet and outlet are taken into account-,

0 Modeling of the turbine functioning;

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The calculation of the experiment was performed without any boundary conditions. All
necessary (involved in operation) system of the plant were modeled and worked in normal
operation mode according to the specification ofthe experiment.

MAIN RESULTS

The ain results are divided on two groups. The firsts stage of the experiment was calculated
by both codes. The main results are presented in Appendix A. As could be seen from the
presented figures, both codes are in a good agreement with experimental data. Exception is a
movement of he working group at the operation sage of the automatic power controller. The
main reason of the discrepancies is the calculation of the xenon process without adaptation to
the specific experiment. Some differences can be observed in the pressurizer level and upper
plenum pressure. The reason of it is that the actual operation of the regulators of the
pressurizer was differed from the documented in the experimental report.

The full experiment stage one to three) was calculated only by ATHLET/BIPR8KN code
packaue The results are presented in Appendix B. It is obvious, that the discrepancies
occurred at te first stage passed to the third one. The next reason of differences is that the
behavior of (lie reactor between the stage one and three was not documented in the

experimental report. Taking into consideration these two points, the results are in a good
a-reement with experimental data.

RRC
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CONCLUSION

Carried out calculation of consistent coast down of one of four and one of tree working main
circulation punip experiment show that:

0 Both code packages show a god agreement with experimental data;

0 The mixing effect plays an important role in such type of the transients-,

0 An experimental data should be more carefully measured and documented, in
particular at time between two consistent experiments;

RRC
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DYN313 CALCULATIONS FOR THE V-1000 TEST FACILITY AND COMPARISONS
WITH THE MEASUREMENTS

U. Grundmann and S. Mittag
Research Center Rossendorf

ABSTRACT

In The framework of the EU project VALCO, measurements at te V-1000 test facility of te
Russian Research Centre 'Kurtschatov Institute" are used for the validation of tree-
dimensional neuronic calculations. Experimental results of steady states and kinetic experi-
ments arc available for comparisons with calculations. Respective DYN313 calculations have
been pformed by using the cross section lbraries generated with the codes HELIOS,
CASMO and WIMS.
Results obtained by the DYN3D ode are compared with steady-state measurements for two
different configurations of the V1000 facility. Pin-power distributions measured within one
fuel assembly are ompared to the results of the pin power reconstruction implemented in
DYN3D.
Two kinetic experiments performed in the V1000 facility were calculated with DYN3D.
Comparisons of the calculated results with the measurements at the in-core detector positions
are given. The calculated fast flux of the nodes, situated near to the ionisation chambers of the
two reactimeters, is compared with the detector signal. The reactivitics obtained from the
core-averaged flux by inverse point kinetics and the reactivity curves, provided by the rac-
timcters, arc presented and discussed-

1. INTRODUCTION

Experiments were performed for the core of the VVER-1000 reactor at the full-scale zro
power critical facilitlity V1000 of the Russian Research Centre "Kurtschatov Institute" [1].
The purpose of the experiments was to simulate neutron transients in the core of VVER-1000.
The experiments can be used for the validation of three-dimensional neutron kinetic codes.
Measurements of two steady states and two tansients were provided for te cde validation in
the frame of te EU project VALCO 2]. The results obtained with te DYN3D code 3 41
are compared with te measurements. Different libraries of two group constants[5] generated
wit te cell codes HELIOS[6 7, CASMO[8,9) and WTMS I 0) were used. The comparisons
of te radial power distribution and the power in the fuel assembly 85 for te two steady-
states with a control rods out of core and with inserted group 0 are presented in the next
section.
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A single control rod of group 9 is oved in te core and rverse in he experiment 1. The re-
sults of the calculations with he three libraries are compared with h incorc dtectors signals
and te signals of two ionization chambcrs in sction 3 The reactivity given by inverse point
kinetics from he ionization charnbers signals and from the core averaged flux of the calcula-
tion are presented. The reactivitics obtained during he insertion of the rod arc compared with
the rod worth derived from stationary calculations. Similar comparisons were presented in
section 4 for the experiment 2 which was a cram with a delayed motion of one stuck cluster.

2. STEADY-STATE CALCULATIONS

2.1 Dscription of the V I 000 Facility

The zero power critical facility V-1000 (ZPCF V-1000) was build for the investigation of
tieutroo-physical parameters of the VVER-1000 ore. The core is equipped with 163 fuel
assemblies of the VVER-1000 and with the 61 standard clusters of absorber rods. A rlector
of stainless steel is located around the core to simulate the reflector of the, reactors installed in
nuclear power stations. A distance between te reflector and the ractor nk simulates te
VVER-1000 downcomer. ne rflector has several vertical tubes. Most of tem were filled
with stainless steel rods. The iner gaps around the insertions are filled in with moderator.
lonizafio cambers for neutron flux masurements are also inserted into tubes. 'no gap be-
tween h fuel assemblies and the eflector is filled with water. The gap width is angirig
around the core. It was measured and the local properties of the reflector were taken into ac-
count i the calculations of neutronic properties of the reflector 7, 1). The experiments were
carried out on a full-s"le core representing the first fuel oading of a three-year fuel cycle of a
VVER-1000. Ile criticafity of the ore was achieved by the water level in the core.

The power distribution was measured by the iadiation of experimental short fuel rods - de-
tectors in the central tubes of the fuel assemblies (FA). The middle parts of the short fuel rod-
detector were at te elevation 1200 nun from he lower end of fuel and btween spacing grids.
The enrichment of the rod - detectors was equal to the enrichment of fuel rods around the
assembly cntral ubo. The power distribution masurements for the core were performed for
all fuel assemblies. 'no powers of single fuel piss of ibe assembly 85 were measured by dis-
mantling the assembly and detecting the irradiation of the fuel pins. 'Me steady-states avail-
able for comparisons with calculations are the following:

State without controi rods
State with fully inserted control rods (CR) of group 10

2.2 Calculations for the Steady State without Control Rods

The whole core calculations were performed by DYN3D using different libraries of two
group diffusion parameters generated i cell calculations which were performed with the
codes HELIOS[6 7, CASM0[8 9 and WIMS[101. The fuel assembly discontinuity factors
used for the reduction of the homogeoisation error and the pin power distributions are i-
cluded in (be libraries. In all DYN3D calculations he albedo boundary conditions generated
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by HELIOS-MARIKO were applied 7]. Differcrit albedos based on the 0111crent reimutu,
conditions around the core were provided.

The cfitical water evel was at 266. c froin the fuel bottom. Mcrc was a boron conccntra-
tion of 868 H3BOA H0 and a mperature of 15.2 'C. Thc assembly lattice pitch is
23.6 cm. Considering the DYN3D calculations the reflector was described by abcdos which
were calculated by MARIKO on the basis of HELIOS cross sections[7]. 'Me albe-dos were
calculated by modeling te real gaps between fuel assemblies and the rflector which were
measured in the year 2DO2.Tbe measured power distribution was obtained from the sort fuel
rods located in te central tubes of the assemblies. The calculations were performed with
14 axial layers (I 5.0, R20.0, 10.0, 6x2O.O, 21.8 cm from bottom of core). T wo results of cal-
culations performed with the two diffusion parameters of HELIOS are used for C-E compari-
son: the node averaged powers of the assemblies and the central-pin powers in the short fuel
rods obtained from te nodal flux rconstruction in the asemblies and the pin powers of the
cell calculation. be calculated cigenvaluc of the configuration is kr= 101040. The calcu-
lated distributions were normalized to the measured distribution. Fig. I shows the measured
results and te relative deviations of he two calculated rsults in

I rA -1*1
..'.1 W-,

�j D-i�

.5 3.1

7A

.0I 01".

47 0.159 93 627
-103 01. -4.9

14 1

4.9 03 L4

.3.9 I 0 .1.1

Fig. 1: Comparison of DYN3D rsults of node averaged powers and central pin powers with
measured values for te state with all CR out of core for the measured gap width,
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Th rsults of he central pin powers show an improvcnicni against t nde averaged alues
The aximu dviation is reduced from 9.3 to - 30 %. The experimental values ShoN a
flux till from the lower left sctor to the upper right sctor. ']'here is a flux tilt despite the
symmetrical loading. It is caused by the rcal rflector conditions wich arc described by non-
symmetrical albedos around the core. The deviations btween calculation and measurement
are systematic in the sectors of core (see Fig. I . herefore an adjustment of the gap widths,
which vary between and 75 mm, is made in Lhe frarne of the measurement error [ I � Fig. 2
shows the change of the gaps in hree 60 degree sctors and he DYN3D rsults with he ad-
justed albedo coefficients. The dviations between alculation and masurement are improved
by about 25 %. The adjusted boundary conditions wre Lsed for all calculations presented in
the following. They are also used in the DYN31) calculations with diffusion constants gcncr-
atcd by CASMO or WIMS calculations.

I FA -0-
0192 M-
7.6 D.-fic. ('A).f -�-,�4 -,
0.9 D-i.6- ('A)

90
.0

1.103 1.3513 1: I
-7

0310 .523 31
5. 1

5.6

4.7 5497 3

39 0.19)
.9 .3.4 3

145 0.164 139
3..3

.2- 3-5

6.343 0.12X 0.
4J 4S

)23 0.7
0332

6.

1-000 0
1.7 -6.7

0.404 I 
-3.9 10.9 9.1 B., 0

Ok

Fig. 2 Comparison of DYN3D results of nde averaged powers and central pin powers ith
measured values for the sate with all CR out o1core and for the adjusted gap width.
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Fig. 3 shows the deviations of the DYN3D results froin the mea-surcment obtained with the
three libraries or HELIOS, CASMO and WIMS. The results obtained with the libraries arc
close together. The best agreement is obtained with the HELIOS data. It should be noted,
however, that the albedo coefficients arc also drived from HELIOS data.

I FA -6.
0_4 D-W- (%j.(D-NKMM &dF61 AMM

4.9 D-Wa.(-A).MYWD�C� L.9- .60P41
1.9 Dr14.;.(%).(DYN3D-W1SJS, k-T-1113U

A2 16
23

.0.9 4
1.

AI .1
43 -31 .3 I

I I
6j 0.3

:5

L

-1. -13 43

2�

:Si I 3 3.0

13
43

Fig. 3 Deviations of central pin powers obtained by DYN3D with libraries of different
group constants from The measured values for the state with all CR out of core.
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Table I shows the re-suits ofeigenvalues, the aximum deviations and the mr-an square dCVia-
non RMS defined by

RMS=100% -
�i P

measurement
dev.

.4

n Q 4.

Fig.4i MeasuredpinpowersofFA85andthedeviationofre-su]LsobtainedbyDYN3DwiLb
HELIOS group constants for tbe state with all CR out of core.
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Table : Eigcnvaluc k,11. mximum nd average
deviations froin measured values.

k�fr RMS(%) Mx.(%)

HELIOS 1.00980 3.1 10.6

CASMO 1.00841 5.9 -14.0

WIMS 1.01348 4.6 -11.1

The assembly 85 was dismantled to measure the power of sveral fuel pins. Using the nodal
flux reconstruction in DYN3D and the pin powers of the HELIOS alculation he power in
the pins was dtermined and compared with The measured values. Te comparisons of the
normalized pin powers in Fig. 4 sow a maximum dviation of 4.0 %.

2.3 Comparisons ror the Steady State with fully Inserted Control Rods of group 10

The boron concentration of the state with inserted CRs of group 10 was 849 H3BO3A H20 at
the critical water level of 253.5 cm and te temperature of 15.2 IC. The alculations were
performed with te previous albedos of RELIOS-MARIKO calculations. The calculations
were performed similar to paragraph 22 with 14 axial layers 15.0, x2O.O, 10.0, 6x2O.O,
8.5 cm). Fig. shows the measured values together with the deviations of the node averaged
values ad the central pin powers of the DYN3D calculation performed with te HELIOS
library. As expected, the central pin powers give much better agreement for te FAs 41, 44,
79, 85, 120 and 123 with inserted CRs. Fig. 6 sows the deviations obtained for the central
pin powers with the HELIOS, CASMO and WIMS library Te eigenvalues kdr, the average
deviations c ad the maximum deviations are given in Table 2.
Using te HELIOS library the pin powers of the assembly 85 with an inserted cluster of group
were calculated and compared with the measured values in Fig. 7 The power in the center of
the asembly is reduced by te inserted CR. It is described by the flux reconstruction method
of DYN313 with a maximum deviation of 89 %.

Table 2 Eigenvalue kff, maximum and average dviations rom
measured values for the state with inserted rods of group 10.

k.tT RMS('/*) Max.(%)

HELIOS 1.01172 41 12.1

CASMO 1.01132 6.2 -15.6

WIMS 1.01692 5.0 -14.8
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Fig. Measured power distribution and the deviations of node averaged values and the cen-
tral pin powers obtained by DYN31) with HELIOS diffusion constants for the state
with fully serted CRs of group 0
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Fig.6: DeviationsofthecentralpinpowersobtainedbyDYN3DwithHELIOS,CASMOand
WIMS diffusion onstants for te state with fully inserted Cs of group IO.
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Fig. 7 Measured pin powers of FA 85 and the deviation of results obtained by DYN31)
with HELIOS diffusion corista.ats for he state ith fully iserted Cs of group I .
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3. EXPERIMENT I - MOTION OF A SINGEL ROD

Considering the kinetic xperiments the neutron
flux was masured by micro fission chambers
KNT-5 located in the central tubes or fuel assem-
blies at three dirfercrit levels 265 (H), 1750(M)
and 85 (L) cm). Fig. shows the assemblies with KW-91

detectors. The rcactivitics of the two rcactirnetcrs
PIRI and PIR wre dtermined by inverse point
kinetics from the signals of the ionisation cham-
bers KNK-56 Bfore the xperiment 1, there was
a water level of 324 cm, at a boron concentration
of 8.74 g HBO3A H20 and a eperatur of
18.6 'C. Te single cluster of group 9 th FA
126 was oved into the core. Table 3 sows he

positions of te control rod from the lower end of Fig. Core map with the location of
fuel wic wre used in te alculations. The po- detectors and the position of
sitions wer drived from the positions given from the moved CR.
the expefirrent. 18 axial layers (4x2O.O, 10.0,
4x2O.O, 10.0, 4x.20.0, 10.0, 2x2O.O, 14.0 cm) were Table 3 History of CR positions
used in the calculations. The calculations were
performed with te diffusion constants of the time (s) Position (cm)
HELIOS, CASMO and WIMS Te reacfivity in 0.0 324.0
DYN313 is calculated from the core averaged 21.8 324.0
fluxes by inverse point kinetics. Averagedvalues 95.5 0.0
of the dlayed neutrons calculated with the elp of 798.1 0.0
the fluxes and adjoint fluxes of the steady state are 831.0 324 
used in te inverse point kine6cs- Different effec- ';
tive constants of delayed neutrons were obtained 1760.0 2:��.
for h tree libraries (see Tabl 4 The reactor
was overcritical before the experiment with a eactivity of .0395 (or 25 pcm) given froi:
the reactirricters. It was taken into account in the calculation by a prompt jump at the begin
ning of calculation. The next figures 9 - 17 show the compafisons for 7 incore detectors an,
the 2 ionisation chambers. The comparison with the detector in assembly 14 is not sown fa
this experiment, because the signal was wrong. Except for the detector in FA 126 the nod
averaged powers rlative to their initial values were used for the comparisons. For the powe
in FA 126, te flux reconstruction was
applied. The pin powers in the cntral Table 4 Bff and rcactivities
pin are presented in Fig. 15. Using te
HELIOS ibrary the behavior of the [P-pol rod worth
no-de averaged flux is also shown. It fr (Pcm) (Pcm)
can be seen that the averaged value is

too high, bcause the inserted rods lead measurement 6.50E-3 -65.0

to a flux depression in the central pin HELIOS 7.1 E-3 -67.5 -67.4
of the fuel assembly. The averaged fist

fluxes of the assemblies 102 and 1 15 7.1 OE-3 -65.1 -65.3

or 49 rid 65 at axial layers 2 and 3 are IWIMS 7.33E-3 -66.9 -67.2

used for compairison with te sigual of
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the ozation chambers of reactimeters PIR) and PR2 (see Fig. 6 and 7 Fig. 
shows the reactivity of 1111 I and P[R2 and h calculated bhaviour. Table 4 shows the a-
yi,ptotic values or ractivity for the inserted rod rduced by the initial ractivity and the rod
worth obtained by steady state calculations. Considering h comparisons, the results of he
HELIOS, CASMO and WIMS library are cose to the experiment. Nevertheless the best
agreement is obtained with the data of he CASMO library. It lads Lo a reactivity which is the
closest to the experimental value (Table 4.

..... .... ............ .. ....... I........ . ...

1. DO 72L

13YN3. - EUOS
DYK3 -CA,A40
DYN3-D - AUS

0.1 ..........
M 0.10 -

0 Oil D W I
0 Soo 1000 IWO 0 500 1000 15M

T_ (') T- (.)

Fig. 9 Comparison of relative detector Fig. IO: Compafison of rlative detector
rates for detector 71 H. rates for detector 72 L.

I.DO 4 -. 1.00 .........

W.M, M MM

DYN3D. HEUOS DYN3 -HEUGS
DYN30 ASL40 DYN3.D CASMO
DYN3-D WIMS DYN30-MUS

0.10 . .......... ........ ....... ........

M 0.10 .............

0 0 1 . ......... ............... ..................

O.Oi
0 5W 1000 1500 0 SW 1 ODO i5W

T- (�) T- ()

Fig. I : Comparison of relative detector Fig. 2: Comparison of relative detector
rates for detector 85 M. rates for detector 86 M.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of relative detector Fig. 14: Comparison of rlative detector
rates for detector 98 H. rates for detector 99 L.
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Fig. IS: Comparison of relative detector Fig. 16: Comparison of relative detector sig-
rates for detector 126 L. nals of roactimeter dtector PIRI.
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Fig. 17: Comparison of relative detector sig- Fig. I : Comparison of reactivifics of
nals of reactimeter detector PIR2. reactimciers and calculations.

4. EXPERIMENT 2 - SCRAM WITH STUCK ROD

Th iitial state of experiment 2 was at a water
level of 325 cm, a boron concentration of
8.80 g H31303/1 H20 and a temperature of 14.0 C.
The same detectors as in the experiment I wre
used for this transient. All control were dropped
into the core except the rod in FA 126 which was
moved with the velocity of 70 cm/s to te position
182.0 crn. Later, it was fully inserted (see Fig. 19).
Table shows te positions of the control rod in
FA 126 from the lower end of core. I axial lay -
ers (x.20.0, 10.0, 4x2O.O, 10.0, 4x2O.O, 10.0,
2x2O.O, 15.0 cm) were used in the calculations.
The reactor was overcritical before the experiment

with a reactivity of 00178 (or 11.5 pent) given Fig. 9: Core ap with the location of
from t reactimeters. The calculations were also detectors and te positions of
performed with the diffusion constants of the the oved CR.
HELIOS, CASMO and WIMS library. Except he
FA 85 the node averaged powers relative to their
initial values were used for the comparisons. The flux reconstruction and the pin powers in
the central pin were used for comparisons of detector in FA 85. Before the cluster in FA 126
is inserted to the detector position, The neutron flux is lower than the detector snsitivity. Fig.
20 - 29 show the comparison for he detectors with the masurements. Fig. 30 shows te reac-
tivity of the two reactimeters and te calculated behavior. Table 6 shows the asymptotic val-
ues of reactivity during the experiment for the inscried control rod and the rod worth obtained
by steady state calculations. It is difficult to derive a reactivity from the local measurements
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of h two rcactiincters. Considering Table 5: History or position or CR in FA 26
the values obtained by inverse point
kinetics with he alculated rod worth. time (s) Position cm)
larger discrepancies occur. ir we con- 0.0 325.0
sidcr the two states without and with
inserted rods, The flux distribution is 69.8 325.0
much different. Therefore the assump- 100.7 182.0
tion of a point kinetic behavior during 281.9 182.0
the transient and the alculation of the 317.5 0.
dynamic reactivity is not reasonable. 337.0 0.0
The results obtained with the hree
libraries HELIOS, CASMO and
WIMS library show nearly the same behavior. The relative difference of the calculated rcac-
fivities is lower than 3 .

Table 6 Bff and reactivitics

fp-N] rod worth

(%) M

memrement 6.50E-3 ?

HELIOS 7.1 E-3 -4.97 -4.22

ICASMO 7.10E-3 4.77 -4. i 0
WIMS 7.33E-3 -4.78 4. 5

0A 0.1 ------

OYMW -HELIOS

0.01 ----- ------- -------- 4 0.01 ------ -------

0.001 -- ------ ... O.DO1

0.0001 . . . . 0.0001
0 100 2W 3DD 0 100 200 3DD

rI,_W TW N)

Fig. 20: Comparison of relativ dtector rates Fig. 2: Comparison of relative detec-
for detector 71 H. tor rates for detector 72 L.
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Fig. 22: Comparison of relative detector Fig. 23: Comparison of relative detector
rates for detector 85 M. rates for detector 86 M.
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0.0001
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Fig. 24: Comparison of rlative detector Fig. 25: Comparison of rlative detector
rates for detector 98 H. rates for detector 99 L.
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Fig. 26: Comparison of relative detector Fig. 27: Comparison of rlative detector
rates for dtector II 4 M. rates for dtector 126 L.
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Fig. 28: Comparison of relative detector Fig. 29: Comparison of relative detector
signals of reactimeter detector signals of reactimeter detector
PIRI. PIP,2.
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Fig. 30: Comparison of rcactivities of
rcactimciers and calculations.

CONCLUSIONS

Considering the steady-state calculations the cffcct of flux tilt can be described by the real
boundary onditions, based on the exact modelling of reflector, especially the different gaps
between the fuel assemblies and the steel reflector A ather smaR improvement of power dis-
tribution was obtained by adjusted boundary conditions -in te frame of naccuracy of gap

measurement. Te powers of central pins obtained by the nodal flux reconstruction ithin

DYN3D and the pin powers of the cell calculations show better agreement with easurement
Than the node averaged values. Comparisons of rsults obtained with HELIOS, CASMO and
WIMS data are close to the experimental values. Larger deviations of results based on

CASMO and WIMS data can be aused by boundary conditions derived from HELIOS data.
The pin power reconstruction in te assembly 85 with HELIOS data shows good agreement

with asured pin powers. Due to the larger heterogeneities in the case of inserted control

rod the differences are slightly increased-
Considering te experiment I with the moved single rod the best C/E agreement in the incore

and outcore detectors can be seen with DYN31) using the CASMO library. Te appreciable

effect of the flux reconstruction in assembly 126 is shown by using te data ofHELIOS li-
brary. The rod worth of the single rod is close to the asymptotical value of the dynamical
reactivity in the time interval with iserted rod. Considefing the absolute reactivity te best
agreement with the experimental value is obtained with the CASMO library, but the devia-

tioas ofthe results with Helios and WIMS library are within 4 .

Regarding the experiment 2 with scram and one stuck rod te calculated results are close to

the detector signals. There is also an agreement of the calculations with the relative signal of
the ionisation chambers A deviation between the reactivities calculated by inverse point ki-
netics and the rod worth is observed. It can be explained by the large differences between the
initial flux distribution and the distribution of the state with iserted rods. Therefore the be-

haviour of the flux is not point kinetic ad the inverse point kinetics for the calculation of r-
activity is ot applicable. There is no agreement between the two reactimeters, by the same
reason. The HELIOS library leads to the highest value of scram worth, but te difference

between the three libraries is lower than 3.
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COMMENTS TO CHOICE OF REPRESENTATIVE AXIAL POWER
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SAFETY ANALYSES

Ivan Tinka, Nuclear Re-search Institute ftei, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT

An influence of the typical axial power distributions of the VVER 440 fuel cycles on
DNBR values has been tested. The DNBR values have been calculated according to a few
DNBR orrelations chosen. Based on results obtained from these calculations it is possible to
recommend conservative forms of axial distributions for safety analyses. These forms can
conservatively ound power shapes from the beginning to the end of fuel cycles. Further
procedw-e for checking of their ontinuing conservative representation is mentioned as well.

INTRODUCTION

A model of the hot channel is very often sed in licensing analyses and an axial power
distribufion is very important part of this model. The axial distribution for the hot channel
model has to represent the most unfavourable distribution from the point of view of the
considered criterion. The most frequent criterion, where axial power distribution pay
significant role, requires not to exceed some DNBR (departure from nucleate boiling ratio)
limit. The choice and substantiation of the suitable axial distributions for safety analyses are
main aspects of the following investigation. A possible influence of the coolant flow (number
of loops in operation) and the variety of correlations is valuated as well.

SETS OF AXIAL POWER DISTRIBUTIONS AND DNBR VALUES

Figures I through 6 show characteristic sts of axial distributions for the beginning and
the end of fuel cycles. Normalisation of these functions is performed by two ways: to kxNZ
(see Fig. 1 3 5) and to number of axial layers NZ (see Fig. 2 4 6 Thus, in the irst case the
distribufion represents the axial power distribution for assembly with relative power k, in the
second case we have pure" axial shape (profile), not including assembly power. Tis second
form is then mostly used for determination of the hot (or, possibly, average) channel
characteristics.

Some DNBR correlations expected as potential tool for the nearest safety analyses will
be used here: PI-I, PG-I, PG-P (see e.g. [ 1]) and OKB-f, OKB-nf (see e.g. 2]). This selection
represents at the same time different origin (NRI kel or OKB Gidropress) and different style
of correlations (critical heat flux, DNBR directly, etc.). Each of correlations has also its own
correlation limit and from this reason the ratio of DNBRi,/DNrBRjj. is assumed as a
comparative parameter (DNBRi, - calculated minimum, DNBRjj, - correlation limit).
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The following calculation ave been perfor-nied for [tic ther-nial-hydraulic (TH cannel
based on coolant flow corresponding to 6 5 4 3 ain circulating loops in operation and
appropriate power of the TH channel. Values used are as follows:

number of lops core coolant flow [m 3ihi power of TH channel [kW]
6 36270 57,2
5 29940 16
4 25200 41,5
3 18290 30,8

Values of the coolant pressure and core inlet temperature have been used for all cases
the same: 12,26 MPa and 270 'C.

Now it is possible (for the TH channel determined by means of above parameters) to
perform calculations of DNBR,�./DNBRj� for assumed correlations and for arbitrary sets of
axial distributions. At the same time it can be useful to exclude such distributions (assemblies)
not appropriate for potential localisation of the hot channel. Such selection can respect e.g.
requirement that the relative assembly power has to be higher than a given value. In this
illustrative case k=l was used as the given value and corresponding results are shown in
Fig. 7 through 12.

Results in Fig. 7 through I I are for individual correlations, Fig. 12 contains summary
minima for all tested orrelations. It can be seen from Fig. 12 that every of applied correlations
gives minima DNBR r/DNBRir, for the same axial distribution (assembly No.4 in 60'
symmetry). Results in Fig. 7 through I I are obtained for axial distributions presented in
Fig. 6.

Different sets of axial distributions for series of fuel cycles can be processed by this way
and analogous results can b produced. Then, after selection of distributions with (absolute)
minima of DNBR,,i,/DNBRi, only, a spectrum of conservative axial power distributions can
be obtained. Illustrative results for the beginning and the ed of a fw characteristic fuel
cycles can be seen in Fig. 13, 14 (where, because of different numbers of axial layers,
normalisation is done to H,,,=2,44 m). Letters a, b, c, d express the fact that in the set of BOC
or EOC distributions in question the minima of DNBR�jn/DNBRjj, are acl-deved for some of
correlations with different axial distributions.

FINAL SELECTION OF REPRESENATIVE AXIAL POWER DISTFJBUTIONS

Besides sets of distributions, usually available from core mesh calculations of fuel
cycles strategy, there are different specific distributions available, that should be taken into
consideration. In tli�is case, following distributions have been assumed as an example:

- conservative distributions used for different specific safety evaluations (B-OLD for
beginnings, EOLD for ends of fuel cycles),

- conservative distributions applied for the last version of safety analysis report
(B-SAR 1, B-SAR 2 with number of axial layers in parenthesis),

- special distributions describing effects of Hf plates in the connecting part between
absorber and follower of control assemblies (Hf vers. no Ho,

- uniform distribution.
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After selection of (he most conservative axial distributions from those in Fig. 3 4 we
obtain summary spectrum of distributions shown in Fig. 15, 16 and corresponding inima of
DNBR�j,/DNBRj�, demonstrated in Fig. 17, 18 for two tested correlations (PG-1, OKB-n as
the most different forms - similar figures are available for all of correlations assumed). In
virtue of such results psented by Fig. 17, 18, it is possible to choice or to construct axial
power distributions providing the least favourable values of DNBR and thus being sufficiently
representative for determination of the hot channel parameters.

Axial distributions obtained by this way are shown in Fig. 19, 20 (including equivalent
versions for 25 or 10 axial layers) together with ,the most probable" distributions,
representing core as the whole. Then it is possible for this final distributions to calculate
DNBR i,/DNBRu, minima for any individual correlation as demonstrated by Fig. 21 22
(PG-1, OKB-nf correlations). The-se results can serve as basic substantiation for selection of
the representative axial power distributions.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated by esults obtained that even for significantly different DNBR
correlations applied here it is possible to gain axial ower distributions giving nearly the same
level of conservative results for all of them. The core flow has xhibited negligible influence
on conservatism of axial profiles. It follows from this, that axial distributions obtained by
described way can by successfully applied for wide xtent of coolant flow values.

Axial power distributions chosen for safety analyses are currently included into list of
checked key safety parameters. This checking procedure is performed at Dukovany NPP in the
frame of physical parameters, calculated and verified for every new fuel cycle. le aim of
checking procedure is verification of safety analyses validity in the current version of safety
analysis report. In this case it means the checking of DNBRnjn/DNTBRjj, for axial distributions
obtained for typical states of current fuel cle in comparison with DNBRi,/DNTBRi,
minima, obtained for axial distributions used in safety analysis report.
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ABSTRACT

The collection of measured data from transients in VVER type NPPs has been used for the
validation of coupled termal hydraulics neutron Idnetics codes in the pevious PHARE project
SRRI/95 and continuing now in the Work Package I of the VALCO project with new types of
tramients and new data. Firstly, a ollection of five ransients was made, then two twisients;
'Drop of control rod at nominal power at Bohunioe-3' for VVER-440 reactors and 'Coast-down
of I from 3 working MCPs at KozIDduy-6' for VVER-IDDO reactors, were used in code
validation. Eight istitutes participated with ten calculations for the code validation with five
different combinations of coupled codes. Used thermal hydraulic codes were ATHLET,
SMABRE and RELAP5 and the neutron kinetic codes DYN3D, HEXTRAN, KK03D and
BIPR8.

The amount of collected data in WPI was excessive. Simultaneous calculation of the selected
transients brought up additional specification needs for data, which improved its quality. Further,
the ability to interpret plant data has increased among the participants. The general behaviour of
both transients was quite well calculated with all the codes and as a result more information in
some special phenomena was received. The differences between the alculations pave the way
for future needs of more accurate fuel models in the coupled codes.
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I INTRODUCTION

The collection of measured data from NPP transients is of key importance for the validation of
coupled thermal hydraulics neutron kinetics codes. The first efforts in code validation
concerning VVER reactors have already been going on for a number of years among the
VVER users and analyzers. In the previous PHARE project SRRI/95 a first systematic effort
was taken to search validation cases among occurred VVER plant transients and tests /refs. I-
2/. In the VALCO project this task is extended to new types of transients and new data.

In the beginning Work Package I of the VALCO project, a collection of five transients was
made, three concerning VVER-440 plants and two of VVER I 000 type. Based on the present
VALCO collection and the previous SRR1195 data, not yet calculated, one VVER-440 case
and one VVER-1000 case were chosen to be analysed using different codes in the project.
They were 'Drop of control rod at nominal power at Bohunice-3' for VVER-440 reactors and
'Coast-down of I from 3 working MCPs at Koztoduy-6' for VVER-1000 reactors. 'De first is
an unexpected event and more concentrated on neutronics ad the latter one part of start up
tests and more concentrated on thermal hydraulics. Table I summarises all the collected
transients in VALCO and in the previous PHARE project SRR 195.

Table 1. Transients for data collection in VALCO and SRRI/95 projects

P year
Planttypc /SEC* 1. TRANSIENTS REPORTED IN SRRI/95:
VVER-440 3 Drop of one turbine to house load level experiment at the Loviisa-l 1997

1 Shutdown of 3 from 6 working main coolant pumps at the Dukova- 1986
ny-2

VVER- 4 Tum-off of one from two working SG feed water pumps at the Bala-
1000 kovo-4

3 Decrease of the turbo-gcnerator power from 1000 MW down to the 1996
house load level at the Zaporoshye NPP

I Switch-off of two neigbbouring main coolant pumps at the Kozlo- 1992
duy-6

2. TRANSIENTS REPORTED IN VALCO:
VVER-440 2 Drop of control rod No. 287 at I 0 N at the Bohunice-3 1999

I Outage of three main coolant pumps at N--95,4% N. at the 200-0
Mochovce-I

I Shutdown of 2 from 6 working MCPs at I 0 % at the Dukovany-2 1997
followed by reactor trip

VVER- I Main coolant pump 3 switch-off (I of 4 at I 0 % N_ followed 1992
1000 with M P I switch-off (I of 3 at 65 N_. at the Kozloduy-6

Several single control rod sertions / withdrawals at the Rivne-3 2DOI
I= main coolant pump trips, 2 = control rod movements
3= turbine trips, 4 = feed water pump trips

In VALCO eight institutes participated for the code validation with five different coupled
codes. Six teams applied ATHLET as thermal-hydraulic code and five teams DYN3 as
neutronics code. The combination of ATHLET and DYN3D was applied by four eams. The
participants, codes and calculated transients are summarized in Table 2.
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In the following chapters the Bohunice and te Koz1oduy transients are shortly dscribed. Th(
comparison of calculations and the conclusions are made. The code validation against
measurements and not just between the codes, differs from benclimarking, because cacl
participant also has to interpret the real measurements. In order to avoid excessive
discrepancies, some recommendations for data interpretation were still needed.

Tabl 2 Participants, used coupled codes and calculated cases in VALCO code
validation.

Coupicd code: VVER-440 VVER-1000
Organisatiow country. Bohunice Kozioduy

FZR Germany ATHLET-DYN3D, refs 451 +

VTT Finland HEXTRAN-SMABRE, 6, 7/ + +

KFKI Hungary AIRLET-KIK03D, /8/ +

NRI Czech Republic ATHLET-DYN3D +

DIRNE Bulgaria ATHLET-DYN3D +

VUJE Slovakia RELAP5-DYN3D, 9/ +

SSTC NRS Ukraine ATHLET-DYN3D +

rd Russia ATHLET-BIPR8,/10/ + +

A further limitation to the validation task emerges from the restricted resources of the project:
each participant applied a ready made model in the simulations. This implied certain
shortcomings in the modelling of some specific features of the transients. Some of these issues
arc discussed in the paper.

2 BOHUNICE TRANSIENT

2.1 Tsient description

In the Bohunice unit 3 control rod No. 287 from goup 2 dropped during normal full power
operation 61.1999. The level of power was reduced to 89% Nn. 'Me control rod reached
lower-end position. Protection system HOA was activated (rod withdrawal blocked). Operator
reduced the unit power to 85% N,,,,n and all parameters were stabilised. Most information of
the reactor core and thermal-hydrautic data within the transient are available. Some
parameters are calculated from obtained data. he recording also includes restoration of the
full power state. 'Me =icnt was continued by power increase to nominal state after half an
hour when rod withdrawal blocking was removed. For the code validation in VALCO only
1000 seconds after rd drop was used as reference measured data.

According to the external ionization chamber recordings the power distribution was
remarkably skewed. This also reflected to marked variation of the hot leg temperatures and
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fuel assembly outlet temperatures Te observed phenomena enable odel evaluation of
reactivity effects of rod movements and consequent power redistribution calculations. Tile
changes in the hot leg temperatures also enable evaluation of mixing process in te upper
plenum.

2.2 Calculation specification

T'he Bohunice data collection report gave the main ideas how to perform the validation
calculations. However, because interpretation of the measured data may lead to several
directions in this transient, some recommendations were in place.

T'he calculated transient is initiated with control rd 287 drop at time O.O. The position of the
dropped rod is shown in Figure 1. No more than 12 seconds are needed for the rod to reach the
lowest position, when a typical rod drop speed of 20 cm/s is assumed.

7

to

12

13

14

15

19

20

2

23

Dropped control rod no 287 SPND signals from sven cewdon EP detector signal simulation

Control rod group 6 Fuel asscrnbly outlet ternperatuire EP neutron dtectors

Figure I Layout of the fuel assemblies and essential control rods. le figure shows the
approximate thermal hydraulic sectors corresponding to the loops and positions of assemblies
chosen for the comparison between measurements and calculations.
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In line with the data report, the initial position of the regulating group was fixed to 75 cm
from the bottom of the core and that he protection system blocked withdrawal Of the group
after the incident. The data report further shows that te operator gradually owcrc� the power
level from 89 to 85 %. For the calculations the regulating control rod group was
recommended to be inserted in two slopes. In the first step the control rod movement was
assumed to take 25 of the total movement, and in the second one 75 %, correspondingly.
The absolute amount of the needed control rod group ovement was left to be defined by the
analysts.

According to the data report the core bypass flow, totally 912 of the flow to the pressure
vessel, consists of several components. The main part of it, 545 %, is the share of the core
inlet flow that diverts through the assembly lower part holes to the inter assembly space and
returns through the upper holes blow the assembly outlet temperature probe. Because the
core outlet tmperatures are important parameters for comparison of the calculated results to
the measured ones, depending on the used model the participants were recommended to
determine, whether a smaller 3.67 %) bypass is used or the reported one 9.12 %). In the
latter case the mixing before the temperature measurement should be considered.

In the Bohunice twisient the main interest is in the core and pressure vessel phenomena. For
the secondary side modelling it was recommended that the participants should determine by
themselves what kind of boundary conditions to apply. They arc highly dependent on the
extent of the used plant model, that varied considerably between the participants.

2.3 Used codes and type of coupling

The Bobunice =mient was alculated in five institutes with five different code couplings.
The ATHLET code was used as thermal hydraulic code in three combinations. Ile others
were SMABRE and RELAP5 codes. The DYN3D code was the nutron kinetic code in two
combinations and the others were MXTRAN KK03D and BIPR8. In Table 3 the used
codes and the basic models are summarised.

Table 3 Basic modeWng data in Bohunice calculations

VTT VUJE NRJ KFKJ KI
Neutron kinetic code, HEXTRAN DYN31) DYN3D KIK03D BrPR8
Thermal hydraulic codc SMABRE RELAP5 ATHLET ATHLET ATHLET
Type of coupling of codes Parallcl Parallel Extemal Internal Intemal
No of core fluid channels in 6 6 - 25 349
thermal hydraulic code
No of core fluid cannels in 349 349 349 - -
neutron-kinetic code
No of assemblies in neutron 349 349 349 349 349
kinetic code
Total core bypass flow in the 3.64 9.112 3.67 9.12 9.0
active part of the core (%)
Degree of mixing in RPV 30./ 0. 100. /100. 100./100. 25. / 0. 100. /100.
before after core (%)
Number of circulation loops 6 6 2 6 6
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In all te neutron kinetics odels, te whole core description was used with separate 349 fuel
assemblies. n thejoining of a neutron inetics code and a themial hydraulics code, three types
of coupling were used: parallel, extemal and internal. VTT and VUJE applied parallel
coupling, where thermal hydraulics is calculated in both parts, thermal hydraulic codes
SMABRE / RELAP5 and neutron-dynamic codes HEXTRAN / DYN3D. Both have six
parallel fluid channels in the thermal hydraulics code and all the 349 assemblies/channels in
neutron dynamics code. 'Me distribution into six parallel fluid channels in the core is about
the one shown in Figure 1, where a sector corresponds to a circulation loop and the dropped
rod is between two sectors.

NRI used the external coupling, where all the core calculation including thermal hydraulics is
calculated with neutron-dynamic code DYN3D. All the assemblies were modelled ith parallel
fluid channels. KFK1 and KI used the internal coupling, where thermal hydraulics of the core is
calculated only with the thermal hydraulics code (ATHLET). K modelled all 349 assemblies as
parallel fluid channels and KFKI used 25 parallel channels for ATHLET. Basically the KKl
division into channels is according to sectors in Figure 1, but the assemblies with control rods,
assemblies near the outer edge in each sector, near the dropped rod and the assembly with
dropped rod are represented with separate fluid channels. Further, in KFK1 results a special
method has been used to get individual FA outlet temperatures. Some fluid channels describing
the reflectors are included in part of the calculations.

The asymmetric transient also reflects to the loop behaviour, as can be seen in the deviation of
the loop measurements. Therefore the mixing processes in the lower and upper plenum need
consideration, in addition to the requirement of individual loop modelling. In the core there is
practically no mixing due to the shrouds around the assemblies. In the calculations VTT,
VUJE, KFK1 and K modelled all the six circulation loops, whereas NRI used two lops.
Before the core ilet, VT`T and KFK1 used degree of mixing of 30 and 25 %, respectively.
After the core they did not assume mixing at all. VUJE and NRI assumed ideal mixing (100
%) before and after the core, which was a consequence of one-dimensional nodalization of the
corresponding pressure vessel parts.

Four codes, CASM04, HELIOS, KARATE-440 and KASSETA were used for cross section
data preparation from the nuclear data libraiies. 'ne combinations appear in Table 4 where
the main parameters in the initial states are compared, too.

2.4 Results

The transient starts at time 0.0 with the rod drop at position 12-43. 'Me rod drop is recorded
immediately by the out of core ionization chambers (ig-ure 2 near to the dropped rod.
Typically the measurements are stepwise due to reading dependent measuring system and here
only changes of measurements are plotted. In the calculations the detector response kernels are
used in VTT calculations, while in the others' calculations the local fast neutron flux (closest
to the detector) is used for simulation of detector readings. All the calculations in this comer
at first reach and go under the recorded relative power signals 07 and 0745, but then return
on some higher level due to feedback effects. 17he detectors far from the dropped rod record
only the later control action and drop down to the level 091 - 093 (Figure 2.
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Table 4 nitial state data in Bohunice calculations

Mea- VT'T VUJE NRI KFKI KI
sured

Neutron kinetic code HEXTRAN DYN3D DYN31D KIK03D BIPR8
Cross section calculations CASM0_4 HELIOS HELIOS KARATE- KASSETA

440
Neutron power MW) 1375. 1375. 1379. 1381. 1378.
Total mass flow (kgls) 8814. 8943. 8814. 8889. 8962. 8810.
Core inlet mass flow kg/s) 8513. 8011. 8573. 8145. 8260.
Average cold leg tcmp.(Q 270.6 270.4 270.4 270.8 270.0 270.5
Average hot leg temp. C) 300.4 299.9 299.9 300.2 299.1 3DO.]
Doppler coefficient -2.67 -2.64 -2.48 -2.83 -2.54
(pcmfK) 1 (-3.28)
Moderator total temperature -39.1 -53.01 -43.38 41.8 -41.24
coefficient (pcm/K I
Boron concentration glkg) 3.0 3.0 _r3 0 -- f 27 2.96 2.60

* uniform temperamm change

The overall asymmetry of the core at the nd of the calculation is illustrated in Figure 3 with

radial power ratio of the final and the initial state. A more detailed radial power profile change
in a row of assemblies crossing the rod drop position appears in the figure, as calculated with

the various codes. The profiles vary considerably close to the dropped rod ±10 %), and to a
lesser extent elsewhere, which may also be seen in the simulated external detector signals

(Figure 2 The depth of the dent in power correlates with the worth of the control rod in the
simulations (Table 5).
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?a
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Figure 2 Measured out of core ionization chamber signals and simulations in calculations near

the dropped rd and far a way from the dropped rod.
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Figure 3 The calculated radial power profile in the indicated assembly row through the
dropped rod at the end of the calculations and one typical relative radial power profile
(PfinaUPinitial) of the core at the end of calculation.

The variation of the power level in the simulations 90 - 95 %) after the initial drop needs some
consideration because of different contributing feedback effects (Figure 4 'Me power of the
KFYL VUJE and NRI calculations stabilize on a higher level than in the VTT and KI
calculations. he KFKl model has the largest value of the control rod and a moderate fuel initial
temperature, but the coolant inlet temperature decreases more than in the other simulations In
the VUJE and the NRI calculations the fuel initial temperature is relatively high, which releases
more reactivity after the rod drop, and at the same time the inlet temperature in the VJJE
calculation decreases more than in the VTT and K calculations.

'17he control action after the rod drop is made with the control rod group 6 the motions
depicted in Figure and Table S. The final power level of 85 is reached with very different
final positions of control rod group, with total movement ranging from 12.4 cm to 29.5 cm
The main reason for the differences is in the varying intermediate power level after the drop.
Also the differences in fuel temperature behaviour, coolant inlet temperatures and possibly
differences in the worth of the regulating group affect the required control action.

The comparison to actual power can be simulated with the average temperature difference of
the loops (Figure 6 and with mass flows. All the calculated temperature differences are
within 1.5 'C from the masurements. The calculated total mass flows are within 200 kg/s
from the easurements but the core mass flows deviate much more from each other due to
different assumptions of the core bypass (Tables 3 and 4.

Tle effect of using kernel description for the external ionization chambers, compared to the
simpler modelling of using the fast flux of the closest fuel node, may be seen when comparing
Figure 2 and Figure 3 In the V'17 calculation with kernels, the total power after the rod drop
is the smallest 90 %) and the power tilt one of the largest, but the change of the simulated
signal from the closest ionization chamber EP I is in the middle of the other simulations.
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Table Control rd and fuel rod odelling in Bohunice calculations

VT7 VUJE NRI KFKI KI
Total control rod movement (cm) 12.4 21.0 29.5 18.0 16.0
Worth of dropped rod in hot zro power 0.1337 0.1143 0.12646 0.165 0.1312
critical state, T-260 'C, no Xe ('/*)
Critical boron concentration in ot zero 6.19 7.00 6.67 5.93
power, 260 'C, no Xe (glkg)
Fuel average temperature C)
at initial state 527. 680. 616. 593.
at final state 488. 574. 571. 537.
Maximum fuel centerlinc temperatur at
initial state Q 925. 1227 1217. 950. 1129.
at final state CC) 888. 1079. 1189. 858.
Used gas gap mdel, constant FW/m �K). temp. Constant temp. and constant constant
dependencies of temperature or bumup ... and 5600 burnup 3000 3000

- burnup
Control rod position 200 cm

As a rsult of quite stable steam generator pressures in the real transient and in the
calculations, the cold leg tmperatures have changed only a few degrees during the transient
and are within measuring accuracy. he KFKI and VUJE calculations include dropping of
cold leg tcmpcraft= and recovering after rod drop, which may also be seen in the
measurements.
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Figure 4 Calculated neutron power.
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Figure 6 Calculated and measured average temperature difference between hot and cold legs.
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Figure 7 Calculated and measured temperatures in six hot legs.
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The calculated and measured hot leg temperatures in all six loops arc shown in Figure 7 Th
measured hot leg temperatures start deviating from each other just aer rod drop due t
asymmetric situation in the core. In the VTT and KFKI calculations the upper plenum i
modelled without mixing. In these results the hot leg temperatures in the two loops near h
dropped rod decrease 7 'C more than in the loops far from dropped rod. Asymmetric hot lel
temperatures strengthen asymmetric ehaviour of the steam generators and may effect to thi
core ffirough cold legs in this kind of transients.

The signals of the ocal neutron detectors inside the core and the signals of the thermocouple-
are filtered due to the physical properties of the measurement instruments. A filtering mode
was given for the handling of calculations before comparison to the measurements. AccordinE
to the results of SRRI/95 /ref. 2, the time constant of 1 scond was used for the calculated
loop temperatures and 30 seconds for the assembly outlet temperatures. The same time
constants also fit to the Bohunice case.
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Figure 8 Calculated and measured fiiel assembly outlet temperature at position 0843.
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Figure 9 Calculated and measured fuel assembly outlet temperature at position 20-43.
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The tirne histories of core outlet temperature near and far way from dropped rod are shown in
Figure and Figure 9 The measured temperature decrease near to the drop position after the
rod drop is a bit larger than in the simulations. At its maximurri, alongside the dropped rod,
the measured temperature drops about 17 'C. The VT]' and KFKI results are closest to the
measurements. The temperature drop due to control action is, on the contrary, somewhat
higher in the calculations than in the measurements. An obvious explanation is that the power
did not decrease enough in the calculations during the initial rod drop. In the recorded and
calculated temperatures, far away from the dropped rod, only the control action is seen clearly
(Figure 9. The VUJE result differs from the others due to differing initial temperatures.

2.5 SelfPowerNeutronDetectors(SPND)

In the Bobunice reactor core in the 36 fuel assemblies, seven Rhodium emitter self powered
neutron detectors are located at seven elevations. The three dimensional power distribution of
the core may be evaluated using the signals of these detectors. The neutron detector sensitivity
can be assumed to be constant during the transient, so the behaviour of local power density
can be determined based on the current using its relative change during the transient. The time
constant of the detector current must be taken into account, however. Now all the calculations
are well compared to the measurements only when clearly higher than normal filtering,
applying time constansts 178.5 s and 246.9 s, are used, Also a time shift of one minute had to
be used in the comparison.

The general behaviour of the calculated SPND signals with the above mentioned modifir-afions
are quite good in all calculations as shown in Figure 10. However, a notable result is that in spite
of total power decrease, the KFK ad the NRI results before the control action, and in the V`UJE
results also at the end of tx-ansien� indicate local power increase on the opposite side from the
dropped rod. This can be seen in the topmost SPND signals. These signals mainly represent the
lower part of the core. The explanation to the power rise in these simulations is the ractivity
effect when the coolant inlet temperature decreases more than in the VT7 and K calculations. In
the VJE calculation the phenomenon is stronger because of the more bottom peaked fission
power, that also sharpens more during the ti-ansient than in the other calculations.

The SPND signals of eight assemblies, shown in Figure I were compared to measurements.
Near the dropped rod the signals of the same assembly in all elevations drop nearly equally
and the drops are the largest ones, 0.55 in relative units. On the other side of the core the rod
drop is not seen and in some calculations the signals even increase until the control action
starts to decrease the signals, but the total changes are not large. 17he measured and calculated
signals differ between different elevations and also between the calculations. The signals on
the upper levels of tese assemblies drop more due to control group insertion.
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Figure 10 Measured and calculated SPND signals from eight assemblies and seven elevations
in the Bohunicc rod drop case. The signals are all scaled to I in the beginning of the transient.

3 KOZLODUY TRANKENT

3.1 Transient description

Two start-up xperiments with the coast-down of one of four and one of three working main
coolant pumps, respectively, were conducted at the VVER-IOOON-320 type unit 6 of the
Kozloduy NPP September 6h , 1992. In the VALCO project the latter pump trip was chosen to
be the test case for code validation, but because the analysis of the latter transient may need data
from the previous one, both the coast downs were reported.
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In the test sequence MCP No. 3 as first switched off at full power and about 90 minutes later
MCP No. I was switched off at te neutron power level of 65%. Al this moment three pumps
were operating, while the loop mass flow was reversed in one loop. ROM starts to decrease (he
power. The 10th control group moves down from is initial position of 73 to the 5 %
position, decreasing the reactor power from 65 to 51.5 %. Turbine control system starts to
unload the turbine, from 565 MW down to 4 5 MW in 300 s. 'Me primary feed and bleed
system maintains the pressurizer level. Further, the pressurizer spray valve opens twice at
primary system pressure 15.89 MPa.

Amount of data collected was extensive, as concerns plant functions and time dependent plant
data. Some discrepancies were noticed between different measuring systems concerning the
primary flow rates. The time dependent core data was limited, but the initial and final states of
the transients are dcumented.

3.2 Used codes and models

The Kozloduy transient was calculated in five institutes, at VTT, KI, FZK, SSTCN and
RMNE with three different coupled codes. The used odes and the basic mdels are
summarised in Table 6 and the reactor data in Table 7.

All the code coupling types are used. Pracfically this kind of trwisient needs modelling of aH the
circulation loops separately, but symmetry of the core may be used. Also the 'open' core without
shrouds around the assemblies stabiEze distributions in the ore. The whole core modelling has
been used here only i the K1 calculations. Hence, mixing in the pressu:re vessel could have had
meaning only in those calculations, but they also assumed total mx�g.

Table 6 Basic data ia the Kozloduy calculations

VTT KI FZR SSTCN DnWE

Neutron kinetic co-de HEXTRAN BIPR8KN DYN3D DYN3D DYN31D

Tlennal hydraulic code SMABRE ATHLET ATHLET ATHLET ATHLET
Type Of Coupling of codes Parallel Internal External External -External

Used symmetry in core 600 360' 60' 600 60'

No of core fluid cannels in 4 163 -

thernial hydraulic code

No of core fluid channels in 28 - 28 28 29

neutron kinetic code

No of assemblies in neutron 163 163 163 163 163
kinetic code

Total core bypass flow of 3.0 4.04 3.0 3.0 3.0

active part of core (%) ---- I

No of circulation loops 4 4 1 4 4 14

Table 7 Reactor data in the Kozloduy calculations

VrT I
KI FZR SSTCN TNRNE

Neutron kinetic code HEXTRAN I P8 DYN31D DYN3D I DYN31)
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Cross sction calculations CASM04 KASSETA NESSEL NESSEL NESSE
Initial nutron power MW) 1947. 1945, 1947. [949. -1931.
Initial xnon Non- Non- Stationary Non- Stationary2

stationary stationary 2 stationary
Initial oron concentration 3.15 2.60 2.89 2.63 2.98
(g/kg)
Doppler coeff. at initial state -2.55 -1.74 -2.74
(pcm/K)'
Moderator total temp.coeff. -24.1 -34.2 -27.3
at initial state (pcni/K) 
Fuel verage temp. C)
at initial state 514. 506. 566.
at final state 480. 470. 519.
Maximum fuel center line
temp. ('Pat initial state 756. 836.13 829. 960.
at final state 701. 749. 863.
Used gas gap model, cons- temp. dep. constant temp. temp. constant
tant htc or dependencies I dep. dcp.
L )uniform temperature change, 2 Xnon imbalance compensate by boron change

3.3 Results

The first MCP was stopped already ninety minutes before the calculated case, one out of three
MCP stop. The intermediate time is not enough to total stabilization of the whole primary
system, but such an assmption may be used in the alculations, except for the core xenon
content

In the omparison the calculated time histories of the Kozioduy transient are compared to the
measurements. In the figures typically three curves for circulation loop parameters are
compared: the value of the loop nmbe 3 with initially reversed flow, loop I with the
stopping MCP and the average of the loops 2 and 4 with still operating MCPs.

T'he main parameters in initial state are shown in Table 8. The transient starts with MCP I
stop at time 0.0 s. This activates ROM to decrease the core power with the control rod group
10 ad half a minute later to draw it back in order to stabilize the power. The measured and
calculated control rod group positions are depicted in Figure 10. FRZ and SSTCN used CR
positions directly as boundary condition, VTT simplified it with a few points and KI modelled
the controller itself. After the withdrawal phase K has a difference of 7 in the CR group
position compared to measurement.

The core power, shown in Figure 4 is measured only in a few points. Generally the
calculations follow the real behaviour, even though there is some underestimation during the
long stabilization phase. VT`T and KI have then the highest power level. The differences
between the measurements and the calculations are largest before control rod withdrawal at 40
s, depending on the temperature and flow rate to the core. With the coldest and quite large
core flow rate, FZR and INRNE have the smallest deviation to the measurement.
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Figure 12 Calculated and measured neutron power.

In the beginning the MCP I trip leads to flow decrease and finally flow reversal in loop 'De
reversed flow of the loop 3 decreases slightly and there is an increase in the loops 2 and 4.
According to the measurements the MCP speed at first increases for a few seconds after MCP
stop. This may have happened also according to pressure difference measurements over the

MCP's, shown in Figure 13. The deviations in the initial pressure differences between the
calculated and the measured values of the SSTCN and VTr results indicate too large loss
coefficients along the circulation loops, because the calculated pressure drops over the

pressure vessel are about the measured ones. 'Me shape of pressure difference during the
transient indicates modified pump characteristic in FZR result. Ic calculated core mass flow

rates differ from each other. The VTT and FZR results are near to the specification in the
initial state, 14 062 kg/s total flow and 3 of core bypass. KI and SSTCN values are lower,
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while INRNE as slightly larger mass flows. Te differences stay the same during tile whole
transient.

Table 8. Measured and calculated initial data and main coolant pump data.

Measured VT7 KI FZR SSTCN fNRNE
Neutron power MW) 1949. 1947. 1945. 1947. 1948. 1931.
Cold leg temperature C),

ave in loops 1 2 and 4 286.5 285.5 285.9 294.8 285.4 282.6
loop 3 with stopped pump -284.4 285.5 285.5 294.8 285.1 282.8

Hot leg temperatur (Q,
avc in loops 1 2 and 4 310.7 307.8 310.9 307.8 308.7 303.9
loop 3 with stopped pump 277.0 276.4 276.6 279.2 275.9 277.9

Core inlet mass flow kgIs) 13640. 13572. 12252. 13024. 12237. 14670.
Mass flow rate (kgIs)

avc in loops 1 2 and 4 5210.7 5170.4 4813 '7 5015.5 4847.1 5490.3
loop 3 with stopped pump -1569.5 -1511.4 -1651.5 -1602.9 -1712.0 -1515.4

Pressure increas (Pa)
ave in MCP 2 and 4 469.8 511.6 451.9 473.4 528.7 510.0
MCP 3 162.8 159.5 152.6 148.1 144.8 209.1

Flow reversal time (s in

loop I T 42.0 43.2 50.0 38.6 48.0
MCP I stopping time (s) 115 116 110 I 108

The MCP I pressure differences (smallest values in Figure 13) and mass flows (initially
negative values in Table 8. behave identically in the calculations. The table shows the timing
of flow reversal to be between 38.6 s in the SSTCN to 50 s in FZR calculations. This is a
result of used pump coast down curve.
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KI

600 FZR
SSrCN -
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50D
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0 50 100 150 :;�O 2� 300
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Meantrements: YA1 PI S. YAVPI S. YAMP I S. YA4 OP I 

Figure 13 Calculated and measured pressure increase in main coolant pumps in loops I and 3
and average of loops 2 and 4.
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The cold leg temperature is a result of secondary pressure util the flow is reversed. The
smallest decrease in secondary pressure leads to smallest decrease in cold leg temperature in
the VTT calculations in the Figure 14. Also te hot leg temperatures in the loop I start to
decrease after flow reversal, Figure 15. The time constants of the temperature measurements
are important when comparing to the measurements. The shape of the measured hot leg I
temperature shows either very large hermocouple time constants, or probably indicates that
the measurement is disturbed by the wall temperature, which is decreasing more slowly than
the fluid temperawre. One calculation of the wall temperature is shown in the figure.

In the secondary side three calculations assume steam header pressure as a boundary condition
(Table 6. From the secondary side, pressures, seam generator collapsed water levels, the
calculated steam mass flows, feed water mass flow in the feed water control valve and turbine
powers were compared. he various types of secondary side modelling finally produce the
cold leg temperature, which is a key boundary condition for core neutronics. 1n the beginning
all the calculations, except D4RNE, produce a good prediction for the cold leg temperature
(Figure 14) and at the end all except K are about 2 'C below the measurements. The
temperature differences between the hot and cold legs are within measuring accuracy.

In the primary side the measured and calculated upper plenum pressure and pressurizer levels
were compared. All the calculated pressures are much more sensitive than the measurement to
the changes in primary loop just after MCP trip, similar to the I D codes generally. Further,
the primary feed and bleed flows were compared. Typically pressurizer spray valves operate
like safety type valves, but are here operated more like relief valves. In FZR and RqME
calculations timing and opening of the valves has been as boundary conditions. In the VTT
calculation the valve stays open for the rest of the U-ansient and in the KI alculation the safety
type valve is modelled with higher opening and lower closing pressure as set points.

285

I J

280 -----------

VTT ---O--

FZR -e---
SSTLN

J i I INIRNE
Me�ured

0 50 ]DO 150 200 250 300

Tune
Measurements: YAI-P-4, YA2-11--4, YA1r-4. YA42T'-4

Figure 14 Calculated and measured cold leg temperatures in loop I and 3 and average of loops
2 and 4.
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Figure IS Calculated and measured hot leg temperatures in loop I and 3 and average of tool
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The circuIation loop mass flow is not directly measured at the plant, but derived from pressu.
difference measurements, typically for VIOOO over the main coolant pumps. Using of th
pressure dfference also for calculation of reversed flows may lead to wrong values. Furthe
in the calculation with a tpical pump model of system codes, the mass flows are a result 
used pump homologous curves, which define the relationships between a volumetric flov
pump speed, direction and a pump head. Several references were used and many calculatior
needed unfit the right itial mass flow rates and pump stopping times were ensured. 1
comparison btween the initial mass flows of the circulation loops are shown in Table I
Further, some difficulties were encountered in the interpretation of the measurements. As
result of these phases a common understanding was reached to interpret the data.

3.3.1 Corebehaviourandradialdistr-ibutions

The axial and radial power distribution and the core outlet temperature distributions in th
initial and final state were compared. The calculation of xenon transient between the tw,
pump stops in the V17 and the SSTCN calculations lead to more downward peaked axia
power profiles than in the other calculations. In the FZR and DqRNE initial states the xenoi
change is compensated with increased boric acid concentration. For boric acid concentration
two values were given, 285 g/kg according to measurements and a more probable value 3 I'
g1kg from independent data sources from the protocols. The applied boric acid concentration
are shown in Table 7.

The calculated core outlet temperatures are systematically higher than the masured ones. Tht
difference between the calculations and the measurements seems to depend on temperature
This is illustrated in Figure 16 A possible reason for temperature differences is the position o�
the measurement in the mid line of the bundle below the conical part of the fuel bundle head
The main flow bypasses the measuring point in the edge zone and flows through the holes ir
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the conical part, Tile easured perature could be at least partly disturbed by (lie colder
water coming from the central tube. These reasons could explain why temperature difference
is larger with higher assembly power. Te difference to the measurements could be
compensated with higher mass flow to the core. In Figure 16 and in radial core outlet
temperature distributions it may be seen that VTT, FZR and especially INRNE result are nearer
to measured temperatures, mainly due to higher core inlet mass flows. he K results, using the
smallest mass flow, differ most of all. However, all the distributions seem to create a linear
dependence with about the same slope.
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Figure 16 Calculated core outlet temperatures function of difference between measurement
and calculations.

'Me initial and final radial assembly wise power distributions were compared to masured
ones and the average deviations between the measured and the calculated values are above 
%, K has somewhat lower, 34 %. At the fnal state the results are better. In all the
calculations the biggest differences are in the middle of the core. The measured data for
assemblies with enrichments of 3 has not been considered.

4 CONCLUSION

Data collection of five VER specific nuclear power plant aunsients has been made in the Work
Package I of the VALCO project. Two of them, 'Drop of control rod at nominal power at
Bohunice-3' for VVER-440 reactors and 'Coast-down of I firom 3 working MCP:s at Kozloduy-
6' for VVER -000 reactor were used for coupled code validation. Te Bollunice case was an
unexpected event and more concentrated on core behaviour and Kozloduy was part of the plant
start up tests -nd more concentrated on plant thermal hydraulics. Eight institutes participated in
the validation with five different coupled codes.
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In the Bohunice case the behaviour of the core during the rod drop and during tree minutes later
starting control actions to reach 85 % power level is te most essential part for validation.
General bhaviour during the transients was quite well calculated with all the codes: both the
power distribution changes and the fuel assembly outlet temperatures were mostly well
reproduced Tere were, however, notable differences in the first power decrease, in the axial
power profile, in the calculated control rod worth and in the level of fuel temperatures. The
differences in the required control rod group movement to reach the final power were
remarkable. This may imply, that te control rods of VVER-440 and fuel models need further
attention.

The simultaneous measurements of the individual assembly outlet temperatures and the hot leg
temperatures indicated that in the transient the coolant mixing in the upper plenum was weak.
The rsult could b demonstrated with those cdes that included a rlevant mixing model and a
detailed enough core channel model.

The features, that make the Kozioduy transient interesting, such as lowered power and reversed
flow in the stopped loop in the initial state, also proved to be difficult both for data collection
and for modelling. The data includes a longer history from full power nominal state, which in
principle enables defin�ition of the initial state for the calculations. Some more specific data
would, however, have been needed about the pump characteristics and the control logics.
Anyway, the general behaviour of the Kozioduy second pump trip was calculated satisfactorily
with all the codes. In the comparison of the core outlet temperatures a linear dependency
between the assembly power and the diffcrence between measured and the alculated
temperatures could be observed in all the smulations.

Also in the Kozloduy case the initial fel temperatures and the temperature changes during the
tansient vary remarkably. Tis paves the way for future needs of more accurate fuel models in
the codes. ready in the previous SRRI/95 project the calculated fuel temperature had turned
out to be sensitive to the modelling of the gas gap between fuel pellets and rod cladding. Hence,
a dynamic ft=tment of the gap width was proved to be m�cssar�-

The comparison between the codes and validation against the measurements was successful and
the results were acceptably accurate. 'Me results were mainly obtained without additional
corre,ctions or a second round of alculations. Te ability to interpret plant data as also
increased among the participants.
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ABSTRACT

During the past few years, increasing attention is being paid to the issue of reactivity
initiated accidents, of which the boron dilution event is of special interest. The scenario
considered is that of accumulation of diluted water in one loop during norinal operation of a
VVER-440 NPP and later on an inadvertent sartup of the reactor main coolant pump (MCP)
in that loop, where the main loop isolation valves were closed (MLIV). his could then lead
to rapid boron dilution in the core, which can in turn give rise to a power excursion.

This paper is devoted to studying the potential physical and thermal hydraulic
consequences of a slug of diluted coolant entering the core after one MCP restarts and MLIVs
open for a conservatively chosen postulated case, where the core is loaded by profiled fuel
and the average power of reactor is upgraded to 1485 MW. It turns out that peak parameters
of the most loaded pins do not exceed their rspective licensing safety limits and the criteria
of Anticipated Operational Occurrences (AOO) has to be fulfilled for that scenario.

'Mc report summarizes the detailed planning calculations, which were performed Ath
the thermal hydraulic system code ATHLET and neutron physical code system KARATE-440
to find out the appropriate initial parameter st taking into account the active safety syste of
the NPP. Finally, the results of the most re-active case analysed by the KK03D/ATHLET
coupled system code are presented.

The calculations show, how the coupled code system with a detailed description of plant
functions and Cre behaviour can help to understand better the local phenomena in the study
of a potential risk of dilution accident, as it offers the possibility to evaluate the plant safety in
a more realistic and versatile marincr.

I INTRODUCTION

The boric acid dissolved in the primary reactor coolant is the employed approach for
long term reactivity control in the VVER-440 NPP A reactivity initiated accident (RIA)
could occur due to inadvertent removal of boric acid from the core, which may happen due to
different ihomogencous dilution of the reactor coolant I Because of high safety relevance
of the qestion, it is extensively investigated recently, including experimental tools, too 2-31.

As a part of the plant modernisation project, including of new type of fuel and a power
upgading, the simulation of the diluted and cooled slug transport and mixing in the vessel
when a Ractor Coolant Pump starts up was prepared.

The core pattern for equilibrium cycle, its performance parameters and the enveloping
parameters were evaluated by the help of the KARATE-440 steady state code system and
KIK03D neutron kinetics code (both of them developed by KFKI AEKI). The thermo-
hydraulic system code ATHLET developed by GRS was used to make realistic prediction for
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the arameters of te closed loop and te nominal parameters for the rest, 5-loop primary

system. Having been chosen the reasonable consmative sccilario, it was aalysed using le
KIK03D/ATHLET coupled thcmio-hydraulic system code ad 3D neutronics odels.

The most iportant issue of the transient is hether the re-cnticality de to a strong fast
deboration and cooling, combined with an incomplete reactor scrwn could cause fuel damage.
Extending the investigation with hot channel analysis, te results idicate that the cooling of
the fuel is not threatened in this transient.

2 CORE MODEL AND THE REACTOR PHYSICAL ASSUMPTIONS

For the purpose of determination of the suitable reactor state a 325 full power day
equilibrium fuei cycle, using the new profiled fuel (average enrichment is 382 %, hafinium
plate at the end of the follower assemblies) was planned at a 485 MW power level, which
corresponds to an power upgrading 45]. The higher thermal power causes some
increase in the core inlet temperature Tj = 269 T, too. The new 3D burnup distribution of the
core was developed by the KARATE-440 code 6 The most important best estimate and
enveloping parameters are collected in the Table 1. Its first column contains the name ad (lie
reactor state (Full Power or Hot Zero Power), where the coefficients were calculated. In case
of scram 37 control assemblies fall iinto the core, but in that simulation one of the most
effective assembly is supposed to be stuck in its upper position, conservatively.

Table 1: Feedback parameters of the new fuel loading

Parameters\Reactor state Best estimate value Best estimate value Enveloping
Beginning of Cycle End of Cycle parameter

Delayed Neutron total 0.596 0.519 0.442
fraction at FP [%]
Coolant temperature -17-6 -49.9 T<269 C� 70.0

feedback at P pcni/K] T>269 'C: 35.0

Fuel temperature -3.5 -3.5 -2.4
feedback at FP [pcm/Kj

Boron concentration -1.170 -1.397 -1.90
feedback at FP [%/gjgL
Control rod reactivity -5.7 -5.6 -5.1
worth at HZP [%] I

On the basis of Table 1, the transient was initiated at the end of cycle, hen the workin�
group position was H = 220 cm, the further scram rods were out of the core 141.5 250 cn'.
and the critical boron concentration was ppm at full power 1485 MV). At this boror
concentration the first loop was closed and the reactor was shut down. Aer that xenor
transient occurred. It takes about 4 days while the xenon is decayed.

After that the power of the reactor is loaded up again and parallel with it the contro.
group is pulled out (H6 = 250 cm), to reach higher boron concentration, consequently. In cas(
of five working loop, the maximal power can be the 83 of the nominal one, and the level :
the Emergency Reactor Protection System (ERPS) is 105 % of the nominal power. he switcl-
level of EPS can be kept until the power is not less than 79 %. Conservatively that power
level was chosen for the loop stationary case, which was reached as fast as the regulation 
the plant prmitted. At the end of this preliminary simulation, the boron concentration in the
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loop primary system is 369.5 ppm. T icorrect start-up o the arlier closed loop was
initiated rom that reactor state.

In the coupled calculation the 3D core behaviour is modelled by the KK03D code 6),
where the above described burnup distribution, boron concentration, core flow and the
conservative feedback values were set up (see Table 1). Due to the very asymmetric
perturbation, all the 349 ssemblies of the core were calculated. The total length of the active
core was divided into 10 axial layers. The ose type internal) coupling option was used in
(he coupled code so the ATHLET gave the feedback data to the reactor kinetic calculation.
The assemblies were grouped into 27 ATHLET super channels as it is shown in Fig. I and
summarized in Table 2 Special attention was made to the simulation of the ERPS using the
signal of outcore detectors and the malfunctioning of the emergency control system. The
detailed description about the model of outcor dtectors was done in 7]. During the scram
the most effective control assembly from the first sector was stuck at its upper position (27'h
super channel, see Fig. 1). T'he orientation of the detector sets (DI 1, D12, D13 D21, D22,
D23) can be seen in Fig. 1, too.

As a single failure, it is supposed conservatively that the scram due to reactor period
less then IO s fail to operate and the signal is initiated, if two of the three detectors belonging
to a measuring set detect the power level limit. The detectors, in the vicinity of the first loop
give fast and large signal, which will be qualified as false one. In this way the two distant
detectors initiate the scram, which causes some delay to the set point comes from the level of
the average power (see Fig. 23).

3 THE THERMOHYDRAULIC PLANT MODEL AND THE PRELIMINARY
STAND ALONE CALCULATIONS

The plant behaviour was modelled by the ATHLET code 8]. It is a hermo-fluid system
code for a wide range of applications comprising anticipated and abnon-nal plant transients.
The code structure aflows an easy implementation of different physical mdels, such as
thermo-fluiddynamics, neutron kinetics, General Control Simulation Module. A detailed input
model for the needs of VVER-440 power upgrading analyses was developed to the ATHLET
code in our institute. Including the upper head, downcomer and lower plenum, the pressure
vessel is divided into six parallel, separate channels. The more detailed description is
expected to reflect the symmetrical behaviour of the loops during the modelled transient and
to take into account safety systems distributed loop by loop (see [8]).

Preliminary calculations were performed with the ATHLET code to find out the
behaviour of the closed inactive rst lop with open main loop isolation valves (MLIvs).
As the main loop isolation valves MLfVs) were closed no mixing of the water of the stagnant
loop ocurred to the active five ones and there was no reverse flow in this loop. On the other
side there was a limited cooling process through its steam generator (SG). Te loop was
inactive more than a day (it is an overestimated value as the MLIV of a loop is not permitted
to be closed so much time). As the SG of the first op was not closed on the secondary side
(main steam isolation valve, MSIV is open), it was feed up by water with 221 up to the
nominal level but above it the steam of the joint steam generators existed. Intemal circulation
occurred in the both sides of the SG, which caused a limited cooling in the closed loop.
Finally the average temperature of the stagnant flow was about 250 'C. On the other hand, the
two steam domes of the secondary side differ as the closed loop cooled one of them. The
restart of the loop was modelled on the basis of some measured plant data. The MLIVs arc
opened second aRcr the pump in this loop was started. According to the plant data the
discontinuous opening of the MLIVs lasted ca. 25 s in four periods. Keeping the cross
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Section Of tile (low used in measurement, parametric sudies were done to open tile 1\1 LIV
prior to run-up or ve te startup of the MCP and to cange the oenin ie Or tile
MLIVs. In the final scenario e interval was cut down to provide a sdden change in tile
parameters of coolant flowing from the first loop to the core.

4 STARTUP OF AN INACTIVE LOOP WITH LOWER BORON
CONCENTRATION

The analysis has been done with the KK03D/ATHLET coupled code 910) in two
steps. First, on the basis of the preliminary calculations the initial values were achieved. The
sequence of the calculation procedure and the correspondent core parameters are summarized
in Table 3.

Table 3 Sequence of the calculation procedure

Time(s) Events

0-100 Steady state: 6 loops, N= 173.2 MIN, Ti,,=269 C, CB,.,=2.11 g/kg, H6=21 cm

100-160 First MCP is stopped, MLIVs are closed
160-380 In the closed loop: T = 250 T, CB,, = .0 g/kg are set up
390-400 Steady state: loops, N=l 173.2 MW, Ti�=269 'C, Cii,��=2.11 g/kg, H = 250 cm

The simulation of transient, which describes the combined effect of the stuck control
rod and the above mentioned scenario for the opening the MLIVs started at 400 s. The case of
the highest perturbation is presented. The MCP started to work second beforehand opening
the MLrVs. The time dependent flow-rate can be seen in Fig. 45 for all the six loops. The
startup events as well as some important parameters of the transient are sununarized in Tab. 4.

Table 4 Chronology of events

Time(s) Events

392.0 MCP No. I is switched on
400.0 Opening MLIVs in the first loop

405.0 MLIV in the cold leg of the first loop is opened up to 35 

409.92 SCRAM signal is nitiated
410.42 36 control assemblies (CA) fall into the core

414.9 1Pressurizer heater 2 group switches on, then h 3 4 & 5. group by 0.5 s delay

419.92 The valves of 1. and 2 turbine are closed

422.42 36 CA reach their lowest positions
423.8 Steam dump valves to the ondenser opening
432.7 _P ssui I 3 bar

478.0 MLrV is fully opened in the cold leg of the first loop

To eliminate the effect of the mixing and the numerical diffusion the outlet of the loops

were transformed directly to the core inlet. It was prepared on the artificial way, by the help of

LEAK FILL technique in ATHLET code. It means that junctions were defined at he outlet

of the loops and at the upper parts of the lower plenum and by this way the flow of the loops

was directed just under the core. The time shift of the transformation was 44 s due to the

flow-rate and the distance between the leak and fill junction. The parameters ofthe flow at the

inlet of core-secLor could be calculated as a weighted sum of the original parameters and

parameters ofthe time dependent flow of the opening loop. In case ofboron concentration the
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original value entering the core and the resultcd one entcring tile segment ocore can be se,
in Fig. 6 and 7 The inlet emperature evaluated similarly way can be seen in Fig. and
Due to the reactivity insertion (Fig. 10) the core power increased (Fig I ) and so did 
signal level of the oulcore detectors and the scram signal was initiated (Fig 23). TI
asymmetric effect of the slug can be seen in the power distribution (Fig. 12-13) and in 
average temperature rise of the six core segments (Fig. 14). It is interesting to see that 
higher power can not see in the outlet temperature (see Fig. 15), as the inlet temperature
cooler in the most loaded segment. The temperature distribution in the (affected) first segme,
can be characterized by the outlet temperature of its super channels (Fig. 16). The averal
effect of this local prturbation is not too high as it can be seen in the figures of the tirr
dependent pressure of the core and the average fuel temperature (Fig. 17-18). Afl,
conservatively chosen 0.5 s time delays, the scram was initiated and the core was shut doN&
safely (Figl7-18). No more heat was tansferred to the secondary side (Fig 19).

T`hc most loaded assembly of the core was chosen for hot channel analyses. Tl�
calculation was made by the TRAB code, which used the time dependent flow, the ini,
enthalpy, and outlet pressure of the assembly from the ATHLET calculation and the axi;
power from KKO3D. Boiling crisis did not occurred, the DNB ratio (GTDROPRES
correlation) was higher than 20 (see Fig. 20-21).

5 CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents the analysis of an inadvertent startup of an inactive loop with lowc
boron concentrafion in a VVER-440 NPP. The origin of the conservative parameters used i
the final calculation was introduced. The detailed input deck of ATHLET comprising 6-loo
nodalization was successfully used in the preliminary calculations and in the KK03L
ATHLET coupled code, too. The cooling and the strong dilution increase the reactivit
resulted in increasing power level especially in the effected sector. Investigating the DNBI
value by TRABCO code, dangerous hot spot was not found, due to the low coolar.
temperature. The DNI3 results are acceptable according to the AOO criteria.
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Fig. 1: Nodalisation of the core into super-channels and the positions of the 2 sets of outcore
detectors
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Table 2 Core pattern with the 27 ATHLET super-channels

Serial NameofTFO Markerofsuper NurnbcrofFuel Number of
Number channel assemblies heated ods

I V-AVI-6 0 25 3150

2 V-AV2-6 9 2394

3 V-AV3-6 8 1008

4 V-FOLLOW6 0 6.1667 777

5 V-AV 1-5 C) 24 3024

6 V-AV2-5 � 20 2520

7 V-AV3-5 0 8 1008

8 V-FOLLOW5 0 6.1666 777

9 V-AVI-4 24 3024

1 0 V-AV2-4 20 2520

1 1 V-AV3-4 O 8 1008

2 V-FOLLOW4 0 6.1666 777

1 3 V-AVI-3 24 3024

1 4 V-AV2-3 20 2520

1 5 V-AV3-3 O 8 1008

1 6 V-FOLLOW3 0 6.1666 777

7 V-AVI-2 C) 23 2898

1 8 V -AV2-2 20 2520

1 9 V-AV3-2 0 9 1134

20 V-FOLLOW2 0 6.1666 777

2 V-AVI-I C) 8 1008

22 V-AV2-1 0 1 4 1764

2 3 V-AV3_1 1 5 1890

24 V-AV4-1 (i) 1 2 1512

25 V-AVS-1 3 378

26 V-FOLLOWI 0 5.1666 651

27 V-FOLLOWA 41 1 126
stuck assembly
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Sta�t-up of a irLexctive loop with lowe7- oron conc.
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'ri (,)

Fig. 2 Signals of the first set of outcore detector

Start-up of xn inactive loop iuith ower bo7-o-n co-nc.
ArHLrr 1.2-A KIK0313 IPR5 CL
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LEGEND
D2Y
DZZ
D23 -

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0-0

400.0 405.0 410.0 415.0 420.0 425.0
Ti e.)

Fig. 3 Signals of the second set of outcore detector
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Start-up Of Zt. inactil'C 100j-1 th CIVC? trr?l COTIC.
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Fig. 4 Mass flow rate in the six loops of primary circuit
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Fig. 5: Mass flow rate in the six segments
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Start-up of an Inacfii.,& Loop with lowe-r boron conc.
Ar"I..7- 2 A KIKaD /pal; f.

Iz (7. - -
P3 Cf. ----
11-1 Cf. 
/�, ( . -
I-V; C1. 

;00 0

400.0 -
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u u

R n. 400.0 420.0 440.0 'I'To O 4190.0 6on. 

,ri-. (.�)

Fig. 6 Boron concentration at the six inlets of the vssel

StcLrt--up of czn irxctcti-ve Loop iiih loive bron cO7'xC.
A 7HLFT 1.2 A KIK03D fPRSCL

1000.0

LPS-3 ....

1100 0

r;o 0

400 
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Fig. 7 Boron concentration at the six inlets of the core segments
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Sta-rt--up of cn inactive loop AAth. loijjer bo-rort co7-Lc-
ArHL-Fr 1.2-A KIK03D PL35 CL.

ZOO.0
LECEND
pi C -
PZ- CL - -
11 - CL ....
PI C1. - --
1-�1-7 1 -
PC - CL - -

270.0

Z65.0

Z60.0

Z55.0

250.0

380.0 400.0 420.0 440.0 460.0 480.0 500.0
ri -. (.)

Fig. 8: Temperatures at the six inlets of the vessel

Stcx-rt-up of a-n i7LcLctive Loop with ou)er boro-n co7-Lc.
.4 THI. FT 12 A KIK(-17 D 1PR5 CL

2190.0
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2 7!;. 0

270.0

Le
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260.0
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Fig. 9 Temperature at the inlet of the core segments
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St a r - tx) of a - i Tict ct. u I op- un th otve-)- bovo co
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Fig. IO: Dynamic ractivity

Start-up of n inactive Loop with Lower boron conc.
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Fig. I : Total nuclear power of the core
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S'tart-iLp, of fLrL inaciiije loop with oize bron conc.
AT111.1VT 1.2-A KIK(13D IP135 CL
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Fig. 12: Power of the six core segments

Sta-rt--z�Ljo of cLrL inactive Loop with lower boro7i conc.
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Fig. 13: Power of the super channels in the first core segment
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Stcxrt-up of a7i irLacti-ue loop with lower oT-oTx co-nc.
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Fig. 14. Average temperature rise in the six core segments
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Fig 15: Temperature at the outlet of the core
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Stczrt-i4p of cL?-L i7icict-Lue loop with or boron conc.
A -rt,ii.Fr 1. 2 A A-,rKa7D C1.
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Fig. 16: Outlet temperature of the super channels of the first segments
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Fig. 17: Pressure of the six core segments
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Stcz?-t- up of cL?-L i7icictive oop with towe bron cOrLc.
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Fig 18: Average fuel temperature of the core
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Fig. 19: Heat transferred to the secondary side in the steam generator
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St cz rt- 7Lp of cL?-L -L na I Z-ue Io p wi th Io iver bo ron co 7ic.
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Fig. 20: Max. of fuel centerline temperature in the most loaded fuel assembly
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Fig. 21: Minimum of DNB ratio in the most loaded fuel assembly (GDDROPRESS)
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TRANSIENT SIMULATIONS IN VVER-1000 -
COMPARISON BETWEEN DYN3D-ATHLET AND DYN3D-RELAP5

U.Grundmarin, S. Kiem, Y. Ko7menkov, S.Minag, U. Rohde, F.-P. Weiss,
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf

ABSTRACT

Simulations of a real transient of an operating VVER I 000 power plant have been performed
using DYN3D-ATLET /Gru95/ and DYN3D-P-ELAP5 /KozOl/ code systems in the fame of
activities aimed at a validation of the neutronic thermal-hydraulic coupled codes. The
transient initiated by a main coolant pump (MCP) switching off, when three of the four MCPs
of the plant are in operation (scenario of the VALCO project) is chosen for the simulation.
The same models of the plant (except the core nodalization) but two different libraries of
macroscopic cross-sections have been used in compared calculations. Additionally, the
compared code systems are based on the different - external and internal - coupling
techniques. This paper contains a brief description of the coupled codes and the plant model
as well as a comparison between the results from simulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent time, taking advantage of rapidly growing computer technologies, various
coupled three-dimensional neutron kinetics and one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic (T-H)
best-estimate code systems have been developed over the world by several research teams. An
integration of neutron inetics and T-H advanced codes into the code systems leads to a more
detailed, more accurate and, as a result, less conservative prediction of the reactor plant
parameters. A wider range of re-actor transient and accident scenarios can be analysed using
the coupled code systems, owing to their enhanced capabilities of representing the transient
behavior of the standard uranium-dioxide fuel as wll as advanced fuels, being developed for
improving the operational and safety features of LWRs or and the burning of plutonium in
thermal reactors.

Currently, in the framework of various international projects, intense efforts are
directed at the comprehensive analysis of prediction capabilities of the developed coupled
code systems. These activities include (1) overall testing of the coupling interface, 2)
verification of coupled code systems by solving international benchmark problems
(conducting a code-to-code comparison) and 3 extended validation of the coupled codes
against measured nuclear power plant NI'll) transients. The recent examples of co-operation
in this field are the EU FP5 (VALCO) project on validation of coupled neutronics thermal-
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hydraulics codes for VVER reactors ad the joint I'M Germany - hall: Russia) research
project oil application ol'coupled codes for ransient analysis i VVER-type reactors.

2. BASIC FEATURES AND EVALUATION OF THE COUPLED CODES

The integration of the DYN31) /Gru96/ and ATHLET /GRS02/ codes was entirely
performed at FZR, whereas the interface for coupling DYN31) and R_ELAP5 /AI192/ codes
was developed in co-operation of FZR and the Russian Institute of Physics and Power
Engineering (IPPE). Both coupled code systems incorporate the same code of hree-
dimensional neutron kinetics - DYN31) A more recent modification of this neutronic code is
coupled with ATHLET, allowing to model both hexagonal and rectangular geometries of uel
assemblies (FA). Presently, DYN3D-RELAPS coupled code system is capable of modeling
FAs of hexagonal geometry only. However, both geometries are scheduled to be included into
the updated future version of DYN3D-RELAP5.

In addition to the transient neutronic simulations, the stand-alone DYN3D code is
capable to perform calculations of (1) fuel bum-up distributions in the core, 2) distributions
of the equilibrium Xe and Sm concentrations, 3) spatial decay heat and 4) the core thermal-
hydraulic parameters. All these capabilities, except he capability of fuel bum-up calculation,
are available for the considered code systems as well. The stand-alone DYN31) code should
be used for the fuel bum-up calculations prior to the transient simulations.

Both ATHLET and R_ELAP5 thermal-hydraulic system codes are based on the one-
dimensional, nonhomogeneous and nonequilibrium models for the two-phase flow and
capable of modelling nuclear reactor transients and accidents in a wide range of scenarios.
The stand-alone ATHLET code utilizes a point and one-dimensional neutron kinetics model,
while the NRC versions of the stand-alone RELAP5 system code employs a point-kinetics
model only. The capabilities of the original stand-alone system codes are available for
coupled-code users.

DYN3D and ATHLET codes have been integrated in two different ways, using so-
called internal" and "extemal" coupling techniques. An internal integration technique means
that both neutron kinetics and thermal hydraulics of the core are simulated by the code of
neutron kinetics, and the system code simulates all plant components outside the core. In the
case of an internal coupling only neutronic model of the neutron kinetics code is integrated
with the thermal-hydraulic system code. An internal coupling technique has been only used to
integrate DYN3D with R_ELAP5. It was selected primarily due to the advantages of the closed
implicit solution of thermal-hydraulic equations and unrestricted application of the RELAP5
models, including modelling capabilities of the control ad trip systems, to the core
simulation.

To the present time several reactor plant transients and international benchmarks
aimed at the evaluation of the coupled codes have been successfully analyzed using DYN3D-
ATHLET and DN3D-R-ELAP code systems. Being developed later, DYN3D-RELAP5
coupled code has been applied to a less number of exercises, compared with the number of
validation and vefification problems solved by the DYN313-ATHLET code system. Table I
contains the list of VVER-related calculations performed by the internally coupled DYN3D-
ATHLET code system. All transients and benchmarks presented in this table concern VVER-
440 and VVER-1000 reactors. VVER-related calculations performed by the internally
coupled DYN3D-R_ELAP5 code system are listed in Table 2 Only one real plant transient has
been simulated using te DYN3D-RELAP5 code system by now (shadowed line in Table 2.
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Table 1. Overview of VVER-related calculations (externally coupled DYN3D-ATHLET)

No. Simulation Problem Type of reactor Scenario

I Commissioning experiment at VVER I 000 Switching off I of 4 working main coolant

Balakovo I pumps MCP)

2 Accident with delayed SCRAM VVER-440 Switching off I of 3 working MCP at 50%

at Greifswald-5 power, manual SCRAM

3 Transient of the EU-PHARE VVER-440 Load drop of I from 2 working
SRR 195 project at Lovisa I turbogenerators

4 Transient of the EU-PHARE VVER I 00 Switching off of I from 2 working feed water

SRR 195 project at Balakovo-4 pumps

5 Transient of the EU VALCO VVER-1000 Switching on of I from 3 working MCPs

project at Kozloduy-6

6 VI 000-CT transient at VVER I 000 MCP switching on
Kozloduy-6 (work in progress)

7 5th dynamic AER benchmark VVER-440 Symmetric main steam header break

8 6th dynamic AER benchmark VVER-440 Asymmetric main steam header break



Table 2 Overview of VVER-related calculations (internally coupled DYN3D-RELAP5)

No. Simulation Problem Type of reactor Objective Specific feature

I Ejection of the central ABV Testing of the Natural circulation of the

CR group (VVER-type) coupling interface primary coolant

2 5th dynamic AER VVER-440. Verification of Code-to-code

benchmark thermohydraulic comparison with results
models obtained using externally

coupled code

DYN3D/ATHLET

3 LBLOCA VVER-640 Decay heat model ISTC project on ROX-

of DYN3D fuel for VVERs

4 Ejection of central CR VVER-1000 New type of oss- Core model only

section library
developed in IPPE

5 Transient of the EU VVER I 000 Code system I st simulation of te real
VALCO project at validation against plant transient

Kozloduy-6 experiment



3. REFERENCE TANSIFINTAND REACTOR PLANT MODEL

The reference transient chosen for comparison calculation is the commissioning
experiment at the 6-th unit of KozloduyNPP (VVER-1000) documented in the framework of
the EU FP5 (VALCO) project. This is the first real plant transient, which has been simulated
by the DYN3D-RELAPS coupled code system.

The transient is initiated by the coast-down of the I st loop MCP at the niomcnt, when
3 of 4 MCPs (namely, I st, 2nd, and 4th) are in operation. The MCP of the 3rd primary loop
has een switched off about 90 minutes earlier during the first phase of conducted start-up
experiments, and, according to the VALCO project specification, this period of unit operation
is not required to be included in simulation. The tansient scenario is shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Sequence of main vents

Time, s Event
0 MCP of the I st primary loop is switched off (one of three operating MCPs)

0.5 1 0-th group of control rods starts its downward movement from 73% position to
decrease reactor power

20 Set point 'low level in SG I (-I 0 mm) is reached and the 2nd auxiliary feed
water pump (AFWP-2) is put into operation; AWFP I is operating during the
whole experiment

3 1 0-th control group reaches the lower position of 5 5 %
52 Switch off of the I st heater group of pressurizer
58 First opening of the pressurizer spray valve (friaximurn 2 % at 75th second,

closure at 83rd second)
88 Second opening of the pressurizer spray valve (maximum 7 at 98th second,

closure at 103rd second)
380 End of tansient

The following reactor parameters have been measured during the course of the
Kozloduy-6 experiment and are available for comparison with the results of computer
simulations:

- initial and final axial distributions of the reactor neutron power,
- initial and final radial distributions of the neutron power,
- initial and final distributions of the core outlet temperature,
- neutron power,
- boron acid concentration in the primary coolant,
- pressure drop over main coolant pumps,
- hot and cold leg temperatures,
- reactor upper plenum pressure,
- pressurizer pressure and water level,
- pressure at the secondary side of steam generators,
- main steam header pressure,
- feedwater levels in steam generators.
Additionally, according to the specification of the VALCO project, the following

unmeasured plant parameters have to be compared:
mass flow rate through the core,
loop mass Dow rates,
mass flow rates through the main steam I ines.

Table 4 represents masurement accuracy of the main thermal-hydraulic parameters.
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Table 4 Absolute errors of nicasuremem it the KoAodUV-6 U1111

Parameter Measurement range Mmsurement error

1. ressure, MPa 0.0 - 19.61 0.3 MPa

2. Pressure drop, M)a 0. - 098 0.02 MPa

3. Temperature, C 0.0 - 350.0 ± 20 C

The computer model of the V-320 plant, which has been used in the both compared
calculations, incorporates 4 separate primary coolant loops, steam generators and main steam
lines up to their connection points to turbines. Each fuel assembly of the core model has its
own hydrodynamic channel within 60-clegree sector of symmetry. The total number of the

modeled core hydrodynamic channels, including radial reflector channels, is 36. At the
elevation level of the hot leg nozzles the upper plenum has been symmetrically divided into
two qual volumes without direct exchange of coolant between them. Within each of these
two volumes the mixing of coolant is assumed to e ideal. The dynamic pump models of
ATHLET and RELAP5 are applied to simulate hydraulic behavior of the MCPs. This model
describes MCP by the empirical set of homologous curves. Te homologous pump
characteristics employed in oth validation calculations correspond to those defined in the
NEA VVER-1000 Coolant Transient Benchmark 6 The operation of feedwater pumps is
modeled as time-dependent boundary conditions, using corresponding experimental data.

There are two differences in the models of reactor plant used in DYN3D-ATHLET
and DYN3D-RELAP5 calculations. The first difference concems axial nodalization of he
core hydrodynamic channels. The core models of DYN3D-ATHLET and DYN3D-PELAP5
codes utilize 20 and I I hydrodynamic axial nodes, respectively. Each nodalization includes
two axial reflector layers - the top and the bottom reflectors of the core. The number of Lhe
fuel (neutronic) axial nodes is the same in compared calculations and equals 18.

The second difference concems macroscopic cross-section libraries used in compared
calculations. VVER-1000 cross-section library generated by the NESSEL code is used in the
DYN3D-ATHLET simulation, whereas the library for the DYN3D-RELAP5 simulation is
generated by WIMS. The libraries are also differing in the cross-section approximation
techniques.

4. COMPARISON OF RESULTS

Prior to the transient simulations, the calculations of fuel bum up distribution in the
core have been performed at 171.6 FPD using the stand-alone DYN3D code. Then, the initial
state of the plant and the MCP coast down transient has been simulated by the coupled code
systems.

Comparisons of the initial (steady-state) and Final parameters of the reactor plant are
presented in the Tables to 6 and in the figures I and 2 Close predictions of the normalized
radial power distributions are given by the coupled codes. The maximum discrepancy in
calculated values of the normalized FA powers does no[ exceed .5% for both initial and final
states of the core. A good agreement is achieved between the calculated ad measured values
of the FA maximum power (marked by asterisks in Table 5).
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Table 5. Comparison of calculated normalized radial power distributions

a) initial stalc

FA no' 28
DYN3D-A'niLET 0.6734 MEASUREMENT

DYN3D-PLELAP5 0.6856 1.2300*

FA n6� 26 27
DYN3D-AT1JLET 1.1364 0.8217
DYN3D-PELAPS 1.1310 0.83 8
FA n - :'';, 23 '24 25
DYN3D-ATHLET 1.2248 0.9715 0.8475
DYN3D-FLELAPS 1.2132 0.964 0.8569
FA no. 19 20 21 22
DYN3D-AT11LET 1.0049 1.0060 1.1473 0.8478
DYNH�-PELAP5 1.0001 0.9962 1.1433 0.8572

14 15 16
DYN3D-ATliLET 1.0036 0.9827 1.0065 0.9722 0.8223
DYN3D-FLELAP5 1.0066 0.9789 0.9967 0.9649 0.8324

troy 8 lo
FA 13

DYN3D-ATHLET 1.2191 1.0037 1.0053 1.2260* 1.1372 0.6737
DYN3D-RE1-AP3 1.23 10* 1.0066 1.0006 1.2145 1.1319 0.6860
FA. n 1' - 3 M 6
DYN3D-ATHLET 0.9965 1.0232 1.0253 1.1488 1.0310 1.0385 1.0002
DYN3D-RELAP5 1.0065 1.0323 1.0321 1.1517 1.0226 1.0259 1.0050

b) final state

28
MEASUREMENT

DYN3D-ATHLET 0.6698 3
DYN3D-RELAP5 0.6781 1.20DO'

FKnml 26 27
DYN3D-ATHLET 1.1280 0.8168
DYN3D-RELAP5 1.1196 0.8228
Fkno,J�'S.,�'�.�,�,., 23 24 25

DYN3D-ATHLET 1.2204 0.9668 0.8425
DYN3D-RELAP5 1.2088 0.9574 0.8481
Fk 49:: 20

no-41 2 1
DYN3D-ATHLET 1.0102 1.0057 1.1408 0.8428
DYN3D-RELAPS 1.0080 0.9962 1.1345 0.8484
Fk 15
DYN3D-ATHLET 1.0130 0.9879 1.0061 0.9675 0.8173
DYN3D-PELAP5 1.0201 0.9866 0.9966 0.9581 0.8234
FA. 8 9 10 II §T. �. Y. A[lo;-. � �tfd9z?W,

DYN3D-ATHLET 1.2279* 1.0130 1.0106 1.2215 1.1288 0'6702
DYN3D-RELAP5 1.2453* 1.0202 1.0084 1.2101 1.1204 0.6785
FA 2 3
DYN3D-ATHLET 1.0065 1.0326 1.0355 1.1636 1.0337 1.0336 0.9922
DYN3D-PELAP5 1.0213 1.0465 1.04 72 1.1731 1.0271 1.0200 0.9929

maximum values
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Table 6 Comparison of ractor steady-state pararneters

Parameter Measurement DYN3D-ATI-ILET DYN3D-RELAPS
Initial state Final state Initial state Final state Initial state Final state

Core power, MW 1949 1530 1947 1510 1955 1506
Boron acid concentration, g/kg 3.150 3.1 50 2.980 2.980 3.235 3.23 
Upper plenum pressure, MI'a 15.71 15.6 572 15.69 573 15.67
Cold leg I temperature, 'C 287.5 287.8 285.2 286.3 286.2 285.8
Cold leg 2 emperature, 'C 285.0 288.4 282.7 285.5 283.1 285.4
Cold leg 3 temperature, C 284.4 287.9 284.8 286.3 285.0 28 5.8
Cold leg 4 temperature, 'C 287.0 288.1 286.4 287.1 285.6 2S6.3
Hot leg I temperature, 'C 3 15.0 278.2 3 14 274.9 3 11.3 274.9
Hot leg 2 temperature, 'C 304.5 3 25 300.5 308.9 303.4 309.4
Hot leg 3 temperature, 'C 277.0 276.7 279.2 278.6 278.1 276.9
Hot leg 4 temperature, 'C 3 12.6 31 04 3 11.4 3 12.1 3 11.3 3 11.4
Loop I mass flow rate, kg/s 5168 -103 4970 -1015 4898 -1006
Loop 2 mass flow rate, kg/s 5 142 5500 5013 525 4955 5244
Loop 3 mass flow rate, kg/s -1570 -1015 -1603 -1044 -1569 -1003
Loop 4 mass flow rate, kg/s 5245 5667 5064 5327 4905 5229
Main steam header pressure, MPa 5.923 5.923 5.924 5.918 5.923 5.917
SO I pressure, MPa 6.051 5.874 6.016 5.896 5.969 5.906
SG 2 pressure, MI'a 5.962 6.090 5.963 6.002 5.949 5.966
SG 3 pressure, MI'a 5.884 5.913 5.923 5.916 5.920 5.912
SG 4 pressure, MPa 6.051 6.110 6.012 6.019 5.971 5.971
Pressure difference in MCP 1, kPa 472.7 61.8 476.7 59.5 481.3 60.4
Pressure difference in MCP 2 kPa 456.0 374.6 460.8 395.6 480.5 417.4
Pressure difference in MCP 3 IcPa 162.8 61.8 148.1 63.0 147.0 60.1
Pressure difference in MCP 4 kPa 478.6 372.7 482.6 420.1 481.9 418.2
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The deviations in tis parameter re Much less han I'/. 1oi thc initial state ad don't exceed
3.8% at the ed of the ransient. Both odes correctly piedict the location of' the aximum
poNver assembly withi te core at the final sate FA o. 8), but differ i the predictions on
the initial location. For the initial state te uel assernbly's umbers predicted by the DYN3D-
RELAPS and DYN3D-ATHLET code systems are ad I respectively. The values of
normalized power for these assemblies are very close in e DYN3D-ATHLET calculation.
The application of different cross-section libraries as well as different thermal-hydraulic
models in compared calculations can explain the discrepancy in h initial location of the
"hot" fuel assembly.

Both above-mentioned factors are aso rsponsible for a difference between calculated
values of the; critical boron concentration in the primary coolant, which are compared in Table
6. Most of the initial thermal-hydraulic parameters presented in this table are in a satisfactory
agreement with the corresponding plant data, i.e. their discrepancies lay within the ranges of
the measurement errors.

Normalized axial power distributions at the beginning and the end of the simulated
transient are shown in figures I and 2 A code-to-code comparison for both initial and final
axial power profiles demonstrates a very close agreement, whereas a better agreement with
the plant data is achieved for the Final state. Profiles of the normalized axial power have been
calculated by the coupled code systems assuming equilibrium distributions of the Xe and Sm
concentrations in the core, while at the starting point of te real plant transient they were not
strictly equilibrium.

300 seconds of the transient have been simulated using DYN3D-ATHLET and
DYN3D-RELAP5 coupled code systems. Figures 3 to 7 show a code-to-code comparison of
the most representative simulation results and their validation against the plant measurements.

Figure 3 shows a decreasing of the reactor power due to the movement of the control
rod group No. 10 in the core. The calculated neutron powers demonstrate a rather good
agreement with the measured data. Differences in he employed cross-section libraries, core
hydrodynamic nodalizations and thermal-hydraulic models used in compared simulations do
not cause noticeable deviation between the neutron power predictions. Only two measured
values of the power are available for comparison starting from the 80-th second of the
transient.

A realistic behavior of the calculated hot leg temperatures (fig. 4 confirms validity of
the chosen upper plenum nodalization. Predicted temperatures are in a close agreement with
the experimental data except the hot leg temperature at the " reactor loop. Obtained results of
calculations have not been filtered by a low-pass filter to mode[ a real thermocouple
measurement. As reported in /Mii:00/, it is the main reason for the observed deviations
I>etween the calculated and easured temperatures at the I" loop.

The dynamic pump models of the system codes provide adequate simulation of the
operating and switched off main coolant pumps, which is proofed by the compariso of
calculated and measured pump pressure differentials (fig. 5). More accurate results have been
obtained for the stopped main coolant pumps of he I" and the 3 primary loops. Nearly the
same value of the I" MCP coastdown duration (about II seconds) was predicted by both
coupled code systems.

Figure 6 represents a comparison of the primary coolant pressure in the reactor upper
plenum. Caused by the MCP coastdown, the primary pressure starts to increase at the 400
second of the transient and reaches the maximum value in the interval between the 60'h and
the 80'h seconds. A lower primary pressure is predicted by the DY13D-RELAP5 code system
during the whole simulation. It can be explained b a higher heat transfer rate and, as a
consequence, a higher rate of steam production in stea gnerators of the 2 d and 4 working
loops (fig 7. Measured data re not available for ese pararriclers.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Kozloduy-6 VVER-1000 start-up experiment was analyzed by the DN3D-
ATHLET and DYN3D-RELAP5 coupled code systems. In this experiment one of the three
initially operating main coolant pumps as sMtched off ad the reactor power reduced due to
a relocation of the control Tod group. It was the first simulation of a real plant transient
conducted by the internally coupled DYN3D-RELAP5 code system and aimed at its
validation. Both a validation against experimental data and code-to-code comparison between
calculated results was performed using two coupled code systems.

Except the differences in the axial nodalization o f the core hydrodynamic channels
and in the employed libraries of macroscopic cross-sections, the same computation models of
the reactor plan( were utilized in the compared simulations. An important role of the upper
plenum nodalization in prediction of the cold and hot leg temperatures was shown. The loop
temperatures depend on the efficiency of the primary coolant mining in the reactor upper
plenum. Both code systems produced satisfactory predictions of the measured transient
parameters. A close agreement between calculated results was demonstrated.

As the next step in validation of the presented coupled code systems, a simulation of
the VVER I 000 coolant transient benchmark (V I OOOCT- 1) will be carried out. This exercise,
as the previous one, is based on the real Kozlodux--6 experiment.
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DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION OF A ID DYNAMICS CODE FOR
MOLTEN SALT REACTORS
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ABSTRACT

To perform transient analysis for Molten Salt Reactors (MSR), the ractor dynamics code

DYN31) developed in FZR was modified for MSR applications. Ile MSR as a liquid fuel

system can serve simultaneously as he actinide burner and the thorium breeder. The specifics of

the eactor dynamics of MSR consist in the fact, that there is direct influence of he fuel velocity

to the ractivity, which is caused by the delayed neutrons drift. This drift causes the spread of

delayed neutrons dstribution to the non-core part of primary circuit. This leads to ractivity loss

due to fuel acceleration or to reactivity increase in the case of deceleration.

For the frst analyses a ID modified version DYNID-MSR of the code has been

developed. By means of the DYNID-MSR, several transients typical for the liquid fuel system

were analyzed. Transients due to overtooling of fuel at core inlet, reactivity insertion, and fuel

pump coast-down have been considered. The results of all transient studies have shown that the

dynamic behavior of MSR is stable when the coefficients of thermal feedback are negative.

For studying spacc-dependent ffects like e.g. local blockages of fuel channels, a D

code version DYN3D-MSR will be developed. The nodal expansion method used in DYN3D for

hexagonal fuel element geometry of VVER can be applied considering MSR design with

hexagonal graphite channels.

1. DITRODUCTION

The tree-dimensional code DYN31) [1) for the calculation of steady states and transients in
PWR ractors has been developed in FZR. he nutron kinetics of DYN3D is based on the
nodal expansion method applied to Caricsian or hexagonal fuel assembly geometry. It is
coupled with a two-phase thermo-hydraulic model and with a fuel rod model. The subject of
this paper is the development and verification of modified code DYNID-MSR, which is
designed for Molten Salt Reactors (MSR). The MSR is a project 2 which is presently
revisited, because of its safety advantages, the possibility to use the uranium-thorium fuel
cycle, and the potential to transmute actinides. he fuel of this reactor is liquid in he for of
a molten salt mixture, which also acts as a coolant.
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The ID version is the first step of the DYN3D-MSR development. It is based on the
numerical subroutines of DYN3D, which are designed for the axial direction calculation and
it includes new models describing the motion of liquid fuel. For the development the MSR
design with fuel flowing in cylindrical channels inside a hexagonal graphite sructure is
considered (Fig. 2.

Due to the liquid fuel the thermo-hydraulic and neutron kinetic characteristics of MSR differ
significantly from that of a classical PWR.T'he core consists mostly of graphite blocks, which
form the channels for h fuel. The motion of fuel influences h distribution of delayed
neutrons precursors. The precursors can be drifted with the flow in time priod between their
origin and decay. Overall changes in the distribution are dependent on the flow ocity on
the recirculation time, and on the decay constants of each pcursors group.

'Me thermal-hydraulic model is determined by the fact that the energy from fission is
predominantly released into the fuel salt and is directly drifted out of the core. However, there
is a small fraction of energy, which is released through the gamma radiation in the
surrounding graphite and an additional part is released with delay as decay heat.

2. DELAYED NEUTRONS MODEL

It is a special feature of the MSR kinetics that the precursors of delayed neutrons (DN) are
partly drifted with the flow out of the core. For this reason a new model for the DN
production was implemented into the DYN31) routines. For a solution of the neutron kinetics
the nodal expansion method 5) of DYN3D together with the DN model is used. The
equations for DN precursors include convective term. Due to this he final distribution of
precursors is dependent on the fuel velocity, on the fuel volumetric fraction in the core and in
the primary circuit, and on the decay constants of each precursors group. The equations
describing the istribution of the i-th group of precursors are the following:

a C,(ZI) a VC, (Z-1)) =IY)6v1:,.,0,(zj)-,�C,(zj) inthecoreandTZ kIff ,

Cj Z' 1 avC'(z"))=-'�C'(z't) in other parts of primary circuit.at az

Standard notation is used. To find the solution of these equations, the entire primary circuit
and core are divided into nodes. The source term on the right hand side of the first equation is

described by the nodal expansion method with a polynomial character in space and an

exponential character in time.

Assurn�ing a constant fuel velocity within nde and time step, the solubon is found

analytically for each node. Using these nodal solutions, the overall distribution of the

precursors can be found. Fig. I shows the dstributions of the nuclear power and of the

delayed neutrons for a steady state condition with given fuel mass flow.
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Fig. 1: Distribution of 6 groups of delayed nutrons for flowing fuel (v -I m/s) reactor.

3. THERMO-HYDRAULIC 0-H) MODEL

In the TH model a cylinder with an inner channel of flowing fuel approximates the hexagonal
graphite block of Fig 2 In MSR the energy from fission is predominandy rleased in the fuel
and is directly convected by the flow out of the core. The graphite is in the same time hated-
up by the radiation. This heat-up causes a heat flux on the graphite-salt interface, which has in
the steady state the direcfion from the graphite to the fuel. However. the heat exchange is
significantly smaller in comparison with the heat flux on water-cladding interface in PWR In
the applied model, it is assumed that the pressure remains constant, the fuel density depends
on temperature and that the velocity for each node is obtained from the continuity equation.
Assuming also the absence of either boiling or solidification of fuel salt, a single phas TH
model can be used. In this case the energy equation will have the following form:

a (ph(zj))+ a (yoh(zi))=Qf., al az
Standard notation is used. The first of three sources on the fight hand side of this equation

Q.,.,_ is the heat directly released from fission to the fuel. This source is proportional to the

neutron flux, it is located only in the core and rpresents around 90% of all energy. he

second source Q_, represents the dcay heaL It is proportional to the steady state power

level and assumed to be constant during the transients. This decay heat is leased not only in

the core but also in all pfimary circuit. The third source encompasses the hat

exchange between the graphite and fuel 3 To describe this exchange, separate model was
developed. For the numerical solution, the gaphite is divided into an arbitrary number of
coaxial segments (Fig. 2 and the method of effective heat transfer coefficients is used. Those
coefficients are defived for each segment from an analytical solution of the heat conduction
equation for the steady state. No heat transfer to the next graphite block is assumed at the
outer boundary.
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Fig. 2 Modeling of the temperature distribution in a graphite channel by segments with
effective heat transfers cefficients. he comparison of the calculated steady state

distribution (on the left) with analytical solution (on the right) is shown.

The temperature of fuel can be obtained from the energy balance euation using the method
of characteristics 4 This method involves integrating the equation along the path of a
fic6tious particle moving with the flow. The axial emperature distributions in a hexagonal
fuel element divided into 20 axial nodes are shown in Fig 3.
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cu b4U averaged
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560
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Fig. 3 Axial dstributions of temperature in he MSR fuel channel. The core inlet temperature
of the fuel is 550T. Flowing through the core-, it is heated up by 150'C approximately.

4. VAL-IDATIONOFIDCODEKINErICS

The data measured during the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) in the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (OR-NI-) were used to validate the DYN I D-MSR kinetics, especially the
delayed neutrons model. The MSRE was based on an MWa, thennal reactor, moderated by
graphite and with molten salt fuel. It was constructed to prove the ability of this technology
for a civil energy production. he next step of the development was planned to be 1000 MW,
Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR).
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From the above ORNL MSRE data, only three zero-power experiments are considered and
used for the validation calculations. The first of them was focused on the dlayed neutrons
leakage in the steady state due to the fuel flow. Measuring results arc represented in the trms
of reactivity loss. The MSRE reactivity loss for U235 fuel was found to be 212 pm and for
the U233fU235/Pu239 fuel mixture 100±15 pm. The reactivity loss values calculated by
DYNID-MSR are 253.2 pm and 121.2 pm for the U235 fuel and the U233fU2351pu239
fuel mixture, respectively 'Me agreement with the results obtained by the other codes is good.
However, the results of most numerical codes differ from the experiment. The differences
between experiment and calculations can be caused by inaccuracies of the cross-section input
data or by use of the simplified core geometry. Considering the ID nature of some codes and
to get comparable results, the elliptical upper plena of MSRE reactor core was modeled as a
flat area with constant height.

Table 1: Loss of reactivi by fuel flow (Static benchmark calculat by MOST project).
Code used ORNL NILO DYNID-MSR Cinsfil) SUv1NfER3D

Experiment (PoliTO) (FZR) (EdF) (FZK)

Reacti loss (pcm) 212 260.9 253.2 228.8 262.2
9Z fuel

Reactivity loss (pcm) 100 119.2 121.2 107.8 125.0
233u/235U/239N I

The second and the hird experiment were focused on the protected fuel pump start-up and
coast-down transients. During tese two transients a constant power was maintained.ne
change in the dlayed nutron production was compensated by the use of control rods and the
inserted reactivity was the variable to be compared with experiment.

In the case of fuel pump start-up transient the velocity of fuel is changing from zero to the
norninal value in 10 seconds. The delayed neutron precursors start to be drifted out of the core
and the rods are withdrawn to compensate the loss. In the MSRE experiment there was a
limitadon of control rods withdraw speed, which was not applied in DYNID-MSR
calculation. Th dfference caused by this can be seen in the first 15 seconds of Umnsient from
Fig. 4 where the calculated reactivity is higher. he oscillations of inserted reactivity are
caused by the changing level of precursors recirculation to the core during the transient.

300 -

2SO 1A

V 200 .3

150 -
Z

100

so MSRE experiment,
cc ORNL decay data

0,
_JEF decay data

-5.0
0 10 20 30 40 so

Time [sec.]

Fig. 4 Inserted reactivity by the fuel pump start-up transient (constant power is maintained).
Original ORNL DN data and calculated JEF DN data were used.
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5. TRANSIENrCALCULATIONWITHTHERMALFEEDBACK

The MSBR data were used as the input deck for the calculations with thermal feedback. The
original core geometry was simplified for ID purpose and three basic transients were taken
into account: fuel pump coast-down, 300 pm reactivity insertion, and oerco-oling of fuel at
core inlet.

The first studied ransient was the coast-down of fuel pump. Two antagonistic effects
influence reactor power during this type of a ransient. 'De convection of the heat is slow-
down with the fuel velocity. Increasing fuel temperature results in a negaLive or positive
reactivity insertion by virtue of the thermal feedback coefficient being negative or positive. At
the same time, the change of delayed neutron distribution introduces the posifive reactivity.

In the case of Opcm reactivity insertion the power increase rapidly in the very first moment.
However, h increase is slowed-down soon and the power is again decreased by the
introduction of negative reactivity. This reactivity is based on the rising temperature of the
fuel, which has negative feedback cefficient. The long-term behavior of power is dependent
on the graphite thermal feedback coefficient. The temperature of graphite follows with the
delay the temperature of salt. If this warming-up introduces positive reactivity the power can
grow up� On the other hand the power will be stable if the graphite feedback will be negative
(Fig 5). The thermal feedback of graphite can be influenced by the erbium insertion to the
fuel salt. The absorption cross-section of erbium is sensitive to the changes in neutron spectra
involved by the graphite warming-up.
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Fig. 5: MSBR response to the 300 pm reactivity insertion.

The last studied transient was the overcooling of the fuel at the core inlet. he fuel
temperature was decreased in this case by 50'C in 50 seconds. As mentioned above he
thermal feedback coefficient of the fuel salt is negative and so the decrease of fuel
temperature introduces the positive reactivity and thus the power increases. It is interesting
that the fuel outlet temperature is increasing from the beginning of transient. The changes of
average fuel temperature are small and depend on the graphite thermal feedback. During the
overcooling transient the power is increasing. Furthermore, the radiation heat-up of the
graphite will also increase together with the average temperature of the graphite. The overall
response of the reactor will be again dependent on the thermal feedback coefficient of
graphite.
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6. CONCLUSION

DYNiD-MSR, the first step in a D version development, has een shown to be aready an
effective tool for MSR transient analysis. The new DN model, together with the TH model,
was integrated into the node expansion method of DYN313 neutron kinetics. The results ot
MSRE zro-power benchmark validated the applied models and proved the ability of the code
to perform analysis for the liquid fuel reactor.

Three transients in MSBR were studied. he results'of all tansient studies have shown that the
dynamic behavior of MSR is stable when the coefficients of therTnal feedback art ngative.
However, the thermal feedback coefficient of graphite can b positive in some cases. In those
transients the power is inc=antly increasing. Te addition of Erbium canhelp to eliminate the
posifive feedback coefficient of graphite.

It is a special feature of the liquid fue ractor system, that the fuel can be in all hazardous
situations very fast drained from the core to the sub-crifical cooled drain tanks. Following the
results, there will be probably enough fime to drain the core, during all transients in a reactor
with the negative thermal feedback.
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AER Working Group E in 2003

Vladimir Chrapdiak, VUJE Tmava, Inc., Slovakia

'De 8" meeting of the AER Working Group E 'Physical Problems on Spent Fuel, Radwaste
and Decommissioning of Nuclear Power Plants' was held in Modra, Slovak Republic,
on 7 9 April, 2003.

The meeting was focused on the following topics:

• the VVER burnup credit benchmark
• cHticalitysafetyconsiderationsandcalculations
• interim storage in Slovakia

First group of presentations have informed about verification WIEMS code on LWR spent fuel
measurements, additional analysis on CB2 and CB2-S benchmarks and first results CB5 were
published. (M. Manolova has send her presentation by e-mail)

Second group of presentations have informed about interim storage pools in Slovakia
(existing wet in Jaslovsk6 Bohunice and planned dry in Mochovce) and safety analysis of
transport cask C30 in Hungary.

The participants have visited geophysical and astronomy laboratory by Modra.

Next AER Working Group E meeting will be held in NRI keL
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Agenda of h Meeting of AER Working Group E

Tuesday, April meeting

10:00-10:15 opening

10: 1 - 12:30 morning session, chairman: Mr. Gdbor Hodr6sy

10:15-10:45PaveiMikold§: ActirddesconcentrafionscalculationinLWRspentfuelby
WIMS code and their comparison with experimental data

10:45 - I :1 5 L. Markovi: Sensitivity Study Applied to the CB4 VVER Benchmark on
Bumup Credit (presented by Mr. Kyncl)

11:15 - 11:30 coffee break

11:30 - 12:00 Vladimir Chrap6iak: The influence of model of the VVER-440 assembly
on sources calculation with the SAS2 and ORIGEN-
S code

12:00 - 12:30 Vladimir Chrapdiak: The numerical benchmark CB5

Maria Manolova: The VVER I 000 bumup credit benchmark (CB5)

12:30 - 13:30 lunch

13:45 - 15:30 visit to geophysical laboratory in Modra

15:30 - 18:45 afternoon session, chairman: Mr. Pavel Mikol6i

15:30 - 16:00 Du§an Belko: Reconstruction of wet interim storage in Jaslovsk6 BohurLice

16:00 - 16:30 Vladimir Chrap6iak: Comparison of subcriticality. of the interim spent
fuel storage before and after modification

16:30 - 17:00 GAbor Hord6sy: Safety Analysis of the C30 Spent Fuel Transport Cask

17:00 - 17:15 coffee break

17:15 - 17:45 Du§an Sedliak: Mochovce Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facility
Perspectives of construction

17:45 - 8:15 general discussion

19:00 official dinner
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INTRODUCTION

As opposed to reactors of west type WR or BWR for a example) it is exist p(
shortage of public available verification data about neutron composition for the 
reactors spent fuel. It is one of the main factors, which prevent from introduce in pract)
modem approaches regarding the evaluation nuclear safety of spent fuel management sys

Determination of spent fuel isotope composition is necessary to solve the tasks r(
to:
- Account and control of quantity of nuclear hazardous material;
- Determination of source terms during radiation safety analysis;
- Using bumup as the nuclear safety parameter whilc substantiating safety of spent

management systems ("bumup credit" pnciple).

Program ORIGEN is one of the most famous modem computer programs o
calculation of spent fuel isotope composition. Its shortcoming is the fact that the neu
physical constant libraries were created for the western types of reactor - PWR, 
CANDU.

The libraries for the fuel of PWR reactors arc used quite often earlier for the calcul
of VVER spent fuel isotope composition with the help of program ORIGEN due t(
similarity of PWR & VVER reactor spectrums.

Now using of program ORIGEN as a part of program package SCALE allov
eliminate this defect and prepare the problem-oriented neutron-physical constant libraries

In this report ORIGEN standard libraries for the I7xI7 fuel of PWR reactor
libraries pepared by authors for VVER-440 reactors, which is obtained with the SAS2H
of SCALE package a-re tested on the base of experimental infon-nation and calcu
benchmarks.
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1. VVEIZ-440 Fuel Assembly Modeling

The SAS2H control odule is based on the RIGLN-S code odeling fuel in one-
dimensional approxinia(ion I, 2 and 3 A fuel assembly is described as infinite lattice of fel
pins. For VVER, this lattice is hexagonal. Hokever a number of composition elements
disturb the regularity of this lattice. For VVER-440 fuel, te components that disturb the
regularity of the fuel pin hexagonal lattice are central tube, water gap between assemblies, and
fuel assembly shroud, Figure I.I. These components essentially impact on the neutron
spectrum and fuel irradiation conditions, therefore, possibility of their modeling should be
provided in calculations. All the above-mentioned is related to the conditions of modeling a
fuel assembly as a whole, i.e. calculations of isotopic content averaged by fuel assembly are
concerned.

The main technical parameters of the VVER-440 fuel assembly (FA) are provided in
references 4, 5 and 6.

Figure provides zone radii for the calculation model, needed dimensions were
calculated for the whole assembly.

The SAS2H capabilities aow consideration of some differences of the actual fuel
assembly structure from a regular one. This is done through the INPLEVEL command
pen-nitting different options in modeling a fuel assembly. To model a fuel assembly and
different VVER fuel pin locations, the input file of the SAS2H control module used command
INPLEVEL=2 together with conu-nand NUMZONES=(the number of radial zones of a given
model, Figure 1) and after them matefial composition and radii of the associated zones were
successively specified.

Isotopic composition of spent nuclear fuel was modeled using standard SCALE libraries
27bumuplib, 44groupndf5 and 238groupndf5. rradiation of fuel in the assembly was
calculated for the power of 40 MW/tU. The best results are obtained for the SCALE package
standard library 27bumuplib, on which basis it as calculated the neutron-physical constant
libraries for the program ORIGEN for the fuel of VVER-440 reactor.

2. Results of Experiment Data Calculations

Publications 7 and 9 describe the measuring results of isotope composition of
VVER reactor spent fuel with erichment of 33% and 6% that were received in Russia

70-80s years.
It should be noted that an issue arose durina the deve[o ment of input files associated

with the uncertainty of initial concentration of U and U isotopes in fuel supplier's
documents. This initial concentration substantially impacts o the fnal concentration of these
isotopes after fuel irradiation. Taking into account this fact, concentration of the isotopes in
question was calculated with the methodology proposed by experts of the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL), USA 3 According to this approach, initial concentration of 131U and
236U isotopes depends on the fuel enrichment in 2 5U and is determined with the following

relations:

131 U (%,,,t%)=0.0089 X 3 U ,,-t %)

136U (,m%)=0.0046 X235U(N%,%)

211U %v1%)=l00_(234U(%%1%)4235 U (,,I %) + 1 31 U
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Tlic ain results of VVER-440 fuel isotopic concentration calculations wt
VVER and PWR libraries are provided in Figures 213.

Rad
Model Distribution in model zones model

cl
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Figure 1. Scheme of Fuel Pin Lattice and Basic Models for Fuel Pin Location c
VVER440 Fuel Assembl),

Fig2. Concentration of U234 vs. Burnup Fig3. Concentration of U235 vs. burr
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3. Calculation of AER CB-2 Benchmark

Publications [10, 1 ad 121 describe the calculational. ba-chmark prepared b,
AER intern3tional research group Atomic Energy Research) tat combines experts
countries operab-ng VVER reactors. Ibe benchmark was developed for the purpo�:
exploring thie possibility ue dfferert codes f et mination of sotopic ompos,=C
VVER-440 spent nuclear Liel and further use of thisinformatLon in criticality calculatio
fuel. storage syste = (app licabnn f the burnup, credit to V E R fuel). Ta king mto accouiv
there is insuf6iment cr absent eperimental nformation on the isctopic concentration in:
nuclear fuel, compai:is;on with benchmark results permits Lis to conduct testing for cjr
number of nuclides.

The benchmark describes assembly selected, its loading modes during operation
the results obtau)ed Dum-ng benchmark calculations ft)el design, loading modes d
operation, and cooling modes were specifie-Jaccording to te benchmark data.

The main results of VVER-440 isatopic concentr im calculitions are provick
Table I and 2.

In general, calcalaoon rea:lzs savory ode. However, ther great discreF
for 151 Sm and 55Gd should be nted.
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Table I - Isotopic Concentration in VVER-440 Spent Fuel. Enrichment 36%. Burnup 30 MW*diy/kgU.

Cooling time - year Cooling time - year Co ling time - year

Average ORIGEN lib.: Average in CRIGEN lib.: Average inj ORIGEN lib.:
in I

benchmark VVER-440 I PWR I-7xl7 benchmark I VVER-440 PWR 17x17 benchmar VVER-440 pWR 17x17

Isotope Isotope concentration (9) per U ton

235U 1.25E-04 1.25E+04 1.21E+04 1.25E+04 1.25E+04 1.21E+04 1.26E+04 1.25E+04 1.21F+04

2jbU 4.09E+03 4.25E+03 4.27E+03 4.09E+03 4.25E+03 4.2�E+03 4.06EfO3 4.25E+03 4.27E+03

2"U 9.53E-05 9. E-05 .53E,05 9.41E+05 9.42E+OS 9.48E+05 9.41E+05 9.42E,05

N 3. 88E+02 3.97E+02 3 94 6E+02 -7�95E+02 4.07E+02 4 04E+02 3 95E+02 4 . 08E+02 4 .05E+02
,JxPU 1.14E+02 1.1 5Z+02 1.126E+02 1.23E+02 1.22E+02 1.21E+02 1.24E+02 1.21E+02 1.19E+02

-TIVP- 2 4 E 0 613E�O3 5.65E+03 6 4 3E+ 3 6.13E+03 5. 65E+03
- 6.16F+03 6.05E+03 5.5-)E+03

"'Pu 1.98E+03 1.98E+03 2.OOE+03 1.98E+03 1.98E+03 2.OOE+03 2 4 E + 3 1.9BE+03 2.OOE+03-
-T1r-U 1 . 30E-03 1.33E+03 1.23E+03 -- 2 �4E + 0 3�1 '--F 7 E 3 1.17E+03 1.02E+03 1.05E+03 9.63E+02

-T-Irp -U 3. 52E+02 3.78E+02 3. 63E+02 3.52E+02 3.78E+02 3,63E+02 3.48E+02 3. 78E+02 3 63F+02

'rA-m 3.88F+01 4.10E+01 3. 69E+01 1.00E+02 1.04E+02 9.46E+01 3 24E+02 3.25E+02 2.98F+02

4F*01 -T �3 -- 0 �3E I 6.�55E+01 40E+01 7.03E+01 6.54E+016.29E+01 7.02F+01 6.5 1E+01

6.02E+02 6.03E+02 6.07E+02 I.OSE+02 T�06E+02-7�.10E+027 7.05E+02 7.09E+02 7.13E+02
-7WT�: 7 26E+02 7.31E+02 -- T3 4 E 2 .28E+027 T. �3 3.38E+02 1.27E+02 7.35E+02 7.38E,02

-06E+02 -TO � � 9 9 E 2 7 7.OSE+02 6.99E+02 .02E+�
7 6.99E+02 E+02 06E+02 02E+02 02

Rh 3.96E+02 4.05E+02 4 .03E+02 .�35E,02- -� �49E+02� 446E�O2 43 4 E + �O2 4 4 9E+02 4.46E+02

A 6.54E+01 7.43E+01 �.17E+01 6.55E+01 7.45E+01 7.18E+01 6.66E+01 7.45E+01 7.18E+01

1.04E+03 1.06E+03 I .06E+03 1.05E+03 1.07E+03 1.08E+03 1.05E+03 1.07E+03 1.08E+03

-O3E+02 EF04E+02 8 07E-02 0 3-.83E+02 03E�027. 02E02-'T"Nd _2 5E+02

-TTJNd E+OT 6.31E+02 6.35E+02 6.28E+02 6.32E+02 3 �SE + 0 2� -- 2 �- 2 6.32E+02 6.35E+02
I 2.08E+02

"'Sm 6.83E+01 7.07E+O 7.17E+01 -F �09E+02� 1�.13E+027 .15E+02� 2.02E+02 2.OSE+02
1-49SM 4.09E+00

2.97E+00 2.74E+00 2.53E+00 4.18E+00 3.89E+00 29E+00 4.09E+00 3.89E+00
F37S m 4 E + 0 T 93F+02 2.9�5E+02 -T. 9 E 0 2�

2. .93E+02 2.95E+02 2.68E+02 2.93E+02

-FI-TS -M 1E+01 .62E+OF E49F+01 2E+017 1.64E+01 1.48E+01 1.67E+01 1 . 58 6E 0 1

�Sm 1�.08E+OT 1.20E+02 1.21E+02 I-08E+02 1.20E+02 1.21E+02 1.06E+02 1.20E+02 1.21E+02

1.02E+02 1.OIE+02 1.00E+02 1.03E+ +02 1 OlE+02 1.01F+02 1.02E+02 1.01E+02
Gd I 7.00E-02 1 4 29E-02 I 3.92E-02 1. 4.31E+00 2 39E+00 2.36EvOO
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Table 2 - Isotopic Concentration in VVER-440 Spent Fuel. Enrichment 36%. Burnup 40 MW*d.tylkgU.

Cooling time - year Cooling time - year Cooling time - year
Average ORIGEN lib.; Average in ORIGEN ib Average in ORIGEN lib.:

benc marki VVER-440 I PWR 17x17 benchmark VVER-440 I PWR 17,17 benchmark VVER-440

Isotope Is otope concentration (q) per U ton
235u 8.40E+03 8.32E+03 7.87E+03 8.40E+03 8.32E+03 7.87E+03 8 4 5E+03 8.32E+03 7.88E403

2j6u 4 61E+03 4.78E+03 4.81E+03 4.61E+03 4.79E+03 4.81E+03 4.60E+03 4.79E+03 4.81E+03
2jNU 9.39E+05 9.33E+05 9.34E+05 9.39E+05 9.33E+05 9.34E+05 9.39E+05 9.33E+05 9. 34E+05

131N 5.51E+02 5.68E+02 5.61E+02 5.60E+02 5.79E+02 5.72E+02 5.60E+02 5.81E+02 5 .74E+02

2.30E+02 2.26E+02 2.22E*02 2.46E+02 2 4 2E+02 2.37E+02 2 4 4E+02 2.38E+02 2 34 E02
6.65E+03 6.42E+03 5.80E+03 6.73E+03 6.51E+03 5.89E+03 6.�9Z+03 6.51E+03 5.89E + 3
2.60E+03 2.56E+03 2.56E+03 2.60E+03 2. 5 6E+03 2.56E+03 2.63E+03 2.57E+03 2.57F+03
1.�DE+03 1.68E+03 1.56E+03 1.62E+03 1.60E+03 1.49E+03 1 . 3 4 E + 3 1.32E+03 1.23E-03

-11TPil- 6.48E+02 6.91E+02 6.85E+02 6.48E+02 6.91Z+02 6,85E+02 6.48E+02 6.91E+02 6.857+02
717--- -6.16E+01 6.38E+01 5.73E+01 1.41E+02 1.43E+02 1.319+02 3.83E+02 4.21E+02 3.90E�02

--'�A, i i 1.55E+02 I 7 4 E 2 1.64E+02 1.55E+02 1 .74E+02 1.64E+02 1.55E+02 1.74E+02 1.64E+O-l

9'MO 7 97E+02 6.02E+02 8.0 2 8.95E+02 9.OOE+02 9.05E+02 8.98E+02 9.03E+02 9.08;'+02
rc 9 27E+02 9.36E+02 9.39E+02 9.30E+02 9.39E+02 9.43E+02 9.31E+02 9.39E+02 9 4 3E+02

-T7 -R,, 9 30E+02 9.24E+02 9.29E+02 9.30E+02 9.24E+02 9.29E+02 9.31E+02 9.24E+02 9.29E+02
"'RII 5.01F+02 5.15E+02 5.11E+02 5.42E+02 5.62E+02 5.57E+02 5.42E+02 5.62E+02 5.57E+02
u9tV 9.64E+01 1.09E+02 1.05E+02 9.65E+01 1.09E+02 1.05E+02 9.83E+01 1.09E+02 1.05E+02
ljjC; 1.31E+03 1.35E+03 1.36E+03 1.32E+03 1.36E+03 1.37E+03 1.33E+03 1.36E40 3 1.37F-03

--RNd 9 36E+02 9.35E+02 9.21E+02 9.54E+02 9.56E+02 9.42E+02 9.57E+02 9-56E+02 9 4 2 E 2
'7'N'd 7.85E+02 1.94E+02 7.98E+02 7.84E+02 7.94E+02 7.99E+02 7.88E+02 7.94E+02 7.99E+02
"'Srn 9.42E+01 9.76E+01 9.90F+01 1.37E+02 1.41E+02 1.43E+02 2.31E+02 2.36E+02 2.38Z+02
149S111 3.02E+00 2.71E+00 2.4SE+00 4.27E+00 4 . 15E+00 3.89E+00 4 32E+00 4.15E+00 3.69E,03-
I�Usl. I

3.58E+02 I 3.96E+02 4.OOE+02 I 3.58E+02 3 96E:+02 4.OOE+02 3.60E+02 3.96E+02 4.00E+D2
-7-,7- E+Ol 1 . 68E+c 1.92F,+Ol 1.80E�01

,,, 1.70E:+Ol 1.9-7E+01 1,84F+01 1.�OF+01 1.98E+01 1.86
-71 TS -I,, -I 1.55E+02 1.31E+02 1-5�2E-02 1.55F+02 1.30E+02 1.52F-+02 1-55E-'-

1.4RF.+n2 I dqr�rl-) ------



CONCLUSION

On the basis of available xperimental data and calculation benchmark it was tested
ORIGEN programs for the calculation of VVER-440 reactors spent fuel isotope composition
with the initial enrichment of 33% and 36% in the burnup range from 87 MW'daylkgU to
54.8 MW*day/kgU.

Mean absolute deviations of calculation data from experimental results and benchmark
data are presented in the Table 3

Isotopic composition of VVER-440 spent fuel assemblies as calculated ith he
ORIGEN code with VVER-440 and 17xl7 PWR libraries. The obtained data were compared
with results of experiments and calculation benchmarks.

Received results don't allow drawing one-valued conclusion regarding the advantages
of one of the two tested libraries. Though as for measurement results as for benchmark
calculation we have received better coincidence ith the help of VVER-440 library regarding
17xl7 PWR library this two different neutron-physical constant libraries have fewer
differences from each other than deviations of calculation results from experimental data or
benchmark data.

Analysis of the results permits the following conclusions:

I Results that were received with the use of two different neutron-physical constant
libraries have fewer differences from each other than deviations of calculation
results from experimental data or benchmark data.

2. Both libraries for ORIGEN code permit sufficiently accurate determination of
isotopic composition of VVER-440 spent nuclear fuel.

3. Absolute deviations of clculation data from experimental results and benchmark
data for uranium isotopes 131U 3 and 'U are not exceed 4 % VVER

ORIGEN library) and 5.0% (PWR ORIGEN library), and for the isotopes 239PU,
240PU, 241PU, 242pU are not exceed 8.1% (VVER ORIGEN library) and 16%

(PWR ORIGEN library).

4. The greatest deviations are observed for 144Cm and "'Gd isotopes, however the

amount ofdata on these isotopes cannot be considered sufficient.

5. The greatest deviations between VVER and PWR ORIGEN lbraries are observed

for 131pU and "'Pu isotopes.

6. SCALE libraries 27BURNUPLIB or 44GROUPNDF5 can be recommended for

calculating isotopic composition of VVER-440 spent nuclear fuel with the SAS2H

control module.
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Table 3 -Comparison of Obtained Results for different OR I GEN libraries

I I - I I
Comparis n with experi Comparison ith AER Benchma

VVER440 B PWR 17x1 B VVER440 lib. VV

Isotopc Vs. Exp. Vs. Exp. Vs. VVER-440lib. PWRJ7xI71ib.
PWR 17x]7 fib, PW.

ABS. DEVIATIONS

ABS(ca1cJexp.-I)'100% ABS(PWR/ ABS(calcJbench, 1'I 00% Al

VVER)'100% VVI

234 u 1.71 E01 1.16E+01 9.52E-01

-7"u 3.0112+00 3.OOE+00 3.05E+00 0.706 4.955
236 u 2.75E+00 3.03E+00 3.95E-01 4.08 4.536 1

Lig u 3.46E-01 1.61 E-01 1.10E-01 0.862 0.756

2j) N 3.146 2.161

1.72E+01 1.74E+01 1.37E+00 1.656 3.020

4.01 E+00 5.66E+00 7.61 E+00 3.178 11.614

75u 4.49E+00 4.02E+00 6.97E-01 1.383 1.557

RTP. 6.20E+00 7.04E+00 8.70E+00 1.929 6.848
142 Pu 8.09E+00 9.70E+DO 4.49E+00 7.217 4.615

-PTA. 4.148 5.704

7UA . 6.08E+01 6.41E+01 7.44E+00 11.606 4.564

"Tc . 4.07E+01 5.12E+01 7.70E+00

'4'C�, 1.14E+02 1.20E+02 9.32E+00

Y) M o 0.436 1.027

-WTC: 0.925 1.328 c

TUFR. 0.813 0.331 c

_MTRh 3.187 2.432 c

1 9 A 12.687 8.601 3

Cs 2.345 3.042 0

0.278 0.822 0

7'Nd 0.849 1.412 0

2.894 4.326 1

149 S M 5.252 11.467 6

_T_�Us. 13.619 14.575 0

T �S. 15.076 8.580 5

-T, �Sm 14.069 15.683 1

"TEu 1.289 1.110 0

05 Gd 35.830 38.551 4

2.79E+02 2.97E+02 5.16E�01 149.426 163.618 70
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ABSTRACT

During the reconstruction of Bobunice-1,2 units 1997 - 2001), their cycle lengths dropped to very
short values. Because of 4-year limit to fuel residence time, refuelling with fresh 24 enriched
assemblies seemed to e a solution of the problem. The paper describes the implementation of a final
decision to reuse 36 enriched fuel discharged after 3-year irradiation in previous cycles. This
decision led to a large-scale moving of discharged assemblies from spent fuel pools back to reactors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Spent fuel pool, which is a part of WER unit, serves for intensive cooling of discharged fuel
assemblies. The assemblies stay there usually 3 to years before being transported to interim
storage. However, as it was with Bohunice-1,2 units, the pool can also serve as a source of low-
reactive fuel.

2. BOHUNICE-1,2 REGULAR FUEL CYCLE

Bohunioe-1.2 are in operation since 1978 and 1980, respectively. The units work with reduced cores
(313 fuel assemblies) in approximately 12-month operational cycles. This year they both started their
24th cycle.

Since 1995 only fuel with the enrichment of 36 has been used for refuelling. The needed cycle
length is ensured by changing the number of loaded assemblies. The batch size corresponding to the
equilibrium cycle length of 292 FPD is 90 assemblies. More than half of them 48) are discharged after
3 cycles, the rest stays in reactor for another year. The original vendor's limit on fuel residence time
(4 years) is still applied.
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3. CHANGES IN FUEL CYCLE DUE TO UNIT RECONSTRUCTION

From 1997 till 2001 Bohunice-1,2 units were reconstructed with the aim to increase their seismic

resistance and perform other safety improvements. Though the reconstruction did not concern the

core, the fuel cycle was influenced in a large sr-ale. Because of prolongation of outages. the cycle

lengths became essentially shorter. They dropped even to the values of 214-217 FPD (Tables 2.

4. SHORT CYCLES IMPLEMENTATION

First two/three short cycles were implemented through fresh fuel batch size reduction. For that reason

the ratio of the fuel left in the reactor for 4u' year increased and the number of assemblies discharged

after 3 cycles fell down Tables 2 But in subsequent cycles (including the first one with 'long'

length) that measure was not applicable. Further reduction of fresh fuel amount would require to

prolong irradiation of some assemblies to years - that is above limit.

At first, a use of fresh 24 enriched fuel seemed to be the most appropriate solution of the problem.

But it would be a step backwards in the unit fuel cycle development. Therefore other solutions were

searched. Finally a more acceptable measure was chosen: to reuse 3-year burned assemblies from

spent fuel pool. The decision was based on the previous positive experience with the replacement of

several leaking assemblies.

Total amount of irradiated fuel directly used for short cycles implementation was 42 assemblies in

Bohunice-1 and 60 assemblies in Bohunice-2. Maximum loading per cycle - 36 assemblies- was

realised in Cycle 20 of Bolhunice-2.

As the assemblies for reuse in reactor were selected the ones with the lowest bumup, which ranged

from 33 to 35 MWdlkgU. The Ume of their cooling in pool was 2 or 3 years. Before loading. all the

assemblies were tested to eliminate those with leakages. In the reactor, the reused fuel was placed

mainly on core periphery. After 1-year irradiation its burnup reached 38 to 40 MWdlkgU. No leaking

assembly was detected.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The extreme reduction of the cycle lengths during Bohunice-1.2 reconstruction was treated without

negative consequence for their fuel cycle. More than 100 irradiated assemblies from spent fuel pool

were reused to avoid a return of low-enriched fuel into the fuel cycle. No problems were identified in

connection with the implementation of that non-standard measure.
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Tab. Fuel cycle characteristics of Bohunice-I

Refuelling Cycle Number of Number of Cooling Urn

Year before length discharged FAs reused FAs reused fu

Cycle No. JFPD] with3-yearburnup with3-yearburnup Iyear)

i 995 1 6 2a3 42 0

1996 1 7 279 48 0 -

1997 1 8 230 36 2' 2

1998 1 9 217 6 3' 2

1999 20 251 0 1 2 2

2000 2 259 0 24 3

2001 22 290 0 6 2

2002 23 271 1 2 0 -

2003 24 295 24 0

'replacement of leaking assemblies Total: 47

Tab. 2 Fuel cycle characteristics of Bohunice-2

Refuelling Cycle Number of Number of Cooling tim,

Year before length discharged FAs reused FAs reused fui

Cycle No. [FPD] with 3-year burnup with 3-year burnup [year]

1995 16 289 66 0

1996 17 242 5.4 2' 1

1997 18 228 24 3- 2

1998 19 229 12 0 -

1999 20 214 0 36 3

2000 21 306 0 24 3

2001 22 297 6 0 -

2002 23 307 24 1 . 1

2003 24 289 48 0 -

'replacement of leaking assemblies 1 66
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EXPERIENCE FROM THE TRANSPORTATION OF

IRRADIATED WWER-440 FUEL ASSEMBLIES AT THE

KOZLODUY NPP SITE AFTER A SHORT COOLING TIME

1. STOYANOVA, A. KAMENOv, L. BpzFv - KoZLODuy NPP, BULGARIA

1. CHRISTOSKOV - FACULTY OF PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF SOFIA, BULGARIA

ABSTRACT

Results from the analysis and experimental verification of the radiation and shielding
characteristics of non-standard loading patterns of the VSPOT transport cask used for
transportation of irradiated fuel assemblies after a short cooling time 20 - 180 days) on the
site of the KozJoduy NPP are presented. An additional safety criterion related to the
introduced modifications to the standard procedure of using the transport cask is formulated
and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

After the early closing of Kozloduy NPP Units I and 2 on 31.12.2002 a large number
of low-burnup fuel assemblies were moved to the storage pools of the respective units.
According to the instructions for use of the VSPOT transport cask available at the NPP site
[I], these assemblies had to be kept in the pools for at least 3 years before their subsequent
transportation to the still operating Units 3 and 4 Mainly because of economic reasons, and
also with a view to the increased risk of deterioration of the condition of otherwise still usable
fuel assemblies, the above mentioned restriction was found not practicable and it was decided
lo investigate the ossibilities for using the VSPOT cask for safe transportation of irradiated
fuel assemblies within the NPP site after a cooling time not longer than 180 days.

In order to estimate the number and arrangement of iradiated assemblies in the
VSPOT basket (cf. Fig. 12) which %vould satisfv the applicable safety requirements, the
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radiation characteristics (decay eat power, activity, eutron a photon sources) of the
irradiated uel assemblies envisaged for transportation to the Unit 34 pools after at least 120
days of storage i the Unit 12 pools were Cmputed ad analysed.

Because of the large decay heat power (1. - 24 kW per assembly 2 3 it was
decided not to follow the standard procedure of replacing the pool solution in the cask by
pufified condensate in order to reduce the hydrogen release due to the radiolysis of water.
Thus, accounting for all safety criteria and as a result of the performed quantitative analysis it
was found that in the case of short decay times the chief limiting factor for the choice of a
loading pattern for the VSPOT cask, which is not equipped with a hydrogen removal device,
a.re the photon source char-actefistics of the irradiated fuel assemblies.

In order to verify the analytical conclusions, an experimental survey of a basket loaded
with 6 irradiated fuel assemblies after a cooling time of 120 days (further denoted as
Reference basket No. (Ref No. 1) was performed. For planning of the experimental survey,
and in particular with respect to the radiation protection of the personnel involved, it was
important to estimate the expected maximum dose rates on the surface of the VSPOT cask
(especially on the surface of the top lid elow which a considerable volume filled vAth
pressurized nitrogen is left).

2. ANALYSIS OF RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS

The radiation charactefistics presented in this section were computed using the
ORIGEN module of the SCALE-4.4a code system 4].

For the experimentally studied Reference basket No. I a loading pattern of six
irradiated fuel assemblies (cf. Table I and Fig. 1) ensuring maximum der-ay heat power and
activity values was chosen, so that the respective measurement results would provide a
conservative estimate for the next baskets needed for transportation of fuel assemblies from
Unit 2 to Unit 4 pool (the Uansfer from Unit I to Unit 3 pool was scheduled for a somewhat
later pefiod of time). The cooling time pior to the 24-hour measurement sequence was 116
days.

Since, in addition, it was needed to replace a damaged assembly in Unit 4 with a
burnup of 25.8 MWd/kgU aer 2 cycles of irradiation with a similar one from Unit 2 25.55
MWd/kg1U after 3 cycles of irradiation) a loading pattern consisting of 7 assemblies, further
denoted as Reference basket No.2 (Ref No.2 - cf. Table 2 and Figure 2 was also analysed.
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Table 1. Assemblies in tit experimCntflil studied [reference basket No.1
Enrichment, Burnup, Fueltypc

1%) [MWd/kgU] (Unit 2,
Cycle 24)

3.60 7.0 1 G
3.60 7.0 1 G
3.60 7.0 IG
3.60 4.7 1
3.60 4.7 1 G
3.60 4.7 IG

Table 2 Assemblies in Reference basket No.2
Enrichment, Bunnup, Fueltypc

N [MWd/kgU] (Unit 2,
Cycle 24)

3.60 .7 1 G
3.6 5.7 1 G
3.6 5.7 1 G
3.60 5.7 1 G
3.60 4.9 1 G
3.60 4.9 1 G
3.60 25.55 3G

Figure 1. Reference basket No.l. Decay heat power 84 kW on 01 May 2003
IV
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Figure 2 Reference basket No.2. Decay heat power 10.22 OV on 01 May 2003
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2.1 Neutron sources

The irradiated fuel assemblies scheduled for transportation are of low bumup, i.e. the
accumulated quantifies of isotopes of Pu, Am, Cm and other actinides are much less than in a
typical depleted WWER-440 fuel assembly. Consequently, the neutron source ((an) +
spontaneous fission) generated in the six assemblies in Reference basket No. I after a cooling
time of 120 days was evaluated to be more than 100 times smaller than in the case of a
standard loading Standard basket (Sid) with 30 assemblies irradiated during 3 or 4 fuel cycles
and after a cooling time of at least 3 years - cf. Table 3.
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Table (a) (ALPHAN) NEUTRON URCE, NEUTIZONS/SECI
Nuclide 120.2 kg metallic uramfirn 120.2 kg metallic uranuim

enrichment 36% enrichment 36%
BU = 39.68 MWdlkgU BU = 757 MWd/kgU
cooling time 3 years cooling time 120 days

PU238 5.22E+05 6.27E+03
PU239 3.49E+04 1.65E+04
PU240 5.34E+04 7.43E+03
AM241 1.0913+05 1. 12E+03
AM243 2.9513+03
CM242 1. I I E+05 1.76E+04
CM243 5.77E+03
CM244 5.45E+05 1.20E+02

Table 3 (b) SP NTANEOUS FISSION NEUTRON SOURCE, [NEUTRON /SE(
Nuclide 120.2 kg metallic uranuirn 120.2 kg metallic uranuirri

enrichment 36% enrichment 36%
BU = 39.68 MWd/kgU BU = 757 MWd/kgU

cooling time 3 years cooling time 120 days
PU238 8.51E+04 1.02E+03
PU240 2.8 E+05 3.92E+04
PU242 1.17E+05 1.3 E+03
CM242 5.37E+05 8.55E+04
CM244 6.56E+07 1.44E+04
CM246 3.27E+05

TOTALS 6.84E+07 1.92E+05

2.2 Decay heal power

In order to vrify the compliance ith the loading pattern limitations imposed by tl
VSPOT ask usage instructions, a standard loading pattern further denoted as Standard bask
No.] (Std No.]) was modelled numerically and was compared with the above mentiont
Reference basket No.]. The standard loading pattern consists of 30 assemblies: 20 assembli
with radiation characteristics corresponding to those of a 36% assembly with a bumup
36.86 MWd/kgU and a cooling time of 3 years and 2 months, plus 10 assemblies VA
radiation characteristics corresponding to those of a 36% assembly with a bumup of 41J
MWd/kgU after 4 fuel cycles and a cooling time of 3 years.

Under the specified conditions the decay heat power of a single assembly with
bumup of 36.86 MWd1kgU is 0346 kW, and of an assembly with a bumup of 41.1
MWd/kgU is 0402 M Thus, the total decay heat power in Standard basket No.] is: 20
0.346 IO x 0402 = 10.94 M Comparing with the 84 kW of Reference basket No. I it
seen that in both cases the VSPOT limitation of 15 kW is satisfied with a large safety margir

2.3 Poton sources

From the above stated results it follows that in the case of low-burnup assemblies wi
a short cooling time the most restrictive factor ith respect to the radiolysis of the stora
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pool water solution filled in the cask, as well as to (lie radiation projection wuld b he

pholon source strength.

Therefore, a comparison between the photon spectra of the experimentally studied
Reference basket No.], the hypothetical Standard basket No.] and of an actual loading
according to the standard VSPOT pattern with typical spent fuel assemblies after a cooling
time of at least 3 years (further denoted as Standard basket) was made. Comparisons were
made also between Reference basket No.2 aer a cooling time of 120 days and the above
mentioned Standard basket which was already used for transportation of spent WWER-440
fuel assemblies. The results are presented in Table 4 and Figure 3 Based on the perfof-med
comparisons, it was concluded that the loading patterns of Reference baskets No. I and No. 2
will satisfy all related safety requirements.

The conclusion for Reference basket No. I was confirmed experimentally [5], and
more specifically it was established that during the 24-hour test the concentrations of
hydrogen and oxygen in the arogen volume of the VSPOT cask filled with storage pool
solution instead of pure condensate were below the limiting values.

Thus, on the basis of predictions and measurements, in addition to the requirement not
to exceed the Limiting. decay heat power values it was decided to adopt the following
additional safety cterion for the modified transportation technology using a VSPOT cask,
i.e. ithout replacement of the pool solution by pure condensate: by the date of
transportation, the total computed photon spectrum of the set of irradiatedfuel assemblies in

each individual basket (7oading pattern) must not be significantly above the respective values
obtainedfor Reference basket No. I and Reference basket No. 2 (as depicted in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 Photon spectra for baskets Sid, Ref No.] and Ref No.2

PHOTON SPECTRUM

S nda
I.E-18

0 Reference I
11+16

0 Reference 2I.E+14
I.E+12
I.E-10

0 I.E+08
E I.E+06 A

I.E+0-4
I.E+02
1. E 00f

energy MeV I
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Table 4. Photon spectra for slected VSPOT loading patterns

Mean Standard basket No. : Standard basket Refcrence basket Reference bask
group 20 assemblies wth (Sid) No. : No.2:

energy, BU=36.86 MWd/kgU 6 low bumup 6 low-burnup0
W [MeVI + IO assemblies ith assemblies I high-burnul:
6 BU=41.86 MWd/kgU assemblies
z Photon source Photon source Photon source Photon soure

[Photons/sl [photons/si lphotons/sl lphotons/sl
I 1.0013-02 2.085E+16 1.364E+16 1.60E+16 1.23E+16
2 2.5013-02 4.860E+15 3.180E+15 3.59E+15 2.77E 1 5
3 3.75E-02 5.0 1 OE 1 5 3.381E+15 3.80E 1 5 2.90E 1 5
4 5.75E-02 4.236E+15 2.741 E 1 5 3.10E+15 2.42E+15
5 8.50E-02 2.854E+15 1.791 E 1 5 2.10E+15 1.66E+ 5
6 1.2513-01 2.983E+15 1.800E+ 1 5 4.13E+15 2.96E 1 5
7 2.25E-01 2.445E+ 1 5 1.507E+15 1.74E+I5 1.40E 1 5
8 3.75E-01 1.420E+ 1 5 8.73 8 E 4 8.5 1 E+ 14 7.08E+14
9 5.75E-01 2.793E+16 2.150E+16 4.58E+15 4.33E+15
I 0 8.50E-01 7.969E+l 5 5.15 5E 1 5 2.58E+16 1.60E 6
1 1 1.25E+00 1.362E+ 1 5 9.456E+14 1.71E+14 1.93E+14
1 2 1.75E+00 6.307E+13 3.581E+13 8.12E+ 3 5.87E+13
1 3 2.25E+00 5.856E+13 2.353E+13 7.88E+13 6.43 E 1 3
1 4 2.75E+00 1.574E+12 7.23 5E+ I I 2.81E+12 1.98E+12
1 5 3.50E+00 2.002E+1 I 9.236E+10 6.36E+10 7.40E+10
1 6 5.00E+00 8.753E+07 6.490E+07 2.34E+04 1.20E+06
7 7.OOE+00 1.010E+07 7.483E+06 2.67E+03 1.38E+05

1 8 9.50E+00 1 I 60E+06 8.597E+05 3.06E+02 1.59E+04

The application of the above formulated additional safety criterion for the subseque.-
transportation of irradiated fuel assemblies between the pools of Unit I and Unit 3
illustrated in Figures 4 7 blow.
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Figure 4 Bsket No.4 used for ransportation or ssemblies between the pools of Unit I
and Unit 3 Decay heat power 73 kV on 16 June 2003
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Figure 5. Photon spectrum for Basket No. 4 on 16.06.2003 compared with
the additional safety criterion
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Figure 6 Basket No.5 used for transportation of assemblies between the pools of Unit I
and Uni 3 Decav heat power 64 kW on 16 June 2003
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Figure 7 Photon spectrum for Basket No. on 16.06.2003 compared with
the additional safety critefion
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3. SMELDINC ANALYSIS

As entioned i Section 1, it %vas necessary to compute and verify experimentally tile
surface dose rates for the studied cases of loading a VSPOT cask with low-bumup fuel
assemblies after cooling times uch shorter than those prescribed in the instructions 11].
Since, as it was shown in Section 21, the neutron sources are negligible in comparison with
those from the standard oading pattern, and also because in the studied loading patterns the
fuel assemblies are surrounded by sufficiently thick water layers, only the photon doses were
accounted for.

The shielding analysis was performed in parallel according to two computational
approaches. The first one involved only the SCALE 4.4a code system: generation of source
terms from ORIGEN-S results and solution of the photon transport equation solution using
the SAS4 sequence. The second approach consisted of the same method of source generation
as in the first one, followed by solving the transport problem by the method of discrete
ordinates in P3Ss approximation using the TORT code 6 The macroscopic cross-sections
were evaluated on the basis of the BUGLE-96 cross-sections library 7].

With a view to the experimental verification the second approach, i.e. application of
the method of discrete ordinates for three-dimensional modelling of the neutron and photon
transport, was found especially useful because of its apabilities to produce at a reasonable
cost the spatial distributions needed for direct comparison etween measured and computed
values at any point on the cask surface.

The computational results for a loading pattem similar to Reference basket No. I are
presented in Table 5. It is seen that the average surface dose rate values obtained according to
the two above mentioned fairly independent approaches are mutually consistent.

Table 5. Computed photon dose rates on the VSPOT outer surface
for a loading pa tern similar to Reference basket No.1

TORT SCALE
max, average, average,
mSv/h mSv/h mSv/h

top surface 0.055 0.009 0.011
side wall 0.035 0.016 0.021
bottom surface 0.037 0.005 -

The comparison between the measured and computed values of the maximum dose
rate on the top surface of the cask showed a very good agreement: 0.055 mSv/h computed vs.
0.05 007 mSv/h measured.

Thus, it was both computationally and experimentally confirmed that for the studied
loading pattems the dose rates outside te VSPOT cask are well within the safety limits.
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4. CONCLUSION

The presented results from the computation and analysis of the radiE
characteristics of the irradiated fuel assemblies by the date of their transportation accordir
the selected loading patterns of the VSPOT cask and following the modified technolog
transportation, i.e. without replacement of the pool solution by pure condensate, as well 
corresponding experimental results, confirm the applicability of the newly introduced s,
criterion for the selection of a loading pattern of the cask with irradiated fuel assemblies
a short cooling time.

'Me comparison etween measured and computed surface dose rates shows that du
the procedure of transfer of irradiated fuel assemblies from the pools of Units I and 2 
pools of Units 3 and 4 of the Kozioduy NPP all safety limits, incl. the radiation prote(
requirements, were met.
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characteristics of the VSPOT cask loaded with irradiated fuel assemblies.", Kozloduy
Report ID No. 010-30.2003 - Annex 1. (in Bulgarian)

4. SCALE 4.4a PC Version, RSICC code package C00545/M`NYCP00, March 20

5. Experimental survey of a VSPOT cask loaded with 6 irradiated fuel assem
after a cooling time of 4 months, according to Programme P.10-55B.", Kozioduy
Certificate No. O.IO - 39.2003 (in Bulgarian)

6. TORT-DORT, Two and Three-Dimensional Discrete Ordinates Transport, RS
ORNL, CCC-543

7. BUGLE-96, Coupled 47 Neutron, 20 Ganima-Ray Group Cross Section Lil
Derived from ENDF/B-VI for LWR Shieldine and Pressure Vessel Dosimetry Applicat
RSICC, ORNL, DLC-185
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Memorandum of Understanding
AER Working Group T

Spent Fuel Transmutations

Ile fifth regular session of the AER Working Group f" (WGO was
Modra-Han-nonia, Slovakia in April 22-25, 2003. The organization of the sessi
based on the decision of the AER Scientific Council meeting and the 12 1h S mpo

AER, Bulgaria, Sunny Beach, September 22-28, 2002.

There is a program of the session in the Appendix No.1 28 presentati(

discussions to the special themes) and the list of participants in the Appendix N1

participants)

The representatives of participating countries have infort-ned about the

status of solutions and plans in the spent nuclear fuel problems in their countries.

There has been given overview information on the MOST project, which is

the 5th framework program of EU from March, 2001. Slovakia confin-ned wish

part in the 6 h framework EU projects, concerning end of fuel cycle as an as!

member.

Necessity of the systematic study of the old literature, specially from the

was underlined. The modem databases should be prepared.

There was informafion about the Generation IV program and correspondin

pages.

Materials presented on the WG "f" (sent to the coordinator) session are re

via

ftp:Hmosar.uiv.cz

Participants can read and copy pesentations but cannot change if. If there are som

to change the files, they must be sent to felek(�nri.cz.

Czech side underlines that successful participation on the further develop�

the end of nuclear fuel cycle problems suppose to unify activity of several bra

physics is only one of them.

It has been recommended to continue in the organization of further

meetings in the framework of AER WG "f" Transmutations, as well as of tl

symposia.

Participants expressed thanks to the Slovakian colleagues for the warmth rc

and first class organization - due to great number of participants meeting ha

moved on the last moments to the greater facility.

This memorandum was formally written by coordinator after the meeting, b

the closing discussion and put into the ftg://mosar.uiv.cz It will be presente(

forthcoming AER Symposium in Dresden.
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Participants signs.

Modra-Harmonia, April 25, 200-'-
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Appen

Program of the AER Working Group Meeting
Spent Fuel Transmutations .

Modra (Harmonia), Slovak Republic, April 22 - 25,

Tuesday, April 22 - Arrival
Place - Transport -Contact
Those, who will come on Tuesday by train or by pane, could be delivered from Prague, from Bmo
Bratislava to Harmonia (see full address), if they give information asking it to

common phone fax: 420-2-6617 2397 or
mail to: lelek(�nric (phone. 420-2-6617 2396, home phone: 420-314-52 2762 or

mailto:hrDnQnri.c (phone:+420-2-66172370)or
directly to Petr Darilek. Qarilek(a)vuie.sk (phone: 42 f -33-599 1312)

Full address of Working Group Meeting:

Hotel POD LIPOU
Po§tovi sr-hr;Anka 51
900 01 Modra - Harm6nia
Slovensko
TeIJFax: 00 421 33 640 77 90
e-mad: DodIipou0)etvs.sk
Head of hotel: Mgr. Milan WintrJer

English speaking ontact will be ensured from noon, Tuesday, April 22, 2003

For this and all older Information see the address 111):Hmosanuty. -for people coming by car four maps an
attached with indications of the route (files slov.doc, m200t.doc, ms5o.doc, mapa1doc,

18.00 - 19.30 Dinner

19.30- 20.00 Lelek & all Program corrections.

20.00 -21.00 a I I participants: General discussion about technical development in the cour

Basic objectives.
Year 2003 is characterized with the 6FP EU program formulation and with the effort to 

into the whole world R&D works Generaion IV (fourth generation of nuclear energy develops
world concerted action - see httoIlgif.inel.gov). AER group 'f' is dealing with the spent fuel transn
using molten salt option. It is probable, that future stage will demand preparation of the real
project of the small demo unit (approximate thermal power about 5MW). Such work in this prom!
new and hard technology will need lot of work and specially common understanding of the conn
various branches.

This meeting should discuss such problems and helps to form at least part of the corre.,
working collective, which will be able to realize such challenging aim in future.
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Wednesday, April 23

07.30 - 0.45 E� Ta k f as t

09.00 - 0.05 Darilek, Lelek: introduction (welcome and administrative information).

09.05 - 09.20 Lelek: Molten Salt technologies development in the current planning
procedure (6FP EU. Generation IV, France, Russia, AER).

09.20 - 09.40 Hron, Mikisek: Czech MS program in the end of nuclear fuel cycle -experimental
works for the AMPULA in Czech Republic. [MODRA2003.ppt)

09.40 - 0.00 Rineiski: FZK/IKET Transmutation group activities.
[AER_03_rineiski-rev1.pptJ

10.00 - 10.20 Darilek: Transmutation development activities in Slovakia (inert matrix fuel,
risk assessment, 6FP EU). foverview0l.pptl

10.20 - 0.50 Lelek: Molten Salt Reactor Burner Projecting and problems among
engineering, physics, chemistry, materials. system and secondary
circuit. 7.docl

10.5 - 11.10 Vocka: Current state of the OGAR program (burn-up calculations).
[modra.pdo

1 '110 - 11.30 C o f f e e B r e a k .

11.30 - 11.40 Yakovlev, MONICR - materials for the first reactor and its testing. (tests in
Hosnedl: Russia for the AMPULA). (short abstract by LeIekJ [Matedal.doc]

11.40 - 12.00 Sebian, adlek, Inert Matrix Fuel in VVER-440. (sebian_modra'03.ppt]
Necas:

12.00 - 12.20 KociskovA, Risk Assessment of Partially Closed VVER-440 Fuel Cycle.
Necas. Darilek: [T_and_RA.pptl

12.20 - 12.40 Zajac. Ned-as, RELAP - Code Possibilities at Simulation of Fluoride Salt
Dafflek: Circulation. [Zajac-ppt)

12.40 - 13.40 L u n c h .

13.45 - 1410 Uhlir Development of Fluoride Volatility Method for VVER spent fuel
reprocessing a d Front-end of MSR fuel cycle.

14.10 - 14.30 Lisy, Soucek, Development of electrochemical methods for actinides / lanthanides
Zvejskova, Uhlir: separation from molten fluoride salt medium and Back-end of MSR

fuel cycle. [AER 2003-Modra.ppQ
14.30 - 14.35 a I I Do we need allready now to include chemistry into the neutronic

codes?

14.35 - 14.55 Krepel: Dynamic calculations in the molten salt reactors.
[Krepel ModraD3.ppt)

14.55 - 15.15 Vertes: Calculation of me varying isotopic composition in a molten salt
ADS. rads.ppt)

15.15 - 15.30 Brolly- Target optimizabon for an electron accelerator driven ADS.

15.30 - 15.45 Feher, Reactor physics and thermo-hydraulics Research on molten salt
KophaziYamaji, reactors at Institute of Nuclear Techniques of BUTE.
Sziberth, Csom: [AER_Meeting_2003_apr_04.pptl

15.45 - 15.55 Krasa, Wagner: Spallation reactions as source of neutrons for transmutation
, (experimental studies of neutron production on lead target).

15.55 - 16.10 Matejka, Experimental and theoretical studies of the transmutational
Kobylka: technologies at the CVUT Prague. [fj1`i.pptJ

16.10 - 16.20 C o f f e e B r e a k 77771
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16.20 - 16.40 Dvorak, Matal: Molten Salt Coolant Properties and Phase Diagrams.
[Phase diagram.doc, slides.doc)

16.40 - 17.00 Matal, Zaloudek, Molten Salt Loop with Forced Circulation.
Vavra: (Molten salt coolants properties.ppt)

17.00 - 17.15 Rezanina: Reactor concepts with liqld metal coolants.
I [KonferenceO.4-2003.docl

19.00 - 20.00 D n n e r sponsored by VUJE.

20.00 - 21.30 Personal discussions.

Thursday, April 24

07.00 - 07.30 B r e a k I a s I.

08.0 - 08.30 Proliferation Nonproliferation Society
-what is it in the technology and decisions (discussion).

08.30 - 12.30 M. e m o r a n d u m f o r m u I a t I n and parallel talks.

08.40 - 09.00 Lelek: Information about Generation IV. (mainly from intemet)
planning and its stages

09.00 - 09.30 all: What are salt characteristics as the complex mixture (REDC
how they influence on the corrosion and other technical date

09.30 - 10.00 a I : Delegations'point of view.

10.0 - 10.20 C o f f e e b r e a k .

10.20 - 10.30 all: What is the safety (final disposal, reactor and society).

10.30 - 11.45 all: Connection of technology, policy and public relations.
(general discussion)

11.45 - 12.00 Energy demands (Europe and other world in this century).

12.00 - 13.00 L u n c h

13.15 - 19.00 Transport to Cerveny Kamen

19.00 - 20.00 D i n n e r .

20.00 - 21.30 Personal discussions and formulation of Memorandum..

Friday, April 25

07.00 - 07.45 B r e a k f a s .

08.0 - 0.30 Memorandum signing and personal discussions.

1O.DO . ... ... Departure from Harmonla.
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Apper

List of participants:

Basic information
on the participating parties In AER

(april 2003)

n.l. Name of organization
n.2. Name
n.3. Adress
n.4. Phone
n.5. Fax
n.6. E-mail

1. 1. CEZ
1.2. Jid VANICEK
1.3.
1.4. +420 284 682 243

2.1. EVM Bmo
2.2. Oldrich MATAL
2.3.
2.4. +420 54 1214 661
2.5.
2.6. energovyzkum�!elecom.cz

3.1. FJFl CVUT Praha (KJR)
3.2. Dusan KOBYLKA
3.3.
3.4. +420 221 912 388
3.5.3.6. kobylk C�troja.Fa Ifi.cvut.cz

4.1. FJF1 CVUT Praha
4.2. Karel MATEJKA
4.3.
4.4.
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5.1. FZK Rossendorf

5.2. JO KREPEL

5.3. FZ Rossendorf, Bautzner Landstrasse 128, 01328 Dresden

5.4. +49 351 260 2537

5.5.

5.6. I j.kreDel!2fz-rossendorf.de

6.1. UJFAVCRRez

6.2. Milan HONUSEK

6.3.

6.4. +420 266 173 152

6.5. ,

6.6. honusek�ujf.cas.cz

7.1. UJF AV CR Rez

7.2. KRASA

7.3.

7.4.

7.5.

7.6.

8.1. UJF AV CR Rez

8.2. Vladimir WAGNER

8.3.

8.4. +420 266 173 158

8.5.

8.6. wagner(Duif.cas.cz

9.1. UJV Rez

9.2. Vladimir LELEK

9.3. Husinec-lkel, 6.p. 130

9.4.- +420 266 172 396

9.5. 1 420 266 172 398

9.6. 1 eek�nri.cz

10.1. UJV Rez

10.2. Frantisek LISY

10.3.

10.4.

10.5.

10.6.

11.1. I UJV Rez
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11.2. Miroslav MIKISEK

11.3. Husinec-Rel p. 130

11.4.

1 1.5. +420 266 172 398

11.6. mks(muiv.cz

12.1. UJV Rez

12.2. Pavel SOUCEK

12.3. Husinec-Ae2, d.p. 130

12.4. +420 266 172 243

12.5.

12.6. sop(�ujv.cz

13.1. UJV Rez

13.2. Jan UHLIR

13.3. Husinec-fte2, d.p. 130

13.4. +420 266 173 W

13.5. +420 266 173 531

13.6. uhl.�ujv.cz -

14.1. UJV Rez

14.2. Radim VOCKA

14.3. NRI Rez, Husinec-AO, t.p. 130

14.4. +420 266 172 478

14-5.

14.6. vor(Duiv.cz

15.1. VUT Brno (FSI)

15.2. ViadimirDVORAK

15.3.

15.4. +420 541 142 589

15.5.

15.6. vl.dvorak(a)centrum.cz

16.1. VUT Brno

16.2. Milos REZANINA

16.3.

16.4. +420 541 142 582

16.5.

16.6. m.rezanina�post.cz

17 I. KFKI AEKI

17.2. Aron BROLLY

17.3. P.O.Box 49, H1525, Budapest, Hungary

17.4. +36 392 2222
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24.1. SE, a.s. Bratislava

24.2. Jan MIZOV

24.3. Hranicna 12, 827 36 Bratislava, Slovakia

24.4. +421 2 5069 3279

24.5. +421 2 5069 3258

24.6. mizoyjan�hq.seas.sk

25.1. STUBratislavaFacultyofchemicalandfoodtechnol(>gy

25.2. Prof.-PavelFELLNERDrSc.

25.3. Radlinsk6h 9 812 37 Bratislava 

25.4. +421 2 52 92 0 71

25.5. 1+421 2 52 92 0 71

25.6. 1 fellner�chtf.stuba.sk

26.1. STU Bratislava

26.2. Karolina KOCISKOVA

26.3. Ilkovicova 3 81219 Bratislava, Slovakia

26.4.

26.5. .+421 2 65427 207

26.6. 1

27.1. STU Bratislava

27.2. Vladimir NECAS

27.3. l1kovicova 3 81219 Bratislava, Slovakia

27.4. +421 2 60291 504

27.5. 1 421 2 65427 207

27.6. necas�elf.stuba.sk

28.1. STU Bratislava

28.2. Vladimir SEBIAN

28.3. likovicova 3 81219 Bratislava, Slovakia

28.4. +421 2 60291 661

28.5. +421 2 65427 207

28.6. sebianv�hotmail.com

29.1. STU Bratislava

29.2. Radoslav ZAJAC

29.3. 11kovicova 3 81219 Bratislava. Slovakia

29.4.

29.5. +421 2 65427 207

29.6. radostav.zajac(cDnuc.elf.stuba.sk

30.1. VJE Trnava, Inc.

30.2. Petr DARILEK

30.3. Okruzna 5, 91864 Tmava, Slovakia
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1 7.6. brofty�sunserv.kfki.hu
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31.2. Vladimir CHRAPCIAK
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SK03ST186

13'ft SYMPOSIUM of AER on VVER Reactor Physics and Reactor Safety
Dresden, Germany, September 22-26, 2003

Closed nuclear fuel cycle

in the view of technical and organizational problems.

Vladimir Lelek
lelek�nd.cz

Nuclear Research Institute Rez
Czech Republic

Abstract.

Closed nuclear fuel cycle was studied in the AER working group F
'Transmutations' in the very specific formulation - nuclear industry was formed by
WER reactors and MS burners and it was shown that it is possible to spent all
plutonium and minor actinides without additional neutrons sources. There are still some
problems to be experimentally verified - mainly in chemistry.

Contemporary studies of future nuclear Industry mainly are taking into account
massive development of hydrogen industry, supported by higher temperature reactors
using solid fuel and either helium or molten salt cooling and transport of heating into the
chemical part. This should be the very first formulation of what will be closed nuclear fuel
cycle in such a case or which technical reformulations should be done to keep the
possibility of the closed nuclear fuel cycle without additional neutron source support.

Work should also initiate cooperative studies and framework of solutions taking
into account that nuclear wastes problems are mostly formulated in the national
framework but technical development could be international.
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Closed Nuclear Fuel Cycle
in the View of
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Vladimir Lelek

Nuclear Research Institute Rez

Czech Republic



Abstract.

Closed nuclear fuel cycle was studied in the AER working group F
"Transmutations" in the very specific formulation - nuclear industry was formed
by VVER reactors and MS burners and it was shown that it is possible to spent all
plutonium and minor actinides without additional neutrons sources. There are still
some problems to be experimentally verified - mainly in chemistry.

Contemporary studies of future nuclear industry mainly are taking into
account massive development of hydrogen industry, supported by higher
temperature reactors using solid fuel and either helium or molten salt cooling and
transport of heating into the chemical part. This should be the very first
formulation of what will be closed nuclear fuel cycle in such a case or which
technical reformulations should be done to keep the possibility of the closed
nuclear fuel cycle without additional neutron source support.

Work should also initiate cooperative studies and framework of solutions
taking into account that nuclear wastes problems are mostly formulated in the
national framework but technical development could be international.



Basic philosophy of AER working group F - Transrnutations"

To show that the closed fuel cycle is possible
spent together with small amount of uranium in VVER reactors also

plutonium and minor actinides from spent fuel in molten salt reactors.

more distant future is not studied - problem is limited to this century

Kurchatov institute philosophy was based on some ideal profile of thermal
(VVER) reactors, fast breeders and molten salts burners,

which in the very far future when atomic energy will be finishing
will also close the fuel cycle in heavy elements.

Solution needs to specify composition of spent fuel to be able to show

that there is a molten salt reactor without external source, which can do it.

(There should be an asymptotic solution of burn up equations with Kef > 1
taking into account existing technical limitations.)



Conclusions: (in Czech Republic)

Supposing that we shall have full Ternelin before 2020
we shall need in 2040 two MS burners 100OMwe

and all together will work 40 years to have balance - produced heavy elements
will be directly spent, after it we must keep capacity of VVER to MS burners
approximately 4 

new feature
lack of raw materials and political instabilities in the main suppliers

conclusion
- demands for the self-sufficiency and hydrogen production

consequences
- development of very high temperature reactors (VHTR)

to use high temperature for water decomposition
- new proffle of fuel and remaining transuranium elements



how much hydrogen we need?

Czech Republic situation: 2005, after Temelin full power)

overall fuel demands:
nuclearfuel 17%(--2x1OOOMwe+4x44OMwe)
liquid fuel 17% (transport)

...........................
approximately equivalent of 4x1OOOMwe is needed

(depending on efficiency of the hydrogen production)
...............................

big differences among countries {GB - transport is about 34%j

Our task - how formulate closed fuel cycle?
- is it possible? when? do we need fast breeders for it?
- what is preferable ? hydrogen or closed cycle?
- is the VHTR the only way to produce hydrogen?



Closed fuel cycle is public demand
and maybe now also society safety demand.

Society is not able to influence technical development in the preliminary
studies and start to act, when it is visible - you start to build up big
facilities. It is late then to change concept.
It is also truth that views of the society are changing and could be
changed by extema/ influences.
It is also truth that views of technicians are influenced not only by their

r-1 knowledge but also by their membership of the professional "clubs" and
industrial lobbies.

Is there any objective way how proceed?

One way is surely time,
let us wait this will be the best court

- but frequently we do not want to wait.



It seems me that in any case there will be demand to have some
vision of the future development

and our role will be to prepare it to the society
as a basic technical information for the decision and funding.

What could be said for the first view
- if we have material for about 8000C up to 9000C we can apply

either molten salt cooling of VHTR or even MS burner
if we apply electric heating (overall efficiency about 43% we

can use it for the hydrogen production without problems
with smaller efficiency even from VVERs

MS materials were developed for temperatures up to 8000C.
It is expected that the next hundred degrees are reachable

with some modifications.



To demonstrate how this problem is topical now
I shall show you with some comments memo

from Oak Ridge National Laboratory and
try to interpret it to our possibilities and environment.

C\-ja,



OAK RIDGE Nj,,TIONAL LABORATORY
"A.AGID 8Y t-&AMLL( 0 FE DIPAMIME.T 00 INI-GY

Record of Meeting and Expression of Interest In
Molten Salt Technologies for the European Commission's

Sixth Framework Program Objectives for
Hydrogen Production and Nuclear Waste Management

Visit of Czech Specialist Dr. Vladimir Lelek
to

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
June 1, 2003

David Williams, Charles Forsberg, L. Mae Toth, David Moses, and staff with
molten salt reactor expertise hosted the visit by Dr. Vladimir Lelek for
discussions and tour at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) In Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, on June 19, 2003.

During the visit Dr. Le)ek toured and reviewed technical progress In the
operation of he ORNL molten-selt flow corrosion-test loop that has been unded
under LDRD. ORNL staff reviewed with Dr. Lelek on-going ORNL activities to
support both the OE Gneration IV Nuclear Energy Systems nitiative and the
DOE Advanced Fuel Cycle nitiative (AFCI). ORNL staff described recent
proposals to DOE for work to assure sustainability of the Generation IV nuclear
energy systems by providing proliferation-resistant fuel cycle thnologies.
Charles Forsberg, DOE National Director for the Molten Salt Reactor (MSR In
the Generation IV Program, outlined the likely path forward for future
developments of molten salt technologies In the DOE program:
• In"Iy, the.development of molten salt coolants for low-pressure, hgh-

temperature heat-transport etween the Very High-Temperature Reactor
(VHTR) and the hydrogen production facility where ndustrial safety will
require a eparation dstance between he reactor and the chemical pant of
at least one kometer and the use f hgh-pressure helium will not be
acceptable for safety at the chemical plant.

• The development of the low-pressure molten-salt-cooled Advanced Hgh-
Temperature Reactor (AHTR) building irectly on VHTR technology but
allowing for a more cost effective use of capital Investment by substantially
Increasing the reactor thermal ower rating while retaining and Improving on
passive safety.

• Finally, the dvelopment of the passively safe MSR for spent fuel and nuclear
waste transmutation to eliminate the need for a second repository.

Dr. Lelek discussed the status of the European Commission's MOST Projec on
molten salt reactor echnologies and reviewed the application of MOST to two
primary goals of the European Commission's Sixth Framework Program -
carbon-emIssion-free hydrogen production and management of nuclear wastes.
Dr. Lelek noted that the next meeting of he MOST Pject participants Is on
June 25, 2003. Dr. Lelek requested that, prior to the meeting, ORNL provide a
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written expression of Interest In working with the MOST Project in addressing
the applicability of the MSR as a high-temperature reactor for hydrogen
production and nuclear waste transmutation.

z
David VIllams, ORNIL Vladimir Lelek, Czech 4publl.

Expression of Interest:

ORNL, as the original Institutional developer of molten salt reactor (MSR)
technologies. maintains a continuing Interest In the future dvelopment and
Implementation of the MSR and related technology. Subject to the provisio of
funding by the U.S. Department of Energy for purposes of nternational
collaboration under the Generation IV and Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiatives as
stated In the DOE Nuclear Energy Budget Request for 2004, ORNL Is Interested
In performing technical assessments, technology development, and other work
to further the objectives ofthe European Commission Sixth Framework Program
through the MOST Project In the technical areas of using hIgh-temperature
reactors employing molten salt technologies for hydrogen production and for
transmutation of nuclear waste.

I

David J. Hill. Director Gordon E. Michael., r
Nuclear Science and Nuclear Technology Programs
Technology Division
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This could be also interpreted as some vision of the future technical
development, which should be for our purposes interpreted.

European countries (maybe with some exceptions) are strongly
underlying waste problem and Europe needs for the future greater
nuclear energy acceptance. In our technical language it is closed fuel
cycle and no need of final repository.

What should like to initiate with this information is
prepare some technical vision of future

with various variants, which will express the basic technical data,
efficiencies and magnitudes of time

and funding demands for realization.

Framework for such vision is an expected lack raw material
for the energy production in the contemporary century
if we do not use nuclear fuel.



it would be good if such study will be done at least for the group of
country by one collective of authors, using nuclear, chemical and
transport specialists based on countries energy demands forecast

technical development in nuclear facilities will probably lead
- at first to the high temperature reactor cooled by molten salts

for the hydrogen production and using this experience
parallel works enable to use MS burner to the sufficiently high

temperature outputs for the hydrogen production

and the cycle could be closed



Good model is Generation IV program, if we succeed to include
closed fuel cycle in the visible future.

I understand that any planning for the next fifty years could be denoted
as a forecast from the crystal sphere - but look on the society it is
preparing final disposal for the next hundred thousand years - much
more than Egypt pyramids.

Let us give to this for our society a piece of the engineering into it.

it is a call to this community
turn to the authorities and

initiate doing corresponding studies



SK03ST187

VVER440 IMF FUEL CYCLE

NUMERICAL COMPARISON WITH OTHER ATERNATIVES
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ABSTRACT

Three equilibrium fuel cycles of reactor VVER440 are characterised - open fuel cycle with radi
profiled uranium fuel assemblies (UFA), partially closed fuel cycle with MOX fuel assemblies 
partially closed fuel cycle with combined fuel assemblies (IMCFA). Combined assemblies contair
transmutation pins with inert matrix fuel based on i-02 are taken into account. Numerical compare
of fuel cycle parameters as follows is given: spent fuel and HLW masses and isotopic ompositic
radiotoxicity and residual hazard. Influence of analysed fuel cycles on spent fuel repository
characterised briefly.

NOMENCLATURE

materials:
FP fission products
TRU transuranium elements
U uranium
PU plutonium
Zr zirconium
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pins:

UP (standard) uranium pin

MP MOX pin - filled by mix of Pu and U oxides

TP transmutation pin filled by mix of TRU and Zr oxides

assemblies:

UFA (standard) uranium fuel assembly

MOXFA fuel assembly with MP

IMCFA combined fuel assembily with TP

IMF inert matrix fuel

cycles:

OFC - open fuel cycle

PCFC - partially closed fuel cycle

MOXPCFC - PCFC with MOXFA

IMPCFC - PCFC with IMCFA

repositories:

LLWR - low level waste repository

HLWR - high level waste repository

1. INTRODUCTION

Historically PWR reactors and VVER's started exploitation with the most simple - open fuel cycle

(OFC). PWR's later on ntroduced also partial closure of fuel cycle by MOX fuel utilisation with the aim

to exploit Pu energetic potential [1]. Simple partially closed fuel cycle with MOXFA (MOXPCFC) was

suggested also for reactor VVER-440. Recent development of transmutation technologies offers

higher potential for spent fuel problem solution. Simple evolutionary solution with partially closed fuel

cycle of inert matrix fuel at combined fuel assemblies (IMPCFC) was suggested 2 Basical

parameters of three mentioned fuel cycles are compared at this paper.

2. VER-440 FUEL CYCLE VARIANTS

OFC with uranium fuel assemblies (UFA) without Gd was selected as reference one. Simple 'artificial'

MOX fuel assembly (MOXFA) was suggested for VVER-440 as there is no intention to use MOX in

these reactors. Combined fuel assembly with rO2 inert matrix (IMCFA) was chosen for representative

transmutation partially closed fuel cycle.

2.1 Open Fuel Cycle

Standard 'working' radially proflled UFA's with mean enrichment 382 U235 are used at open

4-year fuel cycle - see Fig I (UP - uranium pin)
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i1DAUP;3.3% 03.6% 04.0%

Fig. Standard uranium fuel assembly 382 U235

87 UFA's is replaced every year. 10.5 t of spent fuel (all burned UFA's) is moved every year wj

reprocessing into the HLW epository - see Fig 2.

...... ......... ...............
NO HLW rpository:

discharging of i
2 reprocessing

87 assemblies 127-25 kg TRUF
(87 FA) 377.36 kg FP

........ .......................
loading of

87 assemb

94

Fig. 2 Open fuel cycle

2.2 Partially Closed Fuel Cycle with MOX

In comparison with OFC 12 standard UFA's are replaced by MOXFA's wilh fuel created by mixtt

Pu and U238 dioxides (MOX) with Pu enrichment 6 - see Fig 3 MP-MOX pin). Simple desigr

uniform distribution of MP's causes higher interassembly power peeking. Assembly tunii

necessary.
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I

OMP;6.06% Pu

Fig. 3 MOX fuel assembly

Reprocessing of UP's is part of XF,CFC - see Fig. 4 Pu only is returned to he reactor together

with U. 12 MOXFA's is prepared based on all Pu from 75 spent UFA's 382 Rest of UP's

reprocessing and all spent MP's are moved into the HLW repository.

. . . . ............. . .... .................. ...
reprocessing HLW repository'

discharging of:

ac o F;�I 5 5 �kgU

(7 UFA 512 MP 9 53 kg TRU]
12 MOX FA) F

377.66 kg P]F.. ... . ... .. ........................ ............... ...
ILLW repository:

7 rdi, n g 861 2 kg U]:
...... .........................F

.. .... .... ... ..

Fig. 4 Pamally closed fuel cycle with mOXFA's
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2.3 1`2rdally Closed Fuel Cycle with IMCFA

In comparison with OFC all but 6 UFA's are replaced by IMCFA's - see Fig. 5. IMCFA inGOrpora,

30 transmutation pins (TP) with 7 of transuranium elements (TRU) in rO2 inert matrix. The rest 

96 'standard' UP with enrichment 44 U235.

OTP;7.0%TRU OUP;4.4%

Fig. 5 Inert matrix combined fuel assembly

AJI spent UP's (including UP's from 6 standard UFA's 3.82 %) are reprocessed. All TRU are oxidi!

and mixed with ZrO2- 81 IMCFA's are (together with 6 UFA's) moved back to the reactor. Rest of U1

and all spent TP's are directed into the HLW repository - see Fig. 6.

. .. ........................
discharging reprocessin HLW

r a of

(6 VVER FA 2 430 TP

8 S32 UP .... . ....................
LLW

ng
05.6 kg Usem b ... .. .....................

6 UFA -E EOTP

................ .......

F7776 UP

Fig. 6 Partially closed fuel cycle with IMCFA's
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3. MATERIAL FLUXES

Bumup calculations at three fuel cycles were performed by HELIOS code 3].

Isotopic changes, caused by bumup In three assembly types are characterised shortly at Fig. 7 All
UP's In UFA, all MP's In MOX FA, but 30 TP's only In CA are taken into account. The highest content
of TRU exhibits MOX FA because of relatively high nitial Pu enrichment and TRU production from
U238. Small mass of Zr replaces U238) at CA is caused by small number of TP taken Into account
and by low O2 density.

JNFP SRU DU r]
140 - 1.

C;
.4 C4

120 -

3� 100

E
80

60 

40

20
Mai qC; Q0 0 40 0 40 0 40

UFA, 126-UP MOX FA, 126-MP IMCFA, 30-TP

bum-up (lWWd/kgHM)

Fig. 7 Isotopic hanges in 3 assembly types

Structure of spent materials moved to the repositories from three fuel cycles can be seen on Fig. .
Lower content of U at PCFC's is caused by recycling, as fission of U235 is replaced partially by fission
of Pu (and some other TRU). Lowest content of TRU exhibits CAPCFC. Very close amount of FP in all
three cycles (result of alculation tuning) indicates almost identical volume of produced energy.
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WFP 0 TRU U OV

12000

10000

6000

4000

2000

F.. P�:

0
OFC MOX PCFC IMPCFC

Fig. 8 Structure of spent material from three fuel cycles 40 MWdfkgH!

Influence of various fuel cycles on repository feed is characterised in Tab. and Fig. 24,6 jA

fuel from OFC is directed Into the high level waste repository (HLWR). FP and TRU from bott

are directed also into the HLWR. U from MOXPCFC is divided into two streams. 1315 kg fror

(without reprocessing) ges into ft HLWR while 8611 kg of U from UP after reprocessing is

into the low level waste repository LWR). AM U from CAPCFC is moved (after reprocessing)

LLWR but 1056 kg of Zr in not reprocessed TP's is moved into the HLWR.

OPEN FUEL CYCLE WM LWA PARTIALLY CLOSED MEL CYCLE VATH mox rA PARTIALLY CLOSED FUEL CYCLE

MIN REPOWOFrY LLW REPOSITORY MIN PEPOSITORY LLW REKWORY I-Lyy Pfi-OS(TORY LLW PS

F P 3T7.34 a 377.68 0 378.4 8
TRU 127.25 a 09.53 0 38.83
U 2980.02 0 1315.53 8611.23 0 770
Z, a 0 0 0 1056.47

TO Reposaog� 10493.64 1 0 1782.72 8611.23 1473.79 77 0

a TRU 1P mu 11
M. HLW NL.

3A% U
MW 71
2.7%

0 U

LLIff
MA,

Table 1 Repository input from three cycles
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Influence of three fuel cycles on selected TRU's can be seen on Fig. 9 and 10. Minimal value of

Pu239 remains in CA PCFC but it is connected with penalty as mass of residual m246 is more than

300 - times higher in comparison with OFC. High amount of Pu239 at MOXPCFC can be aused

partially by simple design of MOXFA.

Fo-Pu 239

7 x

35.00 - 33.011- --

30.00 -

25.00 -

20.00 

15 '00

110.00 

4.73 0.5 x
5 00

0 0 I

OFC MOX PCFC LMPCFC

bum-up MWdtkgHM)

Fig. 9 Residual Pu239 from three fuel cycles 40MWd/kgHM)

TOOE-02
328 x

6.OOE-02

5.00E-02

4.OOE-02

3.OOE-02 -

2.OOE-02 Jb x

11.00E-02

O.ODE+00 1.74E-04

OFC MOX PCFC IMPCFC

burn-up (MWd1kgHM)

Fig. 10 Residual m246 from three fuel cycles 40 MWd/kgHM)
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4. RESIDUAL HAZARD

Risk connected with spent fuel was characterised by relative radiotoxicity that Is evaluate

comparison with appropriate radlotoxicity of natural uranium and by residual hazard index (RI

time Integral of previous parameter 4 Results are given In Fig. 11 and 12. Calculations

performed for OFC and CAPCFC with rO2 inert matrix, that Is cJose to that described at Chaple

Main difference Is at core loading assortment, as 74 IMCFA and 13 UFA Is loaded every

Signir"ntly lower hazard connected with spent material from IM PCFC In comparison with C

evident. Rezidual hazard index of OFC is approx. 2-times higher at 000 years.

IODOM

OFC

IODOOC

100000

IMPCFC

1000-
I 10 100 IODO

YEARS

Fig. 1 1 Relative radiotoxicity of OFC and IMPCFC

OFC
00-

go-

60-

0: 40

20

IMPCFC
0

10 1;O 1000
YEARS

Fig. 12 Residual hazard index
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5 CONCLUSION

Three equilibrium fuel cycles - open fuel cycle. partially closed fuel cycle with MOX and PCFC with
ZrO2 inert matrix fuel In combined fuel assemblies - were evaluated numerically.

Parameters of spent material were compared. Results show, that potential for Pu amount reduction by
MOX Is limited and PCFC with inert matrix is the most progressive solution that reduces amount of
TRU and connected hazard under 50 in comparison with open fuel cycle. But this advantages are
penalized by high accumulation of Cm.
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ABSTRACT

For the safety upgrade, reactor plants VVER-1000 of new generation V-3!
V-412) are equipped by passive system intended for the reactor shutdown at the ATWS
This is so-called the fast boron injection system (FBIS). It includes vessels with
solution which are installed on the reactor coolant pump (RCP) bypass in all reactor loc
case of ATWS event, isolation valves in pipelines connecting the vessels with the p
circuit being open and due pressure drop on RCP boron solution is expelled in
primary circuit.

In case of the FBIS vessel single failure, the boron concentration in the core be
non-uniform because flow from each loop occupies its own sector. Therefore, proces
mass exchange between loop flows within the reactor vessel are of great importance I
analysis of the FBIS efficiency in this case. If oefficients of inter-loop flow mixii
known, it permits to calculate time-depended spatial boron concentration in the core.

In this paper, two aspects of the mixing problem ae considered: the coolant di
by condensate slug which has been accumulated in the loop without circulation and inte
mixing at the coolant temperature change in one of loops or at non-symmetric boron inj
during the FBIS vessel single failure.

In the first part of the paper, test results on boron mixing obtained in the
Gidropress test rig of scale 1:5 as regards to VVER I 000 reactor are presented. In the s
part, analysis of results on interloop mixing obtained on VVER-1000 reactors durin
operational tests is presented. And at last, in the third part, four-loop test ig of sa
which is intended for the boron mixing study at the FBIS vessel single failure is describe

1. PENETRATION OF CONDENSATE SLUG INTO THE REACTOR

Recently, the safety analyses of the VVER and PWR reactors deal with poss
for reactivity-induced accidents related to penetration of water slug with low
concentration at the core inlet. The most probable place of formation of these slugs a
loop seals at the RCP suction. The slug can be formed in the loops by various ways 
moment when there is no natural or forced circulation. With circulation restored, thl
penetrates into the reactor, and it can result in introduction of positive reactivity into the

The most dangerous vent is start of the first RCP when bringing the reactor
from the cold shutdown condition. Time of condensate slug passage from the loop seal
the reactor core is only several seconds, and the operator has no possibility to execut
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corrective actions. Other otentially dangerous event can be restoration of natural circulation

during SB LOCA. Mixing of tile condensate slug with te reactor coolant alows to mitigate a
dwiger of recriticality in the core. Both the experimental study of this phenomenon and
calculation analyses using CFD-codes are perfornied worldwide. In OKB "Gidropress" during
last years, mixing was studied as regards VVER-1000 reactors 1,2] in order to analyze the
phenomenon and to accumulate data for CFD-code verification 3].

The experimental facility is based on the metal model of VVER-1000 reactor Novo-
Voronezh NPP, Unit 5) in scale 1:5. The facility completely simulates one lop with loop sea]
and RCP simulator. Other three loops are made short-closed, and they simulate only pressure
loss. These loops are provided with the valves intended to connect or disconnect th= loops.

The flow path of model completely simulates the flow path of re-actor. he core
mo-del has 151 FA simulators with the same pressure loss as the standard FA A sketch of the
reactor model is given in Fig. 1. Change in boron concentration is simulated by temperature
variation. The coolant with initial concentration is simulated by hot water. The deborated
water slug is simulated by cold water. 100 thermocouples are installed to study flow mixing in

the downcomer lower part and at the core inlet.
The thermocouples are small and have small

is time constant (about 0,01 s).
The special tests were performed for

assessment of influence of non-stationary heat
exchange between the cold slug and the heated
parts of reactor model on representativeness of

the test results. During tests the following
parameters were recorded:

initial temperatures of the hot and cold
water;
water temperature in the downcomer lower
part;
water temperature in 80 points at the core
inlet;
water flowrate at the model inlet and through

the inoperating loops.
These parameters were recorded by the

5 quick-acting data acquisition system on the
basis of the NATIONAL I[NSTRUMENTS

3 equipment.
The testing methods were as follows.

Tile circulation circuit together with the reactor

model was heated by the pump to temperature

60-80 'C. Then te pump was switched off and
the loop seal was isolated firom the circuit using
the gate valves. After draining, the loop seal
was filled with the cold water. Water inventory
in the model loop seal was equivalent to 8, ml

I vessel, 2 - core barrel bottom, 3 - core for the full-scale loop. After holding, during
barrel, 4 - guiding channels, - core which the indications of thermocouples located
baffle, 6 - probes with thermocouples along the height of loop seal were stabilized, the

Fig. I Model of reactor gate valves were opened and the pump vas

switched oil.
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Change in boron concentration was dtermined by variation of relative tcmpcratur
in the flow. It was dtermined by the formula:

thot - ti

thol - teold

This paper deals with two issues concerning a problem of boron dilution. he fir
issue is influence of Reynolds number upon a dgree of flow mixing. he second one is stud
of the mixing processes when restoration of natural circulation is modelled.

The first series of experiments was performed with the open non-operating loops.
this case minimum decrease of concentration depends on the flowrate through the simulate
loop. It did not coincide with the conclusions in reference 4), in which it was stated that the
is no influence of Reynolds number upon the mixing process. Thus, the second series
experiments was carried out with the closed non-operating loops. The simulated loop flowr-�
was determined by the correlation obtained from equality of the hydrodynamic homochromi
criteria for model and real object:

Wm "(I WI -TI
(2)

LM L,

The experiments were carried out at three values of flowrate through the reacti
These flowrates corresponded to the Reynolds numbers from 0,9- 106 to 4,0- 106. Change
boron concentration averaged over the model cross-section in real time is given in Fig. 2 
it is seen from figure, the curves for different Reynolds numbers are sirnilar to each other. T
minimum concentration in all experiments are practically the same. However, time
reaching the minimum is different. If change of concentration in these experiments refers
the relative (dimensionless) time, then the curves practically coincide. It is shown in Fig.
Dimensionless time was determined by the formula:

rl (3)

where To - time corresponding to the moment when the slug reaches the core inlet;
-C,,�n - time of reaching (he minimum concentration.

The minimum aver-age boron concentration for all investigated conditions with R
start was always above 70% of initial concentration. Character ofchange in the average bo
concentration at the ore inlet, versus dimensionless time in all range of flowrates through
simulated loop is the same. Configuration of aeas with te same degree of boron dilutioi
the ore inlet for the same moments of relative time are similar as well. It gives the basi:
consider that under the conditions with RCP start the Reynolds number exerts no influe
upon the character of mixing the flows with different oron concentration.
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Fig. 2 Concentration change in the real time
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Fig. 3 Concentration change in the dimensionless time

Unlike the fast turbulent mixing of flows with various boron concentration during
RCP start to be accompanied with arge-scale vortex formation, coolant mixing at restoration

of natural circulation is the more long-term process which runs differently. The loop seal
condensate in this case flows into the reactor downcomer as the submerged jet. 'Nis paper
presents the results of the first stage of experiments with simulation of restoration of natural
circulation during SB LOCA. The experiments were carried out for two flowrates. Change in
boron concentration averaged over the model cross-section in real time is shown in Fig. 4 and
in dimensionless time - in Fig. S.

These experiments have shown, that concentration at the core inlet is not decreased
below 70 %. The piston-wise slug passage is not observed. At the same time the contour
diagrams show some other condition of boron dilution as compared to the experiments with
RCP start. The area with minimum concentration is located in the core centre. Because the
processes accompanying restoration of natural circulation are more complicated, then the
further experiments are required.
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2 INTER-LOOP MIXING IN THE REACTOR

Other dangerous event, which can result in reactivity-induced accident, is bre;
the main steamline from one of the SG. In this case, there is sharp decrease of pressure ii
with the broken stearriline whereas in the relevant loop sudden dcrease of temperature 
place. Supply of coolant with lower temperature into one of the core sector can resL:
increase of power in this sector, and in the worse case - in DNB occurrence. The mi
processes before the core permit to itigate the consequences of such event. The experin
on study of the mass exchange processes and determination of the inter-loop mi
coefficients were performed both on the model in scale 1:5 and during the preoperational
at stages of hot run-in and power development at many VVER-1000 Units starling
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Novo-Voronezh NPP, Uit 5. During (heir realization a large actual aterial has been
accumulated.

For one run over the reactor circulation path, each of the loop flows exchanges with a
certain ass of coolant from the adjacent loop flows owing to turbulent mixing on their
borders. Besides it is noticed, that the flow before the core gets some angular displacement
that also promotes mixing. Thus, mass exchange between the loop flows is governed by two
factors: turbulent mixing and convective mixing due to angular turn of flows in the reactor.
Coolant inventory getting into the adjacent loops is characterized by the mixing coefficients.

'ne experiments on reactor plants were performed as follows. During or
operation one of the circulation loops was disturbed by termination of steam removal from the
SG. Consequently, temperature in this loop was increased that was recorded by the
measurement instrumentation. Temperature difference between the loops depended on the
core power and intensity'of mixing between the loop flows.

Herein below, in Fig. 6 the calculational model of loop flow interaction is
exemplified by the operating conditions when one of the loops is isolated by steam and hat
from it is not removed. With this, heat to be transmitted from any loop into the adjacent one at
the expense of in-pile mixing is determined from the correlation:

Qi- = ki-j G 'Cp (t ini t in), (4)

where kj - fraction of coolant flow of this particular loop participating in mass
exchange with the adjacent loop flow (herein after referred to as the mixing coefficient);

6i and ti�,j - inlet coolant temperatures in the considered and adjacent loops
respectively, Oc.

IV

Loop 4 k2 Loop 3

k2

t4 t3

t t2

2 ki

Loop I k, Loop 2

Li
Fig. 6 Scheme of interaction of the loop flows in reactor

An assumption is made in the calculational model that the heat-mass exchange
occurs only between the coolant flows leaving the adjacent loops. There is no heat-mass
exchange between the flows running from the opposite loops.

Thermal balance over the loops for condition with SG I steamline isolation is written
as follows:

QI-2 + Q-4 Qrc] (5)
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QSG2 = Q-2 Q2-3 -�- Q.2

QSG3 = Q4-3 Q2-3 Qrr3

QSG4 = Q 14 - Q4-3 Qm4,

where Qj - heat to be transferred from i-th loop into j-th loop due to mass cxcl
between the loop flows and dtermined by correlation 4), J/h;

Q,, - heat to be released into the coolant flow of i-th loop in the core and d
RCP oeration, J1h;

Qsr - heat to be removed fom i-th SG due to steam bleeding from it, /h.

1n the scheme of interaction of the loop flows presented in Fig 6 the assumpti,
accepted as follows. Owing to angular turn, the mixing coefficient ki between the co
loop flows differs from the counterclockwise mixing coefficient k2, but at te same tir
are assumed the same for any pair of the adjacent loops. In this case formulas (5), 6);
can be written down as follows:

G I Cp'[ki '(tint tin2)+k2 '(tini -tinA=Q,�, I-M-CP dl,
4 dT

G4 Cp jk, '(tint -tin4)-k2.(tin4 tin3)1+ Qrc4 - I M CP dt4 = NG,
4 dT

GI CP [k2 (tin, - tn2)-kI tin3)1+ Q,�:, I M C dt 2 = N
4 P d-r SG21

where Ns = GC,-(t,,,,, - t - heat to b removed from steam generator
loop, J/h;

I dt'- .M-CP. - heat to be accumulated in the corresponding loop in case c
4 dT

temperature variafion, J/h;
tj�j, t�d - inlet and outlet tmperatures in the i-th loop, 0C.

The similar equations can b written down for conditions with SG steamline isi
of any other lop.

The mixing cefficients k, and k2 can be dtermined from a system of equatic
(IO), (I 1), if the coolant tmperatures at the inlet and outlet of all circulation loops are
as well as in the core sectors at the outlet from fuel assemblies.

For the case kl= k = K, having assurned that GI = = = and Q
Q,,3=Q,,4, from a system of equations 9), (10), (I 1) we obtain

K tW4 t irA

3(ti,,, tin4)

Having replaced temperatures in loops at the ractor outlet by the av
temperatures at the FA inlets for the corresponding sectors of the Ce, it is poss
determine the mixing coefficient on the way of flow running from the inlet nozzles up
core inlet:
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I Et v;'�) tin4

K= 2(tini tinJ (13)

where n - number of fuel assemblies in the corresponding sector of the core;
tin

FAj - coolant temperature at the FA inlets.

Temperatures at the FA inlet are determined on the basis of results from
measurement of temperatures at the FA outlets by the formula:

tin
FAj = tou - K At (14)FAj Atj core

where Katj - oefficient ofrion-uniformity ofcoolant heating in fuel assemblies;

Atcore N (15)
n-4

K bypass Cp -YGi

where Kbyp. - core bypass flow coefficient based on measurements of hydraulic

characteristics during the preoperational tests.

The coefficient of non-uniformity of coolant heating in fuel assemblies is based on

the results from temperature measurements in the loops and at the FA outlets in initial state,

that is before SG stearriline isolation when coolant temperatures at the reactor inlet over all

loops and at the FA inlet are the same.

Relevancy of assumption on presery 'ation of power distribution and heating over the

fuel assemblies before and after isolation of one of the SG stearrilines is based on the

following:

- during experiment after SG stearriline isolation the arrangement of CPS groups in

the core remained unchanged;

- influence of change in water density upon power distribution in the core (within

water temperature variation not more than by 20 C) according to estimations is insignificant;

- general oolant flowrate through the reactor and flow distribution among the fuel

assemblies remain unchanged with the constant number ofoperating RCPs.

The coefficient of non-uniformity of coolant heating in fuel assemblies on the basis

of measurements in iitial state is determined from the equation:

out
KAtj t Aj tin (16)

out
Y_ ( FAj - tin

n �.j

where n - number ofFA in the reactor core.

The experiments on VVER-1000 units were performed at various reactor power

levels, but the testing methods were the same. The main provisions of the testing methods are

given herein below.

The reactor plant was brought to steady-state condition during operation of four

RCPs and constant reactor thermal power (not more than 20 % of nominal one). Indications of

the following parameters were registered such as:
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- pressure differences on all RCPs, frequencies and voltage on the RCP bus
determination of coolant flowrates over the loops;

coolant temperature at the reactor inlet for the four loops;
coolant temperature at the reactor outlet of the four loops;
temperature difference in the cold and hot legs for each lo-op;
coolant pressure in the primary circuit;
steam pressure in the four SGs;
steam flowrate from each SG;
feedwater flowrate for each SG;

- power onsumed by electric motor of each RCP,
- position of the regulation goups;
- coolant temperature at the outlet of all fuel assemblies under control.
The stearriline valves were closed on one of the SGs, and all loads were trai

for three other SGs. With this, pressure and level in the operating SGs, core power,
pressure, pressurizer level remained unchanged. All the parameters were r
continuously. Afler stabilization of temperatures in the primary circuit, the control r(
all parameters during at least 10 min was performed afterwards the cxperimc
considered completed.

After analysis of experimental data obtained at 9 Units of VVER-1000, the R
general laws wer6 noticed:

- each loop flow occupies the sector corresponding thereof in the flow
reactor;

- on the numerous Units they observed a significant angular displacemen
sector inherent to one loop towards the other loop. Displacement occurred usually
clockwise if to look at the reactor from above;

- angular displacement exerts large influence upon a degree of loop flow n
the reactor flow path.

The mixing coefficients of the adjacent loop flows clockwise and counter-cl
as obtained using the mathematical statistics methods for probability level 095 amoun

- clockwise mixing coefficient - k = 013 ± 006;
- counterclockwise mixing cocfficient- k = 026 ± 0,1 0.

Total mixing coefficient (flowrate fraction of the loop flow running into the
loops) is equal to

k = 039 ± 012

Practically, of the greatest interest is the minimum-mixing coefficient, so th
below the lower bound of deviations (beyond 95 %) can be neglected. Then, the m
mixing coefficient with account for error amounts to

K 0,39 - 1645 O 2 = 039 - 0096
2

This error in determination of the total mixing coefficient can also be referr
its values obtained during the tests at NPP Units.

Thus, the studies performed have shown that mixing of coolant lows 
adjacent loops occurs both due to turbulent mixing and due to angular turn of flow bi
core. Thus, a degree of mixing significantly dpends on the value of angular un
Analysis of the experimental data allows to estimate the angle of turn by average
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20 degrees. With four RCPs ill operation Nvith a degree of probability 095 te total fraction of
coolant running out of the loop aounts to k = 039-0,096. This value is recommended for
calculations of the inter-loop ixing processes in VVER I 000 reactors.

Earlier study of inter-loop mixing was performed at VVER-440 reactor [5) by the
above method. Distinct sector current in the core with angular turn of flows was revealed as
well. nfluence of one loop was applied to 4 circle, that is it covered two adjacent loops. The
degree of mixing in a nucleus of sector was within 12-26 .

3. STUDY OF BORON MIXING DURING FAILURE OF ONE FBIS TA.NK

Because the experiments carried out at VVER I 00 Units have a wide scatter of the
mixing coefficient components, and the repeated or additional experiments on the operating
Units are impossible, the experiments on the 4-loop test rig simulating VVER-1000 reactor
plant become of a special importance for clarification of the mixing coefficient and
vefification of the calculation models. Especially it is important for analysis of mixing of the
boron flows coming from the FBIS, in case of ATWS during reactor plant operation with
incomplete number of RCP (for example, with three or two RCP). Such test rig now is under
development in OKB "Gidropress", and soon the experiments on it will be started. The
schematic diagram of the test rig is given in Fig. 7.

6 0

I - reactor model; 2 - circulation pumps; 3 - gate valves 4 flow meters;
5 - pressurizer 6 - tank with salt solution,- 7 - pump for solution injection;
8 - quick isolation valve; 9- drainage tank; 10- condensate tank;
I I - ake-up pump

Fig. 7 Scheme of four-loop lest ig
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Failure in operation of any tank will be simulated by injection of salt soluti
the relevant loop. 'De solution conductance probes installed in various points of the
model flow path will allow to obtain distribution of concentrations over the circulation
To simulate RCP coastdown during loss of power supply it is assumed that the irc
pumps of the test rig are fed from the frequency controller.

As a result of experiments the time history of boric acid concentration at the
core inlet shall be investigated at various combinations of mutual arrangement of loo;
the operable and damaged FBIS tanks, including event of coastdown of four RCPs in
complete loss of power.

LIST OF NOMENCLATURE

ATWS - anticipated transient without scram;
CFD - computational fluid dynamics;
DNBR - departure from nucleate boiling rtio;
FA - fuel assembly
FBIS - fast boron injection system;
NPP nuclear power plant;
PWR pressurized water reactor;
RCP - reactor coolant pump;
SB LOCA - small break loss of coolant accident;
SG- steam generator;
VVER - water cooled water moderated reactor-,

Cp - coolant heat contcnt� J/(kg.oc);
G - mass flowrate, kg/h;
N - reactor thermal power, J;
K - mixing coefficients;
L - length, m;
Q - volumetric flowrate, m3/h;
- temperature, *C;

IC time, s;
- relative temperature;

W - flow velocity, m 2/S;

T - dimensionless time;

Subscripts
exi - outlet;
exj - adjacent;
i - current;
hot - hot water;
cold -cold water;
m - model;
min - minimum;
r -reactor;
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FUEL ASSEMBLY OUTLET TEMPERATURE PROFILE INFLUENC
ON CORE BY-PASS FLOW AND POWER DISTRIBUTION

DETERMINATION IN VVER - 440 REACTORS

V Pelinyi, X Kluxdrovd, J. Remif
VL�JE Trnava, Inc. - engineering, design and research organization

Slovak Republic

ABSTRACT

The incore instrinnentation of the VVER-440 reactors consists of the thermocouple sy�
(TQ and the system of self powered dtectors (SPID). The TCs are positioned about 0
above the fuel bundle upper flow-mixing grid. he usual assumption is that, the coolal
well mixed in the TC location, i.e. the temperature is constant through the flow cross-sec
area. Th pesent valuations by using the FLUENT 55.14 code reveal that, this assump
is not fulfilled. 'Mere exists a temperature profile that depends on fuel assembly geometry
on inner power profile of the fuel assembly. The paper presents the estimation of this el
and its influence on the core power distribution and the core by-pass flow deterrninal
ComparisonArith easurements in Mochovce NPP will also be a part of this presentation

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past twenty years of nuclear power utilization in Slovak Republic several chai
in fuel assembly design have been introduced to improve the fuel performance. The chai
concerned the fixed fuel assemblies mainly.

The first change with serious influence on power distribution determination in rea
core based on ncore thern-tocouple measurements was the change of the top grid and addi
of the upper mixing grid. This change was introduced in about 1985 and led to rr
interpretation of the incore measurements (reactor operation on reduced power). The prol:
was published in former VMK Symposium in 1986 [I 1. The root cause of discrepancy wa�
change of the top grid hydraulic design, explained by P. Siltanen 2 in the case of rn
cores.

The second dsign change, reduction of the shroud wall thickness from 2 mn
1,5 mm (also decreasing the outer shroud diameter from 144 mm to 143 mm) for th f
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fuel assemblies, was introduced in about 1990. his odification was recognized by the slight
change orthe cycle lengths.

The next design cange was the replacement of Fe spacer grids by Zr ones, started from
12'h cycle of Bohunice NPP Unit 3 in 1995. Tis design change was handled correctly from
the neutronics and thermal-hydraulics point of view by implementing of special core
surveillance programme.

Starting from the 2m cycle of Mochovce NPP Unit I in 1999 the profiled 382 
enriched fuel assemblies are implemented. The fixed fuel assemblies, in addition to
enrichment profile, differ also in shroud diameter from previous oes. The shroud outer
diameter was increased from 143 mm to 145 nun, keeping the wall thickness 1, m. Even in
this case the changes in neutronics were correctly handled. But concerning the thermocouple
readings some problems had appeared. They will be explained in the next part of this paper.

In the near future there is an intention to introduce the new fuel assemblies with
optimized fuel rod lattice pitch changed from present 12,2 nun to 12,3 mm and utilization of
burnable absorber rods within the fuel assemblies. Not accounting these changes, even in
interpretation of the ncore monitoring system can lead to an incorrect interpretation of the
reactor core power distribution.

The paper also contains the short dscription of the code package that was used for
evaluation of the fuel design changes ifluence on the core monitoring systern.

At present there is a shortage of detailed design drawings of the fuel assemblies and part
of the thermal-hydraulic odels are not yet validated because of lack of experimental data, so
the results presented in the paper ase only infom)ative. There is also an intention to draw the
attention of the AER participants to devote more interest for solving the problem mentioned
above.

2. CORE DESIGN OF MOCHOVCE NPP UNITS

The core composition of Mochovce NPP Unit I and 2 for the initial cores, as the fuel
assembly erichment concerned, is identically. he only difference between the core loadings
in Unit 2 in comparison with Unit I is that all fuel assemblies are furnished with Zr grids. The
core composition of the first cores of both units is shown in Fig. I and Table .
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enrichment 16 

enrichment 24 

enrichment 36 %

3:

......... ......
......... ............... .......... .... ......

...... ....
..... ..... ..

Fig. I The core composition ofMochovce NPP Unit I and 2 for the initial cores

Wall Unit I Unit 2

Enrichment Grid thickness Fuel Control Fuel Contrv

[MM] assemblies assemblies assemblies assembi

1.5 4
Fe

1, % 2,1 98 12 - -

Zr 1,5 - - 102 12

1,5 34 - - -
Fe

2,4 2,1 74 25 - -

Zr 1,5 - - 108 25

15 102 - -
Fe

3,6 2,1 - -

Zr 1,5 102

Table I First loadings of both Mochovce NPP units active core

Starting with second cycle of both units low-leakage fuel management strategy

implemented. In the same time the first profiled 382 % enriched fuel assemblies v

introduced into loadings. In all cycles, except of 4 h Ccle, the number of profiled

assemblies was the same in active core of both units. Difference between hydra

characteristics of both units depends on number of non-profiled fuel assemblies with Fe 
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and wall thickness 21 mm. The 5h cycle is the first loading of Unit I without fuel assemblies
with wall thickness 2 m. The composition of the present ladings is sown in Table 2.

Wall Unit 1, Cycle Unit 2 ycle 4

Enrichment Grid thickness
[mm) Fuel Control Fuel Control

assemblies assemblies assemblies assemblies

Fe 1.5
1.6 F Zr 1.5 -

Fe 1,5 3
2,4 

Zr 1.5 2 1 7

Fe 1,5 21 - -
3.6 

Zr 15 4 - 101

3.82 Zr 1.5 282 36 210 30 1

Table 2 Present loadings of both Mochovce NPP units active core

3. COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF THE CORE FLOW BY-PASS

MEASUREMENTS BASED ON T11E HYDRAULIC AND THERMAL-

HYDRAULIC METHODS

At the begirming of each cycle the core by-pass flow (i.e. flow rate outside of the fuel

assemblies) is measured. le core by-pass flow is determined by two ethods:

• "Hydraulic by-pass flow" - as a part of hydraulic measurements in the course of zero
power reload start-up tests, from the core pressure gradient of flow area and coefficients
of hydraulic resistance 3),

• "Thermo-hydraulic by-pass flow" - based on enthalpy ratio measured on the core and on
the reactor, it is expressed by:

GM I AiR 100 [%] (1)

AiA,

where is:

OTH - the by-pass flow ratio
AiR - the measured enthalpy rise on the reactor
AiAz - the measured entlialpy rise on the core
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The enthalpy rise on the reactor is determined from the loop temperatures and
pressure. The AiAy. is dtermined rrom the reactor inlet and outlet temperatures and
pre-sure 3].

In the Table 3 there are presented the rsults of by-pass rneasurements by both
mentioned methods on Mochovcc NPP during start-up tests 4), [5). There are presenti
the by-pass values fi-orn the safety analysis report for Mochovce NPP 6]. The agreen
values measured by hydraulic methods with values from safety analysis eort i.
satisfactory. The values measured by enthalpy balance differ from hydraulic ones, and t
not seen the decreasing trend by the increasing number of profiled fuel assemblies as
the case of hydraulic measurements. At the beginning of 5-th eye-le of Unit I almost the
core is fuelled with profiled fuel, (there is only 30 non-profiled fuel assemblies in active
The by-pass flow is expected 59 %, but the value of the E-rH is nearly the same as
beginning of the first loading.

This effect also influences the relation between the relative power dstribution kj
and ATj values (used in some reactors for fuel assemblies power limitation).

Note:
The values of thermo-hydraulic by-pass flow are presented in Table 3 in dependej

fuel loading. As the values of thenno-hydraulic; by-pass flow are derived from thermoc,
readings they depend on actual work conditions of thern-*couple system too, mair
temperature of thermocouples cool end.

Thermo- Hydraulic Core by-pass

Unit Cycle hydraulic by-pass now flow 16]
by-pass flow N I 10/1

M I
1 10.4 9,4 8,3

2 10,7 9,2 8,0

3 11'O 9,0 7,5

1 4 11'O 6.5 6,9

5 10,11 5.4 5,9

stationary cycle - - 5,1

1 9.3 8,7 9,3

2 8,9 8,4 8,7

2 3 9.5 7,5 8.0

4 9,9 6,9 7,0

stationary cycle - 5,1

Table 3 The values of by-pass flow measured by both methods at the beginning of
cycle of Mochovce NPP Unit I 2 comparison ith values in afety ana�
report 61
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4. FUELASSEMBLYMODELINGANDIZESULTSOFTHE
CALCULATIONS

For evaluation of the fuel assembly outlet temperature distribution BIPR-7 71,
PERMAK [81, CALOPEA 91 and FLUENT 55.14 [IO] codes were used.

4.1 Thefuel assembly triodel

The fuel assemblies of the VVER-440 type reactors consist of 126 fuel pins in
hexagonal symmetry. The active length of the fuel pins is 242 cn, the outer diameter is 91
mm-The fuel assembly consists of 10 spacer grids and central tube with outer diameter 10,3
nu-n for incore neutron detectors. For the flow, temperature and velocity distribution modeling
in the fuel assembly up to the upper end of the fuel clumn the CALOPEA 3D code was used.
The fuel assembly in x-y plane is represented by 259 subchannels (Fig. 2. In axial direction
31 mesh points are used.

The upper part of the fuel assembly including the fixation of the fuel assembly to the
unit of the shielding tubes was odeled by FLUENT code. he simplified geometry of the
fuel assembly with the thermocouple is on Fig 3 More detailed aimated view of ili-is detail is
on Fig. 4 The proper meshing of the complicated geometry of the fuel assembly head
including the upper fxation was the greatest problern-Due to the complicated geometry the
combined structured and unstructured meshing was used. The upper part of the fuel assembly
approximately by 500 000 control volumes is represented. Two types of basic meshes were
created for fuel assemblies with inner diameter 142 mm (profiled) and 140 mm non-
profiled).

Fig. 2 Therrnal-hydrauhc subchannels of fuel assembly
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Fig. 3 The area considered in calculations

Fig. 4 The detailed view on the upper part of fuel assernbl%
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4.2 Inilial and botindary conditionsfor therinal-hydraulic aalyses

The goal of these calculations was the determination of coolant eperature profile if)
the position of the thermocouple. For studying of this phenomenon te following power
profiles, flow conditions and assembly inner diameters were selected:

Variants A, and C

These ases represent the fuel assembly with inner diameter 142 mm with different
power profiles. The power profile in case A represents an idealistic power distribution of non-
profiled fuel with idealistic power distribution. By the same condition is alculated the ower
distribution for the 382 enriched fuel assembly - case B. The power distribution for the
case C was selected in such a way that it represents the power distribution for the assemblies
from the core periphery. The assembly power for the cases A and B was selected as a
maximal allowed power ie 532 MW, assembly power in case C is 143 MW (approximately
as the power of peripheral fuel assemblies). The idealistic power distribution for cases A and
B was calculated by BIPR-7 and PERMAK codes in a way that the interested fresh fuel
assembly is placed into the core central part in the 3 rd cycle of Mochovcc NPP Unit 2 The
main characteristics needed for calculations of these variants are in Tables 4 and .

Variants K09, K 1, K24 and K26

These variants have realistic power distributions and power corresponding to the corc
positions - groups of symmetry No. 09, 11, 24 and 26 on the beginning of the 3 dcycle of
Mochovce NPP Uit 2 The main characteristics of these variants are in Table 6.

Variants Al and I

These variants have the same power conditions as variants A and B, but they differ in
fuel assembly inner diameter that is 140 mm (like the non-profiled fuel) and in flow rate that
is 108 m 3[h. This flow rate corresponds to the flow rates of non-profiled and profiled fuel ill
Mocho vce NPP Unit 2 he main characteristics of these variants are in Tables 4 and .

Variant Blo

This variant corresponds ith variant . The only difference is that there is odeled
also the perforation in fuel assembly shroud. The perforation is modeled by 6 holes 9,5 x
13,4 mm) instead of 12 holes with 9 L The holes are situated just bellow the upper
mixing grid. The by-pass flow of 1,1 kg/sec. is accounted which corresponds to of flow
rate of the fuel assembly inlet flow. The temperature of by-pass flow was calculated b"
CALOPEA code, it was 276,9 'C. The gross by-pass flow in the reactor is approximately
7�8 % for cores with non-profiled fueL from which 6 returns by perforations and about
2 ows out (guide tubes of the control assemblies, core barreL etc.).
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CALOPEACode All variants (except Varia

of Al, B a Blo) at

Absolute inlet pressure IMPal 12.26

Inlet temperature J'Cj 266.74 2

Flow rate in W assembly [m'lh / kglsec] 110,01 23,91 108,

Fuel assembly diameter (shroud diameter x wall 145 x 1.5 14

thickness) [mm)

FLUENT Code

Inlet hydraulics diameter [mm] 10,0

Outlet hydraulics diameter [mm] 90.0

Turbulence intensity on the inlet and outlet of FA %] 10.0

Coolant temperature in perforation C) (variant Blo -

only)

Integral flaw rate through perforation Im 3MI I kg/secl 5.0

(variant Blo, only)

Turbulence model standard k-c star

Numerical scheme of alculation segregate set

Linearizabon implied

Table 4 Initial and boundary conditions

Var. A Var. B V2r. C Var. Al Var. Bl

F uel nof�profiled profiled non-profiled non-profiled profiled

Average enrichment 235 3,60 3,82 2,40 3.60 3,82

N

FA posifion in active core centre centre periphery centre centre

GS No.1- GSNo.1 GSNo.27 GS No. GS No.'

Thermal flux from FA 590,92 590.92 158,26 590.92 590,92
[kW.M-21

FA thermal power IN11M 5,321 1 5,321 1,425 5,321 5.321

Average coolant 307,8 307,8 278,5 308.5 308.5
temperature in FA fCj

- average coolant temperature in outlet from fuel part of FA

- GS = group ofsymmetry

Table 5 Variants specification
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Var. K09 Var. K I Var. K24 Var. K26

Fuel profiled profiled profiled profiled

Average enrichment U235 3.82 3.82 3.82 3.82

1%)

FA position in ctive core GS No.9" GS No. GS No.24 GS No.26

Thermal flux from FA 577.77 568.31 571,85 516.37
[kW.M-21

FA thermal power MWI 5,205 5.111 5,144 4,670

Average coolant 307,06 306.47 306.68 303,13
temperature in FA ['Cl 

- average coolant temperature in outlet from fuel part of FA

- GS = group ofsymmetry

Table 6 Variants specification

4.3 Results ofcalculations

Study ofthe influence ofby-p2S3 flOW on the measured outlet temperature

This effect was evaluated on fuel assemblies of iner diameter 140 nun with flat power

distribution (profiled fuel). The results of the alculation are in Table 7 (variant I and Blo)

and on Fig. 5 6 and 7 From the Table 7 and Fig. it can be seen that the ifluence of by-pass

flow on easured temperature is sall (approx. 0, 3 'Q. For the fuel assemblies of 142 nun

inner diameter it is even less due to decreased by-pass flow (about 3 is returning through

the perforation). Due to this fact for the study of power profile influence and fuel assembly

shroud diameter change the by-pass flow was neglected.

Variant Variant Variant Variant Variant Variant

A B C Al Bi Blo

Temperature in position of 310,87 311.65 278,78 308.90 309.65 309.50

temperature measurement

(thermocouple) ['C]

Average codant 307,80 307,80 278.50 308.50 303,50 308.50

temperature ['C] 307.15--

Temperature difference ['Cl 3,07 3,85 0.28 0.40 1,13 1,00/2,35

(6T / ATI) [%] 1 7,5 9,4 1 2,4 1,0 2,8 2,4

- average coolant temperature in outlet from fuel part ofFA

- average coolant temperature in the then-nocouple position

Table 7 Coolant temperatures in the upper part of fuel assembly
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312JO ------------ ........
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306.0 -------
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Fig. Distribution of power and temperature profile at the end of fuel column and in
thermocouple position - variants B, I ad I 
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Fig. 6 Coolant temperature in vertica I section of e I assembly - vriants B, I and Io
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Fig. 7 Coolant speed in vertical section of fuel assembly - variants B, BI and Blo

Posver profile influence on measured outlet temperature

This effecc was evaluated oil the fuel assemblies with inner diameter 142 mm. The
results of the calculation forvarianis A, ad C are in Tbl 7.

From Table 7 it can be seen the influence of power profile on measured temperature.
For further understanding of the pwer profile influence there wre calculated also the outlet
temperatures on measured positions with realistic ower distributions - Table and Fig. S.
From the Table 7 and it can be seen that in the core central part the ratio of

,5T 7
(2

AT T - 7
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where:

T' - temperature in the position ol'thermoCOLIPIC

T, - the ean outlet temperature

T,, - the inlet tmperature

is about - 9,11 ±1,4�16 while in periphery it is nearly zero. From this it can be
,&Ti

concluded that the fuel assembly power in central part is overestimated in compari
peripheral oes. Also the by-pass flow due to this effect using t relation (1) i
predicted in comparison to hydraulic measurements.

Variant Variant Variant Variant
K09 KII K24 K26

Temperature in position of 311,05 310,78 310,16 306,57
temperature measurement
(theffnocouple) ('Cl

Average coolant 307,06 306,47 306,69 303,13
temperature ['Cl 

Temperature difference ['Cl 3 99 4,31 3.47 3.44

(6T / ATJ r 9_!:9 1 10.9 8,7 1 9,5

- average coolant temperature in outlet from fuel part of FA

Table 8 Coolant temperatures in the upper part of fuel assembly
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Fig. Distribution of power and temperature profile at the end of fuel column and in the
thermocouple position - variants K09, K I , K24 and K26

Influence of geometric changes on measured outlet tmperature

For this study the fuel assemblies with ideal power distribution were selected - variants
A, B, AI and B 1. The flow rate was selected as it is approximately in ochovce NPP Unit 2,
i.e. II m 3/h. and 108 M3 /h. The results of the calculations arc presented in Table 7 and in
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Fig. 7 From this table it can be seen that he design changes significantly influe
thermocouple readings and also the temperature ratio described by formula 2). Thi
leads also to incorrect interpretation of core power distribution in mixed cores and a
power limitations as it was described in the introduction.

5. CODE DESCRIPTION

The results and description of the BIPR-7 and PERMAK codes are well know
community of AER members, so the code description is oinitted.

FLUENT 55.14

This code interprets liquid convection in 2D or 3D objects by using CFD i
(Computational Fluid Dynamics). TGRID or GANMIT preprocessors genera
computational mesh for CFD aalysis. nis analysis offers values of local flows
pressures and temperatures from one elementary volume to other.

CALOPEA

CALOPEA Code calculates Lk profile of coolant temperatures and speed. The r(
the alculation is a file with 258 values of coolant temperatures and speed at the ou
each fuel assembly subchanncl. It clculates thermal-hydraulic parameters of fuel asse
working in steady states in reactors VVER-440 and VVER-1000 by using numerical
Seidel solving of continuity, energy and momentum equations.

6. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of above mentioned calculations it can be concluded:

• The measured outlet temperatures by thermocouple system differ from the expected
coolant temperatures from the fuel assemblies

• There is a difference between the mean assembly outlet temperatures and measured
in the core center and periphery

• For correct interpretation of the core power distfibution based on thermocouple
measurements the influence of flow temperature profile needed be accounted

• The difference between by-pass measured by hydraulic and thermal-hydraulic meth(
be explained by temperature profile of the coolant in the position of thermocouple

• The changes on the fuel assemblies (power profile, geometry, mixing grid, etc.) shot
evaluated also in the relation to the incore measurement system
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ABBREVIATIONS

FA fuel assembly
GS group of symmetry
kk fuel pin relative power
kq fuel assembly relative power
NPP - nuclear power plant
SPI) - self powered detector
TC - thermocouple
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SPACE MODEL OF HORIZONTAL STEAMIGENERATOR OF THE REACTOR
VVER-1000 IN THE FRAME OF COMPUTER CODE ATHLET
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Abstract

This work demonstrates the results of modeling the 3D distribution of secondary

coolant parameters within horizontal steam generator of reactor VVER-1000.

Calculations were carried out by computer code ATMET using its description models

intended for hydrodynamic interaction between parallel channels.
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Introduction.

This work represents one more study in application of code package ATHLET /I/ in

three-dimensional (coarse-mesh) description of hydraulic dynamics in the elements of

water-cooled nuclear plant. Works 23/ represent he results of three-dimensional

description of in-core hydrodynamic parameters within transients that were initiated by

actuation of one loop for VVER-440 and disconnection of one working loop for VVER-

1000. In in-core space description there has been used a D grid with dimensions ranging

from 6 to 10 thousand elements. In such calculation the coolant parameters did not

transfer to a two-phase area. From this point of view, the three-dimensional description of

steam generator is rather more complicated. Moreover, in this case a secondary 3D grid is

connected with the primary circuit through thermal elements, and in steam generator the

primary circuit is represented by a wbe systern consisting of thousands of tubes.

Using the steam generator documentation we adjusted the code, which is capable to

create automatically a 3D grid and prepare input data for code package

"ATHLET/BIPR8KN" in such a format that allows to use them as input file without any

additional adaptation. That includes building of topology, objects, thermal elements and

control system. In description of interaction between hydraulic elements within the steam

generator we were mainly focused on application of CROSSCONNECTION elements

that are built in code ATHLET. However, some modem restrictions in operation with

CROSSCONNECTION elements made the algorithm of links between the grid ements

very complicated. Nevertheless, the authors ofcode ATHLET are working now over the

problem how to enlarge the application of CROSSCONNECTION capabilities, which

will significantly simplify the agorithm of link topology between the elements of D

grid.

As compared with 2,3/, we also adjusted the system ofvisual representation. Ai the

pictures of our report have been prepared by this system, and they vividly reflect the

position of different parts of steam generator model in the space. This t[ was

intensively used in model creation as a visual facility to control the geometry.

Description of the computer code ATULET.

The thermal-hydraulic system co-de ATHLET (Analysis of THermal-hydraulics of

LEaks and Transients) is being developed by the Geselischaft fur Anlagen- und

Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) for the analysis of the whole spectrum of leaks and transients in

PWRs and BWRs /I/. The code is applicable for western reactor designs as well as for

Russian VVER and RBMK reactors. The main code features are the advanced thermal-

hydraulics, the modular code architecture, especially the separation between physical

models and numerical methods, te pre- and post-processing tools. and the portability to

the prevalent computer platforms
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ATHLET is composed of several basic modules for the simulation of the diffe

phenomena involved in the operation of a light water reactor: thermo-fluiddynari

(TTD), heat transfer and heat conduction (HECLO, neutron kinetics (NEUKIN),

control and balanec-of-plant (GCSM), together with the fully implicit numerical t

integration method FEBE. Other independent modules (e.g. 3-D neutron kincticf

containment mdules) can be coupled by means of a general interface.

Model description.

The basic components ofour stream generator model are as follows:

• Main steam generator vessel (MSGV) that is simulated by a cylinder of a volume 

is equal to the volume ofan actual MSGV. (Actual MSGV has an llipsoid form fi

both sides). MSGV is split into parts with any dgree of detalization, just as it 

done in the earlier works. The elements situated in ellipsoid parts of steam genen

agree with actual volume due to volurne variation of the grid elements. All

neighl>ouring details are interconnected and form a D bound grid.

• Steam generator tube system whose surface makes a link etween the hydraulic.,

primary and secondary circuit of steam generator. This surface is modelled

thermal elements whose components are agreed with hydraulic elements that 'A

obtained in the result of splitting of the primary and secondary circuits of Ste

generator. During modelling every pipe is considered, and it becomes ossible

unite the tubes versus the split detalisation for the primary and secondary circuit.

• Steam removing pipes and steam header.

• Feed water collector and a distributing pipeline

For building a alculation grid a VVER-1 000 seam generator is taken as an example.

Figure I shows one ofprobable patterns for hydraulic splitting ofsteam generator and

elements. The pattern includes the following:

1. 180 MSGV elements, each of which has 45 data points;

2. 50 hydraulic elements oftube system, each ofwhich has 30 data points;

3. 4324 thermal elements that connea the primary and secondary elements;

4. 324 elements CROSSCONNECTION that connect hydraulics.

Figure 2 represents a scheme of thermal element arrangement in steam generator, wh

connect the primary and secondary circuits for some scheme.

Figures 3 through represent pipe arrangement in tube system in every next layer.

Figure 6 represents a full set of hdraulic elements that describe the tube system

VVER I 000 steam generator.
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Figure 1. Full scheme ofhydraulic splitting ofstearn generator and iL- elements.

Figure 2 Scheme ofthermal element arangement in steam generator

Figure 3 Pipe arrangement in lyer I from te bottom 16 pipes)

Fi�ur 4 Pipe arrangement in layer from the bottom 44 pipes)
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Figure 5. Pipe aangement in layer I IO from the bottom 120 pipes)

Figure 6. Full set of hydraulic lements that describe the tube system of VVER.
1000 steam generator.
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Test calculations.

The following task was selected as the test task intended for checking the work of
created VVER-1000 3D steam generator:
1 A 3D model of steam generator integrates into the working scheme of VVER-1000
description and substitutes one of the four ID models-, such ID models were used in all
ATHLET/BIPR8KN calculations, therefore, they are well tested and may serve as a good
working standard for verification of a 3D model operation.
2 A primary circuit model has 4 full circulation loops and MCP, pressurizer is modelled,
neutronics is calculated on the basis of point kinetics (point kinetics is taken to make fast
calculations, because in this very test task the behaviour of the secondary circuit is of
greater interest).
3.A double break with coefficient 0 IS is modelled in the main stearn line(MSL) of a D
steam generator

Scheme of elements that comprise a 3D steam generator and hich is used in this
calculation looks the following way (the picture shows exit headers, feed water collector,
all elements of tube system, and 10 out of forty principal elements of MSGV):

FIN

COL I OUT

COLL IN

This simple scheme is taken proceeding from not great time required for calculation, and
it includes the followin-
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1. 40 MSGV lements, each of which has data points;
2. 8 hydraulic elements of tube system, each of which has 20 data points;
3. 168 thermal elements that connect the elements of the primary and secondary circuit;
4. 5 eements CROSSCONNECTION that onnect hydraulics.

Figures 7 through 16 represent some characteristics of the process (option A),
compared with similar alculaion (option B) but without a 3D steam generator (I
steam generator is used in task instead 3D steam generator).

Conclusion.

'17he three-dimensional steam generator model that is created in frame of coi
ATHLET allows to make a realistic calculation of coolant parameters in the space
steam generator for steady state and dynamic conditions. Unlike a ID model it makes
available to perform the following operations with geater accuracy:
I calculation of heat "change between the primary and secondary circuit
2. determining the level position on the basis of real arrangement of transducer in t]

perimeter of steam generator, and, consequently, to attain realistic operati(
modelling of feed water regulators and blockers;

3. calculation of specific accidents initiated, for example, by leakage from the prima
to the secondary circuit in certain points of tube system.

The code of data preparation is apable to take into account all possible chang
in steam generator design, such as change in arrangement of feed water connecting pipe
and perform optimisation of equipment arrangement inside steam generator.

Besides that, general methods of volurnetric (quasi 3D) description of elements I
code ATHLET was further developed using the method of splitting these elements into
number of tiny ID elements ound into a system. Such system may be considered
quite a full value 3D element.
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1. Introduction

The hot channel calculation is logically the final step of the safety analysis where the
fulfillment of he acceptance cteria is investigated. 'De hot channel analysis is
usually prformed in a conservative manner by multiplying the time dependent power
distribufion obtained from the system calculation by a hot channel factor which takes
into account the safety limits of he normal operation Fr this purpose there are used
classical thermal hydraulic codes, which solve the heat conductance equations inside
the fuel pin and the conserva6on equations in the hydraulic sub-channel(s). Usually,
several approximations are used which are originating partly from the fact hat burnup
and ht conductance inside the hottest pin is known only approximately, and partly
from the fact that only a limited region of the reactor is investigated.

In Chapter 2 there are investigated the usually applied approximations concerning the
heat conductance inside the fl pin including the gap). In the classical thermal
hydraulic safety analyses, the investigated effects play minor role due to he relatively
slow time dependence of the power. therefore Re-activity Initiated Accidents and
ATWS events were analyzed. The nal goal was to establish a conservative approach
for the RIA transients.

In Chapter 3 there is investigated the influence of the environment of the hottest sub-
channel determined by h mixing from the neighboring channels and by the pin
power distribution inside the studied assembly. The conservatism of the closed
channel approximation (neglecting the hydraulic mixing effect between the sub-
channels in the assembly) and the influence of the different pin-wise power
distributions were analyzed. A special goal of the investigations was the selection of
an appropriate enveloping safety "frame parameter" limiting the local power in the
case of ormal operation to be used for definition of the hot channel factor. The two
"candidates" wre the maximum sub-channcl outlet temperature and the maximum
pin power.
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2. Investigation of approximations of te heat conductance inside the fuel pin

One of the main problems concerning the heat conductance inside the fuel is that the
hot channel analyses must be performed also for burnt out fuel rods because the
bumup level influences he heat conductance and the power distribution inside the
pellet and in the gap to a great extent. In addition even at zero bumup, the radial
power distribution inside th plet is non-uniform. The above problems are analyzed
in thcfollowing investigations.

• Influence of the burnup distribution inside the pellet on the heat ransfer through
the pellet and the gap

• Influence of the bumup distribution on the power distribution in the pellet and the
consequences concerning the heat transfer

Applied nzethods of he investigations

A very detailed model of the bumup dependent heat transfer during the transients was
elaborated in the following two steps.

I Detailed pin cell transport calculation taking into account the space and
temperature dependent resonance shielding and burnup effects with fuel
temperature feed-back. he MTFURC code 1] (see Fig. 1) was used for the
preparation of the space dependent bumup and power.

2. Detailed heat conduction model taking into account the space dependent bumup
and power distribution, and the bumup and temperature dependence of the pellet
and gap heat conductance. The advanced version of the KK03D 2 hat transfer
module was applied for the hot channel hermal hydraulic calculation.

The results of he calcularionj

The results from the MUFURC code, the radial space dependence of the nuclear
power and local bumup at different average pellet burnup values are shown in Figs 2-
3. These distributions together with the bumup and temperature dependent pellet and
gap conductance values (see Figs. 45) are used in the time dependent heat conduction
model of KIKO3D, which in this case performs the hot channel calculations.

In the hot channel calculations, the time dependent power disuibutions of (he
following RIA transients were examined 3-4].

1. Control rod ejection from HZP state at BOC and EOC
2. Control rod ejection from FP state at BOC and EOC
3. Control rod group withdrawal without scram (ATWS) at BOC
The average pellet burnup in case of BOC and EOC calculations were 10 and 20
MWd/kgU respectively.

The corresponding time dependent reactor powers are shown in Figs. 69.
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The investigated approximations and the results of the corresponding o cannel
calculations are summarized in Table 

m ule Region-wise self-shielded PEACO module for
for pin ccit microscopic cross transport resonance
transport sections of the resonance scif-shielding
calculation isotopes calculation

T A
Region-wise Region-wise bmup and Region-wise
reaction rates by isotopic concentration temperature
isotopes distributions distribution in the fuel

pellet

BURN module for Region-wise power TEMP module for
bumup calculation distribution temperature

distribution calculation
in the fuel pellet

Fig. I Flow chart of the MUFURC code
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Fig. 2 Radial power distributions at different a erage pellet bumup levels
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FP BOC FP BOC FP EOC HZPBOC HZPEOC
Approxima- CRYith- CRE CRE CRE CRE

tiors drawal
concerning (ATWS) QLEW/cm, QLEW/cm QLEW/crn QLEW/crn
the burnup QLE W/cm AQ AQ M AQ M AQ M
dependent AQ M
parameters

Correct base 459 597 623 507 774
case

Flat power 459 561 547 432 587
distribution -6.0 -12.2 -14.8 -24.1 

Flat 459 598 626 508 775
averaged +0. % +0. % +0. % +0. %
burnup
distribution
Increased 459 602 643 512 780
pellet beat +0.8% +3.2% +1.0 % +0.8 %
conductance

X 12
Radial 459 577 611 465 652
power -3.4 -1.9 -8.3 -15.9 
distribution
and pellet
heat

conductance
according to

the zero
burnup

Increased 459 598 628 541 795

gap +0.2 +0.8 % +7.1 +2.6 

conductance

A 12

Gap 459 534 555 396 425

conductance -10.6 -10.9 -21.9 45.2 

according to

the zero

burnup

Table I Maximum values of the heat transferred to the coolant W/cm) in case of

different approximations and transicnis, and deviations (in percents) from the base

case
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Conclusions of the hot channel eat transfer calculations

1. Flat power distribution in te pellet leads to non-conservative DNBR values
in case of fast transients (CRE).

2. Power distribution corresponding to zero (or loy) burnup also leads to non-
conservative DNBR values in case of ast transients.

3. Using averaged flat burnup in the pellet for calculation of the heat
conductance does not lead to a considerable error. (it was cecked also for
higher - 40 GWd/tU - burnup.)

4. 20 increase of the pellet heat conductance leads to negligible error. (Larger
increase is not realistic taking into its uncertainty.)

5. Using gap conductance corresponding to zero (or ow) burnup level leads to
non-conservative DNBR results in case of fast transients.

6. In case of slow transients (investigated ATNVS), the influence of the studied
approximations is negligible.

3. Investigation of influence of the mixing from the neighboring sub-channels and
the pin power distribution inside the assembly

A set of pin wise power distributions was generated by the KARATE code system [ 1]
and analyzed by the COBRA multi-channel thermal hydraulic code [5] in order to
study the influence of the different pin-wise power distributions. The consequences of
Control Group Withdrawal Without Scram initiating event were calculated. The
special goal of these investigations was the selection of an appropriate enveloping
safety "frame parameter" limiting the local power in the case of normal operation and
to be used for the determination of the hot channel factor. The two candidates" are
the maximum sub-channel outlet temperature and the maximum pin power To sets
of calculations were performed. In he case of the first set, the pin power distribution
was normalized according to the maximum sub-channel enthalpy, while in the second
case, the maximum pin power itself was limited. The time dependent average reactor
power from an earlier SMATRA calculation 461 was used to determine the
minimum DNB ratios for all cases.

Beside the closed sin-le hot channel calculation, another possibility of the transient
analysis is to calculate the entire assembly taking into account the not flat pin-wise
power distribution and the mixing etween sub-channels. In his case, if the sub-
channel enthalpy limitation is used, larger power peaking inside the assembly leads to
larger maximum allowed initial pin-power due the advantageous effect of the mixing.
If he power peaking inside the assembly is not limited, the initial pin power can
become practically quite large. On the other hand, the advantageous effect of mixing
appears not only at te initial stationary phase of he transient but also at (he most
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disadvantageous moment of the transient, so one cannot sure hat te larger ower
peaking factor inside the assembly and consequenoy (he larger initial pin power is a
conservative approach. More generally, the question can be raised ow co slect the
conservative pin power distribution inside the assembly for h multichannel
calculation.

In order to answer the above questions, he ATWS event of the inadveriew
withdrawal of control assembly group was modeled. In (he case of (his transient, large
amount of steam is produced in the hot assembly and in the hot channel. The system
calculations show, that at the most disadvantageous time period. the reactor power is
constant (about 0 percent of the nominal power) for a long time. Utilizing this
character of the transient, the hot channel calculations could b. modeled by wo
stationary calculations: one for the initial state and one for the most disadvantageous
long time period. The COBRA code, taking into account the pin-wise power
distribution and the mixing effect. was used for the hot channel analyses.

Concerning the pin-wise power distfibutions, the following cases were calculated.

Case The maximum allowed pin power was selected as fame parameter (see Fig.
I 1), the pin power distfibution at the initial state was normalized in the way that
maximum pin power just reached h maximum allowed value. In the case of these
methodical investigations, we decided that the maximum allowed pin power is 53 kW,
but other selection would lead to the same conclusions. The consequence of this
decision is that the curves in Figures 10 and I start from the same DNBR values,
which assumption is not an essential part of our invesfigations.)

The following sub-cases wre investigated.

Case a The maximum pin power is in the comer.

Case Lb The maximum pin power is at the outermost line of pins.

Case Le The maximum pin power is the at line next to the outermost one.

Case 2 The maximum sub-channel enthalpy was selected as frame parameter Mg.
10), the pin power distribution at the initial state was normalized in the way that he
maximum sub-channel outlet temperaturejust "ched the saturation temperature.

The following sub-cases were investigated.

Cas 2a The maximum pin power is in the comer.

Case 2.b ne maximum pin power is at the outermost line of pins.

Case 2.c The maximum pin power is the at line next to the outermost one.

Each above 6 sets is charactefized by different relative pin power peaking factors
inside the assembly.
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When the most disadvantageous time period of the transient was calculated, the initial
power distribution was multiplied by the factor (about 1.5 oginating from the
system (SMATRA) calculations.

In Figs. 10 and I , the DNBR values at the most disadvantageous time period are
presented as a function of the relative radial power peaking factor inside the assembly.
In case of Fig. I , Type La, .b, Ic results are presented, while in case of Fig. 10. the
results for Type 2.a, 2.b, 2,c are shown.

The results presented reflect the influence Of EWO important physical processes:

More effective cooling of the fuel pins next to the assembly wall due to the mixing
from the unheated sub-channels.
Blockage (increased hydraulic resistance) of the hot sub-channcl due to the
smaller density of coolant

These physical processes are important both for the initial and the most
disadvantageous phase of the transient if he sub-channel limitation is used.

The results presented in Fig. 10 proves that without an additional limitation of
the radial power peaking factor inside the assembly, the sub-channel enthalpy
lim.it alone Is not an appropriate frame parameter because quite low DNBR can
be reached at the most disadvantageous phase of the investigated ATWS evenL

On the other hand, the maximum pin power is an appropriate enveloping "frame
parameter" of the safety analysis. In this latter case, he application of the flat power
distribution inside the fuel assembly is a conservative approach. herefore, in the
second step of the investigations, the conservatism of the closed single channel
approximation (neglecting the hydraulic mixing effect etween the sub-channels in
the assembly) in case of flat pin-wise power distribution was analyzed. The results of
the multi-channel calculations and the single channel calculations with different flow
areas are compared for a ralistic VVER-440 assembly. The, results are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3.

COBRA single COBRA single COBRA multi-
channel calculation channel channel

calculation with calculation with
2% decrease of mixin.-
the flow area

Pressure drop 2.185 [bar] 2.185 lbar) 2.185 [bar)
Inlet flov rate 2598 [Kg/m2/sj 2601 [kg/m2/s) 2599 [kg/m2/s)

Outlet temperature 597.6 [OK) 598.7 fK) _ 598.7 ('Kj
Outlet quality -0.006 0.000 0.000
Outlet void content 0.0(0 0.000 0.0(0
DNBR min 3.012 2.5 %) 2.965(+0.7 %) 2.946

Table 2 Results of the initial state 53 kW pin power)
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COBRA single COBRA single COBRA single
channel calculation channel channel

calculation with calculation with
2% decrease of 2% decrease of
the flo", area the flow area

Pressure drop 2.185 (bar] 2.185 [bar] 2.185 [bar]
Inlet flow rate 2345 [kg/m2lsj 2331 [kgtm2/s] 2445 [kg/m2/sj
Outlet temperature 598.7 f-KI 598.7 (-K) 598.7 f-KI
Outlet quality 0.176 0.189 0.183
Outlet void content 0.584 0.601 0.593

DNBR min 1.157(+4.5 %) I.IO7(+O.l %) 1.108
Table 3 Results of the ATWS at the maximum power (- 8 kW pin power)

The conclusions concerning the conservatism of the single closed channel
approximation in case of flat pin-wise power distribution are as follows.

A. The single channel calculation is slightly non-conservafive due to the blocking
effect of the void and the flow redistribution.

B. 2 decrease of flow area in the single channel calculation is an appropriate
conservative approach.
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Fig 10 Minimum DNBR values for different ki, values (pin power peaking inside the
assembly) and location of the maximum in case of the hot-channel outlet temperature
limitation before the transient.
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ABSTRACT

On April 10, 2003 a serious incident happened in the Paks NPP during the n
outage of the 2d unit. During the chemical cleaning of 30 fuel assemblies in the cle
vessel installed into the refueling pit the assemblies became inhermetic and partially desi
due to cooling deficiency. According to the first investigations this occurred probably be
of the coolant by-pass through the holes on the fuel shroud..

'ne incident was investigated with the APROS v5.03 system code. AlthouE
whole incident was not reproduced, the calculations performed with this ID thermal-hyd
code showed the design deficiencies of the cleaning tank.

The numerical simulation of the incident was performed also with the CFX-5.5.1
The detailed model of the cleaning vessel has been built, which contained the model
assemblies and structural lements as well. The different decay heat of the fuel asset
was taken into account. ne CFX-model was composed of 3 000 000 volume elements.

Transient calculations were performed with the model in order to determir
running of the incident and to investigate the effects of different parameters, e.g. the dii
design of fuel and follower assemblies; the low mass flow rate of the coolant pump
cleaning vessel. Cooling of the fuel assemblies during former cleaning processes wa
investigated.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the extensive steam generator decontamination process - performed in the unil
and 3 in 2000 and 2001 - significant magnetite layer deposited on the fuel assemblies,
noticeably reduced the coolant mass flow rate in the fuel assemblies. The decreased flo
in the assemblies led to increased coolant temperatures at the fuel outlets, and to decrea!
the power output of the three nits.

In order to recover te norninal power UtpUt and the sare operation of the units the chi
cleaning of the fuel assemblies ws decided. In 2000 and 2001 the caning of 170
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burned-out assemblies ws performed sccessfully willi a spccial ceaning onk niain&icturcd
by Siemens KWU ow FANII). The ceaning iCCSS - using the Smens' CORD UV
technology - removed the deposit simultaneously rom 7 ssemblies A larger cleaning vessel
with cleaning capacity of 30, om (lie reactor freshly removed assemblies was istalled in

March 2002 in unit 2 of the Paks NPP.

The first two cleaning cycle - with wo batches or 30 fuel assemblies, unloaded about 2 years
ago from the unit 2 - with the new facility was successful. Afterwards 3 further batches of

freshly removed fuel assemblies have been cleaned. [I)

The cleaning of the 6h batch of assemblies - which contained I I fuel assemblies and 9
follower assemblies - ended at 16.40 p.m., on 10 April 2003. Because of other occupation of
the crane, the cover was not taken off after the cleaning process. At 2 .53 increased activity
was detected on the krypton measurement system in the cleaning circuit and at the same time
on the noble gas monitors in the reactor hall. The visual investigations revealed that "most of
the fuel had suffered heavy damage". I I

The article presents the thermal-hydraulic processes leading to and in the course of the
incident with the help of the results of calculations performed with the one-dimensional
APROS system code and the three-dimensional CFX thermal-hydraulic code.

INVESTIGATION OF THE INCIDENT WITH THE APROS SYSTEM CODE

Tle analysis of the incident of the chemical cleaning tank in the Unit 2 of Paks NPP was
started immediately in different Hungarian institutions. In this investigation period the
Institute of Nuclear Techniques of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics
(BUTE) investigated the incident first with the APROS v5.03 system code at. The calculations
performed with this ID thermal hydraulic code clearly showed the design deficiency of the

cleaning tank.

The first phase of the incident - from the start-up of the submersible pump to the appearance
of the steam - was investigated. According to the pressurizer water level measurement records
of the unit, the water level in the cleaning tank was significantly decreased during the
incident, 140 minutes after the switching to operating mode i.e. steam generation was rather
intensive that time. The reproduction of falling of the water level in t tank was not
succeeding with this model. The calculations were terminated by numerical problems.
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The chemical cleaning system

Chemical cleaning

(C orc-ra ing %.Je)

InW OLdlell

I

Watc I

Fuel

assemblies S.b�Nc fx-p
(B Vrating mode)

ftcrucl
pit

AN

Cleaning tank

Figure 1. The chemical cleaning tank Figure 2 The chemical cleaning system

ne cleaning tank has double wall with vacuum in the gap for thermal insulation between
cold water of the refueling pit and the warm water for the chemical cleaning process. The ir
pipe enters the cleaning tank from the top, and goes down to the lower plenum between
two walls of the tank (see Figure 1.). The coolant flows upwards in the fuel assemblies to
upper plenum, then flows downwards in the space between the fuel assemblies (downcor
region). he outlet piping starts from the bottom of the downcomer, and goes to the top of

tank between the walls. The problem with this design is that there are perforations on

bottom ofthe working fuel assemblies, and a part ofthe coolant can by-pass the active fen

of the assemblies through these holes or a possible gap between the assembly and the seat

ofthe bottom plate.

In C operational mode VI, V2 valves are closed, V3,V4 valves are open (see Figure 2. 

system was switched to operational mode after the cleaning process: V3, V4 closed, VI,

open, and the submersible pump started.

The APROS model

The model contains the cleaning tank with the fuel assemblies, the outlet piping, and

cooling circuit for the ,B" operation mode in details. The simplified model ofthe refueling

for proper boundary conditions and the cooling circuit for the _C" operational mode

getting the initial conditions were also dveloped.
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The 30 fl assemblies were divided ito 6 groups by their type - working and follower
assemblies with different decay heat distributions. Each group wre modelled with one
,,pseudo" assembly. The legs and the heads of the assemblies were odelled with PIPE and
POINT components and the active lengths were odelled with REACTOR components. The
active length was divided into 20 nodes for make it capable for mdelling the temperature
stratification and the axial distribution of the decay heat. The perforations on the shroud of the
working assemblies were also modelled with PIPE elements.

The upper plenum of the cleaning lank was modelled as a HEAT-TANK element, in order to
model the heat transfer between the cleaning tank and the refuelling pit. The downcomer was
modelled as POINT and PIPE components. Its height, flow area and hydraulic diameter
correspond to the real geometry, and its flow resistance was calculated by the APROS. The
downcomer was divided into 20 axial nodes similarly to the active length of the pseudo fuel
assemblies.

The bottom of the clowncomer was modelled as TANK, with a connection to the pipe which
models the perforation holes on the working assemblies. The outlet piping connects the
bottom of the downcomer and the top of the spent fuel pool.

I -0 REl F I Q
[El ILE]

[El E ILE] [El

7-

W.A.V -�t*y h..d
F.&� as-btf h..d

F.ft- "�W Wg
01AIM

W.O.V -bly Wg

P-P

SP-V K4 P.-I

I= 7

Figure 3 The APROS model

In the downcomer the liquid-steam phases was handled with the fully separated model, other
parts of the model were handled as homogeneous mixture of the wo phases. For the ransient
calculation, the 6-equation odel .\,as used.
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The transient

Initial conditions in the model C operating mode):

Inlet mass flow 45 kg/s
By-pass 9.48 kg/s
Inlet temperature 57 C
Outlet temperature 58.33 C
Decay heat 256 kW

Boundary conditions in B operating mode:

Inlet: P=0.1 MPa, T=35 'C (refueling pit)
Outlet: P=O I MPa, T=35 'C refueling pit)

The purpose for the calculation was the investigation of the behaviour of the cleaning
in operating mode.

The transient was started at t=100 s. The control valve of the C operating mode wa:
between t=100 s and t=130 s, and the submersible pump was started at =160 s. Bec
the low flow rate of the pump, the temperature at the bottom of the tank become eqw
temperature of the refueling pit about 400 seconds later,

The by-pass flow on the bottom perforations of the working assemblies was 20% i
operating mode. During the transient, it quickly reached 70% at 600 s. (See Figure 4)

We found that the developing of the temperature stratification was the resr
phenomenon for the growth of te by-pass. The warm water discharging from t
assemblies got trapped at the top of the cleaning tank. Therefore getting cold water
assemblies leads to developing of consider-able ydrostatic pressure differences betw
fuel lementsand the downcomer region which results significant by-pass flow. The h
the temperature in the upper plenum, the more intensive is the by-pass flow, which
positive feedback. (Figures A.)

The different fuel assembly groups' outlet temperatures continually rose in operating n
and reached the saturation temperature at different times: (See Figure 3)

• Follower assemblies from the control group (very low decay heat at the bo
the assemblies): t=4830s

• Follower assemblies from the safety groups (normal cosine shaped dec-,
distribution): 1=7350s

• Working assemblies: (normal cosine shaped decay heat distribution): t=825,

The mass flow of the working assemblies started to oscillate after t=500 s: the water
between these two pseudo fuel assemblies. (Figure 9 Later, after about 5000 secot
appearance of the steam phase resulted in intense swung of the coolant between all of t
assemblies and the downcomer. (Figure 10.)

This phenomenon led to increasing of the cleaning tank outlet temperature, since
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working assemblies, %varni %vater could flov down ad could discharge trough the bottom
by-pass oles. However, tile increasing oscillations led to numerical problems, eventually
terrninating the calculation.
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Figure 4 By-pass flow
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Figure 5. Downcomer temperature at different elevations
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Figure 6 Temperature in a working assembly at different elevations
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Figure IO.: Mass flow in the follower assemblies

The investigations of the measurement records found out, that a steam dome forms
cleaning tank during the incident. According to the pressurizer water level measi
records of the unit, the water level in the cleaning tank was significantly decrea.
minutes after the switching to operating mode. In 20 minutes, considerable par
coolant was displaced from the tank by the steam dome. Following this, the lack of a
cooling led to the overheating of the fuel assemblies. The fuel assemblies were co
steam for 7 hours, when the cover of the cleaning tank was at last opened. 'Me reprodu
the overheating of the fuel assemblies with the APROS calculations were unsuccessful
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INVESTIGATION OF COOLANT FLOW IN THE CLEANING TANK
WITH TE CFX-5.5.1 CODE

In order to demonstrate the three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic processes taking place in the
cleaning tank the CFX model of the cleaning tank with 30 fuel assemblies has been built.
With this model the analysis of the so-called operating mode (pool cooling with
submergible pump with closed tank cover) was perforrned.

The CFX model of the tank contained the four inlet nozzles at the bottom of the tank, the inlet
plenum, the lower support plate, the 30 fuel assemblies, the upper plate and the two outlet
nozzles (see Figure I . The modeled batch of fuel assemblies corresponds to the 35.
cleaning cycle. (It contains 30 working fuel assemblies with relatively high decay heat and no
follower assemblies.)

CFX
Figure I . The CFX-model of the Figure 12. The model of the active part of the fuel
cleaning tank assemblies

On each side of the hexagonal shroud of the fuel assemblies there are 22 holes 2 on the
upper, 2 on the lower part of the shroud - altogether 24 holes on one assembly) with a
diameter of 9 mm. The model only contains the lower holes, approached by one hole on each
side (with an effective diameter of 13 mm). The active part of the assemblies has been
modeled with a tube with a diameter of 95 cm (see Figure 12 and 13) in order to model the
effect of the internal structures (reduced flow cross-section).

The mesh of the investigated model contained about 2 700 000 volume elements (see Figure
14). Because of the large volume mesh, the small timesteps ( s) and the long transients 4000
s) the calculations took at least 12 weeks. The lack of measurements in the cleaning tank
during the incident caused further troubles, because the exact initial conditions are not known.
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CFX

Figure 3. The model of the fuel assemblies Figure 14. The model and the mesh
holes on the assembly shroud

Investigation of coolant flow in the cleaning tank without heat release

Steady-state calculation was performed in order to describe the cect of the fuel shrou
on the coolant flow and the by-pass rate in mode (pool cooling with submergible
beside closed tank cover). As inlet boundary condition 2 bar pressure at the inlet noz:
outlet boundary condition 5.55 kg/s mass flow rate at the two outlet nozzles (ogeth(
given. For the simulation one phase laminar flow model has been used because of t
coolant velocities.

According to the performed calculation the colant by-pass through the shroud h.
considerable: 12% of the coolant flows through the holes, i.e. leaves the tank without 
through the assemblies. It also can b observed that the colant velocities arc not unif
the different assemblies: near to the inlet nozzles there are higher velocities (see Figure
16).

R.
Vebdty VO.Oly

Oil

CFX

Figure 15. Velocity field in the tank, Figure 16. Velocity field in the tank,
z=2 m (under the upper plate) z=0.47 m (in the plane ofthe holes)
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Investigation ofcoolan( flow In the cleaning ank with heat rlease

Transient calculation was perfon-ned to determine the coolant temperature in the cleaning tank

in case of long-lasting operating mode. The decay heat of the fuel assemblies was assumed

to be 350 kW, that corresponds to the heat released from freshly unloaded assemblies (the

decay heat ofthe assemblies affected by the incident was about 250 kW).

As initial condition stagnating coolant with 36'C temperature was given. As inlet boundary

condition 5.55 kg/s mass flow rate at the inlet nozzles, as outlet boundary condition 2 bar

pressure at the outlet nozzles was given. 'Me total time of the simulation was 40 s with a

timestep of I s.

8

1�00 2�00 3�00 .000

'rum S) Tum (s)

Figure 17. By-pass rate during the transient Figure 18. Max. coolant temperature

According to the calculation the by-pass rate increases during the transient, and it reaches

about 70% at 4000 s, i.e. the two third of the coolant leaves the tank without cooling the

assemblies (see Figure 17). An interesting phenomenon can be observed at the eginning of

the transient: the by-pass rate is then negative, i.e. the coolant flows into the assemblies

through the holes. The coolant temperature increases during the transient as well (because of

the then-nal stratification), and reaches 81'C at 4000 s (see Figure 18 and 19). Extrapolating

this result, the colant starts boiling at about 78000 s.
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Figure 19. Coolant ternperature in thc cleaning tank
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POST INC I DENTALINVESTIGATION OF THE FLOW CHARACTERISTIC I N'T
REFUELLING PIT AND T I SNT FUEL POOL

Aflcr the incident of the cleaning vessel, the assessment of the damages and developing
for removing the damaged components ave started. These works would ake several 11

at least ore than a year. During this period ensuring the stability of the system as a
importance. Being acquainted with the flow characteristic in the refuelling pit and the
fuel pool has one of the greatest importance. Therefore developing of appropriate
started in the Institute of Nuclear Techniques of the BUTE with using of the code CFX-'

After the incident the transfer channel between the transfer and the spent fuel pool was c
The transfer channel of the rfuelling pit remained open, therefore the it formed a conr
flow domain with the spent fuel pool. The system was cooled by the cooling system
cooling pond such a way that the coolant entered the system at the bottom of the sper
pool and discharged from the refuelling pit via certain chunks above the cleaning vesse
cooling system of the cleaning instrument also worked, the submersible pump dre-
coolant from 5.5 m above the surface, and pressed into the damaged and opened cle
instrument.

The CFX model

In the model the following component Wre taken into account (see Figure 20.):

• 'he spent fuel pool.

The lower and upper trace of the spent fuel pool. The fuel assemblies carried
traces were modelled as porous media in which the flow direction was restrici
axial directions. The volumetric heat source was set to 6583 W/m 3 which mean

W average heat power per assembly.

• 'he refuelling pit.

• The damaged and opened cleaning vessel. In the volume of the container 56600
volurnetric heat source was set which means a sum of 350 kW for the damaged 3
assemblies. At the time of the developing of the model the geometry of the dar
system was not known therefore it was not modelled (see Figure 20.).

• The upper support plate was modelled as thin surface. The central and th

outermost perforation in it were also modelled. Since an mpty position c;

observed in the video films made about the damaged container, the proper 

assembly position was also modelled. Otherwise the volume of the container

handled as porous media.

The coling system and the transient parameters were clefined as it can be read below:

The inlet mass flow and temperature of the cooling system of the spent fuel pool e

to 20 t/h and 297 K respectively. The spread of any kind of additives for example c(

of increased boron concentration level was also investigated. In one of our calculation

increasing of the boron concentration via the cooling system of the cooling pon(

investigated. The coolant discharges rom the system at midlevel of the refuelling p

eight cunks.
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Th dscharge of te cooling system of he vessel instrumem as defined 5.5 in under ihe

COOk-lilt SUrface as subdonlain of ngative ass source of Uh Figure 20.). Te cookint
entered [tic cleaning vessel at he bottom. Te inlet ass flow boundary Ws 20 Uh, (lie
inlet temperature ad additive concentration were set to equal to the discharged coolant's
parameters.

Other parameters of the model:

• The model was meshed with unstructured tetrahedral mesh of 600 000 volume elements.

• Thelaminaronephaseflowmodelwasused.

S�- �-I Pd

WA E T.

CFX CFX

Figure 20. The geometry model

A

CFX x

Figure 2 Meshing of the model
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Res Li I tS

Results of wo transient calculations ire presented below. First the quasi-stationer state
found ith a 7680 second long ransient, then the increasing of the boron concentration
modelled between 7680-1701 second. The result are evaluated below:

V
r- 4260 T- . 520 M

PI PI
C�x

Tr- 127SO 11 r- 17010 1,1

Ot
ide R

M..S.12

Figure 22. 'he temperature field during the transient

The most important result is that the cooling system with the present connection is capabh
sufficiently cooling the whole system. T'he cold water flows from the spent fuel pool tc
refuelling pit and drops into the opened cleaning container. Therefore the tempera
increases in the container only with 10 K (Figure 22.). Naturally, with this model,
behaviour of the coolant which got into traps inside the damaged container can no
investiizated, the only thing we can state is that the free volume of the container i SLI MCIC

cooled.
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There are domains of very stable temperature stratification can be observed. One develops at
the upper part of the spent fuel pool in a great volume Aother uch ore stable cold water
trap can be observed in the bottom of the refuelling pit, just below the container.

The upper support plate of the cleaning vessel hinders the cooling process. ne temperature
just below the plate is much higher then it is just above the plate although volumetric heat
source was also set above the plate.

The results shoved that, thanks to the rather intensive natural circulation, the mixing between
the pools was very vigorous. This confirmed the experience that fission products and a-
emitting isotopes got from the cleaning vessel into the spent fuel pool and also into the
transfer pool and the RPV during the period when both transfer channels were opened.
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Figure 23. Increasing of the boron concentration via the cooling system
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The increasing progress of the boron concentration can be studied oil Figure 2.
fiollo,,ving can be stated:

Since the coolant discharges from the refuelling pit, the coolant of higher boron concer
gets into the pit very fast.

On the other hand, the upper support plate of the cleaning instrument slightly hind,
mixing of the oron into the container.

Very significant result, that the boron concentration below the container almost 
changed during the 25 hours transient (Figure 24.). It points that the domains of
temperature stratification can reserve the composition of the coolant of some domains f1i
long time. It means that very different chemical compositions can be in the system at th,
time. Therefore changing of the cooling system connections should e performed oni
great circumspection.

14

13.8 -o-Colling system inlet
-it-Cleaning essel inlet

13.6 Support pte center
F 13.4 Rekielling pit botto
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o 12.6
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Figure 24. Increasing of the oron concentration in several points of the domain
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SUMMARY

According to the performed oe- and tree-dimensional sinudalions (lie root Cause Of 11C

incident is te thermal-hydraulic features of the cleaning ak, which originate rom the
design deficiencies of the cleaning system [I]. Bot te inlet and Outlet ozzles are ill.13te at
the lower part of the tank, that leads to the development of termal stratification.

The temperature stratification causes the increasing of the by-pass rate, i.e. the cooling
efficiency of the fuel assemblies decreases, wile the aximum of the coolant temperature
increases. Because of the larger by-pass rate the coolant temperature at the outlet nozzles does

not increase as quickly as inside the tank.

After a while the coolant reaches boiling, and the produced steam accumulates i the upper
part of the cleaning tank, under the cover. The steam pushes out the larger pari of the coolant
from the tank, so the fuel assemblies have no cooling - without being detected by the
personnel due to the lack of the measurement system of the fuel cleaning technology.

In our paper the results of preliminary analysis were presented. Further investigations are
necessary with regard to thermal-hydraulic processes during the incident and to the planning
of the restoration of the tank as well.
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ABSTRACT

To give a good solution for the problem of high level radiocative waste partifionii
transmutation is expected to be a promising option. Application of this technology also
extend the possibilities of uclear energy. Large number of liquid-fuelled reactor conc(
accelerator driven subcritical systems (ADS) was proposed as transmutors. Severa of
consider fluoride based molten salts as the liquid fuel and coolant medium. The th
hydraulic behaviour of these systems is expected to be fundamentally different than the beh
of widely used water-cooled reactors with solid fuel. Considering large flow domains
dimensional thermal-hydraulic analysis is the method seeming to be applicable. Since the
the coolant medium as well, one can expect a strong coupling between neutronics and th(
hydraulics too. In the present paper the application of Computational Fluid.Dynamics (CF'
three-dimensional thermal-hydraulics simulations of molten salt reactor concepts is introduc
our past and recent works several calculations were carried out to investigate the capabilit
Computational Fluid Dynamics through the analysis of different molten salt reactor con
Homogenous single region molten salt reactor concept is studied and optimised. Another 
region reactor concept is introduced also. This concept has internal heat xchangers in the
domain and the molten salt is circulated by natural convection. The analysis of the 
experiment is also a part of our work since it may form a good background from the valic
point of view. In the paper the results of the CFD calculations with these concepts are prest
In the further work our objective is to investigate the thermal-hydraulics of the multi-n
molten salt reactor.
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1. NTRODUCTION

Partitioning and transmutation of actinides and long-lived fission products is a promising
option to extend the possibilities and enhance the environmentally acceptable capabilities of
nuclear energy. The conversion of long-lived radioisotopes to short-lived or stable nuclides
requires high neutron flux. This can e realized in conventional nuclear reactors, dedicated
reactors or accelerator driven subcritical systems (ADS). Several liquid-fueled reactor concepts
or accelerator driven systems were proposed as transmutors. Liquid-fueled systems are flexible in
the sense of fuel composition and loading into the core or defuelling. It is an important aspect to
reach higher transmutational efficiency. Many of these systems consider fluoride based molten
salts as the liquid fuel and coolant medium. The thermal-hydraulic behavior of these systems is
expected to be fundamentally different than the behavior of widely used water-cooled reactors
with solid fuel. Considering large flow domains three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic analysis
seems to be applicable. Since the fuel is the coolant medimn as wll, one can xpect a stronger
coupling between reactorphysics and thennal-hydraulics.

Most of the knowledge about utilization of molten salts in nuclear reactors comes from
the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Program (from 1946 till 1961, USA) and the Molten Salt Reactor
Experiment MSRE) program 1961-1969, USA) [1]. The only operating molten salt reactor so
far was the experimental facility at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. It was a graphite
moderated -thermal reactor with a nominal thermal power of MW. The molten salt composition
was the following (in mol percents): 70.7% 7 LiF - 16% BeF - 13% ThF - 03% UF4, using
highly 93%) enriched urar�urn [I].

In this paper an overview of the application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for
three-dimensional thermal-hydraulics smulations of molten salt reactor concepts is presented.
The applied computing tool was the CFX-5.5 three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics
code. It is capable of simulating forced and natural convection, heat tiansfer (radiation,
conduction and convection), as well as single and multiphase flows in different geometry layouts.
With the use of a non-structured tetrahedral volumetric mesh for the finite volume solving
method almost any kind of flow and heat transfer problems can be simulated. Both steady state
and transient simulations can be carried out by the numerical solution of the mass, momentum
and energy equations.

2. HOMOGENOUS SNGLE EGION CONCEPT WITH FORCED CONVECTION

In this section a homogenous single region molten salt reactor will be presented. For fuel
salt the 66 LiF-34 BeF2 (mol percent) composition was chosen. The fissile material is dissolved
in the carrier salt, less than I mol percent. This concentration is below the solubility limit I I J.
The physical properties of this material are shown in Table 1. The nominal parameters of this
reactor and the choice of the salt composition is based on the concept by et al. 2].
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Composition (mol%) 66 LiF-34 BeF2
Melting point ['Cj 458

Specific heat capacity kJIkgOC] 2.34
Density [kglm') 2050

Heat conductivity W/m'C] I
Dynamic viscosity [gIms] 5.6

Table 1. Physical properties of the fuel/heat carrier salt 3)

The nominal parameters othe reactor are show in Table 2.

Thermal power MW] 2500
Mass flow rate [kgIsj 10683
Inlet temperature ('Cj [Kj) 620 893)
Oudet temperature ['C) [Kl) 720 993)

Table 2 Nominal parameters of the model

The power distribution in the core is approximated with the following function:

(21I)COs( r1l
4'(rz) sin -

H 2R

where H is the total height of the ore (z=O is at the lower plane), R is the maximum radius,
core, z is height and r is radius. The q- . factor was calculated in every case in order to
2500 MW integral power in the core. In the next sections the results of steady state calculi
carried out by nominal conditions and by using the k-e turbulence model will be presented.

,.ID 21� The geometry of the reactor core is in Fil
1. The inlet plane is the total lower c:

C4 section, a circle with a radius of 2 m. The oi
S is also a circle with a radius of 06 m 'Me 
04 volume of the core is 51.365 m 3. Thi (

geometry was extended with an ann,
'45' downcomer and four inlet nozzles on the boV

and an outlet nozzle on the top.
(7) In CFX-5.5 the domain of power general
C4 shall be exactly defined. This means the po,

generation distribution has clearly defu
boundaries. This is also an import

0 4000 approximation of these alculations.

Figure 1. Geometry of the core
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0 55 rZ Figure 2 shows the geometry of the lower
04M plenum. In Figure 4 the geometry of the annular

downcomer and the four perpendicular inlet
nozzles is shown. The four inlets were placed in
a 90-degree symmetry.
In the next subsections the analysis of this
reactor concept will be presented. Three
different inlet layouts will b discussed. In the
first case, the inlets are ppendicular to the
downcomer.

Figure 2 Geometry of the lower plenum

In the second and third subsections an angle of 45' and 22' is formed between the centerline of
the nozzles and the horizontal, respectively.

2.1. Homogenous single region concept with forced convection, horizontal inlet nozzles

This design of the four concentrated inlets takes a strong affect on the flow field inside ihe
core. Hereby it also has an effect on the temperature distribution.

386 87Q-. cal

119
nut

inlet>C>V>
C)

0 LO

Figure 3 The reactor model Figure 4 Geometry of the downcomer and the
horizontal inlet nozzles

In the case of the horizontal - or perpendicular to the downcomer - inlets (see Figure 3)
the molten salt flows down in two separated main streams between the inlets. Under the inlets
upward flow - in the downcomer tis means backflow - can be seen (Figure 5.).

After turning back to the core the mainstrearns with higher velocity are located in the
middle of the core. As a result of this, between the core wall and the mainstrearns a region of
recirculation is formed. In front of the inlets, where the medium flows upward in the downcorner,
there is upward flow inside the core (see Figure 6. 1n the regions of re-circulation in the core the
fuel spends more time heating up. Hereby large differences are formed in the temperature field,
both asimuthally and radially (Figure 7.
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T- -p-

Figure 5. Streamline Figure 6 Vector Figure 7 Temperature
representation of the flow representation of the velocity distribution one meter above

from one inlet field in the symmetry plane of the lower plane of the core
the inlets (upward flow under
the inlets and re-circulation in

the core)

On Figure 8. and Figure 9 the obtained radial distributions of the axial velocity
component and the temperature inside the core can be seen. These graphs show the strong
coupling between the velocity field and th tmperature distribution. Where the axial velocity
component is negative - which means downflow - the temperature has locally higher values. It is
also significant, that the radial distributions are more uniform in the upper part of the core.

23 IM W- t. I"%

2A
-- ?HBO

1.5 -------- ---- - ------------

--- ---------

10 . .....

Do

WOW

.2.0 .13 -1.0 0.0 6.5 110 ts la 40 .;J) .41 4 4 .0 1� 0R8CAX 1,I, RWkM .1

Figure 8. Radial distributions of the axial Figure 9 Radial distributions of the temperature
velocity component in the core (horizontal in the core (horizontal inlet)

inlet)
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2.2. Homogenous single region concept with forced convection, 45-degree inlet nozzles

In case of the 45-degree-iniet geometry (Figure
10.) the mainstreams go down right under the
inlet nozzles. The backflow in the downcorner
can b experienced again but now between the
nozzles (Figure I 1.). This means the
characteristics of the temperature field are quite

45 the same like in the case of horizontal inlets but

it is rotated by 45 degrees (Figure 12.).

Figure IO. Geometry with 45-degree-inlet

V.k�dty (D

COWS?

...II

Figure I . Streamline representation Of fow Figure 12. Temperature distribution one meter
from one inlet nozzle (45-degree-iniet) above the lower plane of the ore (45-degree-

inlet)

2.3. Homogenous single region concept Nvitb forced convection, 22-degree inlet nozzles

Both the flow field and the
temperature distribution are more uniform,
when the angle between the inlet
centerline and the horizontal is 22 degrees.
In this case no backflow formed in the
downcomer, as it is shown on Figure 13.
The flow field in the downcomer without
significant upward circulation and strong
mainstrearris results in a less varying
velocity field inside the core.

Figure 13. Streamline representation of flow from
one inlet nozzle (22-degree-inlet)
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The radial distribution of the axial velocity component, as well as the radial distrib
the temperature is more uniform in the ore than in the previous cases (see Figure 4. and
The CFD investigations of different inlet layouts have shown that with appropriate inlet
the maximum values of the temperature and the temperature differences inside the core
decreased. InIhis waybetter uniformity of the temperature field is also obtainable.

... . ... .. ........ ... .......... .........

22 - ... . ...........

.. ... .. .. .....
... ........ .. .. .. . .. ......

e& W
E

... ... ........ ......... .
...... ...... -

...... ......... .. ...... .. .... ..... ......... .. .... .... ... No-3j -,A .11 Aj B.$ I$ ..A 2 W.,, -;.5 -;.0 -�s �0 �3

R.d.. 1.1 Rad" [ml

Figure 14. Radial distributions of the axial Figure 15. Radial distributions of th(
velocity component (22-degree-inict) temperature (22-degree-inlet)

3. SINGLE EGION CONCEPT WITH INTERNAL HEAT EXCHANGERS, NATUR
CONVECTION

In this section three theoretical reactor designs will be introduced. All of them I
critical core with internal heat exchangers inside. The cores are simple cylinders, with sep
segments for the modeling of the internal heat exchangers. In the volume of the core the ric
power generation is 2500 MW with the same spatial distribution as in the previous sectio
Eq. L. For modeling the heat exchangers smaller volumes were defined with 2500 MV
sinks. With tm simple layouts it was possible to carry out preliminary studies of a liqui&
reactor with internal natural circulation. For every simulation the k-c turbulence model was

3.1. Single region concept with three internal heat exchangers, natural convection

Acd- The first model is shown in Figure 16. The
is a cylinder with a radius of 2 m and a heig]
4.85 m. There are three volumes for mode
the heat exchangers inside the cylinder of
core. The geometry of the model and the la:
of the heat sinks are detailed in Figure 7.
The dimensions of the cylinder are define(

pw-na that the volume of the core is the same as in
b" i*) previous models discussed in section

Figure 6. Model of a reactor with internal (51.365 m ).

heat exchangers
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With this odel o acceptable results were obtained with steady state simulations. A transient
calculation was carried out.

-T- After 37 s of simulation time the velocity field
and the temperature field reached steady state
values and characteristics. The calculated
velocity field can be seen in Figure 19.
Figure 18. shows a streamline representation of
the Dow. The flow field is characterized by a
l (,,egree rotational symmetry.

Figure 17. Dimensions of the model with
three volumes for heat exchangers

Velocity Velocity
V:

0j"ll?
0.1 MIS S102.1

... .......

0. 0 143 .0928

losioll &
0.212943 1 it"

M11% 1"6-3

0.0842" 0.01.32,

Figure 18. Streamline representation of the Figure 19. Vector representation of the flow
flow field field (vertical symmetry plane)

In the upper region of the reactor the velocity
T.tj T values are very low (Figure 19.), this results in

very high temperature values (see Figure 20.).
'Me temperature maximum is 11 16 K, while the
minimum is at 702 K

CFX

Figure 20. Temperature field vertical
syrrunetry plane)
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3.2. Model with three domains of heat exchangers on the top of he reactor

heatexchanger The second version of the odel has
(heat sink) dimensions but the heat exchanger domain

located at the top of the cylinder (Figure
With this model steady state solution
obtained. A significant rotational symmeti
120 degrees can b seen in the flow field a
Downflows with the highest velocity 0.98
are located in the center of the heat exchan
near the wall. Upward flow is fornned it
center of the core and also near the
between the heat exchanger domains.

core It is significant as well that the upward
near the wall is limited to the lower half ci

(heat generation) r gr core.

Figure 21. Model of a reactor with the
internal heat exchangers on the top

In the upper half the molten salt swirls back (see Figure 22.) and has a velocity close to
m/s. In Figure 23. the obtained temperature field is presented. The absolute maximum is I
(I 0 1 7 K) than in the previous case.

veboty

t :.M%4

0. M642

O.GS7972 930.938"A

902.177246jf.

844.951912

815.1192334

0 19" 3 787.130737

COOM
7SI.A"80

CFX IC,

Figure 22. Vector representation of the flow Figure 23. Temperature field
field (vertical symmetry plane) (vertical symmetry plane)

3.3. Model with one heat exchanger domain on the perimeter

The next model is cylindrical, too. In this case the heat exchanger is one conti
volume located on the perimeter of the core cylinder (Figure 24.). The heat exchanger is tl
than in the previous cases but covers an axially larger range.
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core
(heat
genefabon)

Figure 24. Model of a reactorwith a one- Figure 25. Dimensions of a reactor with a one-
volume internal heat exchanger on the volume internal heat exchanger on the perimeter

perimeter

With this geometry the flow field is cylindrically symmetric. The velocity peaks at a value
of 052 m/s, reaches it in the upper half of the heat exchanger domain where the fluid flows
downward (Figure 26.). There are two regions of back-swirl, one in the upper two-third of he
core and another one in the lower third, with the latter having lower velocity. The calculated
temperature field is in Figure 27. It shows a lower global maximum value 1060 K) han in the
first case (section 22. 1.) but higher than in the second section 22.2.). In this layout the medium
with highest temperature contacts the core wall only at the top of the reactor. It is significant as
well that at the top there is a 75 K step of the temperature radially, in a relatively short range.

v6ocny I TWA 71P.11-

r7- M.
O.S27.70 qz�- -��T
G.-6U62

OJS1647

0.291019

0.234.11 MR, �i?,. 1;,
I dOr

M W-Al

6 9:

OS8608

000M)

Figure 26. Vector representation of the flow Figure 27. Temperature field
field (vertical symmetry plane) (vertical symmetry plane)

Comparing the introduced models with forced and natural convection it is significant that in the
case of natural circulation much lower maximum velocity values were calculated. The highest
velocity value in case of natural circulation was calculated in the second case, slightly under I
n-L/s 0.98 L/s). The models with forced convection have higher maximums at the inlets 6.7 rn/s)
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and outlet 46 m/s) of course. Bt the average velocity inside te core is usually sinlil
velocities in case of natural circulation (approximately I m1s).

max. velocity [mlsl min. temperature [K] -max. temperature ATrmx-Trnin [K
nat 31 067 702.0 1116.6 414.6
nat 32 098 758.3 1017.2 258.9
nat 33 052 644.5 1060.2 415.7

Table 3 Comparison of the three models with natural circulation

When the heat exchanger domains are located at the top lower maximum temper,
were calculated. This is probably because temperature stratification dvelops in the molten .
the heat exchangers located lower, the natural convection can take away less from the
temperature regions. When the upper end of the heat sink domains located higher the devel
natural convection can take medium away from the stratified layer at the top with the hi
temperatures.

4. MODELING OF THE MOLTEN SALT EACTOR EXPERIMENT

4.1. CFX model of the MSRE reactor

In this secfion the possibilities of computationally analyzing the Molten Salt Re
Experiment will be premted. This graphite moderated experimental facility was the
continuously operating molten salt reactor. The computational analysis of this reactor wou.
very useful to understand the behavior of fluid fueled systems. It also gives the possibili
comparing the results of numerical calculations and the experimental values.

Figur 2. shows the design of the reactor and in Figure 29. the dimensions can be
Unfortunately the avaflable original documentation contains little information about the 
design of the reactor. Based on all the available data a CFX model of the MSRE was built.

Figure 28 'Me vessel of the MSRE Figure 29. Dimensions of the MSRE [5]
reactor 4)
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The model contains the lower plenum (Figure 30. and 31.) with the anti-swirl vanes. Te odel
contains 36 symmetrically placed vanes though later it was discovered that the correct number of
the vanes is 48.

0 1470

Figure 30. Geometry of the lower plenum Figure 31. Lower plenum of the MSRE 6]

The inlet flow distributor (Figure 33. and 34.)
34.8 was modeled as well (Figure 32.). Due to the

500 lack of information the design of the flow

100 - distributor in the CFX geometry is simplified.
0 0 Unfortunately no information was available

about the number and the design - orientation
and position - of the holes on the inner wall of
the distributor. Furthermore these holes are
extremely small compared to the whole extent
of the reactor. This ondition also required the

Figure 32. Geometry of the perforated wall simplification of the model geometry.
model

Figure 33. The flow distributor 71 Figure 34. Sketch of the flow distributor [81
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The core is fonned of a bundle of g
stringers - this is the oderator - and t
niolten salt, which flows through the axi.
channels formed by the shape of th g
rods (Figure 35.). According to thi
available the flow area in the core is 250/c
total cross section of the reactor core 4].
core there were approximately 1100
channels for fuel salt passage. he dimt
of these channels are 1016 x 3048 cm 

36.). This is also extremely small compi
the total size of the reactor. To build the 
we used the 25% area restriction. Thi
channels were modeled with 81 rec

Figure 35. Assembly of the graphite rods [6). shaped channels with the dimensions sh(
Figure 37.

downcomer

40

v7

graph He

Figure 36. MSRE control rod aangement Figure 37. Geometry and layout of the fl
and typical fuel channel 6) channels in the CFX model

With the application of the available information a complex and detailed model
MSRE was built. Figure 38. and 39. show the complete CFX model.

Lt

fire.

in vw com
CT-X

Figure 3 The CFX model of the MSRE Figure 39. The CFX model of the MSR
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In Figure 40. the representation of the teiralledral volumetric niesh is shown. On the
internal surfaces of the flow region inflated layers were applied. One can see that the anti-swirl
vanes and the wall between the downcorner and the flow channels were modeled as thin surfaces.
In a CFX model thin surfaces has no real thickness.

IV2

L4A.
Figure 40. Meshing - in the flow channels, at the flow distributor and at the lower plenum

For the simulation only the flow regions were modeled, the matefials of the structure - i.e.
the steel reactor vessel and the graphite bundle - were not taken into consideration.

4.2. CFX-5.5 calculations with the MSRE reactor model

In the next section the three-dimensional CFD investigation of the MSRE will be
presented. 'Me investigation focused only on the flow properties of the reactor. Heat generation
was taken out of consideration For the simulation the k- turbulence model was applied.

Figure 41. shows the streamline representation of the flow in the reactor. It is significant
that the fluid hardly enters the downcorner until it takes a full round in the inlet volute. This is
because the perforated wall of the flow distributor prevents the fluid from entering the
downcorner until it re-aches the inlet nozzle. Then the pressure form the entering medium forces
the salt to go trough the perforation -holes. The molten salt flows down with a higher velocity in
the downcorner only in a small section (Figure 42.).
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Figure 41. Streamline representation of the Figure 42. Axial velocity component ai
flow (colored by velocity values) velocity vectors in the downcomer

Since the flow in the downcomer is highly non-uniform the upward flow inside the core
non-symmetric.

The result of the calculation shows that i
flow channels close to the inlet nozzle th,

Vdft w flows downward, opposite to the doni
-$Aeolft upward flow in the core. In Figure 43

negative values - i.e. downward flow - a
axial vlocity component.is shown. 'Me t

4 b"Oft

4. I� dimensional calculation has shown thai
4.3som reactorphysics calculations - especially in
4.� of tansients pump startup, coastdown -
4.� CFD can be irnpo�tnt. If the heat generatit
4. -GM

-0.� the core is ne�ded to be considered,
knowledge of the velocity field is also impo

CFX since heat transfer is velocity dependent as
Figure 43. Values of the axial velocity

component inside the core
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND OBJEC IVES

In the present paper an overview about three-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics
analysis of molten salt reactors was given. Two homogenous, single region molten salt reactor
concepts were introduced. One with external heat exchangers and forced convection, one with
internal heat sinks and natural circulation. The calculations have shown that CFD - and the code
CFX-5 - is appropriate for investigations of such systems. 'me results also point that three-
dimensional simulations are essential in order to understand the behavior of these systems. The
purpose of these investigations is to make a basis for the thermal-hydraulic examination of the
multi-region molten salt reactor concept (Figure 44.) and the multi-region accelerator-driven
molten salt system (Figure 45).

Figure 44. Concept of a multiregion molten Figure 45. Concept of a multiregion molten salt
salt reactor 9, 10] accelerator-driven system 9, 10]

Despite the limited amount of information about the design of the Molten Salt Reactor
Experiment operated at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory a complex and detailed CFX model
of the MSR.E was built. Though the obtained rsults need further discussion the calculation
carried out with the model showed the importance of three-dimensional then-nal-hydraulic
analysis. More detailed description would be essential for further complex analysis of the MSR-E.

The simplification of the model is also a possibility. Some of the ORNL reports suggest
that the flow distribution is approximately uniform in the core, although it is based on
experiments carried out with water on a full-scale reactor model 12]. Assuming a uniform flow
velocity field - with a radially and tangentially constant axial and a tangential component - in the
downcomer the modeling of the flow distributor is not needed. This can reduce the size of the
problem. To make the model finer more but smaller flow channels could be modeled.
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ABSTRACT

3D modeling of the thermal hydraulical processes in a fuel assembly head means a gr(
challenge for the CD technique, due to the complexity of its structure and the flow doma
On the other hand, this field is of great importance, since dtailed knowledge on ixi
processes in the assembly heads and calculations on the signals of the thermocoupf
positioned just above the heads would give very significant information for the safe
analysm connected to the power upgrading of nuclear power plants.

In the paper, three-dimensional CFD models of fuel assembly heads of the of VVER-4,
type reactors are presented. The models consist of the inactive part of the fuel pins, the flo
domain above them, the end of the central tube, the so-called mixing grid, the bore of 
bottom plate of the reactor upper plenum and the thermocouple positioned in it. These mode
were developed with the code CFX-5.5. The models consist of combined structure,
unstructured meshes.

Thc� calculations were performed with consideration of three kinds of different fu,
assemblies: 36% enriched fuel with normal pin spacing, 382 enriched, profiled asscmb]
with normal spacing, and 382 % eriched profiled assembly with expanded fuel pin spacin�
The inlet velocity and temperature fields were calculated by the COBRA fuel assemb)
subchannel code of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant [5]. With all kind of fuel assemblie
calculations wre performed with assumptions of normal symmetrical, and highl
asymmetrical velocity and temperature profiles of inner assemblies and assemblies positions
beside absorber elements. Results and detailed valuation are presented in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Lifetime extension and power upgrading of several VVER-440 type reactors - including
the Paks Nuclear Power Plant in Hungary - are being planned in several countries in Europe.
Detailed nowledge of the then-nal hydraulical processes in the fuel assemblies is very
important for planning and licensing both lifetime extension and power upgrading. Due to the
evolution of the commercial CFD codes and the growth of the computer capacities, it seems
that modeling the thermal hydraulics] processes in the fuel assemblies with CFD codes has
become a real alternative [1), 2), 3] 4 Development of a complex fuel assembly model
was started in the Institute of Nuclear Techniques of the Budapest University of Technology
and Economics in the near past. During this work, a complex odel of a 60 degrees and 24
cm long part of a fuel assembly and another detailed model of the fuel assembly head were
developed with the CFX-5.5 code 4]. In this paper, the latter model, the sensitivity study of
it, calculations and results are presented. The main goal of our work is investigating the signal
of the thermocouples, which are placed just above the fuel assemblies. The calculations were
performed with consideration of three kinds of different fuel assemblies: 36% eiched fuel
with normal pin spacing, 382 % eraiched, profiled assembly with normal spacing, and 382
% enriched profiled assembly with expanded fuel pin spacing. The inlet velocity and
temperature fields were calculated by the COBRA subchannel code o the Paks Nuclear
Power Plant [5). n case of all kind of fuel assemblies, calculations were per-formed with
assumptions of normal symmetrical, and highly asymmetrical velocity and temperature
profiles of inner assemblies and assemblies positioned beside absorber elements.

THE 3D CFX MODEL OF THE FUEL ASSEMBLY HEAD

Figure 1. Top and bottom view of the assembly head. The mixing grid can be seen on the
right side 6].

After the positioning of the fuel assemblies in the reactor core the reactor upper plenum
which contains the control rod's mechanisms and the measuring instruments are placed in the
RPV. The bottom plate of the upper plenum adjoins to the top of the assemblies very tight.
The coolant which flows out from the assembly head (Fig. 1.) can flow through certain bores
which are drilled in the bottom plate of the upper plenum (Fig 2. Under the plate, the bores
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are continued in coaxial cylinders which end in special "rose" shaped endings. Tese n(
tail into the assembly heads ensuring better fit to the assembly (Fig. 3. There
thermocouples positioned inside 210 bores of the bottom plate. The main goal of our
was investigating the signals of these thermocouples.

....................

Figure 2 Top and bottom view of the bottom plate of the upper plenum. The thermocoul
holdings above the bores and the rose shaped endings under the bores can be observed

Bottom plate
Bore in t ft reactor

the pte upper plenum

'A

Assembly
head

Fuel
assembly

Figure 3 Fitting of the assembly head and the bottom platc of the upper plenum 3)

In Fig. 4, the components which were considered in our CFX model can be seen:
I Part of he holding structure of the thermocouple which places inside the bore of the pi

We considered the upper level of the bottom plate as the top bound any of our model.
2. The thermocouple itself.
3. The wall of the bore of the bottom plate.
4. The rose shaped ending under the bore.
5. This ending tails into the fuel assembly head. In the bottom of the head, the so cal

mixing grid can be found.
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6. Under mixing grid, i hexagonal fuel assenibly Walk bound the fow domain.
7. The inactive paris of tile 126 fl pins were also odeled. Since COBRA subcliannel

themial-hydraulic code deals with the active length of tile fuel assembly, the level of tile
top end of the active part was considered as bottom bound eet boundary) of the model.

8. The endings of the pins were considered as half-ellipsoids.

PI

(4)

(7)

(9)

BME NI EIME NTI
CFX CFX

Figure 4 The CFX geometry model

SIAI N71 EIM[ N 71

C'FX CFX

Figure 5. Unstructured surface meshim ad axial Cros Sction IVOILIMe meshing
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Due to the complexity and the dimensions of [he odel, the proper meshing ws one 
the greates callenges. For getting adequately fine mes %1th reasonable number of conin

volume lements, combined msh 7] was used. In te level of the inactive part of te fu,
pins structured hexaliodral grid of 376 516 volume cernents was developed. The other par
of the flow domain were meshed by unstructured tetrahedral grid of 637 534 volurr
elements. The model with this total sum of 2 013 050 volume elements charged G
memory, and the steady state calculations of 400 outer iteration loops took near to hou
per each.

The coolant enters the model from the bottom. The velocity and temperature fie
developing in the active part of the fuel assembly wre computed by the COBRA therma
hydraulic subchannel ode at the Paks NPP [5]. The calculated vlocity and temperature fieh
at the top end of the active part of the fuel bundle were given to our model as inlet boundai
conditions at he bottom bounding face. At the top boundary, Average Static Pressure l
boundary condition was specified. The remaining bounds of the flow domain were defined 
no-slip boundary conditions.

SENSITIVITY STUDY

During our work three kind of sensitivity tests wer prformed:

Comparison of first and second order discretization method.

Examination of the fineness and resolution of the mesh.

Comparison of the KOmega and the K-Epsilon turbulent-models.

First and second order discretization

5 ."2

Sol 51,

Sao. $15

79

B" NI WE N

CFX CEX

Figure 6 Velocity and temperature field at the level of the thermocouple

- calculation performed with applying I st order discrctization
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The examination of le order of tile dscretization showed hat tile clculations applying
Iirst order assumption could ot provide reliable SL111011. The numerical dispersion
dominates, therefore te obtained temperature field at tile level of the thenliocouple is almost
entirely mixed (compare Figs. 6, 12. and 13.).

Mesh resolution

Since the model with a mesh of 2 million volume elements requires 2GB memory, only
the part of the model which was meshed by unstructured mesh was investigated during the
mesh fineness study. It means that the inactive part of the fuel pins was omitted in this
calculation. It could be done because the ost important mixing process occurs above the fuel
pins. For getting the refined mesh the edges were reduced by a factor of 1.5 in the whole
domain except in the inlet face and the very bottom part of the model. The normal mesh
consisted of 637 534 volume elements, the refined mesh had 3 01 504 volume elements.
The calculations showed, that the result fields were not sensitive to refining the mesh as it can
be seen on Figs. 7 9 10. and I . The difference between the signals of the hermocouple
changed only 0. 1 75 K (Tab. 1.).

Sol ?.. MASS

SSG 121 S. 226

So, W.I14 SSI.� M M

I . .50 S 9 9 1 11 S. Sn. 6S

S11.11.

S .
Wj T1 �Tl

CFX CFX

Figure 7 Temperature fields at the level of the then-nocouple in the results of the mesh
fineness sensitivity study (normal and refined mesh)

Mesh Normal Refined Difference
Inlet average 581.168 581.168 -
Average in the surface of the thermocouple 584.698 584.523 0.175
Difference bet-ween the signal and inlet average 3.530 3.355 0.175
Minimum temperature at the level of the thermocouple 574.949 575.365 -0.416
Maximum temperature at the level of the thermocouple 585.298 1585.086 0212
Difference between maximum and inimum 0.628

Table 1. Characteristic temperature values of the results of the mesh fineness sensitivity study
[K]
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2

WE NTI
CFX

Figure 8. Curves defined for evaluation of the results
Curve 1: At the level of the thermocouple, r-42 nim

Curves 2 At the level of the thermocouple, r3.4 6 10; 14; 18; ... 38; 42 mm
Curve 3 Axial centerline

-m- Normal mesh
582 - a- Refined mesh

561 

5w-

579-

578 -
06 P-4:

Ew 577 
F- $% ̀�M 8, I I I

576

575

0 �O 1�0 1;0 2M 2W 3�O 350

Compass (degree]

Figure 9 Temperature values at curve I of Fig. .
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Figure 10. Temperature values at curve 2 of Fig. .
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Figure I . Velocity values at curve 3 of Fig. .

Turbulent-models

For high Reynolds-number flows the K-Epsilon and the KOmega turbulent-models are
the best validated end the most reliable models [8]. Therefore results obtained by using these
models were compared during the sensitivity study. The calculations showed clearly that the
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results are insensible to h choose of ific 2 differcm turbulent-niodels. The veloc
temperature fields are alitatively well-coincide (Figs. 2 3 5., 6 and I I
quantitatively differences ctvccn the proper fields are well low, in case of the therm,
signals i was obtained to be 0207 K (Tab. 2). For his reason, ad being acquainted 
previously presented results, we used the 2nd order discretization, the nor-Mal me!
million cells and the KOmega turbulence-model in our calculations..

V�IXy V.

4SO

so VH-ty

.01

CFX

Figure 12. Velocity fields at the level of the thermocouple in the results of the turbulc
model sensitivity examination

CFX C

Figure 13. Temperature fields at the level of the then-nocouple in the results of he turbuk

model sensitivity examination
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Turbulent-model K-Eps. K-Orn. Difference
Ifflet average 581.174 581.174 -
Temperature average in the surface of the thermocouple 584.835 584.628 0.207
Difference between the signal and the inlet average 3.661 3.454 0.207
Minimum value at the level of the thermocouple 575.092 574.814 0.278
Maximum value at the level of the then-nocouple 585.304 1585.244 0.060
Difference between maximum and minimum 110.212 110.430 1-0.218

Table 2 Characteristic temperature values of the results of the turbulent-model sensitivity
study K]

5a - K-Epsilon

582 - K-Ornega

581-. I Co*

580- M�
Nk

AA
57 -

578 -
CL

E 57-7 -

576

575 -

574 - �O
0 �O 1�0 1�0 2�O 2�O

Compass [degree]

Figure 14. Temperature values at curve I of Fig. .
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Figure 15 Tmperature values at curve 2 of Fig. .
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Figure 16. Velocity values at curve 3 of Fig. .
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RESULTS

The calculations were performed on three types of fuel assemblies:
a 3.6% enriched normal assembly
0 3.82% enriched profiled assembly
0 3.82% enriched, profiled assembly with increased pin spacing

For each assemblies, two types of inlet fields were calculated at Paks NPP [5]:
0 For internal assemblies of symmetrical heat source profile
0 For assemblies positioned beside absorber element with asymmetrical heat source profile

For the better understanding of the different configures an alphanumeric was introduced
(Tab. 3).

Alphanumeric Symmetrical profile Asynunetrical profile
3,6 % enriched, normal assembly Al A2
3,82 enriched profiled assembly BI B2

3,82 enriched profiled assembly of Cl. C2
increased pitch

Table 3 Alphanumeric determination of the several configurations

The results of the Al configuration can be seen in Fig. 17.. In the level of the
thermocouple, the velocity field shows a clear symmetry of 60 degrees. In case of the
temperature field the 120 degrees synu-netry of the mixing gid and the slightly asymmetry of
the inlet temperature field can also be revealed. There is a local minimum in the temperature
field just at the thermocouple. The average inlet temperature is 580.936 K the average
temperature on the surface of the thermocouple is 582.738 K. It means that the thermocouple
registers 1802 K higher temperature than the average.

4S9 W.M

V.4xfty
I log 5 is. 6SO

$51 S.,

N11 J . WAE NTI

CFX CFX

Figure 7 Velocity and temperature fields at the level of the thermocouple, configuration AI
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The result of tile A2 configuration call be sect) il ig. 1 8 A phcriometion of superpo
of wo efrects can be revealed on the temperature field Te temperature field ill tile l.
tile thermocouple is highly asymmetrical, bt te cold water plums can also be disco
near to e wall of the ore. The average inlet temperature is 567.975K, t av
temperature on te surface of the thermocouple is 568.571 K. It means that the thernioc
registers 0596 K higher temperature than the average.

C-1. 113. V.4.6ty � C-1. 13), T�

So

V.4.MY

14)

0 0.0 W

B" Ti N

CFX 4

Figure 18. Velocity and temperature fields at the level of the thermocouple, configuratio

The results of the Bl-C2 configuration provided very similar results, as it can be s(
the following figures:

V.I�jty T�

V�hy
IS6

A-7

BW 71 B

CF� I

Figure 19 Vlocity and temperature fields at the level of the thermocouple, configuratio
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Figure 20. Velocity and temperature fields at the level of the thermocouple, configuration 2
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Fioure 2 . Velocity and emperature fields at the level of the thenTiocouple, configuration C I
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Figure 22. Velocity and temperature fields at the level of the thermocouple, configuration

A general evaluation, summary and comparison of the results is given below.

Taking Figs. 17 - 22. and Tables 4 and 5. as a basis, the following can be state:
• The differences between the thermocouple signals and the inlet temperature average-

positive for all configurations. It points that the thermocouple measures a higher 
than the average.

• There are great temperature differences in the inlet field, between 15.150 - 27.620 K a
decrease at the level of the thermocouple to 6306 - 17.147 K (Tab. 5.). It means tha
mixing of the coolant in the fuel assembly head is so far from completeness. It also c2
seen in Figs. 17 - 22.

• In case of an asymmetric temperature inlet fields, the thermocouple is in a temper,
field of high temperature gradient (Figs. 18., 20. and 22.), because of the impe
mixing. It means that the signal of the thermocouple would depend on the param(
mostly on changes of the inlet fields very strong. It also points that the uncertainty 
temperature measuring in a real reactor is much higher in case of outermost
assemblies or assemblies nearby absorber elements.

Configuration Al A2 I B2 I C.
Inlet average velocity 2.947 3.524 3.081 3.998 3.352 3.

Minimum velocity in the inlet 2.719 3.254 2.839 3.711 2.957 2.
field
Maximum velocity in the inlet

3.034 3.657 3.168 4.159 3.375 3.
field

Difference between the 0.315 0.403 0.329 0.448 0.418 0.
maximum and the minimum

Result Maximum velocity at the level 6.211 7.448 6.51 2 8.502 7.031 7.
field of the thermocouple

Table 4 Characteristic velocity fields of the con fi2urations [ni/s]
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Configuration A I A2 131 B2 I C2

Inlet average temperature 580.936 567.975 583.956 569.307 577.487 569.281

Minimum temperature in te 568.2 70 5 32 70 567.720 554.1 10 567.530 554.540
Z inlet field
t=
5 Maximum temperature in the 588.380 580.890 591.260 578.490 582.680 581.970

inlet field

Difference between the 20.1 0 27.620 23.540 24.380 15.150 27.430
maximum and the minimum

Minimum temperature at the 5 75.245 558.452 576,580 561.374 573.521 559.913
level of the hermocouple

Maximum temperature at the 584.054 574.759 588.608 574.567 579.827 577.060
level of the thermocouple

Difference between the
8.809 16.307 12.028 13.193 6.306 17.147

maximum and the minimum

0 Temperature average in the
C4 surface of the thermocouple 582.738 568.5 71 587.825 571.219 578.509 570.108

Difference between the
thermocouple signal and the 1.802 0.596 3.869 1.912 1.022 0.827
inlet temperature average

Table 5. Characteristic emperature values of e configurations [K)

SUMMARY

In the paper, CFD models of fuel assembly heads of he of VVER-440 type reactors were
presented.

The sensitivity study showed, that our numerical model of 2 million control volumes is not
sensitive for increasing the fineness of the mesh. The model was proved to be not sensitive for
replacing the KCimega turbulent-model by the K-Epsilon. On the other hand the application
of the Ist order discretization provided insufficient results, therefore the 2nd order method
was used in the calculations.

The calculations were perfon-ned with consideration of three kinds of different fuel
assemblies: 36% eruiched fuel with normal pin spacing, 382 eriched, profiled assembly
with normal spacing, and 382 enriched profiled assembly with expanded fuel pin spacing.
The inlet velocity and temperature fields were calculated by the COBRA fuel assembly
subcharLnel code [5]. In case of all kind of fuel assemblies, calculations were performed with
assumptions of normal symmetrical, and highly asymmetrical velocity and temperature
profiles. The results showed that the hermocouple signals were higher than the inlet
temperature average in all cases. The coolant mixing in the head was proved to be not
complete. Therefore, mostly in case of outermost assemblies or assemblies nearby absorber
elements, the thermocouple is in a temperature field of high gradient.
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Continuation of this investigation ha a great imporiance because [lie following reasons:
• The heat conduction of the therniocoupIc and the holder structure was ot considered

the model. It is clear that temperature inside he therniocouple would be different fro t
average temperature on the surface of the hermocouple.

• T'he real temperature signals of te reactor units and possible changes of them in tir
have to b investigated for similar assemblies for which the calculations wre performed

• The effect of the bypass flow between the assemblies on the flow between the head aj
the bottom plate of the upper plenum, and the effect on the temperature signal should a]
be investigated.

• The inlet vocity and temperature fields provided by the COBRA code should
chocked.

• It would be very important to get detailed and accurate results from adequE
measurements.
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ABSTRACT

During the annual maintenance of the VVER-440 type reactors, the RV, the cooling pon
and the transfer pond form a connected flow domain. The reactor cooled by the natur2
circulation, which develops in one or two main loops. The cooling pond has its own coolin�
loops. 'Me CFX-4.3 code has been applied to investigate whether the natural circulation i
sufficiently strong to make the cooling system of the cooling pond capable for cooling the wholl
system in case the main loops are lost and other emergency systems are not available. Th,
calculations have shown that the cooling system of the cooling pond with the standan
connecfion is not capable of removing the heat produced in the reactor core. nerefore
modifications of the cooling.systern were investigated. The results has shown, that by movinj
the outlet of the cooling loop to the level of the water surface, or by using the discharge pipe :
the transfer pond as outlet, the system cools down rapidly.

INTRODUCTION

During the annual maintenance of the VVER-440 type reactors, the filling up of the transfer
pond (Fig. 1) 4) with borated water is followed by opening of the RPV (5). About four days
after shut down, the ransfer channel 3) is opened and the refuelling process starts. Meanwhile,
the reactor core 6) is cooled by natural circulation, which develops in two or one main loop (8)
of the reactor. The cooling pond (1) has its own cooling loops 7 one of which is also in
operation. During the maintenance, losing the main loops and the emergency cooling systems in
the same time has a low but a real possibility. Previous safety analyses have shown that in such
situations the coolant in the reactor core comes to boil within a few hours.

. On the other hand, the cooling pond and its cooling loops were not taken into account in
these earlier calculations. Intensive circulation could even be caused by very small temperature
differences in large water tanks [1 2 The CFX-4.3, a three-dimensional, high-capacity,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code has been applied for investigating whether this natural
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circulation is sufficiently strong to make [lie cooling system of the cooling pond capable for
cooling the whole system including the reactor core.

THE CFX MODEL

The geometry elements and other settings were considered in the three-dimensional CFX
model are listed below using the numbers of Fig. 2 The coolant enters into the cooling pond (1)
at the bottom through four pipes and leaves via five pipes at 67 ni under the water level. The
Inlet I and Outlet I boundary conditions were defined as a 30 c wide stripe at the corresponding
height. The mass flow and the inlet temperature were set to 77.78 kg1s and 303 K, respectively
[3).

The inflow and the outflow of the coolant of the RPV (5) during normal maintenance
operation was considered as Inlet 11 and Outlet 11 boundary condition at the bottom plate, and
one of the hot legs respectively. 17he mass flow and the inlet temperature were set to 70.4 kg1s
and 3 13 K, respectively 3). The lower plate of the ooling pond 2) and the reactor core 6) were
defined as a homogeneous porous region of p=0.4855 porosity. The decay heat power of the
reactor core and the lower plate of the cooling ond was determined using the SCALE code
system 4]. The calculations show that 10 days after shut down the total power of the coling
pond is 414 kW and the power of the core is 3548 MW. The long transients described in this
paper were investigated wh a mesh of 100 00 control volumes.

Although the fluid flow in the system is slightly turbulent, the laminax flow model was used
in the present calculations, because the low Reynolds-number turbulence models need such
dense mesh that can not be used in this large fluid domain 6].

RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS

First, the normal maintenance conditions were investigated. These results provide good initial
conditions for the calculations of incidental transients. By the investigation of the anticipated
incident, the Inlet II and Outlet II boundary conditions (Fig. 2 were closed by wall type
boundary conditions and transient calculations were performed.

Transient calculations on the incidental conditions

The results of the transient calculations (Figs. 36) have sown clearly that the cooling loop
of the cooling pond by itself is not suitable for preventing nor significantly slowing down the
heating up of the oolant in the reactor.
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There is srong now through the transfer channel. It eans close interaction beiwc
upper part of the cooling pond and the transfer pond during the whole transient F
Meanwhile, a very stable cold block (cold water trap) develops in the lower part of the c
pond, which is not influenced by the processes in the other parts of the system (Fig. 3.
core, the velocity field depends on the space and tim vry heavily. In some segments
core, the flow direction also alternates. There is a thin, very stable, nearly non-i
temperature stratification layer in the cooling pond a the bottom level of the transfer cl
Since the outlet in thelcooling pond is below this levelonly a few hundred kWof heat ger
in the reactor core is removed from the system via the cooling loop of the cooling poni
5/A).

After t-2000 s, the temperature values at different points increase with the same gradici
can be seen in Fig. 6 Extrapolating with a point model, the calculations show th
temperature reaches the saturation temperature 125 C) at the top of the core in approxii
13.4 hours.

Incidental transient calculations with modified cooling loop

In order to improve the safety of he system the heating-up should be slowed dovvn a
boiling should be avoided. Therefore, the effects of some geometrical modifications
investigated. In the first calculation the cooling pond outlet was moved to the level of the c
surface. The position and the mass flow of the cooling pond inlet were not changed.

The results have shown that the remanent heat generated in the reactor core can be rer
using a modified cooling system of the cooling pond. Ile cold water trap at the bottom
cooling pond is overfilled by the modified cooling loop. berefore, old water flows in
transfer pond and falls on the core (Figs. 7 and 8). The system becomes cool rapidly.
beginning of the transient, the cooling loop of the cooling pond removes approximatel
times more heat than that generated in the whole system (Fig. 5/13). The velocity and tempe
dependence on position and time is greater (Fig. 9 than it was experienced in the pr(
calculation. On the other hand, it is important to state that the feasibility of this modified s
on the real power plant was not investigated.

Incidental transient calculations ith using the discharge pipe

Since building new pipe systems in operating nuclear power plant units is difficult, us;
an existing discharge pipe as outlet was investigated. This discharge pipe is an annular p
the bottom of the transfer pond d connected to the transfer pond at three points [5) (see (I
Fig. 1.).

The results have shown that the remanent heat generated in the reactor core can be ren
using the discharge pipe as outlet. The cold water trap in the bottom of the cooling pond aj
be overfilled (Figs. 10 and II). Therefore, the system also cools down, but less rapidly tl
was described in section 32. The heat removal is much greater than the heat generation, bL
than it was experienced previously (Fig. 5/Q. Strong emperature stratification ca
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experienced in the upper region. Presumably due to te stabilisation effect of This temperature
stratification, the velocity and temperature fluctuation (Fig. 12) is lower than it as experienced
previously. In the core, te cold coolant falls down in the same segment with uniform velocity,
and in the other segments approximately uniform up-flow can be experienced, so this solution
means a more uniform cooling of the reactor core.

SUMMARY

Three-dimensional CFD investigations were performed on the incidental maintenance
conditions of the cooling pond, the transfer pond and the R.PV of VVER-440 type reactors with
the code CFX-4.3. The calculations have shown that the cooling system of the cooling pond with
the present connection is not capable for removing the heat produced in the reactor core (Fig.
13.). Therefore, modifications of the cooling system were investigated. By moving the outlet of
the cooling loop to the level of the water surface, the system cools down rapidly. By using the
discharge pipe of the transfer pond as 'outlet, the heat removal of the core can also be ensured.
This modification means a better solution both considering feasibility and the uniformity of the
cooling of the reactor. This CFD analysis is of great importance since during refueling the safety
of the VVER-440 units can be improved by these results.
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Fig u re 3 Temperature field in the incidental transient,t-10 128 s, 331 K<T<346 K

Outlet

Figure 4 Velocity field in the incidental transient, t- IO 28 s
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Figure 11. Velocity field, outflow through the discharge pipe,t-10 000 s
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ABSTRACT

Ile precise description of the coolant mixing processes taking place in the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) of pressurized water nuclear reactors has an essential importance
during power operation, as well as in case of incidental or accidental conditions. In this paper
the detailed CFD mdel of the pressure vessel of a VVER-440 type reactor and calculations
performed with this RPV model are presented. he CFD model of the pressure vessel
contains all the important internal structural elements of the RPV. Sensitivity study on the
effect of these elements was also carried out. Both steady-state and transient calculation were
performed using the CFD code CFX-5.5 I.

T'he results of the steady-state calculations give the so called mixing factors, i.e. the
effect of each single primary loop at the core inlet. The mixing factors can be given for
nominal circumstances (i.e. all main coolant pumps arc working) or in case of less than six
working MCPs. In order to validate the model the calculated mixing factors are compared
with the values measured in the Paks NPP.

. The rsults of the tra�sicnt calculations show the dynamical behavior of the primary
coolant. With these calculations coolant mixing processes during boron dilution transients or
during transients caused by enter of cold water into the core can be analyzed. The mixing of
coolant fed by the high pressure injection system into the pressure vessel has been also
examined. This calculations are particularly interesting, since the temperature of the coolant
fed by these safety systems is much lower than the temperature inside the RPV, so it has an
important role on then-nal stress of the vessel.

1. INTRODUCTION

The distribution of the temperature and boron concentration has major influence on the
neutron-kinetical behaviour of the reactor and the thermal stresses affecting the pressure
vessel. Therefore colant mixing processes taking place in the reactor pressure vssel (R_PV)
arc of primary importance during normal power operation, as well as at incidental conditions.
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Tile possibilities foi thc detcrininilliOn OF Colant 11INilIg W1111 11CiUSUrenicrit re very iited
because i experimental facilities are very expensive and difficult lo build. In the pst
usually aalytical methods were used, but teir pplicability is also restricted because of te
complicated geometry of tile pressure vessel. The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
methods provide an effective tool for the 3D simulation of the coolant mixing processes both
for nomial operation and incidental conditions. The advantages of CFD codes are the lower
costs compared %vith experimental ethods) and tile accuracy (compared with analytical
methods), while he large computational demand and long simulations are the disadvantages.

In order to detenniti tese ixing processes inside the RIIV a detailed 3D model of tile
vessel has been built ad steady-state and transient calculations were perforriled. The CFD
code CFX-5.5.1 I has been used for the simulation presented in tle paper.

2. THE DETAILED CFX MODEL OF THE RPV

The CFX model of the pressure vessel extends from the inlet nozzles to the outlet nozzles, and
it includes the following elements: inlet and outlet nozzles, downcomer, lower plenum, model
of the core (see Fig. I and Fig, 2.

From the point of view of the coolant-mixing there is a special feature of the RPV: the
existence of the control rod chamber. In this region, under the core there are 37 brake tubes,
into which the fuel assemblies (coupled underneath the control rods) can slide in, when the
control rods enter into the core. lere are planar perforated plates under and above the control
rod chamber. These plates and the large volume of the control rod chamber causes very good
mixing in accidental conditions (in case of asymmetric flows). The wall of the fuel assemblies
is closed, so inside the core there is no cross-flow. (Because of this the core can be modelled
with body forces, which allow flow only in the vertical direction.)

U

CFX

Figure 1. Geometry or the PV of the Figure 2 Arrangement of the inlet nozzles
VVER-440 type reactor
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The ain therTnal-hydraulical paraniciers uwd lOr ihe similAim dring noillml opcialloll
thc followings-

mass flow rate i one loop: 1460 Us,
inlet temperature of the coolant� 266.6 T,
outlet emperature: 297.3 T,

pressure drop through the RPV 28 bar 19 bar throuvh Ow core),

density: 768 kg/m3,

dynamic viscosity: I.E-4 kg/ms,

specific heat capacity: 51 15 J/kgK.

thermal conductivity: 0596 \V/mK,

thermal expansivity 2 1 E-3 I K.

Calculations performed with a simplified model of the RPV showed the necessity of builder

of a detailed RPV model including all the important structural elements inside the vessel [4

During the model development it has to be investigated, which structural lements a

essential for the calculations, or what approximation can be done instead of exact modellin.

The limits of the computational capacity also have to be aken into account.

The effects of (he main structural elements pon the coolant mixing have been examine

separately. A parameter study (with steady-state test calculations) ws carried out to find oi

whether the elaboration of the model of a structural element is neccessary. The pararrieu

study included the achieving of simplified and detailed models of the element and tl-

performing of steady-state test calculations with these models. The parameters of the te:

calculations were fitted to the thennal hydraulic parameters belonging to the normal operatic;

(see above). For the calculafions the standard k-r turbulence model has been used. Th

number of the ttrahedral volume elements in the volume mesh was btween I 0 000 and

700 000.

The following internal structural elements have been investigated [5]:

Alignment drifts: there are eight co-planar alignment drifts - enclosing an angle of 45 degree

with each other - in the RPV seated on the vessel wall at the ceavage plane see Fi- 3 4'

Their task is to fix the reactor pit coaxial to the RV.

oil

Figure 3 Photo ofan alignment dift Fioure 4 T arrangement of the alignment

drifts in the model
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There are alignment drills under all inlet nozzles and to additional azimuthal oe between
the outermost nozzles. Te drifts fill a oticeable pari of ihe low region, so hey have inipact
on the coolant flow in the downcomer. On the drifts there are vertical holes.

The results of the calculations showed (see Figure 5) tat under the drifts there is a region in
which the coolant is stagnating (with near to zero effievctive velocity). This phenomenon
cannot be experienced at the bottom of the downcomer (i.e. te effect of the drifts is lcal
during non-nal operation), but these stagnating regions can play an important role during
transient processes, at which the coolant mixing in the downcomer is very important (e.g. at
Pressurized Thermal Shock).

X
Figure 5. Stagnating region under the drift (streamlines coloured by velocity)

The baffles of the hydro-accumulators: there are three semicircular profile baffles, each 19 m
long in the upper part of the downcomer, welded to the vessel wall (see Figure 6 The task of
the baffles is to guide the water of the hydro-accumulators downwards in the downcomer
during an incident. However, the baffles affect the mixing of the normal primary coolant as
well, because the baffles guide it also downwards. This phenomenon can have an important
influence on nuclear safety. (E.g. when lower temperature coolant enters the vessel from one
of the neighboring nozzles.)

MWel verun

- Vft-OL bffles

- WM baffles wth 2 cm gap

Wth baffles -dW gap

7
>

10

0 50 �0 1W 2DD 2W

Aw,.C,,W p�b (eg-)

Figure 6 Baffles of the hydro-accumulators Figure 7 Calculated coolant velocity in z

direction in the downcomer (- 17 m, z--7 m)
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According lo lie performed calctdalmn� Ole coilsiderahly influence the coolant flow
the downconicr se Fur 7 Undei ilic NON.,, there is a rclnnvely aige stagnating regio
where sonic eddies call be observed. The bafflcs ell -eel tile colant low ven at tile cor ito

These results arc in good agreement xviih l experimental oes: [lie effect of tile stagnatir
region can be observed on tile ni.,King Idclors measured It Vaks NPP 3].

Elliptical perforated vlatc: the eiptical perforated plate, situated in the lower plenum as a
effect on he coolant flow: it smoodies te differences in i vocity of tile coolant. Th
elliptical plate of a VVER440 ype ractor contains 1344 holes with a diameter of 4 cm (se

Figure 8). The plate has been modelled with body forces. In order to find the suitable bod
forces to describe the effect of i plate on h coolant Aow a simplified model of h
elliptical plate has been built.

With the help of the performed steady-state calculations, the velocity profile after te plat
and the pressure drop on the plate has been dtermined. The small jets after the perforate
plate are insignificant at a distance of 10 cm after the plate (see Figure 9 The calculate,
values have been used to specify the parameters of the body forces, which describe the flo,�
resistance of the elliptical plate with cosine-functions(see Figure 10), and which is used in th,
whole RPV model see next chapter).

r

CrX
Figure 8. Elliptical perforated plate Figure 9 Vlocity field near to the plate

Rr

act!

L

CFX

Figure 10. Velocity Field near to the elliptical plate in the case of the detailed and simplified
plate model
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Brake tube IIJIIII)CF tile 37 brake tbes under ilic core hve �ilso ;III impoiiam iffluence on

t I IC coo[ a II I ill x I I i I lie R I' V. Tile coolant I o%� S 1110 I II C h I Ik C ILI bCS 0( Ill I 011i�l I e h I O III

of' tile tubes, bt through small oles suated o the ower parl of tile tube mimlic (see Figure
I I I i calculations itroduced below, [lie briikc tbes wre modelled by srIIpl tbes, cut
out from 11ow domain.

At the moment the investigation of different brake tube chamber odels, te bilding of te
direct odel of the control rod chamber and running of test C,11CLIlations are in progress.

These structural elements orm the dtailed model of the RPV see Figure 12). The core and
the structure of the control rod drives are not odelled yet. This model is suitable to
investigate mixing processes, which are particularly iportant in the downcomer. Both
steady-state and transient calculations were performed with this odel. In the followings

some results of these calculations will be introduced.

Figure I . Photo of the brake tube chamber Figure 12. he detailed CFD model of the
reactor pressure vessel

3. CALCULATIONS WITH THE RPV MODEL

3.1. Investigation of the mixing factors during normal operation

W-th the RV-model introduced above, steady-state calculations were performed to examine
the coolant mixing in the RV with the help of additional scalar variables. In tile centre of the
interest were the ixing factors, which give the share of one primary loop at the inlet of a
certain fuel assembly, so it demonstrates the coolant mixing in the essel from the inlet up to
the core. The calculation of the mixing factors give possibility for he validation of the model
because experimental values are available, which ws measured at the NPP Paks 3].

For the calculations, the nominal mass low rate of the primary loops was given as inlet

boundary condition, and the pressure above the core as outlet boundary condition. Six
different scalar components were defined. The concentration of a scalar component in one
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loop was I fthn 3), in th oher loops 0. So the concentration of (lie scalar components in 
different fuel ssemblies at the core ilet gave immediately he ixing factors or each loop

The odel of te pressure vssel contained 2 700 000 volume lements. The brake tubes w(
closed out from the flow domain. e results show qualitatively good accordance with t
measured data 3], however numerical difference can be observed (see Figure 3). The reas.
of this - with high probability - is the lack of the lower perforated pte of te brake chambi
In this consideration the odification of the odel is planned.

Figure 13. Measured (left) 3] and calculated (right) mixing factors of the loop No. I

3.2. Investigation of the entry of coolant ith lower temperature into the RPV

In order to dmonstrate the effect of the sructural elements he simulation of the entering 
coolant with lower temperature into the pssure vessel have been performed. As initia
condition the colant flow was assumed to be nominal in the RPV 123 bar pressure, 150(
kg/s mass flow rate per MCP). The beginning of the transient is the ntry of coolant into tht
RPV on the loop No. 6 with a temperature of 333 K instead of the original 539 K (see Figuri
14).

500-

450-

CL
E0
= 400-
C
M
0
0
Q

-;O 0 5 10

Time (s)

Figure 14. Coolant temperature at the inlet nozzle No. 6
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I-lie ivestigated geometry contained oly th dwnconicf and h o\%ct penL1111 With e

Internal strUCUIR11 elements (the OUtlet boundaiy ws lie coic inlco This model contamcd
1 900 000 �,olunie elements. Te tolal tnic 01,111 smulatiol ws 10 �ecollds \�1111 a tilliestep
oi'0,02 s.

The results sow that the stagnating region - e coninion cff'ect of the HA-baflles nd the

alignment drift - under te baffles Fills up very slowly wh colder coolaw: after 10 seconds
thecoolant temperature inthisregion is480 K(sec Figure , 16and 7).

CFX

t 5 s t 10 s

Figure 15. Coolant temperature in the downcorner
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450 4 s
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400 - 1 0

CD
0
0

350

300
0 5� 1�0 1 ; 200 250 300 3�0

Azimuthal position (degree)

Figure 16. Azimuthal distribution of coolant temperature in the downcorner (z=3.5 rn, under
the alignment drifts)
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Fig u re 17. Axial di stribu ion of coolant temperature in the downcomer (r-1.7 m, in the II ne
the middle HA-baffle)

3.3. The investigation of the accidental start-up of the High Pressure njectio
System

The accidental start-up of the High Pressure Injection System (HPIS) has been investigate
with tansient calculation with the detailed RPV model. This transient has in practice very lo,
probability, but it is very interesting from the point of view of the then-nal stresses of tY
vessel wall. The temperature of the colant transferred into the RV by the HPIS is muc
lower than the temperature of the primary coolant.)

T�-

V_"'

CFX

Figure 18. Inlet boundary of the transient simulation
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Tile assunied Initial conditions of te transient: the reactor IS III 110 Sut down condition, i.e.
the ain colant pumps are sopped, the cookin mss low re in the loops is 50 kg/s wich
corresponds to the natural circulaticia developing i the primary circuit. Tile temperature of
the coolant is 255'C, te pressure is 12.3 MPa.

The transient is initiated by the accidental[ start-up of the pumps of the HPIS. The pumps
transport coolant with lower temperature (35'C) into the cold legs of the primary loops No. 2,
3 and 5. (The pumps of te HPIS are connected to these loops.) The ass flow rate of the
HPIS-coolant is 20 kg/s which corresponds to the real caracteristic of the pumps of the HPIS

at this pressure.

Temperalve emper a ILx e

S. O) ISH - )9.002808

-471.002106 -471-002106

418.001404 -413.OOJ404

-363.000702

309.000DOa I O.. .000,�

rK 1 11 I

'If

s t-20 s

Temperatwe Temperative

8.000183 �)4_000,63

-473.000122 -471.000122

1. - 2 U 41a.000092

-163.900061 -361.000061

)06-000000

t=40 t=60 s

Figure 19. Temperature distribution in he downcorner during the transient
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At the inlet nozzles the total thermal sratification of te coolant was assumed (see Figul
18). In the calculation buoyancy was taken n account, and because of the large coola)
temperature differences the thermal parameters of te coolant were approached by polynon
as a function of the temperature 2]. The duration of the simulation was 80 s, with a timestc
of 0.2-0.5 s.
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1 0 s470 -
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E
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0
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Figure 20. Azimuthal temperature distribution in the downconner (r--7 m)
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According to te performed calculation the coolant with lower eperature flows in plumes
downward in the downcomer (see Figure 19, 20 ad 21). Te coolant temperature at the wall
of the vessel directly under the inlet nozzle is about 130T. During the transient the plumes
are adhering and oscillating together while the vessel is slowly filled with cold coolant.
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Figure 21. Azimuthal temperature distribution in the downcomer (z--3.5 m)
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3.4. Investigation of a bron dihiliOn transient

In order to ivestigate the effect of the control rod camber o the coolant ixin a bron
dilution ransient as been simulated wit te detailed RPV odel. As initial condition the
reactor was assumed to be in hot shot down condition, with stopped MCPs. (There is no
natural circulation ssumed in this case.) The coolant emperature is 266 DC, the preSSUre is

23 bar. The boron dilution occurs during te start-up of the first MCP: the pump transports
about 10 m3 diluted coolant into the RPV in seconds (see Figure 22). Te ixing of te
diluted slug was demonstrated with the help ofa mixing scalar component.

lo.

E DO-

'0W Os-

Oco

00 I'D I'S �D 2; I5 �0 2� 3D

Time (s) T.M S)

Figure 22. Mass flow and scalar concentration during the transient in the loop No. I

The investigated model included the control rod chamber as well. The volume mesh of the
flow domain contained 2 200 000 volume elements. The transient simulation was carried out
for 30 seconds with a timcstep of 0 I s.

The results show that the
coolant flows in the 12 -

downcomer in two main
jets, while under the
affected inlet nozzle the
borated coolant remains in lo-
a stagnating region. he

Ceffect of the HA baffles 0 S_
and the alignment drifts 0
can be also observed in the co a-
coolant flow. According to
the calculation the diluted 7

slug reaches the core in the 0 io
17. s of the simulation (see rme (s)
Figure 23, 24). Figure 23. Average boron concentration at the core inlet

One of the most interesting results is the boron concentration distribution at the core inlet.
Due to the effect of the brake tubes (they guide the coolant upwards in the control rod
chamber) the diluted slug reaches the core in one plume, at the centre of the core inlet (see
Figure 25).
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4. SMMAlZY

In the article tile presen sate of the odel evelopment of tile RPV Ora VVER-440 typ

reactor was presented. To fulfil tile primeter study of te main structural component
detailed models were dveloped, tha cn determine the effect of these elements on th
coolant flow. Compared to the available xperimental data the calculations give

qualitatively good result.

For the performed calculations the following computers wre used:

aPCwithigOOMHzlntelPentiumlV.processor,2GBRAMWindowsNTOS,
twoPCswith240OMHzduailniclXeonprocessor,2GBR-AMSuSeLinuxOS.

In the future the model has to be xtended up to (he outlet nozzles. With the help of tf
detailed model we intend to perform calculations on PTS and boron dilution transients.
large interest is shown in the coupling of CFD methods with other computer codes, e.g. wi-

ID system codes or with 3D neutron-kinetic codes.
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ABSTRACT

Heat transfer and boiling are key phenomena in critical quipment used in power gneration
facilities. Modelling of boiling in ID thermal hydraulic codes was state ofthc art right from the
beginning of their development, whereas boiling models in 3D thermal hydraulic codes are far
from raching this level of maturity. In this paper, the boiling model implemented in the CFD
code CFX-4 was applied, to analyse several boiling xperiments, the results of which are
published in literature. The validity of the implemented correlations is examined. In many cases
the model yields a good agreement with xperiments. However, especially in the low pressure
region, the steam volume faction is under predicted. The models implemented in CFX are
critically reviewed and ompared to alternative solutions- he snsitivity of the calculated
results on different parameters are compared. Te need for improvements in the model and for
further experiments are de-fived. Main attention sould be focused on measuring and modelling
of the correct size of the steam bubbles generated.

1. rNTRODUCTION

Heat transfer and boiling are key phenomena in critical equipment used in power generation
facilities. For ID system codes, from the beginning, boiling models were state of the art.
However depending on the problem under investigation, a CFD 3D approach is necessary. The
CFD modelling of boiling has not yet reached this state of maturity. One of the reasons that
make the development of a mdel difficult might be numerical problems associated with the
large dnsity difference between water and steam, which amounts to a factor of about 100 at
normal press= condifions. At operation conditions typical of nuclear reactors (of a few MPa),
this factor decreases to about 50. It is therefore no wonder that the first CFD calculations of
boiling were directed to nuclear power ractor applications Kurul and Podowski, 199 1, Anglart
et al. 1993, 1997, 1999).

The sub-cooled boiling model implemented in te CFD code CFX-4 is based on the above
concrpts.'N pesent paper describes the philosophy of the CFX4 boiling model and compares
calculations against experimental data published in literature- he validity of the implemented
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correlations is examined. critically reviewed nd compared to oher correlations. The sensitivity
of the calculated results o different parameters are compared Neds for improvements of the
model and for further xperiments are derived.

Currently he most successful approach to modelling two-phase flow is the two fluid mde in
the Euicr/Euler approach. Both phases are regarded as penetrating each other with the sum of
the volume fractions of each phase in every cell adding to unity. For ach phase, the full set of
Navier. Stokes quations are solved.

The spatio temporal rsolution of the two fluid model makes it prohibitive to numerically
calculate directly, the interfacial exchange of mass momentum and energy. The knowledge
about these phenomena is considered using additional correlations, as additional sources in the
basic equations. In applying these correlations, the range of their validity has to e kpt in m�ind.
The entire model predictions have to be verified against xperiments.

For the calculation of the exchange of momentum and energy btween the phases, it is
considered that the gas has the form of bubbles having a certain diameter, which are swimming
in a continuous fluid. Known relations for flow resistance of a bubble in a fluid or the heat
transfer between a bubble and the fluid might be used.

2. MODELLING OF SUBCOOLED BOILING AT A HEATED WALL

2 I. Tbe phenomena

Subcooled boiling is observed at hated surfaces, when the heat transfer-red from the wall into
the fluid can not b conducted further in the inner zones of the fluid. Then at the wall the
saturation temperature might be xceeded, whereas the average temperature in the bulk is still
below saturation. The heat transfer from the wall takes place by heat convection, by beat
conduction and by steam gcnerafion. When th tmperature at the heating wall exceeds the
saturation temperature of the fluid, steam bubbles are generated at the heated surface with a
frequency depending on the heat flux. Continuing the heat transfer, the bubbles grow and at a
certain bubble diameterthc bubbles leave the wall.This is characterized by abubbledetachment
frequency and a waiting time. These phenomena are influenced by the surface tnsion and the
flow regime of the surrounding fluid. When the steam bubbles are moving through the fluid,
they grow when the liquid temperature is superheated nd are condensed in a ubcooled fluid.

2.2. The CFX-boiling model

Ile fluid at a given pressure is assumed to be incompressible. The saturation temperature
and the evaporation heat H1. are specified for this pressure. As is shown later, this assumption
holds good for larger pressures. For steam and water, the density p, and pg, the heat onductivity
kj and k., and the specific heat capacity Cj and C,, arc specified at saturation conditions. Based
on the liquid tmperature TI, the liquid subcooling temperature T, = T,�, - T and the liquid
superheating temperature T,, = T - T,,, are defined.

The heat source is a given total heat flux. at the heated wall. It cannot be assumed that beginning
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from the boiling inception the ntire hat flux results in vaporation of water into steam.
Therefore the boiling mdel calculates a wall heat partition. The given otal wall hat flux
is split into three parts:

Q,. Q Q f

-here , is the heat transrer due to evaporation, Q = h( TW - ,) the heat transfer due to
quenching when a bubble departs the wall and fresh liquid comes into contact with he wall and
Q = hj(Tw- TI) heat transfer due to single phase convection where T is the wall temperature T,
the liquid temperature in the cell adjacent to the wall. hj and h, are the corresponding beat transrer
coefficients. For a gven combination or Q., T.h and the tangential velocity in the cell adjacent to the
heated wall Uh the wall temperature TW and the three parts of the heat flux are calculated using equation
1, iteratively.

2.3. Correlations for calculation of the heat transfer coefficients

The generation of steam bubbles proceeds by nucleation. The nucleation site density dpends
on the surface roughness and the wetability of the fluid. In CFX-4, the nucleation site density,
n, is correlated depending on the wall temperature according to Lenimert and Chawla (I 977) as:

= M(T, T,.,))" (2)

with m = 85 and p, = 1.805.

For tcprediction oftbc bubble departure diameterdB in the CFX-boiling model, the correlation
of Tolubinsky and Kostancbuk 1970) is considered:

dB = dBWOexp T, T,.,-, (3)
( TO 

with the bubble departure diameter at saturation, dW = 0014 m and TO = 45 K.

Asanile,thepro-ductofbubbledepart=diamcterdgandfrequencyfisregardcdtol>econstant
fdB = const In the boiling mdel of CFX, the bubble departure frequencyf is calculated
according to Colc 1960):

. V17-PD (4)
f 4 3d,,,p,

From the relafions derived up to now, the part of the heat which leads to evaporation, can be
calculated:
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(5)

The bubble dtachment is further delayed. The corresponding aiting tinic ily is calculated by

t (6)

with a = 0.8.

After a bubble departs the wall, fresh liquid comes into contact with the heated wall. Te
corresponding hat transfer Q, can be calculated according to Mikic and Rohsenow 1969)
using:

Qq (7)

A2f is the fraction of the wall subjected to cooling by quenching and is calculated by:

A2f � send 2B (8)

The wall fraction A if which remains after accounting for quenching is cooled by single phase
convection:

Alf = max(l -42fO) (9)

The beat transfer Qf due to convection is calculated fom

Qf AhpCIUI(T.-T,) (10)

where Ch is the Stanton Number, PI and Cp, are the liquid density and heat capacity.

C N.
RePr

2.4. Phenomena in the bulk

Steam is assw-ned to be at saturation condition. Within subcooled fluid 71-,-7�,,) steam is
condensed with the mass Mamfer rate :
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"tax �jg( �T_l Tj)Ajg' 0�
2)

With superheated fluid, fluid is evaporated at the rate:

= "'(hj,( T - T,)AIX )
?n H 0 (I 3)

19

A19 is the interfacial area and hig the interfacial hat transfer cefficient, calculated according to
Ranz and Marshall (I 952):

ki A 112pl 13)hig = -N. ' 2 Re (14)
dB dB

with a-0.6. 'he model assumes the liquid phase to be continuous and the gas phase as dispersed with a
bubble diameter d. Kurul 1991) and Anglari and Nylund 1995) proposed to calculate the bubble
diameter dB to be linearly dependent on the subcooled temperature T,),:

dB di T,.b TO) do(T - T,./,) 5)

T1 To

For typical applications from nuclear technology the authors proposed reference bubble
diameters at reference subcooling conditions: =l.Oc4 m. at T7=13.5 K and d=2.0c-3 at l=-

K.

3. APPLICATION OF THE CFX-4 BOILING MODEL

An experimental arrangement which is well suited for the comparison of measured and
calculated results, is an upward water flow through a hated tube or a channel around a hated
rod. The boundary conditions can b carly specified and the resulting cross sectional averaged
steam volume frac6on can be masured by gamma dcnsitometry with acceptable accuracy.
Numerous experiments of this kind are reported in the literature. The boiling model dscribed
in the previous chapter was applied to simulate these tests. The results show that this approach
is able to yield a plausible 3D solution, which in many cases yields a god agreement to the
experiments.

The tube was modelled in 2D cylindrical geometry.The two fluid model with gas as dispersed
and water as continuous phase was used. The ontinuous fluid phase was modelled as turbulent
using the K-Epsilon turbulence model. he bubble induced enhancement of the Eddy Viscosity
according to Sato 1975) was considered For the momentum exchange, the particle drag model
according to Ishii-Zuber was applied. As non drag forces the lift force according to Zun 1980),
the wall force according to Antal et a]. (I 99 1) and the turbulent dispersion force according to
Lopez de Bertodano 1994) were considered. The standard numerical discretization scheme
(hybrid scheme), was applied. The momentum equation was coupled with the nergy equation
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according to the SIMPLEC agorithm Te
equations for enthalpy, volume fraction and 100to
pressure vverc solved using h agebraic 1
multigrid ethod. For the velocity and the 0 1
turbulence equations, false time steps vcre 0 01 IP I0 DOI - �olu-e fracuo.l.
set. 'Me volume fraction quation waLs 001
under relaxed. To get a converged 1E-W5-
stationary solution, a few thousand IE ....

I E �001 67
iteration steps are necessary see Figure I). 1E-008

1E-009

The simulated test was published by 1E-010
Bariolornej (I 967).. The tube had a diameter 0 5DO 1000 1500 2000 2500
of 15.4 mm, and a hated ngth of z--2.0 m. i1eabons
The heat flux was 38 105 W/M2. The mass Figure 1: Plot of the residuals for mass, ent-halpy
flow of the water at 1.5 MN amounted to and olume fraction
900.0 kg/(s m2). The inlet subcooling was
42.8 K and so adjusted that the quality x=O was reached at z1.75 m.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the steam volume fraction in the bulk fluid and the
comparison of cross sectional averagcd steam volume fractions. Applying the CFX boiling
model, te agreement of the calculated values to experimental data is quite good. The right side
of Figure 2 shows the axial temperature profile. Since the overall he-at flux at the wall is
constant, the average temperature will grow linearly, when the flow is single phase. The growth
is decreased, when steam is gnerated. T,,,,, is the result of the boiling model.

Figure 3 presents radial vlocity profiles. At the height of z0.5 m the flow is still single phase
(blue line). Te typical radial vlocity profile Ul,,, for turbulent sin-le phase liquid flow is found
From z=0.95 m steam i gerated and the profile of Ui, at z=1.75 m shows that the liquid is
accelerated by the steam (black line).

Figur 3 also shows the influence of the consideration ofnon drag bubble forces. These forces
act perpendicular to the flow direction and play an essential role in calculating the gas cross

2.0 . .. ............ ... 2.0 . .............. .I-- ------

E

. ....... .

Cli ............ ........ .....

0.75 471 T-40 0.4 ... ....... ......... 0.4 - ----- .........
Ep�' rt JCKI

_=CFX4.�
0.00 429

I 0.0O.D 0.2 0.4 0.6 400 440 480 520
vol� Fracbon 1�) VI

M = 900 kg/(m2.s) Gross sectional averaged

Figure 2 Measured and calculated volume fractions (left) and tmperatures (right)
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sectional distribution for adiabatic air water flow. The fill, wall and the turbulent dispersion
forccswcrc takcnintoaccount.Thc rcddotted lincshowsthat without consideration ornon drag
forcestheradial i-naximumofthe seam volume raction wouldbe found attliewall.Thatseems
to be unrealistic. Although the influence on the axial averaged void fraction is small see Figure
4), in the actual case the experimental rsults are better rproduced omitting the consideration
of non drag forces (see Figure 4 This could b attributed by the fact, that the correlations for
the non drag forces are dduced for bubble sizes in the order of 3 to millirrictres. The bubbles
here are much smaller see Figure 5).

A weak point of the model is, that the tangential vlocity U and the liquid tmperature T in
equation 10 are taken fom the first cll near the wall. Since the value at the cell centr is
considered, the model might be dependent on the grid size. Comparisons by doubling orhalving

2.0 . ... .. ..

1.6 - - .......X
2.0 . ......... ------------------ 1.0

2-
1.6 - 0.8

E

1.2- 0.6 0.8 - -------
- Uliq..z-0.5m LL

0. - - LPrq.. r1.75 m 04 E6
- Ugas. z 175 m
- VF2. z-1.75 rn -6 0.4 - ------ E� --------

0.4 -0.2 > merlt----- Vr2 I CFX-4.4 vAthout ND�
CFX-4A reference

0.01 i 0.0 0.0
0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

R [m] Volume Fraction [-)

Figure 3 Radial profiks of phase velocities and Figure 4 Influence of taking into account non
the steam volume fraction VF2 drag bubble forces

f Pft) condensation evaporation
0 40 30 120 160 2W rate rate

2.0 2-0 . ....... ..... ........

1.6 . .... ...... 1.6 - ------- ...... ......

1.2 . ..... ........... 1-2 - ------- .......
T

7�

di' Muk *"age):
-- dB

0.4 - - ----------- 0.4 .................
Poratim

0.0 I 0.0
0.0 04 00 1.2 1 0 IE-007 2E-007 3E-007

BO V") lkgA'-"3)

Figure 5: Radial avenged bubble sizes Figure 6 Distribution of conclensafion and vaporation
rate in the bulk.
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the radial discrcliz�ilioll showed that tllc 0.6 - Is MP .a

influcncc ideed exists, but is S'all and 3.0 MPa

comparable to tile experimental 4.5 MPa

uncertainties. 0 4 - ----0

X Expert

In Figure 6, the distribution of Calcul., I n

condensation rate and evaporation rate in C 0.2 .. ..... . ........
the bulk is presented. As one would

expect, condensation in the bulk occurs in

the region mainly short aer the first 0-

occurrence of boiling, whereas -0. -0.05 0 0 05
evaporation in the bulk is found nar the X 1-1

outlet of the tube. Figure 7 Me-asured and calculated sic-am volume
fractions dependent on the quality x

4.COMPARISON OF THE MODEL WITH EXPERIMENTS

The boiling model described in chapter 2 was applied to aualyse several experiments published

in the literature, to check the range ofvalidity ofthe correlations used. Fgure 7 shows easured

and calculated cross sectional averaged steam volume fractions dependent on the quality for

different pressures see Bartolomej 1967). he first case at .5 MPa corresponds to the test
presented in the previous chapter. T'he ube diameter was 54 mm, the heat flux 38.1 05 \W1112

and the mass flow amounted to 900.Okg/(sm2). The point ofboiling inception is very well
predicted and also the trends of the development of the steam volume fraction with higher

quality are predicted with good agreement to the experiments.

Figure to Figure I I show the results of a further test series (Bartolomej 1982). Whereas the
agreement for heat fluxes lower than I MW/m 2is good, the calculated steam volume fraction

for higher heat fluxes are overestimated (see Figure 8). Also an overestimation of te steam

volume fractions is found for mass flow rates higher than 1000 kg/(m 2s) (see Figure 9 Figure

10 shows that for pressures larger than about MPa the point ofboiling inception is calculated

0 8 - -- ---------- ----- -- --- -- ---- -- 0.5 - -- --- ---------- ----- -
- 0.44 MWim"2 0.44 MWIm"2

- 0.80 MW/m"2 0.80 MWJm"2
0.4 - 1.13 /m"2 .........0.6 � 1.13MWW'2 ...... ........

C - 1.70 MW/m"2 1.70 MW/m"2
2.00 M/m"2 0.3 - 2 20 MWIm-2.

L 0.4 - ------------- ....... U.
0 0 02 ............ ...
E E

0>0 02 > 0.1 
X

0 0 
-0.2 -0. 1 0 0.1 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1

X X

Figure 8: D = 12 mm, P 7 MPa, Figure 9 D = 12 nun, P 15 Pa,
G = I 00 kg/(m2 S) G = 2000 k/(M2S)
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......... ......
a 6 7

- 3 MPa - 400kg/s'm"2
4.5 MPa 1000 kgls'm"2:

o6 - 7.0 Pa - 1500 kgfs'm"2
C - I I MPa 0.4 - - 20DO kg/s'm"2.!

- 15 MPaT5
0 4 - ..........

E ..... ..
n 2 ---

02 ... ....... 0> .... .. >

0
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05

X 1-1 X 1-1

Figure IO: D = 12 mm Q 1.0 MWIM2, Figure I : D 12 mm, Q 0.8 MW/M2'
G = 000 k g/(m2S) P7 MPa

to occur too arly. Whereas for the test 0.5

cases of Figure I I the steam volume

fraction for mass flow rates ager than X: X
X'

1000 k g/(M2S) are overestimated, in the 0.4 '�Xl: ----------------

case of the lowest mass flow rate the sicam X
XXvolume fraction is strongly underestimated.

Decreasing the mass flow rate enforces the 0.3- ---------------

creation of steam. Nevertheless in all
L X

presented cases, the qualitative trends arc

well predicted. Summarizing this 0.2 ------ --------------- 4
Xcomparison, the model presented in the

previous chapter is best suited for prc=rcs

at about 1.5 to MPa, for heat fluxes at 0.1 ------- ------------------
.. ExpeHment

about I MW/m 2 and for mass flow rates at
- CFX-4.4

about I 00 kg/(m 2S).
0.0

0 0.1 0.2 0.3
A strong underestimation of te volume Volume Fraction 1-1

fraction is found for lower pressures. Figure Figure 12: G = 161.2 k gl(m2S),

12 shows an example for a 24 mm in Q = 0213 6 MW/rn', P = .1 14 MPa

diameter channel heated by a rd of 12 nun

diameter at almost normal pssure

conditions (Zeitoun and Shoulai 1997).

5. IMPROVENffiWr OF THE MODEL

6. 1. Bubble size at dparture

Several authors e.g. Ycoh nd Tu 2002) or Manon and Mimouni 2000) proposed to replace
the xperimental curve fit correlation for the bubble departure diameter of Tolubinsky and
Kostanchuk 1970), (equation 3 by the mechanistic model of Onal 1976). ne model
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describes growing f ile bbble o a hin partially dried liquid film formed between tile

bubble and the heated surface. The bubble dissipates eat to surrounding liquid by
condensatio o is upper-half surface. Finally the odel takes into account tile hydrodynamic
influence of the nowing fluid on te bubble. When tese forecs exceed tile surfac tnsion
lorccs the bubble will depart the wall.

d dB WOpPPA 16)
B VB�6

with dR;VO = 242 10-5, pp=0.709 and

HITX.h) 113 k I k%,p�Cp., HjggjCP,1(aHjgPr b) 3

A 1/3 C2C H k PI,)1(pC",)p,4 k1pCP, 1/o, / �(P, )9

with a=0.013 and b=1.7

T,.b - U/ �_- UO
2(l - pi/po) 0

0 U1 < O

with a--0.47 and u=0.61 mls

The bubble size at departure is mdelled to be pressure dependent. Figure 13 shows a

compafison of the bubble departure sizes dependent on the subcooling temperature calculated

by the model of Onal for different pressures with the result ofthc Tolubinsky and Kostanchuk

correlation. For pressures ofa few MPa, the bubble diameter at departure is found to be fthc

0.5-

X
0.4 - - convection

:-quenching

6.0 - ------- .......................... : --------- - evaporation

0.3 - jt-- 'rolubinskyNostanchuk ... /j..
- 0.1 14 Pa
- 1.5 Mpa

N4.0 - ....... - 3.0 MPa
- 4.5 MPa 0.2 -

E

C3

2.0 - ....... I ........ ......
0.1

0.0 0.0
0 4 8 12 16 20 0.0 0.2 04 06 0.8 1.0

Tsub OJOLOI-)

Figure 13: Comparison ofthe Onal bubble size at - Tol./Kost. � � Onaj
departure for different pressures with die

diameter calculated by Tolubinsky[Kostanchuk Figure 14: Influence ofthe bubble siz at

(reference) departure on the heat partition
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sanic order of agnitude. For lower pressures bbbles ave the hated wall at uch larger
diameters. Te consequence is ha t prt ofth ha lx, which goes direct into evaporation

is overestimated see Figure 14).

6.2- Bubble size in the bulk

Another point ofcriticism about the oiling model described in chapter 2 is the assumption of
a simplified linear dependency of the bubble diameter in he bulk on he liquid tmperature.

Strictly speaking a constant bubble diameter in h bulk doesn't xist snce the process is

transient. When the liquid temperature is lower than the saturation tempcrature. the bubble size
will decrease by condensation. For liquid mperatures higher than the saturation temperature

the bubble size will increase.

Zcitoun and Shoukri 1997) proposed and Tu 2002) applied a correlation, which takes into
account the bubble diameter dependency on many more factors than in the CFX-model se
equation 17)

dB a(Pj1Pg)'? ( 7)

10�Wpl -V h(jo'C(PI/P')
Re Bo dRf

witha=:0.0683,b-.324,c--149.2,d--0.487, f=1.6andq=1.326.7heBoilingNumberBoand the
Jacob Number J are defined as:

Bo Q Jo PLCpIT,.b
Ghf, PGIf9

6.0 . ....... ------ ........ I.............. 0.5 - --- ------
Angtari

-0.114MPa
1.5 MPa

4.0 ......... - 3.OMPa 0.4 - .. .....
4.5 MPa

0.3 - ....... ---------
2 

0.2 - ..... ..........

0.0
-5 0 140 lis 20

Tsub 0.1 -- ------ ---------- I
CFX-4.4
dB se, to Z.S.:

0.0
4 E-DO9 8E-009 1.2E-008

Figure 15: Comparison ofthe bubble diameter in [kg/s'm"31
the bulk fluid calcullated calculated according io Figure 16: Condensation rate with the

Ariglart with the calculations ofZeitoun and bubble diameter according to Anglart
Shoukrii at different pressures (CFX4.4) and Zeiloun and Shoukri
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Thc b0111116 nM11bCr iSSLMICS frunt & tinltion, it D5
hcalCd channcl i.e. i oe dinicrision3l view.

Applying this correlation to the present case, the x
bubble diameters in the bulk are calculated 0.4

larger than by the linear relation used in CFX-4

(see equation 15). Figure i 5 shows a comparison
of calculated bubble diameters for different 0.3 - ......................

pressures. Whereas for pressures i the order of E
some MI'a the calculated bubble sizes are in the

same order of agnitude, the size for 0.2 x
0.1 14 MF1a according to Zeitoun and Shoukri Expenment

is uch larger than according to Anglart. The 0. 1 CFX4.4
consequence is a decrease of the interfacial DBVV Una]

surface with a corresponding decrease of the both models

condensation rate (see Fgure 16). Since in the 0.0

considered rgions of subcoolcd boiling, the 0 0.1 0.2 0.3

main phenomenon in the bulk fluid is Volume Fraction 1-1

condensation, the reduction of the condensation Figure 17: Applicat6on orimproved
rate is essential (compare Figure 6 This again models for the bubble diameter
leads to a higher calculated average steam

volume fraction.

Figure 17 showsthe influence ofthcapplication ofimproved calculation ofthe bubble diameter
at departure and in the bulk. he application of mechanistic odels for these phenomena lead

to a better agreement of the calculated steam volume fraction in the lower pressure region.
Numerical investigations showed a good agreement also with Bartolomej's tests at higher
pressure on applying these bubble size models-

6 FURTHER INFLUENCES

The model described in chapter 2 was critically reviewed concerning uncertainties. One ofthese

subjects is the calculation ofthe nucleate site drtsity according to equation 2 This parameter is
strongly influenced by t material properties of the heated wall like oughness and the

wetability which are difficult to specify. To investigate the influence ofthis orrelation, for the

reference example presented in chapter 3 the steam volume fraction was modelled by halving

and doubling the nucleate site density calculated according to equation 2 The results presented

in Figure 18 show that the influence is only small and is in the order of uncertainty of the
measurements.

Another item which has to be critically reviewed is the assumption of a onstant saturation

temperature in the entire fluid domain. Figure 19 shows the geodetical height z dependency of
the saturation temperature T,,,, at different pressures. The figure shows that this influence is very

small for pressures in the order ofmagnitude ofa fw MPa (only some 0 I degree ofK). In the

region ofnormal pressure however, this gradient amounts to almost 3 K. Whereas for pressures

ofa few MPa, the assumption ofa constant saturation temperature is valid, the geodetic height

influence on the saturation temperature has to be considered for normal pressure.
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0 8 ..................... --- .......... ---------
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Expenment
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-doublingNSD
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Volume Fraction [] [Pal

Figure I : Influence ofhalving and Figure 19: Geodetic heigth gradient of the

doubling he calculated nucleate site saturation temperature cl`T,.�dz as a function of

density an the steam vlume fraction the pressure

7. SUMMARY

'nc 3D simulation of subcooled boiling has to consider the interaction of very complex
phenomcm For industrial applications, the most capable approach is the two fluid model. Since
for practical applications, the numerical spatial, and emporal resolution is not fine enough to
resolve all sscrifial micro phenomena, they have to be modelled by additional correlations. The
first step in tis direction is to obtain a orrelation based on experimental findings. These
correlations however should be replaced by relations which are explained bascd on mechanistic
models. This ensures the validity of the relations over a larger range of boundary conditions.
'ne first look at models which were initially developed for the I D approach might be usefal.
The aim however must be to find models which have a formulation independent on the actual
geometry.

Influences of sveral uncertainties in flow parameters were investi 'gated, most of which wcre
found to be only in the order of magnitude of uncertainties of the experimental measurements.
The largest influences arc found for the bubble departure diameter and for the bubble size in the
bulk fluid. Also in an icompressible approach, the dependence of the saturation temperature
on the godetic height must e considered in the low pressure rgion.
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NOMENCLATURE

At, inici-facialarca Nu Nussch Number
(,',, liquid heat cpacity pressure
Cj,,� stea hat capacity Pr Prandtl Number

C,, wall hat capacity total heat flux
Ch Stwiton Number heat flux by evaporation

dy bubble diameter at departure resp. in Q, heat flux by quenching

the bulk Qf heat flux by single phase convection
f bubble dparture requency pi liquid density

9 gravity constant pi: steam density
h19 interfacial heat transfer coefficient p� wall desity
hf heat transfer coefficient for hat Re Reynolds Number

transfer by single phase convection

hq heat transfer coefficient for beat Tw saturation temperature

transfer by quenching Tj liquid tmperature
Hi liquid crithalpy T,,,h subcooling temperature

Hig evaporation enthhalpy T.,,, superheating temperature

k9 steam heat conductivity TW wall tmperature
k,,. wall conductivity I.. watin� time
k, liquid heat conductivity U, tangential liquid velocity
n nucleate site density
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